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GREATEST

CAST
IN STAGE
OR SCREEN
HISTORY! JOHN

GARBO -BARRYMORE

JOAN WALLACE
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BARRYMORELIONEL

GRAND
HOT]

with LEWIS STONE
JEAN HERSHOLT

METRO- G i

The play that gripped New
York for a solid year—and

toured America with many
road companies. Now it is on

the screen— long heralded

—

eagerly awaited— and when
you see it you will experience

the biggest thrill of all your

picture-going days.

An EDMUND
GOULDING
production
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NEXT
MONTH

!

"Hollywood s

Own Moral Code!"

There's a title for

you—and the story

is just as uncon-

ventional as it

sounds. You won't

want to miss this

feature of the July

issue of the new

15C SCREENLAND,

because many of

your favorites-

Garbo, Shearer,

Crawford—are in-

cluded. Watch
for it!

Frank J. Carroll, Art Director
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TALLULAH BANKHEAD
31

in
IB

THU R BELOW
One woman— desired, desiring— in a village of lonely men! Torn between passion and

honor, lovers and husband! Below the Equator, where civilization's barriers swiftly

burn away. What a great role for this great actress! TALLULAH BANKHEAD will make you

feel the pity, the passion, the penance of this woman whom love consumed! With a great

cast, including Paul Lukas, Charles Bickford and Eugene Pallette. You'll get the thrill

of the year from "Thunder Below"— a great Paramount Picture, "best show in town!"

Directed by Richard Wallace from the novel by Thomas Rourke.

^paramount |j| Cpidum.
PARAMOUNT PUBLIX CORP.. ADOLPH ZUKOR, Proi.. PARAMOUNT BLDG., N. Y. C.
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^EVUETTES

Eleanor Hunt, Harry Barn's and Helen Mann in a scene from "He's a
Honey." This is a peppy song-and-dance comedy, with Harry making

a personal hit in it.

Class A:
.JL. ALIAS THE DOCTOR. First National. Richard

Barthelmess, as a surgeon, adds another sterling
performance to his repertoire. The story is impressive.
Marian Marsh, Norman Foster and Lucile Laverne
capably assist.

ARE YOU LISTENING? Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
William Haines comes through with his best

performance to date. The film has a radio background.
The cuties are Madge Evans. Anita Page and Joan
Marsh. It's a good picture.*

.JL ARSENE LUPIN. Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. Worth-^ while if only to see the brothers Barn-more to-
gether for the first time on the screen. It's a good,
exciting picture. Karen Morley is the girl.

EMMA. Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. Marie Dressier
won our Honor Page for her work in this film.

A great cast including Jean Hersholt, Myrna Loy,
Richard Cromwell, Kathryn Crawford and Barbara
Kent. Don't miss it.

JL HELL DIVERS. Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. Thrill-™ ing red-blooded drama about air devils. With
Wallace Beery, Clark Gable, Dorothy Jordan and
Marjorie Rambeau. See it.

LADY WITH A PAST. RKO. This is entertain-

ment I The glamorous Constance Bennett in a
lively story you won't take too seriously. Ben Lyon
is excellent, David Manners is good, and Connie's
clothes are gorgeous.

MATA HARI. Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. Fasci-

nating spy drama with Greta Garbo and Ramon
Novarro at their best. Lionel Barn-more and Lewis
Stone, excellent. In other words, well worth seeing.

ONE HOUR WITH YOU. Paramount. The in-

imitable Maurice Chevalier in a charming musical
movie. Honorable mention to Jeanette MacDonald,
Roland Young, and Genevieve Tobin. The music's
good, coo.*

SHANGHAI EXPRESS. Paramount. A medal
to Josef Von Sternberg for directing this absorb-

ing masterpiece. Another to Marlene Dietrich for a
magnificient performance. And smaller medals for

the entire cast, particularly Clive Brook and Anna
May Wong.

*SO BIG. Warner Brothers. Another "wow"
performance by Barbara Stanwyck. The picture

is well acted and directed. Dickie Moore is adorable.

See this one.*

*TARZAN THE APE MAN. Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer. You're sure to get a kick out of this

jungle thriller. Besides, you'll want to see Johnny

Going to the movies?

First read our authen-

tic advice

Weissmuller do some of his splendid sw-imming.
Maureen O'Sullivan is the charmer.*

.JL- THE BEAST OF THE CITY. Metro-Goldwyn-
" Mayer. A new slant on the gangster films

—

looking at it from the policemen's side. It's interesting
throughout. Walter Huston and Wallace Ford are
impressive. Jean Harlow makes an exciting heroine.*

.JL- THE CHAMP. Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. You'll^ be talking about this picture for a long time.
Wallace Beery and Jackie Cooper are superb in their
father and son roles.

THE CONGRESS DANCES. Ufa. Utterly
charming foreign-made picture—English version.

You'll be whistling the songs and talking about
Lilian Han'ey, the heroine. By all means, see it.*

THE CROWD ROARS. Warner Brothers.
Thrilling film about automobile racing. Snappy

dialogue, good story, and grand acting by James
Cagney and Joan Blondell. And there's Ann Dvorak
for good measure. We recommend this.

Class B:
AFTER TOMORROW. Fox. A sentimental tale

about "every-day" folks. Nicely directed and acted
by Marian Nixon and Charles Farrell.*

BEAUTY AND THE BOSS. Warner Brothers.
This is the one about the drab secretary who turns
into a ravishing beauty over-night and marries the
boss. It's cute—so's Marian Marsh. David Manners
and Warren William are the male support.

SKY DEVILS. United Artists. Nonsensical story-
corking gags—plenty of laughs, and Spencer Tracy.
See it, just for fun.*

STRANGERS IN LOVE. Paramount. Fredric
March plays a dual r61e again. It's a light, amusing
film. March and Stuart Erwin are splendid. Kay
Francis looks gorgeous.*

THE LOST SQUADRON. RKO. Something
different in aviation pictures. Interesting drama, with
excelling acting by Richard Dix. Eric Von Stroheim,
Joel McCrea and Robert Armstrong.*

THE PASSIONATE PLUMBER. Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer. Goofy, slapstick comedy with Buster Keaton
arid Jimmy Durante at their funniest. Irene Purcell
for sex-appeal.*

THE WISER SEX. Paramount. You won't be
able to work up much enthusiasm for this picture.

It's a trifle too implausible. However, Claudette
Colbert, Lilyan Tashman, and William Boyd turn
in good performances.*

DANCERS IN THE DARK. Paramount. The
adventures of a taxi dancer, played by Miriam Hop-
kins. A newcomer, George Raft, is good. Jack
Oakie grins away with the show.*

DISORDERLY CONDUCT. Fox. Another Spen-
cer Tracy triumph. He makes this story about cops
and graft both interesting and amusing. Sally

Eilers helps, too.*

HEART OF NEW YORK. Warner Brothers. Life

in New York's "East Side" sprinkled with sentiment
and boisterous comedy. With George Sidney, Joe
Smith, Charles Dale, Ruth Hall and Anna Appel.*

HOTEL CONTINENTAL. Tiffany. A crook
drama. The action takes place in a hotel the night

before it is to be razed. Fair entertainment and act-

ing. With Peggy Shannon and Theodore Von Eltz.*

* Rcviezvcd in this issue.

•jr These pictures have been selected

by Delight Evans as worthy of

Screenland's seal of approval.

(Continued on page 95)
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[OR FIVE YEARS the talkingscreen has waited for-

25 SCREEN FAVORITES
Assembled in One Mighty Cast!

Bette Davis

Dickie Moore
George Brent

Guy Kibbee

Mae Madison
Hardie Albright

Robert Warwick
And 17 others

Directed by

WILLIAM A. WELLMAN
Based on Edna Ferber's

best-seller/'So Big"

Now at last you can see and hear

EDNA FERBER'S
world-famous epic of a woman 's heart

Seven million have read Edna Ferber's Pulitzer Prize

novel, "So Big."

Now see it brought to vivid, thrilling life with a swift rush

of reality that holds you breathless!

It's woman's whole existence . . . her body . . . her soul

. . . her love . . . her life . . . the secret places of her heart.

With lovely Barbara Stanwyck as

you liked her in "Illicit" and
"Night Nurse".

If you enjoyed Edna Ferber's

"Cimarron" you'll adore her "SO
BIG" . . . It's the main event of this

picture season!
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Ask Me! * M>ss Vec Dee

Marjory • V. Ladies and gentlemen

!

We're starring Marlene Dietrich tliis

month—you've been boosting her ever
since "Morocco." You know she has a
husband in Germany, a charming little

daughter, and is a most devoted mother
as well as one of the most accomplished
actresses in Hollywood. Marlene was born
in Berlin, Germany, is 5 feet 5 inches tall,

weighs 120 pounds and has naturally curly
red-gold hair and blue eyes. She was sent
to a private school where she studied vio-
lin and singing and mastered French and
English. She was studying violin to go
on the concert stage but a serious injury
to her left hand prevented it. Some time
later she became interested in the stage
and entered Max Reinhardt's school of
drama. She has been in musical comedy
and made pictures in Germany before com-
ing to America. Her latest American re-
leases are "Dishonored" and "Shanghai
Express." Her next will be "Velvet."
Her name is pronounced Mar-la-na.

Nils Asther Fan. So you thought when
pictures began to talk, Nils would be
out of a job. He was for a time, but with
the dogged determination of bis Viking
ancestry, he delved into the accents, gram-
mar, and vocabulary of our English and
now returns to the .screen with a perfect
voice. He may be the screen's next sen-
sation—who knows? He will appear with
Robert Montgomery in "The Truth Game"
and is to play with Joan Crawford in her
next picture, "Letty Lynton." And we
may see him opposite Garbo again.

Eleanor. This is the Miss Vee Dee
national "hook-up." Are you payin' atten-

tion ? Joan Crawford was 24 on March
23, 1932. Loretta Young is 20. Greta
Garbo is 25, Mary Nolan is 26 and An-
tonio Moreno is 43.

Olive IF. I'll be glad to tell you about
Richard Barthelmess. His new picture is

"Alias the Doctor" with Marian Marsh.
Richard was born in New York City on
May 9, 1895. He has dark brown hair

and eyes, weighs 150 pounds and is 5 feet

9 inches tall. His mother was a stage
actress. In 1914 he had an important role

in "War Brides" with Nazimova but his

first big part was in D. W. Griffith's

"Broken Blossoms" with Lillian Gish.

Then came "Tol'able David," which put
his name in the big-time class.

Mimi. There may have been several
reasons why William Bakewell's name had
an "ell" taken out—he seems to get just

as good billing as it is, so why worry if

Billy doesn't? Alice White is appearing
in vaudeville and hasn't any definite picture

plans. Yivienne Osborne's first screen role

was in "The Beloved Bachelor" with Paul
Lukas. She has dark brown hair, brown
eyes, is 5 feet 4 inches tall and weighs 112

pounds. She has been a very prominent
figure on the stage in the support of well-

known stars and has created many leading

roles for Broadway producers.

Miss T. I've had many grand titles

thrust upon me but have never been called

a "boop-a-dooper" so don't start anything
like that. Irving Pichel, who played with
Ruth Chatterton in "The Right to Love,"
is over 6 feet tall, weighs 185 pounds and
has brown hair and eyes. His wife is

Yiolette Wilson, who was an actress be-

fore her marriage. The Pichels have three

boys—the eldest. Wilson, is 11 years old.

Irving has appeared in "Murder by the

Clock," "The Road to Reno," "An Ameri-
can Tragedy," "The Cheat," and "Two
Kinds of Women." He is under contract

with Paramount, so you are apt to see

him around for some time.

Virginia R. Now that the reducing diet

has gone out of fashion, bangs are coming
in again, but what's a good bang or two
between friends? Carole Lombard, Mrs.
William Powell to husband Bill, is wear-
ing her hair banged and likes it, so my
Hollywood sleuth-hound tells me. Joan
Crawford is 5 feet 4 inches tall and weighs
110 pounds. Joan and Doug. Jr., are not

the parents of a boy or girl or both.

Joan's new picture is "Grand Hotel." For
this film, the producers. Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer, have assembled the greatest cast in

motion picture history, including Greta
Garbo, John and Lionel Barrymore, Wal-
lace Beery, Lewis Stone and Jean Her-
sholt.

Pepper-Pot. Ha-cha-cha ! Don't miss

seeing the revival of "Ben-Hur" in sound.

It will take you back to 1926 when that

film was silent and friends. Romans and
countrymen did not have to lend their ears.

Francis X. Bushman, Sr., was the man of
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the hour and Ramon Novarro the answer
to the maiden's prayer. Stuart Erwin
plays with Fredric March in "Strangers

in Love," and Dorothy Jordan appears with

Richard Dix, Joel McCrea, and Robert

Armstrong in "The Lost Squadron."

A Blue Fan. Snap out of it—the sun is

around the well-known corner. Your
favorite, Monte Blue, hasn't been in pic-

tures for some time. He is engaged in

manufacturing some kind of a high-powered
such-and-such and keeps very busy. His
wife, Tove Blue, is the daughter of Bodil

Rosing, the fine character actress. The
Blues have two children, Barbara Ann
and Monte, Jr.

H. E. S. No, I'm not Clark Gable's sec-

retary—but it's an idea. More fun count-

ing the letters from admirers of Raul
Roulian, who played so delightfully in

"Delicious" with Gaynor and Farrell. Raul
was born Oct. 8, 1905, in Rio de Janeiro,

Brazil. He has a charming personality

and is known for his musical compositions.

He will appear with Joan Bennett and
John Boles in "Careless Lady."

Alma N. Eddie Cantor's history? He
makes it ! Eddie is 37 years old, happily

married and the father of five girls. He
was born in the heart of New York's East
Side. His mother died before he was a

year old and his father not long after. He
was brought up by his grandmother until

he: married a childhood sweetheart in 1914.

He is a favorite on the New York stage

and draws down a nice big salary from
his work on both stage and screen.

Charles Farrell is 6 feet 2 inches tall and
weighs 178 pounds. Janet Gaynor is 22
years old, weighs 100 pounds and is 5 feet

tall. Phillips Holmes is 22 years old. His
latest release is "Broken Lullaby" from
the story, "The Man I Killed."

Mea. Dorothy Mackaill is 26 years old,

is 5 feet 5 inches tall, weighs 115 pounds
and has blonde hair and hazel eyes. She
appears in "Safe in Hell" with Donald
Cook. Joan Blondell plays opposite James
Cagney in "The Crowd Roars." Marian
Marsh is 18 years old. Not related to

Fredric March. She was christened Violet
Krauth. In 1930 she appeared with Eddie
Cantor in "Whoopee" as Marilyn Morgan
but her name was changed again—to

Marian Marsh. Her latest is "Beauty and
the Boss."

A. B. C. No, this isn't a Taxi Depart-
ment but a nice friendly group of fans try-

ing to get the last word about their

favorites. You haven't any fault to find

with my column but if you had it would
be because Leslie Howard, Kent Douglass
and Herbert Marshall do not have spreads
about them—here's an easy answer for that

one. Herbert Marshall was in but one
American made picture, "Secrets of a Sec-
retary" with Claudette Colbert and then
went back to the stage. "Michael and
Mary," a British film with Marshall and
his wife, Edna Best, has been released in
this country. Kent Douglass and Leslie
Howard are also back on the Broadway
stage. They'd better come back to Holly-
wood.

Vee Bee. So you'll be grateful to me
forever if I will induce the Editor to give
the readers a full-page picture of Elissa
Landi. Done! Appearing with Miss Landi
in her current release, "Devil's Lottery,"
are Victor McLaglen, Paul Cavanagh,
Alexander Kirkland and Barbara Weeks.
Jackie Searle has been in fifty-two pictures,
is in the sixth grade, is crazy about base-
ball, was on the air via radio at the age
of three, and two years ago went in for the
talkies and has been in every kid picture
Paramount has produced.

{Continued on page 95)

MAYBE
you've

been

MISSING SOMETHING I

Maybe you've been missing the laughs and

thrills which, like seasoning in your food,

add so much to the enjoyment of your mov-

ing picture entertainment. The comedies!

The cartoons! The hearty laughs that chase

your troubles away ! The travel romances that

charmyour imagination! The sports reviews

that thrill you with their vivid realism!

These are the "spices" that guarantee a full

evening's entertainment at the movies.

Double feature bargains cannot take the

place of Diversified Programs. So choose

your picture entertainment! Consider the

whole program! In the merry month of May
you will find a splendid array of EDUCA-
TIONAL'S comedies, cartoons and novelties

at the better theatres—on the perfect pro-

grams—where complete well balanced enter-

tainment is the order of the day—and night!

MACK SENNETT
Presents

ANDY CLYDE
in

"SPEED in the

GAY NINETIES"
"It's a scream," says the

Film Daily. And you'll

agree.

"TORCHY'S NIGHT CAP"
with. RAY COOKE

Another of the delightful escapades

of Sewell Ford's mischievous office

hoy. Produced by C. C. Burr.

BING CROSBY in

"BILLBOARD GIRL"
See your radio favorite and

his popu

"RADIO GIRL"
Her torch songs

were 60 hot thev

set the studio on

fire.

A TERRY-TOON
By Frank Moser

and Paul Terry

EDUCATIONAL FILM EXCHANGES, Inc.
E. W. HAMMONS, President, Executive Offices: 1501 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

« HOLLYWOOD
LIGHTS"

The "Three Hol-

lywood Girls" in

an uproarious
comedv of studio

life as the "extras"

Bee it.

An IDEAL
COMEDY
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Hoots

and Hoorays

Speak right out in meeting

—and win a prize!

Join the fan-fare of movie com-
ment! Brush off your best

verbs and adjectives and turn
them into a letter on picture
plays and players. Prizes of

$20, $15, $10, and $5, respec-

tively, await the best letters.

Write 150 words or less, and
mail to reach us by the 10th of

each month. Address Hoots
and Hoorays, SCREENLAND, 45

W. 45th St., New York.

Miriam Hopkins is this month's target for fan plaudits. Ifyou've seen her in "The World and
the Flesh" with George Bancroft you'll understand. And if you haven't, it's your loss!

"propaganda" films do

DOWN WITH THE "DODOS!"
(First Prize Letter)

I am a film-play patron of many years'

standing, and am convinced—
That films of "wild life" have not made

patrons "wilder."

That films of crime stories have not

made criminals.

That so-called

not convert.

That such charges emanate from sources

steeped in dodo-fication !

People of all nations relish good films

portraying various phases of life. That's

why millions and millions daily attend

pictures. Here's hoping the film industry

thrives, and its harsh critics dry up

!

John Bristol,

Hotel Henry,
San Francisco, Calif.

THE "SILENT PARTNERS"
(Second Prize Letter)

I am an ardent talking picture fan and
appreciate the efforts of the producers and
stars to furnish entertainment for the
American public.

But I particularly want to extend thanks
to the unseen and unheard workers who
help make this entertainment possible

—

the make-up artists, stage hands, elec-

tricians, technicians, photographers, and
others. If the actors and actresses who
have won popularity and stardom would
only realize that without the aid of these
workers they could not have reached the
heights of their success

!

The continued well-being of any enter-

Talk about the "mail" of the

species—more than half this

month's letters are from men!
Is the trend of movie appeal
swinging toward the mascu-
line?

High up among the month's
"raves" is Miriam Hopkins,
the Georgia Menace. And how
our correspondents ring that

Southern belle!

Gene Raymond comes in for

some nosegays, too. And do
the girls go for Freddie March!

"To beast or not to beast"

—

that is the question that agi-

tates "thrill picture" fans.

Have we had too many "gor-
illa" movies? Or do we need
more movie monks to jolt the

old spinal cord? And how
about the effect on the kids

—

yours and the neighbors'?

The star system comes under
the microscope, too—as does

the good old "privacy-for-ac-
tors" debate. But read the

letters—and then get into the

argument. It's more fun!

prise depends upon the co-operation and
unity of its workers at all times.

Walter L. Everson,
152 Maryland St.,

Rochester, N. Y.

HET UP OVER HOPKINS!
(Third Prize Letter)

Hooray for one thing ! That's for cast-

ing Miriam Hopkins in "Two Kinds of

Women."
Here's a girl who knows how to emote.

She gives an exact, subtle shading to every
word, look and gesture.

This gorgeous young creature has that

same indefinable, magnetic quality of per-

sonality that gives Clark Gable his tre-

mendous "pulling" appeal. She "suggests"
so much—if you get what I mean. Every
one in the audience prides himself (or

herself), that he or she "understands her
between the lines." We imagine the others

miss this "intimate contact," that we are

keener. We like to feel intimate with our
stars.

Watch this baby become the next big

"rave"

!

Nella Lynn Field.

484 Wickson Avenue,
Oakland, Calif.

WHOM WOULD YOU CHOOSE?
(Fourth Prize Letter)

Just suppose you were giving a

what movie actress would yo\

Garbo, Joan Crawford, Janet

(Continued on page 98)
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Study this face in the
circle. It is a triumph of
acting expression. Stan-
wyck has used very little

make-up — no grotesque
wrinkles or exaggerated
age-lines. Yet here is

character, dignity — the
portrayal, by sheer skill,

of the brave heroine of
Edna Ferber's famous
novel, "So Big." Hats off

to Barbara—Hollywood's
most fearless player.

Barbara, the star of "So Big,"
gave a real gold watch to little

Dickie Moore, who plays her son
in this picture. But Dickie adored
his movie "mother" even before
she presented him with such a
substantial token of apprecia-
tion! Dickie shares Stanwyck's
scenes like the staunch little

trooner he is.

Hollywood has hundreds

of beautiful girls. Holly-

wood has dozens of dazzling

personalities. But Holly-

wood has only one Barbara

Stanwyck. A girl who never

depends upon pretty close-

ups. An actress who isn't

afraid to act. We'll stack up

Stanwyck any day against the

finest German and Russian

screen artists. Barbara is

honest, she is vital, she's real

!



Lady: "Will you ask Mr. Meyerwitz if he needs any scarlet women today?'
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An

Open Letter

to

Clark

Gable

Dear Clark:

This is going to hurt me more than it does you.

I like you a lot—just because I'm an editor doesn't

mean I can't pick my favorites—and I hope you like

me, too. (I should think you would after all those

nice reviews I've given you. But never mind.) In

fact, I wish we could be friends—just good friends.

Now I'm afraid it isn't to be. Because I want to take

a little crack at you, Clark, and I'm not sure you can

take it.

Listen! I know you can't pick your parts. I know
you have to take the roles they give you, like a good
boy, and play them and like them. I'm not quarreling

with you about "Polly of the Circus." Maybe you
didn't like playing in it any better than I liked seeing

you. But I don't blame you. Let's forget it.

No—what I want to talk to you about is something,

I think, that you can answer for. It's just this, Clark
—they have you kissing and making up all the time.

It isn't the kissing I mind. It's the making-up. I wish
you wouldn't do it. We don't want to think of you as

an actor in Hollywood, making up your face every
morning, saying your lines, going through the gestures.

You stand for something entirely different. Clean,

natural, honest, human things. The big outdoors

—

yes, and a sock in the eye and a punch on the nose.

We picked you out of the Hollywood horde and cried

for your pictures because you were different. An
actor? We didn't believe it. A man—more like it!

We don't care— (I'm speaking for a few thousand

young ladies who write me long letters about you

—

and if your mail about yourself is anything like my
mail about you, are you blushing?)—we don't care

whether you're married or divorced, so much. It's

what you stand for. We go to see you because you're

rugged and real, and there's never been the slightest

suspicion of the ham about you. And then you have

to go and make up so that you remind us that, after

all, you're just a darned good actor. We can see the

mascara—maybe it's the lighting, or the camera

angles, or the director. Maybe you have to make up

—

I don't know. But don't let us see it. Make up and

fool us—we won't mind. Be tough, big boy, be tough!



Here's a New Girl to Love

Lilian Harvey!
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She is called "incomparably the most exquisite of film stars—beside her

Constance Bennett and Joan Crawford seem as if they were cut out of tin
!"

What do you think?

HP!
(FiE beauty and gaiety of

the new Erich Pommer
I film, "The Congress

Dances," is a great success

here in London, except among the

highbrows. They grimly turn a

shoulder on it and express pref-

erence for gangster films of the

grim and ugly sort of which all

other cinema-goers have long wea-
ried. Thus we may see how an

unbalanced literary diet may stunt

the growth of a generation.

Aldous Huxley, with that passion for self-analysis

and self-censure which leads him to pounce on nearly

every human characteristic as if it were a roach, and
T. S. Eliot, who is so paralyzed by his anxiety to be

distinguished that he is reduced to claiming paralysis

as a distinction, have produced a generation which is

afraid to make a move, in case it turns out to be derisible

and undistinguished.

Consequently they rarely commit themselves to the

positive act of appreciation except for objects so unlikely

to arouse this feeling that they can at first

pretend to be relying on an esoteric discrim-

ination and, if pressed, pretend that this ap-

preciation was not genuine and they were
merely gratifying an extremely subtle sense

of humor.
It is gloomy for those who have to do with

them ; but in this case they are the losers.

For this film is an extremely' jolly thing,

which marks the beginning of a phase in

which the cinema complies with the ordinary
literate person's demand for complexity.
There has been practiced up till now in the

film an unnatural and highly inartistic con-
centration.

When one goes to see, say, Marlene Diet-

rich in "Dishonored,"' one's attention is nailed

down to the fair Marlene, her legs, her love

affairs. But Marlene interests us only be-

cause she is part of an interesting world, and
has endless derivations from it and relations

By Rebecca West
Courtesy of The Neiv York American

Read what Rebecca West,

famous English writer,

says about Lilian Harvey,

newest screen sensation

with it.

The emphasis laid on her, pre-

supposes in the audience a greater

power of being contented with a

single personality than even an
adolescent in love ascribes to him-
self.

But in "The Congress Dances"
there is an end to that pretense.

The producers assume, and arc-

certainly justified in so doing, that

the audience will fall in love with
Lilian Harvey, the girl who plays

the little Viennese glove maker, who very nearly be-

comes the mistress of the Czar when he attends the

Congress that was called to settle the fate of Xapoleon
when he was bottled up in Elba.

But they also realize that the audience will have a

lot of mind left over from that activity, which will be

free to be amused by the pomp and ceremony of the

Congress itself, and the superb character of Metternich.

the cynical statesman who called the Allies together
and tried to diddle them. So they use that material,

and send the audience away with a sat-

isfaction far wider than erotic.

The film, in fact, has assumed the

freedom the novel has always exercised,

^ to be large and roomy and full of all

J-', >^r-: sorts of things (Continued on page 89)

The English, French, and German leading
men of "Congress Dances," with Lilian
Harvey, the star. You'll be seeing the Eng-

lish version over here any minute now.
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You won't find this story like any other you have
read about a screen actor. Fredric March insists he
is "Just average"—well, read his story and see if you

agree with him!

ON THE face of it, a chance to reminisce at

length about your life and works is highly at-

tractive. Particularly in print, when no one
can stop you by suddenly leaving the room in a

state of acute boredom and nausea.

That's what I thought at first, anyway. But now that

I stop to consider, I find I'd rather talk about the eco-

nomic system of Liberia than about myself, which is an
abnormal nervous reflex for any human being. The

Beginning

As told by
Fredric March

to Margaret Keid

reason is a distinct feeling of inadequacy in the matter
of biographical color. I might say that we Marches were
ever a conservative crew, but that wouldn't disguise the

fact that we were simply an average American family,

doing average American things. So, as a striking hu-
man document, this will bear an uncanny resemblance to

the reminiscences of several hundred thousand other
people

!

I was born, amid a dead silence of church bells and
cheering, in Racine, Wisconsin. In 1898. My parents
were excited, but the rest of the world maintained a

great calm. Even among the neighbors, there was little

news value in the fact that the Bickels had had another
baby.

My real name is Bickel. When I went on the stage

and wanted a flossier name I took my mother's, which
was Marcher, and shortened it to March. My brother,

who is an official for a firm manufacturing cooling-and-

heating systems, loves to introduce to his friends, "My
brother, Mr. March, and his wife, Miss Eldridge. My
brother changed his name when he went into acting."

And I introduce him to my friends as, "My brother. Mr.
Bickel, who changed his name when he went into weath-
er-making.''

(And what a dull little anecdote that was! I have a
feeling this story will be rich in others like it.)

Well, I got myself born. The fourth in the family,

following two brothers and a sister. I ran into luck at

the start—it was a swell family. My mother was gay,

charming, very naive. We kidded her and adored her.

My father was head of a manufacturing concern and a

pillar of the Presbyterian Church. But that doesn't

describe him at all. He has always had such wise un-
derstanding and tolerance, such humor. The most un-

forbidding sort of father, and yet we had infinite respect

for him even though we looked upon him as an equal in

companionship.

My earliest recollection is a single flash, long before

my continuous memory begins. I remember eating cook-

ies my grandmother had made, munching them comfort-

ably beside the big bed in which my grandfather lay ill.

And that is just about as uninteresting as an earliest

recollection can be, isn't it ?

From there we skip to the equally dramatic later boy-

hood of our colorful little hero. What a colorful figure

he was, to be sure—completely indistinguishable from
any other boy in the town. They're all of a piece—just

average youngsters and deadly uninteresting except to

themselves.

My one and only distinguishing feature was a revolt-

ing one. I recited. I couldn't be kept from reciting.

You know the occasions—church bazaars, school enter-

tainments, Sunday School parties. I wasn't precocious.

Just plain obnoxious. I was ungodly "stuck-up" about

it and mistaken teachers and Sunday School teachers
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The Real Life Story

Fredric March
Here's the feature you've been asking for—the

first complete account of your favorite's life

—so far!

The romance co-starring Florence Eldridge and Fredric March is having
a long run! The Marches are Hollywood's most successful—and de-

voted—dramatic deserters from the Broadway stage.

19

were constantly having me do it.

With gestures—you know the kind.

I remember one typical one, starting,

"In a dark and dismal attic

"Where the sunshine never came
"Dwelt a little boy named Tom-

my,
"Sickly, delicate and lame . .

."

I remember my excitement when I

found that one. I locked the door
of my bedroom and stayed up all

night, memorizing it in case I should

get a chance to inflict it on my public.

I'm afraid I eventually got the

chance.

My pals all thought it was pretty

smart of me to be able to recite. In

fact, my public appearances were so

chronic that they knew half my rep-

ertoire by heart and if I, standing

on the platform and carried away by
my own effulgence, forgot a line, one
of them would prompt me loudly

from the audience and neither one of

us would be the least abashed.

Outside of that malady, I was at

one with the rest of "my gang." As
I look back, we must have been a

pleasure to have around. Particu-

larly at that age. If people spoke to

us, we wriggled and mumbled inco-

herently. We walked either with a

shambling gait or else bounded, trip-

ping over furniture. Around our
elders, we were alternately belliger-

ent and, if we wanted something,

maddeningly polite and servile. Boys
are strange, inexplicable little ani-

mals.

Racine is on- Lake Michigan. We
used to go swimming inside the

breakwater. We'd steal lumber from
houses under construction and build

rafts. We'd steal vegetables from
neighboring gardens and cook "slum-
gullion." We'd steal our fathers'

favourite garden-spades and dig tun-

nels in the lake-bank, making all sorts

of "secret passages" and "chief's
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Freddie March's background—a fine

American home, a father who was head
of a manufacturing concern and a pil-

lar of the Presbyterian Church. Here
are the senior and junior Bickels, when

Freddie was still in knee-pants.'

submerged in

caves," totally impractical places where
we were always bein

collapsing wet sand.

Once our penchant for thievery even

got us onto the local police blotter.

We had a pretty custom of stealing

watermelons and such from the truck

gardens just outside the town. One
day we decided on a really big haul of

musk-melons. We call them canteloUpe

out in society now, but then they were
musk-melons and to us they were
"mush-melons." We loved them and
determined that, for once, we would
have our fill. We sneaked from our

homes after supper, congregated, and
made a foray on the melon-patch of a

farmer. As we left, laden with melons,

his son saw us, and gave chase, shout-

ing terrible threats.

I remember clearly the terror that

gripped me. The moonlit country road

became an awful place. Desperately,

we dropped the melons as we ran, but

he caught us, shook us, and cuffed us
individually, invoking the wrath of

God and the Racine police. Paralyzed
with fright, we promised to bring him
money for the melons next morning. He said it would
be seventy-five cents, and we trudged home in black de-
spair, wondering where in Heaven's name we could raise

such a fortune and knowing we wouldn't dare tell our
families.

Finally, after a dreadful, sleepless night, I saw it was

the only way out. Trembling and ashamed, I told my
father. I shall never forget what a brick he was. He
remarked it was a pretty silly thing to do and not par-

ticularly nice, but he said not to be afraid, he'd fix it up.

He paid for the melons and then talked with his lawyer

—in great amusement, but of course we didn't know that

then—and was assured by the lawyer that while we had
committed a felony, the farmer in setting a price had
compounded a felony, on which point he would be bound
to lose in court. My father told me that and the gang
were immeasurably impressed, and my father was prac-

tically a god from then on.

However, all of my childhood activity was not in shady
business. Less through principle than acquisitiveness.

I mowed lawns, shovelled snow, sold magazine subscrip-

tions, collected old paper and sold it to the ragman—all

the things a kid does to make a quarter or so. I liked

keeping tidy accounts of all my earnings and expendi-

tures—still do as a matter of fact. My father was
pleased. He encouraged a sense of money value in us,

but never irrationally.

In doing these things. I saw myself as the boy finan-

cier." You see, I read Horatio Alger. It's humiliating,

but I can't remember reading any respectable literature.

The "Little Colonel" series, all the Alger books, the

Rover Boys—that was the trend of my reading. If only

1 could have known then how I'd someday want to refer

to the pale little lad buried rapturously in the magic

pages of some great classic

!

My reading dramatized my actions, but only as it does

all boys. There were the usual shows in the barn, al-

ways in our barn—because fortune had favoured me in

that a chute, built for

some purpose I forget,

ran from the loft down
to the. street and pro-

vided a Spectacular
Death - Defying Slide

For Life, in my wagon,
as the grand finale of

every show.
I remember I always

wanted to be "boss."

There was always the

invincible argument,
"Well after all, it's my
own father's barn. I

guess." It was mostly

comedy— anyone with

lamp-black on his face

was screamingly funny.

I wish the formula were

as simple now.
As to my early love-

life. I had outgrown the

usual dislike of girls

some time before 1

would admit it. Sheep-

ishly, secretly, I fell

desperately in love with

one girl after another

—

the vague quality of my
amours being compen-

"I couldn't be kept from reciting," con-
fesses March, today. "I wasn' t precocious—just plain obnoxious!" That's Freddie—left—and a Sunday School friend, back

in Racine, the home town.

sated by their quantity.

When I met the object

of my passion on the

street or at school, I

was invariably surly and unpleasant. But away from

her, I overwhelmed her with attentions and last-minute

rescues from wolves and Indians—sometimes, slightly

confused, rescuing a couple of other maidens whom I

fancied along with her.

It wasn't until high-school that I openly manifested a
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liking for a girl. Still fickle, I transferred my affections

every couple of months. During the romance, the prin-

cipal signal of attention was escorting her to dancing-

class. I remember how big and imposing the hall

seemed. There was something so festive about the girls

in their starched dresses and party manners, the boys

with the day's grime scrubbed off them, their patent

leather slippers glistening. I can almost smell the frosty

air, feel the quiver of excitement as I walked down the

dark street toward the hall. I always liked to stand for

a moment outside, the wind nipping my face, and look

up at the windows of the bright, warm hall teeming with

festivity and elegance

!

Then I'd walk up the stairs, my eyes carefully averted

from the office on the first floor. It was our family

dentist's, and that long arm with the

drill on it cast a grisly shadow on the

wall of the stairs. I couldn't bear

ever to get a glimpse of it on my
way in to the dancing-class.

High school was uneventful ex-

cept that I was president of my class,

as I had been the last year of gram-
mar school and was again in college.

That chronic presidency misled

parents into high hopes for me, poor
dears. And except for my debut

into oratory, orations being the un-
avoidable offshoot of recitations. I

developed a repertoire of all the old

war-horses like "Touissant L'Overture." And I ha-
rangued with such heat that I was one of the regular

stars of school and Sunday School entertainment. Finally

I decided that Racine was too small for me, that the

outer world should not be deprived of my eloquence. So
I entered the state oratorical contest. I won the pre-

liminary—the local contest—and, ir great excitement but
also with bland assurance, went to Sheboygan with my
Spartacus' "Address To The Gladiators."

And came out third !

Never was there such indignation and astonishment
as seethed in my soul then. I couldn't understand it. i

had always been star boy at home and this sudden down-
fall was humiliating. One of the judges tried to console
me—"Well, you know, you're still in short pants." I

was enraged. Now
maybe my parents
would see their folly

and buy me long pants !

During the next
year, I chanced upon
Grattan's "Invective
Against Corry." This
was something a little

different. It was a dra-

matic, human-sound-
ing speech, genuinely

arresting. I tried it at

school and it went
over big. When the

state contest came
around again, I en-

tered. This time in

long pants and accom-
panied by my father

and mother, I went to

Tomahawk, Wiscon-
(Cont. on page 88)

If you saw "Dr. Jekyll and Mr.

Hyde" you know all about March's acting

ability. Now we want you to meet the man himself—

he is well worth knowing! Here's the first chapter
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aricatures

See your stars in homespun.
Or, from riches to rags!

Pretty good like-
ness of that little

Sidney person—
wide grin, slant-
ing eyes, and all.

Fancy seeing Syl-
via in rags!
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Clive Brook looks nice and
natural here, and why
shouldn't he? He's right at
home in tweeds, like the good

Englishman he is.

E. Stone made these "por-

traits" from tweed, worsted,

and just rag scraps he found

around. But they are good,

aren't they?

It's supposed to take nine tailors to make
a man, but this impression, below, of
George Bancroft only required some
tweed and worsted—and Stone's skill.

*r-v 1r»rV-vJr 1rJr i
i t-t-V

It's a far cry from the Oriental inscrutability
of Anna May Wong to the homespun materials
used by E. Stone to fashion her portrait. But

the result is effective, isn't it?

The coiffure, the pearl earrings, the
calm poise—yes, the lady at the left is

Kay Francis, as caricatured by Stone.

Oakie in stripes!
No one will ap-
preciate this cari-

cature at the
right more than
Jack himself. In
fact, he is grin-
ning already

.

And now, kiddies,
let's see what you
can do with a rag

or two!
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Are Stars Just Spoiled

T
"^HE most awful thing that can be said of a per-

son in Hollywood is that that person is "tem-
peramental.'' You may say they're "high-hat"

or that they've "gone Hollywood" and get away
with it. But say they're "temperamental" and you've

got a fight on your hands.

When you start analyzing the situation you find that

stories of "temperament" usually originate in the studio

employing the star and, more often than not, it is some
discreetly planted remark by an executive of the studio

that starts the stories.

And, analyzing further, the remark is generally the

result of a demand on the part of a player for more
dough ! There is nothing that upsets the studio quite

so much as having some player whom they have placed

under contract at a small figure and who has made a

big hit, demand an adjustment of his or her contract.

Nancy Carroll at the moment is probably commonly
regarded as the most temperamental player in the colony.

There was a story rife in Hollywood, although I don't

know how true it is, that she lost the lead in "Street

Scene" because of her temperament. United Artists

had signed a contract with Paramount to borrow Nancy
for that part—and it was one of the acting plums of 'the

season. Nancy was summoned from New York to work
in the picture and arrived in Hollywood.
Suddenly it was announced that Sylvia

Sidney would do the part and everybody
wondered why. It is only recently that I

heard the reason.

King Vidor had been engaged to direct

the picture and his contract stipulated that

he was to have the privilege of okaying the

cast. When Nancy's name was submitted

Portrait of Jean-
ette MacDonald
just after the
smoke of battle
has cleared away.'
Mook says Jean-
ette's "tempera-
ment" seems to
consist chiefly of
battling for what
she considers her
rights. P.S. She
always gets her

own way.

Connie Bennett
is ''tempera-
mental" because
she holds out for
what she knows
she is worth at
the box - office.

Tempera ment?
Make the most

of it!

By

S. R. Mook
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Children?
Hollywood says "Behave!" when
picture pets pout. Then, if they

get their own way, Hollywood
applauds!

Arlen—no temperament
at all. Oakie—plenty
of it! Dick and Jack are
teamed in the new air
picture, "Sky Bride."
Remember them in

" Touchdown?"

Regis Toomey is grin-
ning at the irony of
fate! He's a splendid
actor, yet he has never
played a leading part on

his own lot!

Nancy Carroll, that lovely red-head,
started out to be a quiet little Irish kid,
easy to work with. And then—well, as
Mr. Mook says, Nancy looks so pretty
when she is provoked that he, for one,

can't help applauding!

to him he vetoed it. He is reported to

have said, "I have never met her but there

must be at least a foundation of truth in

all these stories that are told • of her and
if only one tenth of the stories I've heard
of her temperament are true I wouldn't

work with her for any sum on earth."

United Artists finally prevailed upon the

Paramount officials to lend them another

player instead of Nancy, according to the

story. As Paramount was trying to build

up Sylvia at the time, and, as the part

would help her considerably, they substi-

tuted Miss Sidney—which did the picture no harm.
I talked about Nancy once to one of the men who

had worked opposite her. "What makes her act like

that?" I asked.

"I'll tell you," he replied. "When she first came out

to Hollywood she was a nice, quiet, little Irish kid.

She was agreeable and easy to get along with. But she

was intensely ambitious and all at once she realized that

people were taking advantage of her. So she came to

the conclusion that if she was ever to get anywhere it

would only be by doing other people before they did

her. And that's the hypothesis she's worked on ever

since. If you're going to be in a fight, it's much better

to have the advantage of having struck the first blow.

And pictures—to her—are just one long drawn-out
bout."

But Nancy seems to get what she wants. She may
be everything I've heard her called—I don't know—but

she gets her way about most things and her way is

generally the way that's calculated to do her the most
good. I don't blame her, you understand—she looks so

pretty when she's mad

!

On the other hand, take (Continued on page 87)
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Joan
the

Rebel
Here, told for the first

time, is the true inside

story of Crawford's fight

for fame
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"If it's a name he wants, if it's fame, I'll give it to him! I'll become a

star!" That was Joan's battle-cry—the real reason she turned from thrill

hunting to hard work!

JOAN CRAWFORD was a drifter

on life's sea of emotions. She

thought infinitely more of her

private life than she did of her

screen career. She was just one of the

girls making her living by acting—an

excitement eater and thrill hunter just because she had

never stopped in her headlong careening down life's high-

way long enough to think ! Joan was interested in Joan

Crawford, the individual, not Joan Crawford, the actress

or potential star.

Her romances, her thrills, her sorrows, her trials, were

all private ones, intimately associated with Joan, the girl.

To those intimately associated with Joan in those days

she was regular, a good scout—one of the boys, or one

of the girls, as the case or the company might be. Her
screen career wobbled along as best it might, not per-

sonally attended. Her emotions were all spent upon her

own private affairs.

Then came the turning point in her life. She believed

she had lost the only one who mattered to her because

someone else had a bigger and better name in the public

eye. In plain words, a screen star had deliberately stolen

what Joan then thought was the biggest love of her life.

Today, she laughs about the tragedy of that affair, for

she has outgrown and left far behind the Joan of those

days, and since then she has found love in its true sense.

Joan loves intensely, with every ounce of her being.

Her mind, her body, her very soul are wrapped up in the

object of her devotion. She is an intense creature of

moods—high, low, all blacks and whites, no in-betweens

!

In one of these blackest moods one day she said to me,

"When I get like this—so I just feel I can't stand things

any more, I jump into my car and drive up into the hills,

as deep as I can get into them—and
if I must talk I talk to them! Early

in life I learned inanimate things are

the only confidantes you can trust

with your soul secrets. There must
be something to that Mother Nature
thing, for I never fail to come down
from my hills quiet, and infinitely

comforted, in a way it would be im-

possible to describe. Silly, perhaps,

to some people who have never ex-

perienced this sort of communion."
That was Joan as she used to be.

Then came the sudden jolt. She lost

the object of her affections before

she believed herself ready. Her pride

was hurt more deeply perhaps than

anything else, for few men turned
from Joan until she was ready to let

them. But the hurt reached into her
soul and left a scar there that she was
determined to cover.

"If it's a name he wants ! If it's

fame! I'll give it to him! I'll be-

come a star. I'll become so much
more famous than she ever thought
of being he'll wish he'd stuck! I'll

show him I have the stuff !" When
Joan burst forth with this dramatic
little speech she meant it with every

By

Doris Denbo

ounce of her being, which subsequent
events proved. For Joan has long since

far surpassed the popularity and talent

of her love rival.

This was the first time Joan Craw-
ford, the potential star, had been in the

ascendant. Joan, the girl, the individual who was mak-
ing a very nice living acting, suddenly became fired with
the ambition to show someone ! THE someone does not
make any difference, for as an individual he did not mat-
ter much, but as an inspiration and spur to one of our
most magnetic and talented stars, he does count.

Joan settled down to fight for recognition in earnest.

She found to her own astonishment, that all the excess
energy, tense moods, desire for violent activity which
had always made her private life difficult, were all pain-

lessly absorbed in attending to her work. She needed
every ounce of this driving nervous energy to run her
career.

She became so fascinated with Joan Crawford, actress,

and her starring career, that she lost sight of Joan, the

wild, uncontrolled creature of moods and fancies. She
became an earnest, sincere, sensible young woman care-

fully planning the career of the mad young girl who had
once been so intimately herself. All that intense, eager,

life-burning energy which she had been burning up with-

out an objective, was needed, and used, in a definite ob-
jective to stardom.

Pauline Frederick was her ideal. She thought her the

greatest dramatic actress on stage or screen at this time.

She said, "If I can only be as great an actress as Pauline
Frederick I will be perfectly happy ! You know, some
day I want with all my heart to play with her in a pic-

ture. They tell me I look (Continued on page 82)

And today Joan
is a fascinating
actress, a poised
woman. Jackie
" Skippy" Cooper
is one of her fans.
The dark glasses
aren't a pose—
just to rest the
Crawford orbs.
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Nina Leeds, (Norma Shearer) , undyingly worships the
memory of her lover, Gordon Shaw, killed in the Great
War. "Gordon, my dear one, lips on my lips, strong

arms about me, spirit so brave and gay."

EVEN the most deafening barrage had to end.

Sudden silence, like a blow, smote the numbed
hearing of the weary New England men crouching
down in their trench, waiting. A moment's pause

—then the shrill, piping whistle that meant, "Attack."
Gordon Shaw scrambled nimbly over the top and slid

through the torn barbed-wire. Always and everywhere
a leader among his comrades—in sport, in play, and in

danger—now he was running across the ploughed and
scarred field well ahead of the rest. Ten. twenty, fifty

yards. A German machine gunner squinted calmly down
bis sights, picked out the nearest target, squeezed bis

trigger. The weapon spoke—one long, stuttering sen-

tence. Private Shaw stumbled, clutched at nothing, and
sank to the ground with three pellets of lead in his body.

"Nina!" he gasped. "Ah, my poor Nina!"
* # H=

The little New England college town drowsed peace-

fully under its ancient elms in the afternoon sun. It was
August; the students were away; life seemed to have
paused, listening.

The tall, spare figure of Charles Marsden, novelist,

moved leisurely down the quiet street in which old Pro-
fessor Leeds, of the college's Classical Languages de-

partment, lived with his daughter, Nina. Marsden, a

quiet, reflective, rather shy man of thirty-five, had known
the old Professor since boyhood. Cool and poised in

manner, the writer betrayed the quiet charm of a man
bred in a tradition of culture but physically weak and of

negative personality.

A dramatic master-

piece comes to the

screen,withNorma
Shearer and Clark

Gable! Read this

fictionization ofthe

photoplay version

ofEugene O'Neill's

play

Fictionised by

Mortimer Franklin

"This pleasant old tdwfi," he mused, "dosing and
dreaming. What memories and thoughts it awakens.'
Queer things, our thoughts—they arc our true selves.

Spoken ik'ords arc but a mask to disguise us—''
Professor Leeds, a dreamy, gentle-mannered little man

with a perpetual classroom manner, greeted him affec-

tionately. "Nina will be down in a minute. You'll find

her greatly changed since you went abroad after the
Armistice, Charlie.' Greatly changed.'' To himself he
added, sadly, "The first thing she said at breakfast was,
'I dreamed of Gordon.'

'"

"I remember that morning when news of Gordon's
death came," thought Marsden. "Her face like gray
putty . . . beauty gone ... a lifeless, tragic

mask. . .
."

Nina Leeds, a slim girl of twenty-five, came wearily
down the stairs. Her face was striking, handsome rather
than pretty: but her eyes, beautiful and extraordinarily

large and deep, seemed continually shuddering before
some terrible enigma.

She kissed Marsden, greeting him with real affection,

yet with an underlying coolness that cut him like a thin-

edged knife. "Hello, Charlie ! Welcome home." "Poor
old Charlie . . . what is he doing here?" she thought.

"Charlie home from Europe—Gordon dead. . . . Gor-
don, my dear one . . . lips on my lips . . . strong arms
around me . . . spirit so brave and gay . . . dead in

the mud . . . Oh, Gordon, darling, I must get far away
from this house . . . where I can be with my memories

of you . .
."

Then, dismissing Marsden from her mind, she turned

to her father and calmly announced that she had made
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estrange Interlude
a decision—she must leave home at

once, tonight. She would support

herself as a nurse at a sanitarium for

crippled soldiers, as she had wanted
to do ever since Gordon's death.

The Professor argued, wheedled,

commanded, and finally wept. ''You

don't know what you're doing

—

you're not yourself yet—you're a

sick girl
!''

"No, I'm not sick," Nina told him
with quiet intensity, "but those poor

boys are sick, and I must give my
health to help them live on, and to

live on myself. I owe it to Gordon

—

you must understand that, father,

Gordon, whom I loved, but refused to

marry because he was going to war
— I sent him away to die, not even
sure of my love. Don't you see,

father, that I must pay for my cow-
ardice, ray treachery to Gordon?"

There was no denying her. At last the Professor

gave in. Nina, with a sudden access of gaiety, ran up
to her room. "Come along, Charlie," she called over her

shoulder, "you must help me pack. Dear old Charlie
!"

"Coming, Nina, my little Nina," said Marsden. To
himself he added, with bitter irony, "Dear old Charlie!

The trusted friend, the faithful old dog—never the lover!

Nina pleads with her father, Professor Leeds (Henry B. Walthall) to let her
leave home to nurse wounded soldiers back to health. "I owe it to Gordon—you must understand that, father!" Her old friend and admirer,
Charlie Marsden (Ralph Morgan) , realizes that he is about to lose her.

And now I'm to lose her!"

Nina's career as a nurse was short-lived. The old

Professor died the following winter ; Nina came home,
and shortly afterward married Sam Evans, who had
been a classmate of Gordon's at college. Sam, a good-
natured, ineffectual sort of fellow, worshipped her in

Nina, now a nurse at the soldiers' hospital, meets Ned Darrell (Clark Gable) . a brilliant young doctor who pro-
fesses to scorn "love" as mere sentiment. But he is attracted to Nina because of her striking beauty.
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his naive way, and his healthy normality seemed the per-

fect antidote to Nina's tense nervousness. The match

was encouraged by Ned Darrell, a brilliant young doctor

at the hospital who, though attracted by Nina's strange

appeal, assumed a strictly scientific attitude toward her,

forcing himself to regard her as merely a complex "case''

in which he was interested. He sought the aid of

Charlie Marsden to bring the marriage about; and "Poor

Old Charlie," too weak to assert his own desire for

Nina, helped to persuade her.

Marriage, a home, children, were indeed what Nina

and Sam both needed ; and now at last Nina Leeds knew
happiness. Not that she loved her husband deeply, but

the marriage gave purpose and direction to her life,

while the boy's passionate devotion compelled her grati-

tude and affection in return. From the moment she

agreed to marry him her old taut distractedness gave

place gradually to calm and content, and her body and

mind both gained in health and tranquillity.

For awhile everything was serene. Then, follow-

ing an idyllic honeymoon, Nina's happiness

once more was blown to bits in one ter-

rible morning at Sam's mother's farm.

Mrs. Evans, a white-faced, sad-

eyed little woman, drew Nina

aside and poured into her

ears a tale of tragedy

that left the girl ill

with revulsion

and grief.

Quietly,

pity-

"Strange Interlude"

is a Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer picture, from the play
by Eugene O'Neill. Screen adaptation by Bess
Meredyth and C. Gardner Sullivan. Directed by
Robert Z. Leonard with the following cast:

Nina Leeds Norma Shearer
Ned Darrell Clark Gable
Sam Evans Alexander Kirkland
Charlie Marsden Ralph Morgan
Professor Leeds Henry B. Walthall
Mrs. Evans May Robson

ingly, Mrs. Evans told her story, yet with a vengeful
satisfaction she was helpless to control. ("Make her

suffer—as I have been made to suffer.")
Sam, Nina learned, was potential heir to a streak of

hereditary insanity that ran in their family she knew
not how many generations back. "It's a curse on us
all!'' the old lady told Nina. It had been the work of

Mrs. Evans' life to protect her son from the terrible

knowledge of all this, and she had succeeded—but he
and Nina must never, never have a child.

Nina, overpowered by the vision of lifelong misery
that now loomed before her. protested wildly. No child

—no little Gordon to recompense her for all she had
lost ! That was what she had married for—what Sam
wanted, too, beyond all else.

"I don't believe it! It's a lie!" she screamed. "Oh,
I hate Sam, I hate you both ! I'll leave him and

run away !" She broke down, weeping hys-

terically.

"No! No! You can't do that!"

Mrs. Evans shook her fiercely.

'Don't you see how Sam
loves you? He'd go

crazy sure
!"

Nina, sick with hor-

ror, sank to her

knees and
covered

her

Sam Evans (Alexander
Kirkland) , friend of Dar-
rell' s, confesses his love for

Nina and his desire to
make her happy.

Sensational drama, su-

perbly acted! Shearer and

Gable face each other in

their greatest roles!

"Dear Old Charlie" com-
forts Nina after her fa-

ther's death, while Sam,
diffident and shy, looks

on pityingly.
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face with her hands. "Poor Sam," she thought wild-

ly. .. . "She's right, it isn't his fault . . . Oh, Gordon,
what must I do now? Sam loved you, too . . . I can't

act the coward again, as I did with you . .
/' To Mrs.

Evans she moaned: "All right, mother, I'll stay with

Sam. There's nothing else I can do, is there, when it

isn't his fault, poor boy!" Then something in her

snapped —her wild, irrepressible longing gave way to

sense of duty in one despairing cry

:

"Oh, Mother, I wanted a son so much!'' Nina groped
for her mother-in-law's hand, her body shaking with

sobs.
* * *

A momentary cheerfulness, like a gust of bracing air

from out-of-doors, entered the sad old Leeds home
where Sam and Nina now dwelt. Ned Darrell was com-
ing to visit them, after more than a year's absence. Nina
shook off the weary listlessness that had possessed her.

She brightened up the house, put on her best dress, sent

Sam off to buy things for a holiday dinner. Ned was
their friend—and Gordon's—he was capable, intelligent,

interesting, not like poor Sam

!

Now it was "poor Sam" indeed. Plodding along the

street toward the store, he wondered for the fiftieth time

what had caused the cruel change in Nina, and in him-

self. {"Ever since the honeymoon she's been un-

happy . . . poor girl! Got to get a grip on myself . . .

making a mess of everything. . . . Gee, if zve only had
a kid—make all the difference—then I'd be sure she

really loved me . .
.")

Darrell arrived while Sam was away. Nina greeted

him gaily, but his alert, diagnostic glance perceived at

once that she had been through dreadful suffering. Soon
she was telling him the whole story of the wretched
sequel to the marriage he had arranged.

"Nina, I'm terribly sorry," he muttered, when
she had finished in tears. "I don't—I don't

know what to think." He put his hands over

hers, gently.

"You must know what to think.

I need your advice—your scien

tine advice this time, Doctor.

You've got to stand aside

and reason this thing

out as if Sam
and I were a
couple of

your

laboratory animals—to show me what's the truly sane
thing to do for Sam's sake and mine." {"Once, long ago,
you kissed me, Ned . . . my heart tvas cold then—but
now . . .")

"Her body is so warm, so desirable," Darrell was
thinking. "Nina . . . no, I mustn't even hint at my
feeling . .

." Aloud, he said to her: "Sam needs a
child of his marriage above all else. You say Sam's
mother made a suggestion—that Sam's wife should find
a healthy father for Sam's child. I agree absolutel)
it's the only sane, the only merciful thing to do for her
husband's sake, and for her own."

Nina understood. She leaned toward Darrell, her
hands tightly gripping his, her face set in sudden de-
cision. "We must remember, Nina," the young doctor
went on, rapidly, "love must not enter this bargain—it

would destroy the very happiness you are trying to
create—Sam's happiness."

She nodded, tensely, her steady gaze holding his eyes
as though in a spell. "Sam's happiness—I know."
Silently, he drew her closer to him. . . .

Before many days had passed Nina and
Darrell were forced to acknowledge
to themselves, and to each other,

that their relationship, begun as

between doctor and patient,

had given way to

deep, burning love.

Fiercely Dar-
rell strove

to fight

Nina, having agreed to
marry Sam, and now with
him on their honeymoon,
finds peace and happiness
again. Sam vows to make
her happiness his life's

goal.

Nina and Sam spend a
weekend at Sam's moth-
er's farm. Carefree and
gay, they are oblivious to
the tragedy that awaits

them.

Here, for the first time on
the screen, human minds
are revealed as they reallv

are— with their masks

ruthlessly torn awa1
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he must not be caught and possessed by any woman

—

"love" was merely a matter of biology—nothing must
interfere with his work, his career.

Then to Nina came the realization that she was to

have a child. Once sure of this, and sure of DarreH's
love, everything else ceased to matter. Once again the

promise of happiness dangled invitingly before her.

Her pity for Sam, her promises to his mother, were
forgotten in her yearning to live and fulfill her own
life. {"I've sacrificed enough of my life to him . . . I

love Ned . . . Sam must give me a divorce.")

"Ned," she told Darrell, "we must tell Sam about us

—

about the child. I've given him enough of my life—it's

different now. We'll be happy after all—you and I to-

gether. Oh, can't you see how I need you, Ned?" Dar-
rell, half unwillingly, agreed.

"Sam, the doctor wants to have a talk with you," Nina
told her husband one evening when Darrell was visiting

them. "I'll run upstairs to change for dinner."

Sam turned to his friend affectionately. "A talk with
me, old boy? What about—Nina? She isn't worse,
is she ?"

A wave of compassion for him swept over Darrell.

"No, Sam, she isn't worse," he began, "but
—

" ("Oh,
Cod, this is horrible . . . I'm supposed to be his best

friend, poor egg. . . . Can't do it . . . would finish

him. . . . Got to spike Nina's guns . . .")

He went on speaking to Sam, hurriedly, disjointedly.

"Look here, Sam, I can't stay to dinner. Got a million

things to do—I'm sailing for Europe in a couple of days.

And now, here's what I was going to tell you." He
forced an air of bluff joviality and clapped Sam on the

back. "It's good news, old kid. You're going to be a

father—yes, Nina's going to give you a child ! And now
I've got to get going—I've said goodbye to Nina. Just

tell her this for me—tell her I'll expect to find you both
happy in your child—both of you ! Goodbye !"

He was gone. Sam, trembling with happiness, looked

after him while a blissful smile spread over his face.

("Why did 1 ever doubt? She must have loved me right

along." )

When Nina came down she found Sam on his knees.

Farewell to happi-
ness! Sam's moth-
er tells Nina of the
terribledanger that
hangsoverherson's
head. "Oh, I hate
Sam—/' //leave him
and run away.'"
cries Nina, bitterly
disillusioned . "Not
No! you can't do
that! Don't you
see how Sam loves

you?"

his head bowed in thanksgiving. Seeing her, he jumped
up and took her in his arms.
"Sam, what's come over you? Where's Xed?"
"Ned's gone ; but he told me the secret—and I'm so

happy, Nina!"
"He told you the—what did Ned tell you?"
"Why, that you—that we're going to have a child,

dear."

"Ned—where is Ned? I've got to speak to him, at

once
!"

"But he's gone, Nina. He's sailing for Europe—he
said to tell you that he expects to find us both happy
with our child when he returns."

Nina closed her eyes. It was not to be borne ! "Ned

—

A moment of happiness comes to brighten the misery in which Nina and Sam now live. Nina, whose love for her
husband has turned to indifference, welcomes a visit from Ned Darrell—so handsome, so competent, so different

from Sam.
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my—poor little boy . . .")

She pulled his head down to her bosom and began to

weep quietly. "I mean, you weren't to know about it

yet, Sammy."
"But Nina, darling, it's the greatest thing that's ever

happened to me—to us! I can't explain it, but I'm go-
ing to make good from now on— I'll make you happy,
dear. And you want me to be happy, too, don't you,
Nina ?"

"Yes—yes, I want you to be happy, Sammy.''
{"Little boy . . . One protects little boys—one

doesn't drive them mad and kill them! . . . Oh, Ned,
yon are lost to vie . . . forever !"

)

* %

Nina's son, naturally and inevitably, was named after

Gordon Shaw. Little Gordon proved a husky lad,

showing even in childhood a natural capacity for
leadership among his playmates, a spirit of adventure
and fearlessness. "He's going to prove worthy of his

name—a real Gordon," Sam and Nina told each other
delightedly.

gone!" All her heartbreak, all her

desolation, were in that cry. ("Ned
doesn't love me . . . he's gone! . . .

forever, like Gordon . . . No, not

like Gordon . . . like a sneak, a
coward . . . Oh, I hate him . . .

/'// tell Sam . . . I'll make Sam
hate him . . . Til make Sam kill

him !')

Her face was stony, her voice

dead, when she spoke: "Sam

—

listen to what I'm saying. Ned
lied to you !"

"Lied? Nina, then you're not
going to have—

"

"Oh, yes, yes I am ! But you

—

you're not—I mean—you—

"

She faltered, and stopped. ("I

can't tell him that—/ can't . . .

Look at his face . . . Poor Sam-

Groping for an answer to her problem.' Nina tells Darrell of the predica-
ment she is in. "You must tell me the sane thing to do for Sam's sake

and mine!"

"It isn't his fault—/ must stay with
him and sacrifice my happiness to
him," Nina tells herself. She does
her best to put Sam at his ease.

Even before the child was born
the change in Sam was evident. All

his fearful uncertainty, his doubt as

to whether Nina really loved or mere-
ly pitied him, vanished. A self-

assurance, even a certain masterli-

ness, imbued him now, and was soon
manifest in the state of his worldly
fortunes. Gradually he gained con-

trol of the advertising firm in which
he had been an underling : then, bor-

rowing capital from Charlie Marsden,
he steadily forged ahead in his busi-

ness sphere until, having accumulated
both wealth and prestige, he came to

be looked up to as one of the defi-

nitely successful men—maker of

speeches to bankers and big business

men. joiner of exclusive clubs, habitue

of Park Avenue and Pinehurst.

That his happiness and success

were built on sand could mean noth-
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ing to Sam Evans, for he neither knew nor suspected

anything of it. Nina now guarded the secret scrupu-

lously
;
indeed, now that her life had fallen into a groove

of quiet tranquillity, safely surrounded by husband, son,

and old friends, it was she who became the defender of

Sam's mental security. Darrell had come back to her

from Europe, weary and embittered, unable to find the

forgetfulness he had sought, and now it was he who
begged Nina to let him claim her and their child. But
Nina, serene in the certainty of having found her true

life at last, repulsed him, kindly but resolutely.

As young Gordon grew to an age at which he was able

to observe and draw conclusions for himself, he came,

by an ironical twist of instinct, to hate this man who
kept hanging about his mother, casting sorrowful eyes

upon her, and trying in a confused, hesitant way to win
the boy's friendship. There was the time on Gordon's

eleventh birthday, when, seeing his mother kiss "Uncle
Ned" before sending him away on one of his restless

wanderings, the youngster cried out his passionate hatred

of Darrell and smashed the beautiful sailboat he had
given him as a gift. All of this Darrell accepted resign-

edly, but with a profound yet cynical sadness, not dar-

ing in the face of Nina's hostility to assert his true re-

lationship to Gordon.
By the time Gordon was twenty-two, a senior at Cor-

nell University, he had proved himself truly worthy of

that other Gordon who still held his place in Nina's heart.

Gordon Evans was the "big man" at college—not only

an excellent student, but also an outstanding athlete,

and now, for the third consecutive spring, the stroke of

the 'Varsity crew. Sam Evans' joy in him was un-

bounded ; to his mother he was balm for old hurts too

deep for anything else to heal.

Nina was now well into middle age and prematurely

gray, though still retaining her beautiful figure and the

smouldering, striking quality of her eyes. Only dimly,

if at all, was she able to realize how her tender love for

her son had gradually turned more and more possessive.

But it was brought sharply home to Gordon when, on the

day when he was to lead his crew in the annual Pough-
keepsie regatta, he confided to her his intention of marry-

ing pretty Madeline Arnold, a fellow-student.

"Marry her?" Nina echoed, stunned.
Gordon nodded eagerly. "Yes, Mother. I know that

should please vou. You've always been fond of Made-
line—"

"Yes, of course, but— Oh, Gordon, you can't—you
mustn't do this to me. You know how we've planned
on your finishing up at Oxford, how my dreams, my
hopes, have been to see you among the truly great. And
now if you marry you'll have to leave it all—be chained
to a desk—Em sure your father wouldn't approve

— ''

"Dad knows, Mother. He's glad!"
Sam came, loud and jovial as befitted the great occa-

sion of his son's last race, to find Gordon and shoo him
off to join his crew. Nina tried to remonstrate with
both, but neither husband nor son had ears for her. They
were the men—they had arranged matters—it was an
accomplished fact. While Gordon ran down to the boat-

house to join the crew, Sam took Nina to a motor-
boat. Soon they were aboard Sam's yacht, out near the

finish line, where Marsden, Darrell, and Gordon's
fiancee, Madeline, were already awaiting the start of the

race.

Selfishness for her own ends ? Or genuine, selfless de-

sire for her son's good? Nina did not know. All she

knew was that this latest blow had brought hatred into

her heart—hatred toward this blooming young girl who
was to snatch her son away from her : hatred even to-

ward her husband, who, in blissful ignorance of his un-

real position, was helping her boy to get away from her

—

her boy, to whom he had no rightful claim!

Her frantic grief at the prospect of losing Gordon to

a life of humdrum mediocrity caused her to cast about

desperately for a way to block him. Almost hysterical,

though managing to maintain outward poise, she drew
Darrell aside on the deck of the yacht while the others

gathered in the cabin, tuning in the radio for the announce-

ments of the race's beginning. (Continued on page 94)

Nina and Ned confront
each other, each wonder-
ing what the other really
feels. "Once, long ago,
you kissed me, Ned—and
now—" thinks Nina si-

lently. "She is so lovely,"
Ned tellshimself, butdares
not speak his thoughts.



COME

TO OUR

BEAUTY and

STYLE SHOW

Let the Holly-

wood stars be

your guides to

grace and charm

SCREENLAND invites you to a special pre-summer showing of
Hollywood flashes in clothes and charm. As you turn the follow-
ing pages, you'll find the answers to your questions, "What shall
I wear this summer? What's the smartest new coiffure? How can
I keep well-groomed?" Consult the stars— they are your friends'
They want to help you, and here in these pages they will give you
more valuable advice than ever before. Madge Evans is pictured
above as the 1932 Summer Girl all dainty, feminine loveliness.



Hollywood Beauty Highlights
Ferenc

Marian Marsh: • Remember that the 1932 bathing suits are all-revealing!
You'll want your shoulders smooth—so watch that sunburn line. Your
bathing-suit decolletage should match that of your evening gowns for real

smartness.'"

Mary Pickford: " Mind your elbows.' So many girls who are fastidious about
the care of their hands, their skin, their hair, seem to neglect their elbows
entirely. A mistake.' Elbows are pretty important this summer, so spare a

little time—and cold cream—for them.'"





Here's Elissa Landi's "Earring Coiffure."
She likes it, first, because it is not too form-
al; second, because it permits a soft cluster
of curls at the neck, vastly becoming; and
third, because it lends itself to earrings.'

If you have a super-abundance of tresses,

like Ann Harding, you will be interested to

see how Ann solves the problem. Here's a
profile view of her "careless coiffure" -it's

unwaved, unbobbed. drawn simply back —
and awfully, awfully hard to wear.'

Are you the Karen Morley type? Then take a leaf
from Karen's book of charm and copy her coronet
coiffure. Her hair follows a center parting with a
braid coiled over the waved under-hair -achieving a

braided coronet effect.

Why not copy

these Coiffures?



Bangs—or "the fringe"—are decidedly back
in the fashion picture. But study your mir-
ror and be sure you're the demure type
before you ask Louis, or Charles, or what-
ever the name of your scissors-and-iron
man, to give you a Helen Hayes coiffure.

You see, Helen has that little-girl look; it's

natural to her, and so she can effect the
somewhat-quaint and get away with it.

But not every girl can.'

Here's Ann, again—showing the simple
arrangement of her golden crowning
glory. In the circle, above, the intri-
cate knot of gold which is achieved by
separating the Harding locks into three
strands and coiling one upon the other.
Only girls whose locks are such a lovely
shade of pale gold as Ann's, should try

this. Others should bob.'

The Constance Bennett
Bob, which admiring girls

are asking their hair-
dressers to copy. Side part,
loose wave, soft curls
bunched at the back—
and the knockout ar-
rangement of ringlets in
front of the ear. It's the
last little detail that gives
Connie' s coiffure that dif-

ferent touch.



It's hot and tiring in the Holly-
wood studios, under the lights.

But Mae Clarke, wearing a
sports dress of green cotton
corduroy with a white collar,

looks cool and fresh. She has
learned to rest and conserve
her energy when she is not
acting before the cameras.

Lily Damita carries her beauty aids with her wherever she goes.
Here, on the studio "set," waiting for a "call" to go into action in

a scene, she has just freshened up her make-up from the unique
kit you see beside her. It's big enough to carry all the powder and
rouge and mirrors Lily needs, but not too unwieldy to accompany

her on the most crowded set.

Just Working Girls!

But see how well-groomed they are

THE pretty girls of Hollywood are always working! If not in the

studio or on location, then at a picture premiere or a "personal

appearance" or an interview. But always they must be perfection!

Immaculate, shining, well-groomed. It isn't easy. They're toilers

just like any other group of working girls. But they can never "let

down." They must always look their best. How do they do it?

Let them tell you

!



Frances Dee has good looks
that stand up under stiff lo-

cation jaunts and /oio of ac-
tion.' But she didn't just wish
for them; she works to achieve
them. She pays particular at-
tention to her stockings and
foot-gear—and her hair, in
any weather, is always sleek

and shining.

Simplicity.' That's Kay Fran-
cis' definition of real smart-
ness. And Kay almost invari-
ably wears either all white or
all black. It's easier, then, to
be really well-dressed, she be-
lieves, because she can match

her accessories so easily.





1 UPPOSE Ma Nature didn't favor you with eyes like Tallulah Bank
) head's! Just try those artificial eyelashes and presto!—that heavy

lidded look is yours.



This is

a

Sweater

Season!

Lupe Velez, that fiery little Mexican, goes
patriotic this Bi-centennial in her red,
white, and blue open-mesh sweater. You
may see Lupe in the celluloid in "The
Broken Wing," while she is appearing "in
the flesh" in the Ziegfeld musical comedy,

" Hot-Cha!" on Broadway.



There are sweaters for all daytime occasions this

season. We chose Maureen O'Sullivan to model
them for you because she is charmingly representa-

tive of the modem outdoor American maiden
even if she does hail from Dublin.' Here she is wearing

a "vestee" sweater of blue and white diagonal stripes

White jersey, trimmed with red and blue, fash-

ions this double-breasted one-sided lapel sweat-

er worn by Maureen O'Sullivan.

Below, Maureen shows us the latest "turtle-

neck" model—with the new high waistline,

flared cuffs and neckline.

A particularly feminine sweater of pure white
with a narrow red edging. Small pearl buttons

give it a further dainty touch.



The world's in tune when Anita
Page wears a frock of misty white
lace trimmed with tiny crystal
beads that reflect the moonlight'
There are also decorative sleeves in

the disguise of gloves.

The sun shines on Malibu
Beach—and Leila Hyams, after
her swim, slips into this white
frock with its nice, new neck-
line outlined in red, and its
clever bodice with pearl-but-

toned tabs.



A very, very smart knitted
turban carried out in blue
and beige, which Helen
Twelvetrees wears to
match a knitted suit.

Adrienne -Ames has good fash-

ion ideas. Watch this lovely

brunette and follow her style

hints. Here she's wearing a

rough beige straw accented
with narrow brown velvet rib-

bons drawn through the weave
of the straw.

Straw gets rough this season.'

Here is Irene Dunne wearing
a black straw with a tiny

rolled brim and a small bril-

liant red feather. Irene likes

veils and usually wears 'em,
but please, Irene, next time
choose a heavier one so we
can see it in your photo-

graphs'

Ann Harding tops that
black and white street
ensemble you saw a
page or two back with
a little black straw
with simple bow trim-
ming of grosgrain.

Leila Hyams is a great help!
We asked her to choose a hat to

pose in and the girl can't make
up her mind. She reminds us,

though, that both large and
small brims are good. So suit

yourself.



Hurrell

YOU like Wallace Ford, don't you? Then Watch for the

special feature about him in the next issue of this magazine

—you'll enjoy it!



Fryer

RODUCERS, give Ben Lyon more parts like the one he

played in "Lady with a Past" and you'll have a "new" big

star on your screens!



The Most Beautiful Still of the Month
We are breaking our rule this month to show you Phillips Holmes on vacation.

No studio or location "shot*' can equal this!



George O'Brien in Central Park, surrounded by the law—
but it's all for the newsreels. George is demonstrating a

stunt to the New York Police.

A Cowboy

Visits New York

George O'Brien breezes out

of the West

By

Evelyn Ballarine

MY TELEPHONE rang, and a voice said, "Can
you make that George O'Brien appointment
for 10 o'clock this morning instead of 11

o'clock ?"

A glass of icy water dashed in my face wouldn't have
startled me more. W hoever heard of an actor, or any-

body for that matter, on vacation in New York getting

up so early in the morning?
But sure enough, there was George "Out-doors"

O'Brien looking as bright as a red roadster in a dis-

play window. Oh, those rugged Western hombres

!

"What do you mean, early?" said Big-boy O'Brien.

"Say, do you know that when we're on location we get

up at five in the morning and feed the horses, about an
hour later we feed ourselves, and at seven we're shoot-

ing? So you see, it's force of habit.

"Westerns? I can't ever seem to get away from them.
Even when I'm on a vacation—this very morning, in

fact, I've got to do some trick riding in Central Park
with some of your New York cops, for Fox Movietone
news reels. Want to "come along and watch?" That
we certainly did.

"I wasn't prepared to ride a horse until I got back
to Hollywood, so I haven't a riding habit with me.
How'll this tennis outfit do? And I haven't seen the

horse, either—hope they have a 'Western' saddle."

Here's how your favorite cowboy looks after working
hours. George is now at work on "The Killer," having
completed "The Gay Caballero" with Conchita Mon-

tenegro.

"Mr. O'Brien," I said when we had started for the

park, "what's this I hear about you and Marguerite
—

"

"Stop, I've heard that one before!" said George, reach-

ing in his hip pocket with a dead-shot look in his eye

and pulling out a package of cigarettes. "I wish it were
true that Marguerite Churchill and I were "that way'

about each other. Here's a little incident to prove just

how serious our romance is : The other night I was
eulogizing the beauty of Havana to Marguerite. I don't

quite remember what I said—but it must have been

good, because she said : 'Stop it. George, you're getting

sentimental—and / don't go (Continued on page 93)
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Bickford! He owns a whaling ship and a lingerie

shop; he makes $5,000 a week and plants dahlias.

Figure him out if you can!

HOLLYWOOD has never been able to figure

Charlie Bickford out. He is as full of color

as a chameleon is of changes ; he has as many
sides as a leopard has spots. To the boys and

girls in picture-town Charlie Bickford is as mysterious

as Garbo, whose lover he played in "Anna Christie."

And as complex as Tallulah Bankhead, whose husband
he plays in her most recent picture,

"Thunder Below."
Few know the real Bickford.

When he first startled Hollywood by
saying "No" to Cecil B. DeMille, he

was a tough egg ; when he played

with Garbo he was a swell actor

;

when he defied the studio executives

he was a bolshevik and a bad boy

!

So thought Hollywood. This Bick-

ford must be crazy as a loon. Or he
was putting on an act. He would
soon be off the screen, forgotten. No
wonder Hollywood is amazed today
to find the stalwart, red-headed fight-

ing Irishman the fair-haired boy
around the studios, which gladly pay
him more than twice his former
weekly salary. He picks his own
parts. He draws five thousand dol-

lars a week ! The best answer is

:

"Who's looney now?"
But the real Charles Bickford is

even more colorful than his screen

career. The theatre-goer who sees

him in his rough, tough roles prob-
ably figures him a hard guy. Come
with me to a beautiful setting atop

the Playa del Rey palisades over-

looking the Pacific Ocean. Here is the Bickford
home. Here I found the "hard guy of the screen" in

the privacy of a secluded life, unknown to Hollywood.
You'll never guess what he was doing. Clad in exceed-
ingly dirty overalls, he was working in the garden. On
the level, folks, he was planting violets

!

"Go ahead, laugh your head off," he challenged by
way of greeting. "Us tough mugs must have our rec-

reation," he explained. "Besides, I'm an old-time

botanist."

I found out that he wasn't kidding. Nursery experts
told Charlie he couldn't make flowers and plants grow
in the sandy soil so close to the ocean. Nevertheless, in

the small estate that surrounds his Spanish home he has
managed to develop one of the most beautiful flower
gardens in southern California. Violets, pansies, roses,

lilies, phlox, hollyhocks, asters, petunias, dahlias and a
score of varieties of flowers and plants. Some of his

botanical products have won prizes at the California
flower shows. He won't be photographed with 'em

!

Under the palms that shade the Bick-
ford lawn, looking out over the vast, wild
expanse of the -Pacific, Charlie painted
for me a true vignette of himself. He
even delved into his "love-life." Holly-
wood still chortles over the inside story

of what bad-bov Bickford once told a

Doris Bickford , Charlie's
thirteen-year-old daughter.
It's Doris, her little brother,
and their mother who con-
stitute all of Charlie's "love

life."

By

Scoop Conlon

prying lady interviewer who unwisely questioned him
on the subject of his love-life. It was so rich and racy
that the gal couldn't print it, and her ears are probably
still burning.

The real love-life of the so-called bad man, however,
may be found at Playa del Rey. There are three in-

volved. Mrs. Bickford, to whom he has been married
for fourteen years, is one. Doris
(Bunny to her fond dad), and Rex
are the other two. The girl is thir-

teen, the boy is 7, and Charlie wor-
ships the ground they w alk on. They
want for nothing under the sun. So
much for his love-life.

In contrast to the roles he plays

Bickford is one of the most cultured

of actors. He told me an amusing
incident that occurred during the

filming of a recent picture.

"After a certain scene a young
actress with whom I was rehearsing

said to me, 'Listen, Charlie Bickford,

what's your act?' I didn't get her
until she added, 'You pretend to be a
hard guy, an ex-stevedore or some-
thing like that, and you just read a

line with a perfect Harvard accent.

What's your act, anyway?'
"Well, she had me," admitted

Charlie ruefully. "I didn't go to

Harvard, but I was born in Cam-
bridge, and I was educated at the

Massachusetts Institute of Technol-
ogy. I've always had to watch my-
self closely, particularly when I was
on the stage, lest my Boston accent

creep out and make me sound like a dual personality."

What a guy, this Bickford! Six feet, one and a half-

inch in his stocking feet. Weighs about 185 pounds.

Solid as an athlete, but slender figure and erect carriage.

Flaming red hair, very blue eyes, belligerent Irish

nose, the determined chin of a fighter—and freckles.

Wr

himsical smile, crackling wit, and a mad sense of

humor. He is a romantic Irish dreamer and swash-
buckler ; and a shrewd, hard-headed Yankee business

man. He is a modern D'Artagnan in a Babbitt atmos-

phere.

He is both Irish and Yankee, you know. Mother was
pure Irish from the ould sod, and father was a Maine
Yankee. And a successful business man. The inherited

business acumen of the Yankee tempers the swash-

buckling spirit of the Irish, and keeps his feet on the

ground. He pampers his love of roving and adventure

by making mad, impromptu trips between pictures, dur-

ing which he never really knows where he's going.

That's the extent of his adventuring.

As a boy he took cattle boats to Europe,

to see the world. In summers he also

hiked around upper New York state

where he would work on farms as a

hired hand, providing said farm was
near a lake or stream where he could fish.

He was (Continued on page 84)
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Those were the

Sappy Days!

The mad days, the glad days,

when films were dimmer-
arid dumber

It's lissome Lil

Tashman , girls,
back in the days
when she was Hol-
lywood' s MOST
dressed lady, what
with those layers
and layers of dra-
peries. Don't those
girlish braids fetch
you? And that
sweetly solemn air—how the gal has

grown up!

"I'm Tunney that way," Gene is

telling Virginia Vance, the girl for
whom he socked 'em around in an
old Pathe serial. The famous littera-
teur and ring champion was no

"lightweight," even then.

See how Trotzsky, that well-known Russian author, played
up to Clara Kimball Young in the good old days when he
was a movie extra. "I love you a lotzky," she's emoting.

This is Adrienne Ames when she was
just plain Adeline Truex. Doesn't she

look like Corrine Griffith?
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A snappy little party of the pre-microphone era. Noel Coward, who later wrote
"Private Lives," dropped in at the Paramount studio. He's talking to director
Herbert Brenon, the only man wearing a hat. Alice Joyce looks soulfully up at
Mr. Coward, while behind her hovers Cyclonic Clara Bow, radiating you-know-

what. Recognize Conway Tearle?

When La Marquise was just plain Connie Ben-
nett. Connie hadjust arrived at Culver City to
play Sally in "Sally, Irene and Mary," and
director Edmund Goulding is showing her
around. This all happened before Goulding

ever directed Garbo in "Grand Hotel."

Barrymore and Moore! John and Colleen are
playing a gripping scene {well, he is gripping
her, isn't he?) in "The Lotus Eaters," one of
the classics of the last decade. Colleen's pina-

fore is a zippy 1932 creation—1932 B. C.
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Three years ago
Ann was a chorus
girl in those musi-
cal movies — and
not a particularly
clever one, at that.
Now she's an ac-
tress—and a very
good actress. Read
the story of Ann's
rise— it's refresh-

ing.'

Two Little Girls with

WHAT is it—at precisely the ripe moment

—

that turns an ordinary young woman into

an actress of talent ?

Ann Dvorak says it's "change."

It may well he. There are arguments enough for her

side of the story. She was taken into a film studio three

years ago as a chorus girl. Not hecause she was a par-

ticularly good chorus girl, for she wasn't.

One of the supervisors saw her do a routine with a

group of chorines and picked her first as the one to he

discarded. But she wasn't discouraged. She slipped

around and got into another group while no one was
looking. The executive found her again and again told

her she wouldn't do.

Two rebuffs are enough for the average girl. But Ann
had used a slight pull to get herself the job in the first

place. Ann's mother is Anna Lehr, who has been a star

herself, and Ann didn't like the idea of letting her

mother's friend down like that.

So up she went to the executive again. He had called

for someone to show the others girls the routine.

"I can do that," she said.

He couldn't have recognized her, for he told her to

get out in front of the other chorines and show them how
it was to be done. The music started and she began to

go through the routine—but stopped after a bit when
everyone laughed.

If Mr. Alger were writing this story, he would go on
from here and tell you that Ann gritted her teeth, faced

the chorines down with flashes of scorn and determina-

tion from her large and beautiful eyes, and thereafter

did a perfect routine.

I'm sorry I can't say that. She didn't. She slunk off

the set with a feeling of utter dismay. And in the

process of slinking, bumped into the man who had got

her the trial.

"I can do it," she said. "But I'll have to learn it

first. I'll go somewhere and learn that routine if it

In this corner, Ann Dvorak
—a "Humoresque" girl on her

way to great things

By

Garret Fox

kills me—and when I do, I'll come back. That's what
!"

"You don't need to," he told her. "I know you'll learn

it. You'll learn it here. I'll fix it."

So it was fixed. It was fixed so well that Ann stayed

on that particular lot for three years as an ordinary

chorus girl in the big musical pictures. No one noticed

her. No one picked her as a budding star. No great

actors fell for her fresh young beauty and offered to star

her in their forthcoming productions.

Nothing happened except that she developed into such
a whopping good chorine that they advanced her to the

job of assistant to the studio's dancing instructor.

,

A pretty good job. Pretty good money. And the stars

who had to learn new dances for their pictures came to

her to learn them.
Naturally, after that, she began to meet people. But

it wasn't until Howard Hawks, director of "The Dawn
Patrol," saw her that she got that first "chance."

He pronounced her screen test satisfactory, and she

took the lead in "Scarface," with Paul Muni.
I don't know if you know the history of that picture.

But it was quite an interesting one. It had two feminine

leads. Another girl was to be the principal, and Ann was
given a role as Paul's little sister. And then when the

picture was finished and cut, like a bolt out of the blue

came the news that Ann Dvorak had been featured!

Her role had proved such a sensational one that the

other lead had been subordinated to it. It is characteris-

tic of Anna Lehr's daughter that she thought it was some-
thing in the story which developed the part. The other

girl is one of her particular friends, and Ann is one of

ber greatest admirers. Nevertheless Ann was featured.

There have followed two notable successes: "Sky
Devils," in which she again smashed through for a genu-
ine success—and "The Crowd Roars," which sent the

startled executives of the Warner company into ecstasies

when they saw what she had done with the part they

gave her.

She had been cast opposite James Cagney—a more
than ordinarily powerful actor. {Continued on page 90)
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Big Futures

And over here, Bette Davis,

a blonde ingenue with that

certain Bennett charm

By

Frank Daugherty

57

Richard Bennett
told Bette Davis
that she was an
exact cross be-
tween his two
daughters, Con-
stance and Joan—and not alone
in looks. But
Bette has made
goodinHollywood
very much on her

own.

AT SCHOOL she was called "Spuds." With, it may
/\ be added, about as much reason as school chil-

/ \ dren generally attach to such appellations. The
reason being simply that potatoes—especially

mashed potatoes—happen to be her favorite dish.

Little blonde Bette Davis is just as hopelessly original

in all her other tastes. In everything she does, in fact.

Richard Bennett, when she was playing with him on

the New York stage, wishing to compliment her, told

her that she was an exact cross between his two daugh-
ters, Constance and Joan—and not alone in looks. The
comparison is apt, for she is very like each of them, but

in no way detracts from qualities, as" I have tried to inti-

mate with the taste for potatoes, that are Bette Davis' own.

She is predestined to do things in a manner contrary

to everything" expected of her.

It may be said to have begun with her taste for theatri-

cals. Her flair for the stage came early—in fact, before

she knew that it was a flair ; and came in direct contra-

diction to everything her ancestry and upbringing had
prophesied.

Born in Lowell, Massachusetts, four days after April

Fool's Day in 1908, she became the last of a long line of

Davises to whom even the Lowells and the Cabots were
in the habit of speaking. Her father today is an in-

fluential corporation lawyer in Boston.

But on her mother's side—her parents separated when
she was very young—a brighter and more promising
strain existed, a strain that even the rocky New England
soil had not quite eliminated. Her mother had been des-

cended from the Le Favres—Le Favre was her maiden
name—one of the oldest and foremost of the theatrical

families of France, corresponding to our own Barry-
mores.

Perhaps these things mean less than they seem to.

Perhaps Bette simply chose the stage because she liked

it. At any rate, she entered school dramatics at a very
early age and acted in practically every play staged at

the little co-educational academy she attended.

John Murray Anderson saw her while she was still in

school, and gave her a scholarship to his dramatic school

in New York. There James Light took an interest in

her, and being the director of the Provincetown players

as well as a teacher at Anderson's School, made a place

for her in some of the Provincetown plays.

"You've heard of them?'' Bette asks fondly. And
sighs when you say you have. So many people in Holly-

wood haven't

!

She can honestly say she has never made any particu-

lar effort for a chance, either on the stage or screen.

Frank Conroy, a player at the Provincetown Theatre,

urged her to adopt the stage as a career. After several

years there, and after playing with Richard Bennett on
Broadway—an experience for which she will always be

grateful—she was seen by some vacationing picture

executive in New York and shipped post haste, return

postage guaranteed, to the coast. Not at all certain in

her own mind, it may be added, that she wanted to go at

all, but dazed by the promise of success beyond all she

had dreamed—and a little flattered, she confesses, that

anyone should be so impressed by her work as to want
to send her three thousand miles to see more of it.

Hollywood, at first a bore, captured her interest by
degrees. Universal used her in several pictures, and then

George Arliss saw her.

"I want that girl," he. said, when he was casting for

"The Man Who Played God."
"But we bave plenty of ingenues—barrels of them !"

protested the studio officials whose business it is to keep
the cost of pictures down.

"Ah, yes, I know," repeated the soft-spoken Mr.
Arliss, "but I want that one."

She moved from Universal to the Warner Studio and
was cast in quick succession in "The Man Who Plaved

God," "So Big," and "The Rich Are Always With Us."
playing with such artists as George Arliss, Barbara Stan-

wyck and Ruth Chatterton.

All were helpful, but Arliss was most enthusiastic,

coaching her both as to dramatic (Continued on page 84 )
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Wide World

When Joan Bennett became Mrs. Gene Markey! Sister Connie "Marquis" Bennett attended her sister. Joan
wore white, with fox fur, and a little white hat with a veil. The gentleman on the left is Capt. Alan Clayton, the

best man.

Hollywood Settles Down
By Alma Whitaker

'ELL, we're getting them all married oft

nicely, aren't we ? Nothing gives HollywoodW-. ....«».- —
ject, except perhaps getting him (or her)

out of the eligible class as quickly as possible.

In fact, we love to watch Cupid doing his stuff.

The Joan Bennett-Gene Markey wedding proved
wholly satisfactory. Fancy Gene managing to escape
matrimony all those years. We were at once awed
with admiration for his uncanny agility and concerned
for his future unwarranted freedom. We almost had
him married to Gloria Swanson once, only she sub-
stituted Michael Farmer as the leading man in the drama
before we had taken our second breath.

Now, of course, we know we erred. Gene must have
been waiting for Joan all his life. I mean, once they had
made up their minds, the actual ceremony took slightly

under ninety seconds. It took place before an altar of

gardenias which, in the language of flowers, mean
"perfected loveliness''—improvised at the Town House, a

smart apartment building in Los Angeles. Judge Works
asked them severally if they would, they indicated "You
bet we will," and the thing was done. Gene will never

be the same again.

Of course it was Joan's second venture. That's why
she was content to appear very tailored, in a perfectly

cut white crepe outfit, with fox fur, and a cute bridalish

veil dangling becomingly from her close-fitting hat. She

was very demure. Her first spouse was John Fox, but

he is now relegated to an incident. Gene is a clever

writer, good-looking, very likable, and the son of a U. S.

Colonel. He wasn't entirely happy in the "correct wear

for a bridegroom" but bore up bravely.

Sister Connie and her new Marquis gave the event

their blessing—Connie looking very fetching in soft

green, and the wee-est bit patronizing, as married sisters
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Our stars are taking Romance seriously.

Here's Cupid's latest report

will be. Papa Bennett, involved in the stage production

of "Cyrano de Bergerac," failed to put in an appearance.

Two weddings in the family in a couple of months were

a bit too exacting for a busy father.

loan and Gene really played a trick on their friends,

outside of the few permitted officially to witness the

ceremony. Even-one was invited for "high noon,"' and

the naughty dears got married at

1 1 a.m. However, they stayed for

a pleasant champagneical reception

and gave Joan's dear public, which

gathered in crowds for hours out-

side the Town House, a show for

their pains. Sally Eilers threw

rice in the approved manner. As
we called for our car an excited

doorman thrust a crumb into my
hands.

"It's only a crumb but it's sure

full of sentiment." he grinned.

"'It's a bit of the bride's cake.

Sleep on it
!"

Being already well fed on bride

cake, and obviously mistaken for

a patient sidewalk fan. I felt a bit

guilty, but would not have spoiled

the doorman's fond thought for

anything. Thus are the crumbs
from the tables of the great cher-

ished in filmland. I slept on it—
and dreamt about editors. So un-
romantic

!

At all events we entirely ap-

proved of Joan and Gene for giv-

ing us a real wedding ceremony,
instead of sneaking off somewhere
else on the elopement plan. In a

general way, we deplore elopement.

Ann Dvorak, for instance, wasn't

so kind. She and Leslie Fenton.

likewise an actor, slipped off to Arizona and cheated us
of a function. Even Ann's mama wasn't let into the
secret. It seems, however, Ann had just learned she
must go to New York to play the lead in "Central Park"
and the lovers just couldn't bear to be parted. Ann is

only 19, and Leslie about 24. We have decided to for-

give them, and hope they'll live happily for ages.

Lawrence Tibbett was an im-
patient swain. Grace Tibbett had
no sooner finished the little matter
she had undertaken at Reno, than
we had Mrs. John Clark Burgard.
San Francisco society widow,
forcefully disclaiming to New
York newspaper men that she was
to marry Lawrence. She was most
emphatic in her denials. She had
just divorced Clark Burgard, like-

wise at Reno.
The ink was hardly dry on the

denial when Lawrence became a
benedict again, and sure enough
the lady was Mrs. Burgard. Law-
rence makes her third venture.

We do hope Cupid knows what he
is up to. Grace Tibbett is wearing
a cryptic smile these days.

A wedding that met with our
entire approA-al was that of Zoe
Akins, brilliant woman playwright,
to Capt. Hugo Rumbold, brother

to the British Ambassador in Ber-
erything was thoroughly
Mrs. Somerset Maugham,

wife of the celebrated dramatist,

Tallulah Bankhead, Polly Moran.
Billie Burke, Bill Haines, and Mr.
and Mrs. Richard Bennett lent the

occasion proper distinction. Zoe's

mama {Continued on page 81)

Tom and the new Mrs. Mix,
who was Mabel Ward, circus
aerial star. Mabel is Tom's
third wife. Little Tomasina
Mix is pleased with her new
mama, and everybody's

happy!

Left and right, the latest
Hollywood newlyweds—that
is, as we rush to press: Ann
Dvorak and Leslie Fenton.
There's a story about Ann on
another page of this issue, in
which she says never a word
about her matrimonial in-
tentions—proving that a girl

can keep a secret if she really
wants to.

un.

regular.
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Hot off the Ether!
Here's the first of a series of broadcasts to

Screenland readers by New York's favorite

radio columnist. Don't miss them—there's

always something in the air

!

- By Louis Keid

MOST of the secure stars in the radio constella-

tion are old-timers, as broadcasting is reckoned.

They came to the microphone in the early days
of its history, unheralded and practically un-

known, and almost as quickly as a Hollywood theme song
reaches Podunk Center, became household gods.

And household gods they remain, despite the growing
sophistication of listeners and broadcasters alike, despite

the access to the parlors of every poohbah this side of the

Kate Smith is a
"light entertain-
er," if you know
what we don't
mean. This ro-
bust lady crooner,
says Louis Reid,
has literally mil-
lions of followers,
and is radio's
mos tpopularstar.

"I'll give you a
note for it, toot
sweet!" promises
Maurice Cheva-
lier, screen and
radio celebrity,
borrowing a saxo-
phone from Rudy
Vallee. Wonder if

Maurice plays?

Jordan, of the leading concert art-

ists of the day.

You may take them or leave them.
Most people take them, turn the dial

regularly to them, listen attentively

to their programs.
Who are some of the old-timers

of the loud-speakers who sit as

prominently in the radio heavens as

jazz sits in Harlem?
We find such names as Graham McXamee

—still, in spite of his decline as a sports an-
nouncer, the big shot among the attention-

callers at the cashier's window. That he has
managed to stay at the top of the heap is due,

it seems to us, to the enthusiasm he imparts
to the scene he is describing and to his intimate

knowledge of the broadcasting technique.

McXamee's chief value to radio is the in-

terest in sports which he has created in the

feminine population of the land. It was he,

more than anyone else, who put prize-fight-

ing upon a new plane, gave it the box-office

favor it might not otherwise have had.

lie always glosses over the painful details.

A sports event to him is a rose-tinted affair,

something to be idealized. He is the eternal

small boy, for whom life is a circus and a

circus, life. The gals have discerned this

quality in him, have flocked to him as they

flock to any Peter Pan.

But there are other notable names con-

spicuous in the radio sky to whom the passing

of the years means little dimming of pop-
ularity. A nation pays tribute to them month
after month, year after year. They are the

new amusement gods, perched high upon the

throne of financial security.

There are Rudy Vallee, sometimes referred

to as Rudy of the Vallee : Amos 'n' Andy,
Morton Downey, Kate Smith. These to-

gether with McXamee, can be called the big

six of the air.

With the exception of Kate Smith none of

them, our spies report, is quite as popular today
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as a year ago. None of them is any
longer an occasion for hushed ex-

citement in the armchairs. Yet, so

exalted is their radio position that

new stars coming up do not threaten

it.

Yallee was the first of the croon-

ers. With a group of amorous bal-

lads, the best of which was an
inspired piece of aphrodisiac called

"Deep Night," he set grandma's
heart, to say nothing of grandma's
fluttering granddaughter, to beating

a little faster than it has ever beat

before in our time.

Naturally, such a conquest was
resented—was resented by self-con-

scious he-men throughout the Re-
public. But Yallee went right on
with his crooning, with his enor-

mous appeal to the restless and
lonely women of the land.

Good showman that he is, Yallee

knew he had to seek new
fields if he were to continue

to bask in the brilliant sun

of radio. And the only field

left was that where the he-

men toiled. Looking about,

he unearthed a stein song, a

bibulous tribute to the good
old prohibition state of

Maine. He added it to his

repertory, concentrated upon
it, and with it, won the

esteem and enthusiasm of

the masculine portion of the

population.

It is this ability to carve

out new paths, to keep pace
with new developments in

music-mad America, that

has kept Yallee in the top

ranks, that makes him today

Tony Wons, Morton Downey's lead-
off man, is the most popular intro-
ducer on the ozone. Wons upon a
time—but that's another story!

one of the first six figures

Buddy
Rogers
stronger
than on

Buddy")
pulls even
on the air
the screen.

Morton Dov/ney's
pleasant voice is en-
hanced by a keen
sense ofshowmanship.

of the microphone. It's a feat!

Amos 'n' Andy, there is no mis-
take about it, are no longer the

breathtaking titans of the parlors.

Yet, so sensational, so widespread
was their fame, that they can rest

for years upon their laurels. In

the whole history of show business

no one has ever approached them,

unless it is Chaplin, as bywords in

the home. Not even Chaplin ever

became such a fetish, ever achieved

so colossal an audience.

The rise of Morton Downey is

comparatively recent. Good show-
manship, coupled with a trick of

singing sentimental songs in a high

tenor voice, was responsible. The
showmanship was displayed in

limiting him to two or three num-
bers a night, interspersing him with

a smooth dance band and Tony
Wons' messages of philosophic

good cheer.

The old Broadway prin-

ciple of "leaving 'em want-
ing a little bit more" was
painstakingly observed. The
result was that Downey
clicked—clicked to an ex-

tent that his income for a

time last fall was said to be
nearly $10,000 a week.

Right now Downey sits

upon the Mt. Everest of the

ether, perhaps the only place

that his relatives by mar-
riage, the Bennetts (pere et

filles) would permit him to

sit. An alert fellow, he is

always on the lookout to

hold his radio audience, gain

new cohorts. After his

broadcasts— two of them
{Continued on page 92)

And here's the most famous "sister" team on the air—the Boswells. Left to right, they are Vet, Connie, and
Martha. Their skillful harmonizing pleases the ears of countless listeners, and you can count on them not

to give you a snappy little sales talk when they've finished singing.
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Reviews of the

Jeanette MacDonald, Chevalier, and Genevieve Tobin
in "One Hour with You," new Lubitsch musical.

One Hour Wi t h Yo u

Paramount

The perfect spring and summer film-fare! You'll enjoy
every minute of the new Maurice Chevalier muscial ro-

mance. It is gay, light, deft, and delightful. Movie-
going veterans may remember the silent picture, "The

Marriage Circle," in which Ernst Lubitsch directed Monte Blue,

Adolphe Menjou, Florence Vidor, and Marie Prevost to such good
effect. This is the new, smart, modern version with pleasant tunes
and all the latest "Lubitsch touches." And what a chance it gives

M'sieur Maurice to be his most spontaneous and charming self!

He plays a personable doctor who is practically forced to play
cavalier to his beautiful wife's best girl friend. Jeanette MacDon-
ald—at her very best, both vocally and optically—plays the wife,

and Genevieve Tobin the friend. The music is by Oscar "Chocolate
Soldier" Strauss and Richard Whiting.

Jean Hersholt, Tully Marshall, Jean Harlow and
Walter Huston in "The Beast of the City." It's good!

The Beast of the City
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

I thought all the Hollywood gangsters had grabbed
themselves a handful of cloud long ago, but it seems there
was one more big shot left. He was disguised, though,
as Jean Hersholt, and that's why he had been getting by.

But then Walter Huston became Chief of Police, and, in his usual
businesslike manner, cleaned up. So maybe we have seen our last

gangster? It's a swell swan-song, this film—glorifying as it does the
policeman, and showing up the racketeer. Huston pledges himself
to wipe out the baddies, and he makes good—but not before he
gives his audience more than their money's worth of thrills. And
there is real, down-to-earth drama, too, when the Chief's brother
follows Jean Harlow down the ginny-sinny path, but redeems him-
self in a superbly dramatic finish. Huston is fine. You'll like Wal-
lace Ford. And Jean Harlow, really acting.'

"The Congress Dances" is a gay and charming film
with Lilian Harvey, a blonde beauty new to America.

Th e Congress Dances
Ufa-United Artists

^jgjjx All Europe is buzzing about this picture. You'll want to

'fSgi be able to talk about it, too—and don't miss it when it

^SljSSjL comes to your town. It was made in German, French,
and English—and this English version is excellently done.

The sheer charm of the piece will enthrall you. Yes, it's a costume
picture, but don't think it's heavy and pompous. It sparkles in the

Viennese manner, with tunes to match. And it presents to Amer-
ican audiences Miss Lilian Harvey, a perfectly delicious blonde
actress who will probably be in Hollywood before the season is over.

She plays a little Viennese girl whose charms attract a Russian
czar. Here is sex without smirks—here's gaiety, charm, romance,
ideal "escape" from our gangster cycle. The cast is perfect, in-

cluding Conrad Veidt, whose work you know. And you'll be
humming those tunes this summer.

Six Best Pictures of the Month:

ONE HOUR with YOU ARE YOU LISTENING?

TARZAN the APE MAN SO BIG

The BEAST of the CITY The CONGRESS DANCES
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Best Pictures

4f
5o - SEAL- OF
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SCREENLAND'S
Critic Selects the

Most Important

Screenplays of

the Month

"Are You Listening?" with William Haines and
Madge Evans, has appeal for screen and radio fans.

Are Yo u Listening?
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

Are y'u listenin', folks? Well, I hope you are, because I

want to tell you that Billy Haines gives positively the best
performance of his smart-cracking career. He plays a radio
announcer whose life is a series of static because he mar-

ried the wrong girl. Madge Evans is his real heart but his wife,
poor wretch, won't divorce him. Tch, tch! It's a pretty serious
part for Haines, but he takes it big, and reinstates himself among
the stars that matter. Madge, more expert and lovely than ever,
fulfills all those grand predictions. Anita Page and Joan Marsh
are decorative as ''play-girls" who go haywire in the big town. The
story is as modern as television, and has equal appeal for radio and
screen fans. It's Bill Haines' first film since his vaudeville tour

—

let's all tune in on him. Yes, "Are You Listening?" is a very neat
little numbah.

Ten Best Portrayals of the Month:

Loretta Young in "Play Girl"
Barbara Stanwyck in "So Big"
Spencer Tracy in "Sky Devils"

Jack Oakie in "Dancers in the Dark"
Charles Farrell in "After Tomorrow"

William Haines in "Are You Listening?"
Lilian Harvey in "The Congress Dances"
Walter Huston in "The Beast of the City"
Maurice Chevalier in "One Hour with You"

Johnny Weissmuller in "Tarzan the Ape Man'

"So Big" is an acting triumph for Barbara Stanwyck.
The film is adapted from Edna Ferber's famous book.

So Big
Warners

Barbara Stanwyck believes this is her best picture. Edna
Ferber, who wrote the original story, cried when she saw
it—at the right times, too. And I just want to make it

unanimous. It's a splendid photo-drama. Barbara's
portrayal of Selina Peake is remarkable, first the young girl, then
the woman, and finally Selina in her old age. In fact, it's in the
latter part of the picture that Barbara's acting reaches its "Peake."
(There! That's over.) You can call this film "an epic of American
motherhood," because that's what it is. It will appeal to' women
everywhere, and to their husbands and brothers. Selina is a
country school-teacher who marries a farmer, and upon his death
lives and works for her son. Stanwyck's scenes with little Dickie
Moore are lovely. George Brent and Bette Davis are good, too.

Better than a circus is "Tarzan the Ape Man," with
Johnny Weissmuller as Tarzan and Maureen O' Sullivan.

Tarzan the Ape Man
Metro-Go/d-wyn-Mayer

Circus days are here again! Get the whole family and go
to see "Tarzan." A lot of fun! It's a question who will

squeal louder—Junior or Grandma. And if you think
Clark Gable and Jimmy Cagney employ caveman tactics,

wait until you see Johnny Weissmuller sneak up on Maureen
O'Sullivan. This is your old friend, Tarzan of the Apes, with
sound effects. He's the boy, you remember, who was brought
up by apes and Edgar Rice Burroughs in the jungle. And how
Johnny plays him! It's the swim-champ's first screen appearance
outside of the newsreels, and he looks like a coming star. In fact,

he's here. Maureen O'Sullivan is a charming heroine. Neil Hamil-
ton and C. Aubrey Smith play the English explorers. With ele-

phants, apes, and everything, "Tarzan" has appeal for youngsters
and oldsters and "in-betweensters." You'd better see it.
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Read y

Every night for at
least three weeks,
says Margery Wil-
son, the clever girl

will give her face
the benefit of a
special treatment—read the page op-
posite for details.
The lovely women
of the screen, you
know, are constant
in their skin care.
Ann Harding, for
instance. Here
you see Ann, her-
self, looking ahead
to the summer

season.
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For Rummer
and
get rid of it.

PLEASE don't wear your

last winter's face this sum-
mer ! Put it away in moth-

balls along with your furs

blankets, or—well, anyway,
It's used up, out-

of-date, stale!

You want a fresh face for the

lovely new summer dresses and
hats.

You want to firm up your figure

so that you will be sleek in the

new briefer-than-ever bathing-suits of this summer.
Get ready for summer! Plan your face as carefully

as you do your clothes. The vogue for transparent

fabrics, even in dark chiffon and marquisette suits for

street wear, fairly begs for a transparent, translucent,

silky skin to harmonize. The crisp linens, thin tweeds

and candy-striped duck of the season will contrast

smartly with the softness of a feminine face and flatter

it by emphasis.

There are two principal steps in getting your face

ready for summer so that it will be fetchingly pretty

and at the same time protected from the abuse and ex-

posure of vacation activities. First : we want to insure

a fineness of skin, which means that we must rid our-

selves of about three layers of cuticle. Second: we must
tone and toughen for wear this lovely baby-skin that is

now covered by the dried debris of winter winds and
over-heated houses. Here is how it is done.

Every night for at least three weeks I want you to

give your face this treatment. Begin by cleansing your
face with your favorite cleansing cream. Leave the

cream on a little longer than usual and pat it gently into

the pores. Wipe it oft with a soft tissue. Do not use

a harsh tow^el, for your skin must not be irritated. I

want to save all of its resistance for the treatment. Now
put on another layer of cleansing cream.

In other words, cleanse your face twice, gently,

thoroughly. Then spread a rich skin food over your
face. Do not pat your face for stimulation, as usual.

Just leave the skin food on a while to soften the skin

as much as possible. While the cream is doing its work
you can go on about your affairs.

Read, write, sew, or whatever.

After, at least, a half-hour go to

your bath-room and draw a bowl of

warm (not hot) water and put a

teaspoonful of Benzoin into it.

Benzoin is very softening to the

skin.

Wipe off most, not all, of the

cream on your face. Now wash in

the warm Benzoin water with your
favorite soap. Even if you do not

use soap as a rule, you must use it

in this treatment. The bit of

cream remaining on your face will

prevent the soap from washing
away too much of the oil of your
skin. L'se your finger-tips to rub
the soap-suds well into the pores.

Take about five minutes for this

part of the treatment.

Now, using the softest babv

You'll want a fresh face

for your summer clothes!

Here's how to achieve it

By

Margery Wilson

warm
Rinse again

SUMMER LOVELINESS!

It's important to look your

best in sun-time, vacation-

time. Bring your beauty

problems to Margery
Wilson, our Charm Editor

who is a beauty, herself.

She will answer your ques-

tions. If you wish a per-

sonal reply, please enclose

a stamped, addressed envel-

ope. Address Miss Margery
Wilson, Screenland, 45 West
45th Street, New York City.

brush you can buy scrub your face

gently, around your neck and es-

pecially that neglected spot direct-

ly under your chin. We are trying

to remove the top cuticle gently

without irritation. Don't overdo
the scrubbing the first time. Re-
member that you are going to do
this every night for three weeks.
Be sure to rinse away every bit of

soap. Let the soapy water out of

the bowl and fill it with fresh,

water—put Benzoin in the first rinse water,

in cooler water, and again in cold water
without Benzoin. Pat your face dry with a soft, soft

towel. With a small pad of absorbent cotton pat witch-

hazel over your face and neck. It is cooling, soothing,

healing, and helps to close the pores. If you wish you
may use instead a mild skin-tonic or freshener. Do not

use an astringent during this three weeks' treatment. It

is too severe. Now rub ice wrapped in cheese cloth over
your face, dry it, then apply a generous amount of skin

food to be left on all night.

The whole process, as you can see, is to soften the

cuticle, scrub it away, being careful to keep your face

from being irritated so that you can keep up the treat-

ment until it is finished. Thus we gradually get down
to the fresh, new, smooth, fine skin.

I have never advocated harsh, quick methods. There
is usually an undesirable reaction to overnight miracles.

There are splendid packs on the market that will re-

move cuticle from the skin, but they vary in strength

and purpose. The only way to tell if you can use them
successfully is to try them.
The treatment I have outlined for you takes a little

longer, but it cannot harm your skin, and it will refine

it. Not only that, it is the best possible treatment for

blackheads and pimples. Except that in the case of

pimples it is best to apply a healing salve instead of the

skin-food after the scrubbing.

Blackheads that are simply an imbedded collection of

winter coal-dust will disappear H you persist in this

softening, scrubbing treatment. But follow the instruc-

tions exactly and give the matter
plenty of time. After the three

weeks of concentrating on the re-

moval of cuticle, then start in again

with astringents that have alcohol

in them, for this toughens the skin.

Now, if you will use a powder
foundation for protection in the

day-time, you should be able to go
through the summer with a fresh,

pretty face that will attract many
an admiring glance under a flatter-

ing summer hat.

But, when you take your hat off

—oh, dear, dear, let's do something
with that hair! What it needs
most, besides soap, is sun and air

to enliven it. You've heard of the

man who opened the window and
threw out his chest? Well, I want
you to open the window—the one
the sun {Continued o>i page 87)
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P

For him life must over-
flow with friends, laugh-
ter, romance, good food,
and dogs.' Here's Lukas
enjoying life, while up in
the right hand corner of
this page you'll find him
in disguise for "Thunder

Below."

,AUL LUKAS is a lovable rascal

!

He is the only person I know who can send his

friends into black furies from which they emerge
loving him all the more ; and the blacker the fury,

the stronger the ties of friendship bind after the hurri-

cane.

His mood is Stygian gloom this morning—he's irre-

sponsibly happy tonight.

There is a lot of gypsy in all Hungarians and Paul
Lukas is no exception. For him life must overflow with
friends, laughter, romance, good food, dogs, and a sur-

feit of physical comforts to be worth the trouble of
living it.

He finds the romance his

nature demands in his home-
life. Daisy Lukas is young,
blonde, slender and lovely.

Their courtship makes any
practical American girl grim
with envy. For who among
us ever received three red
roses (three, no more, no
less), every day for a year
before discovering the sender ?

Who among us (married),
still receives flowers, mostly
red roses, upon every senti-

mental occasion and a lot of

unsentimental ones from her
husband ?

Just five and a half years
ago Paul spied Daisy sitting

in the first row of a theatre
in Budapest, watching him
play the role of Potemkin in

"Catherine the Great." He

Paul Lukas
and the ^ V\

Three Red Roses!
Romance? Lukas believes in it.

Read this Hungarian rhapsody

By Julie Lang

Don't be alarmed— Paul also appears as his
natural self in "Thunder Below." Tallulah
Bankhead is giving him one of those meaning-

ful looks in this scene from their film.

caught her eye—they flirted. He vowed to find out her

name and make her his wife.

So for one whole year, while he was touring Germany
and Austria, he sent her, in true Hungarian style, three

red roses every day, without a card.

At the end of the year, when he returned to Budapest,

he arranged a meeting through mutual friends. Ten
days after the introduction, they were married, and Daisy
still gets red roses.

I have Mrs. Lukas' word for it that there is never a
dull moment in her household. From seven o'clock in

the morning, when it requires the combined efforts of

the cook, three police dogs and Mrs. Lukas to awaken
him. until midnight, when he battles insomnia with mys-
tery stories, the house swarms with excitement.

Paul starts the day, when be is finally and reluctantly

awake, with breakfast in bed.

Effete, you say? Not at all.

Just a good Hungarian cus-

tom that every American
would adopt if he or she

knew how delightful it is.

Because he should watch
his diet, Emma, the cook, de-

terminedly sets before him
each morning a tray of or-

ange juice, black coffee and
dry toast. And every morn-
ing he wheedles more toast,

buttered this time, and a plate

of ham and eggs.

It seems to be a frantic

business getting Paul to the

studio on time. Although he

vows every night that he will

get up early enough the next

morning to enable him to

read the papers and dress

leisurely, this miracle has

(Continued on page 86)
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You 7

11 see Tala co-starring with
Luis Trenker in "The Doomed
Battalion." She is a blue-eyed
blonde, rather tall and stately.
She speaks Polish, German,
Roumanian, and now English.

That Lovely Lady/^Vienna
Presenting Tala Birell, the latest

little import— and she's not in

the least like Garbo

!

By

Alma Whitaker

THE astrologists will tell you that those born
under the sign of Virgo—that is. between
August 22nd and September 21st, are cool-

headed, practical., methodical, critical, industrious

and intelligent. They waste no time in dreaming. They
know on which side their bread is buttered.

Xow Tala Birell, who will be introduced to the English-
speaking public as a co-star with Luis Trenker in "The
Doomed Battalion/' by the Universal studio, was born on
Sept. 10, 1908. One's first impression is all Virgo.
let there is nothing about being a good actor for

this sign. \ irgo people are recommended for commercial
and mercantile pursuits. So some other sign or star must
have intruded when Tala was born, in Bucharest. Rou-
mania. For a great many people including Max Rein-
hardt of Berlin and Carl Laemmle, Jr., of Hollywood,
have the highest opinion of her dramatic ability.

Like Garbo, she is rather tall. Her hair is a soft
blonde and her eyes, though large, a rather cold blue.

Or perhaps she was tired when I talked with her. right

after twenty successive rehearsals of a scene with a baby.

The baby was required to laugh but preferred to cry,

especially when Tala was speaking her lines. It didn't

want to wave to a fictitious daddy off in the Tyrolean
Alps. But either way. Tala explained concisely that she

did not wish the baby to steal the scene. Babies so often

do steal any scenes they are in.

Presently we repaired to Tala's dressing room. Here
she was all poiseful decorum. One was conscious of re-

membering that her mother was a Viennese baroness and
her uncle. Baron Bogdanski of Poland. Tala and I both

avoided mentioning these aristocratic connections—but

the studio has no such delicacy, so that I was well in-

formed.
They rather like titles in Hollvwood. you know. I mean

keeping them a secret just isn't done, especially when
they are as authentic as Tala's.

Her father is interested in oil. His name is Carol Bierl

—Tala's real name being Xatalie Bierl—but the Birell

was considered easier for {Continued on page 92)
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Critical

After Tomorrow
Fox

A nice, simple tale of every day people. Marian Nixon and
Charles Farrell are charming as the lovers whose families are de-

pendent upon them for support, and therefore delay their mar-
riage. The film drags a bit, but director Frank Borzage did a fine

job with this sentimental tale. It's Farrell's best part in a long

time, proving he can get along without Gaynor.

The Wiser Sex

Paramount
Claudette Colbert turns sleuth when she learns that her fiance,

Melvyn Douglas, has been framed by racketeers. Claudette
disguises herself in a blonde wig and goes after her prey, Lilyan
Tashman and William Boyd. Nothing new or exciting about
this yarn. Lil Tashman steals the scenes she's in. Nice acting all

around, however.

The Lost Squadron

RKO
Here's something different in air pictures! The aviators were war
buddies and are now stunt fliers in a motion picture. Eric Von
Stroheim plays a thrill-mad director. Excellent acting by Rich-
ard Dix, Von Stroheim, Robert Armstrong, and Joel McCrea.
The girls are Dorothy Jordan and Mary Astor. Dix faces keen

competition but scores, nevertheless.

SCRE ENLAND

Comment

Impatient Maiden

Universal

This one had a nice idea to start out with but something hap-
pened. Lew Ayres, as a young interne, and Mae Clarke are in

love, but financial difficulties prevent them from marrying. Their
problem is interesting until Mae's "on the make" employer steps
in. Una Merkel and Andy Devine provide laughs. You'll like

Mae and Lew—a grand love team.

Hotel Continental

Tiffany

A crook drama in a hotel setting. The action takes place the
night before the hotel is to be razed. There's gold hidden in them
thar rooms and Theodore Von Eltz wants it, but so does Peggy
Shannon. Who wins? The law, of course. But we leave Peggy
and Theodore in a clinch. Rockliffe Fellows and Ethel Clayton

have minor roles. It's entertaining.

Strangers in Love

Paramount
Fredric March in another dual role; he plays twins—one nasty,
one nice. The nice brother is an outcast. The bad brother dies,

so the entire film deals amusingly and lightly with the nice

brother trying to impersonate his kin. March and Stuart Erwin
are grand, and Kay Francis is a gorgeous heroine. It's good fun!

Stuart Erwin is real star material.
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Current Filmson

Sky Devils

United Artists

Spectacular air shots, swell acting by Spencer Tracy and corking

gags. The story is a lot of rowdy nonsense, but who cares? It's

entertainment! The theme smacks of "The Cock-Eyed World,"
with William Boyd and Tracy pulling the 'friendly enemy' act.

Ann Dvorak is the girl. The picture belongs to Tracy. See it—
just for fun.

The Passionate Plumber

Metro-Goldtvyn-Mayer

Can you imagine Buster Keaton as a gigolo? Of course, it's

funny—it's supposed to be! Besides, there are Jimmy Durante
and Polly Moran to add to the merriment. It's rough, rowdy
slapstick, and Durante and Keaton have a grand time clowning.
And the audience cheers. Irene Purcell is a fine comedienne. We

want more Durante-Keaton comedies!

Play Girl

First National
This just missed being included among the six best screen sellers.

It gives us Loretta Young in the best role of her career—a shop
girl who marries a ne'er do well, Norman Foster, and then her
troubles begin. You will agree that Loretta is a splendid actress
in her emotional moments, and always charming. Laughs by

Winnie Lightner and Guy Kibbe—of the broad variety.

Dancers in the Dark
Paramount

It's the players, not the story that make this one worthwhile.
Miriam Hopkins plays a taxi-dancer who sings torch songs and
has a past. Put them all together, they spell "hot-cha." Jack
Oakie tries to squelch her romance with William Collier, Jr.-—and
then proceeds to fall in love with her, himself. Oakie steals the

whole show. George Raft—new—also scores heavily.

The Heart of New York
Warners

Here you are, folks—step right into a rubberneck bus for a trip to

the Lower East Side. If you like delicatessen humor you'll laugh
along the way at Smith and Dale, as a pair of too-boisterous
Hebraic comedians. George Sidney gives a fine, legitimate per-

formance as a pathetic little inventor who finally clicks. Ruth
Hall is pretty as Don Cook's love interest.

Disorderly Conduct

Fox
Spencer Tracy joins the cops—and a robust, romantic bluecoat he
makes! Then graft rears its ugly head—but fear not, Sally Eilers

is on hand to throw temptation for a loss. Sally and Spencer turn
out an enjoyable evening's entertainment, full of giggles and pal-

pitations. And there's Dickie Moore for the kiddies. This one
will make you a Tracy addict. What a personality!
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See what

Hollywood's
done to

Sylvia Sidney!

Behold Sylvia's "American

Tragedy" bob!

After—Sylvia's Holly-
wood bob ! Like it ?

Gives Sylvia a new and
piquant personality,
doesn't it? That over-
the-right-eye wave has
more than a mere dash

of deviltry.

Going, going—bobbed' Here's a
little close-up that will bring tears
and a lump in the throat to more
than one girl who has gone throu
the painful process of having her
tresses snipped off! But Sylvia is

bearing up pretty well while Wally
Wetmore, of the Paramount make-up
department, shears her raven locks.

For eight whole years—throughout her entire stage

and screen career, in fact—Sylvia Sidney staunchly

refused to he bobbed! She knew her own smooth,

shining, sleek coiffure was distinctive and original.

Then—she went to Hollywood ! Sylvia's successes on
the screen are too well-known for us to reiterate. She
was hailed as a fine actress, a new and refreshing

personality. But one day, Boss Paramount had an in-

spiration. Sylvia Sidney—bobbed ! How would she

be? Well, let's try it and see! Sylvia held out at first,

then agreed gracefully. There was a lot of excite-

ment—and some grief—on the lot the day those gor-

geous locks fell under the scissors—in fact, Sylvia's

mother seriously considered calling it "the American
Tragedy bob." But then Sylvia looked in the mirror,

and everybody looked at Sylvia, and pronounced the

operation a shining success ! Sylvia's role in "Merrily
We Go to Hell," which calls for short hair, offers her
sensational opportunities, and she is making the most
of them. Watch for this new Sidney—and let her
know what you think of her new bob

!

Before—the Sylvia of "An
American Tragedy" and
"Street Scene"— demure,
appealing, but not just
what Hollywood wanted.
So Sylvia, being obliging,
subm itted tobeingbobbed.
What do you think of the

change?
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"Willie"!
By

Joseph Henry Steele

Powell is "Junior" to his wife

and "Willie" to his cronies. Read

this and you'll see why

HE WENT through a physical examination, from
top to bottom ; the doctor pronounced, "Ac-
cording to the examination you should be the

healthiest man in California."

''But I still feel terrible/' answered William Horatio
Powell.

Xow known on the screen as William Powell. For
several years he used the middle initial "H" because he
did not want to be identified with another William
Powell. Today the Powell's fame obviates the need of

differentiating alphabets.

If he were rich enough to quit and do as he pleased,

he would rather be a vagabond (in comfort, of course!)

and roam around the world with no particular itinerary.

There was a time when he was addicted to fancy shirts

and multi-colored neckties, but

he has suddenly developed an

aversion for such vanities and
is now the unchanging wearer
of plain white shirts and black

ties.

He has a baritone voice and
a suppressed desire to sing. He
loves to sing. Always wanted-

to sing. But, somehow, he man-
aged to fall short of the classi-

fication. He used to sing in the j

high school glee club. As a boy
he sang bass and his range was
two notes lower than it is now.

He is left-handed in every-

thing but horse-back riding. He
has never owned a Rolls-Royce.

He is not a good horseman. He
is extremely fond of eating.

He is indifferent to all kinds

of smoking. Once in a great

while he may smoke a cigar but

even then he does not inhale.

He does not like first nights at

movie theaters, or any nights at big, noisy cabarets.

He likes dogs, horses, and cats. He cannot stand
canaries. He fears poverty and has but one ambition

:

to achieve financial securitv.

He considers the Seville-Biltmore Bar in Havana,
Cuba, the most interesting refreshment market in the
world. Shakespeare is the only poet who does not bore
him. He does not care especiallv for the Pacific ocean,
preferring the Atlantic and its resorts.

He does not believe in making personal appearances.

Studying lines is Powell's
petpoison—but he usually
gets them straight. Left,
Bill vsith Carole Lombard.

He is very fond of Mexi-
can food. In fact, he likes

all kinds of queer dishes,

highly spiced. He has a

special passion for hot

peppers. He likes to shoot

craps.

He does not have a

house at Malibu Beach.

His effort to keep in

physical condition is chiefly a constant battle against fat.

He hung around pool-rooms as a boy. He is not a col-

lector of first, rare, or limited editions.

He considers "Ladies' Man" his worst picture and

"Street of Chance" his best. He has no hobbies. He
has no particular goal or aim for the future. He has

never seriously planned to direct a picture or write a

book.

He plays golf fairly and tennis badly. "I am much
worse than Dick f>arthelmess (Continued on page 90)
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Reginald Owen, ex-
cellent actor of stage
and screen, is seen
on Broadway right
now in "Child of
Manhattan," which
is first producing
venture of Peggy
Fears, ex-Follies

beauty.

Dorothy Hall, known
to screen audiences,
plays the blonde
cabaret girl who
married a million-
aire in "Child of
Manhattan." This
play -is headed for
Hollywood , says

DeCasseres.

The Stage in Review
By Benjamin DeCasseres

"Hot-Cha!"

IUPE VELEZ, Bert Lahr, aided and abetted by the

handsome Buddy Rogers, yanked the new Zieg-

j feld show out of w hat might have been a fizzle

from the standpoint of music and libretto, which
are old-fashioned and commonplace. But, anyhow, the

Signor Ziggy must be admired for not evolving with the

rest of the musical comedy tribe into satire. He now
belongs to the old aristocracy and he cannot be bol-

sheviked.

It's all in Mexico, where the chili bean, daggers,

guitars, tangos and revolutions grow on every rubber-

plant. And here the beautiful, dainty, arch Lupe, in her
hashing robes, shone in all her pulchritudinous glory.

She is a good little comedienne, too.

Bert Lahr, with his mixed-pickles face, his cock-eyes,

his tongue-tied hot-air. set the house in gay roars as a
matador who not only tossed but threw the bull. Some
of his antics and jokes need manicuring and scrubbing,

but he is a great clown.

Lynne Overman and Marjorie White helped out.

Veloz, Yolanda, and the De Marcos did some beautiful

dancing. Scenically. it is a Ziggy Grade A production
with the help of Monsieur Urban. The book is by Messrs.
Lew Brown, Ray Henderson and Mark Hellinger.

"Child of Manhattan."

In nineteen scenes, this play by Preston Sturges por-
travs to us a "gal" who rose from unbelievable cabaret

innocence and ignorance to be the cutie-wife of one of

New York's exclusive millionaires.

She has a baby, too. It dies. Gets a Mex. divorce

and then—on and on this endless thing goes through
tears and laughter and more tears and moonlight until

the curtain descends on the champion trick-cabinet play

of the season.

It is not without its smart wise-cracks, and also some
unnecessary girl-whispering. What it all means is plain

enough—"we are selling this to Hollywood."' Peggy
Eears, Mr. Sirovich's friend, produced it for Monsieur
Sturges.

Reginald Owen, Dorothy Hall and others disported

themselves. And isn't the public about fed up on this

cabaret stuff?

Night Over Taos.

Maxwell Anderson, one of our better dramatists, went
American-historical in his new play, "Night Over Taos/'

It is really an old-fashioned costume picture transposed

to the stage.

It is laid in Taos, New Mexico, in 1849, where Pablo
Montoyo with his old feudal ideas makes his last stand

against We Democrats from the U.S.A. Pablo picks

his women, executes a son who betrayed him and intends

to bump off another son for necking his own little girl

when his conscience persuades him to drink poison. I

was glad.

It is nothing but good old rant and fustian. It is as

hollow as the Hollywood Music Bowl. All this matter
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Buddy Rogers and Lupe Velez, your old friends, aid and abet Bert Lahr, whom you met on the screen in
"Flying High," in Ziegfeld' s new show, "Hot-Cha!" It's a Mexican romance with music, gags, and much

excitement.

played Homer, the press agent of

the Greeks. Al Ochs was Hercules.

Irby Marshall was a stately and
rip-roaring Queen who wore the

sacred girdle of Diana. All these

were perfect, along with Colin

Keith-Johnston and Porter Hall.

The rarest dish of the season.

"Riddle Me This!"

John Golden landed, after two
or three swats, with Frank Craven
and Thomas Mitchell in Daniel N.
Rubin's gripping play of humor,
thrill and drama, "Riddle Me
This!"

Charles Richman, one of the

most finished actors on our stage,

is the villain, but such a lovable,

suave villain ! He's the most in-

gratiating gentleman that ever

squeezed a woman's throat unto
death because the lady entertained

a Romeo.
As the curtain rises we see the

doctor (and, by the way, this is

exist between the Lord of Creation and the Weaker the fifth doctor that the playwrights have pinned .mur-
Vessel—and we have some of the rarest doings since ders on this season) finishing up his wife. Then we see

"Lysistrata." him build up his sleuth-tight alibi. Looks as though
Romney Brent as the "husband" of the Queen of the nothing could get him. But lo ! and behold ! here are

Amazons did the funniest thing of his career. Feminine, Tom Mitchell and Frank Craven. Tom is a detective

with whiskers, he is a continuous scream. And this is and Frank is his newspaper pal. It's a great team for
not cheap stuff. Brent is a comic artist of high calibre, risible wrinkles. And they squeeze every drop out of

Katherine Hepburn as Antiope, the sister of the the parts. And they get the Doc.
Queen, did superb rough-and-tumble work. Don Beddoe Well, I'll tell you no more (Continued on page 81)

is far removed from life today

—

and even the motives for living

today.

The Group Theatre put it on,

and although Gertrude Maynard,
Morris Carnovsky, Franchot
Tone and J. Edward Bromberg
did their staccato best, I couldn't

see anything in it but something
that maybe Doug. Fairbanks the

elder might take a crack at.

"The Warrior's Husband."

Homer, Hercules, Achilles,

Ajax and the whole ancient world
comes in for a vigorous slap in

the phiz in one of the big and
sudden surprises of the season,

"The Warrior's Husband," by
Julian Thompson.

It's a chortle, a smash from
beginning to end. The sex world
is topsy-turvy in Pontus, capital

of the Land of the Amazons.
The women are the warriors. All

the concepts are reversed that

Here's Marjorie White, clever little

comedienne of Fox films, who sup-
plies some of the fun in "Hot-Cha!"

Glad to see you again, Marjorie!
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Screen News
Hop aboard our Hollywood special-

news and gossip of your film favorites

GARBO as a platinum blonde! You'll have- to

believe it—in her new picture, "As You De-
sire Me," she wears a silver wig. The effect is

startling-

!

Hollywood was sorry when Ann Harding and Harry
Bannister issued those announcements of their intention

to sever the bonds. Of course, everyone knew that Ann
was steadily forging ahead in her screen career, while

Harry, for some reason, didn't seem able to get a break.

So they agreed that it would be better for both if Harry
ceased being "Ann Harding's husband," as he himself

frankly put it, and struck out on his own again. Ann
was ever so tactful about it, saying that her husband
was gradually losing his screen identity "due to Harry's
constant and generous efforts to forward my interests,

often at the expense of his own." Harry's statement

said that he had had "the love and respect and devotion

of the very great and lovely person who is my wife,"

but that they had agreed on divorce as "the quickest and
best solution to our eventual complete happiness."

RKO sent the "Bird of Paradise" company, starring

Dolores Del Rio, to Hawaii, you know. Dolores worked

We've caught you, Arline, with a young man on
your knee.' Here's Miss Judge's idea for keeping

"next" to her favorite screen actor.

Wide World

So that's what Lew Ayres thinks of Hollywood!
He installed an amateur observatory in his
mountain-top home so that he and Lola Lane

can see a few stars once in awhile!

very hard, put in long hours, and would go to bed ex-
hausted every night. This because she managed to take
hula-hula dancing lessons on the side. She has returned
an expert, which is a bit incongruous with her ethereal

type of beauty. Cedric Gibbons, her spouse, gave her
an almost invisible platinum chain to take along, from
which was suspended a tiny "C" in diamonds. Dolores
wore it with almost superstitious faithfulness throughout
tbe trip.

Grace Tibbett, ex-wife of Lawrence, is occupying her

time giving radio talks about the stars. She says she

doesn't need the money but must have something to keep
her busy. One notes that she holds Ramon Xovarro
in high favor. I mean, enough for Hollywood to "view
with interest." They are good friends.

However. Ramon confused the issue by sending Greta
Garbo vellow roses as an intimation that he was in town,
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after "Mati Hari." For

a young man who once

assured us he yearned

for nothing so much as

to retire to a monastery,

Ramon is doing rather

well with the ladies these

days.

Word from Doug
Fairbanks, Sr. from Pa-

peete, where he is filming

some South Sea island

stuff. Doug says the

native women insisted

that a certain day por-

tended exceptional good
luck for any undertak-

ings ; so, although his

company was not ready

to start work, they de-

cided to obey the super-

stitions of the island.

Especially as they warned
him that the late F. W.
Murnau disregarded
these warnings when he

filmed "Tabu." His
tragic death was, they

said solemnly, no surprise

to Tahitans.

Radio themes will be

among those to supplant

the gangster idea in film-

land now. Half a dozen
pictures centering around
radio are in the making.

"Wild Waves" at Para-
mount promises the most
naughty satire, as it does to

radio what "Once in a Life-

time" did for movies. They
are wavering between Rudy
Vallee and Bing Crosby
for the title role, and will

probably change the name
to "The Crooners."
Rudy Vallee, by the way,

evidently has decided to

make Hollywood his per-

manent home — he has
bought an $80,000 house in

which to frame Fay Webb,
former film actress, in her

new role of Mrs. Rudy
Vallee.

Another radio picture to

watch out for is "Are You
Listening?" with Bill

Haines—reviewed in this

issue. Universal is work-
ing on a radio theme too

—

"Radio Patrol."

They'll work the radio

idea to a frazzle now

!

Wide World

A new "ace of Cubs." Jackie Cooper met Rogers
Hornsby, the Chicago ball team's famous manager,
at the Cubs' Catalina Island training camp. The Cubs

promptly elected Jackie honorary mascot.

Karen Morley is the pale,

intellectual type. The part

with the Barrymores in

"Arsene Lupin" was her
first real break. It took
three years to make the

studios notice her. Yet she

is a genuine product of Hol-
lywood—high-school gradu-

Wide World

Here are some of the Hollywood younger set, getting all balled up at Malibu Beach. Ogling from left to right,
the pretties are Julie Haydon, Anita Louise, Phyllis Clare, Rochelle Hudson, and Arline Judge. Heap good

medicine- ball.'
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ate there, and daughter of a local real estate man.
Worked her way through college for a year, anything

but wealthy, wearing- unassuming clothes and not able

to afford any of the things that make college life joyous.

She wanted to be a woman doctor, but it cost too much
in days when Dad's real estate broking was painfully

broke. So she did chores for the Pasadena Community
Playhouse and worked for the chance to act. One of

our most hard-working and ambitious young actresses

—

only twenty-one now—yet she manages to exude poise

and serenity.

Noticed how they are breaking out into song again?

Pola Negri, Genevieve Tobin, Miriam Hopkins, Marian
Nixon, Warner Baxter, Stanley Smith, Jeanette Mac-
Donald, Janet Gaynor, Lupe Yelez all bursting into song
in pictures. Billie Dove's singing in "Cock o' the Air"
was done by a double. Chevalier, of course, always does

his own. Ramon hasn't been singing so much for us

lately, but the fans hope he will again soon.

Charlie Farrell has discovered that he should not sing,

but Janet Gaynor has apparently not yet succeeded in

singing through her pretty little mouth rather than her

pretty little nose.

Perhaps they will let Bebe Daniels sing "Carmen"' for

us yet. This is Bebe's most ardent ambition. It is also

Pola Negri's. Funny if we had two "Carmens" in com-
petition as when both Mary Pickford in "Rosita" and
Negri in "The Spanish Dancer" gave us the identical

story in a silent picture a couple of years ago.

Pugilism is getting a new
vogue too, now, since the

success of "The Champ."
Jackie Cooper is taking

boxing lessons and will

do his own punches in

Shuffling around the deck. Dolores Del Rio beat
all comers at shufHeboard during the trip to
Hawaii to film "The Bird of Paradise." At the
tropical island Dolores learned to toss a hectic

hula-hula.

"Limpy." Jimmy Dunn is a boxer, too, in a

forthcoming picture.

Oh, yes, did you know they were scheming
for a picture to co-star Jackie with Marie
Dressier? That ought to be a pippin if they

can find a good story—and they usually man-
age.

The world premiere of

The Wet Parade" at the

Here's a burning
scene from "Sinners
in the Sun," with
Chester Morris and
Carole Lombard.
Looks like a "thrill"
picture — the other

kind!
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Chinese Theatre in Hollywood estahlished a new young
actor, Robert Young, in the front ranks. He and Doro-

thy Jordan received wild acclaim from an almost ex-

clusively picture and newspaper audience. Wally Beery,

acting as toastmaster, lavished praise upon them to loud

applause.

A tremendous picture this, which somehow leaves the

disconcerting impression that both wets and drys are

equally amusing ! The election sequences are wickedly

.-atirical. The burying of John Barleycorn at a religious

revival meeting reeks of irony. The scene showing a

rirst-class bootleg distiller)- in full

blast, clear unto the printing of

every type of liquor label, is pain-

fully hilarious.

It seems that both Sister Connie and Daddy Richard
wanted to write the scenario and direct the picture of

Joan Bennett's wedding to Gene Markey. But baby Joan
set a stubborn little Bennett lip and ran the show herself.

She chose the Town House for the locale because that

was where she met Gene, and she was jolly well going to

be sentimental if

she liked.

But one shudders to think of this

devastating picture of Prohibition

America being shown in foreign

countries. As against that it is like-

ly to have a hot controversial in-

terest for wets and drys alike in any
part of the world under the Ameri-
can flag. Because, you see, every

preposterous
revelation
rings true.
And actually,

with all that,

it is not propa-
ganda. It was
courageous
for M.G.M.
to produce it,

things being
as they are.

It isn't the heat,
it's Mary Carlyle,
blonde and
pretty. Pretty—

-

er

—

well, pretty.

Xow that the

gangster idea has
been worn thin, it

won't be such good
pickings for male
stars from now on.

Femininity will

come into its own
again. Good heav-

ens, we even have
Fox Studio declar-

ing that, in the

promised talkie ver-

sion of "What Price

Glory," "the femi-

nine lead will be

stressed.'' Oh, real-

ly now! At the

moment a dozen
beauteous dames
are being tested

for the blissfully

unmoral Char-
maine.

Victor Yarconi

Corinne Griffith entertained Royalty when Prince Lennart
, grandson of the King of Sweden, and his bride,

Karin Nissvandt, visited her at the Paramount British studios at Elstree, England . The Prince, who is an
amateur movie photography fan, took shots of Colin Clive (left), director Paul Stein, "Mrs. Bernadotte," and

Corinne. Miss Griffith' s first British-made talkie, "Lily Christine," is now being released

.
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emerges as a playwright. He
has written "Two Worlds,"
which he is to produce under
the distinguished auspices of

the Hungarian Government.
We had him in Hollywood

for a few weeks, completing
work on " Mountains in Flame''

with Tala Birell and Luis
Trenker. He looks well, and
happier than since talkies

came in and spoiled a rapidly

soaring film reputation for

him here.

Boris Karloff doesn't look

like Frankenstein's monster
when he is playing good old

English cricket with Clive

Brook, Ronald Colman, Con-
way Tearle, C. Auhrey Smith

and that large coterie of British ac-

tors.

June Clyde wears her handbag
strapped to her wrist, with her watch
set in the bag on the outside. It

doesn't look half as clumsy as it

sounds.

Fay Wray feels swanky—she
licked Dick Barthelmess at ping-pong,
and Dick thought he was an unbeat-
able champion.

Things

Robert Coogan
comes down from
the clouds to share
his lunch with
Prosperity, a stray
pup on the set.

are
up in

Waiting for last-minute instructions! That's what
Charles Bickford is doing, according to the photog-
rapher who snapped this scene from "Thunder Be-
low," with Charles and Tallulah Bankhead. Now

look here, Charlie!

lookin

Hollywood. The
Paramount Stu-

dio alone gave
out checks to

10,000 extras
during the month
of March, and
other studios
make equally en-

couraging re-

ports. Para-
mount, for in-

stance, used 1355

people in "The
World and the

Flesh."

Ruth Chatter-

ton has her life

all mapped out

for the next ten

years. Just so

many more pic-

tures, then stage

producing, with

probably her own
theatre, and so

on. That prac-

tical little lady

knows exactly
what she wants

Elissa Landi, Hollywood's writing and how to gO
actress, has just published her about it.

third novel, "House for Sale,"
issued by Doubleday, Doran.

W hen some-
one asked Ernest

Lubitsch what was the chief requirement for a film star,

he answered cryptically, "To be able to stand altitude."

Mama was trying to eke out a living selling things

from door to door. Then she heard a studio was looking

for a cry-baby. So she took four-year-old Cora Sue
Collins along, and presto, mama's financial troubles are

over. Cora Sue can weep beautifully by just thinking of

sad things.

Don't anyone tell that baby, "Oh, dry those tears!"

Since Billie Dove met President Hoover in Washing-
ton, she has acquired a new air. She is a model of dis-

cretion, and reports blandly "The President was looking

very well." Billie may get an ambassadorial job yet!

Adrienne Dore and Ross Alexander, the latter another

handsome New York actor, dance constantly together.

Danny Danker lunched with Lois Wilson twice the

other week.
Lina Basquette seems to have renewed her romance
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with Allan Roscoe. Looks as if it might take, this time.

Marlene Dietrich is to sing ten songs in her next pro-

duction, "Velvet." If they want to inake musicals popu-

lar again, ten is too many, no matter how good Marlene's

voice may be.

When Jerta Goudal and her Harold Grieve moved into

their gorgeous new apartment, Jetta had planned a house-

warming party. But the day before the event the electric

lights were still not completed. Jetta explained, the

electricians deplored, but said they wouldn't be ready

until a couple of days later.

That was when Jetta proved her masterly and com-
pelling eloquence. The electrician says he was simply

staggered, noggled, flummoxed, and knows exactly what

a certain Cecil B. de Mille once went through. The
men worked all night, against all union rules. Jetta got

her lights in time.

We asked Jetta if this story was authentic. She posi-

tively blushed. "I'm afraid it is," she admitted. "You
bet it is,"' quoth Harold.

Leonor Semamiegos, younger sister to Ramon No-
varro, arrived in Los Angeles by airplane after a voyage

across the Atlantic. She is a nun, and has been trans-

ferred from a convent in Spain to a Catholic orphanage

here. Sister Leonor is the youngest of twelve children,

and one of three of Ramon's sisters

who are nuns.

as a reward for staying away from home three months.
Will, like Charlie Chaplin, now talks of buying a yacht.

Bill Haines is escorting the ex-wife of Benjamin
Glazer very frequently these days.

Sidney Fox is seen much in the company of John
Xegulesco, the artist.

Tom Brown and Arietta Duncan, new young players
out at Universal, appear very much in tune with each
other.

Gene Markey, Joan Bennett's new husband, is the
adapter of Pirandello's "As You Desire Me," Garbo's
next picture.

Gossip declares that Greta Xissen and Weldon Hey-
burn are married, but no one is admitting anything just

yet.

While the stage is migrating to the films, numerous
recognized film people are trekking to the stage.

Louise Fazenda, for instance, did such a joyous piece

of work in a naughty skit on the much-discussed play,

"Lysistrata," called "Lizzie Strutter," at the Domino
Club in Hollywood, that she was immediately swamped
with offers from Xew York stage producers. In the

meantime she sallies forth in a bright vaudeville skit.

She finds she adores acting before an audience.

Marguerite Churchill is another girl who has gone
Broadway for a spell, and is very happy about it.

When Joan Crawford wished to

rest and relax during the filming of

"Letty Lynton," she had to lie out

straight on a padded board. You see,

she has to wear a gorgeous sequin

gown, very tight, which would be

utterly ruined if sat upon. Voila,

loan reclines

!

It is requiring all sorts of scientific

legerdemain to put over the "thoughts"

of the people in "Strange Interlude,"

Xorma Shearer's picture in the mak-
ing. You see, about half the dialogue

is devoted to what the people really

say and the rest to what they are ac-

tually thinking. For the audience to

"get it" that thinking must be done
out loud. A nice little problem to

solve. Don't miss the fictionization

of "Interlude" in this issue of

ScREEXLAND.

Charlie Chaplin will probably be
home when this is in print. Our
globe-trotting Charlie elected to sail

direct for the Orient from Europe, via

the Red Sea. Wanted to launch "City
Lights" in Japan himself, thank you,
and make sure the business end of the
situation was properly taken care of.

In the meantime, he sent Alf
Reeves, his manager, an order to buy
a S20.000 boat. Some of us think
this might mean he intends joining
Doug, Sr. in the South Seas. Anyway,
there isn't a sign that Charlie intends
beginning work on a new picture.

Probablv means to loaf all summer.

A\ ill Rogers says Mrs. Rogers pre-
sented him with that new automobile

An actress who's going far—and she's all s°t to begin on this overgrown
kiddie-car. Joan Blondell recently was made a star by Warners; but she

would have had that gay grin on in any event.
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Make your finger-nails
part of your costume.'
It's fun to try different
effects at different times
with different dresses.
Cutex Liquid Polish
comes in "Cardinal,''
"Rose," and, of course,
"Natural" for the con-
servative taste— choose
your color and put the
finishing touch to your

loveliness.

about Cosmetics
By Mary Lee

SN'T it grand to discover a toilet item that really

I satisfies you—that does what you want done? This
is the thought that kept running through my head
when I used Cutex Liquid Polish for the first time.

A week later when I noticed, to my surprise, that it was
still intact on my nails I thought, "Thank the Lord, I've

found what I've been looking for—at last!"

Here is a polish that sticks like a friend who wants to

borrow money ! Its smooth consistency is a delight, as it

flows on so evenly without those annoying, tiny bubbles.

All of which is a lot of beauty and service for 35 cents

!

And the colors ! From colorless and natural on
through the pinks and reds to deepest garnet—they are all

attractive. The most conservative woman will cling

gratefully to "Natural" which is really what the name
implies. The gayer woman, the daring woman, the

woman of fads and fancies will delight herself with dif-

ferent effects at different times with different dresses.

Coral nails with a beige frock, perhaps. "Cardinal"
with a black frock is dramatic—and so is "Cardinal" with
white. Then, too, their lovely, soft shade "Rose" just be-

longs with a pale blue or delicate pink gown. Men love

these soft colors

!

The colorless polish is just the thing for the woman

whose own nails are so beautiful that she feels any color

would be like "gilding the lily." Their natural perfec-

tion is revealed through the utter transparency of clear,

colorless Cutex.
While I am speaking of finishing touches that give the

utmost in loveliness I want to tell you about Princess

Pat powder, for it is different. If you are one of those

women who is extremely particular about what she uses

on her face and wants to know that fine, beneficial in-

gredients are in her powder, you'll be interested in know-
ing this.

Princess Pat powder is different because Almond is its

base instead of the rice or corn starch usually found even

in expensive powders. And Princess Pat powder is only

$1. The particles of Almond being so much finer than

those of other bases, Princess Pat powder is more in-

visible on the face, gives a smoother appearance, clings

longer, and is really good for the skin. Almond is sooth-

ing and softening, helps prevent coarse pores and conse-

quent black-heads. So you are buying more than a

beautiful powder when you buy Princess Pat Powder.
If you are planning a motor trip you couldn't do better

than to take along a tin of Princess Pat Skin Cleanser. I

suggest the tin instead of the jar (Continued on page 91)
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The Stage In Review

of this absorbing comedy-drama because

I do not want to spoil a splendid evening

for you. Erin O'Brien-Moore, Blyth Daly

and a half dozen others played their parts

perfectly, which is what you might expect

when I tell you Frank Craven himself di-

rected.

To say this would make a picture is as

obvious as saying that mait makes beer.

Laurette Taylor.

Delighted!—we all were delighted to see

Peg o' My Heart back again where she

belongs, on the Broadway stage. She did

a couple of old Barrie plays, but what dif-

ference did that make? The beautiful,

mannered, dreamy-faced Laurette satisfies

us to the full in all she does.

And she is an artist. First she plays

with subtle, brushing, evanescent touch the

sophisticated woman of the world, Alice

Grey, in Barrie's "Alice-Sit-by-the-Fire."

You all know that delectable sentimental

satire by heart, I hope, children. Then
bang!—the beautiful Laurette appeared as

a very old and unkempt London char-

woman in Barrie's "The Old Lady Shows
Her Medals." From the "grand dame to

pure ugliness of form and face, but not of

spirit, if you know that gentle little war-
story of the fellow she adopted fresh from
the trenches against his will.

Peg Entwistle was fine in the "Alice"
play as a play-struck daughter intent on
saving the mother's reputation. Charles
Dalton was not so well in "Alice," but

Lawrence Fletcher as the Scotch soldier

in the one-act war-play was very good.

"The Moon in the Yellow River."

The Theatre Guild having ransacked and
pillaged every capital in Europe for plays

arrived at Dublin. Out of this city it took
a play that is one hundred per cent Irish,

"The Moon in the Yellow River," by Denis
Johnston. I liked it very much as a play
of ideas, with some brilliant and penetrat-

ing remarks such as "The Irish believe in

fairies, but trade in pigs," and "The birth

of a nation is never an immaculate concep-
tion."

Continued from page 73

This play is weak in conventional story-

construction ; but is again redeemed by the

vitality and reality of the characters. It

is political and concerns the attempt of the

Republicans to blow up the power-house.
The Free Staters are against such amuse-
ments. It is a poetic and cynical mixture
of comedy and tragedy ; and there's the

eternal Irish magic everywhere.
Claude Rains as a philosophical, disillu-

sioned Irishman, with the most brilliant

lines in the play, did a splendid bit of

work. I should vote him the most finished

actor of the Guild. Henry Hull as a rebel

who saw, like Li Po, the moon in the

Yellow River (meaning he is a kind of di-

rect-action Shelley) was not in his ele-

ment. Egon Brecher had a fine part, a

German who owned the power house. The
character is German ; but Brecher muffed
it, to my mind. John Daly Murphy was
comic as an old sailor and Alma Kruger
strenuous as an Amazonish agitator.

"The Inside Story."

Al Woods, slow of movement, finally got

started on a crook drama that I pronounce
fine and dandy. It puts a bomb right under
the men higher up in gangdom, paints a

Governor and a District Attorney in none
too bright colors, and has a heart-disease

finish. An innocent fellow has a couple of

minutes between him and the chair—but,

well, you know he didn't get there.

Louis Calhern plays Louis Corotto who
slings around the whole government of a

Mid-Western State (wait till Eddy Robin-
son reads this part ! ) . There's a goil, of

course (Marguerite Churchill from Holly-
wood), reporters, cops and hotel maids.
It's a nasty frame, but the girl has a gun
in her sleeve—and big Corotto goes out.

Calhern is a vital, chilly villain. And
the rest click, especially the Doomed Boy,
Roy Roberts, and the high political boss
of Edward Ellis.

If you want to think, this play will make
vou gasp.

"Wild Waves."
Osgood Perkins perks his most strenuous

in 'Wild Waves," a sprawling and fan-

tastically nonsensical satire on the broad-
casting studios ; but for all that the play
doesn't half click. Perkins is one of my
favorites. He is good either in hard-faced
drama or rapid-fire wise-cracking. But I

wish he'd had another play. (Why don't

you write it! yells Doc. Sirovich.)
Anyhow, here is all the alleged hokum

(and I don't believe a word of it) knocked
around the stage of what goes on behind
your radio : fake crooners, gangsters, hard-
boiled executives, nutty announcers, and
an attempt at a love-story, which is rather
wishy-washy.

Betty Starbuck, John Beal, Bruce Mac-
Farlane and Ray Denny helped along in

a cast of forty-four characters. The play
is by William Ford Manley. Bing Crosby
may do it for the screen.

"Money in the Air."

Who killed—?
But that tells you what kind of a play

Thetta Quay Franks wrote. Well, who
did kill Arthur Hamilton.'' It's out on
Long Island, where these days everybody
seems to be either a polygamist or a mur-
derer, at least on the stage.

The novelty about this play is that you
see no detectives, no Ed. McXamaras, no
know-it-all Inspectors. It's laid among
the Vcre de Veres, of the North Shore, and
the "crime"—which is really only an "acci-

dent"—seldom gets above a whisper. It's

polite society's way.
It's all pretty weak, and the acting of

Vera Allen, Hugh Buckler, Katherine Ste-
wart and others didn't help much. I had
a dream that I could see William Powell
walking through this play.

Lou Holtz's Vaudeville.

Lou Holtz did the profession a good turn
in these blue-pill times by staging a vaude-
ville circus with some big headliners like

Clark and McCullough, Lyda Roberti.

Vincent Lopez, Yenita Gould, Benny
Baker and a slew of others in a grand re-

view at pop. prices. You can get your
money's worth here. Lots of fun, and
nothing but.

Hollywood Settles Down

did the honors charmingly. A regular

Episcopalian minister tied the fatal knot.

Everything was the pink of propriety.

When you consider that Zoe wrote "The
Greeks Had a Word For It" you can see

how careful we should be about judging
authors on their writings.

Monta Bell, author and director, selected

Mayor Jimmy Walker to forge the shackles
of his second marriage. Monta married
Betty Lawford, actress who made her
screen debut in "Gentlemen of the Press"
which Bell directed. Monta must be in his

forties. Betty is 19.

It was an enormous relief to have Rich-
ard Dix safely married. I mean he had
been a bachelor for so long that we had
almost despaired of getting him off the
shelf. We had had him rumored engaged
dozens of times. So when Winifreds Coe
finally agreed to put an end to Richard's
bachelorhood, we sighed with relief. Now,
after some few months, we have the nicest
reports on Richard as a benedict.
Here it may be mentioned that Joel

McCrea is now our most exciting bachelor

Continued from page 59

and seemingly unassailable. Joel has dared
to say he doesn't like women. We even
tried to marry him to Constance Bennett
at one time but Gloria's ex-marquis suc-

cessfully intervened. Yet here he is, still

being sought by Connie as a leading man
—she says she'd rather postpone a picture

than make do with someone else. Joel, as

you may guess, has a way with him. It's

going to be hard to get him settled down.
Tallulah Bankhead likes Joel a lot these

days.

Norma Talmadge may settle a lot of

troubled speculation if she and Joseph
Schenck. United Artists producer, finally

are divorced. Then, of course, we shall

not be satisfied until we have married her
off to Gilbert Roland. We admit to seem-
ing a bit precipitate on this subject. There
is infinite possibility, too, that Joseph him-
self will not be allowed to remain long un-
consoled.

We note that Loretta Young is wearing
an imposing ring said to have been pre-
sented to her by Geoffry Rafael, 20-year-
old son of an English banker.

If the news is true that Ronald Colman
has at last persuaded his English wife to

divorce him, we shall be all of a flutter

getting Ronald settled all over again. We
might observe that Ronny has been most
discreet in his conduct in Hollywood.
The wedding of John Considine, pro-

ducer, and Carmen Pantages gave us a
glow. You know when Carmen's dad and
mother were respectively involved in un-
pleasant law-suits. Carmen gave John his

freedom. It wasn't fair, she said, to link

him up with the family woes. In the mean-
time, it looked as if John might be seeking
consolation via Joan Bennett. But John
evidently remained faithful and renewed
his suit when the troubles were dispersed.

He was married to Carmen a few weeks
before Joan married Gene Markey.
Somehow a Tia Juana wedding did not

seem entirely appropriate for LTna Merkel.
We would have expected church, minister,

bridal gowns, bridesmaids for Una. to keep
her in character. But she and Ronald
Buria. a young engineer, slipped across the

Mexican border and put one over on us.
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The honeymoon has to be postponed until

her contract with M.G.M. is completed.

By the way, she looks more like Lillian

Gish than ever.

Perhaps we ought to mention relief at

getting Clara Bow safely married to Rex
Bell. She did keep us fussed so long

about her various heart-affairs. She seems
pleasantly settled for a spell now. Not
even a rumor of a tiff.

Elsie Janis' marriage to Gilbert Wilson
gave us no end of a flutter. It seemed in-

credible when it was revealed that Elsie

was 42 and Gilbert 26—the dear girl looked

around 28. We had noticed when Elsie

was in Hollywood that so many of the

older men hovered. Ramon Novarro was
almost the only youngish one. So we kind

of understood what Gilbert's charms may
have been to win her to taking the plunge.

We're all for her. Anyway neither of

them had ever been married before.

'l oin and Victoria Mix were both a bit

hasty. Right after the divorce was final,

Victoria rushed into matrimony with Don
Olazabal, of the Argentine Embassy, and
Tom, after righteous denials, takes Mabel
Ward to wife. Mabel is Tom's third ven-

ture. A bare week before the wedding

Tom was telling all and sundry he would
remain free, free, free, and all that. Tom's
little daughter is pleased with her new
mamma, so all's well.

Rex Lease, film cowboy, and Esther
Muir, actress, promise us a regular wed-
ding before this is in print. It will be Rex's
third attempt at everlasting love.

Lupe Velez, Fifi Dorsay and Lily Damita
keep us on the tip-toe of expectation with
their engagements, denials, quarrels, make-
ups, et al. Too exacting to ask any poor
scribe to keep track of those frisky incon-
stant maids.

Dorothy Mackaill and her Neil Miller
seem to be maintaining the status quo satis-

factorily. There's even a "blessed event
- '

rumor. Meanwhile, Dot is on a vaudeville

tour.

Sharon Lynn selected a Yuma judge to

tie her up to Benjamin Glazer, but the fact

that they took Dolores del Rio and her
spouse, Cedric Gibbons and numerous other
screen notables, along with them satisfied

our imperative desire for the nicer for-

malities.

We sighed a bit when ZaSu Pitts filed

divorce against Tom Gallery and claimed
desertion as long ago as 1926. ZaSu had

managed to keep this state of affairs secret
and they were listed amongst successfully

wedded couples. Mrs. Bert Wheeler is an-

other suing for divorce.

Oh, dear, let's get back to something
more pleasantly domesticated. Roscoe
Ates officially adopts his charming little

step-daughter, Dorothy Adrian, now eight-
een, who was a wee mite when he mar-
ried her mother. Wally and Mrs. Beery
—a witty, pretty blonde—adopt an eighteen-
months old baby girl as their very own and
undertake to care for two small boys. Con-
stance Bennett officially adopts Peter, son
of English friends who were killed in an
automobile accident. Peter is three.

Miriam Hopkins, romantically "es-
tranged" from Austin Parker, nevertheless
goes around with him still. Raquel Torres
and Charley Feldman. Mary Philbin and
Milton Golden, divorce attorney, are still

going together.

Estelle Taylor finally agrees to drop her
counter-suit against Jack Dempsey, finan-

cial arguments having reached a basis of
acceptance.

Let me see, did I call this story some-
thing about getting them settled? Umph!
It can't be done

!

something like her—she is my guiding star

and has been—oh, for so long ! I've always
wanted to support her in .a picture—I be-

lieve I'd almost pay extra just to work
with her!"
Everyone knows how recently Joan lived

this dream of hers in reality, only that her

ideal supported her instead of the way she

had pictured it.

Joan has a faculty of making her dreams
come true—even if it takes years and years.

She clings to her mental picture until she

sees it in reality.

Again she said, "I have never had an
unselfish, devoted friend in my life. Every-
one who has been kind to me or close to

me so far in life has had an ulterior mo-
tive which I have discovered after long

association. I have been hurt so many
times that I am afraid to trust anyone."
Then "Do you really suppose I'll meet
someone whom I can absolutely trust?

Someone who will believe in me and I in

him so sincerely and absolutely that we
will find the perfect companionship? I

want any marriage of mine to be clean and
fine, happy and contented. I want to work
hand in hand with someone. We must be
an inspiration to each other. It must
make each of us want to be fine, and
famous, and strong, and everything noble

just for the other
!"

Then she laughed wistfully and tears

came into her eyes as she looked at me al-

most sheepishly and said, "Do you think
such a thing is possible? Do you think
I'm altogether crazy to hope for such a

thing?"
All this took place five or six years ago

when Joan was still being shoved into

westerns or any program pictures in which
M-G-M executives wanted a leading lady.

Do you wonder I say Joan has that faculty

of making her dreams come true

!

It was a most interesting experiment in

human psychology to sit back and watch
Joan creep forward in public esteem from
this time on. It was a revelation to watch
how persistent and steady was Joan's climb
toward stardom. M-G-M executives did
not take her very seriously. They were
uncertain of Joan. She began an intensive
campaign to make them take her seriously

—and won.
She began to fight for good roles. She

refused to be shoved off into a picture that

Joan The Rebel
Continued from page 21

was being made—just because. They could
not understand this agreeable, careless,

happy-go-lucky kid, whom they had been
shoving into anything they were making,
suddenly becoming a demanding, aggres-
sive young personality.

They had been photographing her beau-
tiful figure, without much on, and exploit-

ing her dancing career, her legs. No one
ever thought of Joan Crawford, the in-

dividual, the magnetic personality that was
so soon to be a star. Joan began to fight

for recognition and respect.

She had been so carelessly good-humored
in any of the studio's publicity demands
that she had hurt her reputation and career

News! Platinum Jean Harlow
has been selected for the title

role in "Red Headed Woman."

to a point that would have discouraged the
most astute heart—but not Joan's. She
even called me and asked if I would write
an interview about her which would never
mention her legs, her dancing, her heart-
breaking tendencies, her "flapper" exist-
ence, but would tell a human, believable
story about her!

Gradually, not suddenly, Joan began to

get recognition. The public began to like

her performances and her fan mail changed
from violent mash notes, not always very
"nice," to paeans of genuine admiration.
No matter what part she drew, Joan put

her whole self into the role—and won
recogntion. M-G-M executives were not
easily persuaded in the case of Joan Craw-
ford, so it was Joan, herself, who, by
steady, persistent plugging at every turn
of the road fought her way to the top.

Joan and Doug moved in the same crowd
for a long time. Doug had been engaged
to several of Joan's best girl friends, but
neither thought seriously of the other until

Joan began to think, "Why, here's the com-
panion I've been looking for. We could
be all that I've dreamed to each other!''

And Doug began to say to himself, "Say,
I don't know what's come over Joan but
she's great ! She's real, sensible, still

worlds of fun—but different!"

But the Joan Crawford and Douglas
Fairbanks Jr. love idyl has been told so
often in every possible manner that I'm not
going to try to tell it again. Suffice it to

say, Joan's dream which she told me about
so many years ago came true, like every
dream Joan has ever concentrated on.

Today, Joan, the star, is so much in the

ascendant it is a wee bit hard to see the
girl way down deep beneath all the pose
and temperament of the star. But she is

still there and will, I hope, remain the
balancing wheel between sheer, empty tem-
perament and sincere, vital, human being.

She is still all nerves, temperament,
moods, absent-minded tensity. Too much
the star, too little the girl now. But I be-

lieve the girl is so definitely grounded in

the star that she will soon realize every-
thing. Then she will put the star back in

her place where she belongs—a magnetic,
splendid flaming actress moving the hearts

and pulses of her audiences with her art

—

but never forgetting the human note be-

neath all the flame and fire.
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Which star is 19- • •

which is

Joyce Compton

This alluring young
screen star

;
who is 19,

says: "I could never
hope to look lovelier

than Billie Burke does
right now. Lux Toilet

Soap certainly keeps
one s skin youthfully

smooth and clear
"

Billie Burke

"I'm 39. says this

radiantly youthful
star. Who would
guess it from this re-

cent photograph' "To
keep youthful charm
you must guard com
plexion beauty For
vears I have used Lux
Toilet Soap regularly

1

Screen stars

know the secret

of keeping

youthful charm

ONE gloriously lovely at 19
— the other radiantly

beautiful at 39!

"I don't see why any woman
should look her age," says the

lovely Billie Burke. "I'm 39!"

"I'm 19," says Joyce Comp-
ton. "But I could never hope to

look lovelier than Billie Burke
does right now. I'm glad I know
her secret of complexion care!"

How does Billie Burke keep

her adorable young charm? "To
keep my skin clear and soft,"

she says, "I use Lux Toilet Soap
regularly—and have for years."

9 out of io Screen

Stars use it

Of the 694 important Holly-

wood actresses, including all

stars, 686 use Lux Toilet Soap
regularly. So it is official in all

great film studios. It is so

fragrantly gentle and utterly

white.

LUX
Toilet Soap

IOc
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Two Little Girls With Big Futures!
Continued from page 37

deportment and diction, and even enlisting

Ivan Simpson's aid—Simpson, it will be
remembered, has trained more Hollywood
actors and actresses of the first rank than
you can shake a stick at. James Cagney
still asks for his advice.

These tutors taught Bette to soften her
stage accent.

"My goodness !" she said in dismay, "I

thought they were going to make me un-
learn everything I had been so careful to

acquire. I was three years getting that

accent. If they wanted to hear something
—they should have been introduced to the

brand of Bostonese I spoke before I got
that accent at the Provincetown I"

But she's grateful and has reason to be.

No better diction exists upon the English
speaking stage today than that of George
Arliss. His parting words to her corrected
ears were

:

"Now, don't you change it again—for

anyone."
And she vows she never will.

Along with her Boston upbringing, she
inherited, of course, the New England
conscience. To her everlasting credit, she

has never repudiated it. There is a good
deal less of that stern character in the

American make-up than is sometimes sup-
posed. And those who have it have some-
thing to be proud of.

"It's very convenient in Hollywood," she

says simply. And no stage or screen per-

son could mistake her meaning.
Blonde, blue-eyed, diminutive, she is

quick and birdlike in her movements, and
has a fund of bright repartee equal to

even the most exacting Hollywood con-
versations. Her innocent face belies the
sophistication and sharp wit which lies be-
hind it.

Most valuable of all, perhaps, she has
the talent for seeing herself, her work, with
a cast of humor in her eye. Bette lives

her days for the days themselves. The
future is a small concern. Which, when
you are young, and nothing but happiness
and success has come your way, is quite
the proper way of viewing it.

A home, children—she considers them
both the normal development of every wo-
man, but she has a few words of wisdom
for their prerequisite.

"Matrimony is very good thing if it

isn't carried too far," she says.

She has been in love, she thinks, three
times.

"But being in love is far too exacting,"
she contends. "It's lots of fun until you
awaken to the fact that some one is con-
sidering you their property, making plans
for you, outlining what you shall do and
what you shall not do. After that it is apt
to become a bore."

One doesn't easily imagine anyone mak-
ing lots of plans for her. Small as she is,

she knows her mind in all things. No one,

least of all herself, understands fully the

problems she will face in Hollywood. Not
yet a star, with no particularly influential

friends, what she wins will be entirely "on I
her own."

So far, success has gently stamped every- H
thing she's done. She doesn't say, "I've 1

been lucky," and let it go at that. Success
|

is her goal. She has sacrificed many tilings j
for it. She believes she's earned and de-

fl

served what she has of it. Three years M

of the New York stage are to anyone 9
three years of unremitting labor. The §
cost, also, is very great when they are the I

three most precious years of your life— fl

when you should be seeing and hearing
and absorbing what the world of the theatre HI

is doing.

This, of course, she couldn't do. She I

has seen more plays and more famous play-
ers since she's been in Hollywood, than

|j

she ever saw in all her time in New York.
[The reason being, of course, that she was I

herself playing when the famous people
were. Unless their matinees happened to
miss, she never saw anyone. Now, she's

prepared to have her fill of seeing others.

Bette Davis is no "it" girl. Her glamour
is the sort that builds as it goes along. Not
yet famous, she believes that when people
know her they will like her. She's sure \

of it. And content, too, to wait until they
know her. She's the least uncertain bet
that's come to Hollywood in many a long
moon. She's the sort of stuff that wears

—

and is still good to look at, and to see and
hear, after a long while. There is no
higher compliment.

He Keeps Hollywood Guessing!

educated as a civil engineer at Massachu-
setts Tech, and he followed his profession

as a young man. Worked as an engineer

building bridges and tunnels.

He is a skilled navigator, yet never

worked as a seaman. He did a turn as

a coal passer on a ship, though. Like most
down-east Yankees he has an inherited love

of the sea and ships.

Out here in California he owns a whaler
and half-interest in a pearling schooner.

But earlier in life, when he was on the

stage, he built himself a camp on the quiet

Charles River near Boston. Here he has

four canoes, a duck boat, row boat and
motor boat. He still owns this camp.
Here it was that his business ingenuity,

that has since become a legend in Holly-
wood, first manifested itself. Near the

Charles River, Charlie has an eighty-seven-

acre hog ranch where he really raises

hogs. They win prizes and make him
money. The ironic Bickford humor was
exemplified in the founding of this enter-

prise in pigs. He bought the original farm
from the heirs for cash, after a wealthy
golf club had tried to annex the property
for much less than its worth. Then he
put in hogs.
"From Pigs To Panties" might well be

the business story of Charlie Bickford, if

a Horatio Alger were writing it. For he
now owns a lingerie shop in Hollywood
where all the studio cuties go for new and
nifty negligees

!

He also owns a garage and filling sta-

tion opposite the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
studio in Culver City, where the stars, di-

rectors, and studio workers pay tribute to

the Bickford business acumen. To keep
his ranching hand in, he also owns a
flourishing chicken ranch in the desert near
Harry Carey's Indian post, and a 200-acre

Continued from page 33

ranch near the ocean at Ventura, which he
leases to Japanese farmers. They raise

beans.

His whaler operates off the coast of

Mexico, and his pearling schooner any-
where pearls are to be found, from the

South Seas to South America and lower
California. Once in a while, he finds time
to slip away for a short cruise on one of

his two boats.

He is at present dabbling in a gold mine
in Mexico, and a dude ranch near En-
senada, in lower California.

Speaking of Mexico, Charlie has become
known among California scientists for his

exploring trips to the barren—but treasure-

rich—San Nicolas Island. The actor has
an amazing collection of Indian relics and
arrowheads.
His latest venture—and quite the mad-

dest—is the purchase of an island off the

coast of Java. Charlie met the owner, a

young Englishman who was broke. He
looked at the photographs, maps and title,

and now it is the Island of Bickford ! Al-
though small, it has a native population

—

Alalays—and Charlie is King!
He dreams in Hollywood of sailing

away there some day, and he probably will.

He now has the excuse. At any rate, the

island near Java makes a swell air-castle

for the swashbuckling Irish-Yankee.
Forty oil paintings arrived at the Bick-

ford home in Playa del Rey the other day.

Some are quite good. These were painted

by Charlie when he was a boy in his early

'teens. He quit painting because the
neighbor kids called him a sissy.

To offset this, he became an amateur
light heavy-weight champion boxer. He
also played football, but has never seen a
football game since. His love of sports

runs to hunting, fishing and sailing. He

is a dead shot with rifle, shotgun or revol-
ver, and a fine horseman. He likes thrash-
ing trout streams in the mountains and
deep-sea fishing equally well.

His chief diversion between pictures is

tearing off on trips. Never knows where
he's going. Once started for his schooner,
but missed it, turned his car around and
started for Big Bear Lake in the San
Bernardino mountains, left there for Palm
Springs in the desert after a night, started

for old Mexico next, but wound up at the

Grand Canyon which he had never seen.

Another time he packed his evening
clothes for an exclusive Yosemite hotel,

and ended camping out under the big trees.

His mad trips have sometimes resulted dis-

astrously. He took the wrong road into

Death Valley, due to a sign being changed,
and found himself marooned in quicksand,
twenty-eight miles from Furnace Creek
Inn. Had to hike for his life, and nearly
re-enacted his death-from-thirst scenes
in "Hell's Heroes." He sleeps on an out-

door porch, under the stars, summer and
winter.

Hollywood considers Charlie Bickford
an odd duck, you can well imagine. He
never attends theatre openings, detests the

"glamor" and ballyhoo. He never goes to

Hollywood parties, but likes quiet dinners
with friends. He has had but one photo-
graph made in evening clothes, and he will

probably never have another.

He has been a Babbitt but once in his

life, but this was in a worthy cause. He
led the civic fight against permitting oil

wells to be drilled along the ocean at

Playa del Rey, and won. thereby saving
the gorgeous scenery and valuable resi-

dential property.

He reads everything that is written about

him—for laughs. Admits to the fault of
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ARE YOU FLAT CHESTED ?

\ ctHeBeyelop
Sfour Fornf

to
etninme proportion

Do ugly, sagging lines rob you of
your greatest charm ? NOW it is SO easy

to have the full, firm bust that Fashion demands.

Just GiveMe 30 Days
yES, in just 30 days, you can increase the size of your

breasts and mould them into that firm, shapeliness that is

so smart and alluring. The application of my wonderful
Miracle Cream and easy instructions will work wonders. Thou-
sands of women everywhere praise this simple, harmless home
treatment for the splendid result obtained in just a few minutes
each day. Read what they say below. Then take advantage of
my big special offer and see how easily you can have the charm

of a ful', firm, shapely bust.
ADD U*3 INCHEJ

Beautifui

Breasts for YOU
No matter what else you have tried, no matter

how small or flabby or sagging your breasts may
be, you owe it to yourself to try my wonderful
method. Day by day you will see them grow in size

and loveliness. And it's so easy and simple! Noth-
ing to do but apply dainty Miracle Cream, follow

the instructions, and watch the wonderful change
take place.

No longer need you be self-conscious of your un-
developed, unwomanly form. No longer need you
be pitied by women and ignored by men. My
Miracle Cream treatment will make your life a
fuller, richer one. Let me increase the beauty of
your bust. Decide, right now, that you will not rest

until you have mailed the coupon at the bottom of
this page. It brings you the newer, quicker, safer
way to make your breasts the lovely things you
have always wanted them to be!

"I am the mother of four
children, and although pretty young
my busts became flabby and started
to sag. Now after completing the
treatment I have once again achieved
for myself that feminine loveliness
which I thought was out of my IKe
forever."

Mrs. M. M., New York. N. Y.

"I feel that I must write a few
lines about your Miracle Cream
method. It Is just what you say it

Is. My chest was so thin, but it

surely is rounding out nicely, and
my bust is coming along fine. Just
tell the world if they want to know
anything about your Miracle Cream
method to write to me."

Mrs. H. E., Sioux City. Iowa.

This fascinating illustrated book tells how you can gain

the ideal proportions of perfect womanhood. And it is

yours, free! In it you will find the secret of feminine
charm and how you can quickly and easily develop the

alluring beauty of a lovely full bust. Accept my great

special offer at once. Mail the coupon with only $1.00 for

your large container of Miracle Cream and Instructions

and I wiil include my valuable FREE BOOK. Send now,
before this offer is withdrawn.

Nancy Lee, Dept. sc-6

orui
MailCoupon

NANCY LEE.
816 Broadway,

Dept. SC-6
New York.

816 Broadvvav New York, N. Y.

Dear Nancy Lee: I enclose
only SI.00. Please send me your

large container of Miracle Cream
with Complete Instructions. Also

your new FREE Book.

Name :

Address

Town State
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Thrilling Eyes

irow Long Lashes

Curl

WHO said you can't have
long dark lashes, with eyes

that thrill and lure? Just try this

amazing European discovery.
Apply fragrant Kurlene to the

lash roots at bed-time. See how
quickly your lashes grow long

and silky. Framed tfi such glori-

ous natural lashes your eyes ap-
pear larger, darker—mysterious,

winning. Thousands of delighted

users advise Kurlene. At toilet

counters everywhere. Sanitary

tubes, 50c,- for economy buy
the dressing-table jar, $1.00.

Lashes Instantly with

KURLASH
Only eye-lash curler made.
Anyone can use it. No heat, no
cosmetics. Simply place lashes

between the curved bows of

Kurlash and press. At once your
lashes show a lovely curving
sweep that lasts. Even short

lashes appear long. Praised by
movie stars and women every-

where. Toilet counters, $1.00.

Lashpac—Compact (brush and stick mascara). SI.

Shadette— intensifies eyes' natural color. $1.

Lashtint— perfumed waterproof liquid mascara. S1.

Tweezette— automatic painless tweezer. $1.

Write for free booklet "Fascinating Eyes and How
to Have Them." Beauty secrets told in pictures.

THE KURLASH COITlPflnH
ROCHESTER - N.Y.

THE KURLASH COMPANY OF CANADA
I475 QUEEN STREET WEST, TORONTO

SONG WRITERS
Don't Fail To Read

[ hALKIMG PICTURE^ "Song Requirements of Talking Pictures,

i

radio and rucoaosl Radio and Records", an explanatory in-

structive book, SENT FREE on request.

Writers may submit song-poems for free

j

examination and advice. Past experience

unnecessary. We revise, compose and «r-

J range music and secure Copyrights. Our

K BEiidBziV S modern method guarantees approval.

\

Wrife Today. S. L Newcomer Association

1674 Broadway. New York, N. Y.

speaking his mind too freely on any or all

pictures. Is not afraid to argue violently

with the critics.

He thinks Greta Garbo, Ruth Chatter-
ton, Helen Hayes and Joan Crawford are
grand actresses. Admires the instinctive

dramatic power of Garbo and Crawford,
and the technique of Chatterton and Hayes.
Likes Lewis Stone, Pat O'Brien and
Jackie Cooper, among the men. Told me
he thought he was pretty good himself,

kiddingly, but I'll bet he meant it. He is,

too.

No one can deny that Charlie Bickford
is a darned good actor. And a smart one.

Deliberately stayed off Broadway until he
had a role he could knock 'em dead in.

That was in Maxwell Anderson's play.

"Outside Looking In." This play made
both Bickford and Jimmy Cagney famous
in New York.

Exhibitors say he is equally popular with
men and women. Maybe that's why the
studio let him say "No" as much as he
likes, and pay him five thousand dollars a

week for his acting ability and picture ap-
peal.

In the small but select few who com-
prise the exclusive "No" club of Holly-
wood, Charlie Bickford has always been
head-man. Some claim that the first word
Charlie learned to say was "No," but like

most humorous legends this is greatly ex-
aggerated. It gained credence through the
innovation of a guy wearing his own col-

lar, in Hollywood.
Since Charlie has been free-lancing with

considerable success he has been heard to

say "Yes" several times. For a time his

pals were afraid he was losing his grip.

Have no fear, mates. Charlie can still

bellow "No" as awesomely and emphatic-
ally as any one living, but he seldom has
to any more. Not often anyway. He is

his own boss now, and he doesn't do a pic-

ture unless he wants to. Once he likes

and accepts a part, producers and directors
tell me he is the most agreeable and amen-
able of actors. Works like the devil,

co-operates one hundred per cent, and in-

variably contributes a good performance.
Never late on the set, takes direction and
even works overtime without squawking.
Thought he was a bad boy, who had seen
the error of his ways and reformed.
"Reformed, hell!" retorts Charlie. "I'm

the same guy. If I say I'll do a thing I'll

do it. If I say I won't, I don't—and that's

that. Once I accept a part I give my con-
scientious best. The only way for me to

be contented in pictures is to freelance so
that I may select my own roles. I have
made seven pictures in the last six months
and have already agreed to do six more
this year. I'm as content as it is possible

to be in Hollywood."
Of the roles he has portrayed on the

• screen since his unforgettable Matt Burke
in "Anna Christie" with Garbo, he thinks
the tabloid newspaper editor he played in

"Ambition," and the role of Tallulah Bank-
head's blind husband in "Thunder Below."
his best.

He has two inspiring ambitions for his

future picture career. He would like to

produce and direct Kipling's immortal
"Kim," and he would like to play the title

role in Kipling's "The Man Who Would
Be King."

All of which is quite in keeping with the
spirit of a man who buys an island near
Java

!

Paul Lukas and the Three Red Roses
Continued front page 66

never taken place, so far as anyone knows.
Forgetting engagements is another Lukas

characteristic that keeps his household in

a state of mild hysteria. The telephone

rings. It is the studio. Paul has a date

for an interview—it is important—where
is he? The telephone rings. It is Regis
Toomey, his best friend. Paul promised to

meet him for golf—he is waiting at the

club—where is he? The telephone con-

tinues to ring. It is his tailor—a fitting

—

it is his dentist—an appointment.
Paul finally gets around to calling the

disappointed and waiting people, apologizes

deeply, pleadingly, and the hordes promptly
forgive him, blame themselves, and make
further dates which he probably forgets!

His incurable habit of bringing home
every stray dog he discovers keeps the

servant problem eternally unsolved for

Mrs. Lukas. A kennel housing from six

to twelve mongrels added to another ken-

nel of three massive police dogs, seems to

cause cooks and gardeners to leave in

monotonous succession.

Foremost among Lukas's aversions are

starched collars, and Hungarian food-

shades of paprika goulash ! Rare steaks

and fried potatoes, ham and eggs, hot cakes

with maple syrup, and crisp waffles com-
prise his favorite dishes.

His preference for American cookery

causes complications in the kitchen when
guests are expected. Mrs. Lukas has dis-

covered that their dinner guests prefer the

exotic Hungarian dishes, which are duly

prepared by a cook fresh from Budapest,

called in for these special occasions. But
dusky Emma is kept handy to broil the

steak and fry the potatoes for the master

of the house, who sits at the head of his

table consuming Yankee victuals with gusto

while his guests sigh over succulent Hun-
garian viands.

He loves Negro music and dancing.
Every new record of Negro jazz or spiri-

tual is sent to him post haste by a Holly-
wood music store where he maintains a
standing order. The moment he receives
one of these new records he calls up all

his friends to hasten to the house, and pro-
ceeds to play the disc at least five times
per guest. The only thing that keeps
Daisy Lukas from going quite mad is the
complete disintegration of each record after
forty-eight hours.
His hobbies are mystery stories and air-

planes. He haunts the airports of the city,

inspecting each new ship, listening to the

tales of the airmail pilots and planning
month after month the plane he will some
day buy. That "some day" has little like-

lihood for ever dawning, since Daisy Lukas
holds some very firm opinions about her
husband becoming the owner of a plane.

He is one of the few habitual makers of
practical jokes who can dish it out and
take it, too. He enjoys the success of his

friends' practical jokes when he is the
"jokee" quite as much as those of his own
instigation.

He has never visited Hungary during the

five years of his Hollywood residence. He
intends to become a citizen of this country,

shortly, and is more American in manner
of living and thinking than many a native

born.

"I will never go back to Budapest to

live, perhaps not even to visit," Paul told

me recently. "Everything I love and value

is right here in Hollywood: my home, my
wife and my job. Running the danger of

drawing 'boos' from the easterners, I also

love the climate."

Lukas is a hedonist at heart. He has

taken the best from the Hungarian and
American philosophies of living and

moulded them into a delightful code of
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daily conduct for his private guidance.

He knows that good manners make and

keep friends. He has kept his Hungarian
gallantry.

He has found that the American manner
of living is healthful. He has learned to

play golf and tennis expertly.

He knows that the Hungarian custom

of eating, dressing and going about one's

business in a leisurely fashion is delightful,

and conducive to unfrayed nerves. He
takes breakfast in bed, and never hurries

through luncheon or dinner.

He has discovered that the hard work

shines in—and throw your hair out.

Shake it, brush it.

And above all, get rid of every suspi-

cion of dandruff before the hot weather

begins, for heat seems to encourage every

fault of the scalp. Get a good, reliable

tonic especially for the removal of dan-

druff. Most of them are effective. It is

unforgivable not to be well-groomed, for

everybody knows that it takes very little

money. But it does take a lot of intelli-

gent attention and care which everybody
can afford.

Neither will anyone forgive that bicycle

or balloon tire that occupies the place

where your waist-line used to be. Lots of

bends and twists and cold, cold showers
to firm your flesh will fix it up if you eat

properly.

Let's all get ready for summer ! Let's

get all these things done before summer

demanded by American business methods
brings success. He works long hours for

weeks without a day's respite, conserving
his energy with the leisurely Hungarian
manner of approach and being measurably
happier for it.

He has no plans for the time when he no
longer works in pictures. He lives for to-

day and believes that tomorrow usually

takes care of itself when it arrives. It is

quite possible that some day he may re-

turn to the stage and bring his famous
characterizations of Potcmkin and the hero
of "Confession" to American audiences.

really "sets in." The whole object in get-!

ting ready for summer is that we may be
j

able to enjoy ourselves fully during the

"play months"—to be able to relax in the

assurance that we look well. Every
woman knows how much that adds to a

summer vacation ! And the added cost is

so slight

!

For summer is the time when we want
to let our dreamy, softer side have full

range. We don't want to be trying to

catch up with our duties all the time. We
want to let our minds drift to whimsical
play that keeps us young and happy—to !

poetry that reminds us of our own rich

depths—to the joy of romantic vagabondia
that makes us want to lie on our backs in

cool, green grass and wonder where the
I

clouds go when they are gone—or to blow
.up a feather at the cross-roads to decide
where we will spend this glorious day

!
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A DOLLAR
now gives you
the luxury of

SHARI
Getting Ready For Summer!

Continued from page 65

Are Stars Just Spoiled Children?
Continued from page 25

Phillips Holmes. Phil's worst enemy
could never accuse him of being tempera-
mental. He's too easy-going for his own
good. And where's it got him? He has
played misunderstood victims of circum-
stances until I should think when he gets

up in the morning he would look pityingly

at himself in the glass with his Number
Six expression and say—to himself

—"Poor
Phil, I don't know what's to become of

you."
Luckily, he has a sense of humor. Here

is a good actor, capable of playing a vari-

ety of roles, who is condemned, apparently
because he isn't temperamental enough to

go in and fight, to go on playing Clyde
Griffith parts the rest of his life.

Lew Ayres is said to be almost as tem-
peramental as Nancy Carroll. I know
Lew as well as anyone in Hollywood and,
as far as I can see, he's no different today
than he was three years ago when he
was making "All Quiet On the Western
Front" and no one had ever heard of him.
He made "The Kiss" with Garbo and

was paid $350 a week while working on it.

When he went out to Universal to work
on "All Quiet" they cut his salary to $250
and took an option on his services at the
same figure. The picture was released, he
was a terrific hit in it, and followed it

with the equally successful "Common
Clay" and "Doorway to Hell." Universal
were getting many times $250 a week for
his services when they loaned him out

—

but they were not splitting the profits with
Lew.

In this business, a player has what is

known as a "build-up" period—generally
lasting from one to three or four years,
during which time they are under contract
at a constantly mounting salary. Then

they have a few years at the top when
they're in the really big money. Lew
missed the build-up period. He was an
over-night success and he realized that if

he spent his few years at the top at the

build-up salary, when he was through in

pictures he wouldn't have any money. The
only thing for him to do was to get top
money while he was at the top.

So he went in and demanded more kale,

or so the story goes, and the executives
tore their hair, they gnashed their teeth,

they swooned, they called him an ingrate,

an upstart, temperamental and everything
else they could think of. When every-
thing else failed, continues the story, they
gave him the money he was entitled to and
Lew has been as tractable as a lamb ever
since.

He is supposed to have twelve hours
between calls. Yet I've known him to

report back at the studio on many occa-
sions with only four or five hours' sleep,

to help them get caught-up on their sched-
ules. This past summer he worked for

almost six months, going from one picture

to another with scarcely a day's interim.

And still the stores of his temperament,
once started, persist. Well, if that's being
temperamental, make the most of it

!

Jeanette MacDonald is supposed to be
so temperamental that several companies
are afraid to star her for fear she would
be impossible to handle. I've* met her
socially and found her utterly charming

;

she is spoken of by those who know her
well as "a good sport," and in the highest
terms by those who have worked with her.

Her "temperament" seems to consist

chiefly of battling with executives for

what she considers her "rights."

A year or so ago there was talk of

The face powder you've

always wanted to use

— in a puchage designed

for these thrifty times

How often you've admired the smooth

texture of Shari .... marveled at its

delicate fragrance .... yet hesitated

to pay what such an exquisite powder

ordinarily costs!

At last this smart satin thrift box

makes Shari a luxury within reach! It

costs only $1. Yet it is just as beautiful

as the larger package for which thou-

sands of women regularly pay $2.50.

And it contains the same delightful

powder— entirely free from starch or

pore-clogging filler; fragranced with rare

flowers from Old France!

Your Rexall Drug Store has Shari in

the thrift box, and all other Shari

Creations. See how much complexion joy

a dollar now buys! Liggett and
» Owl Stores are Rexall Stores too.

I Shari Beauty Creations include Face

\ Powder; Perfume; Cleansing Cream;
\ Beauty Cream; Lipstick; Rouge;
\ Talcum and Toilet Water.

JHARI "" tT

'° ns
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,u it Pmd£
or Duty?

HOW does he really feel when he
takes you among his friends? . . .

Proud of his youthful wife—or just
doing his duty?

Wives often make the mistake
of letting gray hair fade their looks

. . . ; ust welcoming Heartbreak Age!

Youth is precious. Hold it

fast. Recolor your hair undeteclably

with Notox—the new .scientific way
that leaves your hair beautifully

lustrous and natural.

Washing, waving, sunning
has no more effect on Notoxed hair

than on nature's own coloring! Bet-
ter hairdressers always apply Inecto
Rapid Notox. Resent a substitute

—no like product exists. Buy Notox
at smart shops everywhere.

•
Send for free copy of the fascinating booklet

"HEARTBREAK AGE" — and avoid that

unhappy time! We will give you, too, the ad-

dress ofa conveniently located beauty shop where

you may have your hair recolored with Notox.

Write Inecto, Inc., Dept. S6. 33 West 46th

Street, New York.

CsHapuJ

Cv&w La

NOTOX
yulc&. ivlzzre nature d!oe<L

$-ALWAYS HAVE LUCK!-$
Unlucky in Money Games, Love or

Business? You shoulil carry a pair of

genuine MYSTIC BRAHMA RED LIVE

HIGHLY MAGNETIC LODESTONES.
Rare, Amazing. Compelling, Altraclive,

these LIVE LODESTONES are carried

by Occull Oriental people as a POWER-
FUL LUCKY CHARM, one lo prevenl

Bad Luck, Evil and Misfortune, and lire

older lo allracl much Good Luck, Love,

Happiness, and Prosperity. Special only

$1.97 for the two. Willi valuable instructions FREE. Pay poslman $1.97

and I5c. postage on delivery. Satisfaction or money refunded. You

can be LUCKY! Order vours TODAY!
Dept. 739, P. S. BUREAU. General P. 0.. Box 72. BROOKLYN, N. T.

NOTICE! We absolutely GUARANTEE these genuine Myslic Brahma

Lodeslones are ALIVE! Just what you want, for they are the REAL
THING—POWERFUL. HIGHLY MAGNETIC! GET YOURS NOW

a PLEASURE or PROFIT
gHRl A fascinating- hobby or a profitable bnsi

can now be yours. Prepare quickly at borne
under the personal guidance of leading ex-
perts in the fine art of photography. No
experience necessary. Full or spare time.
Many earn while learning. Our thorough
studio method also qualifies you to fill a well
paying position upon graduation. Send cou-
pon below at once lor FREE booklet, Op-
portunities in Modern Photography.

AMERICAN SCHOOL OF "PHOTOGRAPHY
3601 Michigan Avenue Dept. 443-A Chicago, III.

Send booklet. Opportunities in Modern Photography, and full infor-
mation.
Name —
Address „

City ....State

Buddy Rogers' increasing head-size. It

was said that Buddy was trying to direct

his pictures. I asked him about it once.

"You know me well enough to know
I'm not conceited," he retorted, "that I'm
not temperamental and that I'm not trying

to run the whole show. The truth is, box-
office figures show I'm one of the biggest

draws in the country and I'm getting less

money than almost any leading man on
the lot. Besides that, read the letters fans

write in to the various magazines and
you'll find every letter which mentions me
comments on the fact I'm playing in such
sappy pictures. I've gone into the front

office and asked for more money and bet-

ter stories. When I didn't get the better

stories I made one or two suggestions to

directors that I thought would make my
pictures less sappy. So now, because I no
longer let them do what they please with
me, I'm 'temperamental.'

"

If you listen to the little birds who
whisper around the studios you'll learn, to

your surprise, that Barbara Stanwyck is

as temperamental as they come. Part of

this reputation is due to her recent de-
mand for more money, and part is due to

the fact that her contract stipulates she is

not to be required to work later than five

or six o'clock in the afternoon. When
that hour rolls around, regardless of what
they're doing, Barbara says, "Well, so

long, folks. I'll see you tomorrow," and
leaves the set.

She is temperamental because she won't
stay for one or two more "takes." Bar-
bara lives at Malibu, twenty-five miles

away. In order to be on the set and
made up at nine, she has to get up at

six o'clock in the morning. She feels if

she gets up at that hour and gets to the

studio on time (and she is rarely late)

that the studio should stand by its agree-

ment to release her on schedule and she
insists upon it.

If she were really temperamental, the

technicians on the lot wouldn't fight to

get on her pictures, the way they do when

a new one goes into production.

Constance Bennett is another who is

supposed to be the apotheosis of tempera-
ment. Connie, herself, admits that she
shoots off plenty of fireworks on her sets

but the pyrotechnics are because a scenarist

or director wants her to do something she
feels would not be good for the story or
because the studio wants her to make a
story they have bought and which she
knows perfectly well would not be a good
picture. I've never heard of her "ritzing"

a member of her casts and I've never met
an actor or director who has worked with
her who wouldn't be glad to do another
picture with her.

She is "temperamental" because she
won't let people ride rough-shod over her
and because she holds out for what she
knows she is worth at the box-office.

Regis Toomey and Richard Arlen are
probably two of the easiest actors in Holly-
wood to handle and what has it ever got
either of them ?

Regis has seldom received less than
superlative notices for his work, and yet,

with the exception of "Kick In," he has
never played a leading part on his own
lot. The only leads he has played have
been when he has been borrowed by other

studios. Had he sulked, or walked off

the lot, or raised the roof off the studio,

would he be a lot farther along the road
to stardom than he is?

Dick Arlen is one of the most sincere

actors on the screen. He has never kicked

over the treatment accorded him, has
quietly taken his pay check every week,
and let it go at that. And the result is

that he may never be the really big star

he could be.

I'll be as popular as a case of small-

pox around the studios for writing this,

but from my ring-side seat it looks to me
as if the only way to get anywhere is to

be as temperamental as possible. And
when I say "temperamental," I mean
"Temperamental" with a capital "T"

!

The Real Life Story of Fredric March
Continued fr

sin. The principal of the high-school

and his wife also went along.

This time I won. Such excitement then!

I was even in the papers "Fifteen-Year-

Old Racine Boy Orator Wins." School

officials entertained us. I felt like visiting

royalty. And through all the flattering

fuss, I moved with stately dignity some-
what marred by the fact that the excite-

ment had broken out in a rash all over my
chest and stomach and I wriggled con-

stantly with an acute attack of hives

!

During my last year in high-school, the

bank where my father's firm dealt failed.

We weren't really poor, but it meant a

cessation of the little extra comforts and

indulgences we had been accustomed to.

So I told my father I'd just as soon wait a

couple of years before entering college and,

in the meantime, pay part of my own way
by working. After some hesitation, he

agreed. And sent me to the president of

another bank who had, a few months be-

fore, asked him to send around any son of

his who might turn into as good a mathe-

matician as he (my father).

I got the job. Starting as draft clerk

and general flunky and gradually moving
up through Christmas Savings Dept. to

teller and discount clerk. I liked the busi-

ness, in a mild way, and thought perhaps I

might be a banker. But it was very

vaguely that I thought about it. Along
with nebulous speculations on a career in

law or even, because of my oratory and

our minister's urging, the ministry.

ont page 21

I worked in the bank for two years.

Leading the wholly uneventful life you
would expect. I taught a Sunday School
class. I went to the local dances and par-

ties. And I went regularly to the theatre.

The ten-twent-thirt thrillers of my child-

hood had given way to slightly better en-
tertainment. My first glimpse of real

theatre was Maude Adams in "Peter Pan."
I remember my excitement, recognizing its

quality as something different from any-
thing I had ever seen, as something I had
never known existed.

At the end of two years, my father de-

cided it was high time I went to college.

Following in my brothers' footsteps, I went
to the University of Wisconsin, and fol-

lowing my oldest brother's advice I took
commerce.

College, too, was no more eventful than

it usually is. You must be wondering
where the highlights of this classic tale

come in. I'm wondering, too ! Maybe
you can make it a powerful monotone in

the Russian style.

I did the customary things—football,

amateur dramatics, getting elected into

Alpha Delta Phi and Beta Gamma Sigma
and a senior honorary society, the "Iron

Cross." The first year I had won Fresh-

man deck by again delivering myself of

Grattan's "Invective Against Corry." From
there I had gone into debating. And I

was rotten ! That may have been an omen
of my future, a flair for reading some one

else's' lines but no ability to create my
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own. That discovery knocked any plans

for being a lawyer out of my head. And,
since my own tastes didn't run to the min-

istry, the only thing left was banking. So
I supposed I could probably be a banker.

Of course, when I thought of it, it was
always by that title—never as "bank clerk.''

When I was in my senior year, the

World War erupted. Being at that age
when cliches seem profound and empty
platitudes seem very noble, I got excited

about my duty to my country and human-
ity. Also. I had become engaged to a nice

girl co-ed and probably in the back of my
mind was a desire to impress her with my
maturity and gallantry. So, along with a

lot of other students. I went to Fort Sheri-

dan. 111., a preliminary training camp for

infantry officers.

Then my oldest brother advised me to

get into the artillery. Respecting his judg-
ment in this as I had in the matter of tak-

ing commerce at college. I went down to

Camp Zachary Taylor where he was aide

to General Austin. After three months, I

got my commission as second lieutenant in

the artillery". But instead of going over-
seas, I was retained as an instructor of

equestrianism. Heaven knows why, be-
cause up to that time my only riding had
been done on the fat, indolent pony we had
as children. Anyway, after serving a
period there, during which time the Armis-
tice was declared and all hopes of covering
myself with military glory

- went glimmer-
ing. I was sent to Fort Sill, Okla., to the

School of Fire there. It was the most in-

teresting base I was in, patterned after the

Xapoleonic School of Fire. I was dis-

charged from there in February, 1919.

When I got back to college, a thwarted
hero, I found a possibility which seemed
designed for my own particular future.

Frank Yanderlip of the National City Bank
in Xew York was launching an experiment
which was to take a number of college

boys and train them, as apprentices and
students in the main branch, for work in

the foreign branches. It sounded romantic
—one might be sent to Berlin or Paris or
Rio or Singapore or anywhere. One saw
oneself

—
"the 3-oung foreign banker," in

sun helmet and trailed by admiring natives,

driving along picturesque streets in car-
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riages, a potentate of finance. And my
previous two years in the Racine bank
gave me an additional advantage, so I ap-
plied. And made it.

Living in a nice old rooming-house on
Brooklyn Heights, overlooking all Xew
York, I worked in the bank in the day-
time and studied at night. After I had
been there a short time, there was a shake-
up in the bank personnel and James Still-

man took over the directorship. He wasn't
very enthusiastic about Yanderlip's experi-

ment and the college apprentices became a

little uneasy about the future. When I

had been there seven or eight months, I

grew discouraged. Xone of us was being

sent to foreign branches and I saw what
was more likely- to follow—a long appren-
ticeship with perhaps the final reward of

becoming assistant cashier. And then my
appendix broke.

At noon, one day, I suddenly fell over

in the throes of acute pain. Friends took

me to Brooklyn, my landlady7 sent for a

doctor, and the doctor sent for an am-
bulance. I was to be operated on immedi-
ately.

As I waited for the ambulance, my kind
little landlady talked to me to distract my
mind from the pain and fear. She had been
an actress in the old days, and told me de-

lightful anecdotes of the theatre. I lis-

tened carelessly, but when I got to the hos-

pital I went under the anesthetic with
those stories in my mind. And I woke up
knowing I was going, to be an actor or
else!

I never went back to the bank. All idea

of doing anything but try- to get a job in

the theatre left me. Throughout my con-
valescence I devoured books on the history

of the theatre. I confided in only- one per-
son, a particularly understanding sister-in-

law. She thought it might be a good idea.

I had no notion of how one went about it,

but suddenly I saw very clearly that this

was what I had always, subconsciously,
wanted and intended. As soon as I could
navigate again. I hurried to Xew York to

work on my- great, appendicitis-born idea.

Xext month. I'll tell you more about my-
self—and I want to tell y-ou right now it's

the hardest thins I've ever done

!
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Here's a New Girl to Love—Lilian Harvey!
Continued from page 17

optimism of young love and the shame-
lessness of innocence that could not be
put into words.

One's mind enclosed her as in a time-
less symbol.

But in London, when she spoke English,
she slipped back into time, back from
imagination into reality-. "I've no doubt
about it," she said ; and one remembered
having heard that she hailed from Mus-
well Hill, which is the equivalent of one
of the less opulent districts of Brooklyn.

One became conscious that she had a
background, that she had a human per-
sonality-, one agonized lest it was inferior

to her person, one wanted to cover one's
ears lest her accents should betray a lack
of intelligence.

She loses her place among the timeless
symbols, she becomes a human being, and
being human oneself one tends to judge
her from the unfair standpoint of whether
close and continued association with her
would be an undiluted blessing.

It is a pity- ; and the moral one draws
is that the future of the cinema for the
discerning, anyway, lies in the films (such
as Rene Clair's "Le Million") where the
sound effects are musical and avoid realis-

tic dialogue, so that the actors can re-

treat into the silent significance of types.

only indirectly related to the main theme.
But all the same it is at a difficult stage
of its existence.

What dangers threaten us now that the

movies have become talkies I have been
able to realize by

; contrasting the first

and second time I saw "The Congress
Dances."
The first time I saw the German version

in Berlin ; and I am on such terms with
the German language that the minute I

relax my attention it ceases to be words,
and is merely a gush of sound. I heard
the Yiennese songs and music that ac-
company most of the film, but when the
characters spoke it was as if they spoke
wordlessly like dogs. Then Lilian Harvey-
seemed an immortal effigy like Yenus
rising from the foam.
She is incomparably the most exquisite

of film stars now practising. Beside her
Constance Bennett and Joan Crawford
seem as if they- were cut out of tin. She
was originally a dancer, and she reminds
one of that story of Pavlova, who, when
asked to explain one of her dances, an-
swered, "If I had been able to explain it,

I would not have troubled to dance it."

As she waved from her carriage when
she is driving to the villa where she is to
await the Czar, her slender arms and her
flexible bodv revealed fine shades of the

-$ w I can stand

New BetterWay
Removes Hair

in 2 to 3 minutes

EAS I E R than ever before you can now
remove superfluous hair from arms,

under-arms and legs. Delatone—the white
cream hair-remover— shortens the time
needed. No razor risk—no bristly stubble.

Regrowth is delayed remarkably. Leaves
skin soft and smooth.

Mildly fragrant, Delatone Cream does not
have the strong odor of ordinary depilatories.

Economical, too—only a thin application is

necessary. Millions of women have used and
recommend Delatone. It is the quality de-

pilatory. Made of finest ingredients by a

patented formula, owned and used exclu-

sively by us. Avoid substitutes— ask for

and insist on having

—

DE&HONE
The White Cream Hair-remover

Big economy tubes. 50c and Satisfaction guaranteed, or
51. Delatone Powder. $1 money refunded. Write
jars only. At drug and de- Mildred Hadley, The Dela-
partment stores. Or sent tone Company. (Est. 190$)
prepaid upon receipt of Dept. 146, 233 E. Ontario
price. St., Chicago, 111.

Nul Deodorant—Cream or Powder, nullifies body odors: re-
lieves perspiration—Sec. Sample of either free on request.

Mildred Hadier. The Delatone Company \
Dept.146, Delatone Bldff.. 233 E. Ontario St.. Chicago. HI. J

Please send me absolutely free In plain wrapper generous
2. tube of Delatone Cream. Z

My nam e. I

Street

City E

My dealer « •
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DO FOLKS CALL YOU

Bi3 Fat Ox
BEHIND YOUR BACK?
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Don't cover your eyes from

the truth. Yo u know how
people ridicule fat folks so don't

be the butt of these cruel jokes

any longer!

Take a half feaspoonful of Kruschen Salts in a

glass of hot water every morning before breakfast.

Not only will surplus fat gradually vanish and
give way to a smart slender figure but your whole
physical being will benefit. Kruschen is not
only SAFE but it's a splendid HEALTH-
BUILDER—a blend of 6 SEPARATE minerals
which help every gland and body organ to
function properly and throw off poisons and
waste accumulations.

Mrs. E. Marriott of Baltimore, Md. reduced
from 200 to 145 lbs. alter taking 6 bottles of
Kruschen. She reports a marked improvement

in health.

An 85c bottle (lasts 4 weeks) is sold

by leading drugstores the world over.

KRUSCHEN SALTS

Two Little Girls With Big Futures

Continued from page J

6

Talkie and Movie g|j
new short story Ideas, plots, etc. Perh:i|>s you
can write one that we can shape and sell for you.
One writer (V.M.) received S3.000. New York l>est

Market. Write now for free booklet, without obliga-
tion, HOW TO WRITE FOR THE TALKIES bu suc-
cessful playwright—(Author of FLIGHT. Etc.)—arid

Famous Director. Write freely, fully and with all

confidence I

Daniel O'Malley Co., Inc., Suite 34, 1 776 Broadway, N. Y.

fflloonuGHfkouR

Fashions Newest Delightful
Odor "GRETA GREA'S
MOONLIGHT HOUR".
Try this rare blend of
flower scents, just a little

more lasting, just a little

better than any perfume
you've ever used.

INTRODUCTORY
OFFER 20/

Comjmre MOONLIGHT 110 V It Sample this rare new odor. Send 20c.

at S3 an 02. or $1 a half oz. with (silver or stamps) for liberal trial

highest priced verfumrt. bottle, sufficient for 60 days or more.

GRETA GREA, 1006 Times Building, New York, N. Y.

But Ann stood up with him in scene after

scene, giving and taking, and not sur-

rendering an inch to the formidable Jimmy.
The part is vital, electric. But so is Ann
Dvorak.
What brought about the change?
Ann says she has changed.
"I'm older. I'm nineteen now. I know-

better how to do things. And, besides, I

like acting better than dancing. I suppose
that's what made me give it everything I

have. I'm glad they liked it. I hope every-

one likes it. Because I want to go right

on doing the same thing if I can."

Warners are of the opinion that she can.

They have signed her for several more
parts. Not just parts, either. Big parts.

They're making room for Ann now among
the stars. Her most recent assignment is

the lead in "Tinsel Girl," in which she is

supported by Richard Cromwell, Lee
Tracy, and others.

Such a young and darkly lovely pack-
age, too. But what else are stars made
of?
Ann says it's change. Maybe it is. Girls

from finishing school pack a lot of learn-

ing and a lot of "change" into a three-

year experience in a chorus. Maybe Ann
did, too.

But "change" doesn't account for it all.

Those of you who know the Hollywood
circle, and how hard it is to break into it,

will realize something of the different sort

of stuff that animated the little girl who
wouldn't stop trying a routine until they
put her out in front of a chorus and
laughed at her—and who took that only
as the signal to go and learn more about
it.

Ann's innocence is refreshing ! They
need a lot of the sort of "change" that took
place in Dvorak before they made her a
star.

"Willie"!

Continued from page 71

or Ronnie Colman," he says, as if this were
some standard by which tennis inferiority

might be measured.
He always wears a soft-collar-attached

shirt. He believes men's hats have re-

tarded human progress in the 20th cen-

tury. He has a devil of a time finding a

hat that suits him.

He prefers Paris to any other place in

the world. He is inordinately fond of

crepes Suzette. When returning from

Kurope, aboard the Aquitania, he won the

ship's auction pool of $2200.

He is very fond of snails. He likes

garlic flavoring in his food. He was born

in Pittsburgh, Pa., on July 29th. He
doesn't divulge the year.

Once he wrote a twenty-three page let-

ter to an aunt asking for the loan of $1400

so that he might pursue a career. His
aunt compromised on $700. Thirteen years

later Powell was able to repay his indebt-

edness to his trusting aunt.

He is as masculine in his way as

Strangler Lewis, Jack Dempsey and Mus-
solini put together, but his closest friends

persist in calling him Willie. His first

picture was "Sherlock Holmes," with John
Rarrymore.
Powell is constantly worrying about the

future and has vague fears regarding the

continuance of his success. He has no
illusions or delusions about himself, his

work, his friends or anything. He knows
acutely the fickleness of things in general,

the brief glory of an actor, the even more
brief flowing of movie gold—and so he

looks ahead with practical eyes and plans

something resembling comfort, security and
independence.

He declares an interest in singing and

sculpture. The former he says is a frus-

tration complex and the latter a suppressed

desire. Sometimes, he thinks, he would
rather live in Florence, Italy, than any-

where else.

He is six feet tall, has blue eyes and
dark, brown hair. His eyeballs are ex-

ceptionally large, his cheek bones are high,

and when he looks directly at you, one has

the feeling that the eyes are laughing in-

wardly.
There is no record of Powell ever hav-

ing been interviewed seriously. His sense

of humor, buffeted by sardonic experiences,

is a barbed-wire fence made of rubber,

which frightens away ga-ga interviewers
but is actually surrounding a great field of

logic, horse sense, and sane adjustment to

life.

His favorite beverage is beer. He never
drank coffee until he went to Europe to

make "Romola" in 1924. He likes French
coffee

!

He likes to play poker and has never
learned to play bridge. The older he grows
the more he turns to the simpler things of
life. Often a singing trio will be com-
posed of Barthelmess, Colman, and Powell

;

Dick takes the lead, Ronnie sings bass,

and Bill handles the tenor. At least half

an hour is always wasted in arguing where
to pitch the number which is about to be
annihilated.

He has lots of trouble buying hats be-
cause of what he considers his inartistic

countenance. He thinks he looks well in a
top hat because children do not run away
from him. He is self-conscious in a crowd
but he manages to hide it by suavity,

finesse, polish, urban ity and mansuetude.
His favorite cocktail is bacardi. He

wears caps only for driving. He would
wear berets if the damned things didn't

cause such a commotion. Deep in his

heart he has always wanted to excel in

athletics, but somehow, his sense of co-

ordination has always been weak—a slow
eye or something which prevented him
from ever doing anything (in sports)

well.

He always wears suspenders except for

sports wear. He is always having diffi-

culty regarding punctuality. He used to

set his watch ahead ten or fifteen minutes
to aid him in being on time until he found
that his knowledge that he still had ten

or fifteen minutes to spare made him stall

until he was just as badly off as ever. Re-
cently he struck what he believes is the

solution to this weakness ; instead of an
even or familiar number of minutes such

as ten or fifteen he sets the clock ahead an

odd number like seventeen or twenty-three

so that when he tries to figure out how
many more minutes he has he becomes con-

fused by the mental labor necessary to un-

tangle the scheme and so gives up the fight,

decides to keep his appointment, and thus

finds himself on time.

He believes marriage the only healthy

and logical state for man. He would rather
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live in Paris than anywhere else. He has

never been called "high-hat." Like Bar-

thelmess he has itching feet and finds it

difficult to remain long in one place.

An interview with Barthelmess is bound

always to include Willie Powell's name.

An interview with Powell is bound always

to include the name of Barthelmess. This

goes for Ronnie Colman, too. He is very

fond of truffles. He thinks George Bernard

Shaw is the P. T. Barnum and Ringling

Bros, of literature.

Shakespeare, through Dr. Furness' "The
New Variorum," was the strongest in-

fluence of his formative years. He is con-

sidered "a malleable actor by his directors.

He speaks Italian and Spanish very

badly. He wears no jewelry. He finds it

very hard work to study lines and dia-

logue and is in a constant turmoil to re-

member them until the scenes have been

filmed.

Preston K. Dillenbeck, professor of elo-

cution and public speaking at Central High
School, Kansas City, was the gentleman
who encouraged Powell to follow the thea-

ter and thus determined his whole future.

He has never voted. He is an agnostic.

He believes life has been very kind to

him and attributes most of his fortune to

good luck. He knows a good story when
he sees one but he cannot always pick the

bad ones. He is very moody and finds it

hard to mix with people. He is uncom-

9L

fortable and ill at ease in the company of

people whom he knows only casually.

He never plays bridge. He is consid-

ered lots of fun at a party. His initial

amateur theatrical venture was as Capl.

Jack Absolute in "The Rivals," and pro-

fessionally in "The Ne'er-do-Well" by Rex
Beach. His father thinks Willie is a good
actor. He is the first of the Powells of his

line to belong to the stage.

He loathes routine or system. He doesn't

make friends easily but those he does make
remain friends. He has a manner of

"bristling" which passing acquaintances dis-

like about him. He has no theories, isms

or aims. He is quite bewildered and baf-

fled by the scheme, confesses he knows
nothing of the cosmos, pretends to no solu-

tion, and accepts life casually and grace-

fully.

His wife, Miss Carole Lombard on the

screen, is always dressed ahead of him and
she has practically made her life work the

training of William Horatio Powell in

matters of punctuality. He likes Holly-

wood. He believes he would have made a

good surgeon, a profession which has al-

ways fascinated him.
Often he has periods of depression and

gloom. All his life he has had an over-

tone of melancholia. He does not enjoy

small talk at dinner parties. His wife

calls him "Junior"—he hasn't the vaguest

idea why

!

The Truth About Cosmetics

Continued from page 80

for this purpose because it holds more and

the tin is lighter than the jar, saving

weight in cargo. It's a grand cleansing

cream. You'll enjoy the smooth richness

of Princess Pat Skin Food, too.

And in these days when economy is im-

portant, you will welcome Princess Pat Ice

Astringent which closes the pores as ice

does, yet—it is a cream which is also a

perfect powder base. Is that co-operation?

Another double-action single-price article

is Princess Pat brilliantine. It not only

imparts a silky sheen to the hair, but it is

also a good scalp tonic, promotes the

growth of hair and corrects dandruff ! All

of this for SO cents ! Space forbids my
telling you of all the Princess Pat products

for they are many and all scientifically in-

genious. They have put out a beautiful

booklet which is a complete and entertain-

ing treatise on the care of the skin. Why
don't you send to them for it?

I almost forgot to tell you that the Prin-

cess Pat powder comes in the cutest box
you ever saw-. It is red with black corners

and the powder is in a drawer that you
pull out by a tiny ivory ring. It's too cun-
ning. The powder is delicately scented.

This is the time of year when we begin
to want to change the perfumes we use.

The heavier ones that are suitable for

cooler weather had best be put aside and
the lighter, daintier odors brought out for

use.

You couldn't have a more suitable per-

fume, now, than Cheramy's "April Show-
ers." It is as refreshing as its name,
having something of the cleanliness of a
garden after a spring rain. Not expensive,
either ! Your money certainly buys a lot

these davs. Now you can buy an ounce
bottle of "April Showers" for $2.50. If

you would like to have a trial bottle you
can get a fourth of an ounce for $1.
Cheramy's "Cappi" is more subtle, remind-
ing one more of shaded lights and silken

interiors. $2.50 for an ounce and a quarter.

Their new "Ciel Bleu" (blue sky) is very,

very new and fascinatingly odd. It is sort

of inspirational—makes you want to look
up. Maybe that's why they call it "Ciel
Bleu."
And when you look up that's when your

lashes show off. I'm sure none of us pay
enough attention to our lashes. The Kur-
lash people offer us everything needed to

beautify and care for our lashes. All their

items are $1 each. You know about their

eye-lash curler, of course. But have you
ever tried their eye-lash grower, "Kur-
lene" ? It certainly gets results.

Hopping from your eyes down to your
mouth I want to suggest a lip-stick that

is simply slick—the "Phantom-Red." If

you are not familiar with Phantom-Red
you have a pleasant surprise coming. Pick
one up the next time you're down-town
and give yourself a treat. Phantom-Red
is also "different" but I'll let you discover
that for yourself.

I suppose everybody has a bottle of

Listerine on the bath-room shelf. But I

wonder if everyone knows the many, many
uses to which it can be put ? It is a

mouth-wash, gargle, breath-sweetener, deo-
dorant, hair-tonic, etc. Read the Listerine

booklet and learn its many uses.

As a parting shot I want to tell you of

a discovery of my own. One day I was
hurrying down-town to an important ap-
pointment and I had had no time to "pret-

ty-up" my hands. I rushed into a store and
bought a small bottle of hand-lotion with-
out even looking to see what it was. I

doused it on my hands, put the tiny bottle

in my bag and dashed away. My hands
looked so nice and felt so smooth and soft

that, right in the middle of my interview.

I sneaked the tiny bottle out of my bag to

see what the name was. It was "Italian

Balm" and I have used it ever since

!

Only, now I buy the big bottle

!

Our July Cover Girl—Joan Crawford ! Don't miss this issue.

r
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JUNE OCCASIONS

from your

DRUG STORE
Commencement. . .weddings. . wedding
anniversaries! And the same perplexing

problem, "What shall I give?" To solve

it

—

economically— see these gifts at your

Rexall Drug Store!

Belmont and Monogram
Pen and Pencil Sets

$2.00 to $7.50

Fountain Pens

Belmont and Monogram
$1.00 to $5.00

Cara Nome and Shari

Perfumes, Powders
Vanity Sets

Symphony and
Lord Baltimore

Stationery

Artstyle Chocolates

At your Rexall Store, you are

certain to find just what you

want at what you want to pay !

Rexall Drug Stores pay no middleman's
profit, so they sell for less! Liggett

and Owl Stores are also Rexall Stores.
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"I used to have
PIMPLES
and ugly skin

blotches, but I

got rid of

them by using .

.

KREMOLA
"Also removed my fine lines while bleaching and
overcame my oily skin."
KREMOLA Bleach Cream banishes facial blemishes
such as pimples, acne, and moth-pacches and makes
ic easy for a woman to have a youthful complexion.
Satisfaction guaranteed when used faithfully 60 days.
The regular size $1.25 lasts about four months.
At your druggist or order from the Dr. C. H. Berry

Co., 2979 So. Michigan Ave., I
Chicago, 111.

Write for FREE

BEAUTY BOOKLET
Agents wanted.

$$ Photoplay Ideas $$
For Silent and Talking Pictures

Accepted In any form for revision, criticism, copy-
right and submission to studios. Not a school—no
course or books to sell. You may be just as capable
of writing acceptable stories as thousands of
successful writers. Original plots and ideas are
what is wanted. Plots accepted Iti any form. Send
for free booklet giving full details. Estab. 1917.

UNIVERSAL SCENARIO COMPANY
514 Meyer Bldg., Western & Sierra Vista, Hollywood, California

•*

SOAP and $
OINTMENT

Price 25c. each. Sample free.

^ Address: "Cuticura," Dept. 9K, Maiden, Maee.
^

YOU can earn good money in spare time at
home making display cards. No selling or
canvassing. We instruct you, t'urnish com-
plete outfit and supply you with work.
Write to-day for free booklet.
The MENHENITT COMPANY, Limited

252 Dominion Bldg., Toronto, Ont,

Advertising
as a CAREER for
Men and Women
If you really want— to get ahead
faster— if you want to make more
money— if you want a career filled

with thrills and big opportunities—
or want to advance in your present
position— read "Success in Adver-
tising.' ' now sent free.

This new booklet points the road
hundreds of men and women have
fotlowed to quickly increase their
earning power.

It also explains how you can, by a new, practical home
study method, qualify for a position i n any one of the
many branches of Advertising. To read this booklet should
prove to be an evening well spent.
Send your name and address and this free booklet will

be sent at once. No obligation.

PAGE-DAVIS SCHOOL OF ADVERTISING
3601 Michigan Avenue Dept. 443-A
Send FREE booklet "Success in Advertising'

Address

City Sti

Chicago III.

Hot Off the Ether!

Continued from page 61

nightly—he is besieged by battalions of
song writers seeking to interest him in new
hosannas. Four out of five go away dis-
appointed.

With his associates on his cigarette-
sponsored period, he recently was a head-
liner for the vaudeville viziers throughout
the country. The tour marked the first

time that a commercial radio program has
ever been booked, label and all, for vaude-
ville. It was Downey who made the book-
ing possible.

Yet, as a vaudeville star his box-office
glamour does not quite equal that of Kate
Smith, robust feminine crooner. Here is

today, the broadcasters say, radio's most
popular star. She counts her followers in
the millions and they extend to all parts
of the world.

Like Downey, she came to radio from
the theatre. ' And like him, she rose from
comparative obscurity, to the status of a
household god. With a voice peculiarly
adapted to the microphone, she goes in for
the more sentimental products of Tin Pan
Alley, introduces them with a theme song,
"When the Moon Comes Over the Moun-
tain," and to satisfy what the announcers
used to call "folks," adds an old-time ballad
for good measure.

So much for the topmost figures of the
air. Just below them can be placed several
entertainers who seem to have a permanent
place in the broadcasting sky.
There are Billy Jones and Ernest Hare,

veterans of radio; still the foremost trap-
pers of the wisecrack, who by reason of a
disarming chuckle get over puns that would
otherwise have banished them long ago to
the silences.

There are Vincent Lopez, dispenser of
rhythm

; Vaughn De Leath, crooner

;

Jessica Dragonette, busiest of the sopranos

;

Joe White, once known as the silver
masked tenor.

There is Walter Damrosch, with his
paternally soothing accents—the most ex-
pert of the musical historians on the air.

There is Milton Cross, with the plaintive
talking style, who could make even the
announcing of "Turkey in the Straw" a
melancholy affair. There are Ted Husing
and Norman Brokenshire. adjective assem-
blers. There are Phil Cook, impersonator
of various voices

; May Singhi Breen,
strummer— almost the only one left in

radio—of the ukelele ; Dad Pickard, fore-
most exponent of the hoe-downs of the
countryside.

There are a half dozen or more names

that can be added to the list whose efful-

gence in the microphonic sky is continu-
ously brilliant—Phillips Lord, of "Seth
Parker" fame

;
Julia Sanderson, sentimental

balladeer of pre-talkie Broadway; Lowell
Thomas, news dispatcher

;
Floyd Gibbons,

who to make a Shanghai gesture, tempo-
rarily withdrew his machine gun-chatter
from the microphone—he'll be back by the
time you read this ; Paul Whiteman. Ben
Bernie, and Guy Lombardo, jehovahs of

jazz.

Their places in radio are not only fair,

they are fixed. Meanwhile, radio is bidin'

its time, waiting for something to turn up,

some new personality who will capture the
fancy as well as the ears of the public.

In the last year two new stars were dis-

cerned—crooners Bing Crosby and Russ
Columbo. In exploiting them, radio con-
sumed tons upon tons of good white paper.
It was a build-up that must have turned
old Barnum in his grave.

Rivals upon competitive networks, they
won the public eye—and ear—if only be-
cause crooning and jazz are in their hey-
day. Or hey-hey-day, if you prefer.

Perhaps, the broadcasting barons rea-

soned that crooning was, after all, only a
temporary phase of radio and that the iron

of ballyhoo had better be struck while it

was hot. Or, maybe, it was because the
crooners possessed more of what Broad-
way and Hollywood understand by per-
sonality—that peculiar asset which, blend-
ing voice and mannerism and sex appeal,

spells box-office success.

Anyway, Crosby and Columbo got the
publicity—and the contracts. Contracts
which included long guest-star engagements
at the movie palaces. They missed no op-
portunity, with the result that now, de-
finitely on the wane, they can retire, if they
choose, to a life of ease and contentment
on the Riviera.

Radio developed both of these stars.

Like the movies, radio develops the ma-
jority of its magnificos. It will continue
to do so, or we are talking more than ever
through our blue beret.

They seem to us, these big shots of the

microphone, to be the most fortunate of all

those who inhabit the amusement realm.
Radio has become the El Dorado of en-

tertainment, promising vast returns for a
minimum of time and labor. And the en-

tertainers know it. They know they are in

demand in ten million homes or more. You
can't blame them for wanting to sit tight

in their great and gaudy seats.

That Lovely Lady From Vienna
Continued from page 67

American consumption, and Tala is a pet

name.
She is alarmingly well-educated, this

Tala ! Private schools at first and later

graduating from the Furstin Bismark
University in Berlin. She speaks Polish,

German, Roumanian, and now English
with precise excellence. The English has
been acquired during the past eight months
via Laura Hope Crews. She has been
under contract with Universal all that

time but has only recently been put to

work. However, it is not her first visit

to Hollywood, since she was here "for the

German version of "The Boudoir Diplo-

mat" starring Ivan Lebedeff over a year

ago. She was so satisfactory that the

contract was agreed upon then, but she had
to return to Vienna to fulfill a stage con-

tract. Her previous picture experience had
been in an English picture.

Tala told me she had once wished to

be an agriculturist, when she would visit

her uncle's estates in Poland, but that did

not seem to be a profession in which a

woman could make money. There you
have the Virgo sign cropping out. So
when a friend offered her a small part in

a Berlin stage production, she accepted it.

It was there that Max Rheinhardt put his

magic sign of approval upon her and
transformed her into a successful stage

actress of sufficient note to be culled by
Hollywood.
While Universal was finding a suitable

vehicle for Tala's stately charms, sfje per-

fected her English, took up tennis with
enthusiasm, learned to drive a car and so
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"saw California."

It was when Luis Trenker, the engag-

ing Tyrolean mountaineer and ski-jumper,

produced a highly successful picture exalt-

ing the glories of the Alps, which won
much acclaim in Europe, that Carl

Laemmle, Jr., decided he wanted "The
Doomed Battalion" for release in the

United States. That meant re-making

several scenes in English. Voila, Tala

Birell was the obvious heroine ! Luis him-

self came to Hollywood in this connection.

Tala, the studio claims, has justified their

full hopes of her, so that now she will be

starred on her own account in Zola's

story, "Nana."
Now "Nana" relates the story of a

French actress of dazzling career and

many loves. Like Garbo again, this Tala

gives no immediate impression of latent

passion—but we know what Garbo can

achieve. This type saves it all up for

their acting—the Virgo efficiency.

Don't misunderstand me. Tala is no

second Garbo. In spite of her height and

coloring she doesn't look in the least like

Garbo. It is just in certain aspects of her

deportment that one is reminded of the

Swede.
One sensed some warmth of enthusiasm

when Tala talked of Vienna. She told of

its natural gaiety, the absence of worried

commercialism, that Vienna manages to

maintain in spite of its post-war woes. She
loves the cafes of Vienna.
"They are the natural rendezvous of

the people. One can sit for hours and
chat over a mere cup of coffee. No one

ever looks reproachful if one occupies a

seat too long without spending. Everyone
dawdles in the cafes of Vienna," she said,

sparkling reminiscently. I wished that I

were interviewing her in a Viennese cafe,

so that that sparkle would be in evidence

all the time.

Tala is accompanied by her sister. They
have taken a bungalow in Hollywood and

grow lots of flowers. She has a marked
taste for domesticity but you simply can-

not envision this dignified young woman
as hopping out into the kitchen and rust-

ling an omelette, or washing the dishes,

or anything menial like that.

The few people who have had a chance

to know her well insist that she has a well-

developed sense of humor.
Tala has never married. She hasn't left

any husband and baby behind in Berlin,

a la Dietrich. Instead she gives an im-

pression of being completely self-contained,

or, as Garbo once said in an unwonted
burst of conversation, "I am sufficient to

myself."

Very well, then. Carl Laemmle has the

utmost confidence in his Tala Birell. He
expects her to compete very satisfactorily

with the imported foreign charmers of

other studios.

A Cowboy Visits New
York

Continued from page 31

for it.' Now that should give you an idea

of just how seriously Marguerite takes
me. I admire the little lady tremendously,
and would consider myself one lucky lad if

I did have the inside track to her heart.

But—"
Just to keep the record straight—George

is five feet eleven inches tall, has dark
brown hair and blue eyes. And the
broadest pair of shoulders in pictures.
And, of course, he rides like a streak of
lightning.

When we arrived in Central Park, ten
of New York's blue-coated cavalrymen
were lined up waiting to do their stuff

Evalyn Knapp, Warner Bros, player, chooses this charming with her slender, rounded figure. Pajamas
moulded evening gown — difficult to wear but jor tennis are attractive and cvnijortable.

FIGURES NEVER LIE...TODAY1
Rounded slimness and youthful

curves are the keynote for the current

year. Modern fashions are moulded

to the figure. Where dresses once

concealed, they now reveal. Never

was a good figure so important.

Yet we must use wisdom in achiev-

ing this desired figure. So many
women, today, have lost both health

and beauty, because of a faulty

reducing diet.

Two things are needed in a meal to

promote proper elimination. These are

"bulk" and Vitamin B, both of which

help tone the system. If they are lack-

ing, faulty elimination soon develops.

Complexions become sallow. Eyes lose

their gaiety. Headaches, loss of appe-

tite and energy follow.

Yet improper elimination is usually

unnecessary. Avoid it by eating Kel-

logg's All-Bran. Science tells us that

this delicious cereal provides both

"bulk" and Vitamin B. Its bulk is

similar to that of leafy vegetables.

Isn't it reasonable to use this de-

lightful cereal rather than pills and

drugs—so often habit-forming? Two
tablespoonfuls daily of Kellogg's All-
Bran will prevent and relieve most
types of faulty elimination.

Kellogg's All-Bran is also a good
source of iron for the blood. Serve as

a cereal, or cook into bran muffins,

breads, omelets, etc. It is not fatten-

ing. Recommended by dietitians.

Recipes on the red-and-green package.

At all grocers. Made by Kellogg in

Battle Creek.

WRITE FOR FREE BOOKLET
"THE MODERN FIGURE"
Leading motion-picture actresses are
shown to you in "fashion close-ups,"
wearing the costumes that millions of
critical eyes will see on the screen.
Everything from sports-togs to evening
gowns. In addition, the booklet is full
of valuable information on how to
reduce wisely. Free upon request.

KELLOGG COMPAXY
Dept. G-6, Battle Creek, Michigan

Please send me a free copy of your booklet, "The
Modern Figure."

Name

Address.
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EDWIN/
BOOTH

Hidden Gold
in your hair too!

{Rediscover it tonight

in one shampooing}

A treasure hunt— in your hair! Hidden there is

something precious! Loveliness undreamed of; a

sparkling radiance that is YOUTH—key to popularity,

romance, happiness!

You can revive this charm tonight. Just one Golden
Glint Shampoo will show you the way.

No other shampoo like Golden Glint Shampoo.
Does more than merely cleanse. It gives your hair a

"tiny- tint" — a wee little bit— nor much — hardly per-

ceptible. But what a difference it makes in one's ap-

pearance. 2 5c at your dealers', or send for free sample.

, , FREE
J. W. KOBI CO., 617 Rainier Ave., Dept. F

Seattle, Wash. * • * * Phase send a free sample.

Name
Address

City .State-

Color of my hair:

OmVQ FOR TALKIESMLd MAGAZINES
Accepted In any form for development, revision, copy-
right and submission to studios and publishers. Estab-
lished 1017. Location and exceptional facilities make our
SERVICE MOST ADVANTAGEOUS. Sales dept. on
commission basis. FREE BOOKLET gives full particu-
lars.

UNIVERSAL SCENARIO COMPANY
434 Meyer Bldg., Western & Sierra Vista

Hollywood. California

EARN MONEY
AT HOME

YOU can make $15 to $50 weekly in spare
or full time at home coloring photographs.
No experience needed. No canvassing. We
instruct you by our new simple Photo-Color
process and supply you with work. Write
for particulars and Free Book to-day.

The IRVING-VANCE COMPANY Ltd.
346 Hart Building, Toronto, Can.

REMOVE FAT
A SAFE AISD SURE WAY
from any part you wish reduced.
No diets, medicines, exercise,
baths or equipment necessary,

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
La Renee Reducing Cream has
slenderized thousands of over-
stout people when other means
failed. A cream like white prepa-
ration, a secret product of modern
science, rigidly tested has proven
to quickly remove excess fat from
double chin, arms, abdomen, bust,
hips, legs or any other part of
body, harmlessly and absolutely
without any inconvenience.

LARGE JAR AT NEW

REDUCED PRICE
ONLY $1.00
Send Si.00 or mail coupon today.

LA RENEE COSMETIC CO., Dept. AK
1851 Washington Av., New York City, N.Y.

Please send postpaid with directions, large jar
La Renee Reducing Cream. I agree to pay postman
SI.Oil plus few cents postage. My money to be re-
funded if I am not pleased.

NAME

with O'Brien. It was like a rough riders'

reunion—the cops all had known or heard
of George's father, Daniel O'Brien, who
was once Chief of Police in San Francisco.
"Think I'll show your coppers a trick Dad
taught me," confided George in an aside.

"It's a stunt they used to pull to catch
bandits in the wild parts of California,

years ago."
You've probably seen O'Brien perform

this stunt in some of his westerns : It's a
chase scene—the villain fires, and our hero
appears to fall off his horse, mortally
wounded, but in reality he's clinging to the

side of the saddle, completely hidden on
the far side of his steed. The villain gives
up the chase, congratulating himself on
another dirty job done well, and then said

hero nicks him with a shot from abaft the

horse's starboard side. Tricky, what?
George explained this trick to the police-

men and everything went along nicely when
along came a street-car and ruined the

sound effects. So the "still' photographers
took advantage of the noise and photo-
graphed George in different poses. Then

the sound men proceeded again. Every-
thing was okay. The boys went through
their lines and action until a group of en-
thusiastic youngsters who recognized
George began to shout excitedly to him.
So endeth the second take

!

When they were half-way through with
the third take, another street-car came
along. Another time the microphone wasn't
close enough, and still another scene went
blooey because the film snapped. Some
fun!

;

It's all in a day's work to the newsreel
boys—and it's an old story to O'Brien,
who knows what it is to spend days tak-
ing one scene. The police got a kick out
of it ; to say nothing of the thrilled specta-

tors—who were sorry when it was all over.

George turned out to be the newsreel
men's pet subject. He needed but one re-

hearsal and he ad-libbed freely. And as
for his horsemanship—well, you answer
that one! The policemen were swell
actors, too. The grand finale was a series

of handshakes and a "See you in the
movies, George!"

Strange Interlude

Continued from page 34

"Sit down, Ned, I want to talk with
you. I need a friend. It has been so long
since we loved each other that we can now
be friends again. {"Ned and I—our ac-
count is settled . . . In what far-off life

was that? . . . The only living life is in

the past and the future . . . the present
is an interlude. . . . Strange interlude in
which we call on past and future to bear
zvitness that zve are living!")

Swiftly she told him of Gordon's de-
termination to marry—implored his aid in

stopping him.
"No, Nina," he answered harshly. "I'll

never touch anyone's life again. And you,
too—you've got to give up owning people,

meddling in their lives as though you were
the Almighty!"
"But Sam is as healthy and sane as a

pig," she pleaded, fiercely. "He's beyond
hurt—and we can tell him the whole truth

now. It's time he gave us back our son
!"

"Our son?" he mocked. "You counted
me out of that years ago, dear Nina. Be-
sides, Sam's blood pressure is 'way up al-

ready with all this excitement." ("Self-
satisfied fool—I'd like to see his face when
they told him this famous athlete is my
son—not his:") "No, Nina," he added,
brutally. "I'll not do it—and you needn't
try yourself, because Sam will never be-

lieve you."
He broke away from her and joined the

others, who had rushed out of the cabin to

the railing from which the racing shells,

gliding swiftly toward them, now were
visible. The din of boat whistles, fog
horns, human shouts and shrieks was grow-
ing louder and louder. Cornell was third,

but slowly gaining—Sam Evans and Made-
line, wildly excited, were yelling encour-
agement to their Gordon. Old Charlie
Marsden, aged and white, cheered vaguely.

The boats were nearing the finish line.

The chorus of noise rose, swelled, merged
into one incessant, deafening roar. Cor-

nell's shell gained, inch by inch—now it

was second—no, it had dropped behind
again

—

Sam jumped up and down, waved his
arms, yelled madly.
"Gordon ! Gordon ! Come on, boy

!

One more spurt will do it! Come on, son!
Stroke! Stroke!"
As though Gordon had heard, the Cornell

boat suddenly shot forward, the eight sin-

ewy young bodies gliding forth and back,
forth and back, faster and faster in a final

spurt of energy. Swiftly the long, slim
craft sped forward—second—then first

—

Cornell was across the line, the winner

!

Sam Evans danced frenziedly about the
deck, beside himself with emotion.

"He's won ! Gordon's won ! Gordon's
won !" He ran to Nina, who sat dully in

a chair, and embraced and kissed her.

"Greatest race in history. Aren't you
happy, Nina? He won it—our Gordon!"
He stopped suddenly, swayed, staggered

a step or two, then collapsed limply on the
deck. For a moment all in the group stood
as though paralyzed—then Darrell ran and
bent over him, feeling his heart and pulse.

Nina, shocked to her senses, fell to her
knees beside the inert form.
"Sam! My husband!"
"He's not dead," announced Darrell.

"Only a bad stroke. But he must have ab-
solute quiet—and perfect care."

"I'll never leave his side," cried Nina,
stricken with grief and remorse. ("Is this

what I unshed him—zvhat I zuanted to do
to him?") "I'll never tell him anything
that might disturb his peace!"
With infinite gentleness she pillowed his

head in her lap, bent down and kissed his

face.

("Dear husband, zvho tried to make me
happy . . . I'll not try to destroy you . .

/ will surrender my happiness to yon
again! I zvill give you Gordon to give
to Madeline!")

Send Birthday Greetings to the Following June Stars

Lane Chandler June 4th. Jeanette MacDonald
J. Farrell MacDonald June 6th. Ernest Torrence
William Austin June 12th. Polly Moran
Barry Norton June 16th. Madge Bellamy
Ona Munson June 16th.

June 18th.

Tune 26th.

June 28th.

June 30th.
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Revuettes

Continued from page 6

IMPATIENT MAIDEN. Universal. This one
starts out interestingly enough, but towards the end
it goes flat. Good work by Mae Clarke, as a sophisti-

cated secretary, and Lew Ayres, as an interne.*

PLAY GIRL. Warner Brothers. The trials and
tribulations of a shop girl and a race-track gambler.
It's a nice, human story, and so are Loretta Young
and Norman Foster! Winnie Lightner for laughs.*

Short Features:
BILLBOARD GIRL. Educational. Bing Crosby's

crooning and not his acting puts over this comedy.
Bing falls in love with a billboard girl and when she
hears him sing she becomes smitten, too.

COLORFUL JAIPUR. FilzPatrick Traveltalk. A
most unusual and interesting travelogue of the in-

terior of India, accompanied by revealing descriptions

by Mr. FitzPatrick. Excellent photography.
Recommended.

FOUND IN MOROCCO. Talking Picture Epics.
A most interesting travelogue on Morocco showing
street letter writers, wool market, and rug and soap
makers.

HEAVENS, MY HUSBAND! Educational. This
is a good one. Andy Clyde plays a small town
policeman. He runs into an abundance of difficulties,

with hilarious results.

IN THE BAG. Universal. This is one of the best
of the Slim Summerville-Eddie Gribbon comedies.
Slim smuggles a girl aboard ship and trouble, suspense
and plenty of comedy occurs as a result.

HE'S A HONEY. Educational. Harry Barris
makes a personal hit in this peppy song and dance-

comedy. With Eleanor Hunt and Helen Mann.

NEWSREEL SCOOPS. Louis Sobol. One of the !

most entertaining features shown on the screen. We
see scenes of New York night-clubs; Mayor Walker
playing piano in his home; a view of the tenement
where Eddie Cantor was born contrasted with his
present home; and other equally intriguing shots. I

TEN DOLLARS OR TEN DAYS. Educational.
Animated cartoon hero introduces old songs. It's a
refreshing change from all the jazz we've been hearing.

THE MUSIC BOX. Melro-Goldwyn-Mayer. This
time Stan Laurel and Oliver Hardy are piano movers.
Swell comedy.

THE PERFECT SUITOR. Vitaphone. The riot-

ous end of this Benny Rubin Comedy is worth seeing.
It's a domestic skit.

THE UNSHOD MAIDEN. Universal. Don't
miss this. Universal dug up this old-fashioned flicker

and applied modern pattern to it. There's a nasty
villain and Mary, the shop-girl, who needs new shoes.

WAR IN CHINA. s Educational. An authentic
graphic view of China-Japan fracas. It will stir your
sympathies no end.

Ask Me!
Continued from page 8

Movie Mad. Now what's wrong with
the movies ? They show us everything
from grave to gay, even gangsters have
had their day. Dogville comedies, Mickey
Mouse and his friends, and how have you
been? What more can I suggest? Phillips

Holmes isn't really so sad in his every-

day life, that's just for screen reasons.

Gloria Swanson was born March 22, 1897.

She has dark brown hair, deep blue eyes
and is 5 feet IV2 inches tall. Mitzi Green
was born Oct. 22, 1922, in New York City.

Her last release was "Huckleberry Finn"
with Jackie Coogan and Junior Durkin.
She is soon to appear in "Girl Crazy" with
Bert Wheeler and Robert Woolsey.

P. C. K. About nine years ago, Pola
Negri appeared in "The Cheat" with Jack
Holt and Charles de Roche for Famous
Players Lasky. Have you seen Pola in

her first talkie, "A Woman Commands,"
with Roland Young and Basil Rathbone ?

Little Dickie Moore is one of the kid-big-
shots in pictures just now. Only five years
old and soon to star in "From Rags to

Riches." What a boy! Dickie will have
a role in Jimmy Cagney's next picture,

"The Alain Event."

Miss Millie. Lon Chaney was an
American, born in 1883, of deaf parents.
He was on the stage in 1899, in pictures
about 12 years, and was known the world
over for his portrayals of unusual charac-
ters. He died Aug. 26, 1930. His son,

Creighton Chaney, who is 25 years old, has
signed a picture contract with RKO. He
refuses to be billed as Lon Chaney, Jr. He
wants to see what he can do on the screen
on his own merits. You have a fellow
countryman in pictures, none other than
Ivan Lebedeff. He was born in Uslpliai,
Lithuania, on June 18, 1899. For back
issues of Screenland, write to the Circu-
lation Dep't. They may have what you
want.

Marjorie M., Surrey, England. When
we see Surrey, we think of Ronald Col-
man, Reginald Denny, and you. Try to

figure that out, Ronnie and Reggie. Your
favorite, Norma Shearer, will be starred
in "Strange Interlude." That will be some-
thing to wait for. Sally Eilers' latest re-

leases are "Dance Team" and "Disorderly
j

Conduct." Cheerio and come again, Margie.

Slim Sam. Real air aces were used in
I

"The Lost Squadron" with Richard Dix,
|

Bob Armstrong and Joel McCrea. Among
them was Dick Grace, one of the most
famous stunt fliers of all time, and in case
you'd like to know, Dick wrote the story
and arrangement of the film. Another
well-known air-bird was Leo Nomis, who
has died since the release of that film. Art
Goebel and Frank Clark, along with Grace
and Nomis, took a great chance in helping
to put over that picture. That fine come-
dian, Hugh Herbert, was the mechanic
and provided the laughs.

Roy C. Bill Boyd did not play in "What
Price Glory." Victor McLaglen, Edmund
Lowe and Dolores Del Rio were co-
featured. Bill's latest release is "Suicide
Fleet" with Robert Armstrong and James
Gleason. Fredric March plays a duo-role
in "Strangers in Love," appearing as Ar-
thur and Buddy Drake, twin brothers.

Mabel N. Walter McGrail is working
for an independent company and plays with
Jack Mulhall and Patsy Ruth Miller in

"Night Boat." Antonio Moreno hasn't
made a picture for some time. Among
his latest were "Rough Romance" with
George O'Brien and Helen Chandler, and
"Romance of Rio Grande" with Warner
Baxter, Mona Maris and Mary Duncan.

Joyce Fan. We'll take a flying trip into
the past for your answer—look out below

!

Owen Moore was Mary Pickford's first

husband. Tom Moore was the first hus-
band of Alice Joyce. They had one
daughter. Tom and Alice were divorced.
Several years later Alice married James
Regan of New York City. Alice and Tom
have been doing a vaudeville act together
this season—and Tom's new wife travels
with them.

TO REMOVE CORNS
USE BLUE-JAY

Ordinary corn pads merely cover the corn.

They cannot remove it as Blue-jay, the medi-

cated corn plaster, does.

If you want to treat your corn in a safe,

dependable way, apply a Blue jay Corn Plas-

ter and let the mild medication (note picture

above) penetrate the corn and loosen it for

easy removal. Blue-jay not only removes
corns but gives instant pain-relief, because

the soft felt pad prevents shoe friction on the

tender spot.

Always ask for this medicated plaster—
genuine Blue-jay, made by a noted surgical

dressing house. All druggists, six for 25c.

BLUE-JAY
CORN PLASTERS

FREE BOOKLET—"FOR BETTER FEET* 1—
A very helpfu I book; contains valuable suggestions
for foot sufferers. For a free copy mail this coupon
to Bauer & Black, 2500 S. Dearborn St., Chicago.

SL-6
Name ~

Street _

City State

In Canada, Address 96 Spadina Ave., Toronto.

Freckles
Secretly and Quickly Removedt
"V/'OU can banish those annoying,

embarrassing freckles, quickly
and surely, in the privacy of your
own boudoir. Yourfriends will won-
der how you did it.

Stillman's FreckleCream bleaches
them out w hileyou sleep. Leaves the
skin soft and white, the complexion
fresh, clear and transparent. Price
only 50c. To pay more is extrava-
gance. The first jar proves its magic
worth. At all druggists.

Stillman's
Freckle Cream ftf](
Removes T Whitens ml
Freckles 1 The Skin \J

FREE BOOKLET tells how to remove freckles

Dept. 21 Stillman Co. Aurora. III.
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NEW
Discovery

IflWsfJ and EYEBROWS
Long, luxuriant eyebrows and lashes—now
yours in 30 days! Just apply Lashgro—
my wonderful new discovery Thin scan-
ty lashes become long, thick, lovely.

Long, Lustrous Lashes
foi« You 'l' ly mv wonderful new Eye-

lash grower at ray risk.
Simple, safe, and I guarantee results.

Write Today KATd'oft
$1.00 for big supply of won-
derful Lashgro. Offer limited.
Write TODAY.
BETTY DREW, SC-6
799 BROADWAY. NEW VORS, N Y.

^WITHOUT
? GLASSES

Natural Eyesight
System Makes Them Unnecessary

lowUsed in over30 Countries

Send for FREE information telling how
Revolutionary Invention makes it easy to

correct Nearsight, Farsight, Astigmatism,

Eyestrain, Weak Eyes, Failing Vision,

Old Age Sight, Eye Muscle Trouble,

Etc., at home without glasses.

NATURAL EYESIGHT INSTITUTE, Inc.

Dept. 26-J, Los Angeles, Calif.

LEG TROUBLES VANISH!
Don't suffer any longer. The LIEPEMETHOD relievos and permanently bene-
fits Varicose Ulcers, Enlarged and Swollen
Veins, Eczema, etc., while you walk. A spe-
cial prescription for each case. 40 years of
sueeessIPnilged and endorsed bv thousands.
FBFFI New booklet "HOW T( > S[!( :< IKSSt t 1 LI.YrntC.

|, EA i, 1,1.;,; msKASKS AT HOME" Bent
FREE. Just send name and addreaa. Write today.

LIEPE METHODS INSTITUTE
3284 N. Green Bay Ave., Dept. F-23

Milwaukee. Wis.

SAVE MONEY!
tiray, faded, streaked hair changed to your favorite color
in 15 minutes with my famous French preparation
KNOGRAY. One application. Easily applied, no fuss
or muss. Will not fade, wash off or rub on pillow. Not
affected by permanent wave, curling, etc. Results perfect
and undetectable. "Hair colored with KNOGRAY
retains its color permanently". .Send for information.
Madame Marguerite Turmel, 23 W. 30th St., Dept.
80-G, New York.

And Tkgy TRnwkt He'd

Never liatr
So many charming girls
had failed to attract him,
that people thought he'd Tp^f
never marry. Then he rs*/ t

met this girl. She had ji\ V,

read "Fascinating Woman- \J"f
hood," a remarkable new book "°

which shows how any woman can multiply her at-
tractiveness by using the simple laws of man's
psychology and human nature. She could just as
easily have fascinated any other man. You, too, can
have this book; you, too, can enjoy the worship and
admiration of men, and be the radiant bride of the
man of your choice. We have prepared a 28-page
bookletoutlining the contents of this wonderful book
and in it telling much interesting information you
would like to know. If you want it write name ana
address on margin and mail with 10 cents to

THE PSYCHOLOGY PRESS
585 Ktngsland Ave., St. Louis. Mo., Dept. 86-F

The next issue of

Will be on sale M.ay 26th

Dorothy S. If I told you that Clara Bow
was the wife of George Beldam, you might
question my veracity, but George is known
in pictures as Rex Bell. He was born
Oct. 16, 1905, in Chicago, 111., is 6 feet
tall, weighs 170 pounds and has light brown
hair and blue eyes. He has never been
on the stage, but has been in pictures about
three years. He appears in "Forgotten
Women" with Marion Shilling, Virginia
Lee Corbin, Edna Murphy and Beryl Mer-
cer.

Virginia P. So you'd walk ten miles to
see Billy Haines in a picture—that's de-
votion for you, and has the well-known
camel beat nine miles. His last releases
are, "Just a Gigolo" and "Get-Rich-Quick
Wallingford." He will appear with Madge
Evans and Karen Morley in "Are You
Listening?" Billy was born Jan. 1, 1900,
in Staunton, Va. He has black hair, brown
eyes, is 6 feet tall and weighs 165 pounds.

Lorctta H. You don't have to page Mr.
Ripley to get a place in my column—just
drop me a line and I'll catch it. David
Manners' latest pictures are "Lady With
a Past" with Constance Bennett and Ben
Lyon, and "The Greeks Had a Word for
Them" with Ina Claire, Joan Blondell, and
Madge Evans. One of the last football
pictures of the past season was "Touch-
down" with Richard Arlen and Peggy
Shannon.

Pearl F. For a 10-year-old, you know
your movies in a great big way. Richard
Dix will appear in "Roar of the Dragon"
with Irene Dunne and Anna May Wong.
Nancy Carroll's latest films are "Way-
ward" and "Broken Lullaby."

Irene. Neil Hamilton is 32 years old,
has brown hair and eyes, is 5 feet 11 inches
tall and weighs 155 pounds. He appeared
with Helen Hayes in "The Sin of Madelon
Claudet" and in "This Modern Age" with
Joan Crawford. John Mack Brown is 27,
has black hair, brown eyes, is 6 feet tall

and weighs 165 pounds. Johnny hasn't
been making so many pictures lately

—

where are you, boy?

Grace G. You'll be happy to learn that
Gilbert Roland is playing a leading part
in Elissa Landi's next picture, "The Wo-
man in Room 13." Gilbert plays with
Buster Keaton, Jimmy Durante and Irene
Purcell in "The Passionate Plumber."
Gilbert was born in Jaurez, Mexico, on
Dec. 11, 1905. Sue Carol is 23 and David
Rollins is 22. David has been appearing
in shorts. (Comedies, we mean!) There's
a report that Nick and Sue Carol Stuart
anticipate a blessed event.

Jean M. With the trained eye of a
Sherlock Holmes, I'm able to inform you
the small picture you enclose in your letter

is that of Claude King, one of our well-
known actors. He was born in Northamp-
ton, England, Jan. 15, 1879. He has iron
grey hair and dark brown eyes. His wife
is Evelyn Hall from the stage. Lie played
Dr. Titbbs in "Arrowsmith" with Ronald
Colman.

Robert S. So you knew me when—I be-
gan this department. Thanks for your
loyal support. When you ask about ZaSu
Pitts, I'm happy to answer. She was born
in Parsons, Kansas. She has brown hair,

blue eyes, is 5 feet 6 inches tall and weighs
115 pounds. ZaSu has the most expressive
hands in pictures. Her teaming with
Thelma Todd in comedies has been a wise
idea. Mae Marsh came back in "Over
the Hill," with James Dunn and Sally
Eilers. Marion Davies is not married.
Her latest release is "Polly of the Circus"
with Clark Gable.

Dorothy L. Yours is an unusual request.
One would have to be in the stars' shoes
to find out just where they obtain their
foot-wear. William Collier, Jr., Miriam
Hopkins and Jack Oakie are the principals
in "Dancers in the Dark." And what size
do you wear?

Donald K. L. Several of your old-time
favorites are still winning applause for
their splendid performances, both on the
stage and screen. Dorothy Gish scored
on the New York stage in "The Bride
the Sun Shines On." Dorothy is one of
America's leading comediennes. Bert Ly-
tell is on the stage. Enid Bennett has been
playing the mother of the adorable Jackie
Cooper in "Skippy" and "Sooky." Dorothy
Dalton has retired from public life, and
Ethel Clayton hasn't made a picture for
several years.

M. Briggs. I'll give you the facts about
Rod La Rocque and you can decide for
yourself about his nationality. He was
born Nov. 29, 1898, in Chicago, 111. His
father was Edward Andrew La Rocque, a
Frenchman, and his mother was Anna Rice,
an Englishwoman. Now grapple with that.

Rod married the lovely Yilma Banky in
1927. They are abroad just now.

/. L. F. It's a pleasure to set you right
about Garbo, as she is to be billed in the
future. If your friends read that Greta
was a sister of Charles Ray in some movie
magazine, that publication must have been
spoofing their readers. Greta was born
and grew up in Sweden. Her family name
is Gustafsson. Charles Ray was born in

Jacksonville, 111., of American parents.

Just Fern. The "cute boy" you ask about
who played with Jean Arthur in "Stairs of
Sand" from a Zane Grey story, was Phil-
lips Holmes. The film was a silent, made
in 1929. Since that picture, Phillips has
stepped onto the Front Page. His latest

release is "Broken Lullaby" with Nancy
Carroll and Lionel Barrymore.

Ruth. The screen will not see Buddy
Rogers for some time for he is doing his
stuff in a New York Ziegfeld show, "Hot
Cha!" Lupe Velez and Bert Lahr are
among those present. Mary Brian's new
picture is "It's Tough to be Famous," play-
ing opposite Douglas Fairbanks, Jr. Nils
Asther will be seen in Joan Crawford's
next picture, "Letty Lynton." Nils is 32
years old. George Arliss has selected
Mary Astor for his leading lady for his
next picture, "A Successful Calamity."

Miss K. F. We are always glad to hear
from our Canadian friends so drop in any
time and test my ability to answer your
questions. Conrad Nagel is happily mar-
ried to Ruth Helms. They have a
daughter, Ruth Margaret. Louise Brooks,
Evelyn Brent and Lawrence Gray played
in "Love 'Em and Leave 'Em" in 1927.

Big Ben. Is that a false alarm for no
good reason? A new man has dropped in

from the stage, who may make your girl

friend forget her heavy dates. Weldon
Heyburn is the man—-he played with
Lionel Atwill in "Silent Witness." in

"The Gay Caballero" with George O'Brien,
Victor McLaglen and Linda Watkins, and
with Joan Bennett and John Boles in

"Careless Lady." Weldon was born in

Washington, D. C, on Sept. 19, 1904. He
has dark brown hair, brown eyes, is 6
feet tall and weighs 165 pounds, and
flashes a smile that will make the Gable
fans think he's Clark's twin brother.
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Helen T. Charlie Chase has been in

pictures since 1914. He was born Oct. 20,

1893, in Baltimore, Aid., is 6 feet tall,

weighs 155 pounds and has brown hair

and blue eyes. He has always used his

own name in films. His stage training in

musical comedy and vaudeville gave him

the big chance in talking pictures. His

wife is Bebe Eltinge of the stage.

Geroldine S. So the good-looking movie
actors walk right into your heart—one of

the big-hearted girls, I take it. I'm sorry

I can't tell you where Buddy Rogers gets

the rings on his fingers and the bells on

his toes. Eddie Quillan comes from a

theatrical family ; his stage training was
acquired playing in the Quillan act with

his father, mother^ brothers and sisters.

He was born in Philadephia, Pa., on March
31, 1907. He has brown hair and eyes, is

5 feet 6 inches tall and weighs 140 pounds.

Edith R. Why the sudden burst of

curiosity over the old silent pictures?

Corinne Griffith played in "Black Oxen"
with Conway Tearle. Clara Bow had a

small part but she made the fans sit up
and predict big things for the little flap-

per of 1924. John Breedon, who played

the blind boy in "The False Madonna"
with Kay Francis, William Boyd and Con-
way Tearle, has had stage training for

several years, having played with a num-
ber of prominent stars. He is a featured

player with Paramount. John was born
in San Francisco, Cal. He is 5 feet 11

inches tall, weighs 150 pounds and has dark
brown hair and grey-green eyes.

E. G. L. N. Broadcasting a request for

Lane Chandler pictures ! You are not the

only listener-in who admires the handsome
red-headed, blue-eyed, 185 Chandler. Lane
is working for an independent company but

with plenty of boosts like yours, he will

get good breaks yet and out-Gable Jackie
Cooper. His latest is "The Hurricane
Horseman" with Marie Quillan, Eddie's

sister.

From Ft. Lewis, Wash. Esther Ralston
has not made a picture since "Lonely
Wives" with Laura La Plante and Patsy
Ruth Miller. She appeared with Lawrence
Tibbett in "The Southerner ;" with James
Hall in "The Case of Lena Smith ;" "The
Betrayal" with Emil Jannings ; "Wheel of

Life" with Richard Dix, and in "Mighty"
with George Bancroft.

Mrs. R. W. Do you want me to lose

my swell job by telling you just who is the

best-looking movie star? They are all too

beautiful for words. Evelyn Brent plays

with William Powell in "High Pressure."

She is 5 feet 4 inches tall, weighs 112

pounds, has brown hair and eyes and can
really smile beautifully. Her sullen looks

are for screen purposes onby. Mary Pick-

ford and Doris Kenyon are blondes. Es-
telle Taylor and Billie Dove have dark
brown hair, and Greta Garbo has golden
hair and blue eyes.

Mrs. Melba D. John Mack Brown's
wife is Cornelia Foster from Alabama.
Fred Kohler, one of the screen's best bad
men, is married to Marjorie Prole. Jack
Oakie and Stanley Smith are single.

Skeets Gallagher is married and has one
child

;
Regis Toomey is married to Kathryn

Scott.

Helene C. Get ready for the "great

break" in your life, for your favorite, Ralph
Forbes, is married and his wife is the

lovely Ruth Chatterton, too. Ralph was
born Sept. 30, 1902, in London, England.
He has blond hair, blue-grey eyes, is 6
feet tall and weighs 165 pounds. Fancy
your not knowing that Ralph is Mr. Chat-
terton ! Dear, dear, dear !

ERASE needless hair INSTANTLY
with Bellin's Wonderstoen DCy METHOD
TyONDERSTOEN, the Dry Method for the removal of unwanted hair,
* * is easy, pieasant and economical. Just rotate the pink disk lightly over
the skin and unsightly hair disappears instantly, leaving the skin petal-
smooth. Wonderstoen contains no ill-smelling sulphate or injurious chem-
icals. In use over 22 years. Millions of women are happier for the use of
Wonderstoen. Physicians prescribe it. Wonderstoen Facial (for chin,
cheeks and upper lip) $1.25. Wonderstoen de Luxe (for arms and legs)
$3.00. On sale at beauty counters. Also sent direct on receipt of price
(add 10(5 with each order).

Booklet "The Truth About
Wonderstoen" on request.

Bellin's Wonderstoen Co.,

1123 Broadway, dept. 6S
New York

SONGS PICTURES
Big Royalties

paid by Music Publishers and Talking Picture Producers.
Free booklet describes most complete song service ever
offered. Hit writers will revise, arrange, compose music to
your lyrica or lyrics to your music. Becure U. S. copyright, broodcast your
song over the radio. Our sales department submits to Mn^ir pufjlihlicr^

and Hollywood Picture Studios. WRITE TODAY for FREE BOOKLET.

UNIVERSAL SONG SERVICE, 604 Meyer Bldg., Western Avenue and

Sierra Visla. Hollywood. California

MAKE $10,000 A year raisins
Rex rabbits for
us. We pay ud

to $12.00 eaehifor all you raise. Send 25c for full information
and contract, everything explained. Send at once and
find out about this big proposition we have to offer you.

THE EASTERN RABBITRY
Route I, Box 314 New Freedom. Pa.

"Getting results in

"Secured position."
"Collected a debt <

TO OTHERS
FAR OR NEAR, THRU TELEPATHY

iT MAY CHANGE YOUR LIFE! -FREE BOOKLET I

-otn Telepathy users: I "Son in bad company. After I sent my thought!
lusiness good."—St. Joseph. Mich. | had no pleasure away from home."—New Orleans. I

"Used it to get money."— Momence. III. I "The man of whom we bought home changed his

two years."— Portage. Pa. I ing. He hardly knows why, but we do."— Now Bait'

I INVESTIGATE TELEPATHY! Send for a FREE amazing booklet that is cai
tents, the stir it is creating has surpassed all expectations. This booklet will be si

PATY CO., 618 SOUTH WESTERN AVE.. DEPT.

ng a sensation among men and women. Due to its unusual con-

t to you FREE of charge or obligation. Send for it today!

136. LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

^^^^^^^
IEE TIMES

AS FAST!!!

STOP starving yourself, over-taxing your heart

with strenuous exercise, weakening yourself with

steam baths and other unscientific, ineffective re-

ducing treatments. Now actually GET RID of that

excess fat, once and for all. See it vanish like magic,

for now comes the final perfection of all fat-reduc-

ing methods—the one complete TRIPLE-ACTION
SYSTEM. Why waste time struggling to lose a few

pounds, when you can lose AS MUCH WEIGHT AS
YOU WANT—and in one third the time? How
much do you want to reduce: ten pounds? twenty

pounds?—fifty pounds?—or even a hundred pounds?

It is EASY to reduce at the rate of one to three

pounds a day by this amazing new super system.

Accept sensational GUARANTEED OFFER and see

for yourself!

New TRIPLE-ACTION SYSTEM Reduces You
Safely - Surely - Quickly - as much as you want

- wherever you want !

!

Reduce FAST—yet easily and safely. No
single reducing treatment in existence can

give you the same RESULTS as this TRIPLE-

ACTION SYSTEM, for it combines THREE
of the most effective reducing agents known

to modern science! Yet it takes but a few

minutes a day in the privacy of your own
home. You get results the very first day

—

and you simply continue until you have lost

as much weight as you desire. You can

reduce your total weight, and you can re-

duce any part of the body—hips, stomach,

ankles, arms, bust, double-chin, etc. More-
over, by a special secret process, the skin is

tightened, toned and firmed as you reduce,

so that no sagging folds and wrinkles remain

afterwards. You have a smooth, youthful skin.

AN EXTRA GIFT
if You Write TODAY

Yes, actually, without one cent of extra cost, you receive

one of the greatest of all discoveries in reducing—FIGURE
SCULPTURING. This new art models your figure to

beautiful, flowing lines and perfect proportions while you
are losing weight, so that you finish with not only a slender

figure, but a smart, shapely figure as well.

Also included in this gift package is a remarkable scien-

tific method by which you can eat as much as you want and
still lose weight. No need to starve yourself, this is the

healthful, harmless way to reduce, without any weakening
self-denial or privation.

SENSATIONAL OFFER NOW!
Complete System for only $2 (NOT $25)

Now for the biggest surprise of all! Tou would expect
to pay at least $25 for this great super Svstem.
But it is yours for only $2 IF YOU SEND AT ONCE.
This sensational offer is made to demonstrate the ex-
traordinary effectiveness of the TRIPLE-ACTION" Sys-
tem. It MUST reduce you or YOUR MONET BACK.
You risk nothing, so mail coupon or write, TODAY.
This offer may never be repeated.

THE MODERN INSTITUTE (Dept. 26)
381 Fourth Ave., New York. N. Y.

MAIL THIS COUPON
Modern Institute, (Dept. 26)

381 Fourth Avenue. New York. N. Y.

In accordance with vour special introductory and Money-
Back Offer, send me the complete TRIPLE-ACTION" RE-
DUCING SYSTEM on trial. I enclose only $2.00 in fuU

payment.

Name

Address

Town State

( ) Check here if you wish sent C.O.D. lOutside U.S.A.,

payment must accompany order.)



SCREENLAND

Watch him—he's ready for another hit! Gene Raymond's fine work in
"Ladies of the Big House" placed him definitely among the younger
Hollywood lads who've arrived. And Gene, we predict, is here to stay!
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Hoots and Hoorays
Continued from page 10

And what man—Clark Gable, Maurice
Chevalier, Ramon Novarro? Whom would
you choose, and why ?

Personally, the couple I'd select would
be Joan Crawford and Clark Gable, be-

cause of their work in the well-remem-
bered "Possessed." They make a gorgeous
team in the movies, out-shining Garbo and
Novarro in "Mata Hari," James Dunn and
Sally Eilers in "Dance Team," and Charlie
Farrell and Janet Gaynor in "Delicious."

Joan and Clark bring "Make-Believe
Land" to life in the movies. The Perfect
Couple and the Perfect Lovers—hail to

them both

!

Charles Mank,
226 E. Mill St.,

Staunton, 111.

HOW ABOUT IT, PRODUCERS?
The talkies have provided a new field of

pleasure for the blind, but how about the
deaf? Steps should be taken for their

benefit ; and here is my suggestion : Across
the bottom of the film, let brief summaries
of the dialogue be printed. That is the
method employed here for translating pic-

tures in foreign languages, as the Danish
foreign film market is very large.

The experience of a friend of mine ex-
emplifies this need. She resided in Den-
mark for many years and recently returned
to America with, as she said, but one re-
gret : she could no longer enjoy moving
pictures. Here she had been able to read
the translations in Danish, and every eve-
ning found her enjoying a talkie.

The use of printed dialogue would not
only bring tremendous joy to thousands
who are hard of hearing, but would in-

crease the financial returns.

Freddylee Huffman,
(A Former Hollywoodian)

Frolichsvej 30, Ordrup,
Copenhagen, Denmark.

READ ABOUT FREDRIC IN THIS
ISSUE

Not long ago I saw Fredric March in

"Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde." Marvelous
is the only word that can adequately ex-
press his portrayal of this dual role.

I had always wanted to see this thriller
of Robert Louis Stevenson's. I am sure
the great author himself would have ap-
plauded Mr. March for his characteriza-
tion of a man torn between two conflicting
selves.

Miriam Hopkins, too, was superb as
Champagne Ivy. One forgets entirely that
she is only acting, so convincing does she
make the little music-hall singer. Her
personality and loveliness are outstanding.
She is an actress to her very fingertips.

Jeanette Trottier,

1546 So. State St.,

Salt Lake City, Utah.

SHE FALLS FOR A BLOND!
Ladies prefer brunettes. Maybe most

of them do, but / don't. No, sir ! Gene
Raymond, the handsomest blond male I

have ever seen, is my Ace of Hearts.
You Gable fans had better see to it

that you don't change your minds and be-
come Raymond devotees after seeing
"Ladies of the Big House." Maybe Gene
didn't have much of a part in it, but
neither did Clark when he first started.
Gene takes the part he has and puts into
it his best, which is superlative.

With only a few pictures to his credit,

this Raymond person has every one raving
about him. Is it his blond hair, his looks,

or his personality that attracts people?
Whatever your answer is, I'll still say,

"Three cheers for Gene Raymond, the
handsome blond actor!"

Cynthia Widdoes,
24 Orchard Road,
Swampscott, Mass.

MOTHERS SHOULD BE THEIR
OWN CENSORS

Now with the demise of gangster pic-

tures, producers are turning again to the
mystery and horror kind in a mad effort

to give Mr. and Mrs. Public their full

quota of thrills. During the past year or
so we've had "Dracula," "Dr. Jekyll and
Mr. Llyde," "Frankenstein," and now
"Murders in the Rue Morgue."

I've seen them all once, some twice.
They produce a kick as no other type of
movie can. Fine stuff, say I, for the adult
mind. But what about children ?

My neighbor's little boy, aged eight, had
a wild nightmare after seeing one of the
morbid movies. His mother confided he

was scared nearly to death when his bed-
room light was out. A child's mind is

easily upset, ( I recall tr^ own nightmares
after Dad had told me a spooky story),

and such shivery horror is, in my opinion,

unfit fodder for childhood. Wonder what
your other readers think ?

Frank R. Moore,
2516 Bagley Ave.,

Detroit, Mich.

BUT OH, HOW IT HELPS A
GIRL'S CAREER!

Please enlighten me as to why Garbo,
Dietrich, Norma Shearer, Joan Crawford,
and other stars are constantly being picked

to pieces ? Is it mere envy ? I wonder
if they ever have one little secret or one
moment of privacy all their own? It

seems to me that movie stars of such
ability and prominence should be protected

from public gossip and scandal. I'm all

for the passing of a new law for the pro-

tection of actors and actresses from the

breath of scandal.

Mrs. M. Spreen,
106 W. 19th St..

Austin, Tex.



CHOOSE your ROUGE SHADES
this new fascinating way

forget all about

"matching your

skin" and select

shades to match

your Costume

Catch the spirit, the joyous freedom, of this

beautiful new fashion . . . rouge to harmo-

nize with your every costume. The charm

of it . . . the individuality . . . and the dif-

ference that must exist when all rouge

shades match your skin—match automati-

cally, without your giving a thought to it.

Well you know that usual rouge does not

have this characteristic. Instead you have

memories of dire disappointment, times

when you felt "horrid" because off color

make-up spoiled the glory of your gown.

Now what has happened? . . . how can you
vary the old idea . . . and select rouge shades

to match costume, not troubling to match
your skin? Just this: Princess Pat rouge does

not blot out the skin. The natural color is

caused by the blood showing through the skin

—because the skin is transparent and has

scarcely any color of its own. Princess Pat
rouge is sympathetic to skin tones. Thus
whatever color your skin shows—and every-

one has some color—is retained when you use

Princess Pat rouge. To this natural color, Princess Pat adds.

Thus the beautiful tints imparted by Princess Pat rouge seem to

come from within the skin.

WHY Different Colors of Costume Demand Different Shades of Rouge

You have learned how all shades of Princess Pat match every skin,

why the effect is invariably natural and beautiful. But there is

another requirement. Every costume you wear has a certain color

value. You recognize this when you match dress, hose, shoes, hats

so that the ensemble is harmonious. It is even more vitally im-

portant to recognize it when you select rouge shades.

The great mistake with rouge has been this: you had just one

shade—say medium. To secure more, or less, color you used more,

or less, rouge. But the shade remained the same. You couldn't use

other shades for only one would match your skin. So your rouge

that might have looked well with delicate pastel dresses, was less

than ineffectual with brilliant red costumes—and so on through
the range of color combinations of costume and complexion.

Princess Pat Lip Rouge a new sensation—
nothing less. For it does what no other lip rouge
lias ever done. Princess Pat Lip Rouge colors thai

inside moist surface of lips as well as outside. Is
truly indelible. You'll love it!

PRINCESS PAT

Marvelous New Beauty If You Follow These Hints For Choosing Rouge

For gowns of all red shades, select Princess Pat Vivid, or Princess
Pat Squaw. Even the palest blonde—one who has thought she
simply could not wear bright red—is beautiful in flaming colors

through use of Vivid or Squaw to set the right color note in the
cheeks. For gowns of purple, violet, blue, use Squaw, Theatre or
Medium. When you wear yellow, orange, green, your cheeks are
wonderful with Princess Pat English Tint. With soft pastel cos-

tumes, achieve the complexion note of cool, delicious serenity

with Princess Pat Medium or Theatre. For tan effect, use Princess

Pat Summertan. For evening wear, use Princess Pat Nite. This
indeed is a marvelous shade, since it responds as gloriously to

artificial light as the most perfect daytime rouge does to sunlight.

get this Week End Set

—SPECIAL
The popular Week End Set for tliis coupon and 25c
{coin). Contains Princess Pat Rouge, Lip Rouge.
Powder and three creams in liberal, attractive sizes.

Also new booklet of valuable beauty secrets.

LONDON CHICAGO

PRINCESS PAT, 2709 S. Wells St., Chicaeo.

Dept.-i-2046 Enclosed find 25c lor which 3end
me the Princess Pat Week End Set.

Name (print)

.

City and State.

IN CANADA, 93 CHURCH ST., TORONTO



There's more Chicle in it

. . that's what makes it better
It's the aftiount and quality of chicle
used that makes such a big difference
in chewing gum—Beech-Nut Gum
contains a larger proportion of the
world's finest chicle than any other
gum on the market. This EXTRA

CHICLE gives Beech-Nut its long-
lasting smoothness—makes it easier,
less tiring to chew—keeps it fresh and
smooth-flavored much longer. It's this
EXTRA CHICLE that makes Beech-
Nut so truly refreshing and enjoyable.

Beech-Nut
Makes the next smoke
taste better

There is something

NEW under the sun
DIFFERENT DELICHTFUL DELICIOUS

Now—the world's most popular flavor—CHOCOLATE

—

f** in a package handy for pocket or purse. A crunchy, de-

licious bit of sweet for everyone—and everyone enjoys

chocolate. A single package will convince you that they
are delightfully different from any candy you've ever tasted.

Now on sale throughout the United States at 5^ a package.

Beech-Nut
CHOCOLATEfjU»MDROPS

These new Chocolate Drops
have the same double-wax
wrapping that preserves
the flavor and freshness of

Beech-Nut Fruit Drops.

DROPS

THE CUNEO PRESS. I NC, CHICAGO



HAT does fire FUTURE hold for GARBO'i

Hollywood's Own Moral Code



TOGETHER AGAIN
in (mother IVI-G-IVI hit!

Ever since beautiful Joan

Crawford and Bob Mont*

g ornery appeared to*

gether in "Our Blushing

Brides" and "Untamed"
we've been swamped
with requests to co*star

them again. You'll be

delighted with the result.

CfeAWFOR
Qtobent

MONTGO
in Clarence BROWN

production

Beautiful Joan Crawford gives what many

critics believe to be the most impressive per-

formance of her career. Faced by her former

lover and her husband-to-be she takes a course „ . . • 4.

Williwhich leads to the very brink of tragedy.

Once again Joan Crawford mingles tears and NILS ASTHER
laughter, heart-throbs and thrills— again she xe A v d/-idc/->ktMAX KUdoUJN
captures the hearts of millions of her screen

admirers! You'll compare it with the most LEWIS STONE
thrilling picture you've ever seen! From the novel by Marie Belloc Lowndes
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GIRLS!

BOYS!
Find Out About Him!

Find Out About Her!

ALL OF YOU
EVERYBODY

Find Your Real Self in the

Screenland Hollywood

Pers

SCREENLAND presents Mr. William E.

Benton, eminent character analyst, who

has interviewed many of the outstanding

personalities of the screen as well as the

,
most famous personalities of our time

—

"and the most infamous," adds Mr. Ben-

ton. He knows personality—he knows

you better than you know yourself. Be-

ginning next month he will entertain and

interest you, not only with the Personality

Chart, but with penetrating analyses of

your film favorites.

Have you deep-set eyes like Garbo's? A "Swanson

nose?" A Gable chin? If so, what does it signify?

We all hope we have some of the elements of genius

in our own faces! Watch for our Personality Chart in

the next, the August issue—-self-revealing character an-

alysis by William E. Benton, famous faceologist who

held the Hollywood stars spellbound.

Benton told sixty of Hollywood's most beautiful women
all about themselves at a party at Mr. and Mrs. Harold

Lloyd's. He amazed Douglas Fairbanks with his char-

acter analysis. The greater the personalities, the more

interested they are in finding out more about them-

selves! And the same man who amused and amazed

the Hollywood stars will do the same for you.

It is something new and different. It's fascinating!

Anyone can do it. You, yourself, discover your own real

character. Better than a new game for ycu and your

friends.

The August issue of SCREENLAND, on sale June 26,

contains this Personality Chart. Fun for the whole

family—and more than that. An exciting voyage of

personal discovery!
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THIS SHADOW MAN
is the new

screen sensation!

Don't miss the next issue

of Screenland for the life

story of this mysterious

menace.

He's young— he's hot

—

he's different!

Get the lowdown. Read

the thrilling account of this

career in the August Screen-

land, out June 26th.
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EVUETTES
our screenSelect

diversion from our

reliable reviews

Class A:
ALIAS THE DOCTOR. First National. Richard
Barthelmess, as a surgeon, gives another sterling

performance. The story is impressive. Marian Marsh,
Norman Foster, and Lucile Laverne capably assist.

+ ARE YOU LISTENING? Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
William Haines comes through with his best per-

formance to date. The film has a radio background.
The cuties are Madge Evans, Anita Page and Joan
Marsh. It's a good picture.

jL. ARSENE LUPIN. Melro-Goldwyn-Mayer. Worth-
while if only to see the brothers Barrymore to-

gether for the first time on the screen. It's a good,
exciting picture. Karen Morley is the girl.

+ GRAND HOTEL. Melro-Goldwyn-Mayer. The
film sensation of the year with Garbo topping a

knockout cast which includes John Barrymore, Joan
Crawford, Lionel Barrymore, Wallace Beery, Lewis
Stone and Jean Hersholt.*

+ ONE HOUR WITH YOU. Paramount. The in-

imitable Maurice Chevalier in a charming musi-
cal movie. Honorable mention to Jeanette Mac-
Donald, Roland Young, and Genevieve Tobin. The
music's good, too.

SCANDAL FOR SALE. Universal. An exciting
newspaper yarn exposing yellow journalism. Pat

O'Brien, as a reporter, steals the show. Charles Bick-
ford and Rose Hobart offer expert characterizations.*

SCARFACE. United Artists. The last and best
of all the gangster films. It's terrifying, thrilling.

Paul Muni is great; George Raft, Ann Dvorak and
Karen Morley excellent.*

+ SHANGHAI EXPRESS. Paramount. A medal
to Josef Von Sternberg for directing this absorb-

ing melodrama. Another to Marlene Dietrich for a
magnificent performance. And smaller medals for
the entire cast, particularly Clive Brook and Anna
May Wong.

SO BIG. Warner Brothers. Another "wow" per-
formance by Barbara Stanwyck. The picture is

well acted and directed. Dickie Moore is adorable.

+ TARZAN THE APE MAN. Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer. You're sure to get a kick out of this jungle

thriller. Besides, you'll want to see Johnny Weiss-
muller do some of his splendid swimming. Maureen
O'Sullivan is the charmer.

jf THE BEAST OF THE CITY. Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer. A new slant on the gangster films—look-

ing at it from the policemen's side. It's interesting
throughout. Walter Huston and Wallace Ford are
impressive. Jean Harlow makes an exciting heroine.

+ THE CONGRESS DANCES. UFA. Utterly
charming foreign picture. You'll be whistling the

songs and talking about Lilian Harvey, the heroine.
By all means, see it.

THE MIRACLE MAN. Paramount. This one-
time silent classic still retains most of its glamor.

It's well done and acted by Chester Morris, Sylvia
Sidney and John Wray. You'll want to see it.*

THE MOUTHPIECE. Warner Brothers. Dust
off that pedestal—you'll rave about Warren Wil-

liam, even though he does play a lawyer who defends
bad, bad crooks. It's a good picture. Sidney Fox
assists.*

fc THE WET PARADE. Melro-Goldwyn-Mayer. A
melodrama covering both angles of the 18th

Amendment. Good work by Walter Huston, Lewis
Stone, Neil Hamilton and Dorothy Jordan.*

Class B:
BUT THE FLESH IS WEAK. Metro-Goldwyn-

Mayer. To say nothing of the plot. A good cast
headed by Robert Montgomery, C. Aubrey Smith,
and Nora Grcgor wasted on an unworthy story.*

CARELESS LADY. Fox. This story is an old, old
pal with a new name. You know the "lady with a
made-up past" theme. Joan Bennett looks lovely and
John Boles makes a nice hero.

DESTRY RIDES AGAIN. Universal. Tony rides
again, and Tom Mix is with us once more! A rip-
roaring, full-of-action western—you'll like it. Wel-
come back, Tom and Tony!*

DEVIL'S LOTTERY. Fox. (Wherein grief and
tragedy follow the winners of Sweepstakes. It's not
as depressing as all that, in fact, it's quite exciting in
spots—so's Elissa Landi. Victor McLaglen is good,
too.*

GIRL CRAZY. R KO. Very, very light en-
tertainment. Bert Wheeler and Robert Wool-
sey are funny—sometimes. Mitzi Green does
some swell impersonations. Dorothy Lee,
Eddie Quillan and Arline Judge also ran.

IT'S TOUGH TO BE FAMOUS. Warner
Brothers. An enjoyable film. The trials and
tribulations of a boy hero—corking acting by
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., and clever dialogue.
Mary Brian is a charming heroine.*

LOVE STARVED. RKO. Helen Twelve-
trees suffers again. She marries Eric Linden in

haste and repents, until Eric reforms. It's

practically Linden's picture.*

MAN WANTED. Warner Brothers. Kay
Francis plays a lady editor with a philandering
husband and a handsome secretary who's in
love with her—guess what happens? With
David Manners, Una Merkel and Andy De-

NIGHT COURT. Melro-Goldwyn-Mayer. A
solemn account of crooked work in the magis-
trate courts. Walter Huston, Anita Page,
Phillips Holmes, and Noel Francis contribute
intelligent performances in this melodrama.*

SHOPWORN. Columbia. And so is the
story. Barbara Stanwyck's excellent trouping
saves the day. Selfish "mother-love" hinders
the romance between Barbara and Regis
Toomey—but true love finally triumphs as
usual.*

SYMPHONY OF SIX MILLIONS. RKO.
A realistic film concerning the rise of a family
from the Ghetto to fame, then their voluntary
return to the Ghetto for happiness. Ricardo
Cortez is excellent in the role of a surgeon.
Irene Dunne and Anna Appel are also featured.*

THE BROKEN WING. Paramount. Not
much novelty to this Mexican yam. Leo
Carrillo plays the usual good-bad hombre, Lupe
Velez a spicy senorita, and Melvyn Douglas
the American who wins the gal from Carrillo.
You'll enjoy it chiefly because of the cast.

THE GAY CABALLERO. Fox. A pleasing
western with a Mexican background. George
O'Brien fights, rides, and wins the girl, Conchita
Montenegro. Victor McLaglen plays a mys-
terious bandit.

THE FAMOUS FERGUSON CASE. Warner
Brothers. A composite picture of some of the
most sensational real murder cases. Good
court-room scenes, reporters snooping and
scooping, and plenty of excitement. With
Joan Blondell, Tom Brown, Leslie Fenton,
Vivienne Osborne and Kenneth Thomson.*

THE RICH ARE ALWAYS WITH US. First
National. This is Ruth Chatterton's best pic-
ture in a long time. You'll like it—it's modern
and entertaining. And it introduces George
Brent—he's good!*

THIS IS THE NIGHT. Paramount. This is

gay, risque, and some fun! Charles Ruggles and
Roland Young hand out the laughs generously,
and Lily Damita and Thelma Todd supply the
pulchritude.*

WHEN A FELLER NEEDS A FRIEND. Metro-
Golden-Mayer. Jackie Cooper plays a crippled child
and he's swell, as usual. The film drags but Jackie
and Chic Sale make up for that. Warning—you'll
weep!*

Short Features
SWIM OR SINK. Paramount. Avast, pirates!

Bimbo and Koko fall into the hands of some bold,
bad men of the sea in this Fleisher Talkartoon, but
guess who wins in the end? It's funny throughout.

THE GABLES MYSTERY. B. I. P. America. No,
not about Clark—but it's a fast-moving and ingenious
detective thriller that you'll enjoy. Well above the
average of British pictures.

TONY'S FILM SCRAP BOOK. Talking Pictures
Epics. Interesting reel showing the private life of
various animals, with close-up of a fight between two
spiders for the possession of the coveted fly.

WHAT A LIFE. Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. Flip the
Frog and his boy friend are street musicians who get
into trouble with the cops. With agreeable music
synchronization.

Ho for the rod and reel, and the thrill of
deep-sea fishing.' Here's Zane Grey,
famous novelist, with the thousand-
pound fin-flapper he caught. Don't miss

this film treat!

A FRESHMAN'S FINISH. Educational. Collegi-
ate capers, including burlesque cops, slapstick com-
edy and the time-honored freshman-sophomore war.
Some old stuff, but very funny nevertheless.

COUNTY HOSPITAL. Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
The hilariously unfortunate adventures of Messrs
Laurel and Hardy,
handled.

Plenty of new gags, expertly

IT'S A CINCH. Educational. What happens to a
dancing teacher when he decides to turn prize fighter.

Monte Collins finds it a tough life, but Phyllis Crane
soothes his wounds. Amusing.

SOUTH SEA ADVENTURES. Sol Lesser. Ho for
the rod and reel, and the thrill of deep-sea fishing!
Zane Grey, famous novelist, made this picture in the
South Seas for the entertainment of his friends, but
popular demand caused it to be released generally.
See him land that thousand-pound fin-flapper, and
you'll understand why!

* Reviewed in this issue.

T^r TIicsc pictures have been selected

by Delight Evans as worthy of

Screenland's seal of approval.
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Valentino — the screen
idol of yesterday.

GABLE IN VALENTINO'S ROLE?
(First Prize Letter)

Gable in "The Four Horsemen"—Gable
in Valentino's role ! What a picture that

could be

!

From the M-G-M offices comes the glad
rumor that Clark may do it. I hope it's

true. In my opinion it would provoke a
lavish box office smile for the producers,

while for Gable it would afford a supreme
opportunity to show what he can do. Be-
sides, it would be of manifest value just

at this time when one of the universal
topics of thought is the outlawing of war.
The theme of "The Four Horsemen" is the
futility of war—and in that respect the
picture has never been equalled, except
perhaps, by "All Quiet on the Western
Front."
Fm hoping that Ibanez's story will be

produced again, with my favorite filling

Valentino's boots—and filling them nobly

!

Pat Gordon,
P. O. Box 246,

Ennis, Texas.

THOSE MOVIE MIRACLE
WOMEN!

(Second Prize Letter)

So many girls confess having learned
how to wear their hair and clothes, which
fork to use, and how to say "eye-ther" just

by seeing and hearing their favorite movie
stars, that Fve come to the conclusion that
there must be something psychologically
wrong with me. For to me, the sight of
such overwhelming beauty and savoir {aire
is positively discouraging.
Take Connie Bennett, for instance. Her

every movement is a study in liquid grace.
I stumble over door-mats and bump into
chairs. She wakes up in the morning look-
ing fresh and sweet as a rose-bud. I wake
up with a layer of cold cream all over my
face, a marcel cap askew over one eye, and
a chip on my shoulder.

No one would want Connie to look like
that. But we do need more naturalness
and more every-dayness in our actresses

—

Here's your favorite fan-letter department,
"Hoots and Hoorays," all dressed up for summer.
Now that the Great Outdoors are looking

greater than ever, is it any wonder that fans are
comparing the film world to a baseball team, with
hits, runs, batting averages, and everything? And
guess who one reader's choice is for the World
Series Star!

Speaking of stars, here's a nice little part a fan
has picked out for Clark Gable. It's Rudolph
Valentino's romancing, tango-ing, swashbuckling
role in "The Four Horsemen." Greater love hath
no fan!

Little Madge Evans wins a round of handclaps
this month. For she's a jolly good actress, which
nobody can deny and get away with a whole skin.

True-to-life acting—the screen cigarette habit

—

and other burning topics make our avid letter-

writers seize their pens in hand. What's your pet
movie quarrel? Put it in a letter of 150 words or
less, and join in the fray. There are prizes, too

—

$20, $10, $5, and $5 respectively for the four best
letters. Mail to reach us by the 10th of each
month.

Write to Roses and Razzes, Screenland, 45 W.
45th St., New York. This is your page—we're
listening

the kind contributed by Barbara Stanwyck
and that grand old lady, Marie Dressier.

Myriam Rosseter,

2606 First Ave. South,

St. Petersburg, Fla.

THEY LISTEN AND LEARN
(Third Prize Letter)

Let me say a few words about what the

talkies have done for a small town in the

way of benefitting the rural community.
As a teacher I can state for a certainty

that the children in rural schools have
changed since the advent of the radio and
the talkies. They are not so terribly out

of it all as heretofore. The world is

brought to their door and life in real ear-

nest is laid before them. And the pleasure

and educative profit thus to be derived can-

not be overestimated.

And by the way, do let us have more
of the "Emma" type of picture, which is

more of a real teacher to children than all

the sermons in the world.
Gladys Mary Ranger,

Claresholm, Alberta, Canada.

"HOME RUN" SYLVIA
(Fourth Prize Letter)

Hollywood today much resembles a big
league baseball club. Plenty of material

for the outfield, but when the game calls

for fast action in the infield the lack of
talent is noticeable.

And as for batting averages, there are
several stars who can sock the ball for a
few scattered hits, but it takes the old stuff

to collect hit after hit, as the more ex'
perienced players—Dressier, Beery, Chat-

Gable—can he become
the Valentino of today?

terton, and so on—can do.

The "Pepper Martin" of pictures, no
doubt, is Sylvia Sidney. She had shown
just average talent during the season, but
when the World Series of real competi-
tion and opportunity came the young lady
was there with the goods. Consequently,
she has made several successive hits while
the less wide-awake players were taking a
seventh inning stretch.

Maurice Welds,
6057-34th Ave. N. E.,

Seattle, Wash.

GIVING THE "VEHICLES" A
RIDE!

I very resignedly wish that the producers
would give us more good stories in the
movies. Not just "starring vehicles" in

which everything centers around the star,

with not much thought as to how her
(or his) repeated appearance affects the
plot of the story. Each scene in pictures

of this kind is infested with situations

which give the "star" an opportunity to

emote. I don't like emoting. I like hu-
man, natural people, who seem like real

people as you watch them perform. There
are a goodly number of the latter kind
but, in my opinion, too many of the former.

Rachel Heaps,
1228 E. Center St.,

Pocatello, Idaho.

HE TURNED US DOWN!
A sigh for the return of a fine actor

who barely gave us a chance to get ac-

quainted before he was gone again, to

leave us wondering what was the matter

!

Why did you leave us, Kent Douglass ?

It wasn't quite fair, dismissing us with
scarcely a hearing.

We went to see that ravishing Craw-
ford gal, and found a new man. A vital,

sensitive, dramatic sort of person, with
the blondest hair and tragic eyes. We were
enthralled, and wondered how soon we'd
see him again. And when we did, we
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Going stronger than ever!

Madge Evans gave the best per-
formance of her sky-rockety
career in "Are You Listening?"

with William Haines.

decided we'd finally found something worth

while—but now what? He's gone, and

we're still wondering when we'll see him
again, this side the New York stage. Come
back and try once again, Kent. You left

a big, empty space in the line-up of really

good actors in Hollywood, for there are

so few who can claim that distinction!

Bettv Mulharen,
12521 Hamilton Ave.,

Detroit, Mich.

THEY CAN'T FORGET CLARA
Why all the Oh's and Ah's about Clara

Bow's successors? Clara is still a great

artist.

As there will always be but one Garbo,

one Valentino, one Chevalier, one Chaplin,

so there will always be but one Clara

Bow. She gave us many happy moments
when every one rushed to the nearest

theatre in which she was playing. She
made us laugh, she made us cry—and
when we came out we raved about her

beauty and marveled at her talent. But
now she has a "successor"—maybe two
or three. That's what they say; but where
are all her supposed fans ; have you for-

gotten those enjoyable hours?
Anyway, I still take my hat off to Amer-

ica's "It" girl—the one and only "It" girl,

Clara Bow. And my greatest hope is that

some day we shall again see her beauty
and talent on the screen.

Agnes Boker,
400 Fourth St.,

Bismarck, N. D.

LIL'S ELECTED!
In my opinion, Lil Dagover is the only

person on the screen who really rivals

Garbo. Lil Dagover has the same myste-
rious something in her eyes that made
Garbo famous. Lil was marvelous in "The
Woman from Monte Carlo," and that hat
she wore was fetching. As a man, I should
know when and where there is beauty

!

Harvey Landrath,
1234 Georgia Ave.,

Sheboygan, Wis.

MONKEY BUSINESS!
Why the over-emphasis on beasts in our

movie thrillers? Each new picture of the

shock-and-shudder series seems to go a t!t

further in making mire for the morbid. It

seems to have started with "The Gorilla"

and "Ingagi." Then came "Dracula," a
mild shudder picture in comparison with
the clinical aspects of "Frankenstein." The
new "Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde" also

stressed the horror element. And now we
have "The Murders in the Rue Morgue,"
another gorilla epic.

I suppose it all comes under the head
of "giving the public what it wants," but
I'm wondering whether the real public

wants this type of movie, and whether it

is to the best interests of the industry?

Jan Beckwith,
6220 37th St. N. W.,

Seattle, Wash.

DOUG IS MAKING ANOTHER
No one in the film colony could have

given us a picture just like "Around the

World in Eighty Minutes" but Douglas
Fairbanks, because the entire film soars
on the famous Fairbanks charm.

This travelogue is as good as the average
picture, besides being more interesting be-

cause of its novelty. During the trip one
enjoys a wealth of world treasures, hu-
morous magic, scenic romance, bright dia-

logue and thrilling adventures. Unlike
dozens of current movies, "Around the

World in Eighty Minutes" is a treat which
children and grown-ups may view with
equal pleasure.

That it lacks a single dull moment tes-

tifies to the need of an early sequel.

Alice Kerfoot,

Riverdale, Md.

Here's Betty Gillette, one of
Long Island's upper - crust
damsels, as she stepped off the
train to begin work as a con-
tract player with Warner

Brothers.

I
Something new in bathing
caps! This "hair-waved" cap,
simulating a waved coiffure, is

worn by Leila Hyams. They
come in blonde and brunette

shades.

LET THE BEST ONES WIN
I read so many protests against the vast

crop of new aspirants for screen fame; and
yet people still have more "Hoots" than
"Hoorays" for the present reigning fa-

vorites.

Let the old ones come back if they can

;

let the present ones survive ; and let the
new ones in ! Only the real stars among
the people and the real people among the
stars will be remembered, anyway. The
"hooters" will pick and pry at all points
of our beloved stars. But, protestors, if

your favorites are as bright as you claim,
they will never be crowded!

I am for any, or as many stars, as are
able to shine!

Wilma McCracken,
621 Shore Ave., N. S.,

Pittsburgh, Pa.

THIS IS DIFFERENT, ANYWAY!
In an age where acting should be well-

nigh perfected, I can but wonder how ra-

tional human beings can find anything
funny in the imbecilic antics of animals in

the so-called "animated cartoons." Instead
of funny comedies we are treated to a
maudlin exhibition of animals squeaking
and quaking. Pigs dance jigs and cows are
snobs while the audience rolls out of its

seats in sheer laughter.

Synthetic actors display their ability on
the screen while human ones look for work,
yet we clamor about the depression. The
talkies are a marvelous invention. Yet
what benefit do we derive from them by
viewing these insensate actions coupled by
music that resembles weird jungle chants?

Give us the old pie-throwing days

!

Certainly it is more logical that a man
should have a pie thrown at him than that

a pig should dance a jig!

Bill Keeler,

418 12th Avenue East.

Duluth, Minn.

HERE'S THE OTHER ANGLE!
I am content to let others comment on

the pictures of those gorgeous actresses

and handsome actors, for there is some-
thing else I would like to write about.

I wonder if the producers of short

{Continued on page 92)
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Cherie, a Gaynor Fan. Take your bow,
little Janet. Not every star can cut in on
first place in this department. Since the

release of "Delicious," I have had hun-
dreds of letters from Janet's admirers, ask-
ing for "plenty more" pictures with little

Janet and Charlie Farrell as sweethearts.

Why don't you write to Janet, Cherie, and
tell her all the things you have written me?
She will be pleased.

Elmer E. G. I'm flattered no end that

you find ideas, suggestions, and many facts

in my column for your stories of screen
favorites. You'll always find accurate facts

in Screenland—not wild rumors or dis-

tortions. Opinions will differ as to the

fine performance of the Barrymore brothers

in "Arsene Lupin"—laurels, laurels, who
gets the bacon? John as the suave Arsene
or Lionel as Guerchard, the detective?

Cress EI. Let's give a thought to falling

stars, you say. Well, Frances Lee and
Carman Barnes seem to have dropped

—

where are you, girls ? Jean Arthur played
opposite Neil Hamilton in "The Mysterious
Dr. Fu Manchu." Neil plays with Elissa

Landi in "The Devil's Lottery." He ap-
peared with Helen Hayes in "The Sin of

Madelon Claudet," and in "Tarzan"—in

fact, Neil is always busy. Jean Arthur is

on the stage in New York at this writing,

in "Foreign Affairs," with Henry Hull,

Dorothy Gish, and Osgood Perkins.

A Curious Friend. As one little girl to

another, I'm happy to tell you about Mitzi
Green, who has the reputation of "stealing

the show" in more pictures than I can
count. Mitzi was born in New York City
on Oct. 22, 1922. Her hair is brown and
her eyes are grey. Her father is Joe Keno
and her mother is Rosie Green, well known
in vaudeville and musical comedy. Mitzi
is the first child ever placed under contract
by Paramount. She made her first profes-
sional appearance when she was three years
old in a Gus Edwards sketch. When she
was six, she gave imitations of Moran and
Mack, the Two Black Crows, later adding
other celebrities to her impressions. She
was billed as Little Mitzi, when the Para-
mount scouts saw her work and she was
promptly signed for an important part in

"The Marriage Playground" with Mary
Brian and Fredric March. Since that time
she has played in "Sweetie," "Love Among
the Millionaires,". "The Santa Fe Trail,"

"Paramount on Parade," "Tom Sawyer"
and her latest, "Girl Crazy," with Wheeler
and Woolsey.

Skees. John Gilbert's next starring pic-

ture will be "Downstairs" from an original

story written by himself. He was married
to Ina Claire in 1929—but they have sepa-
rated. Ina has had several successful pic-

tures to her credit : "The Royal Family,"
"Rebound" and "The Greeks Had a Word
for Them."

Roberta. If I answer your questions I'll

be going some—and with whom and why?
To get on our way, we'll have a class re-

view on ages. Janet Gaynor is 25 years
old

; Joan Crawford was 24 on March 23

;

Charlie Farrell is 29; Junior Coghlan is

16; Mitzi Green is 9, and Jackie Cooper
is 8 years old.

Innocent. Are there any more abroad
like you? Jean Harlow was born Harlene
Carpenter on March 3, 1911, in Kansas
City, Mo. She took the name of Jean Har-
low which was her mother's maiden name.
Jean's first picture work was in "Moran of
the Marines" with Richard Dix and Ruth
Elder, for Paramount. Same year she was
cast in a Stan Laurel and Oliver Hardy
comedy, titled "Double Whoopee." She
has appeared in "The Saturday Night Kid"
with Clara Bow, doing just a small bit;

"Hell's Angels," "The Secret Six," "The
Iron Man," "The Public Enemy," "Goldy"
with Spencer Tracy ; "Platinum Blonde"
with the late Robert Williams, and her lat-

est, "The Beast of the City," with Walter
Huston and Wallace Ford. Jean is now
touring in vaudeville. They do say that
platinum blonde head was originally brown.

Phil. One of your juvenile favorites, Jackie
Coogan, has not made a picture since

"Huckleberry Finn" with Junior Durkin.
He hasn't announced any future picture
plans but his little brother Robert played
with Jackie Cooper in "Sooky." Jackie

Girl of the Month

!

It's your little friend, Janet "Deli-
cious" Gaynor, all ready to play in

"The First Year." Janet turned
down "Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm"
as too juvenile. But Janet—think of
the fun you could give your boy
and girl fans. Don't grow up on us!

Cooper will be seen in "Limpy," the story
of a crippled child, and you may be sure
he will give us his best. He was born in

Los Angeles, Cal., on Sept. 15, 1923. He
is 51 inches tall, weighs 73 pounds and has
blond hair and hazel eyes. In 1928 he
was a member of "Our Gang" and in 1930
Paramount borrowed him for "Skippy."
That picture put Jackie on the top of the
ladder.

Babe V. So you'd like to hear my col-

umn on the air—why should I steal the
crooners' thunder? John Mack Brown's
last release was "Lasca of the Rio Grande."
David Alanners is in great demand at the
studios. His current release is "Man
Wanted" with Kay Francis. The film was
called "A Dangerous Brunette" while in

production. David has played in "Lady
With a Past," with Constance Bennett

;

"The Greeks Had a Word for Them," and
his next is "Competition" with Chic Sale
and Ann Dvorak.

Jane F. Paul Cavanaugh was born in

Chiselhurst, Kent, England on Dec. 8, but
does not tell the year, not that it matters.

He graduated from Cambridge University
a barrister, but before getting down to

brass tacks, he wanted a bit of adventure.

He has worked as a porter in a Canadian
Railway depot ; made hay while the sun
shone in harvest time ; worked with an en-

gineering party in northern woods ; was a

member of the Canadian Northwest Royal
Mounted Police; was in the World W^ar

{Continued' on page 94)
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See Our New Red-Head!

Wide World

HERE SHE IS!

This is a brand-new view of

Jean Harlow as she looked at

the Hollywood opening of

"Grand Hotel." Your Platinum

Blonde is a Red-Head now

!

CAN you imagine Jean Harlow,

the original Platinum Blonde,

as a red-head? She has dyed her

hair to play the much-talked-of

heroine in the picturization of Kath-

erine Brush's sensational novel ; and

we visualize Jean as she may look—
red hair photographs brunette, you

know. Do you like her hair this

way, or do you prefer the coiffure

m the smaller picture, above?
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A "June" Brides First Dinner
JUNE! It isn't just the sixth month of the year

—

it's synonymous with flowers, romance, brides

!

And speaking of brides—June Collyer hasn't been
Mrs. Stuart Erwin very long. She isn't a June

bride, yet she is a "June" bride—anyway, you get the

idea ! Although she's a Hollywood screen star she shares

with all brides those thousand and one little problems of

the novice at home-making, and among them that most
momentous of all, the first dinner party.

A dinner party, no matter how small, is always a prob-

lem, June admits. According to Mrs. Erwin, Chicken
Maryland is always an appealing number, no matter what
the season. (Anyway, Stu is a chicken fiend!)

Of course the table should look as charming as pos-

sible, so June naturally insists on a centerpiece bowl of

fresh flowers. And candlesticks add a note of dignity

—

or shall we say romance?—to a small dinner table.

Here's a description of June's table which will be of

value to the young hostess. The table is beautifully and
smartly appointed with cloth of Italian linen, lace, and
embroidery. The flat

silverware is of
Colonial pattern ; the

service plates are

of green and cream

;

and the glassware is

of white and amber
crystal. Note the tall

salt and pepper shak-

ers. As to the rest,

feast your eyes on

the accompanying
menu, which is

June's idea of what
should go to make a
successful dinner for

a small group. And
a swell idea, say we

!

"HE" WILL ENJOY
This Dinner!

Fruit Cocktail

Jellied Consomme
Chicken Maryland
New Parsley Potatoes

Asparagus with Hollandaise
Sauce

Strawberry Ice and Petit

Fours
Demi-tasse

June Collyer Erwin offers a per-

fect menu to the young hostess

By

Evelyn Ballarine

Stuart and June waiting for their guests. The dinner
is just as good as the table looks—and Mrs. Erwin is

one of Hollywood's prettiest young hostesses.
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Ladies and gentlemen, it floats! This is Hamilton's
"floating ball" trick: the ball is made of steel, but he
raises it into the air by "compulsion," without any

tangible means of support. What a stunt!

IN
THE last chapter I described the effect of drop-

ping a deck of cards face down, making any chosen
card jump out of the deck face up. Now to ex-
plain the little "Gimmick"—that's what a magician

calls the secret of any trick—by which this is made pos-
sible.

When you spread the cards and let the spectator choose
one, let him return it on the top of half the deck ex-
tended to him ; then place the other half over it. Make
the "pass" as described in the last chapter, thereby bring-
ing the chosen card to the top of the deck. You can
easily cover this maneuver by a sudden movement or
sweeping gesture of the hands.

Shuffle a couple of times, making sure that the top card
always comes out on top. A moment's practice will show
you that little trick.

Then hold the deck, face down, a couple of feet above
table or floor. At the same time shove the top card aside,

so that it projects about half an inch beyond the rest of

Neil Hamilton's

Magic Corner

Good tricks—and you can do
'em! Here's the fifth and final

lesson

By

Neil Hamilton

the deck. Your hand over the deck will cover that. (See
illustration). Now—when you drop the deck, the top
card, projecting as it does, will be caught by the air and
turned over! Try it and see!
Now let us consider the important subject of palmis-

try—not as practiced by fortune tellers—but by magi-
cians. One must know how to "palm" a card, just as
one has to know how to make the "Pass," to perform the
average card trick.

Palming a card is simpler than it sounds. Look at
your hand. You will find that a card laid across it can
be gripped by the first joints of the fingers at one end,
and the base of thumb and heel of the hand at the other.
One can partly close the hand, bending the card a

little, and the hand will look perfectly natural and empty.
The trick is to get the card from the deck and into the
hand.

Have a card chosen. Get it to the top of the deck by
means of the pass. Do the false shuffle if you want.
Then let the little finger of the hand holding the deck

slip under the top card. Lay the other hand carelessly

over the deck, and the little finger can shove the card
neatly up into the palm where you can grip it. You can
at once grab the deck with the fingers and thumb of

the hand holding it, and extend it—palm held so the

palmed card is hidden—to a spectator to be shuffled. If

you study the illustrations I think the modus operandi
will be clear. {Continued on page 93)

No. 1 in the three stages of "palm-
ing" a card. Slip little finger

under the top card.

No. 2. Raise card with little finger
into waiting palm of other hand

above it.

Raise hand, gripping card in
palm, bending it slightly—then

"get away" with card.
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Four "Best" Performances!
GARBO Ladies' and Gentlemetij

Here is Acting!

MUNI
In the title role of "Scarface" Paul Muni
creates a character second to none in the
annals of stage and screen acting. He re-

fuses to make a cheap play for popularity

—

he is "Scarface," the brutal, childish, cow-
ardly, gaudy gangster, unmoral, merciless.

Muni is on the stage in New York right
now, but he is going back to Hollywood
soon, and we hope he stays in pictures. We

have no one on the screen like him.

Greta as Grusinskaya—the most exquisite portrayal
ever given by a girl on the screen. Yes—Garbo is

truly great in "Grand Hotel."

Scatter the superlatives! Dust off the laurel
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Which Wins our Honor Page?

The battle is on ! ScREENLAND'S Honor

Page can be given to only one star. But this

month we ask YOU to decide! We have

narrowed the best performances of the

month to four. Now we're embarrassed be-

cause we have but one Honor Page to give

to our Hollywood! Here—Garbo, Muni,

Raft, Dvorak— share the laurels among
you until your public makes up its mind.

We can't—we admit it!

GEORGE RAFT
You who see "Scarface" will never forget the

scene in which George Raft meets his death
at the hands of the man whom he trusted.

No heroics; no "ham" gestures; just—a look,

and a quiet slumping to the floor. That scene

will stay with you! And it lifts Raft right

into the front rank of screen actors. He
helped make "Scarface" the mighty picture

it is. Now Paramount may star him in

"Blood and Sand." He's new—vital—com-
pelling!

wreaths! It's a month

ANN DVORAK
A charming girl, a clever actress—and more,
much more than that! Everything Ann Dvorak
does is real. She qualifies as a cutie—in fact,

some think she resembles Billie Dove. But it

is her acting that matters. She has some of

Joan Crawford's intensity. She has depth and
power and imagination. If she fulfills the prom-
ise of "Scarface" she is on the way to big things.

of hit performances

!
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Drawing by Victor De Pauw

The

Great Decision

Chairman of a group of motion picture executives

to promising young actor

:

"Mr. Ricardo, we've decided to have your ears

operated on !"
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LOOK OUT!
Here Comes

TARZAN!

HE BREEZED in—no hat, no coat

—

just six feet three inches of broad
shoulders and muscle and tousled

hair streaked yellow by the sun,

and a careless grin featuring the whitest
teeth I ever saw. He threw himself into

a chair—I have the pieces right here—and
kept on grinning. And somehow I said good-
bye to Clark Gable and Jimmy Cagney and John Bar-
rymore and jumped up on that elephant. Weissmul-
ler is like that—real menace.
There he was. But the grin had faded. He swung

one leg over the arm of the chair. He looked sulky.
"Say," he said, "where can a guy go swimming in this

town? Do I have to wait until they get that tank at

the Capitol Theatre ready for my act? And it's

only eight feet deep." He got up and paced the office

restlessly. "Gosh—I want to go swimming!"
Instead he wandered over to a table where I had

this month's pictures spread out. He picked one up.
"Garbo—mmm !

"

"How would you like to act with her in a picture?"
"Me Tarzan—you Garbo! Swell!"
He thumped his chest, then gave an imaginary Gar-

bo a Tarzan push. It looked good. Leo, old lion,

there's an idea.

Johnny came across a still of Charlie Farrell. "My
pal!" He scattered pictures right and left. Then he
saw some gorgeous portraits of Gwili Andre, Radio
Pictures' new find. "Say, I used to know her. Yeah,
she's pretty. Which one looks the most like her? This
one, I guess—" and he picked up the art study of

Andre that you'll find adorning our rotogravure
gallery.

"What's this?" He held up a picture of Joan Blon-
dell in a bathing suit.

"That's Blondell—

"

"Swell!"
"Yes, isn't she?"
"I mean the pool—that's a fine pool. Oh, yes,"

absently, "she is."

Weissmuller in a suavely tailored gray suit with
correct accessories is still Tarzan. He's cramped by
four walls. He belongs outdoors. He makes Gable
seem a drawing-room sheik and Cagney an Oxford
under-graduate. Trying to get a close-up of him is

like trying to pet a tiger. Oh, he liked making "Tar-
zan" all right.

"Cheeta? Say, she's a nice old chimp. We had a

lot of fun. Remember that scene on the river bank?
She kept pushing me in as fast as I'd come out. Wish
I had Cheeta here for my act. I'll be on tour fourteen

ribs, too-

Yes, it's Johnny Weissmuller,
climbing right into the picture.
From a frail boy he became the
fastest swimmer in the world. Un-
heralded in Hollywood, he leaped
into film fame as "Tarzan." Now
he's the idol of small boys every-
where—and girls of all ages. He's
something new in screen stars.

Save this page and read it again a
year from now. Remember our
prediction: Johnny is the big new
bet of pictures. He's no actor

—

he's real!

weeks. Wish Stubby Kruger
was along, but he stayed out
there to go into pictures. Sure,

I made that Tarzan yell my-
self."

He cracked a couple of win-
dows proving it. And sure, he
fought that lion—broke some

Never mind," I said. "I believe you."
Somebody told him he looks like Gary Cooper.

Johnny went red. "Why, Gary's a good-looking guy!"
His kid idol was Douglas Fairbanks the first. He

still likes him. John Barrymore, next. A newspaper
quoted him as preferring Lupe Velez among the gals.

"Oh, I just said Lupe because I thought of her first,"

he said. "I like 'em all!"

He doesn't smoke. He won't eat fish—says he's no
cannibal. He's in a panic at the thought of auto-
graphing pictures and programs. When he was known
as the world's fastest swimmer he had plenty of at-

tention, too—but he doesn't believe it.

One thing about all this "Tarzan" excitement
pleases Weissmuller. The kids like it.

"That's what I want to make pictures for," he
said slowly. "I used to read the Tarzan books myself.

I—I want to please the kids!"

So I let him off. "I'll see you in the movies," I said.

He straightened his six feet three. He forgot all

about moving pictures and portraits of beautiful

women. At the door he turned around and grinned:

"I'm going swimming!" he said.
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YOUR
QUESTIONS:

Will she go to Sweden?
Will she make a picture

in Europe?
Will she work in Holly-
wood again?

Will she retire?

THE
ANSWERS:

For a vacation.

It's a possibility.

Maybe one a year for

Metro.
NO!

What Does the Future

Hold for Garbo ?

f I ^HIS month Garbo makes the most important
i decision of her whole life!

1 Is she to go home to Sweden to live luxuriously

and quietly "happy ever after'' on the fortune she
has accumulated in the movies?

Will she make the pictures she wants to make in

Europe?
Or will she sign another Hollywood contract and con-

tinue her unparalleled triumphs as the most popular
figure in the theatrical world today?

Hollywood is burning with an even more extraor-

dinary curiosity than that evinced by the public in gen-

eral. Garbo's thoughts have long been a mystery, but

what she is planning to do now is the biggest puzzler of

all.

Adrian, who has designed her screen costumes for

years and is an intimate friend—as intimate friends of

Garbo's go—says that sometimes she remarks, "Yes, I

think I go home !" And the next day dismisses such a

possibility with a shrug and two terse words, "Dot's
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Garbo—money in the bank, ambitions realized, tired

of fame, longing for freedom—this month makes her

great decision

silly!" That's Garbo.

Yes—by the time you read this she

will probably be on her way home to

Sweden. But it may be only for a

vacation. On the other hand, she

may decide to make a picture or two

in Europe. She has had many offers

from Hollywood producers. Her
salary demand has been quoted as

$14,000 a week. It may be that she

will return to Hollywood and make
one super-picture a year for Metro-

Goldwyn-Mayer, the company which

sponsored her and helped make her

the great star she is. One thing is

certain : she will NOT retire from the

screen. Garbo would like to make a

picture when and as she wants to

—

a story she likes, when she likes.

And Metro, of course, is the logical

fdm company for her to sign with.

At this writing only two things can

definitely be stated about her plans

—

for the reason that Garbo, herself, has

only settled two things in her own
mind. One: she will "go home" to

Sweden in any event, even if only

for a vacation this summer. Two

:

she is not planning permanent re-

tirement. On her other plans—as

to when and with what company she

will make her next motion pictures

—

she is still wavering. She is a frank
and sincere woman. Her refusal to

discuss these matters give us a true

insight into her real self.

In "Flesh and the Devil"
days when Garbo got a real
kick out of her work! With
director Clarence Brown—

and John Gilbert.

By

Ben Maddox

But which is her real self ?

Decide her motives and you've
solved The Great Garbo Mystery

!

But even Sherlock Holmes and Philo
Vance, combined would be stumped
with this singular problem. The
Egyptians had a word for their cham-
pion secret-keeper. They called their

Garbo the Sphinx!
Does Garbo honestly dislike the

minute scrutiny which movie fame
has focussed upon her? Would it be
human to be sincerely indifferent to

the adulation of millions?

Either Garbo is truly an introvert,

a woman who does not need others

to be perfectly content, or she is once
again exhibiting one of her master
strokes of super-showmanship!

Since the lady does not choose to

talk, perhaps we can solve the riddle

of her perpetual silence. After all,

doesn't the old proverb advise us

to judge a person by his actions

rather than by wordy intentions?

Here are various facts about Garbo
which may help you to decide just

what she is going to do when the

farewell -or-stay moment comes.
If she is going home to her native

country for good, why did she re-

cently move to a different house?
Had the San Vincente Boulevard
residence in Santa Monica become
too well-known to the public ? Would
she bother to search for a new hide-

Garbo with Erich
von Stroheim in
her new picture,
"As You Desire
Me." She plays a
cabaret singer — a
disillusioned wo-
man of the world,
"fed up" with her
playwright lover,

and life in general.
Then she meets
Melvyn Douglas —
but that's another
story, which you
will want to see on

the screen.
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away in Brentwood Heights if

she expected to be here only

until the completion of "As You
Desire Me"?

If she plans to stay in Amer-
ica, why has she never bought
or so much as leased a house ?

Why does she insist upon rent-

ing from month to month ? Is

this consistent with her econom-
ical traits?

If she plans to retire, why
Garbo, 192 6. doesn't she proclaim that "As

You Desire Me -

' is her final ap-
pearance ?

If she intends to stay, why has she never shown an
inclination to take out citizenship papers?

If she hates publicity, why did she "hide" in Walter
Winchell's hotel when she went vacationing? Do you
suppose she had read and heard his intimate gossip about
the movie stars and decided to give him something to

spread far and wide about herself?

Or do you argue she didn't realize that visiting Broad-
way just before the release of "Mata Hari" and
being extremely aloof and incommunicado would get

her reams of publicity? If she refuses to be inter-

viewed, why does she assiduously read every item printed

about herself in the movie magazines?
If she secretly revels in the you-chase-me attitude,

why is it that she has never concocted a fantastic past

as all other exotic ladies of the screen have done? Why
has she never made any attempt to mystify us? (Or
has she?)

If she doesn't care a whoop about clothes off-screen,

why does she pay Hollywood's most expensive tailor

nice sums to make her those smart, tailored suits? If

she doesn't love fine feathers, why did she buy that

gorgeous mink coat on her New York trip and maneuver
to wear it in the opening scene of "Grand Hotel"?

If she is going home, why would she risk her suprem-
acy, consent to share honors with four other stars in

this production? Why did she change her billing—drop

A study of Svengali and Trilby in Hollywood. At the
left is the late Mauritz Stiller, Swedish director who
discovered Garbo. Lon Chaney, made up for "The
Road to Mandalay" — remember? — at the right.

Greta, the girl, on the threshold of Hollywood
success. She was very young, naive, ambitious

—

working on her second American picture, "The
Temptress," and not even starred. The world was
yet to be conquered. Look at her natural, fresh

face, her almost shy attitude. Not yet Garbo
the Great, but just a girl trying to get along!

the Greta—at this time? To make herself stand out

as a distinctive personality, an individual best described

by one brief name? Was this the gesture of a bored,

fed-up actress or the clever bit of strategy of a smart
showman ?

If she is going to stay, why has she refused to accept

the position in Hollywood society which her success

would give her? By turning down invitations to meet
distinguished guests at the swanky parties staged by
Mary Pickford and Marion Davies, did she lose or gain
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Garbo, the woman, most famous actress in the

world, proud and poised, but oh, so tired! The
door is open—to further fame, or the freedom
she craves. Dare she go on, trying to break her
own records? How she must long to say, "That
was my life! Now I can live in the shadows."
Have you realized what a decision she must make?

glamor? Hollywood is baffled by her.

If she is tired of it all, why has she shown more en-

thusiasm for her last three pictures
—"Mata Hari,"

''Grand Hotel," and "As You Desire Ale
-

'—than for any
previous work?

Those able to observe Garbo closely believe that dur-

ing the filming of "Mata Hari
-

' she began to change into

a different person. Is this true ?

We all know into what a strange and unfriendly atmos-

phere she was plunged when she first came to this coun-

Garbo, 1932.

try as Mauritz Stiller's protege.

Nobody gave her a second
thought and her hit in "The
Torrent" amazed everyone—in-

cluding Garbo herself.

Naturally shy, not used to

brilliant society nor lavish liv-

ing, she asked for a comfortable .

room with a nice private family
as her residence. She wore cot-

ton underwear. She did not
have good taste in clothes and.
because she did not know how
to wear them to advantage, was
not interested in sartorial effects.

Her romance with John Gilbert brought her into con-
tact with filmland's select. But, wise beyond her years,
she foresaw that she could never be happy with the
mercurial Gilbert. He took her to parties. Never hav-
ing mixed with people, she did not understand the proc-
ess of making friends. She had not gone to college nor
had any previous opportunity to learn the graces of
society. Ill at ease, she realized that she did not have
the artificial polish of the average Hollywood girl. She
couldn't wise-crack and be the life of the party type.

It was then she became dissatisfied with Hollywood
and the idea of going home to Sweden grew upon her.
When she first arrived, she had been anxious to make
good and stay here. America was the "promised land,"
a place for an idealist to find fame and fortune.

After overwhelming success far beyond her eager
expectations, she discovered how different the ways
of Hollywood were from those of her own country,
learned that she was supposed to parade in the tradi-

tional movie star manner. She resolved to make all the

money she could and to quit at the height of her success.

You must remember that she spoke very few words
of English when she came here. She didn't have to

learn much for her silent pictures. And this language
handicap was another barrier between her and those who
wanted to be friendly with her.

The talkies stirred her on (Continued on page 93)

The dressing-table of Garbo at the studio, plain and
unadorned. Note the lamps without shades, and the
simple toilet accessories—strictly utilitarian. See the
little Chinese doll perched on top? Garbo has a fancy

for dolls and toy animals.
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Some call it madness, but the Coast calls it nice!

ITS

Hollywood's

Own
Moral

Code

s
V

"Conventions are merely a
high fence between free-

dom of mind and confine-
ment," says Lilyan Tash-
man. It was Lil who in-
troduced the stockingless

fad in America.

CONVENTIONS have no
place in Hollywood, where
the stars have created their

own moral codes. Right
and wrong are in the mind, the

film-famous believe, and for that

reason Hollywood condones acts

that you might criticize. Before
you pass judgment on the seeming
social breaches of the stars, diagnose the point of view
taken by members of the film colony and perhaps your
verdict will not be so harsh.

For instance, it is common for wedded actors or ac-

tresses to be seen at public functions in the company of
other than their legal partners. If this happens else-

where than Hollywood, an immediate scandal follows,

but in the film colony little heed is paid the unconven-
tionality. It is recognized that studio working hours are

irregular; perhaps a husband or wife may work nights

for weeks or even months. The working half of a mar-
ital union does not expect the. other half to remain at

home and twiddle thumbs. Therefore, most Hollywood
husbands and wives are glad that the film colony's elastic

disregard of conventions permits married persons to be

seen publicly accompanied by family friends.

An instance of this occurred during the recent opera
season, when a prominent actress appeared nightly in the
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By

James M.

Fidler

company of a notorious Hollywood
playboy. Her husband was engaged
on a picture and the playboy was a

family friend
;
also, the wife is very

fond of the opera. Think of the

profound faith these three expressed

in each other—the wife feared no
gossip, the husband was happy that she could attend the

operas, and the playboy made no attempt to take advan-

tage of his position, because he appreciated the faith

reposed in him by his friends.

"Conventions are merely a high fence between free-

dom of mind and confinement," says Lilyan Tashman.
"One reason Hollywood is such a marvelous dwelling

place is that people are not regarded with suspicion be-

cause they fail to live exactly according to the prescrip-

tions of Emily Post."

Miss Tashman, among other anti-conventionalisms, in-

troduced the stockingless fad in America. Sedate women
gasped when she made her first public appearance with

limbs thus unadorned, but in a short time the fashion

became world-wide, principally because it is economical

and comfortable, even though it was once considered

shocking.

In most municipalities, over-righteous persons look

askance on girls who choose to live alone. When Sue
Carol was a Chicago girl, she separated from her hus-

band. She preferred

living alone, but she

realized such an act
would bring down a

storm of criticism on
her head; therefore she

returned to the household

of her mother, which is sel-

dom a totally happy move
for a woman accustomed to

operating her own home.
When Miss Carol moved to

Hollywood, she lived alone

for three years and nobody
gave the matter a second
thought, because thousands
of decent girls live alone in

Hollywood. They arrive in

Garbo in the grip of drama! In "Grand Hotel" she
plays the role of Grusinskaya, a dancer with great

artistic but little moral sense.

Still a Southern gentleman, suh! Bobby Jones
didn't "go Hollywood

"

—when he went West
to make a series of shorts he refused all proffers
of feminine companionship, and kept out of

the rough.

the film colony from every corner of the world. All of

them cannot find accommodations
at the Y. W. C. A., the Girls

Studio Club or in private homes

:

many must live alone. Hollywood
understands, and girls who dwell

alone and entertain in their one-
room apartments meet with no
criticism.

Every community has its recluse

—the mystery woman who lives

alone, generally on the outskirts

of town. {Continued on page 81)
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He's Afraid

of Women
Spencer Tracy, one of the toughest of

screen hombres, is alarmed by those

aggressive girls

By

Colin Reynolds

Tracy comes into his own as the
hard-boiled Sergeant Quirt of the
talkie "What Price Glory?" But
guess what that hand over his chin

is concealing!

OH, BEWARE of a man
with a dimple in his chin

!

That chin and that dim-
ple, with the generous mo-

bile mouth above them, are an
important factor in the rising
success of Spencer Tracy, whose
second option on the five-year con-
tract with Fox has just been duly

vised.

And it's going to count no end
when we see him as Sergt. Quirt

in "What Price Glory?"—Eddie
Lowe's old role in the silent version

of gorgeous memory. I saw the

stills which won the decision for the

revival of this best of all United
States war stories. One under-
stands right away that the dimple in

the chin is the asset which will con-
found Ccipt. Flagg in those mutual
love affairs in which the captain is

forever the frustrated rival. They'll be beginning pro-
duction on this picture about the time this story appears
in print.

In the meantime, Spencer Tracy has made six pictures
since he came to Hollywood a little over a year ago

—

winning great notices for his work in all of them and
thus banishing the idea that he is a New York stage
actor just being tried out in films.

Like Clark Gable, Spencer owes his break to "The
Last Mile." Spencer played the role of the killer, Mears,

Spencer and his seven-year -old
son. Notethecharacteristic
Tracy eyes, ears and smile. The
boy is a perfect pocket edition!

in New York for a year, and was
given leave to accept a Hollywood
offer. That was when he made
"Up the River," the first picture

to "kid" prison life.

Interestingly, Clark Gable was
in New York at the time, out of

work. Tracy suggested that he

try for the part of Mears in "The
Last Mile" on the road. A few
weeks later, Gable was doing just

that, in Los Angeles — and we
know what the two-weeks' run

there did for Gable. So that was
a pretty lucky play for both of

them.

Tracy's success was slower than

Gable's in pictures. But his fan

mail is not far short of Gable's

now, and is from more men than

women. Men particularly ap-

proved him as the cop hero in

"Disorderly Conduct," and his

work in "Quick Millions" won
mention as among the ten best pic-

tures of last year.

Quite different is his characteri-

husband, with Doris Kenyon, inzation of the nasty

"Young America."
"That was a swell part," grinned Spencer, "I sure

enjoyed that picture. Frank Borzage is a peach of a

director."

But it's all right. Spencer is won to grace by the

small adopted boy in the last reel—the self-same boy

who aroused his lower nature in the first part of the

story. But he sure knows how to be a disagreeable guy

when the occasion demands it! (Continued on page 82)
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The Constance

Nymph

!

They tried to make her a sweet

little thing—but she's going to

show 'em yet

!

Up-and-Cummings.' Connie has always drawn decorous roles in her pictures, but she's
her fun-loving self off the screen. And now she achieves her ambition with a comedy

part with Harold Lloyd in "Movie Crazy."

BENEATH a correct ladylike

exterior, Constance Cummings
conceals a veritable imp of

mischief.

You wouldn't have suspected that,

would you, when you saw her as the

nice girl in "The Criminal Code" with Walter Huston,
with Ben Lyon in "Big Time," and all the rest of the

roles Columbia chose for her?
So it's a bit surprising when she declares in her nice

well-bred manner, "Goodness, I'm longing to cut loose.

I wish they'd let me be impudent once in a while."

Well, she has a chance to be a smart, crisp little com-
medienne in Harold Lloyd's new picture, "Movie Crazy."

"It's a grand part," beams Connie. "Mr. Lloyd chose

me at first because it called for some sly make-up which
disguises me part of the time. I'm a movie actress in it."

"Which should give you a good opportunity to put

over some of your prankish satire," I surmised, because
this young Cummings person loves making fun of any-

thing and everything, and especially her own profession.

That's her taste in reading, too—she loves the gay satirists.

We haven't been able to hang a single serious romance
on Constance since she came to Hollywood a year ago,

brought out by Samuel Goldwyn from the New York
stage for a role opposite Ronald Colman. She was
found to be "unsuitable" after the tests were made and
it looked like another Hollywood heartbreak for a day
or two. But Columbia snatched her up on a five-year

contract, and saved the tears.

She did, however, make good friends with Ronald and
sometimes plays tennis with him. But then she may
also be seen in the company of Leslie McFadden, son of
the congressman ; of Mark Busby, young newspaper

By

Peggy Hart

man ; of Benn Levy, author of plays,

notably "Springtime for Henry"; of
King Kennedy, young actor — dis-

pensing her smiles impartially.

One might almost claim that Con-
stance is a "man's woman"—because,

you see, she has so few women friends and so very many
men friends. But that probably is because brother,

Cummings Halverstadt, is a reporter. You will have
noticed how her tastes run to the literary boys

!

And I regret to divulge that, while Columbia obviously
regards her as the "nice girl," the young lady can shoot
a sinful game of craps and lick these case-hardened re-

porters to their undoing

!

There is positively no tosh about Connie, who is a
most comfortably frank person. She admits blandly

that she isn't interested in world politics or even the

news of the day and frequently forgets even to glance at

a newspaper.
She may be slim and ethereal-looking, but how that

girl can eat ! You should see her put away a steak with
the boys. By which you will have guessed she is one of

the lucky ones who don't have to diet. She just naturallv

loses weight while working on a picture and so can stuff

to her nice little flat tummy's great content

!

Right now she is working in "The Criminal Court"
with Edmund Lowe. Eddie is on the Columbia lot now,
since his au revoirs to Fox, but is still his jaunty self

and was sporting a gardenia in his buttonhole when he

looked in on Connie during our talk. His greeting was
characteristic—a jolly hello, as to another fellow one

is fond of. So you see, even Eddie isn't tempted to be

flirtatious with this highly normal young lady. She is in

danger of having too many (Continued on page 90)
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Claudette Colbert is the star, Norman Foster
the actor-husband, in this Hollywood duo.

How about those separate domiciles?

Fame or no fame, the Frank Fays are "this way" about
each other. Frank encourages Barbara—Barbara
helps Frank. But will Stanwyck' s soaring star eventu-
ally prove too much for her husband's peace of

mind?

Must

Careers

Kill Love?
IT

IS a compliment to the poise and discretion of Ann
Harding and her husband, Harry Bannister, that

news of their decision to seek a divorce should have
proved such a shock to the film colony. Usually

there are a thousand leaks in these matrimonial barks
which warn the interested that another wrecked romance
is imminent. Such news travels quickly in Hollywood

!

It is now generally conceded that Ann was
responsible for the straightforward manner in

which the news was divulged in identical letters

written and delivered simultaneously to all the

Los Angeles newspapers. Two letters in each en-

velope—one signed by Ann, the other by Harry,
making the simple but devastating statement.

Thus did the public learn that Ann's great

success in motion pictures overshadowed
Harry's comparatively meager achievements so

disconcertingly that the husband felt thwarted
and belittled and so made married life intoler-

able for them. Ann's letter went on to explain

that, apart from her, Harry could again make
his own career—meaning his masculine prestige

could be so restored, his ability and self-con-

fidence so rehabilitated, that success would
crown his efforts. It will now be interestingly

up to Harry to prove this.

It has become pretty obvious that precious

few men are able to function as second fiddle

to successful wives. Tradition is against them.
For many centuries men have been encouraged
to regard themselves as the lords of creation, the

head of the family, top boss. Even, I mean, when they
were not necessarily endowed with the superior qualities

of character such an authority should naturally entail.

Wives more or less meekly accepted the situation.

But an alarming thing called "woman's suffrage" in-

truded upon this halycon masculine paradise. Even be-

fore that, industry, commerce, the professions, the arts,

With Ann Harding so far outshining her husband on the
screen, it's no wonder the Harry Bannisters became better
known as the "Ann Hardings." Yes, that's little Jane, sitting

up at table like a regular!
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Joan and Doug, Jr. are a well-known pair of
marital harmonizers. Joan has been the "big
gun" of this team to date—but watch Doug

scale that ladder!

What happens to Hollywood
marriages when Fame casts its

shadow between?

By

Alma Whitaker
Wide World

Come what may in the domestic fortunes of the Clark
Gables, the career question isn't among their prob-
lems. Mrs. Cable is a non-professional, which leaves

Clark in undisputed possession of the field.

had been reluctantly opening their doors to women. In

view of the present situation in the drama, it is amusing
to recall that not so very long ago, men played all women's
roles on the stage. And even within the memory of our

own grandparents, it was regarded as rather disgraceful

for a woman to go on the stage.

So we cannot expect these flouted males to take kindly

to the new order in a couple of generations. As Bernard
Shaw once said, when asked what type of woman he
preferred, "She must be clever enough to permit me to

believe that I am cleverer.''

One can smile with a little wistful sympathy for Ann,
striving to prove to Harry that he was the more clever,

in the face of such irrefutable testimony to the contrary

—especially as witnessed in dollars and cents.

And perhaps, too, for Harry, trying to believe it.

The money question is so emphatic. Women
can be gracefully financially dependent on men,
(although a lot of them strike against that),

but it galls a man to be

on a woman in addition

ferred to as, say, "Ann
Every fibre of their

Fortunate couple! Joan Bennett, actress, is eminent in one
kind of career, while Gene Markey is high up in another. So
the odds should favor accord between these Hollywood newly-

weds. Markey is a successful Hollywood writer.

financially dependent
to being forever re-

Harding's husband."
masculinity, fostered

through the ages, smarts resentfully under such

a situation. And, although it may not be true,

Hollywood has long since understood that Ann
allowed Harry $1000 a month. Even if un-

true, one can understand how this pseudo-

knowledge unconsciously affected people's at-

titude towards Harry.
Then, too, where the case is reversed, the

wife can perform definite duties of home-keep-

ins, of child's raising, of social entertainment,

contributing ever to her

But it

successful husband's

will be several moregreater prestige,

generations before a husband can bring himself

to be the perfect housekeeper, the wise father,

the charming host, {Continued on page 88)
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Screenland pre-

sents a colorful

close-up of a big

man behind the

movie scenes—Will
H. Hays

By

Benjamin

De Casseres
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Will Hays says: "When I think of the part motion pictures are playing in my own boy's
future, I read again the standards which the Motion Picture Producers and Distributors

have set as their aim. I think it would be hard to state a finer purpose,"

Meet "The General"

HE IS always known as "The General" in the

Big Top over at 28 West 44th St., where the

"Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of

America" lives and moves and has its being in

Will H. Hays.
The General is not only the day ledger of the Magic

Screen but he is also its Conscience. It is a very human
Conscience. Personally, I think, with Hamlet, that Con-
science makes cowards of us all. And why not? If it

doesn't, this world would be anarchic and chaotic.

"There are things you've just got to be scared of—
all of us—to keep a whole skin," said the General in

his talk with me.
I recalled to the General our first meeting. It was

in the Astoria Studio of the Famous Players in 1924.

We were making a picture depicting the history of the

Post Office Department. We were about to do the scene

of the turning over of the Postmaster Generalship to

Hubert Work, the new Postmaster General, by Mr.
Hays, the retiring Postmaster General.

Mr. Hays, our "star," turned up on time. But we
made him punch the time-clock. "Sure!" he said—and
this big, laughing boy gave it a twist that nearly put

it out of commission.

We told him we'd have to make him up—rouge him,

etc.

"My face is yours," he said. "It isn't the handsomest
in the world—but neither was Socrates' nor Woodrow
Wilson's. And be careful of those ears !"

And so he kept kidding us and himself all through the

daubing up and during the ceremonies with Mr. Work
at the desk while the camera was grinding.
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When he got three close-ups in five minutes he shout-

ed at Tommy Meighan, who was looking on

:

"Say, Tom—aren't you jealous?"

I gathered from all this that the Hon. Will H. Hays
got a great big kick out of life. Even today when I see

him—he is now 53—I always expect him to pull out his

bag of marbles and say, "Let's play
!"

The second time I met him was in the Writers' Club

out in Hollywood. He made a speech to an assemblage

of scenarists and title-writers. I have never forgotten

one sentence in his address that is as apropos today as it

was then

:

"There are about fifteen million persons attending

motion pictures every day in America. That is not as

important as why about forty millions do not attend

them. Now, it's up to you boys to find out why!"
And he pointed his finger right straight at Waldemar

Young and myself.

"He practically says that you and I are responsible

for the forty millions absentees," said Wally gloomily.

But I gallantly took the blame,

for I consider Wally Young one

of the top-notch scenario writers

in the country.

So I rose up like a little man
and said

:

'Air. Hays, I'm responsible for

keeping forty million persons out

of the picture houses."

Nobody in that audience

laughed more heartily than Will

H. Hays.
When I went to see him for

Screenland the other day the

General was up to his ears in his

yearly report. Frank J. Wilstach,

who is the famous Old Sleuth of

the Simile, towed me around in

and out of doors until finally we
got into the brainery of the Gen-
eral.

Mr. Wilstach, by the way, has a
secretary who relates an anecdote
that illustrates the good humor of

the General and his ability to twist

the raw edges off of an embarrass-
ing situation. "The General" is

The girl had never seen Mr.
?e°d er^f the^Yc

Hays, who had just returned from scfeln but he is a£o
its Conscience.

a long trip to the coast. He came in to see Mr. Wil-
stach on his return, and was stopped at the door by the
vigilant secretary, who asked him his business.

"Why," said Will, "my name is Hays. I work here,

too!"

But getting back to the General in his brainery. He
hasn't changed a bit since my last tussle with him. He
is still Health Abounding, takes it on the chin with a
joke—always the hail-fellow-well-met, ready to clink a
glass with you (but nothing stronger than lemonade is

in his glass).

He said he only had a few minutes. But when he gets

started he can talk like a machine-gun.
I made my first pass at him

:

"Will there ever be a time when the pictures will have
the same freedom as the speaking stage?"
"Any violation of good taste should not be presented

either on stage or screen," replied the General.

"That," I came back, "brings up the old question of

what is good and what is bad taste?"

"Good taste," he said, "is something that fits.

Bad taste is something that doesn't fit. If drink-

ing or the use of certain vulgar words or any
strong sex-scene is absolutely in keeping with
the story, is part of the woof and warp of a
story, it is not a (Continued on page 79)

Mr. and Mrs. Will H. Hays, snapped by the camera
on one of their frequent visits to California.

Hays enjoys his visits to the studios. Here he is

with Ramon Novarro on the set of Ramon's new
picture, "Huddle." Top row, left to right: Mrs.
G. E. Griffith, Mrs. George McNichol, Mrs. Edwin
T. Hubbell, Mrs. Will Hays. Bottom row: Mr.
McNichol, Dr. Hubbell, the astronomer who is

working with Einstein on a new light theory;
Ramon Novarro, and Will Hays.
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Do you thrill to the call of the South Seas? Long, lazy days on that beach at

Waikiki; warm, perfumed nights of mystery? Forget your troubles and come

along to this palm-fringed island of pleasure. Check your inhibitions and find

your old impulsive self in an enchanted setting. "Bird of Paradise" beckons you

!

HERE is romance run rampant

!

Do you thrill at the very mention of the

South Seas? At the idea of wonderful, tire-

less days spent in the surf, or lying on the
smooth white beach watching the lazy waves break far

out over the gleaming coral reefs? At the thought of
warm, perfumed nights beneath a huge, tropical

moon ?

Would you like to steal away from the workaday
world with its civilized troubles to a quiet, languorous
land of flowers and sunshine and simplicity? Hie away
to a palm-fringed island of pleasure where you'd find

your perfect sweetheart in an enchanted setting?

Then you will be thrilled beyond any mere description

with Dolores Del Rio and Joel McCrea in the most
glamorous of all the South Sea love tales

—"The Bird
of Paradise.''

The very title has long had a magic hold on our
imaginations. Richard Walton Tully's play ran for

years. There have been other tropical idylls, but in this

—the greatest of them all—Hollywood captures the lure

of Hawaii for the first time.

Small wonder that Dolores and Joel are still under
the spell of the picture. Five weeks were spent on loca-

tion, the exterior scenes being filmed right in the actual

locales.

Illness and poor stories have hindered Dolores Del
Rio since the talkies. As Luana, the exotic native girl

who defies the tabu of her tribe for the love of the hand-

some white youth Johnny, she once again proves the
singular charm and force of her unique personality.

Scheduled by RKO as the most elaborate presentation
on its 1932 schedule, "The Bird of Paradise" promises
to restore Dolores to the front row of stars.

Joel ( What-A-Physique !) McCrea is given the best

opportunity of his promising career as the man in the

case. Because Johnny is so much like the real Joel, this

hero is extremely convincing

!

Four men—the head cameraman, production manager,
recording expert, and property man—preceded the tech-

nical crew of forty which accompanied Dolores, Joel,

and director King Vidor to Honolulu. No other actors

besides the two leads were taken on the trip. There are

only a few white men in the picture aside from Joel, and
the scenes in which they figure were made in Southern
California.

An entire native village was "rented" to furnish the

proper background for one sequence. Its inhabitants,

pleasant, likeable people, were so anxious to please that

in between the episodes in which they acted they enter-

tained the company with a continuous round of music

and dancing. King Vidor's dealings with them were
easy. He just hired the chief, and that efficient gentle-

man furnished everything—the village, men, women and
children, ceremonial dances, and even had pigs chased

through the streets for atmosphere

!

"It was a glorious vacation rather than work," says

Dolores. "It took the crew so long to get the cameras
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set up and everyone quieted down for the 'mikes' that

we averaged only about three hours a day of actual

shooting. We had lots of time to swim and enjoy the

outdoor life. Believe me, Honolulu is the ideal play

spot.

"Our 'Bird of Paradise' is not faithful to Tully's

play. After the studio had bought the rights, they found
that there was very little novelty left in the play. Pro-
duced years ago, it broke records in every large city and
has been given by practically every stock company.
Many movies have imitated its story.

"King Yidor, therefore, has written a new story to

fit the title. He retains the spirit of the original and
some of the big moments. The tremendous volcano

eruption and Luana's plunge into the burning crater to

appease the native gods is still the spectacular

climax.

"I think it is a great mistake literally to transfer a

well-known stage play to the screen. We discover this

in converting 'The Dove' into 'Girl of the Rio.' The
story was hackneyed. Using the stage dialogue made
the picture just talk, talk, talk!

"I've been unfortunate in my last few appearances.

Either the story or the director was not the right one.

But now I think we have the correct combination."

Joel is likewise enthusiastic about King Vidor's direc-

tion.

"He doesn't have a cut-and-dried way of doing his

scenes," Joel explains. "He asks you what you
would do under the circumstances. The actors are

allowed to react in the way that's most natural to

How a tale of tropical passion was
filmed under sultry skies

By Ben Maddox

White youth and
brown maiden!
Johnny and Luana
find love so deep
and burning that
no tribal tabus
cancome between
them. See the
rapture in their
faces—under the
tropical spell of
the Pacific islands
acting demanded
little effort. The
picture breathes

romance!

The ancient rites of the ritual
dance! Dolores Del Rio plays
Luana, the native girl, most
famous of all tropical heroines,
in this romance of old and new
Hawaii. Del Rio has the part
of her career. "It wasn't work-
ing," she says. "It was a glori-

ous vacation."
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Joel had to learn to climb cocoanut trees. He is

proud that he had no double. He never fell—and
this proficiency inspired the director, King Vidor,

to write in a scene where Joel had to fall!

them. And as a result he gets a human-
ness into his pictures that many directors

fail to inject.

"Vidor also does a lot with camera
angles. He doesn't want a lot of talk.

He made us pantomime whenever pos-

sible. Notice this in the love scenes. We
talk very little, expressing our thoughts

on our faces."

This directorial technique is just the

opposite of the Von Sternberg brand. %
|

Those of us who enjoy some animation
in our actors will hail the Vidor method.
"There were always hundreds of people watching

us work," Dolores told me. "The news seemed to

spread like magic. The crowds delayed us because

Are we "going tropical?" Remem-
admits he likes to live the natural,

was happier in

someone was sure to make a noise in the midst of a

scene. An automobile horn would honk, dogs barked!
A group would get excited and start talking out loud.

The most sensational noise came when a baby fell off

the top of a car parked nearby !"

Dolores and Joel are perfectly cast. The olive-skinned

beauty of the Mexican star has never been more pro-

nounced. A few years ago she couldn't have portrayed
the vivacious native girl with half the vitality and zest

she has put into the role. Then Dolores was a serious

young lady who was not very happy.
"I don't take things seriously now," she assured me.

"My weeks in the islands showed me how happy those

natives are. They live the simple life. No wonder we
are discontented when we demand so many things

!"

Although she has always been well-to-do and lived

luxuriously in cities, Dolores has an innate desire to get

close to nature. She says that now, back in Hollywood,

she is happy just to lie in the sun beside her swimming
pool and dream that she is back in Hawaii.

"Joel had such a marvelous time there. He was the

idol of the beach boys because he was such a fine swim-

mer and girls kept his 'phone ringing steadily!"

Forbidden happiness! The natives
don't kiss, so Johnny's kiss is a sen-

sation.
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ber "Tarzan." Now Joel McCrea

lazy life. Dolores Del Rio says she

Hawaii. Why?

I knew how he loved the outdoors. Whenever Joel

isn't working in the studio he's at the beach in Santa

Monica. His is the best stellar tan in Hollywood.

"From the moment we landed and I was welcomed by

sixteen gardenia his (with twenty-four gardenias in

each) being thrown around my neck, I was sold on the

place," Joel admits. "The mayor invited us to tea in

his own home and we saw everything of interest in the

old royal palace. They are great movie fans over there.

George O'Brien and Dorothy Mackaill are very popular,

due to the good impression made on many vacation trips

to the islands.

"The native girls," Joel observes—he was keen enough

to note this!
—

"are beautiful, especially between the ages

of eleven and eighteen. At that latter age they look

half-a-dozen years older. The natives wear regular

American sport clothes mostly, the grass skirts coming

out for dancing or native religious celebrations.

"Tropical flowers

and fruits grow so

abundantly that it

amazed us. We
bought three dozen

bananas for five

cents, a dozen gar-

denias for a dollar
!"

In the picture Joel

is called upon to do

quite a few stunts,

and he is proud that

he didn't have a

double for a single

one. He had to

learn how to climb a

cocoanut tree. If

you think that's so

easy, well—try it

yourself. The dur-

ned things are slip-

pery and there's

nothing to hang on

to but the greased

column itself. Joel

never fell, and this

proficiency inspired

King Yidor to write

in a scene in which

Joel liad to fall

!

A high-light of

the story is Joel's

under-water fight
with a three -hun-
dred-pound sea tur-

tle. Yidor had a

double do it first,

but Joel looked at

the rushes and shook
his head. It didn't

look authentic. He
finally persuaded Yi-
dor to let him do the
stunt himself.

Joel has played op-
posite a number of

our screen charmers,

Luana, in a
mome n t of
repose, bring-
ing out all

the wild
beauty of the
heroine of
this moving
lovestory.Del
Rio is a "nat-
ural" for the

role.

McCrea went right back to Nature in "Bird of Para-
dise," like Weissmuller in "Tarzan." No doubles for
him, he enjoyed it all too much! Joel is an athlete in
Hollywood, but in Hawaii he really found himself.

but he thinks Dolores just about tops the lot of them.
"She has a beautiful face and figure, lovely hair, and

is so full of vitality. I'm the slow-moving type myself
and," naively expressed, "I like my heroines lively.

Otherwise I'd have to supply the pep!"
He thinks she is the emotional type of actress, rather

than one who relies upon technique.
"I was surprised at the ambition she evidenced," he

muses. "You would have thought this was her first

picture, judging from the keen interest she showed in

every scene. She never grumbled or displayed any
temper. A grand sport!" And, he adds unofficially,

every star is not that way

!

In the story Dolores at the beginning speaks only her
native language. It was not at all difficult for her to

learn Hawaiian. The rapidity with which Luana and
Johnny (who, of course, understands nothing she is say-

ing at their first meeting) fall in love and leap the vocal

barrier is one of the delightful episodes.

"The natives don't kiss, you know," Joel explains.

"So when I kiss Dolores the first time she appears

stunned. A 'new sensation,' Luana quite evidently likes

the strange expression of (Continued on page 90)
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Sally—she's changed!

When Sally

married Hoot,

Hollywood gossiped:

"How long can

she hold him?"

WHEN Sally Eilers married Edward
"Hoot"' Gibson, the common gossip

along Hollywood boulevard was

:

How long can she hold him?
Today, the same gossip has taken a queer

turn; the question has become: Hozv long can

lie hold her?
Fate has twisted their positions topsy-turvy during the

past two years. At the time of their marriage, Gibson
was a popular Western star ; she was practically un-

known. His salary was in excess of six thousand dollars

a week; it is doubtful if she received two hundred dol-

lars for a similar period.

Today, the name Gibson has become almost a stranger

to the bigger motion picture theatres, but Sally Eilers is

regarded as one of the most promising young stars. She
is riding the crest of a wave of popularity as a result of

her sensational performances in "Bad Girl," "Over the

Hill," and "Dance Team."
Before their marriage. Hoot was not only a much-

written-about film hero ; he was regarded as one of Hol-
lywood's most eligible bachelors. Wealthy, at ease among
women, and handsome, he was much sought after for

film social affairs. Further, because he had been twice

wed and as often divorced, people smiled knowingly and
whispered, "What chance has unsophisticated young
Sally to hold him?"
Today Hollywood worships at Sally's shrine, which is

the way of Hollywood with persons who are successful.

Scores of young swains are eager for her smiles, and
wealthy men from far corners of the world seek her
company. As the Eilers fame grows and the Gibson
popularity wanes, a dazed Hollywood wonders audibly:

"What chance has he to hold her now?"
Because this story has to do with Sally, rather than

When
was a popular
Wes tern
and Sally
just his

ing lady
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Now the gossip

has changed—the

new question is:

"How long can

he hold her?"

What is Hollywood
success doing to those

two nice people, Sally

Eilers andHoot Gibson?

And now Sally is the popular star, and James Dunn
is her leading man. What difference will the change

make in the Gibson marriage?

Hoot—he stayed the same

!

with Hoot, let us plunge immediately into the changes
that have taken place in her since the day of her marriage
two years ago. Then she was the most irresponsible,

scatter-brained girl it has ever been my experience to

know. If she had a serious thought in her head, it was
so surrounded with giddy ideas that it never reached the

surface. She had a mind only for play, romance, danc-
ing and smart cracks. She would rather have made a
witty retort than play the feminine lead opposite John
Gilbert (and two years ago, the feminine lead opposite

Gilbert was one of Hollywood's greatest honors). She
had been given magnificent opportunities at several stu-

dios, but her consistent inattention to duties disgusted

one studio official after another until it appeared that

Sally would sink into the vast oblivion into which go the

unsuccessful tens of thousands who seek film fame.

No one questions Sally Eilers' ability ; in "The Good-
bye Kiss" she demonstrated personality, individual

beauty and splendid histrionic talents. That was why
producers were eager to give her opportunities, despite

her failure to take business seriously, but as the fun-

maddened girl refused to settle down, one after another

lost faith and Sally found it increasingly difficult to ob-

tain jobs.

So much for Sally of 1929, before she met Hoot Gib-

son. It is film history that she finally fell to the last

stand of screen acting—leading roles -in Westerns. In

the course of these parts, she was engaged for a Gibson
picture. Tired of sophistication, worried with business

and marital cares brought on by a recent divorce, Hoot
liked the giddy antics of his new leading lady. They
became friends and she appeared in other Gibson "West-

erns. A writer rumored romance ; Hoot and Sally an-

swered with an announcement of their engagement.

The wedding took place at {Continued on page 79)
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Here's a camera study of Frances Dee, showing what her eyes can do when the con-
trasting influence of the chin is subdued. Frances' eyes are sweet and blue and

bright—but her chin is what started her on the road to success.

Of Dee I Sing!

Eyes vs. chin! Which shows

the real Frances?

By Julie Lang

FRANCES DEE'S eyes and chin are mismates

!

Now hold your missiles, will you. while I agree

that she is simply inexcusably pretty, but her eyes

and chin just do not match.

Take a long defining look at any picture of the very

screenable Miss Dee and you will discover that she has

round blue eyes, that spell youth, credulity, and heaps of

happy illusions. Look at her chin, and you will be

startled to find that it is moulded along those grimly

determined lines found in successful female executives,

politicians and educators.

Frances, let it be known, is quite smart enough to

know when to use her eyes and when to vise her

chin !

One of her famous "chinny" moments saved

her from the fate of the unheard and practically

unseen studio stock player. It happened this way.

Frances had won one of those short-term con-

tracts with Paramount after an extra part in

"Follow Thru." She was elated. That big, big

break had come for her, and she indexed herself

a success.

Her mistake she discovered some weeks later.

After bits in several productions not the tiniest

scent of an important part came her way. She
read the writing on the wall, which from left to

The Dee chin in action! Frances never gave an
inch to the man-eating Bancroft in this scene

from "Rich Man's Folly."

right spelled out "no option take-up at the end of con-

tract-time."

Now, instead of sulking, complaining and retiring in

defeat, Frances, jaw set for action, arrived daily at the

studio commissary for lunch. She consumed her viands

with a nonchalance that fooled anyone who might guess

that she was having option nightmares. And one lunch

hour right in the middle of her melted-cheese-on-whole-

wheat-toast-sandwich, Maurice Chevalier's secretary

stood beside her with the great Frenchman at his elbow.

The secretary, who already knew Miss Dee, achieved an
introduction that started history (Continued on page 84)



MALIBEAUTIES
OF 1932!

Healthy and merry, pretty and peppy,

Joan Blondell is just the ideal girl to

introduce you to our summer bevy
of talkie beauties on the sands of

Malibu Beach!



J

Malibu Beach Follies, with an all-star cast!

Anita Page is giving you a good look at her new
bathing suit, while Peggy Shannon, clinging to

Jimmy Dunn's hand, runs up to show you hers.

And over there at the right is Arline Judge,

emerging from a dip in the ocean. Yes, that's

June Clyde wrapped in cellophane—not to

"keep her fresh," but to protect her from sun-

burn. And last but not least beautiful is

Leila Hyams.





JOHNNY
and

JACKIE!



hamp swimmer imparts some
his secrets to a champ boy

or. Johnny "Tarzan" Weiss-

ller took Jackie Cooper in

id to show him what a fel-

7 has to do to become the

rld's swimming champion.

The diving question was thor-

oughly gone into, also—and a

good time was had by both!

See how Jackie proves to his

playmate that he can be a big,

strapping man, too! jr William Grimes







SPORTS

MODELS

—1932

V

Red, ivhite and blonde! Marian Marsh's
trunks are red and the top of her bathing
suit is white trimmed with red. Note the

tricky V-shaped backline.

Leila Hyams wears a one-
piece suit of blue and white
jersey. Blue stitching
around the neck and arms
and a white bow around
the waist make this a

smart swim suit.

Joan Blondell in a flesh colored bathing
suit with the new square neck. It's dar-
ing—so don't go for it unless you have a

figure a la Blondell. This isn't just a pose

for Joan—she was at one time swimming
champion of Santa Monica beach.



Something grand in a bath-
ing suit—Kathryn Craw-
ford! The suit is of red
and white. Kathryn wears
red and white sandals to

complete the color scheme.

Loretta Young wants
an even tan—even as

you and I—so she low-
ers the straps of her
chic two-piece red and
white bathing suit and
lets Old Sol turn on

the heat.



JOHN BARRYMORE. His latest is "State's Attorney."









COME ON, SUMMER!

Pajamas still hold the
spotlight. Joan Craw-
ford's fit snugly and
flare at the bottom.
The daring diagonal
red and white stripes
are a striking contrast
to the dark red shade

of the suit.

Adrienne Dore in a new beach
creation. A wide-brimmed hat
of white terry cloth and a robe of
the same material printed in

black, with wide dolman sleeves.

A stunning summer cos-
tume. Gloria Stuart's
white knitted dress fea-

tures the bolero jacket
over a tuck-in blouse. The
skirt is pleated in front.

A white hat with a quill,

white shoes, white doeskin
gloves and a white kidskin
bag complete the outfit

A little dash of Scotch—
terrier. Silhouetted fig-

ures of Scotties are a novel
trimming on summer
sports costumes, and Joan
Marsh carries out the idea
on her dress, hat, and bag.
They're detachable and
can be used on as many

ensembles as you like.



Sally Eilers in a
two-piece beige
tennis frock. The
jacket is double-
breasted and
trimmed with
brass buttons.
Sally goes in for
sox as so many
of the Hollywood

girls do.

A Roman-striped
scarf is the only
touch of color on
Ruth Hall's sum-
mer ensemble.
Her coat is of a
I i g h t w e i g h t

n u b b y wool
weave, and trim-
med with white
fox. Ruth wears
one of the smart
rolled caps, and
her oxfords are
white in a lattice-

work design.

Hollywood girls give the

rest of the world fashion

ideas for charm and coolth!

Sports pajamas of red and white are
featured by Adrienne Dore. Her
sandals are red and white, too. It's a

"sandals" year, you know'

Look what happened to your
shawl, grandma.' It's very 1932
to sport paisley. Joan Marsh
is wearing the new " bibbed" -

topped pajamas. And her sun
umbrella is a colorful paisley

print.



The Most Beautiful Still of the Month
^This enchanting scene isn't taken from any motion picture—it was produced by

Mother Nature herself, in collaboration with the Pacific Ocean and Ruth Hall.



Alpine

Adventurer

Trenker and Tala Birell
in a tense moment

.

Read what he thinks
of America!

"Hollywood ? Iss

Paradise!" says Luis

Trenker, the latest

dramatic import

By Gary Grant

IUIS TRENKER is one of the most colorful actors

who ever came to Hollywood from Europe, but

—

J Interviewing Luis Trenker is something of a
feat. The sensational Austrian sportsman-actor

has so many things to say about his first visit to America
and Hollywood and so few English words with which
to say them.
He has vivid mental reactions to everything he sees,

and his eager face, bronzed by the sun and wind of his

beloved Alpine crags, lights up as he lets loose a barrage

of half-English, half-German, which he supplements
with vigorous pantomime.
What does Air. Trenker think of Hollywood?
"Ach ! I haf read many book about Hollywood, und

I know iss nice town, but not so big place ! Hollywood
iss alles waechst ! I tink when I look with the window,
dass iss city—huh? Haus—houses, oranges, happy
people and I like the great air und alles sport. Yah

—

Hollywood iss alles waechst!"
Well, since Hollywood had Mr. Tenker's enthusiastic

okay, what about America—any outstanding impressions,

anything that struck him as being strange or different?

"Yah—sie health und optimism by sie people. Kultur
iss everywhere. Automobile, alles mit automobile—und
people out of what ?—Paradise ! You see, in next hun-
dert yahre the center of sie world mit Amerikaner, yah,
I tell you. Und New York—das iss magic—better more
und bigger than sie Pyramids !"

Yes, Mr. Trenker, New York has a few good-sized
buildings—pretty tall, too, eh?

Trenker's dark eyes flashed as he unfolded his dream.
It is to produce a motion picture comparing the modern
towers of Manhattan with the rearing peaks of his Tyrol.
He described his experiments in New York photograph-

ing the skyscrapers from all possible angles. He is ex-
cited about it, and it was hard to deflect his attention

from it to another question which wanted answering.
Is there any American figure whom you particularly

admire ?

"Sie idol of Deutschland und Europe iss young Amer-
ikaner—brave, courageous, mit sports und explorer und
aviator. So me, I think Lindbergh big man. But that

iss not new—alles world think that."

Being a sportsman, Mr. Trenker, what do you think
of America's chances in the approaching Olympic Games
in Los Angeles ?

Olympic Games stir Trenker's enthusiasm. He is a

champion ski-runner and jumper, and one of the great-

est regrets of his life is that he was forced to miss the

recent Olympic Winter Games at Lake Placid, New
York, in order to film his first American picture, "The
Doomed Battalion," with Tala Birell. But America's
chances ?

"America will win. Why? Sie men iss more big, und
healsy. Europe mit one good man und America mit
twenty good man—you see? Sie standard iss more high
from Amerikaners. More chance und they win

!"'

What about the vaunted German photography? Is

European camera technique really much superior to that

of Hollywood ? Is sound recording more perfect in

Continental studios?

"Nein !" He was emphatic. "That iss a mistake. It

iss not so. There are great artists mit sie kamera in

Deutschland—yah, but more greater here, und sound is

better, clearer. Maybe because of equipment—mixers,

sound trucks, microphones—alles ! Und lights. I haf
learned much in Hollywood."

Is making pictures your {Continued on page 93)
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Reviews of the

The world premiere of "Grand Hotel" at the Astor
Theatre on Broadway, New York. Lights—crowds——cheers!

GREAT:
"Grand Hotel"

—the All-Star Smash

"Scarface"

—Dramatic Dynamite

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
You won't be disappointed! Here's one picture that lives

up to its advance ballyhoo. It's a fascinating film, which
you will want to see again and again—at least once for

every star! The opening night in New York was a panic
—mounted police on the sidewalk, flashlights, cameras, Noel
Coward shaking hands with Otto Kahn, Viki Baum beaming,
news-cameramen choking up the aisles—and a picture that kept
up the excitement. The story of "Grand Hotel" is the story
of people you and I might know: a little stenographer; a business
man; a kindly aristocrat; a clerk. And then there's one glamorous
figure who is remote and unfamiliar and altogether marvelous

—

a dancer named Grusinskaya, played ,by Greta Garbo. She is

exquisite; her scenes are the high spots of "Grand Hotel." John
Barrymore as the Baron who loves her is practically perfect.

Lionel Barrymore brings Kringelein the clerk to amazing life.

Joan Crawford and Wallace Beery submerge their own person-
alities in their roles. Nothing more to say except—"See it."

Warren William's performance makes "The Mouth-
piece" a picture worth seeing, and "The Mouthpiece"

makes him a real star.

The M outhpiece
Warners

Here's corking entertainment ! It's an adult, fast-moving
picture, which will put another actor on the movie map
—Warren William. This big man from Broadway manages
in this new film to erase from the spectators' minds any

suspicion that he is merely a carbon copy of John Barrymore.
William's profile is Barrymoreish, but that isn't his fault, and he
makes you forget any similarities once and for all when he plays
the dashing criminal lawyer who is the central figure of this rousing
drama. The counsellor-at-law is a combination bon vivant of
Broadway boulevard and a playboy of the criminal courts who,
having sent an innocent man to the chair, becomes, remorsefully,
an attorney for the defense of criminals. He's spectacularly in-

teresting—until Sidney Fox, diminutive love interest, enters his

life and "reforms" him. I like Miss Fox, but she doesn't help this

picture. Aline MacMahon is exceptionally good.

"The Wet Parade" is the most controversial picture of
the month. Dorothy Jordan, Neil Hamilton, and

Wallace Ford.

The W et Parade
Metro-G oldwyn-Mayer

Here's the most controversial picture of the month. I

can't honestly class it as "entertainment" in the usual

sense of the word—except in a few inspired scenes pre-

senting Jimmy Durante. ("Schnozzle" saves the show
as far as I'm concerned.) But you won't want to miss "The Wet
Parade" because everybody will be talking about it, and you'll

want to pipe up with your opinion. Based on a novel by Upton
Sinclair, this melodrama socks pre-Volstead saloon days and pro-

hibition speakeasies with equal fervor. It scourges the evil of

drinking—and then sighs over prohibition. As propaganda it

proved nothing to me except, possibly, that a hangover is a hang-

over no matter what your politics—and that is not exactly news.

However, there are some stirring scenes, some fine acting, and—"Schnozzle" Durante as a dry agent, winning acting honors not
only by a nose, but by a scene of sincere pathos.
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Best Pictures

: M.; SEAL OF.

•7ax

A Month of Hit

Pictures!

A Month of Great

Performances

!

Don't Miss these

Screenplays

Scarface
United Artists

What a picture! See it—if you're of age, able-bodied,

and strong-minded. Otherwise—don't! For it's a

shocker. You'll be stunned and thrilled. You'll be torn

to pieces. You may hate it for its horror, its brutality

—

but you'll never forget it. Yes, it's that important. Tremendous
drama, with more punch than ever before achieved on the screen.

A gangster film—the last and the best, for which the first were

made! Some states have banned it. But catch it if you can.

Paul Muni plays a public enemy as no other actor ever has. No
model for small boys, but a horrible example, he slashes his way
to gangland glory, until, cornered at last, he dies of a dose of his

own medicine—the machine gun. Superbly directed, supremely
acted. Ann Dvorak rises to real heights as the sister of Scarface.
Karen Morley is excellent, also Osgood Perkins. Muni comes
mighty close to genuine magnificence. And you'll come away
raving about George Raft, one of the greatest of all screen finds,

who bears an uncanny resemblance to Valentino.

"Scarface" is sensational!. Paul Muni stars, with
Karen Morley and Osgood Perkins among the splendid

players.

SEE:
"The Mouthpiece"

"The Wet Parade"

"The Miracle Man"
"Scandal for Sale"

Chester Morris, Sylvia Sidney, and Boris Karloff, three
members of the interesting cast of "The Miracle

Man."

The Miracle Man
Paramount

A good picture. Crack from those who saw the original

version: "It always was." Yes, and remember there's

a new generation growing up and going to the movies
that never heard of that old silent picture in which Lon

Chaney, Betty Compson, and Thomas Meighan won fame. The
story is still inspiring, if you want to be inspired. The story is

old-fashioned, if you're a determined "modern." But this new
dialogued version has a splendid cast—no Chaney, it's true, to
play the cripple, but it seems to me that Chester Morris is ad-
mirable in Meighan's old role, and that Sylvia Sidney brings
brilliance to the Compson part. For the benefit of those who can't—or won't!—recall the tried-and-true plot, it's all about a band
of crooks who decided to use a fine old faith-healer in their "racket,"
only to find themselves reformed in spite of themselves. Yes, it

has its moments, and many of you will find yourselves touched.

"Scandal for Sale" is brisk newspaper drama, with
Charles Bickford and Pat O'Brien scoring. Claudia

Dell, right.

Scandal for Sale
Universal

rfSSg!\ The best newspaper drama since "The Front Page."

[
iSSmi That's how good I think it is. Of course, I was never "an
1

'%§|ak old newspaper man myself," so I can only tell you that

the portrayals of Charlie Bickford, as managing editor,

and Pat O'Brien, as star reporter, seem real and plausible to me.
These two are among my favorite actors and I may be prejudiced.

But if that's Hollywood, then give me Hollywood! Bickford plays

a tabloid editor who sacrifices everything to his ambition of "a
circulation of a million and a half": his wife, his son, his pal. A
trans-Atlantic flight to boost circulation ends fatally. Bickford

is a broken man—well, if you can't imagine Bickford broken just

call him bent. There's a scene in which he hears of the tragic

finish of the stunt flight, and picks up his hat and coat and leaves

his office, which needs no dialogue or gestures to express defeat

and despair. Bickford is fine in this film. O'Brien is just as good.
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READ
The

Love Secrets

of

Kay Francis! 1

By

Grace Simpson

ADREAMY moon and gorgeous roses. (Both
beautifully artificial.) A shady nook, over-run
with clinging vines. (Hastily put up.) Birds
swaying overhead. (Stuffed and suspended by

wires.) A flower-scented cottage. (Only two walls of
it, for that's all that shows.) And still, love flourishes.
(Because the script demands it.)

But when the set is dismantled and carefully stored
away in the prop room—what then? Does the love
stirred up for cold celluloid continue on its merry way in
real life? Well, it has been known to do so.

Take, for instance, the Kay Francis-Kenneth Mac-
Kenna romance. A torrid Hollywood studio set spon-
sored that, you know, and almost before a soul realized

Kenneth MacKenna. He gives
orders in the studio. At home
he takes 'em—sometimes! At
the left, an exclusive picture of
the MacKennas in front of their
quaint English house, which
contains two separate apart-
ments for Mister and Missus!

it, the happy pair and a minister

|lj|§fi|£ „ t plus a church had gotten together

with the result that two were quick-

ly made into one ! The silken web
of love ensnared this up-and-coming
young couple completely, and now,
after these many months of married
life, they insist they are still very
much "that way" about each other.

It was in New York, a number of years ago, that Kay
first met her present affinity. He was producing some
plays and she was fast becoming popular with stage

fans. It was but natural that they should eventually

meet. From the very first they were strongly attracted

to one another and a firm friendship developed. Love
didn't come just then—however, it was always hovering
in the background.
Years sped by and Kay had arrived. Invited to play

the siren role in "Gentlemen of the Press," she played it

in her own little way with astonishing effect. Holly-

wood producers were amazed at her new-type perform-
ance. "The girl's great !" they chirped. "We need her

in Hollywood!" So Glitter-town beckoned and Kay

Kay talks frankly, for the first time,
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Kay! There at the right you'll see her looking
on while her husband directs Elissa Landi in
a scene. When MacKenna was first made a
director Kay was so thrilled she left her own
work and went over to his studio and spent

the day with him.

came and was immediately signed up at a nice
fat salary with Paramount.'

In due time, came "The Virtuous Sin" and
Walter Huston and Kay were elected to head the cast.

A colorful hero—to be Kay's lover—had to be found
and Paramount officials cas't their eyes upon Kenneth
MacKenna, now a Fox film actor (and doing quite
nicely, thank you!). A deal was put through whereby
he was loaned for that one production. During its mak-
ing, Kay and Kenneth discovered all over again what
really charming people they both were and each became
decidedly smitten with the other. The ensuing affair

was one of the whirlwind variety and soon—very soon

—

all the newspapers burst forth with the announcement
that "Kay Francis Becomes Bride of Kenneth Mac-
Kenna, and the happy couple will depart on a yachting
trip as soon as they can obtain leave of absence from
the studios."

Immediately, blase Hollywood sat up and took notice.
These two young folks had put something over on her

—

for hardly a person in the colony had the least idea that
they were going to get married—in fact, very few even
knew they were in love.

"How did you win your man ? "What was your tech-
nique?" we asked Kay, one day recently.

's Creed:

"Separate apartments

!

"If he takes a vacation, take

one, too.

"Give him what he wants

to eat, and all he wants to eat

!

"Don't let any rumors start.

I'd rather lose out on a picture

than be separated from Ken-
neth for any length of time."

"Oh, I don't know—I acted at first mostly indifferent,

I guess. Of course, I knew that Kenneth liked me. Every
day he would leave messages or call me up on the phone
and all kinds of flowers would find their way to my
house. Yes, it was obvious that he liked me

!

"And I liked him, too—right from the beginning. But
I didn't want to parade my real feelings, so I pretended
I was indifferent to him. You know, mystery and indif-

ference was the basis of Cleopatra's allure," she went
on, laughing in that deep, throaty manner that is so cap-

tivating. "She never let men fully understand her. She
always made herself appear rather unattainable, at the

same time giving men the basis for a faint hope that she

might be won. Even when she welcomed a man's ad-

vances, she never let him be absolutely sure of her, but

instead, kept him worrying a bit. Her method was to

give him just a little suffering and then a little joy!"

"And so," we ejaculated, "you thought you'd be Cleo

the second
!"

"Exactly," smiled Kay, good-naturedly, "but my little

ruse wasn't altogether successful—I couldn't keep it up,

and Kenneth, I think, realized (Continued on page 89)

of her romance with Kenneth MacKenna
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ISN'T HE GRANT!
Sure ! First name Carey. He was born in

England, is six feet one inch tall, weighs 172
pounds and has black, wavy hair and dark brown
eyes. Hails from the Broadway stage. He
played with Jeanette MacDonald in "Boom
Boom," and with Fay Wray in "Nikki." His
first picture was "This Is the Night"—result:

a Paramount contract.

Discoveries
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of the

Month
RED-HEADED WOMAN!

She was born in Denver, Colorado. She is five

feet two inches tall, weighs 110 pounds, has red
hair and green eyes. She played in "Strictly

Dishonorable" and in the Broadway production

of "After All." You'll see her in the screen

production of "After All." She's under con-

tract to Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. Her name is

Margaret Perry.
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Strained

Interlude

!

What would happen if we
could hear the actors' own
thoughts? Just imagine—or

better still, listen in on this

imaginary studio scene, with

a purely fictitious cast

By

Mortimer Franklin

DIRECTOR : Is everybody here ? All right,

now let's get this thing organized. Let's

see—Miss Boopadoop, you're sitting on
the divan in this living-room set, and Mr.

Hoopla, here, comes to keep a date with you. Then,
while you're making love, Miss Nitwitt, his wife,

busts in. Has everybody memorized their lines?

(Thinking: Memorized! Ha, ha! What with, the

dumb clucks?)

HORACE HOOPLA: Yes, Mr. Blivitz. (Think-
ing: More than you could do, too, you moron.)
BELLA BOOPADOOP: Yes, Mr. Blivitz.

(Thinking: And what a punk part they handed
me!)
NITA NITWITT: Yes, Mr. Blivitz. (Think-

ing: Gee, hozv'll I ever remember all those words?)
DIRECTOR: All right, then, let's get going.

I'm sure we're all going to work together smoothly.

(Yeah, like a bunch of strange bulldogs, you sulky

saps.)

(Actors take their places. Gong rings

for silence. Director motions to begin.)

BELLA: Darling! Oh, I'm so glad you came.
Kiss me, dear. (Make it a quick one; it's bad
enough having to look at you!)
HORACE : Come to me, my own ! In my arms !

(In your hat!)

(He takes her in his arms and kisses

her.)

BELLA : My wonder man ! Don't ever leave

me again! (Oucli! Get off my feet, you dumb
egg!)
HORACE: With you in my arms, sweet, I've

got the world beaten to a frazzle. {You're the big-

gest fraczlc of 'cm all, sister.)

(Mr. Blivitz signals for a cut.)

MR. BLIVITZ (sweetly) : That's very good,

folks, but how about getting a little more feeling, a

little more heart, into it? {A fine pair of somnam-
bulists you turned out to be!)

SCREENLAND

Thinking

The "Mike" is listening, the camera is grinding, while

this gripping dramatic scene. But if each only knew what
BELLA: My wonder man! Don't ever leave me again!

HORACE: With you in my arms, sweet, I've got the

frazzle of 'em all, sister.) In this movie burlesque
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with Sound

!

Bella Boopadoop and Horace Hoopla speak their lines in

the other is thinking!
(Thinking: Ouch! Get off my feet, you dumb egg!
world beaten to a frazzle. (Thinking: You're the biggest
you will find the souls of the actors laid bare at last

!
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So the characters in films have begun

thinking right out loud, have they? Well,

here's where SCREENLAND goes them one

better, and gives its readers the oppor-

tunity of listening in on the private

thoughts of a group of actors who are the

product of our author's imagination.

Watch them making a scene for "Wob-
bling Wives," a super-epic which, fortu-

nately, will never be written

!

BELLA: Yes, Mr. Blivitz. But doesn't the

script say something about "languidly?" (What,
me pull a Lupe with this ham?)
BLIVITZ: All right, all right. (Another

squawk outa you, tough momma, and it's right back
to the soda fountain.) We'll try it again later.

Go ahead.

(Gong rings. Bella and Horace resume
clinch. Nita Nitwitt makes her en-

trance.)

BELLA: Look out, sweetheart! Your wife!

(Yeah, and just look at her! If she's an actress I'm
Sara Bernhardt.)
NITA: Oho! Now I've caught you at last!

So that's how you've been playing cards at the club,

eh? (Gee, ain't Horace nice! He's got ears just

like Gable. Hope he takes me out tonight.)

HORACE: Listen, you tomato. I'll go where I

like and do what I like, see? (Gosh, she's pretty

when she acts mad. Wonder if she's really gonna
divorce that sap she married?)
NITA: Oh, yeah?
HORACE : Yeah.
NITA: Yeah?
HORACE: Yeah.
NITA: Yeah?
HORACE: Yeah. (Shakespeare musfa written

this one.)

NITA: Well, you're coming home with me, do

you understand? Right now, too, you double-cross-

ing sugar-papa. (He's cute, all right. Hope he

isn't falling for her.)

HORACE: Go on, scram!

(He gives her a punch in the jaw that

sends her reeling.)

NITA: Oh-h-hi You beast ! (Darling! I love

you!)
HORACE: Now beat it. (Gee, poor little kid,

hope I didn't hurt her- Boy, won't Cagney turn

green when he sees this!)

BELLA (prancing around, chewing up the scen-

ery). Ha, ha! Oh, ha! ha! ha! Ha! ha! ha!

ha! ha! (Thinks she can steal the scene from me,

does she? I'll show her.)

NITA: (Heh, heh! A piece of toast, a fried egg,

and you!)
(Mr. Blivitz signals for a cut. They all

gather around him.)
* BLIVITZ (to assistant director) : Looka here,

Wunch, whyn't you take that with the camera

nearer, huh? All right, (Continued on page 91)
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"The cops are
good fun, but I
want to be a doc-
tor," Dickie tells

Spencer Tracy.
They make a
great team, in
' 'Disorder ly

Conduct."

Babes
Dickie Moore likes

doctors' offices, tall

tales, and girls who can

build forts

T

Betty

Boone

~^HERE aren't many eligible bachelors in Hollywood. So, when I found
one of them patiently waiting for me in the "interview"' office at a studio

I decided it was a plain case of "Hollywood girl gets break."

Dickie Moore, young—he's six—handsome, and probably the most popu-
lar star on his home lot, sat typing a letter to a girl named Lilith. Only he spelled

it as he pronounced it, "Lilis." His typing was not of the best, and he kept inter-

rupting himself to ask, "How do you spell this—and that?"

Presently we both tired of the laborious task, and it seemed like a good idea to

interview him, now I had him caught. I had no particular angle, it's true, but

Dickie himself solved that. He wanted to talk about love.

There are two little girls who live next door to him, I gathered. Their names
are Ella and Eleanor. One of them is just his age, and the other, Eleanor, is three

and a half years older, or nine and a half in all.

Long ago Dickie made up his mind to marry Ella. She is, it seems, the prettiest,

for there is some little drawback concerning Eleanor's teeth, though what it is

Dickie isn't quite sure. But now, teeth or no teeth, personal pulchritude be dashed,

Dickie is going to marry Eleanor.

Not that this young star is fickle—far from it. His choice of the lady of his

heart is based on practical considerations most unusual, especially in one of such
tender and susceptible years.

Eleanor, he assured me, is sensible. He likes sensible girls. Moreover, he likes

big girls. And Eleanor can build forts.

An elaborate specimen of Eleanor's handiwork stands in Dickie's back yard.

Built on an incline, with a very serviceable knowledge of anatoniy as well as en-

gineering, it must be entered in a prone position, after which one may not quite,

but almost, stand up. Once inside, it forms an admirable stronghold from which
the enemy may be bombarded with complete safety.

Dickie's knowledge of military strategy, it appeared, is

quite on a par with Eleanor's engineering. A goodly Dickie, six-year-old man of the

\ r ,i , ,
•

, i -A world, is the most popular star
share ot the young man s conversation, alternated with on h -

s nome lot. Do you
his views on love, was taken (Continued on page 80) wonder?

>
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in the Hollywoods!
David Durand collects toy pistols and

black eyes, and worries about his career

By Weldon Melick

DAVID DURAND is nothing that he is. No,
that's not quite right. What I really mean is

that he's everything he isn't. Or rather, he's

hoth and neither at the same time. I hope I

make myself clear

!

He's an honest liar, a brilliant nit-wit, a sophisticated

infant, an angelic devil, a sympathetic sadist, and a stub-

born jellyfish all rolled into one—or tzvo, I should say,

for he's Jekyll-Hyde as a little boy. He's an actor off

the screen and a "natural" child on. His personality is

as fickle as a chameleon's complexion—he has more con-

flicting traits than a knock-kneed centipede.

If you don't know him well, you're apt to think he's

the ideal American offspring (which he isn't) and the

next moment be convinced that he's a spoiled brat

(which he also isn't). If you size him up as dumb at

two o'clock, you'll be
ready to admit he's a
genius before the clock

strikes three. And you'll

be wrong both times. At
ten o'clock, you'll be a
nervous wreck trying to

figure him out. Psychi-

atrists who thought they

A caricature of the actor in
laxed moment, by Melick,

wrote this story.

An earlier photograph,
taken in his youth.

Hawaii, David?

David Durand
plays a smart-
alecky pest, a
wistful waif, or a
cultured scion of
wealth with equal
ease. But off the
screen—Ouch!

could may now be found in Ward 607, gnawing on the

upholstered walls.

Because he's an impossible combination of everything

and its opposite in the flesh, there is no limit to David's

adaptability on the screen. He flits from one character-

ization to a totally dissimilar one as easily as he misspells

simple words. Thanks to this versatility, he's about the

only picture child left who hasn't become typed. Casting

directors know that he is equally convincing as a smart-

aleck pest ("Bad Sister'') or a wistful French waif
("Innocents of Paris''), a frail, cultured scion of wealth

("Rich Man's Folly") or the robust son of a

gangster ("Ladies Love Brutes"), a perfect little

gentleman ("Song of Love'% or a dirty, rowdy
Russian hoodlum ("The Spy").
He has never played two roles alike, yet in real

life he is different from any and all of his screen

portrayals. Critics universally praise him for his

naturalness, not realizing that if he really were
what they call "natural" he could do justice to

only one type of role.

Most successful children of the screen are in-

deed "natural," for they are wisely never cast in

parts foreign to their own natures. But David,

needless to say, doesn't belong in this category.

He's an actor in the fullest sense of the term

—

it's one in a million who appears so thoroughly at

home in any role that he fools the critics into

thinking he isn't acting at all.

His mother is the only critic David gives two
hoots for. He is in seventh heaven when he suc-

ceeds in pleasing her. And rightly so, for her

praise is rare as radium—reserved for such occa-

sions as his performance shows the divine spark.

I shall incur the wrath of three score and ten

mothers when I say {Continued on page SO)

a re-

who
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Life Story of
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You've read "life stories" of stars

before. But this is something

special. March "tells all" in his

own words—and every word is

good reading. You'll like this!

Reported by

Margaret Keid

1920! I thought of it less as the beginning of that

decade than as the year that Banking lost Bickel

to Broadway. All my nice, conventional desires

for big business had vanished as completely as if

they had been extracted along with my appendix. I was
Reborn, I told myself—and felt, in the process, so spe-

cial that I had few qualms about the theatre's ability to

recognize that here was something rather remarkable.

I knew I was going to be an actor. The fact that I

didn't have the faintest idea how I was going to be an

actor troubled me not at all. I knew there was some-

thing about registering with agents, something about

photographs. So I had some cheap pictures made—

•

shirt open at the throat, two fingers contemplatively

against the temple. You know the kind. Seeing them, I

thought "Why, I really look just like an actor already
!"

and was very pleased. I hope it was the reaction to the

years spent in commercial pursuits for which I was,

without knowing it, quite unsuited. But I'm afraid it

was nothing more subtle than a desire to look like those

performers who affect long hair and flowing ties lest

there should be any mistake about their profession.

Anyway, delighted with my photographs, I looked in

the telephone directory for addresses of agents and, with

high heart, began peddling myself. I left copies of my
pictures, complete with slightly flattering information

about myself written on the back, on as many desks as

would tolerate them. In the privacy of my Brooklyn
room, I intoned passages of the plays I had read during
my convalescence. I felt, because I had read somewhere

that that was how actors should feel, that I had a Mes-
sage. I was very excited.

And then I got my first job. One of the agents with
whom I had registered finally moved me off the bench
in his office by sending me, with several dozen others, to

the Paramount Studios for extra work. It was a jolt.

I was having quite a spell of Shakespeare at the time and
my hopes had been centered on Shakespearean drama as

the ultimate in theatre. This fooling around in the low
commerce of movies was distasteful to me. But I went
along anyway, assuring myself that this was merely one
of the exigencies of art.

The picture was "Paying The Piper," starring Dor-
othy Dickson and directed by George Fitzmaurice—

I

told Fitz about it the other day. I was one of the mob
and not very happy about it. Until the pay checks were
passed out and I discovered that I had made seven dol-

lars and a half ! That was a horse of an entirely differ-

ent hue and the crasser half of my dual nature responded
in delight. Seven and a half a day—that made forty-

five dollars a week—one hundred and eighty dollars a

month ! Movies were not so low after all. The future

loomed ahead in a rosy glow of prosperity.

My next job came about a month later

!

Starving in the cause of Art would have had a fairly

satisfactory flavor. But starving in the cause of a purely

money-making proposition was complete frustration. I

figured obscurely in mob scenes in "The Devil" with

George Arliss, "The Great Adventure" with Lionel

Barrymore, "The Education of Elizabeth" with Billie

Burke and several other pictures which I don't recall.

But it was in the Billie Burke {Continued on page 82)

ney and Fredric March. That's the pro-
vocative name of the new film which
co-stars Fred and Sylvia. It's a sweet
scene, that in the circle, but it doesn't
mean anything in our hero's private life.

Now just glance at the picture to the left.

Yes, a cross-section of Mr. March's real

love life. The lady is Florence Eldridge.

In the life story on this page he says: "I
met her in Denver, a romantic spot. But
I'd have been romantic about her in Keo-
kuk. I still am, even in Hollywood."
Sorry, young ladies, but Mr. March is

absolutely sincere. However, he can be
induced to send his autographed photo-

graph upon request.
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Beauty and the Beach
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P
, ROMISE not to marry me !"

is the name of a popular

novel. But the girls won't

need to say that if they don't

look well on the beach this summer.
It won't be necessary

!

However, good taste as well as

good form attract the wary male.

The problem this year is to be de-

mure and feminine with less on than

you ever had before. Can you do

it? You can if you can forget your
body. And you can forget your
body if you have shaped it up with

exercise and are wearing a becoming bathing suit, that,

however brief, does leave something to the imagination

!

The fashionable gesture toward modesty has various

interpretations. It can probably be traced to the renewed
interest in an aesthetic attitude toward the body. Every
school teaches "rhythmics." Classic feeling is revived in

dress and hair arrangement. So grace and beauty on the

beach are a necessary part of being swanky this summer.
If you cultivate the proper manner you can be almost

unclothed without seeming "naked." Ramon Novarro was
the first to prove this to Hollywood. Remember "The
Pagan"? Loretta Young, Joan Crawford, Sally Eilers

all have lovely figures, but even in the scantiest bathing

suits they never make you think of "flesh." So we are

forced to admit that sex appeal is not necessarily a matter

of sensual appeal.

So whether you are going to Monte Carlo where "each

suite owns a balcony for sun-bathing" or just out to the

"old swimmin' hole" your swank is in you rather than on

you, a degree of modesty guarantees your amphibian chic.

There is no use being cynical about all this. These are

the facts in the case. It may give us a mental lurch to

realize what we have to live up to, but maybe it will be

worth it. Let's try it and see

!

The California beaches will probably present an odd
mixture of costumes this summer. Are you going to rush

out there for the Olympic games and take in Hollywood
at the same glance? What in the world will you wear?
You will have three types to choose from. Will you se-

lect the drapey Greek things in honor of the Olympics ?

Will you choose the Spanish bolero and big hat that look

so adorable with beach pyjamas—or will you wear the

trim little stars and stripes that celebrate George Wash-
ington this year, be-

sides warning the

"reds" that there are

plenty of patriots

left?

In any case, get a

mental picture of

yourself and revel in

the fun of making
it "come real." We
women all dramatize

ourselves—and why
shouldn't we? I

wouldn't give a snap
of my finger for a

woman so lacking" in

Good taste as well as
good form attract the
wary male. Loretta
Young knows it, and
her backless bathing
suit is smart without
sacrificing true modes-
ty. Grace and beauty
play their part in her

sun-bathing.

CHARM FOR SUMMER!
Help yourself to loveliness. Mar-
gery Wilson, our Beauty Editor,

will guide you. Bring your per-

sonal problems to her. She will an-

swer your questions. If you wish

a personal reply, please enclose a

stamped, addressed envelope. Ad-
dress Miss Margery Wilson, SCREEN-

LAND, 45 West 45th Street, New
York City.

imagination that she can't fit herself

into some ideal vision.

When the sun, from the bluest of
skies, coaxes us to come out on the
white sands to play, let's go ! Then,
it seems that every breaker has
rushed in to invite you out to swim
—and slides back into the ocean just

to show you the way. Here high
fun tingles in your veins and throbs
you younger every day you answer
its call

!

But wait a minute ! Come here !

How are you protecting your skin?
Please don't undo in a few hours all the good beauti-
fying you've been doing for months and months. Do
something to preserve that alluring pink-and-whiteness
that is so adorable with the flowered chiffon dress you're
going to wear for tea and dancing later. You don't want
to be red and peeling while wearing dainty chiffon that
clings and flows and ripples in rhythm with the dancing
of vacation hearts—and I might add—feet

!

You don't want sympathy from "The Man." You want
admiration and plenty of it. It will pay you to take an
extra five minutes when you are dressing—or is it un-
dressing?—for a swim and spread a sun-filtering make-
up base over your skin before you powder.

Constance Bennett wears an oily concoction that pre-
vents burning and evens the tiny tan it does allow.

Spread your choice of lotion, oil or cream over your face,

your neck, your shoulders—and some obliging soul will

always be willing to spread it on your back for you.
Especially if your back is a pretty one, like Joan Craw-
ford's, for instance. And does she know it ! And does
she guard it

!

The aristocratic shoulders of Kay Francis, Joan
Bennett and Norma Shearer all have achieved their ex-

quisite beauty through care, on and off the beach. The
value of a smooth skin is recognized in the thousand dol-

lar ciphers on the Hollywood pay-checks.

For reducing and hardening up the lines of a flabby

body, there is nothing grander than swimming, leaping

and playing around a beach.

So, if you can't start out with just the figure you'd
like to have, go on out on the beach and get it as fast as

you can ! Let the sun and air give you the vigor that

stores up in your nerves like (Continued on page 88)
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Pat

and

Patncia
Turning the tables

on the screen's star

reporter! Here's

an expose of Pat

O'Brien's private

life

Peter Long

You've heard of Pat
and Mike. Now meet
Pat and Patricia — a
grand team, too. And
read about them in this
exclusive story—you'll

enjoy it.

r
"^HERE was a moon. A radiant Cali-

fornia moon. The jolly old man in

the moon was full— I mean the moon
was full—anyhow he winked at the

O'Briens

!

In the mellow light softly flooding the sea-

shore, Pat and Patricia snuggled comfortably
together—under one warm steamer rug—in

one beach swing—on the sands of Malibu.
Only one discordant note jarred upon the

romantic scene. It was a third party.

As the party of the third part I hated to

do it, but it's the only time one can catch the O'Briens
together these days—Malibu nights under the California

moon. Pat is Irish, of course, and very sentimental.

Ever since Eloise went completely O'Brien by changing
her name to Patricia she's that way too. Being Irish

myself I knew I'd find them there. That's why I paid

no attention to the lights in the O'Brien beach house
being out. I followed the wink of the old man in the

moon out onto the sands.

"Sure, we keep the lights out," said Pat with a twinkle

in his eye, The Malibu party

hounds think we're not at home
and go on their way."

"Ho, what a fib!'' protested

Patricia. "Pat is the most sen-

timental lad in the whole world.

He's crazy about the moon."
"And you, darlin'," inter-

rupted Pat.

"You see," continued Patricia,

after a suitable pause somewhat
embarrassing to the third party,

"Pat doesn't like the beach. At
least, he never did. He likes

the desert and the mountains. I

love the ocean and the beach."

"Sure," retorted Pat, "that's

why we have a beach house."

If you could have seen the

lovely Eloise—I mean Patricia

—in the seashore surroundings,

you wouldn't blame Pat for

letting her have her own way. She's a very pretty

colleen. Her lustrous brown hair and sparkling brown
eyes blend in so beautifully with her soft olive skin. She
has finely chiseled features, this gal who goes by the

name of O'Brien, and she has a figure that would make
Flo Ziegfeld and Mack Sennett moan with envy. Her
olive skin has become nut-brown in the California sun,

the beach is her proper setting, so how could the senti-

mental Pat deny her anything?
Not even his name ! As a rule, actors are very jealous

about their names, even with their wives. On the stage

The desert

Baseball

Broccoli

Cigars

Blue

Kids
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we have had a Mr. and Mrs. occasionally, and once in

the old silent movie days—but a Pat and Patricia is

original.

Pat and Patricia O'Brien ! Sounds euphonious, ro-

mantic—and swell. How did they hit upon the idea?

"Eloise Taylor—my stage name—is too much like

Estelle's," confided the young wife.

"Besides, Eloise is no name for an O'Brien," snorted

Pat.

"Eve always liked Pat, so why not Patricia?" con-

tinued Eloise, "and I asked Pat if he'd stand for it and

he said he'd stand for anything from me, so how could

I refuse the name then?"

In Hollywood the O'Briens may be Mr. and Mrs. Pat,

but now that the Mrs. has resumed her acting career, she

is to be addressed as Patricia. And unlike most thespians

Pat isn't jealous. He loves it.

"Which reminds me !" growled Pat. "This month you
pay our publicity man and the clipping bureau. Ever
since you changed your name the story has been printed

by every newspaper in the world. You wanted to be-

come a working girl, so from now on, darlin', it's fifty-

fifty!"

Sure Pat was kidding the little woman, but it struck

me—knowing Pat as I do—that he has been a fifty-fifty

guy all his life. Sentimental he is, as Patricia says, but

a proper Irishman should be. But I know of no one in

any walk of life who is as

loyal and devoted to his pals

as Pat O'Brien of the Mil-

waukee O'Briens. Particularly

the pals who aren't doing so

well. And in turn there is no

more popular actor in movie

town than Pat.

He's a darned good actor,

too. Wasn't he selected by the

New York play critics for two
of the ten best performances

of the 1930 stage season?

Sure he was. The snappy
racetrack bookmaker in "The
Up and Up" and the idealistic

Russian communist in Boli-

tho's "Overture." Since his

memorable picture debut as the

reporter in "The Front Page,"
Pat has been front page in

Hollywood ever since. He and
Charlie Bickford are the most
sought after free-lance actors

She

Likes:

The ocean

Bridge

Spinach

Cigarettes

Green
Kids

That exciting sequence in "Scan-
dal for Sale" when Pat, as the
Comet's star reporter, radios
his paper from mid-ocean.
Hans von Twardowski is the

pilot.

What happens when the O'Briens argue over the
way to spend an evening at home. Pat wants to

settle down with a good book. Patricia wants to

listen to the radio. And so they listen to the
radio.

in pictures. Although Pat has become famous
as the star newspaper man of the screen, of

late he has been getting away from type. After

he and Bickford did "Scandal for Sale,"

Pat played opposite Wynne Gibson in "The
Strange Case of Clara Dean" for Paramount,
and with Walter Huston and Kay Johnson in

"Faith," for Columbia. Believe it or not, Pat
is a villain in the Paramount opus. He's an
actor of parts, is the (Continued on page 84)
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Hot Off the Ether!
By

Louis Keid

Morton Downey made
his debut in a cowboy
suit, singing "When
Irish Eyes Are Smil-

ing." Now he's the

big "Camel Quarter
Hour" man.

ONE of the most sensational successes ever re-

corded in broadcasting history is that of the

Mills Brothers, the sepian quartet that came out

of Ohio a few short months ago to storm the

palatial gates of New York's radio rajahs.

Their triumph was as sudden as it was unique. They
had been given an audition at the Columbia studios, had
aroused the enthusiasm of program officials. Yet the

latter were none too sanguine of their reception on reg-

ular radio schedules. Such an uncertain audience is

the armchair audience ! What is expected to set off a
general huzzah-ing often proves a dud.

Opened "Cold"—Proved Red Hot

So the Mills Brothers were listed on the broadcasting

schedules without any advance ballyhoo. Not a line

of print, other than the bare program listing, heralded

their network debut. They went on the air "cold."

But they hadn't been on the

air more than ten minutes be-

fore those around the studios

realized that here was the hot-

test outfit that had come to

radio in many Carolina moons.
The telephone switchboard was
flooded with calls from Hsten-

The private lives of your radio

favorites! Read the second of

our straight-from-the-studio
series

ers, requesting their history, the kind of instruments
they used, how they managed to make themselves sound
like an orchestra, when further broadcasts would be
given.

For the Mills Brothers introduced something new in
quartet warbling. They could—and did—simulate with
their voices such musical instruments as the tuba, clari-
net, saxophone and trombone. The response in the far
reaches of the land, throughout the show world was
immediate and stupendous.
They clicked—clicked to such an extent that four

broadcasts were scheduled the following week, and
theatre entrepreneurs stampeded to them with check
books and dotted lines. They are now regulation head-
liners, holding the place of honor on Procter & Gamble's
"Crisco Hour."
The four youths—they really are brothers, separated

by only four years—were bewildered at first by their

big hit in the big city. They were kept so busy, you
see, playing every Broadway house between their broad-
casts, presenting variety shows, rushing after their eve-
ning performances to a Harlem night club to headline
an elaborate floor show.

The Pride of Harlem

Today is another story. Today they carry themselves
with the air of seasoned veterans of show business.

They are the pride of Harlem, vocally and sartorially.

They own a car driven by a liveried chauffeur. They
live in one of Harlem's most
luxurious apartment houses,

^jijjfc^ Their wardrobe is impressive

^WP*^^Bk in a section of the town that

lfl| knows what impressiveness in

wardrobe means. Each has
more than a dozen suits of

\*t clothes, {Conk on page 86).

Enough appeal for two programs! Julia San-
derson and Frank Crumit divide their time
between the Bond Bread hour and the Black-

stone Cigar offering.

Lawrence Tibbett's golden baritone makes the
Firestone Tire program one of the most sought-

out among regular air features.

And here, right, is the big song-and-baton
man, Ben Bernie. His wisecracking talents
bring pep to the Blue Ribbon Malt hour each

Friday night.
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SPENCER TRACY
Adam stands the gaff;

Romeo with a wicked left.

JANET GAYNOR
Grenadine, sap buckets
and maple sugar; under-
study of Mary Pickford's

ghost.

CHARLES
BICKFORD

Strong man crush-
ing raw marshmal-
lows; political rally

in Friars' Club.

LEO
CARRILLO

Bambino gone
Broadway; Musso-
lini in a stock com-

pany.

itter 'Pills!
Take 'em like little soldiers. Good

for ailing egos

Rolled with one hand by

Malcolm Oettinger

JIMMY DURANTE
Cyrano caressing a cus-

tard pie; hymn to Hot-
cha!

SYLVIA SIDNEY
Mona Lisa, Russian ver-

sion; Marche Funebre
in moonlight.

DOUGLAS
FAIRBANKS, Jr.

Acting in six easy

lessons.

JOAN BENNETT
Beauty in a vacuum;
innocence and lipstick.

LIONEL BARRYMORE
The gesture returns;

Edwin Booth in a cafe-

teria.

GENEVIEVE
TOBIN

Thoid Avenoo
through a lorg-
nette; Pardon my
Glove; shamrocks

and sham.

BARBARA STANWYCK
Virtue in a shower-bath

without curtains.

JAMES CAGNEY
Pan kayos Cupid in one
round; A D T boy makes

good.
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Critical Comment

WHEN A FELLER NEEDS A FRIEND
Metro-Goldivyn-Mayer

This is a real job for Jackie Cooper. He jumps from the rough
and ready kid he usually portrays to the part of Limpy, a cripple

with an inferiority complex—and he's swell. The film is some-
what draggy but Jackie and Chic Sale make up for that. A
fist fight between Cooper and Andy Shuford is the high spot

of the film. Jackie wins the battle with Andy and with himself.

DESTRY RIDES AGAIN
Universal

Hooray! Tony rides again, and Tom Mix is with us once more.
Let's go, gang! Tom is wrongly accused of murder by his enemies
and sent to prison. He receives a pardon from the Governor and
then things begin to happen fast and furiously. Tom tracks

down the villains and wins the girl, Claudia Dell. Your old pal

Tony looks swell—he's still the king of movie horses.

LOVE-STARVED
RKO-Pathe

Helen Twelvetrees suffers and suffers and suffers—to say noth-
ing of the audience. She meets Eric Linden on a "blind date"

—

marries him and then finds out he's a four-flusher and a two-
timer. Imagine! Helen makes the most of a rather sappy role.

Linden is fine as the smart -alec who comes to his senses almost too
late. Arline Judge is the menace.

THE RICH APvE ALWAYS WITH US
First National

Ruth Chatterton has acquired a new sparkle. She gives a fine

performance as the richest woman in New York who leaves an
unfaithful husband and falls in love with a novelist-war cor-

respondent, played by the new screen rave, George Brent.
Watch their love scenes—very hot! It's La Chatterton's best
one for a long time. You'll like Bette Davis and Adrienne Dore.

NIGHT COURT
Metro-Goldtvyn-Mayer

An expose of the magistrate courts. Walter Huston plays a
judge who doesn't want his private life matched with any one's.

Anita Page is framed and sent to prison because she was sus-

pected of having information which might prove dangerous to

his so-called Honor, the Judge. Phillips Holmes, as Anita's
taxi-driver husband, gives an excellent account of himself.

DEVIL'S LOTTERY
Fox

Gather the Sweepstakes winners, now put them all together and
what have you? Tragedy, grief, excitement, and romance! A
publisher invites the four winners, Klissa Landi, Beryl Mercer,
Alexander Kirkland and Ralph Morgan, to his home for a week-
end so that he can watch their reaction to this sudden wealth.

It's an interesting idea, well done. Elissa Landi is lovely.
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urrent Filmson C

SYMPHONY OF SIX MILLION
RKO-Radio

Go ahead and talk about your operations! There's an epidemic
of medical films. Ricardo Cortez, the son of a sentimental
Hebrew family, becomes a famous surgeon, thanks to the sacrific-

ing of momma and poppa (Anna Appel and Gregory Ratoff).

The film can proudly boast of the most tense and realistic opera-

tion scene ever filmed. Fine work by the entire cast.

SHOPWORN
Columbia

Barbara Stanwyck's excellent acting makes you forget the
shopworn plot. It's another of those "mother love" themes.
Barbara and Regis Toomey are all set to marry when mama
breaks up the romance and sends Regis to Europe to forget.

Barbara takes the line of least resistance. Later they meet—
they're still in love, and mama still opposes. But love triumphs.

MAN WANTED
Warner Brothers

Kay Francis plays a charming lady editor married to a million-
aire play-boy who spends his time playing polo and rushing
Claire Dodd. Kay hires David Manners as her secretary when
her female secretary quits. She takes her husband's philander-
ing too casually—but then so would you if David was your

secretary and wanted to marry you. A happy ending.

BUT THE FLESH IS WEAK
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

Well, the plot is weak, too—but the sparkling performances
make this a light, gay trifle that will amuse you if you don't
expect too much. The Robert Montgomery admirers will sigh

and swoon, but his critics will gnash their teeth—he's that
whimsical. He pursues Nora Gregor, Heather Thatcher pursues

him. And we'll pursue Fred Kerr to his next picture.

THIS IS THE NIGHT
Paramount

A gay, risque musical movie with a number of Lubitsch touches
supplied by director Frank Tuttle. The theme is light and
bright. Roland Young, a naughty bachelor, gets himself a
"prop" wife, to sidetrack Cary Grant's suspicions after Roland
has been flirting with Cary's wife, Thelma Todd. Of course you
can depend upon Lily to "get her man." Roland is priceless.

IT'S TOUGH TO BE FAMOUS
First National

Here's a corking idea and some fun! Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.,

becomes a hero in spite of himself. But that was just the be-

ginning—he became the idol of the nation and his every move
creates a furor. This idolatry almost wrecked his marriage with

Mary Brian. This film kids publicity and hero-worship. And
young Doug is grand—Mary Brian is charming.
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More star trouble? Complications have
arisen between Dietrich and her director,

Josef von Sternberg, on one side, and the
studio on the other. Inability to agree
on story treatment caused the deadlock.

1HE Mickey Mouses, take it from
Texas Guinan, are seriously con-

templating a divorce. It seems
that Mickey Mouse turned out to

be a rat ! So it's Reno for Minnie now

!

T
NEW-

DIFFERENT!
Anna Sten brought a new
kind of beauty to Holly-
wood from Russia. Will she
win a place in the talkies'

"five year plan"?

There is a possibility

that the Hollywood screen

may lose both Garbo and
Dietrich. M-G-M confirms
the news that Garbo's con-
tract will not be renewed
at the $14,000 a week she

demands, and so far the

lady herself shows no
signs of weakening.

In the meantime her manager has been dickering with
the newly formed Screen Guild. The general feeling,

however, is that Garbo may be permitted to make good
on her oft-uttered threat to go back to Sweden.
While the withdrawal of Garbo would mean an un-

doubted loss to the American screen, the effect on the

life of the Hollywood film colony would be but slight.

The Swedish star has, as you know, been at no great
pains to build up friendships here, has figured not at all

in the social lives of the other picture people, and has
refrained from contributing to the Motion Picture Relief

Fund or other efforts to soften the lot of the less fortu-

nate members of her profession.

The case of Dietrich is quite different. Here the argu-
ment with Paramount is strictly upon quantity and
quality of pictures and the directorial rights of Von
Sternberg.

It seems—or so a story goes—that Von Sternberg
himself prepared the next story for Dietrich and the

studio disapproved it. They then had one prepared
themselves and Von Sternberg and Dietrich disapproved

Want to know what the film

famous are doing?

that. Both sides issued ultimata. At this writing

Paramount seems determined to sue Josef and
Marlene, and to prevent them from accepting offers

which they have been receiving from other studios.

Tallulah Bankhead has been chosen to fill the role

vacated by Dietrich.

News ! Clara Bow has signed a contract with

Fox, for $125,000 the picture, the company having

an option on a series. The deal was consummated
by Sam Rork, who at first intended to exploit Clara

in an independent production.

The first picture will be "Call

Her Savage," by Tiffany Thayer,
with Rork as supervisor. Work
commences in July. Clara is to

have a voice in selecting the lead-

ing man.
It is just a year since Clara

retired from the screen and
Paramount, with whom she had
worked for five years. Just
a year since remorseless

Oo-oo, Look

!

Clark Gable, Joan Crawford and Doug Fairbanks, Jr.

made an attractive trio at one of the recent Holly-
wood openings. The fans just wouldn' t let Clark be!
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See for yourself—in our in-

timate news and gossip

Jfolly

publicity drove her to a nervous breakdown. Just a year

in which to recover her health, take unto herself Rex
Beach for a husband, and just a year for all manner of

wounds to heal. Back in her Beverly Hills home with

her husband, Clara has lately been having a whale of a

time playing at housekeeping and, of all things, writing-

poetry.

Clara looks a good deal like a jolly torn-boy these days.

She still favors pajamas in bright colors—and her hair

is suitably red again. She says she never felt right as

a mere blonde.

Much attention is being cen-

tered on those rumors of an im-

pending legal break between the

Clark Gables. In fact, the gossip

has reached the stage of specu-

lating on the amount of the tem-

porary, pre-divorce settlement.

One school of gossips puts it at

$800 a month; another camp
sticks resolutely by $1800. Will

the rumors soon pass into the

Garbo Likes Them!

"On the rocks?" Not at all—in just another
minute Rochelle Hudson will be right in the
swim! And that swimming suit is strictly

of the moment!

realm of accomplished fact ? Your guess
is as good as a lot of others we've heard.

Florenz Ziegfeld, the world's champion
pulchritude-picker, wired Margaret Perry
a plea to enlist in his New York stage

show. Maybe Margaret isn't feeling

good about that ! P. S.

She's staying in Holly-

wood.

Heather Thatcher, imported
by Metro from the London
stage, captivated Holly-
wood with her charm

and her monocle.

"Letty," and the impending
ford year.

A pre-view of Joan
Crawford in "Letty Lyn-
ton" shows Joan in a

highly favorable light.

What with "Grand Hotel,"'

'Rain,'" it looks like a Craw-

Mary Wigman, famous European dancer, dropped in
to visit the M-G-M studios, and Jean Hersholt acted

as host. Both are friends of Garbo's.

John McCormack, the Irish tenor warbler whose popu-
larity encircles the globe, gave the lowdown on the

situation between him and Hollywood. "I'm not going
to make any more films," McCormack is reported as

saying. "I haven't got It, so I guess they don't want
me in the films

!"

At this writing Charlie Bickford hasn't put his pen
to that Universal contract. The salary was suitable to

Charles, but other factors were less so. And getting

what he wants, you know, is an old Bickford custom.

Janet Gaynor's little spat with the Fox Studio seemed
to hinge upon the fact that Janet did not want to be

"Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm," but did wish to be

something much more sophisticated. Janet, you see, has

blossomed out with a Norma Shearer effect and prefers

to leave the little country girl stuff behind her. How-
ever, there is a soupQon of a hint that Janet may be a

wee bit jealous of Sally Eilers and her success with

Jimmy Dunn. So there was a certain triumph about
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Let's Gossip about the Stars!
securing Sally's role in "The First Year" with Charlie

Farrell, since it necessitated Sally's being supplanted. At
all events, after popping Marian Nixon into "Rebecca"
with Ralph Bellamy, Fox decided to indulge the new
sophisticated Janet.

Another young
lady who has grown
up is Colleen Moore.
The bobbed girlish

Colleen of yore has

departed forever.

Directly after her

marriage to Albert

P. Scott, the New
York broker, she

did the stage play

"A Church Mouse"
in San Francisco

and Los Angeles.
Her friends scarce-

ly recognized her

WillJames (right) will
be glad to see his life

story, "Lone Cow-
boy," filmed. That's
Randolph Scott, lead-
ing man, with him.

JAMES WILL!

NOT-SO-STRANGE INTERLUDE!
WALLY CAN'T DECIDE-

Wally Beery tries to choose his favorite co-star in the
you blame him for not being able to decide between
allure—Joan's fiery loveliness—no, Garbo—no, Craw-

with her hair waved and well off her forehead, her smart
ear-rings, her jewels, and a distinctly woman-of-the-
world tilt to her chin. In fact, Colleen looks positively

Parisian these days—and it's very becoming.

Mary Astor is "lullaby-shopping." The blessed event
is due about August, and in the meantime she and her

WHOA!

Wide World

In fact, it looks perfectly natural! Cable assumes
one of his favorite postures, resting between scenes

for "Strange Interlude."

Genevieve Tobin is visiting the famous Arabian
horse ranch near Pomona, Calif., owned by W. K.
Kellogg, the big cereal man from Battle Creek.
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Read the Latest Lowdown Here!
It pays to be "different" in Hollywood. Sometime

before Christmas a tall, blonde English girl appeared at

a Mayfair dance as a guest in the Tom Mix party, wear-
Everyone paused to note and

enquire. It trans-

ing a dashing- monocle

FIGHTING MAD!

CAN YOU BLAME HIM?
"Grand Hotel" constellation—and what a task! Can
these photos of Garbo and Crawford? Garbo's subtle
ford—Oh, well, why not pick 'em both, Wally?

pi red she really was
a well-known Lon-
don actress, so, al-

though it took a

month or two, she
presently secured a
part in "But the
Flesh is Weak,"
with M-G-M. Her
name is Heather
Thatcher and she
vows she really
does need that mon-
ocle for one weak
eye. Well, it

proved a very good
stunt in any case,

and our hat's off

This gives you a pretty
good idea of the way
Jim Cagney has been
feeling lately. The
reason? Oh, just one
of those studio spats.

WELCOME HIM BACK!

husband, Dr. Franklin Thorpe, will sail the southern
seas and then await the arrival of the stork in Honolulu.
Mary, as you remember, was the widow of Kenneth
Hawks, director, who met his death in an air crash in

1930. She married Dr. Thorpe in Arizona in June, 1930.

Gloria Swanson has named her new baby Michele
Bridget, as a compliment to her husband Michael Farmer.

WHOOPS!

Here's a barrel of fun in the guise of Miss Mona
Rico. She's part of the excitement in "Thunder
Below," the big Bankhead-Bickford collaboration.

Nils Asther makes a come-back in "Letty Lynton,"
in which he will be seen in support of Joan Crawford.
Here's a studio "shot" showing them making a scene.
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*(boking Through the

to Heather Thatcher.

None of the auto-

graph hunters has ever

captured Greta Garbo's

signature. There is a

young bank clerk in

Hollywood who boasts

of having obtained sig-

natures of 600 famous
people in a couple of

years. He haunted
every possible place

Greta was liable to be.

Then one glad night he

caught her outside the

theatre where Al Jolson

was playing. Greta snubbed him, sad to relate

!

Greta, by the way, is said never to bother to open a

local letter. Which may account for the fact that she

has not so far joined that one-half of one-per-cent con-

tribution which everyone employed in the industry gives,

and gives gladly, to the Motion Picture Relief Fund.

Studios report that everyone earning over $50 a week
hops in with their offerings gladly—except about four

of the highest paid stars in the business. On her present

$7500 a week, Greta would have been donating $37.50

a week for the past six months, since the call became
so desperate.

Ruth Chatterton not only contributes her percentage

but often sends extra checks to help out on special cases,

PLEASETURN TO PAGE-

HI, SALLY!

Wide World

The little O'Neil girl, most famous sister in Holly-
wood, poses for the camera boys on her return from

Europe.

and gives dozens of lovely dresses by which unemployed
actresses are furbished up to help get jobs. Dietrich is a
liberal contributor, too.

GETTING "BATTER AND BATTER"

How do you like Anita Page in this demure,
"Come -into - the - garden - Maude" character?

Oh, well, "demure de merrier."

Joe and Jack are a couple of athletes in their spare time.
Oakie is captain of the Paramount baseball team, while Joe

E. Brown plays with various semi-professional clubs.
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Hollywood Keyhole

HO-HUM! and such girls as Mary Pickford, Sidney Fox,
Lois Wilson, Hedda Hopper, Louise Dresser,

and Lucile Gleason give every minute they
can spare from their work to investigate,

visit, and generally godmother the sad ones

—

and hound the studios for jobs, jobs, jobs for

their charges.

Tallulah Bankhead was sparring verbally

with Clark Gable recently, when Clark
thought of a devastating come-back.
"Have you ever been on the London

stage?" he asked Tallulah naively, and for

once the dear girl was too flummoxed to reply.

Jimmy Dunn is uncommunicative, but it

seems June Knight, Ziegfeld Follies girl, has

confessed that Jimmy telephones or writes to her every

day

!

When Doug, Jr. and Joan gave their Napoleon Bona-
parte dinner-dance at the Cocoanut Grove, it was a gala

affair. Everyone who was anyone was there, garbed in

the costumes of the period.

There is as much excitement about the impending re-

turn of Leslie Howard to Hollywood as if Garbo had
really gone home to Sweden and then been coaxed back.

Now watch the girls compete for this fellow in their

pictures. Ann Harding gets him first in "Animal King-

dom," New York stage play, in which he has scored.

Richard Arlen—or "All-in"? Dick must have been
working hard on that last picture of his. D.'S KNEES!

This Motion Picture Relief Fund is taking care of

around 900 families all the time. A women's committee
was formed, made up of the wives of producers, direc-

tors, actors, writers, which works faithfully all the time

TWO FAMOUS PLAYERS

Helen Wills, America's world-beating tennis star, called on
George Arliss, who's a bit of a star himself, on the set of
Arliss' next picture. Helen wouldn' t go badly in films herself.

These pretty limbs must be a couple of those
"main stems" you've been hearing about.

Her name is Doris McMahon.
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Most of the screen stars use Max Factor's
cosmetics. Here's lovely Norma Shearer ap-
plying maestro Max's make-up. Factor has
just what you need for any occasion in the

cosmetic line.

I'VE
been to the grandest party ! And learned some-

thing new for you ! I wish you could have been
with me. The next best thing is to tell you about it.

The address was 714 Fifth Avenue, New York.
That's the Coty Building, you know—the one I told you
has windows of Lalique glass! Til never get over that.

The party, however, was the open-

ing of the gorgeous, new Salon of

Marie Earle. It is simply too beau-

tiful, with all the delicacy and suave

finish you naturally expect of any-

thing that bears the name, Marie
Earle. The dainty, inviting furniture

is Touis Sixteenth. The treatment

rooms are symphonies of several

tones of peach accented by touches

of black. Roses in glass bowls em-
phasized the importance of living

beauty.

Here I learned about the new
Marie Earle "Eye-Treatment," which
includes the face. But true to its

name it is concentrated on improving
the quality of the tissues around the

eyes. No new treatment is given at

the Marie Earle Salons unless it has
first been tried for a year, experi-

mentally. So the "Eye-Treatment"
comes to us, born full-fledged like

Minerva, ready for action. It truly

is marvellous. Pungent, fragrant

herbs, oils and unguents applied skill-

fully by icy-cool fingers soothe away
the tired lines while they stroke and
pat you into delicious relaxation.

The delicate skin about the eyes is

nourished and tightened by the gently

Here's an idea—adapt the
Woodbury way of face care
for the summer. Read what
Mary Lee says about it.

The Truth about

Cosmetics

Letting you in on new
beauty secrets

By

Mary Lee

effective method that is employed. This is gladly ex-
plained to you in detail if you wish to buy the products
and use them at home. Personally, I never expect to
be without them.
The herbs come in little bags that you dip in hot water

before laying them over your eyes. The "Eye-Cream"
is the answer to our prayer for a cream delicate enough
to be absorbed by fine tissue. A grand vacation would
be a series of treatments at the nearest Marie Earle
Salon. If you can't do this, then take them at home. If
you can't buy the things at your favorite store, (they're
pretty new, now), just write to the New York Salon and
they will fill your order, I'm sure. You'll love it!

In this kind of weather all of us are wishing for
something to keep us dainty! Then let me suggest

that you drop your fancy soaps
for the time and guarantee your
sweet cleanliness by using Lifebuoy
soap this summer. You can de-

pend upon it. When your pores
are throwing off poisons in per-
spiration, Lifebuoy soap will neu-
tralize, deodorize, and wash them
away. You can't afford not to be
sure in hot weather. So don't be
without a cake of Lifebuoy. Take it

with you to the mountains—it lathers

perfectly in cold water. Try it in

your cold shower. It works just as

effectively to make you clean and
sweet no matter what the temperature
of the water.

Then, if you will use a little Odo-
rono, in the new container with the

sponge stopper for convenient appli-

cation, you will know that you can go
for hours without fear of under-arm
perspiration. Spare your pretty, sum-
mer dresses. Insure their loveliness

and freshness with Odorono. You'll

have so much more fun this summer
if you don't have to worry about these

things.

Goodness, we certainly are getting

right down to practical matters this

month! But (Continued on page 94)
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violation of good taste to have it there,

either on stage or screen. But if it is

put in merely to shock or create a sensa-

tion, and has nothing to do with the theme
of the story, then it is bad taste. You
see, bad taste is merely something that is

out of place. Good taste is something that

fits in its place. There are no hard-and-

fast rules in screen taste. Each picture

must be judged separately."

Which I thought pretty fine criticism

—

in fact, one of the best I'd ever heard.

I shoot again

:

"How far does criticism affect the suc-

I cess of pictures ?"

"If a picture is good, a critic cannot kill

it. As Henry Irving said, a critic may re-

tard the success of a good production, (and
this applies also to the screen), but can-

,
not kill it.

"On the whole, I think the newspaper
critics hit it very close on every picture.

We need good, sound criticism, for this
1 criticism, as a general thing, follows the

public taste. The critic becomes auto-

matically the reflection of the majority.

Whether he knows it or not, he, like all

of us, is governed a good deal by audience-

reaction."

And I thought this a pretty shrewd ex-
position of the critic and the audience.

But the General was started. He laid

aside his yearly report as he shot things at
1 me. He knows a lost art in talking—the

delightful art of rambling.
Here's what I wrote down as fast as it

came out of the mouth of Will Hays in

answer to various questions

:

"Xot only have I learned, but I learn

continually from the folks in my birthplace,

Sullivan, Indiana. How much, indeed, are
opinions influenced, principles shaped, ac-

tivities directed by early forces. My work
in national politics, as Postmaster General,

and with the motion picture industry has
kept me away from home much of the

Meet "The General"
Continued from page 27

time, but I can trace every single one of

my fundamental opinions and the resultant

activities directly back to the folks in Sul-
livan.

"The story that went around in the

newspapers that my chauffeur was a ste-

nographer and that in driving about the
country I would relieve him at the wheel
while he took dictation was only a yarn

;

but the story is not a yarn about my dic-

tating to stenographers while eating, while
shaving, while motoring, while doing al-

most everything else.

"The way to get work done is to keep at

it. I decline to accept criticism for my
incessant use of the telephone. I learned
to use the telephone in Sullivan. We don't

have as many trains in Sullivan as they do
in some other places, nor as continuous
telegraph service ; but the telephone works
there, and I make no apology for the
pseudonym of 'Telephone Bill!'

"I got my most definite literary stimulus
from my father, who continually managed
to inculcate in me an interest in good
books. On a recent visit home I found put
away in a safety deposit box a ledger
which shows he presented it to me on my
eleventh birthday, and in which he had
written the request that I should note the

name of every book I read and with a
brief review tell the impression it made
on me. I faithfully kept up that record
until I was through college. As I looked
over it the other day, re-reading the boyish
scrawls on the earlier pages I found in

an elaborate discussion of 'Scottish Chiefs'

the beginning of a taste, literary or other-

wise—but anyway for reading—that has
endured.

"I glimpse no end to the development of

pictures. The talking picture may even
revolutionize the stage and the drama of

the world. Vividness, focus, and the sense

of reality have made every patron of the

pictures—hundreds of millions throughout

the world—different. Everyone now ro-
manticizes, dramatizes himself or herself in

picture terms, sometimes unconsciously,
sometimes deliberately.

"From the films your boy and my boy
may be learning more than they learn from
books or from schools. The impressions
they are receiving may be deeper and more-
lasting than those from any other source.

All pictures cannot be made for children,

but there are certain standards of common
decency that have nothing to do with age
or geography, and those will be found and
maintained.
"When I think of the part motion pic-

tures are playing in my boy's future, I read
again the standards which the Motion Pic-
ture Producers and Distributors of Ameri-
ca bave set as their aim : 'To establish and
maintain the highest possible moral and
artistic standard in motion picture produc-
tion and to develop the educational as well
as the entertainment value and general use-

fulness of motion pictures.' I think it

would be hard to state a finer, more worth-
while purpose.
"The influence of the motion picture on

our national life is limitless—its influence

on our taste, its influence on our conduct,

its influence on our aspirations, its influ-

ence on our youth, its consequent immeas-
urable influence on our future."

"What, General, are your principal rec-

reations?" I rushed in.

"First of all, I love my work. Like

Jack London, my work and play are often

one. Love your work and keep young.
Well, I like detective and mystery stories,

and good romances, too.

"Then, there's horseback riding. Lately

I bought two horses from Fred Stone, one
for myself and one for my boy—but, see

here, do you know I was only going to

give you ten minutes ?"

I fled, leaving the Hon. Will H. Hays
deep in figgers.

Sally Eilers and Hoot Gibson
Continued from page 33

his Saugus, California, ranch. It delighted

Sally's heart, for many of the socially great

of the film colony were present, thanks to

Gibson's position, and she found herself

ascending again to prominence. As Airs.

Gibson, she was presented with opportuni-

ties that had been lost to her as Sally

Eilers. Now let her tell you of the events

that wrought such remarkable changes in

her attitude and mind

:

"Before my marriage, I never thought
for myself," Sally says. "I never had great

responsibilities. I lived with my parents,

and though we w-ere never wealthy, I did

not want for things. Motion pictures were
simply a game. I wanted to be a star,

but not because it meant a career and ac-

complishment
;
my only thoughts were that

stars were worshipped by the world, had
more money than they could possibly spend,

and were the envy of millions of other
women. I want to have my school chums
say, 'Gee, Sally Eilers is a motion picture

star.'

"Soon after I married Hooter"—she has
her own nickname for Gibson

—
"he turned

over to me the responsibility of caring for
the family finances. I signed a check for
fifteen thousand dollars and it struck me
like a cold towel. I suddenly realized that
a fifteen thousand dollar check was two

hundred times greater than any I had ever
written before. It was as much money as

some men make in ten years of hard work.
I abruptly awakened to the seriousness of

my position as Mr. Gibson's wife. I real-

ized I had my work cut out for me ; that

I had something to do besides play. / had
responsibilities.

"Not long after our marriage, I accom-
panied Hooter to New York, where he
contracted to make personal appearances.

I had always wanted to go to New York.
I had dreamed of the good times to be had
there. But as Airs. Gibson, whose husband
was working until nearly midnight in the

theatres, those good times were missing. I

had to sit alone at night and wait for him
to come home. I could not go out with

any young man who telephoned, as I had
done before my marriage. I complained to

Hooter, and we had our first family tiff.

During the quarrel, which seemed very

serious at the moment but was not, really,

he said, 'If you don't like it here, why don't

you go home?' I suppose every husband
has at one time or another told every wife

to go home, but the invitation was like an-

other dash of cold water. Home? What
home ? Could I give up all I had to return

to the improbabilities of being Miss Eilers

again? I suddenly realized that I was en-

tirely dependent on my husband and I did

not like it. Most modern women are that

way
;
they want independence.

"I guess Fate intervened, because next
morning I received a telegram to return to

Hollywood for a part in a new picture. I

accepted, kissed Hooter goodbye—we had
made up our little quarrel—and returned to

the studios. But how different things were

!

I found I wanted to accomplish something.
I wanted success, not for silly reasons but
for the independence it meant. I plunged
into my work with a seriousness that must
have surprised studio officials."

Word of the change in Sally's work
spread like wildfire. Fox officials, who had
previously given her chances but dropped
her when she refused to be serious, re-

called her for another opportunity. Then
came "Bad Girl" and Sally's name reached
the electric lights. Public and critics alike

hailed her as a new discovery. "Over the

Hill" and "Dance Team" followed in rapid

succession, and in one short year she sprang
from oblivion to cinematic heights. She
was given a new contract. She became a
star. Old school chums began to envy her,

but Sally got no thrill out of their envy.

Men flocked about her, eager for her

smiles, but their idolization failed to excite

her. Only one thing swelled Sally's head
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and caused tiny chills to chase up and down
her spine. She zvas independent.

With her independence came a new com-
panionship between Hoot and Sally. Simul-
taneously there was born a new respect

for her on the part of Gibson. All of his

life he had been accustomed to women who
depended upon him. He had always been
the successful one. Now he was confronted
with a new situation ; Hoot zvas the hus-
band of a woman who was more famous
and successful than he!
So we have them today—the glamorous

Sally of "Dance Team" and the handsome,
surprised cowboy who is not yet accus-
tomed to playing second fiddle. Hoot will

never be "Mr. Eilers," which is the fate of

so many husbands of film stars, because he
is too individual for that. Besides, none
will forget that he zcas a great star, and
that he probably earned more money than
Sally will ever earn, primarily because the

day of fabulous salaries is passing. No, he
will always be Mr. Gibson—but she will

up with what he calls "the plans." Lilith,

I had feared, might be Eleanor's rival, but

such is not the case. She is a leader of the

enemy, and the letter addressed to her
proved to be a neat case of deception, con-
ceived by a master mind.

"Welllilis, igoingtotellyouwewillnotbeat-
theforttoday" it read—Dickie has not yet

learned the intricacies of capital letters and
spacing. A frank statement, surely, and
kind, too, when one considered that it

might save the enemy the work of mar-
shalling their forces. But no—the Moore
Army would be there after all—and thanks
to the carefully planned ruse, would be able

to fire a few sacks full of water onto the

dresses of Lilith and her allies before the

surprised army could rally.

Why was Lilith 'the enemy? Well,
Dickie replied calmly, Lilith tells lies.

(The fact that his letter might also be
taken in the light of a mild fib bothered him
not at all. That was "just fooling her.")

Lilith is also inclined to play nicely with
Dickie and his gang when she has no one
else to play with, and then shake them like

so much dust when she has a chance to

play with "the bigger kids." With Dickie,

that's sheer treason. Where he's concerned,
it's a case of all, or nothing.

So Dickie Moore is engaged, tentatively

that young Durand's emotional shading and
voice control surpass those of any other

picture child. But you couldn't expect
much less, considering the rigorous train-

ing he has received since his very cradle

days, on top of possessing what is termed
"a perfect microphone voice." Known as

"Little Boy Blue," he was a radio star for

four years, starting when he was three,

and was an accomplished master of cere-

monies at the age of five, serving in that

capacity on one occasion before a crowd of

18,000 people.

David "panicked them" during a recent
personal appearance at a big Los Angeles
theatre in connection with the showing of
"Rich Man's Folly." He told how the
company went on location to Boston for

authentic shipyard scenes. "My mother
and I were the only child and mother ever
allowed in the Quincy shipyards during
working hours," he stated momentously,
and paused to watch the people fall out of

also be Miss Eilers, if you please

!

As for how long they will remain mar-
ried, that is as problematical as the matri-
monial affairs of any young couple who are
separately independent. In this day when
wives earn salaries as large as their hus-
bands, and when divorces are not scandal-
ous, women do not permit men to ride

roughshod over them, as wives fifty years
ago were forced to do. As a matter of

record, Sally and Hoot were enjoying—is

that the word ?—a family quarrel at the
moment I interviewed her. Hoot was "in

the dog house," and what husband does not
know what that means ?

"We had a dinner engagement last eve-
ning," Sally explained. "Hooter failed to

arrive, nor did he telephone either me or
our hosts. I was angry and embarrassed.
It later developed that he was unavoidably
detained, but he should have been thought-
ful enough to telephone. I was worried, as
well as embarrassed. It was not fair of

him to act as he did. So I have put him

Dickie Moore
Continued from page 60

and very happily, to a true love who builds

forts. He will marry her—that is, if his

mother consents. But if she insists, all

right, he will marry Ella after all.

Dickie feels the need of marriage, be-

cause he has it figured out that by the time
he is twenty-five, his mother will be about
fifty. As for his interviewer—he guesses
she'll be about a hundred and eight ! Small
consolation, that, when he assured me that

that's really the only reason that he won't
marry me instead of either Eleanor or
Ella.

Dickie's wife is to be supported in the

style to which she would like to be accus-
tomed, with all the money he intends to

make as a doctor. Some time ago the

young star decided that doctoring, and not
acting, would be his aim in life when he
grows all up, the decision being based upon
the doubtful reason that "doctors' offices

always smell so nice." Fears that he might
have changed his mind since the recent re-

moval of his tonsils have been dispelled.

He will still be a doctor, only he won't
ever be a nurse. He still likes the hospital

smells.

Dickie wound up our interview grace-
fully with an original story.

There was once upon a time, he said, a
fireman whose little boy was going to have

David Durand
Continued from page 61

their seats from sheer amazement. They
didn't. He tried to impress upon them
the tremendous significance of what he was
saying.

"It's so dangerous, they even made
mother go back and sit in the car. . .

."

Still no response. He struggled on. "You
see they didn't want to be responsible for

what might happen if she stayed in there

with all the iron-workers."
Then the audience did fall out of the

seats

!

Aside from his fiendish mania for inno-

cently making the most embarrassing re-

marks, David has absolutely faultless

manners, and never fails to make a mag-
nificent impression in public. But he has
the prudence to use a different code of be-

havior on the school playground. Put him
with other children and he goes berserk.

He screams till his voice is hoarse—plays

until the rest of the ruffians have dropped
from exhaustion, and almost invariably

on probation. He must be very, very good
for an entire week. If he isn't—well, if

two people can not be happy together, it is

best they part, I think."

In other words, Sally has turned the
tables on Hoot. In New York he had said,

"If you don't like it here, why don't you
go home?" Sally used different words, but
she might easily have said, "If you can't

be fairer to me, you can go home."
Hoot returned in the midst of our inter-

view. He found Sally sitting on the floor,

playing with "Hooter" a tiny Scotch ter-

rier that recently joined the Gibson-Eilers
household. He bent over and kissed her,

and her face lighted up. I made a mental
reservation

:

Lloot may be in the dog house, but he
loves Sally. And she likes her indepen-
dence, but she loves him. Sally will hold
Hoot, and he will hold her, just as long as

they want each other, for they are both in

love and that, after all, is something, even
these days

!

a birthday. So the fireman decided to send
him a present—a pair of boots. And to do
so, he climbed up the telegraph pole, and
hung them on the telegraph wires, after

which he went home to bed. But in the

middle of the night, a Scotchman saw the

boots, wanted them for his own, and with
fell design climbed the pole himself, stole

the boots, and put his own worn ones in

their place.

Ah, evil night! The fireman slumbered
on, and next morning when he awoke, went
out to see if the boots had been delivered.

And his somewhat natural conclusion was,
when he saw the old ones, that his little

boy had gotten the new ones and had sent

his old ones to be repaired

!

Puzzled, I found the raison d'etre of this

tragedy only after some careful psycho-
analysis of the subject's mind. You can
wire flowers, he explained eventually, why
not boots?

Eleanor, I have to admit, is a very lucky

girl. Her husband, perhaps, will turn out

to be not a doctor, but a writer of stories,

although if his present popularity keeps up
when he is big, he will have to go on being

an actor forever and ever. But anyhow,
from my wheel chair at the great age of a

hundred and eight, I shall throw rice at

their wedding. I have the invitation

!

comes home battle-scarred but happy, ob-

livious to his black eyes, scraped shins, and

purple-blotched legs. His chief delight is

to provoke a friendly rock fight or other

barbaric contest with some roughneck who
has to stoop down to annihilate him.

An ecstasy second only to the imbecility

of picking on tougher kids is afforded by

eating enough ice-cream to make him vio-

lently ill.

Of course his David and Goliath com-
plex and Frigidaire stomach wouldn't be

such serious problems if the family larder

could be stocked by some means not de-

pendent on David's physical well-being.

Under ordinary circumstances, he might be

allowed to run wild and would eventually

learn, if he didn't get killed in the process,

that the odds against licking a boy twice

his size are considerable. But unfortunately,

since his father is dead and his mother's

health is fragile, a black eye or indigestion

at the wrong time would have a deleterious
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effect on the budget. Yet he fights on!

In the final scenes taken for "Ladies

Love Brutes," he was supposed to have a

black eye. They didn't need make-up.

Heaven knows how, but on the evening be-

fore those shots were to be taken, he

escaped his mother's vigilance and acquired

a genuine shiner.

Why is David a consummate actor while

in front of the camera and devoid of pro-

fessional sagacity at other times ? When
Nature, in an exigent moment, endows a

ten-year old with the ability to shoulder a

breadwinner's load, one might reasonably

expect her to quicken his sense of responsi-

bility as a protection for the precious gift.

But Nature threw the gems at David with-

out bothering to wrap them up. He hasn't

even a normal supply of "horse sense." He
has had to be watched constantly to keep
him from jeopardizing his career and per-

sonal safety.

His mother found him nearly strangled

once after he had been dramatizing a hang-
ing for his own enjoyment (?). He man-
aged a tete-a-tete with a speeding auto sev-

eral weeks ago and was knocked "galley

west." It didn't kill him—he's too tough
for that. And in all fairness, it must be
admitted that it just happened to be en-

tirely the driver's fault.

David never once mentioned the physical

pain. His stoicism ran true to form—it is

nothing short of miraculous. But he did

upset tradition, again proving his contra-

dictory make-up by a singularly adult

mental reaction to the accident. It is the

first sign he has ever given that his picture

work means something to him. Perhaps
after all, responsibility is sprouting ! And
if it is, there will be no stopping the kid.

This is what he did, according to wit-

nesses. His mother wasn't there. The im-

pact with the asphalt tore out one of his

teeth by the roots, among less permanent
injuries. With blood trickling from his

face, he got up and began to look for it,

moaning, "Oh, my tooth—I heard it 'clink'

on the pavement—my career is ruined

!

Please somebody hunt for my tooth—I can't

work without it! My career

—

my career!"
The crowd which had gathered by that

time had never heard a ten-year old boy
talk about his career being ruined, and
wondered what part of his anatomy it was.
The ambulance came and he had to be put
in by force, pleading vainly with the at-

tendants not to go until they had found his

tooth. They told him to forget it—that he
wouldn't have so many to brush. Pathe-
tically, he replied that he was in a business
where people had to have teeth. His in-

adequate explanation that "You never saw
a hero yet with his tooth out," led them to

think he was out of his head, so they
shoved him inside and sped away.
Above the siren and the roar of the

motor there issued such a terrifying scream
from their customer that they stopped the

ambulance to see if they could alleviate

what they thought must be his death agony.
David stopped screaming at once, and
knocked them silly with this reproach,
"You were going too fast. You'll kill

somebody taking me to the hospital."

He insisted on supervising the driving
from that juncture and actually made them
let him out so he could go up and sit with
the driver, where he held down the speed
almost to within legal limits. But they
ignored his further pleas to go back and
look for his tooth. The dentist who later

made him a false tooth for picture purposes
said that if David's own tooth had been
recovered and replaced by an expert with-
in twenty-four hours, it would have grown
back in normally.
Swathed in bandages, the "patient" went

out of the house for some fresh air the

next day, and believe it or not, he came
back a few minutes later with a black eye.

He says he was walking under a tree and
a branch swatted him in the face. Which
alibi isn't up to his usual standard.

Antithesizing his inexplicable predilec-

tion for self-inflicted catastrophes is David's

tenderness for other dumb creatures. You
had better not let him see you teasing a
cat, if you don't want a milk bottle wrapped
around your neck. When somewhat
younger, he saw a horse on the receiving
end of a riding whip, and let loose a flood
of tears because he thought the rider was
abusing the animal.
There was a scene in "Rich Man's Folly"

where he had to carry some rabbits by the
ears. Just as everything was in readiness
to take the shot, and the order was given
to pick them up, the rabbits slipped through
his fingers and got away. This happened
four or five times. The director became
exasperated. "For Heaven's sake, David,"
he exploded, "grab those rabbits by the
ears and hang on to them. Paramount is

paying us to make a picture—not to catch
rabbits."

But David wasn't thinking in terms of
overhead. "Those rabbits have feeling, I

believe," he defended. "How would you
like to be carried around by your ears, Mr.
Cromwell ?"

David gets more and better parts than
any other youngster in the free-lance field.

It is somewhat of an accident that he' is

still free-lancing, as he has twice been
offered long-term contracts by major com-
panies. His mother turned the first one
down, hoping for a better offer from an-
other studio. It did materialize, but was
cancelled before it went into effect, when
the company made the belated discovery
that there were no child roles in any of its

scheduled productions. So David, thus far,

is still free-lancing.

But bad breaks will never stop Durand
from getting a stranglehold on Old Man
Success, if he has actually developed a
"career fixation," as the recent accident
would seem to indicate. David will have
two black eyes, some more teeth knocked
out, and maybe a long grey beard—but
you'll never tear him loose till he's sitting

on top. / know how that kid loves to

fight!

Hollywood's Own Moral Code
Continued from page 21

She is a hermitess and a social problem,

and regardless of how little is known of

her morals, she is considered a questionable

character against whom mothers warn their

daughters. Hollywood has its village re-

cluse in the person of Greta Garbo. In-

stead of being regarded with suspicion, she

is a subject of awe. Any Hollywood
mother would be proud if her daughter
could associate with Garbo, for a girl who
knows Greta becomes a social leader as a

consequence.
One of Hollywood's queerest customs is

that of introducing wives by their screen

names, rather than their family cognomens.
Mrs. Douglas Fairbanks and Mrs. Irving
Thalberg, for example, are rarely intro-

duced so, even if their husbands are beside

them at the moment. Habitually, they are

introduced as Miss Mary Pickford and
Miss Norma Shearer. The wives prefer it

and husbands do not object.

Generally the marriage of a man of lim-

ited means to a woman of wealth effects

unpleasant comment from those who choose
to believe he wed her for her money. In
Hollywood, poor men marry rich women
and no scurrilous remarks follow. This is

because women like Gloria Swanson, Con-
stance Bennett, Janet Gaynor and Marlene
Dietrich earn tremendous salaries, far be-
yond the incomes of even the most success-
ful business men. Must these stars remain
unwed because they love men whose in-

comes are ridiculously less? The Holly-
wood answer is "No."

It is not uncommon for women to pay

the checks in cafes and restaurants in Hol-
lywood. Gentlemen elsewhere would be
embarrassed by such public show, but it

must not be forgotten that business women
are as numerous as business men in Holly-
wood. Feminine stars conduct most of

their conferences across luncheon tables,

and they do not expect to have gentlemen
whom they have called into conference pay
the expenses, when the meeting is for the

benefit of the stars.

Easy familiarity between men and wo-
men in the studios has caused visitors to

gasp and hurry home to gossip. Actors and
actresses walk arm in arm, or with their

arms over each other's shoulders, and they
make unsparing use of such endearing
terms as darling, honey and dear. No in-

timacy is meant ; the informality is merely
a citation of the equality of sex in Holly-
wood. Women may demand respect but
they do not ask deference. Studio women,
accustomed to working among men, do not

consider themselves personally insulted if

men swear in their presence.

A woman criticized Norma Shearer be-
cause the star spoke to a man she did not
know. Said this woman : "I sat in a res-

taurant booth adjoining that of three young
men, and I overheard one of them laugh-
ingly insinuate that although he did not
know Miss Shearer, he would wager she
would speak to him. A bet was made and
the young man stepped over to Miss Shear-
er's table and greeted her. Not only did
she answer, but she also offered her hand."
The woman told her story with malicious

emphasis. What she failed to appreciate is

that the stars meet scores of persons every
day. They cannot remember all these ac-
quaintances. Miss Shearer happens to be
as democratic as she is charming ; no doubt
she believed she had met the young man
whose salutation she returned. After all.

the man who took advantage of her—and
the woman who made gossip of the inci-

dent—were at fault. Because there seems
to be a fascination in speaking to famous
persons, strangers greet the stars constant-
ly. As a rule, the stars return the greet-
ings, because they can never be certain
they have not been introduced to the speak-
ers, and accusations of conceit usually fol-

low if the star fails to acknowledge the
greeting of a person he has met.
Joan Crawford shocked visitors to Holly-

wood when she appeared on the street in a
backless dress. Despite the comfort and
attractiveness of the garb, it brought con-
siderable criticism down on Joan's head.
Her reply to her critics is interesting:

"I wear backless evening gowns and
backless swimming suits," she said, "why
not backless street dresses ? The fault

with such a costume lies not in the dress,

but in people's minds."
When Robert T. Jones, famous golf

player, was in Hollywood for the purpose
of starring in a series of pictures, he was
feted widely. As a rule, his hosts offered

to provide feminine company, since Jones'

wife did not accompany him to California.

He politely refused all such invitations. In

Atlanta, center of the convention-bound
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South, such things are not done. In Holly-
wood, they are done with no immoral in-

tent. The promised feminine companions
would have been charming, decent young
girls, invited only for the purpose of easing

the loneliness brought on by Jones' long

separation from his wife and children. A
Hollywood husband, far from home and
loved one, would have accepted such invita-

tions eagerly—and forgotten them the next
day. The Southern visitor to Hollywood,
hedged by Southern conventions, was grate-

ful for the invitations but turned them
down ; he did not care to break the rules.

Clara Bow, when she was the center of a
storm of gossip summed up Hollywood's
own moral code in a few words when she
said : "Humans know what is right and
wrong. I do not pretend to direct other

people's lives ; I do not understand why

they attempt to govern mine. I live my
life as best I see it, and in my mind I

have done nothing wrong. If busybodies
choose to gossip because I do not abide
by conventions established by the same an-
cestors who invented corsets and bustles,

they cause themselves more annoyance than
they cause me."
Miss Bow's expressed attitude is preva-

lent in Hollywood where, because of the
strange demands of the studios, women
walk the streets alone at midnight, dine
alone in small cafes at odd hours after

dark, and do other unconventional things
the rest of the world cannot understand.
Despite the informality, there are surpris-

ingly few scandals in the film colony. Due
to the world prominence of the stars, slight

mishaps command newspaper front pages,

consequently the film city has at times

appeared to be a hive of immorality. The
truth is, the stars are careful to avoid
scandals, lest they jeopardize their million
dollar contracts. If careful study is given
the matter, it will be learned that for a
city of approximately two hundred thou-
sand souls, the percentage of scandals is

surprisingly small.

The very lack of conventions has done
away with wrong-doing, because it has
evolved a moral code strictly Hollywood's
own. Do you think the average young-
man-about-town in the average city, grant-
ed the privilege of being alone with a most
attractive young married lady every night
for a period of weeks, would refrain from
attempting at least a kiss? You do not.

Well, that is what conventions have done
for other cities ! Hollywood's moral code
commands respect.

In which connection it is interesting to

note that Tracy has a seven-year-old son
of his own. The lucky man also has the

most superior type of wife for a picture

actor. She was Louise Treadwell, a clever

stage actress.

"Lots better than I, in fact," beams
Spencer. "But she gave it all up to devote
herself to my career in Hollywood and,

what's far more precious, she doesn't re-

gard herself as a sacrificial martyr either.

She is writing a play now."
And he takes his boy to the circus, just

like a regular papa.

It was a visit to the circus lately which
inspired Tracy to meditate on rising fem-
inism.

"Years ago I saw a man at a circus with
seventeen tigers and some lions. I was
awed at his courage and heroism and for

ages he was my boyhood hero. But a

couple of days ago I saw a woman doing
the same act, but with several more Ben-
gal tigers. Phew, is there anything wom-
en can't do nowadays ? It's going to be a
heck of a world for boys of the next gen-
eration," said Spencer.
However, the gentleman himself is thor-

He's Afraid of Women
Continued from page 22

oughly masculine. As we talked he wore
the bathrobe of the prize-fight trainer to

Jimmy Dunn in "Society Girl." Not a
speck of make-up—he prefers the type of
role in which grease-paint is unnecessary.
He stands about five feet eleven inches

tall, has very broad shoulders, blue merry
eyes, and a comfortable, easy, conversa-
tional manner. But beneath that bath-robe
he was all strapped up with adhesive tape
—you see, the bad boy has taken a pas-
sionate fancy to polo and was struck in the
ribs with a mallet, getting a couple of 'em
well cracked. But he was afraid the stu-

dio would forbid him to play polo any more
if they knew, so he was managing to act

and smile for all the world as though every
movement did not occasion real pain.

"Yes, and look at polo," Spencer pointed

out. "There are half a dozen women
playing polo on our field, far better than
I do. One of them is a grandmother. We
cannot even patronize the women at what
was once regarded as an exclusively he-

man game. Ugh!"
He is an out-door fellow, so much so

that directly he came to Hollywood he
threw away his hat and always goes bare-

headed now. But that wasn't because it

had grown too small for him. Spencer
Tracy can stand off and laugh at himself

;

not much danger of the swelled head for

his kind. He has promised that if he feels

anything of the kind coming on, he'll just

go and play polo with some of those smart
women, and that will effect a prompt cure.

He says the girls can even lick him at golf,

make higher dives—and smoke more cig-

arettes. In fact, he has pretty well de-
cided to chew tobacco if it keeps up

!

However, lady stars still compete for his

services as leading man—and believe me,
the girls like 'em masculine, as a lusty

contrast to their own femininity. Thus we
hear that girls like Joan Bennett, Ann
Dvorak, Sally Eilers, and Doris Kenyon
have all signified their desire to have
Spencer in their pictures, if you please.

He will, however, soon be out of that

class and starred on his own account—for

one special attribute of a coveted leading
man is that he will never, never be quite

so good as to steal a lady star's scene.

And the critics have insisted on dilating

upon Tracy's work in most of the pictures

he has appeared in to date.

The

opus that I ran on luck. Featured in the

cast was Donald Cameron, a fine actor

who is now with Eva Le Gallienne's com-
pany. We had met in the army and re-

newed acquaintance on the set. Cameron
knew the theatre backwards, listened sym-
pathetically to my plans and hopes, gave
me invaluable advice and sufficient encour-

agement to revive my flagging spirits. He
suggested I pick up as much spare money
as possible around pictures and also gave
me my first definite ideas of how to go
about attacking the theatre.

It was somewhere in this interval that

I met D. W. Griffith, a biographical event

notable for its futility. I saw him at a
theatre and rushed him—diffidence was not

one of my weaknesses. I introduced my-
self, using mutual friends in Kentucky as

a weapon, and hardly gave the poor man
time to answer before I called his atten-

tion to my supposed resemblance to Rich-
ard Barthelmess and asked if he wouldn't
like to make a test of me as a possibility

for Barthelmess' double and stand-in. And
a great calm stole over Griffith. "Here,"
he obviously thought, "is just another of

those things." Politely and briefly he sug-
gested I call his assistant at Mamaroneck
about it. I suppose I did, but nothing ever
nrae of it.

al Life Story of Fredric
Continued from page 63

By this time, someone—I think it was
Don Cameron—had tipped me off to the

profitability of posing for commercial ar-

tists. Any means of keeping a little cash
in pocket was not to be overlooked, since

I wanted to work out my radical experi-

ment alone, sans any help from my bewil-

dered and doubtful family. So I switched
from decorating the far backgrounds of

movies to immortalizing cravats, shoes,

shaving-cream and the like. I was fortu-

nate in getting jobs—posing for Dean
Cornwall, Howard Chandler Christy,

Charles Dana Gibson, Neysa McMein,
Leon Gordon and others.

Don't let anyone tell you that posing for

artists is a sissy job. I think my interlude

of modelling was as good for me as those

strenuous working-out exercises I heard
about and was too lazy to take. Muscular
control is necessary if you hope to get

through one morning without falling off

the stand. Standing straight and taut for

two and three hours does a lot for co-

ordination of the nervous system. What
I'm getting at is it's darned hard work
and doesn't deserve the stigma that is on it.

While I was lending my Art to the

spectacular efficacy of this hair-tonic and
that collar-button, I met Riza Royce, later

Josef von Sternberg's wife, who told me

March

that Belasco was preparing a new produc-
tion and hiring a number of supers.

Snatching time off, I rushed to the Belasco
Theatre. There were three hundred hope-
fuls waiting. Finally the order was given
and we filed past Mr. Belasco. Out of the

three hundred he selected fifty. I was not
one of them.
Which again goes to show that the

breaks I did get followed on chance rather
than on applied effort.

For it was while I was posing for Leon
Gordon that my first important opportunity
came, and came inadvertently. Gordon
had asked me to stop by a theatre and get

him some seats for "Lady Of The Lamp."
On my way from the box-office, I saw the

agent who had sent me on that first job
to Paramount. Since it never seemed to

bother me to jump at people I hardly
knew, I accosted him breezily and asked
if he had anything for me yet. He was
startled, he grunted belligerently and then

paused, looking at me speculatively.

"As a matter of fact," he said, "maybe
I have. Run over to the Belasco Theatre.
They're casting and they need a couple of

men for bits. You might do for one of

them."
With wings on my feet, I sped to the

Belasco. And, since success is mostly a
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matter of being in the right place at the

right time, I thus barged into my first real

break. Rehearsals had already started and

they needed someone right away—for the

very small part of Victor Hugo in "Debu-

rau." No experience was very necessary

and I looked near enough their idea of

Hugo to get by. So I was hired, at thirty

dollars a week!
Thirty a week—steady, with none of the

uncertainties and lapses of movie work

—

in a genuine Broadway production—in a

Belasco production! The clouds in the

sky were no higher than my soaring spirits.

It was there, in the mechanics of that

production, that my nebulous ideas and

dreams took on form, were articulated.

My silly, adolescent excitements gave way
to a more intelligent interest. I ceased to

dramatize myself and the actors I tried

to ape. I began to look upon the theatre

objectively rather than subjectively—saw
it as a vast, endlessly interesting medium.
Saw myself no longer as a gift from
heaven but as a very raw novice with a

devil of a lot to learn. And high time, too.

"Deburau" and my modest function in it

was the finest training camp I could pos-

sibly have fallen into. They were very

kind to me. At the first rehearsal of the

supers, the director announced that those

who wished would be welcome to watch
the principals' rehearsals. Being green, I

thought it was the thing to do and showed
up punctually next day. I was the only

super in the audience and the rest of the

company, accustomed to indifference of ex-

tras, were surprised and interested in my
interest. The stage manager talked to me
and I must have communicated my en-

thusiasm and earnestness to him. For,

after that, I was also made third assistant

stage manager and given two other bits to

play besides Hugo. Later, I was made
understudy.

I worked with terrific energy and ab-

sorption, I felt I was going to school—but

a fascinating school where I learned about
what was nearest my heart, loving every

minute of it. In the daytime, I was still

posing, or, on other occasions, doing extra

work in movies. At night, I was first to

arrive at the theatre and last to leave—

a

dynamo of activity, on duty to see that all

props were 'in the right place, rushing into

my Hugo make-up, then downstairs and
up again as an old man with one line to

speak, fervently memorizing the entire

script between whiles. Victor Hugo had
no lines, but I foraged in the Public Li-

brary, going through every record of Hugo
I could find for material for my "charac-

terization."

I think that was one of the happiest

periods of my life. It was climaxed on
the night when one of the principals was
taken to the hospital for an emergency
operation and I was shot into his place.

The exquisite terror and grandiloquence of

that moment when I left the dark protec-

tion of the wings and stepped into the

glare of the footlights, alone on the stage

with an entire audience looking to me for

entertainment ! I was still green enough
not to be floored and Belasco was satisfied

with my work. That was glory. No
amount of electric lighting of my name
since then has approximated the pure
gratification of that event.

Progression, after that, followed the
usual paths. Except in those few cases of
sky-rocketing, the careers of actors do not
vary a great deal in pattern and general
outline.

For two years, I shared an apartment
with Don Cameron, Harry Vermillye and
James Wood Morrison—three friends I'm

grateful for. On their advice, I invested

some of my savings in lessons with
Madame Alberti, a famous teacher of pan-
tomime, diction and all that. It was an in-

valuable investment—she taught me things

I'd never have learned otherwise. She is

a remarkable woman. I always call her,

when I'm in New York, for the stimulus

of her ideas.

Even after "Deburau" I was still pretty

naive. I read in The American Magazine
an interview with Savage, the producer, in

which he said he wanted to find and de-

velop talent among college men. And,
those being the days when I believed every-
thing I read, I went straight away to his

office. When I tol3 him I was there in

answer to his appeal for college talent, he
was considerably startled—as people usu-
ally were by my unconscious cheek. He
was so startled, however, that he had no
time to ease out of it and I left the office

engaged for a part in "The County Chair-
man"—a George M. Cohan show I had
done at college. Then I did the second
juvenile in a road company of "Shavings,"
came back to New York for a part in Al
Jolson's production of "Lei Aloha."
My first real part on Broadway was in

a William A. Brady production
—"The

Law Breaker." John Cromwell was the

director. It was the first part of any sub-

stance I had had and I was elated. At
dress rehearsal, when we were rehearsing
the curtain calls, Brady told me to come
out with Blanche Yurka and William
Courtney for a bow. In spite of my satis-

faction with the part, I thought that was
a little silly. But on the opening night, I

actually got a hand. And a bit later Brady
offered me a long-term contract.

I just about lost my balance at that,

thinking I had Arrived. Fortunately, I

checked myself in time
—"Here, here,

Bickel. You've still got a terrific lot to

learn. You're still going to school." So,

with a regretful backward glance at the

salary Brady offered, I went off to a stock

company in Dayton for twenty-nine weeks.
There I played, on the whole, pretty dumb
juveniles. But even that, in a stock com-
pany, is good training.

Back in New York, I got a job in a

show called "Zeno" to be done first in

Chicago where it broke a house record set

by George Arliss—then came to New York
and flopped ! John Cromwell saw it during
its short Broadway life, however, and of-

fered me a ten-year contract with him.

He had just produced "Tarnish" with Ann
Harding and wanted two players, man and
woman, under personal contract for future

plays. The woman he had in mind, by the

way, was a girl called Florence Eldridge
who had been a sensation in "Bewitched."
I got her to marry me, eventually.

I signed with Cromwell—having pro-

found respect for his judgment and talent.

My name bothered him, as it had a lot of

people. The natural connotation had al-

ways been Pickle. We decided on Marcher,
then on John March as more succinct. But
changing a first name leads to endless con-

fusion so I contracted the spelling of Fred-
erick to the phonetic form, the way it is

pronounced. As Fredric March, my first

assignment under Cromwell's supervision

was the juvenile in "The Melody Man,"
the first Fields, Rodgers, and Hart show.
Among other things, I did "Puppets"

for Brock Pemberton. Miriam Hopkins
played the heroine in this. Little did she

know I would one day choke her to death

in front of a camera in "Dr. Jeykll and
Mr. Hyde."

I took time off for a trip to Europe. But
not enough time. I want to get back there

again—to wander, which is the purest form
of traveling. Hurrying back to New York
in answer to a cable from Cromwell, I

went into his production of "Harvest."
From there, I went out to the Elitch Gar-
dens in Denver for summer stock. The
leading-lady of the company was Florence
Eldridge.

Well, as I said, the leading-lady was
Florence Eldridge ! As far as I was con-
cerned, heaven had descended right onto
that stage. I hadn't met her in New York,
but meeting her here seemed to do me no
good. In one fell swoop, all my nerve

—

all that colossal cheek with which I had
pounced on Griffith and Savage and a num-
ber of others—deserted me. I watched
other men hovering around her, trailing

devotedly at her heels—and loathed them.
I gave the appearance, when she was
around, of being not quite right in the
head. In short, she upset me spectacularly.

Denver is a beautiful place. Beautiful
places are romantic. So I had the aid of
props by Nature and Co. anyway. Not
that I needed props for my side of it. I'd

have been romantic about Florence in Keo-
kuk. I still am, even in Hollywood. But
the props of clear moonlight, mountain
ranges, sweet breezes and all that helped
my cause with her, I think. Anyhow, the
following spring, we ran off to Mexico and
she married me, thank God

!

Well, to return from my love-life to my
Art— (I know posterity is all agog)—one
show I did in New York was called "The
Devil in the Cheese," and in it were
Linda Watkins, Bela Lugosi and Dwight
Frye—in fact, Hollywood is Old Home
Week for theatre products. There were
a couple more sessions of stock in Denver
and then Florence and I went on the road
together in the Theatre Guild Repertory
Company, doing "Arms and the Man,"
"Mr. Pim Passes By," "The Silver Cord,"
and "The Guardsman." The plays them-
selves were fun but the tour was badly
managed. So very badly arranged that

finally we were making train connections
at four in the morning or arriving in a
town two hours before curtain time. It

was miserable. At the finish, we were so
exhausted and disgusted we bought a car
and drove off to visit our families. And
from there, having heard talk about the
talking pictures and the subsequent field

for stage actors, we blithely continued to

California.

When we got here, I did "The Royal
Family" on the local boards, and when
Paramount offered me a picture job I

grabbed it. The idea of a house and gar-
den, living simply and quietly in one place

for a while, was too much to pass up. I

have felt guilty about it sometimes, since

it keeps Florence away from the theatre

—

and who am I to do that to such a swell

actress ? However, we are quaint—we hate
to be separated and we both enjoy the

country gentleman existence we lead out
here. Occasionally, when she feels like it,

Florence does a play here or in New York.
Then the critics get excited and wonder
why she doesn't do more.

Well, that seems to be all. And now.
how does a biography finish? Perhaps
"yours sincerely" would be as good a way
as any. Or hobbies, for the human touch.

I snare flying-fish in the lily-pond, I sleep

in a cave at Santa Monica, I love to curl

up in front of the camera with a good book
and am devoted to my trained seals.

And now you may all steal quietly from
the room to get that sleep you have been
wanting all the time. But, on the other

hand, no doubt you have been getting it

already

!

Watch for the Life Story of Another Great Star in Next Month's SCREENLAND
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for Paramount right then and there.

Chevalier asked her to take a test the

next day for the leading role in his pic-

ture, "Playboy of Paris." The director

was having one of those famous difficul-

ties finding the right girl. Chevalier saw
Frances across mounds of commissary food

and spotted her as that type, although he
had no idea whether or not she had ever

seen a camera or microphone.
Presto ! Frances Dee's name was taken

from the unimportant list of studio stock

players and placed among the exalted ros-

tra of contract stars and featured artists.

Within twenty-four hours of this triumph
she achieved another coup by using the

round-eyed formula. It seems that several

persons in the know at the studio decided
that the name Dee must be changed to

Deane. Dee, they concluded, sounded trite

and looked triter in electric lights, even if

it did economize on two letters.

Frances had different ideas when in-

formed of her rechristening. She stormed
a bit, then changed her plan of attack.

She went to the office of her studio god-
fathers and looked at them across an im-
posing mahogany desk with awfully hurt,

blue eyes. In her best co-ed manner,
gleaned from two years at a mid-western
university, she told them how proud she

was of her surname, that the Dees had
clannish ideas about their name, and she

just couldn't bear not to be a Dee, even
for a career—but, of course, they knew
best, and if they really wanted her to be

a Deane, why of course—and so on, far

into the afternoon.

Of Dee I Sing!
Continued from page 34

When Frances left the office she was a
Dee once more.

It is my guess that Frances' adhesive
adherence to the truth is going to get her
into a little trouble now and then.

"I was terrible in 'Playboy of Paris,'

"

she caroled to her first interviewer. "I'm
surprised that any director took a chance
on me after that."

Tut, tut, Frances, it just isn't done!
You blame the story, the director, the

writer, the supervisor, anybody, but never
yourself.

And then she told another newspaper*
scribe, that her life's regret is that she
did not go on the stage before coming to

Hollywood.
"It is just twice as difficult for me to

give a satisfactory performance as the girl

with footlight experience," she frankly de-
clared upon this occasion. "I have some
high hurdles to jump before I'll dare to

call myself a real actress."

Having known Frances for more than
two years it is interesting to ponder over
her intense individualism.

For instance, she is the only woman un-
der sixty of my acquaintance who does not
nourish an intense desire for expensive
clothes, multi-cylinder motors, jewels, as

well as the limelight and a suburb-ful of

admirers, masculine gender, of course.

She drives a car of moderate price,

wears camel's hair coats and berets. She
recently rented a house in Beverly Hills

and furnished it in monastically simple
taste.

She is never on time for anything or

anyone. Procrastination may be the thief

of time, but Frances is on intimate terms
with the burglar.

She is probably one of the half dozen
people breathing the ether of Hollywood
today who sincerely welcome criticism

about their work, their conduct, even their

clothes.

Her one extravagance is adding to the
beginnings of a book collection. This lit-

tle item, I unearthed by visiting her new
home. So far Frances has not learned
the value of revealing such highbrow pub-
licity.

She never stays out later than one-thirty,

no matter how gay the party, being sensible
about getting a normal amount of sleep.

She believes -that all controversy over
careers versus marriage is ridiculous, and
states she will marry the moment she be-
comes matrimonially minded and the man
asks her to share his earthly goods.
She owns the smallest hands and feet

of any actress on the Paramount lot, as
well as the easiest complexion to photo-
graph.
Her two-year-old-nephew calls her Pal

and the studio publicity department calls

her the Duchess.
Hollywood's most lionized astrologer of

the moment predicted for the press several
months ago, that Frances Dee would re-

ceive more opportunities for stardom dur-
ing 1932 and 1933 than any other young
player in the colony. He did not reveal
what she would do with these opportuni-
ties, but remember Frances has a very
"chinny" chin, and very round, blue eyes

!

O'Brien. Exceedingly diverse parts, too.

Next to marrying Patricia, the biggest

thrill Pat has had out of life recently is

to have been chosen by the Masquers as

the Jester at their Revel.

The best way to find out a story victim's

personal likes and dislikes, is to ask the

other fellow. So I proceeded that night

under the moon at the O'Briens' beach

home at Malibu. It was a dirty trick to

spoil the moon, but then there are other

moons, and besides, the victims became so

intrigued with exposing each other that it

was more fun than playing "murder" or

charades.
"Pat likes to bring unexpected men home

for dinner," ran Patricia's opening shot.

"And particularly when I have something
like artichokes that won't stretch. I never

have known a man to love company so

much. If we go on a party he's the first

to arrive and the last to leave."

Retorted Pat, "To that first crack, I'll

say there are times when a fellow needs a

pal for protection ; to the second, I have
never noticed you holding back on that

party racket—darlin'."

To prevent a Donnybrook fair I took
each victim aside for the confidences there-

after. And did I find things out?
For instance: Pat hates all card games,

chiefly bridge, but he'll shoot craps any
time, any • place. He likes baseball and
football games and he never misses a fight,

if he can help it. He was an athlete at

Marquette University, an all-American
quarterback until he played Notre Dame
(as he puts it), but he now confines his

exercise to volley and handball, or an
occasional game of tennis. He has never
succumbed to chasing the little white golf

ball around a course, and he hates horse-

Pat and Patricia
Continued from page 67

back riding. In fact, he hardly knows the

front of the horse from the rear, and he
promises faithfully that we will never see

any pictures of him as a polo player.

Take Patricia. Now she loves to play

bridge, and is one of the best horsewomen
in Hollywood. Really can ride like a
show-woman. She does like to play tennis

and would like to play golf. And she takes

in the fights, baseball, and football games
with Pat, but I suspect that in this she is

just being Pat's pal.

Harking back to that dinner crack, I

may add that Pat never comes to the table

when dinner is ready. Usually picks up a

newspaper and starts to read. It's just a

habit. But it makes Patricia mad.
Unlike most girls Patricia likes her

three meals a day, but this luxury doesn't

seem to hurt her slender figure. Husky
Pat seldom eats breakfast, and lunch only
when he is working at the studio. Then
only a light one. But he does go for

dinner in a hale and hearty way.
Pat actually likes broccoli and Patricia

really adores spinach. Pat smokes big

cigars. He has never smoked cigarettes,

but Patricia, being a modern gal, loves 'em.

Patricia has a secret weakness for banana
splits with chocolate ice cream. Also pop-
corn. Pat loathes sweets.

Secretly Patricia confided to me that

Pat is never on time, except at the studio.

This is because Pat is extremely con-
scientious about his work. He is never
late on the set. Being on time is one of

Patricia's outstanding points.

In dress, Patricia likes and looks best

in sports clothes. Pat has always been a

conservative dresser, although in summer
he has a weakness for white or gray flan-

nels with green pin stripes and white

flannel caps. Outside of this, he doesn't go
for Hollywood eccentricities such as golf
knickers, open-neck shirts and sports coats.

He positively loathes turtle neck sweaters.
And what he thinks of a guy who wears a
beret

!

Pat hates to wear a tuxedo or dress suit,

yet he looks grand in evening clothes. Like
most husbands he hates to dance, although
he is a good dancer. Patricia has to do
the driving when they don't take the
chauffeur, as Pat refuses to drive. He
likes to motor, if someone else does the
driving. Patricia liked Fords until Pat
gave her a Cadillac for Christmas, and
now she likes Cadillacs. Pat still rides

around in the Ford.
In books, they both like Irish folk

stories. Patricia likes autobiographies and
Pat likes poetry. What Irishman doesn't?
They are both mad about music, partic-

ularly Pat, and they have a box at the
Hollywood Bowl where they seldom miss
a symphony during the, summer.

Patricia's favorite flower is the yellow
rose, and Pat sends her plenty. Pat likes

sweetheart roses. More sentiment. Green
is Patricia's favorite color, and Pat's is

blue. And how blue fits him.
Pat detests affectation and artificiality in

men and women. Also hates to see women
use make-up. Raises Cain with the little

woman when he catches her at the mas-
cara.

Pat likes his wife to be affectionate over
the telephone, but is a bit shy face to face.

And here's a tip, girls. When the O'Briens
have a battle, Pat spends the next day off

shopping for Patricia. In fact, he likes to

shop. He gets a kick out of surprising

Patricia with negligees and nighties.

Pat is always bringing a new dog home,
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ARE YOU FLAT CHESTEP ?

feminine proportion

ADD 1/ 3 INCHES

ig/y, sagging lines rob yoi
your greatest charm? NOW it is SO easy

to have the full, Jinn bust that Fashion demands.

Just GiveMe 30 Days
yES, in just 30 days, you can increase the size of your

breasts and mould them into that firm shapeliness that is

so smart and alluring. The application of my wonderful
Miracle Cream and easy instructions will work wonders. Thou-
sands of women everywhere praise this simple, harmless home
treatment for the splendid result obtained in just a few minutes
each day. Read what they say below. Then take advantage of
my big special offer and see how easily you can have the charm

of a full, firm, shapely bust.

Beautiful

Breasts for YOU
No matter what else you have tried, no matter

how small or flabby or sagging your breasts may
be, you owe it to yourself to try my wonderful
method. Day by day you will see them grow in size

and loveliness. And it's so easy and simple! Noth-
ing to do but apply dainty Miracle Cream, follow

the instructions, and watch the wonderful change
take place.

No longer need you be self-conscious of your un-
developed, unwomanly form. No longer need you
be pitied by women and ignored by men. My
Miracle Cream treatment will make your life a
fuller, richer one. Let me increase the beauty of
your bust. Decide, right now, that you will not rest

until you have mailed the coupon at the bottom of

this page. It brings you the newer, quicker, safer
way to make your breasts the lovely things you
have always wanted them to be!

"I am the mother of four
children, and although pretty young
my busts became flabby and started
to sag. Now after completing the
treatment I have once again achieved
for myself that feminine loveliness
which I thought was out of my life

forever."
Mrs. M. M., New York. N. Y.

"I feel that I must write a few
lines about your Miracle Cream
method. It Is just what you say It

Is. My chest was so thin, but It

surely Is rounding out nicely, and
my bust is coming along fine. Just
tell the world If they want to know
anything about your Miracle Crean:
method to write to me."

Mrs. H. E., Sioux City, Iowa.

This fascinating illustrated book tells how you can gain

the ideal proportions of perfect womanhood. And it is

yours, free! In it you will find the secret of feminine

charm and how you can quickly and easily develop the

alluring beauty of a lovely full bust. Accept my great

special offer at once. Mail the coupon with only $1.00 for

your large container of Miracle Cream and Instructions

and I will include my valuable FREE BOOK. Send now.
before this offer is withdrawn.

Nancy Lee, Dept. sc-7
816 Broadway New York, N. Y.

MailCoupon

NANCY LEE,
816 Broadway,

Dept. SC-7
New York.

Dear Nancy Lee: I enclose
only SI. 00. Please send me your

large container of Miracle Cream
with Complete Instructions. Also

your new FREE Book.

Name .

Address

Town State.
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Lost Her Boy
Friends Because of

Depicting the physical charm and attractiveness which
chic slenderness brings.

A half teaspoonful of Kruschen Salts

in a slass of hot water every morning be-

fore breakfast makes reducing a delight

—it's so SAFE and CONVENIENT. It

leaves no ugly wrinkles, no dark circles

under the eyes or ill after effects.

Rather it's a splendid health-builder — a blend of 6
SEPARATE minerals which help every gland and body
organ to (unction properly. You lose ugly, unhealthy (at at

the same time gain strength and energy. Many women
hasten results by going lighter on potatoes, pastries and
(atty meats.

Mrs. Ethel Smith, a nurse in Norwich, Conn, lost 16 lbs.

with the first bottle of Kruschen and reports a marvelous
gain in health.

An 85c bottle (lasts 4 weeks) is sold by
leading drugstores thruout the world. Start

to-day and reduce—stay younger longer!

KRUSCHEN SALTS

Freckles
Secretly and Quickly Removed!
"V"QU can banish those annoying,

embarrassing freckles, quickly
end surely, in the privacy of your
own boudoir. Your friends will won*
der how you did it.

Stillman's FreckleCream bleaches
them out while you sleep. Leaves the
skin soft and white, the complexion
fresh, clear and transparent. Price
only 50c. To pay more is extrava-
gance. The first jar proves its magio
worth. At all druggists.

Stillman's
Freckle Cream
Removes T Whitens
Freckles 1 The Skin

usually a Scottie, but Patricia has to take

care of them and exhibit them in the dog
shows. Pat also likes to gather up orphan
kids and bring them down to the beach
house for a day of real fun. He gets a

kick out of playing beach games with the

kids, even though he isn't crazy about the

ocean. Patricia is one of the best swim-
mers in the Malibu colony, but Pat seldom
goes in the ocean.

Among Pat's closest pals in Hollywood
are Wally Ford, Bill (Stage) Boyd,
Walter Catlett, Matt Moore, Jimmy Glea-
son, Lewis Milestone and Spencer Tracy.
Pat and Spencer started as kids together

in Milwaukee, in the Great Lakes Training
School and later in New York dramatic
school, and still later in many a play in

stock, one-night stands and Broadway.
Pat claims he owes much of his stage

training to Jimmy Gleason, in whose Mil-
waukee stock company he worked. He
thinks Helen Hayes is just about the finest

actress on stage or screen. He once played
opposite her in "Coquette."
He met Patricia when they had the lead-

ing roles in the Chicago company of

"Broadway," and they honeymooned to

Hollywood when Pat got his first break in

pictures. And that's how that came about!
You mustn't get the idea from this ram-

bling story that Pat and Patricia are a
study in contrasts. They have many likes

and dislikes in common.
Both like and seldom miss a stage play.

They loved Coney Island when they were
poor struggling troupers, and they partic-

ularly liked the rolling chairs. Now that

they are getting on, they still get a kick
out of the Pacific Coast's Coney Island,

Venice.
They both hate posing for portraits.

They both dislike swanky Hollywood par-
ties. And they don't fly.

Are they superstitious Are they? Pat
won't light three on a match, but Patricia
will. Pat will walk under a ladder, but
Patricia won't. Nor will she go round a

post. Throw a hat on the bed in Pat's

house and you're out. Whistle in his dress-

ing room and you get hit with a shoe.

Thirteen is their lucky number.
They both like kids. And old folks.

Patricia wants a boy and Pat wants a
girl.

"I hope we get twins," said Patricia.

"If we do we'll name them Pat and
Patricia," said Pat.

Hot Off the Ether
Continued from page 68

FREE BOOKLET tells how to remove freckles.
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an array of accessories that would do
justice to a college town haberdashery.

Their names are John, Herbert, Harry
and Donald. John, the eldest, is 21 ; Don-
ald, the youngest, 17. John sings bass,

tuba and third trumpet. Herbert voices

the second trumpet, saxophone and trom-
bone. Harry does the first trumpet and
baritone solos. Born and raised in Piqua,

Ohio, they got their start, believe it or

not, as singers of chords in their father's

barber shop. They developed their quartet

technique when the family moved to Belle-

fontaine, obtained little local jobs at

smokers and socials.

Last year they moved to Cincinnati, and
it was there they got the radio start that

led eventually to the big time. They won
a place on the schedule of a local station,

obtained the services of a shrewd manager
who kept them busy perfecting their in-

strumental imitations, rehearsing song after

song until he felt they were ripe for New
York.
Then one warm afternoon they sat pa-

tiently in the reception room outside the

office of Ralph Wonders, director of the

artists' bureau of the Columbia Broad-
casting System. Finally, they were ush-

ered in. They gave their names, said they

sang. Wonders played a hunch, arranged
an immediate audition. The brothers sang
only one number. It was enough for

Wonders. He rushed them into a studio

which was "piping" an orchestral audition

to the private office of William S. Paley,

Columbia's president. Paley kept them
busy for an hour—and signed them on the

spot.

They're on the spot, ladies and gentle-

men of the radio audience, make no mis-

take about that. They're among the big

shots of radio, capitalizing their talents

on every hand—in vaudeville, phonograph
records, talking shorts. And all because

they had something new to offer, repro-

ducing with their voices tubas and trum-
pets so accurately that you can't tell the

difference. Only one real instrument do
they use in their act—an old, cheap guitar.

It came from a mail-order house and cost

$6.25.

Columbia has other big shots of the

microphone—specifically, Morton Downev

and Kate Smith. Their rise has also been
spectacular. Not so long ago they were
comparatively inconspicuous figures on the
stage.

Life's Ups and Downeys

Downey is a protege of the old Tam-
many leader, Jimmy Hagan. Gifted with
an unusually high tenor that seemed es-

pecially adapted to Irish ballads, Destiny
early marked him for the theatre. But
before the theatre called he had hard
sledding earning a living. He sold in-

surance, phonographs ; was a news and
candy butcher on the New Haven Rail-
road.

His "break" came when he was included
among the guests of the Leviathan in a
trial run of the liner in 1923. Certain in-

fluential men aboard heard him sing, liked

his voice, helped him to obtain engagements.
Downey is a superstitious fellow, punctu-

ates almost every sentence by knocking
wood. He has as many idiosyncracies as

a baseball player. He favors a slouch hat
and a turned-up top coat collar. Yet at

night he invariably wears full evening
dress, with opera hat. -

He likes to drive his own car, a gargan-
tuan Hispano Suiza; is always attempting
to clear the street crossings before the

signal light changes ; raises police dogs

;

has a fondness for raspberry ice ; fears old

age ; when nervous or agitated bites the

nail of his right thumb ; carries good luck

charms on both ends of a watchless watch
chain ; can memorize the music and lyrics

of a song at a glance ; holds nightly audi-

tions for songwriters who hope to interest

him in new numbers ; reads a newspaper
between songs ; insists on leading the

orchestra while singing; has long, thick

eye-lashes and blue-gray eyes. He calls

his wife "Lover," hates to be tagged a

crooner (says he "just sings"), contin-

ually jingles coins in his pockets, loves to

tell Irish stories, and knows by heart more
than three hundred songs. Was born in

Wallingford, Conn., is five feet, ten inches

tall; made his stage debut at the Sheridan

Square Theatre, New York, singing "When
Irish Eyes Are Smiling"—in a cowboy
suit.
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160 H. P. Twelve $1445
We promise you this new Twelve, with 133-inch wheelbase, will accel-

erate faster—-run faster and smoother—and climb hills faster and easier

—than any other production car. Let us prove it, with you at the wheel.

Despite its great power and size, this Twelve will run considerably more

miles per gallon than many Sixes and Eights of far less Horse Power.

Let us prove by comparison how much greater value this Twelve offers

than any other car—and for far less cost. Drive the car; no obligation.

100H . P. Straight "8" $94
The greatest Straight Eight VALUE on the market. Strengthened—re-

fined—and with many important improvements. Twist-proof X-frame

(originated by Auburn). L. G. S. Free Wheeling, with lock-out lever.

Silent-Constant Mesh Transmission. Improved steering mechanism,

eliminates road shocks. Adjustable, hydraulic shock absorbers. More
enduring body construction. Bodies fully insulated.- Come—verify our

claim that these Eights offer the greatest value for the lowest cost.

Auburn "12" and "8" Custom Models include

Dual Ratio
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Riding Air Waves to Success

In 1919 he signed to sing with Paul

Whiteman's orchestra at a weekly figure

of $70; and he toured with Whiteman for

years. He held a French horn for effect

when not singing. The idea helped put

him over—people thought him an excellent

singing musician, and when he obtained

his release from Whiteman he was getting

$200 a week.

Came next a series of London night

clubs, followed by engagements in several

Continental resorts ; then to New York,

where he opened his own club. Next, a

trip to Hollywood to make a picture called

"Mother's Boy." His movie career was
short and sweet, the sweet part to him
being his marriage to Barbara Bennett

after a whirlwind three-week courtship.

The breaks began to go against him
and he went into comparative obscurity.

Back to London he went, again scored in

night clubs. Longing for home and Amer-
ican recognition, he cabled William S.

Paley for a niche in radio.

Paley answered "yes." He opened a

night club here and sang over the air.

Fan mail poured in and he was given a

nightly 7 o'clock period, serving as Colum-
bia's answer to N.B.C.'s "Amos 'n' Andy."

He became an overnight radio sensation

and introduced his own song, "Wabash
Moon," which quickly found a place in

the best-seller list. Sponsors dickered for

his services and he was signed by the

Camel cigarette people for a six-nights-a-

week program. Today his star is not

quite as high as it was six months or a

year ago, but it is still high enough to

stamp him probably as the biggest indi-

vidual money-maker in radio.

The Sun Shines Over Kate

Despite her avoirdupois, Kate Smith is

about the busiest artist to be found in or

out of radio. Check it up, my comrades

:

radio rehearsals and broadcasts, engage-
ments in vaudeville—she holds the record

for New York's Palace, a season of thir-

teen consecutive weeks last Fall—-record-

ings, benefit shows, motion picture house
personal appearances, writing the contin-

uity of her radio programs, answering in

person a carload of fan mail.

She's got her share of foibles, too. Kate
has been atop the Empire State Building

countless times since the structure was
opened and knows most of the building

personnel by name. She wears no street

make-up and tried out her voice on her
maid whom she calls "Floyd", while put-

ting on her stage make-up. Her speaking
voice is as hearty as her singing voice. The
theme song of her La Palina Cigar pro-
gram, "When the Moon Comes Over the

Mountain," is her most prized possession.

She was co-lyricist with Howard Johnson.

The most robust of all the crooners,

male or female, she hates to shop for

clothes. Loves perfume and has about
five hundred bottles of rare scent. When
she wears glasses she puts them on the
tip of her nose. Never took singing ies-

sons, and knows a song after hearing it for
the second time. Capitalizes upon her
weight. Insists she is probably the hap-
piest woman in the land, mainly because
she refuses to diet. Devours candy be-
tween meals.

When at the microphone she leads the
musicians with one handkerchiefed hand.
Is essentially a home-body. Has no mas-
culine interests. Her close friends call her
Katherine. Next to perfumes her chief
hobbies are water sports and cooking.
Prides herself on her recipes and has all

the latest gadgets useful to the culinary
art. Is as sentimental as she seems in her
songs.

Enables Auburn cars to out-perform all other

cars. It makes possible an economy of op-
eration—an unprecedented smoothness—and
a totally new performance. Once you have
experienced what Dual-Ratio does, we prom-
ise you that you will never be satisfied with
anything else. No other car has Dual-Ratio.

Dual-Ratio saves gasoline. Saves wear and
tear on moving parts. Prolongs the life of

the entire automobile and therefore protects

your investment; it minimizes noise and
vibration. It gives you a car specially made
for hills—or a car specially made for

straight-aways. Let us demonstrate to you.

Standard Models 8-100: Business Coupe $945 : 5-passenger 2-door Brougham $995 ; 4-door Full Sedan
$1045 ; Convertible Cabriolet $1095 ; Convertible Phaeton Sedan $1195 ; Speedster $1195 ;

7-passenger Sedan
$1245. Custom Models 8-100A: Business Coupe $1145; 5-passenger 2-door Brougham $1195; 4-aoor Full
Sedan $1245 ; Convertible Cabriolet $1295 ; Convertible Phaeton Sedan $1395 ;

Speedster $1395 ;
7-passenger

Sedan $1445. Prices f.o.b. Connersville. Indiana. Standard Models 12-160: Business Coupe $1445 ; 5-

passenger 2-door Brougham $1495; 4-door Full Sedan $1545 ; Convertible Cabriolet $1595 ; Convertible
Phaeton Sedan $1695; Speedster S1695. Custom Models 12-160A: Business Coupe $1645: 5-passenger

2-door Brougham $1695; 4-door Full Sedan $1745; Convertible Cabrioler $1795 ; Convertible Phaeton
Sedan $1895 ; Speedster $1895. Prices f.o.b. Auburn. Indiana. Equipment other than standard, all models,
at extra cost. All prices subject to change without notice.

AUBURN AUTOMOBILE COMPANY, Auburn, Indiana. Division of Cord Corporation.
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America's First Crooner

While America is familiar with the voice

of Rudy Vallee it does not know much
about the personality, who, more than any
other figure, has made crooning a big

business in the land.

Before the NBC microphone Vallee, now
performing on the Fleischmann Yeast Pro-
gram, is as much at home as a duck on a

lily-studded pond. From the moment he
steps into the studio for rehearsal things
happen. In contrast to the soothing man-
ner that he imparts to his singing and to

the tones of his orchestra, he is an ag-
gressive, driving program leader who tol-

erates no incompetence from his men dur-
ing working hours. He greets them with
wisecracks, listens to their troubles. Once
at work he is a severe taskmaster.

While singing on the radio Vallee is

accustomed to remove his coat for greater
ease of movement, and permits his men to

dispense with collars and coats. This is

one reason visitors are banned from his

broadcasts. The other is that an audience
might prove distracting to him and his

musicians.
Vallee hooks his tenor saxophone over

one arm, leaving one arm free for direct-

ing. His larger baritone saxophone is sus-

pended from a specially built stand with
rollers. When singing he almost touches
the microphone with his lips, jams one
hand into a pocket, turns his back to the
orchestra and signals any necessary direc-

tions over his right shoulder.

He closes his eyes while singing, unless
he must read his lyrics. It is a habit, he
once explained, formed several years ago
when he had to face a blinding spotlight.

As his audience is unseen, there is nothing
to look at in the studio anyway except
Graham McNamee, the big noun-and-
adjective man.
With guest artists, particularly those

unfamiliar with the microphone, Vallee is

extremely courteous, patient and co-
operative. He places his continuity and
music on a stand within easy reach. On
one occasion he was introducing a new
song and in the midst of it realized he had
forgotten the lyrics. The written words
had disappeared from the stand. Imme-
diately, he filled in words ex tempore.
No one noticed the discrepancy except the
publisher.

At the conclusion of each broadcast
Rudy Vallee addresses his orchestra, com-
plimenting the men on particularly fine

instrumentations, bawling them out for any
mistakes. They discuss the program and
offer ideas for change. Vallee calls out
last minute instructions and then dashes
out for the next job in his busy life.

And it's one job after another—and every
one of them lucrative. Vallee's income
continues to be one of the largest in radio.

He saves, they say, most of it. Wise man

!

Beauty and the Beach
Continued from page 65

electricity in a battery. This will give you
a vibrant presence, add magnetism to your
personality. The right sort of exercise will

take surplus tummy and hips and put them
on your chest. Just a simple matter of

subtraction and addition ! And after a day
of violent, happy, carefree play, you learn

again the meaning of relaxation, of grace
in repose that makes of resting a royal

sport.

Water is the finest Doctor in the world.
Dear old H-2-O ! Soothes, refreshes, re-

vives and cleanses us ! Does anybody in

the world use enough of it ? Drink enough
of it ? Absorb enough of it ? When you
are swimming and feel your body gliding

through the velvet fingers of water, you
can just be grateful for the summer that

lets you get out into it. Grand old sum-
mer ! The time of tinkling ice, tempting
salads and—I hate to say it—sunburn. But
just prepare yourself well against the
ravages of the sun and go out to get the
full benefit of it.

If you can't afford to go to a beach,

try your own back yard and the garden
hose. But get wet all you can, and sun-
bathe until frosty air chases you into the

house.

I hope you have a real vacation this

summer, even if you stay at home and get

it. A vacation is just a complete change

nervously and mentally that reflects in

your body. You can decide to have a vaca-
tion by changing your own routine at

home, getting a happier, less tense attitude
toward everything and everybody. Then
you can spend your money on fall clothes
instead of country hotels. The depression
can never rob you of the ability to think
what you please about yourself and your
days. So do have a real vacation—for

your beauty's sake. You can, if you will,

make it so perfect that you will want to
remember it always.
The memory of it will bob up like "The

Forgotten Dream" of Charles Hanson
Towne, '"that longed to be remembered."

Must Careers Kill Love?

and regard that as his just contribution to

mutual matrimonial success.

We may as well be frank about it. Most
of these wrecked matrimonial romances be-

tween actors and actresses are the direct

outcome of wounded masculine egos, mas-
culine jealousy. It's the same in many
other professions. It takes a peculiarly un-

selfish, generous man, steeped in good
sportsmanship, to gallantly play second-

fiddle to a professionally successful wife.

Dr. Rinehart has achieved it for his wife,

Mary Roberts Rinehart, the famous author,

but even she, in her autobiography, tells

what a test her success proved for Dr.

Rinehart.

Was it this condition which really killed

Jaime Del Rio? When the Del Rios first

came to Hollywood Dolores was the ador-

ing wife. Jaime's authority was consulted

upon all things, his consent obtained for

her every move. They had been reasonably

well-off and Jaime a successful provider.

But as Dolores became famous, as her

salary soared beyond anything Jaime could

match, as producers and directors usurped
the place of authority with his Dolores
and he became of less and less importance
in her life, he couldn't endure it. Jaime
died of a broken heart—and a dreadfully

wounded masculine ego.

The situation of the titled husbands of

famous women, a !a the Marquis de la

Falaise de la Coudray, the Princes Serge
and David Mdivani is less painful. Their
titles help enormously in balancing the

account. But even so, not for long. The

Continued from page 25

Marquis and Gloria Swanson could not
make a go of it, although he struggled to

win success as a director. It remains to

be seen how he will fare with Connie, al-

though he is striving to write, and is di-

recting foreign versions of pictures. But
no matter what he does, Connie's fame
must ever exceed his, and so likewise Con-
nie's salary.

We have heard what happened in Pola's

menage when Prince Serge was under the

necessity of accepting financial aid from
her. Prince David Mdivani had his trials

while Mae Murray seemed to be staging

a come-back, but the tempest passed as

Mae's "come-back" failed to gleam as

brightly as before, and his own oil inter-

ests picked up nicely, thank you.
Doug and Mary have travelled a diffi-

cult matrimonial road. For two or three
years now rumors of pending divorce have
hovered. But these two were both fa-

mous. When talkies came in, both were at

a slight loss to know how to proceed. At
first it seemed that Mary, with "Coquette,"
would be the first to resume fame, but soon
it had see-sawed in favor of Doug after

"Reaching for the Moon." Their effort at

dual fame in "The Taming of the Shrew"
didn't prove so happy—and we rather felt

they were taking a lot of suppressed emo-
tion out on each other in those fight scenes,

after their heroic efforts not to work it

off in private life.

But now things are normal again.

Doug's travel pictures have restored his

amour propre, and Mary has postponed

new productions. Likewise, or perhaps
hence, all rumors of divorce have died
down.
Doug, Jr. and Joan Crawford are an-

other couple enjoying dual success, dual
fame, with a slight edge in favor of Joan.
Like the Bannisters, these two have been
cited as a model married couple of sus-
tained romance. And, like Doug, Sr. and
Mary, they are working honestly, with
every effort at good sportsmanship, to

maintain the status quo. It isn't easy
when both have such compelling outside
interests that must so often take precedence
over domestic affairs. Both get home with
frazzled nerves, both have their studio

struggles, and, of course, quite often their

playtime doesn't coincide at all. One may
be working when the other is not, that can
happen aggravatingly often. So long, how-
ever, as Joan's fame and fortune do not

soar too dazzlingly beyond Doug Junior's,

and nothing publicly happens to wound
Doug's ego, they will win out.

Ina Claire married John Gilbert at a

critical time, just as talkies came in and
imperilled John's glamorous popularity.

All might have been well had Ina made a

nice modest little success, and John had
maintained his picture supremacy. But the

situation did painful things to Gilbert's

masculine ego, and Claire herself was a

bit boggled with Hollywood, so different

from New York, and her nerves were on
edge as she endeavored to master this new
technique. So each was more sorry for

himself, more concerned with his own
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career, than the other's—and voila, another

romance had gone a-glimmering

!

John Barrymore and Dolores Costello

appear to be happily successful in their

matrimonial affairs. But then, you see,

Dolores went in for motherhood right

away, and John's success in pictures re-

mained unimpaired. John could remain

the head of the family, the authoritative

partner. No challenge to his ego. And
now this second baby—yes, Dolores, or

Destiny, has chosen the safer way for these

two.
Mildred Lloyd fretted a little under her

wifely seclusion at first. Even now she

breaks out once in a while and tries to

tease Harold into letting her make another

picture. But the safety and happiness of

that marital ship is well protected so

long as Mildred stays off the screen and
Harold remains a popular celebrity.

Hollywood is watching Dorothy Mack-
aill and Neil Miller with interest. Here
there is no question whose star is ascend-

ant, whose purse the most weighty, whose
fame the most glamorful. The very fact

that Neil was described as a "wealthy

sugar planter" for publicity purposes was
interesting—he isn't known in that guise

at Honolulu. In Hollywood he is a

"crooner," but not a dangerous menace to

Bing Crosby or Rudy Vallee. He is a

nice personable young man and possibly he

is not embarrassed with enough ego to get

wounded, especially as being "Dorothy
Mackaill's husband" has been his chief dis-

before very long that I was very, very

fond of him !"

Just before their marriage, Kay and
Kenneth went house-hunting and discov-

ered a quaint, gabled English house, very

spacious and surrounded by shady trees

and shrubs. Here, today, they live happily

amid early Colonial furnishings and many
rare and costly antiques. "Ken is partic-

ularly fond of them," commented Kay, "due
largely, perhaps, to the fact that many of

his ancestors were New Englanders."
Each has his own separate apartment.
"I believe in that idea most thoroughly,"

admitted Kay. "And especially when the

husband and wife are practically of the

same profession. A wife, in my humble
opinion, should always strive to remain
just a trifle aloof and retain her own in-

dividuality. Too many marriages that I

could name have floundered hopelessly

—

largely because of too much intimacy. No
man or woman likes to be bored or tired

out and if they are always together and
never out of the other's sight—well, you
never can tell what might happen ! I

earnestly hope no man will ever say I tire

or bore him!
"On the other hand, I believe absolutely

in the 'give and take' angle of marriage.
Every wife, I think, should give her hus-
band her whole-hearted love and compan-
ionship. She should try to be a real pal

to him—do things he wants to do and go
places he wants to go. She should see
that he has all he wants to eat and what
he wants to eat. After all, that old saying
that 'the way to a man's heart is through
his stomach' has many good points to it

!

She should see that the home is always in
order and comfortable for him. All these
little things really count in the long run
in the making of a truly successful mar-
riage.

"One reason that our own marriage has
been so happy and successful so far k that
my husband and I are firm friends and our
respect for each other is mutual. Our love
is founded on a firm basis and not on mere

tinction to date. This marriage may prove
a glittering success, since any fame Neil

may have is yet to come, whilst Dorothy
may perforce find domesticity a bit com-
pelling.

A couple who have flouted all the gos-

sips and stand forth to date as exception

to all the rules, are Eddie Lowe and
Lilyan Tashman. Here both are suc-

cessful and have evidently not allowed
professional jealousies to intrude between
them.

Bill Powell and Carole Lombard may
succeed in holding the fort as the Tash-
man-Lowe outfit has, if both remain
equally successful. Ruth Chattcrton and
Ralph Forbes are due for congratulations.

As Ruth soared, Ralph's affairs seemed to

dwindle, but Ralph kept his head up and
his ego well in control, and now seems to

be about to reap his reward. Not only are

his picture chances improving, and his i

writing ability winning notice, but he is

the star of a play being directed by Ruth
j

herself at a San Francisco theatre. So
j

that ought to work out nicely.

No one knows how Rudolf Sieber is

bearing up under Marlene Deitrich's fame
and wealth, but he showed infinite good
sportsmanship upon his visit to Holly-
wood. Garbo, however, is taking no
chances on matrimony involved with this

career question. Perhaps the Garbos of

this world choose the safer way—until

lords of creation have learned to keep their

egos under control.

infatuation. I won't say that we will never
be divorced or will keep on being happy
forever for I find that folks who insist on
those points are the very ones who in the

end surprise all their friends by actually

having wrecked marriages ! But I will say
this—I don't honestly see at the present

time how anything big enough could ever
come between Kenneth and me to separate

us
!"

Furthermore, Kay believes fewer divorces
would result if long engagements or, at

least, long friendships were the practice.

She substantiates this belief with fact—her
own and Kenneth MacKenna's lives being
the examples. Previous to their marriage,
these two were friends for many years and
were engaged secretly for several months
before taking the final leap.

"Naturally, all marriages do not succeed
regardless of the preparation and thought
given them," admitted Kay. "It isn't easy
being married in Hollywood in any case.

But, at least, one that is the result of a
long friendship or engagement has the
better chance. Ken and I got our lives all

straightened out during the months we
went together before our marriage. It

wasn't easy at times. We both found that

we had to make sacrifices and adjustments.
During the early days of our marriage
other adjustments were necessary. Some
of them weren't easy, but they were very
much worth while for they brought a com-
plete understanding between us. You know
yourself that when two people are working
constantly, unless they watch most care-
fully they are bound to become too inde-
pendent and probably peevish and fretful

as well, and those are stepping stones
toward unhappiness in matrimony."

Kay's pet aversion is rumors (a polite
word for gossip), and she has made up her
mind never to take any chances with the
Hollywood variety. Accordingly, when-
ever her husband takes a vacation from his

work, she takes one, too, if possible. If he
goes to New York, along trots his Kay.
If he journeys to Agua Caliente, along she
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goes. If he sets forth on a cruise up and
down the Pacific, along goes the missus,

too.

"I don't want any of those ugly divorce
or separation rumors started about us," she
says. "I'd much rather lose out on a pic-

ture than to be separated from Kenneth for

any great length of time."

They recently had their first real vaca-
tion together—Kay's first in a year and a

half—and they spent the time cruising

around the coast in Kenneth's boat. The
other day she finished her role in "Street
of Women" and the next morning reported
for work on the set of "The Jewel Rob-
bery," with William Powell. She left

Paramount and went to Warner's the first

of January and already has completed two
pictures. "The Jewel Robbery" is her
third and "S. S. Atlantic," her fourth, will

be completed before June 1st, which is

something of a record for speed. How-
ever, Kay is not fretting about the rapid
succession of her pictures. Her contract
calls for five pictures to be made in two

years. With four completed by June, she
and Kenneth hope to be able to take a year
off for a visit in Europe before the studios
want them again. Not a bad idea at that

!

Both these young people take a keen in-

terest in each other's work.
"I was never quite so happy as when

Ken was made a full-fledged director and
signed a contract calling for a beautiful
salary," beamed Kay. "I was, in fact, so
tickled that I left my work and went right
down to his studio and onto the set and
spent the rest of the day there with him

!

"Both of us are hopeless movie fans,

too," she went on, "and when our work
permits, we go to see three or four pic-

tures a week. Our favorites are Garbo,
Negri, Ronald Colman and Lionel Barry-
more. Personally, I have always adored
movie stars. Before there was even a pos-
sibility of my becoming a screen actress,

I'd build up all sorts of glamorous illusions

concerning them, and the fact that I am
now one of the crowd myself hasn't seemed
to change those illusions a bit.

"For instance, Pola Negri used to hold
me enthralled and I'd often say to myself:
'Oh, she must be the most gorgeous and
magnificent person in the world!' When
I came out here and met her I was so
awed for a moment that I couldn't think
of a thing to say ! You see, I couldn't
overcome my early illusions of her. Garbo
affects me that way, too. So often you
hear people say that it must be terribly
disillusioning to work on the sets. Strange-
ly enough, although I work continually in

that atmosphere, my reactions to the final

production are in no way affected by my
knowledge of how it's made.
"Why, when I saw James Dunn enacting

that scene in the doctor's office in 'Bad
Girl,' I actually found myself beginning
to shed tears ! And at the same time, I

knew that Frank Borzage probably spent
all morning or possibly all week coaxing
up that particular scene ! But that knowl-
edge couldn't reduce my emotion at all.

It was such a fine performance that I be-
lieved it was all actually taking place!"

regard and keeps repeating in Hawaiian
'Do it again.' Johnny eagerly obliges."

Gradually, he teaches her to speak English
and he acquires many of her native

phrases.

You will be touched by the tender love

scenes and worry over the plight of the

two when the tribe puts the tabu on them.

The barbaric mating dance, in which
Luana leads forty dusky brides-to-be, is

one of the great spectacles which will en-

thrall you. And the furore which is

caused when she runs away with the white
youth on the eve of her marriage to the

chosen native swain is—well, you'll have
to see and hear that excitement personally

!

For a time the two find forbidden hap-
piness in a primitive paradise of their own
making. They flee to an uninhabited

island and there build their own thatched

hut. The volcano's eruption is blamed by
the tribe on Luana, who has angered the

gods by forsaking her people for a white

man and becoming the mother of his child.

There is a tremendous sequence in which
the whole population of the village is

forced to abandon their homes because of

the menacing crater. Five hundred old

men, women, children and household pets

are crammed into a hundred out-rigger

canoes, manned by three hundred young
native men, in the flight.

The medicine man persuades Luana that

she can appease their gods only by a hu-
man sacrifice. Torn between her love for

the American and her superstition, she is

finally convinced that she, alone, can save

Hawaiian Love
Continued from page 31

her tribe. Slipping away from Johnny
she makes the dramatic climb up the slope

of the volcano, the tom-toms rhythmically
beating time as she marches to her doom.
Her lover's desperate attempt to catch

up with her and save her from flinging

herself into the seething lava is the terrific

climax. It is undoubtedly one of the great-

est scenes ever filmed.

"The younger Hawaiians were inclined

to giggle at some of the ceremonies hal-

lowed by tradition," Dolores says, "but
they were afraid to ignore them. Did you
ever hear of a person being killed by
prayer? There are still two kahunas—
witch doctors—in the islands today whom
the backward natives believe possess this

ancient power of mental destruction.

"King Vidor wanted proof that it has
been done before he put such a happening
into the picture. He went to Dr. Nils P.
Larson, head of the Queen's Hospital in

Honolulu. Dr. Larson said that just re-

cently he had treated a native for whose
death a kahuna had prayed. Despite all

modern science could do, the man simply
wasted away. They could discover no
known disease and an autopsy after his

death revealed nothing
!"

In dealing with the natives in a re-

mote spot, Vidor found that the chief was
the head jailer of the district. So he had
to go to jail whenever he wanted to get

action among the tribesmen who worked
as extras. One day Dolores was com-
manded to appear before that dignitary.

He wanted an autographed picture of her

!

She generously signed two for him.
If you wish to see Diamond Head,

Waikiki Beach, and all the other beauty
spots which nature has lavished upon these
Pacific islands, you will watch for "The
Bird of Paradise." And if you wonder
what the hula is really like— ! Dolores is

an expert at the real thing. She learned
on a previous trip to Honolulu.

"It is a religious dance with the natives,"
she tells me. "The accompanying chant of
the natives is their singing explanation of
the various movements. Honestly, every
little movement has a meaning all its

own !"

Now, back in Hollywood, their work on
this production finished, Dolores and Joel
have begun on new films. Dolores is

going modern, having her first chance to
appear as she is in person. Joel is pay-
ing court to one of his favorite screen
partners—Constance Bennett.
But busy as they are at the studio, they

long to return to glorious Hawaii. They
are anxiously awaiting the verdict of the
public on their supreme effort. Dreamers
themselves, Luana and Johnny are the
pagan lovers Dolores and Joel might have
been had not Fate put them in Hollywood
and ordered their lives differently. Soon
Dolores hopes she and Cedric Gibbons, to
whom she is happily married, will have
time for a Honolulu jaunt. And as for

Joel, all he needs is a girl who can in-

spire him to Go Tropical. "The Bird of
Paradise" showed him what a swell exis-

tence it would be

!

The Constance Nymph!
Continued from page 23

handsome men being "brothers" to her.

But that doesn't mean Connie isn't

capable of a mighty "grande passion" one
of these days. Her kind of girl reserves

her strongest emotions for the real thing.

There's a Roland Youngish trait in

Connie. She likes to tease, and even, oh,

dear, to confuse perfect strangers. One of

her pet pranks is to gaze at the top of a

stationary bus and call "Oh, Sam !" There
is always a Sam within hearing on the

bus, so all the Sams start responding
eagerly and pointing inquiringly to them-
selves, whereupon she will smile sweetly
and point elsewhere. Then the bus drives
on.

The sure-fire trick of gazing at a high
building and collecting a crowd gives

Connie no end of a kick. She also loves

to chat pleasantly with perfect strangers
at functions, seeming to know them well,

and trapping them into pretending they
know her, as they flounder for her name.
She does all these things with a danger-
ously artless innocence.

Connie lives with mother and brother
in a modest house in Hollywood, and mid-
dle-western relatives frequently come out
for visits.

"You know the kind, they all knew me
as a child," beams Connie.

Rut she does her duty, takes 'em to

lunch, and lets them "I remember you
when—" as long as they like.

I suspect Connie of literary ambitions.
She says she cannot write—good evidence
that she has tried. I can picture her, a la

John Gilbert, writing a gay satiric scenario
for herself one of these days and wheedling
the studio into letting her star in it. It'll

be good, too, unless I miss my bet.

Connie looks awfully fetching in a riding
habit or a bathing suit, but she likes both
of 'em best without the horse or the ocean.
She is equally recalcitrant in the matter of

cooking—you couldn't get this damsel to

assure her dear public that she is really

very domesticated and just adores to cook
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at home. Besides, ma and brother would
give her away!

She's comfortably indifferent about her

clothes, except for the screen, where she is

perfectly normally feminine and .wants to

look as charming as possible. Not even

her fondest admirers could call Connie

beautiful, but she is a thoroughly natural

attractive person.

Connie says she went to just one grand
premiere—and never again. She thinks

they are too stupid for anything, especially

that tosh everyone talks over the micro-
phone. You should hear the bad girl

mimic some of them !

She drives a Ford and hopes it'll blossom
into a little Rolls-Royce one of these days.

She feels that maybe, when a piquant part

shows up in a script and she can persuade
Columbia not to say, "Oh, that would
never do for Cummings," a lot of other

things might begin to blossom too. That's

what happens when one gets tagged as a
"nice girl" in pictures!

Strained Interlude
Continued from page 59

people, I did that scene fine. Only the

tempo was a bit too slow
;
you shoulda

known better than that, Wunch.
WUNCH: Yes, Mr. Blivitz. (I mean

no, Mr. Blivitz.)

Blivitz : All right, now, let's go ahead
and finish the sequence. Lots of pep,

please. (Come out of the chloroform,

goofs!)
(Gong. They resume their

places.)

NITA: So you'll strike me, will you?
(She takes a gun out of her
purse and points it at Hor-
ace.)

BELLA: Ee-eek! Don't shoot! (I

hope it's loaded!)

HORACE: Go on, you're afraid to

shoot. You're yellow! You hear me, just

plain yellow! (Gee, she's a honey. Won-
der if she'd go out with me to-night?)

NITA: You rat! (She fires a blank

at Horace. He clutches at his heart, gasps,

and falls to the floor.)

That's very sporting of Leila!
Olympic days are coming, so
Miss Hyams trots out these
"Olympic" pajamas, illustrat-
ing several different kinds of

sport.

BLIVITZ (interrupting) : No, no, no.

That's terrible, simply awful ! That's no
way to die. Wait a minute, I'll show you
how to die.

HORACE
BELLA
NITA
WUNCH
BLIVITZ:

i" (Oh, boy! If only)

Now, let's go through that

part again. (He takes Horace's place, and
Nita fires at him. Blivitz, taking it big,

throws his arms into the air, staggering,

cartwheeling and pirouetting all over the

Back to work at last! Gary
Cooper's first picture since
his return from his jaunt to
Africa will be "The Devil and
the Deep," in which he will
play opposite Tallulah

Bankhead.

set. Finally he crashes into the camera,
throwing it to the ground and smashing it.

All stand looking at him horrified.)

BLIVITZ (picking himself up, purple
with rage) : Wunch, Wunch, WUNCH !

You crack-brained, google-eyed half-wit

!

Why did you have that camera so close

up, hey ? So you could damage the pic-

ture ? So you could spoil a whole day's
work? So you could ruin my art? Just
for that we work to-night, and every night
until the picture is finished. Do you hear
that, everybody ?

NITA: Yes, Mr. Blivitz. (Oh, goody!
Horace will have to sock me again!)
HORACE: Yes, Mr. Blivitz. (Aw,

ncrts! No date to-night!)

BELLA: Yes, Mr. Blivitz. (Oh, why
did I ever leave that good old soda foun-
tain?)

WUNCH: Yes, Mr. Blivitz. (!!***!-

?n)
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Roses and Razzes—Continued from page 7

comedies realize how well "animal" an-
tics go over. I have heard more comments
on Mickey Mouse and other animal come-
dies than on the feature pictures. If we are
to have short skits accompanying the main
picture, couldn't there be more dogs or
ducks as characters instead of slapstick

comedies, which really look as if there had
been only five minutes in which to get them
finished and no one really cared what the
plot was about ?

I'm for giving dumb animals a break!
Mrs. W. C. Anger,
701^ DeForest St.,

Bellingham, Wash.

ONE BIG EMBRACE!
Marie Dressier—what an actress she is

!

Bless her heart, she is as young as the
youngest. She may have been with us a
long time, but she is young still.

I've seen pictures of hers that I liked bet-

ter than others, but I don't remember see-

ing any that I didn't like at all. But
Marie Dressier in "Emma"! There just

isn't any word that does her justice. She
is marvelous—grand—that is little enough
to say

!

More people turn out for Marie, as well
as for many of the other veterans, than for

the younger stars. Nor do I mean to

knock the youngsters, who deserve all

praise. Here's to them all—long may they
twinkle

!

Clara Eastridge,

448 West First St.,

El Dorado, Ark.

A FAN'S PHILOSOPHY
When we see a directorial masterpiece

like "The Sin of Madelon Claudet," or a
superbly acted drama such as "Emma," or

a clever little comedy, we rave over them,
send out a plea for more, and feel like

thanking the producers, directors, and cast

personally for giving us such fine pictures.

And then, when a mediocre picture comes
along, there are always a great many com-
plaints.

Most of us have learned to take the bad
with the good in other walks of life, so

why not be philosophical about the movies ?

I for one will agree to take them as they
come, if they will give us an exceptionally
good one once every month or so.

U. L. Crump,
87 Belmont St.,

Rochester, N. Y.

TUNE UP, RAMON!
Recently I saw Ramon Novarro in

"Mata Hari." He certainly gave his best
performance since I saw him in "Son of
India," and has proven that he is a capable
actor. But it would make me, and also
other fans, happy to hear Ramon sing in
his future films. He really has a marvelous
voice and a suitable accent ; and further-
more he possesses a splendid physique, al-

though he hasn't any of those bulging
muscles such as one sees on an overtrained
athlete.

Olga Lea,
893 Royal Road,

Cleveland, Ohio.

A RENALDO FAN
I haven't seen Duncan Renaldo since

"Trader Horn." His sensitive features,

manly bearing, attractive voice, and agree-
able accent make an intriguing personality
which I had expected to see starred very
soon. It would not be easy to find suit-

able vehicles for him, but I think he is

unusual enough to make a real hit.

Duncan would make a big drawing card,

as big as Ramon Novarro, if given the
chance. Please ask the directors to give
him something good to do before he goes

Mrs. C. R. Little,

18 S. Reed Ave.,
Mobile, Ala.

A FENTON FAN
I've been watching Leslie Fenton in all

of his pictures, and, although he isn't a
star, he deserves a big hand for being
a finished actor. They say that the women
in the audience don't admire the rascals

on the screen. I must be different, because
I get a thrill watching Mr. Fenton. His
acting is so natural, his voice so well-
modulated, and his appearance so pleasing.

It is strange he isn't a star, but, possibly,
he doesn't aspire in that direction. But
he's a good sport—doing his best with the
parts assigned to him, and playing any
character he's called upon to play.

I hope the directors cast him in a dozen
pictures this year, and I'll bet before the
year is over he'll be stealing pictures away
from the stars. See if I'm right!

Ruth Barnett,
54419 S. Robertson St.,

New Orleans, La.

ALWAYS LEAVE 'EM
LAUGHING!

The trend to comedy pictures is wel-
comed whole-heartedly by theatre-goers all
over the country. In these times directors
have found that with cheerfulness and hu-
mor scattered profusely through their pro-
ductions people are responding by maxi-
mum attendance.
A good picture always has a touch of

warm comedy. Review the hits of the last
two years and you will find that comedy
rules. People know good, funny attrac-
tions and as long as they demand them
they will get them.

If real, clean comedy is featured, morals
will be influenced for the better, which will
add to the popular appeal of pictures. Let
us have more comedy in pictures

!

Chester Cannon,
289 Pleasant St.,

Worcester, Mass.

Here are Kay Francis and director Kenneth MacKenna, her husband, in
a pleasant domestic scene. They're inspecting the "ship room," one of

the many unusual guest rooms in their home.

A TWO FISTED FILM
"Hell Divers" was truly a magnificent

picture with a splendid cast. The entire
picture was one thrill after another

—

genuine thrills. There was something in
the love of the man played by Wallace
Beery and the Panama dive-keeper played
by Marjorie Rambeau that brought tears
and heartaches. And the splendid acting
of Clark Gable when Wallace Beery was
"setting" his broken leg was the grandest
bit of make-believe that I have ever seen
on the screen. A shudder passed down
my spine and I had to blink my eyes to
keep the tears back. Then there was the
end of Griffin's career, made so real by
John Miljan, that caused a lump in my
throat. Perhaps I did cry—what of it?
I laughed, too! And I hope to see another
picture of this sort very soon—for it was
truly a man's picture.

F. M. Pipes,

Box 1044,
Texarkana, Tex.

THE OLD FAVORITES!
I have often read that producers are al-

ways on the lookout for spectacular themes.
Perhaps a suggestion of mine might help.
There surely can be no doubt that such

pictures as "Les Miserables," "Ten Com-
mandments," "Dante's Inferno," "Scara-
mouche," "Noah's Ark," "King of Kings,"
and "Three Musketeers" were real spec-
tacles of the years past. These and prob-
ably numerous others would make truly
great revivals.

With the addition of dialogue, music and
Technicolor, these old time movies should
strike an instantaneous approval with all

movie lovers.

Chas. D. Dancer,
4417 West 5th St.,

Mansfield, Ohio.
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Neil Hamilton's Magic Corner
Continued from page 1

1

Palming and the pass should be prac-

ticed before a mirror, so that the student

can catch and correct any mistakes.

Armed with the palm, well done, the

magician can find a chosen card almost

anywhere. One clever move is to lay a

hand carelessly on a person's back as he's

going through the deck to find the card he

chose—and slipping the card under his coat

collar. He'll be hunting for the card in

the deck—while it'll be in plain sight of

everybody else. It's always good for a

laugh.

Here is a very good move you'll like,

speaking of finding chosen cards. The per-

former has a card chosen and returned to

the deck, allows a spectator to shuffle the

cards, then announces that the card is not

at the top of the deck. To prove it, he

turns back the corner of the top card so

that all can see this is the truth. While
the card is still in sight, he allows a spec-

tator to put a finger on the card, and keep

it there while the card is slid from the

deck to the table. The spectator keeps his

finger on it, holding it down so there can

be no substitution.

Still the magician—with a magic word
and a ruffle of the cards in the deck he's

holding, makes the "Switch." The spec-

tator turns over the card he has his finger

on. It's the card which the spectator first

chose. The card he thought he saw when
the top card was flicked back for him to

look at proves to be in the middle of the

deck!

Complicated? Not at all! Here's how
it's done

:

This trick, known as a "card change," is

a combination of the two moves you have
already learned—the pass and the palm.

Here is the modus operandi.

Let a card be chosen, bring it to the top

of the deck my means of the pass. False

shuffle, leaving it at the top.

Now pretend to show it by lifting the

corner while it is on the deck. But slip

your nail under the second card from the

top and tilt this one up so that this is what
the spectator sees. Let him put his finger

on the top card—which is really the chosen
card though he thinks it's the second card
that he's been looking at—and let him keep

his finger on it as it is slid off onto the

table, where the spectator industriously

holds it down.
Make the pass again—which brings the

other card to middle of the deck—and the

trick is done.

Practice this showing of the second card

a little, so the "overlap" of the two cards

can't be seen. Just take the deck in your
hand and you'll see what I mean.

Alpine Adventurer
Continued from page 31

greatest ambition in life, Mr. Trenker?
"Absolute, but I am also architectural

engineer, und I want to build hausen. I

like sie Spanish hausen here. Also I have
many books to write. I might write one

mit Hollywood," he grinned.

Don't, Mr. Trenker! But the fact re-

mains that you are a most versatile fellow.

"Versatile?" It didn't register. The
colorful actor knitted his eyebrows and
groped courageously in his limited Eng-
lish vocabulary, "Versatile?"
You do many things well.

"Ach!" Trenker laughed boisterously.

He thought a minute, and then his face

beamed. "In your hat!" he said.

What Does the Future Hold For Garbo?
Continued from page 19

to try her wits against the new invention.

Critics doubted her ability to master Eng-
lish and diction. Garbo's fighting spirit

was aroused and the way that she came
through in "Anna Christie" showed that

her ambition was strong and living be-

neath the surface indifference.

Yet, aside from that production, she was
not enthused about her roles. Life was
just one picture after another. The
thought of leaving became more alluring.

So she began to drop hints here and there

that when her current contract was up
she was going home.
Then came "Mata Hari" and the re-

markable change. For the first time in

years—remember she has been a star for

seven—she was given a part which in-

trigued her. Furthermore, she found a
delightful and sympathetic friend in Ramon
Novarro. He, too, liked solitude and ab-
hored crowds and the stellar gestures to
the grandstand. But Ramon had discov-
ered that he could be himself and still enjoy
friendships and good times. Garbo watched
and secretly admired him for this.

All work and no play suddenly became
monotonous. Garbo decided she needed a
holiday. She spent several weeks on

Broadway, attending all the popular shows.
Ramon met her and took her out there.

They had a grand time, these two foreign-
ers whom Fate brought to America and
made wealthy in true Cinderella fashion.

The fact that "Mata Hari" broke all

records at M-G-M's ace theatre in New
York City—the Capitol—meant a great
deal to Garbo. It established her as the
most popular star of the talkies.

Her genuine enjoyment of the competi-
tion in "Grand Hotel" illustrates her new
zest. Playing opposite John Barrymore,
scion of America's most famous stage
family, was secretly thrilling to the girl

who had never done anything of note in

the legitimate. And to be described by
him as "the Ellen Terry of today" was a
compliment she cherishes.

Garbo had never rehearsed before "Mata
Hari." Ramon asked her to as a favor, it

being his custom. She graciously con-
sented. During the filming of "Grand
Hotel" she forgot all about her prejudice
against rehearsals and willingly went over
her scenes time and again before the cam-
eras started to turn.

This Spring, Garbo has begun to find

herself. Hollywood has persecuted her,

mm
THERE'S A STRING
TO THIS OFFER but

i i's one y o u'l I like!
A string, a cellophane window and an
amazing sifter insert make their debut
in this ravishing box of Terrl Face Powder
whose contents are glamourizing the stars
of stage, screen and private life. The string
enables you to open this box without spill-

ing a bit of the precious powder. Through
the cellophane window you actually SEE
the shade so that you can be positive it i3

the one best suited to your skin tone. The
powder Itself is pure, delicate, clinging,
flattering, and imparts a charming finesse
to your skin. It is guaranteed free of in-
jurious ingredients. You can use it with the
knowledge that it is SAFE as well as fas-
cinatingly lovely. It awakens your skin to
new delights. As for the sifter, this marvel-
ous device, exclusive with Terri, brings
tidiness and sanitation to your dressing
table!

EVANGELINE DAY, FAMOUS
ASTROLOGER, ADVISES TERRI

FACE POWDER FOR ALL ! I

and agrees that every woman will be the
lovelier for using it. Fill in the coupon be-
low, send with 10c to cover mailing, and
you will receive a beautiful parchment
scroll of your destiny
by Evangeline Day
and a "get acquainted"
package of Terri pow-
der FREE.

Tern 4£
Terri, 320 Fifth Ave., N. Y. C.

Enclosed find 10c in stamps or coin to cover mailing
costs.

Address -

State

_ Complexion

-Name of Dealer-

I _ _ _For morejegibility attach to plain sheet bearing information.

mprove your

FIGURE!
Just Give Me

10 MINUTES a DAY
Are you dissatisfied with your
figure? Are you flat chested or
thin? Or Is your form too full

and embarrassing? Cremt
Treatment No. 1 aids In filling

out hollowness and developing
round, graceful curves where needed. Creme Treat-
ment No. 2 helps to reduce surplus flesh and Is use 1

to develop a youthful figure. Fashion demands natural
proportioned neck, chest, arms, leiis

and hips. Send name, address for FREE
sample and directions. Menti'm rreme
tTcatntent nvmber desired. Enclose 10c

nailing costs.

3284 N. Green Bay Ave., Dept. G-24
Milwaukee, Wisconsin

SONGS ™K PICTURES
Big Royalties

paid by Music Publishers and Talking Picture Producers.
Free booklet describes most complete song service evei
offered. Hit writers will revise, arrange, compose music to
your lyrics or lyrics to your muaic. secure U. S. copyright, broadcast your
eoue over the radio. Our nales department submits to Music- puhli-h-ra
and Hollywood Picture Studios. WRITE TODAY for FREE BOOKLET.
UNIVERSAL SONG SERVICE, 604 Meyer Bid?.. Western Avenue and

Sierra Vista, Hollywood, California

EARN MONEY
AT HOME

YOU can make $15 to $50 weekly in spare
or full time at home coloring photographs.
No experience needed. No canvassing. We
instruct you by our new simple Photo-Color
process and supply you with work. Write
for particulars and Free Book to-day.

The IRVING-VANCE COMPANY Ltd.
346 Hart Building, Toronto, Can.
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MUDDY
SKIN AND

moth patches,

hut I got rid of

them by using .

EMOLA
Also removed my fine lines while bleaching and

overcame my oily skin."
KRUMOLA Bleach Cream banishes facial blemishes
such as pimples, acne, and moth-patches and makes
it easy for a woman to have a youthful complexion.
Satisfaction guaranteed when used faithfully 60 days.
The regular size $1.25 lasts about four months.
At your druggist or order from the Dr. C. H. Berry

Co., 2979 So. Michigan Ave.,
Chicago, 111.

Mreetyour favorite
fovie star**^

all original pr.o(o.i of your favori
10, glossy print*. 25c eacli, 5 for $1.00. Scenea
from any of your favorite recent photo plays 2oo
each, 12 for $2. SO. 1'otitivelti the fincit obtainable
anywhere. We have the largest collection of movie
photos in the country. Junt name the etnr or
.scenes you want. Remit by money order or (J. S.
2o B'amns.

$-BELIEVE IN LUCK?-$
Many people that believe in LUCK
are carrying a Pair ol GENUINEBRAHMA RED LIVE HIGHLY MAG-
NETIC LODESTONES. We have re-
ceived a large number of wonder*
fni Testimonials from people who

L believe that they have become
J
LUCKY in Money, Games, Love,
"usiness, etc., and claimed much
enetit and proltt from carrying a
air of these GENUINE BRAHMARED LIVE HIGHLY MAGNETIC
LODESTONES. Tfhey have much
faith in these marvelous Curios
and consider them to be a POWER-
FUL LUCK (.HARM for the deemed

prevent.on of Bad Luck, Evil, etc., and believed attraction of
GOOD LUCK in Games. Money, Business, Love, Happiness,
Success, etc. We make no unnatural representations. Believe
in LUCK/ Why don't YOU rarry a Pair? Special only $1.97 tor
the two, complete with FREE full Information. Pay Postman
SI.97 and 15c postage on delivery. SATISFACTION GUARAN-
TEED or MONEY RETURNED. You Can't Lose! OrderYoursNOW!
Dept. T739 P. S. BUREAU, GEN. P. O. Box 72, BROOKLYN, N.Y.
NOTICE! We absolutely GUARANTEE these Genuine Brahma

Lodestones are ALIVE! Just what you want for they are the
REAL THING—POWERFULLY ATTRACTIVE, HIGHLY MAGNETIC!
Send order TODAY 1 Copyrighted- P. S. B.

CTAnirC FOR TALKIES
hjIURUjij MAGAZINES
Accepted In any form for development, revision, copy-
right and submission to studios and publishers. Estab-
lished 1917. Location and exceptional facilities make our
SIORVK'10 MOST ADVA\TV! K< HIS. Sales dept. on
commission basis. FREE BOOKLET gives full particu-
lars.

UNIVERSAL SCENARIO COMPANY
434 Meyer Bldg., Western & Sierra Vista

Hollywood, California

FADED
GRAY HAlH
Women, men, girls with faded, gray hair, shampoo and
color your hair at the same lime with my new French dis-
covery—"SHAMPO-KOLOR". No fuss or muss. Takes
only a few minutes to merely shampoo into your hair any
natural shade with "SHAMPO-KOLOR". No "dyed"
look, but a lovely natural, most lasting color; unaffected
by washing, or permanent waving. Free Booklet.
Monsieur L. P. Valligny, Dept. 20, 23 W. 30th St.,
New York City.

No Joke To Be Deaf
—EveryBeaSPersonKnowsThat
GeorKe P. Way made himself hear, after being
deaf for 26 yearn, with Artificial Ear DraD3S--his
own invention. He '

day a
head L_._
They are invisible and per-j
fMtly comfortable. Nooneseesil
them. Write for his true story
"How I Got Deaf aod Madt
Myself Hear". Also booklet
oo Deafness. Addresa Artificial Ear Drum

GEORGE P. WAY, INC.
765 Hofmann Building Detroit. Michigan

The next issue of

bothered her, taken away her personal
liberty. But in return it has made her a
millionaire. It has brought her an untold
number of admirers. It has literally laid

the world at her feet. And it has changed
the shy Greta into the dominant, worldly,
polished Garbo we now know.

She is no longer dowdy. Her vanity has
been piqued. She has become clothes-con-
scious. She is learning to relish life. She
laughs more. Is she realizing that her
career may be just getting into its full

swing, or is she happy because she knows
she is returning soon to Sweden?
Many are wondering if the noticeable

change in Garbo does not portend a new
and friendly Greta, one who will not only
continue to reign supreme at the box
office, but one who will assume her right-
ful place off-screen. They hope that the
sly wit which she reveals to her intimates
will become as famous as the silence for
which she has been noted. Yet who can

say exactly what this novel mood means
to Garbo ?

If she elects to stay, will it be because
she is offered a larger salary ? It is under-
stood^that her expiring contract has paid
her $7,000 a week and that she is now ask-
ing $14,000 a week. Does Garbo feel that
it is only fair to pay her in proportion to
her drawing power ?

If she is going home, why is she appear-
ing as a platinum blonde—more startling
than ever before—in "As You Desire Me"?
To further beguile us before abandoning
us ?

Is Garbo coming back to us?

Well, maybe you can guess which way
she'll decide her future. Do you think
she wants an island retreat on the Baltic
Sea where she can always be "far from
the madding crowd"? Or does she like

America better?

Only Garbo knows

!

The Truth About Cosmetics
Continued from page 78

Will be on sale June 27

we simply must meet these major demands
of the season. Here's another one. With
sleeves off in town and most everything off

on the beach, all of us are wanting a de-
pilatory—an easy, convenient one that

doesn't leave an odor. No one wants an
unsightly growth of hair. It mars the
pink perfection of even the loveliest limbs.
So, off with it

!

The simplest way to eliminate surface
hair without muss is to apply the new
Liquid Depilatory made by our old friends,

the Odorono people. It is colorless, odor-
less, and being liquid takes the hair off

closer, thereby lengthening the time before
re-growth. It comes in a squarish, squat
bottle (not easily knocked over) and has
a bakelite screw lid that prevents spilling

in your bag if you travel with it. Be sure
to read and obey the instructions for using
any depilatory.

Still on the subject of hot-weather com-
fort, have you tried perfumed Linit in your
bath ? What ! You haven't ? Well, you
can't afford to admit it right out loud, so
buy a box (almost every kind of a store
sells it because it is so popular) and enjoy
the skin-smoothness and perfect finish it

gives you. Isn't it fun to get such a luxury
for a dime? I always feel as though I had
found it and should say, "Thank you !"

But, of course, there's nobody to listen ex-
cept the parrot on the bath-room wall and
he has never shown the slightest interest

in my ablutions.

Now, a little special attention to your
face ! When you feel that you want your
damp, sticky, summer face to be soapily

clean, remember Woodbury's. Remember,
also, that the Woodbury creams are es-
pecially designed to work perfectly with
the soap. So why not adopt the Woodbury
way of face care for the summer? It is

all thought out for you. Here is the right
facial soap and a cream that belongs with
it. You know it is a dependable, estab-
lished facial treatment that has pleased dis-
tinguished women for a long time. I be-
lieve in following lines of least resistance
in vacation time. Use Woodbury's in hot
weather because you know it is good and
good for you.
When it comes to make-up, why not de-

pend on a real specialist like Max Factor,
Hollywood's eminent make-up expert? For
years and years Max Factor has concen-
trated on make-up, constantly perfecting
and improving his products. Therefore
every ingredient chosen with careful, scien-
tific thought gives you the very best make-
up result. Latest colors and effects are
instantly reflected in Max Factor's wide
choice of rouges, powders, and founda-
tions. He has just what you need for any
occasion. Consult Max Factor and rely

on his very expert advice about just what
sort of sun protection your make-up should
include this summer. Write to him describ-
ing your skin and coloring and age and he
will tell you the very thing you should
use. Max Factor knows. He should after

all these years of advising the Hollywood
stars ! By the way, Max Factor's hand
lotion is awfully good.
Next month more news about some of

the advance ideas for fall

!

Ask Me!
Continued from page 8

with the Canadian Dragoons and after the

close of the war, he established himself

in Calgary and began the practice of the

profession for which he had been educated.

In 1926, after many more exciting adven-
tures, he was on the stage in London, Eng-
land, playing many important roles. Com-
ing to the U. S. two years ago, he played
a featured role in the stage production of

"Scotland Yard." He made his picture

debut in "Strictly Unconventional." He
has appeared in "Grumpy," "The Virtuous
Sin," "Unfaithful," "Born to Love," "The

Squaw Man," "Transgression," "Always
Goodbye," and "Heartbreak" with Charles
Farrell and Madge Evans.

Miss Edith F. Your first letter to me
but why so scared ? I'm no "Franken-
stein." So write again and let's be friends.

Your favorite, George O'Brien, has been
getting good breaks in some snappy films,

such as "The Gay Caballero" with Con-
chita Montenegro and Linda Watkins

;

"The Rainbow Trail" with Minna Gombell
and Cecilia Parker ; "Riders of the Purple
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Sage" with Marguerite Churchill, and "The
Holy Terror" with Sally Eilers. George
was born in San Francisco, Cal., on Sept.

1, 1900. He has dark brown hair and eyes,

is 6 feet tall and weighs 185 pounds. He
uses his own name on the screen. He was
educated at Polytechnic High School in

his home town, and at Santa Clara College.

His hobbies are boxing, swimming, foot-

ball, basketball and volley ball. No stage

training except in amateur theatricals.

Not married.

Vivian H. In the picture "The Spirit of

Notre Dame," William Bakewell was Jim
Stewart, and Andy Devine was Truck
McCall. Lew Ayres was Bitcky O'Brien.

Lew's new release is "Night World" with
Mae Clark and Boris Karloff. Billy Bake-
well plays with Thomas Meighan and
Charlotte Greenwood in "Cheaters at Play."

Loretta B. To give you the latest news
of your favorites, I have to be two jumps
ahead of the stars and catch them on the

rebound. "Waterloo Bridge" was from the

stage play by Robert Sherwood. "Devo-
tion" was from the novel, "A Little Flat
in the Temple," by Pamela Wynne. The
scenario was by Graham John and Horace
Jackson. "Wayward," in which Nancy
Carroll and Richard Arlen appeared, was
from the novel, "Wild Beauty" by Mateel
Howe Farnham.

Frances M. D. Thanks for my new title,

The Spice of Screenland—proving that

sugar and spice and all that's nice are what
little girls are made of. Paul Lukas and
Ivan Lebedeff are masters of several lan-

guages, including Hollywood. Each speak-
ing with a slight foreign accent but who
cares as long as they speak to us from the
screen? Paul uses his family name in pic-

tures.

Sally B. Sorry I'm not able to tell you
"who is the highest paid actress in Holly-
wood." In these days of ups and downs,
it's difficult to keep in touch with salaries.

Jackie Cooper and Mitzi Green are gather-
ing in a lot of what-it-takes and the wolf
doesn't howl around Marie Dressler's door
and little Dickie Moore is able to have
jam on his bread and butter if he wants it.

Devotee of Screenland. You are not
alone in your desire to see Leslie Howard
in pictures worthy of his artistry. Perhaps
if the fans keep hounding the producers
with requests to see Howard on the screen,
it may have the desired effect. So get
together, fans, and begin the "hounding"
and add a few for your "Ask Me" lady.

Mr. Howard is still appearing in "The
Animal Kingdom" at the Empire Theatre
in New York, but he will make a picture
of it later—with Ann Harding.

Polly of Pittsburgh. I'm always happy
when I can locate your favorite. David
Rollins is in "Love Pains," the latest Boy
Friend Comedy, produced by Hal Roach,
with Mary Kornman, Gertie Messinger,
Micky Daniels, and Grady Sutton. Helen
Kane is on the stage and Kay Johnson has
been playing important roles in Los An-
geles theatres. Sally O'Neil has returned
from Europe. She hasn't announced her
picture plans.

Terrie. No, I didn't say terrie-ble! I'm
glad you have good reasons for buying
Screenland and that I'm two of them.
Your favorite, Norma Shearer, is to ap-
pear in "Strange Interlude." Sally Eilers
and Spencer Tracy will co-star in "After
the Rain." One of your fellow country-
men, Laurence Olivier, will appear oppo-
site Ann Harding in her new picture,
"Westward Passage." The late Lon

Chaney's son, Creighton Chaney, is in the

cast of "The Bird of Paradise" with

Dolores Del Rio and Joel McCrea. Come
again, Terrie.

V. V. IV. Davey Lee did play with Al
Jolson in "The Singing Fool" and "Sonny
Boy," in 1929. He appeared in "Frozen
River" with Rin-Tin-Tin in the same year
then made a vaudeville tour of the U. S.

and Europe and dropped out of sight. It

was reported many times that he died but

such was not the case. He's just busy
growing up

!

Bernice T. The principals in "Interfer-

ence" were Clive Brook, Doris Kenyon,
Evelyn Brent and William Powell. Jo-
sephine Dunn was not in the cast. She
played with Miriam Hopkins and Phillips

Holmes in "Two Kinds of Women" and
with Maurice Chevalier and Jeanette Mac-
Donald in "One Hour With You."

Ruth S. Edmund Cobb was the actor you
refer to who played Gil Davis in "Wild
Horse" with Hoot Gibson. Edmund was
born in Albuquerque, New Mexico, in 1892.

He has brown hair and eyes, is 6 feet tall

and weighs 165 pounds. He was on the

stage before entering pictures. Clark
Gable's next picture is "Strange Interlude"

with Norma Shearer.

Arthur G. I have very little informa-
tion to give about Jackie Cooper's private

life. He's only eight years old, lives with
his mother and a devoted grandmother,
works at the studio all day while his pic-

tures are in production and any time out

is spent with teachers—for you know "a
fellow just has to "get educated." Jackie
is to make personal appearances, buzzing
into New York as I write this but I haven't
his traveling schedule so I can't say when
he will make Detroit.

D. J. D., England. Sorry I can't tell you
the English publishers of the songs Phillips

Holmes used in his picture, "Her Alan."

John Boles is married to Marcelite Dobbs
and they have two children. John's cur-

rent release is "Careless Lady" with Joan
Bennett. Delight Evans reviewed "The
Man I Killed" in the April issue. Since
then the picture has been retitled, "Broken
Lullaby." Phillips plays with Miriam
Hopkins in "Two Kinds of Women" and
his forthcoming picture will be "Night
Court." Cheerio and what-ho

!

Miss Happy. "Tarzan, The Ape Man"
has been released at last so sit up for a

reel thrill. This screen story of the jungles
has a fine cast, headed by Johnny Weiss-
muller, the marvelous swimmer, Maureen
O'Sullivan, Neil Hamilton and C. Aubrey
Smith. The young man who played Alex-
ander in "The Spider" with Edmund Lowe,
and Clavcrie with Warner Baxter in "Sur-
render," was Howard Phillips. He is

rather new to the fans but if his work
deserves a place in my department, he will

surely get it.

Kay of Vancouver. Greetings and how
have you been ? Write as often as you
like. Edwina Booth, last seen in "Trader
Horn," is making a comeback in "The
Midnight Patrol," an independent produc-
tion. Others in the cast are Regis Too-
mey, Betty Bronson, Mary Nolan and
Earle Fox. Your favorite crooner, Bing
Crosby, is still appearing in short features

;

the last one is "Dream House," a slapstick

comedy. His first short feature was "I

Surrender, Dear." Bebe Daniels has not
made a picture since "The Honor of the
Family." She has been looking over
Broadway with a stage comeback in view.
You remember Bebe was on the stas;e as

V
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SUNBEAMS

in ifour hair!
Keep them there — or bring
them back~this simple way!

Youthfulness — that charm that brings popularity,

romance, happiness— now you can keep it always, in

your hair! Just one Golden Glint Shampoo will show
you the way! Rich generous lather cleanses your hair.

You rinse—remove all trace of soap. Then you apply

the extra touch— the "plus" that makes this shampoo
different! Instantly—new gloss—new finish ! All trace

of dullness gone! Now your hair is worthy of the face

it frames! Millions use regularly! Nothing to bleach

or change natural color of your hair. Just a wonder-

ful shampoo—plus! Only 25c at your dealers', or send

for a free sample.

FREE
J. W. KOBI CO
Seattle, Wash.

Name _____

617 Rainier Ave., Dept. G
Please send a free sample.» * # #

Address

City . State.

Color of my hair

PHOTOGRAPHERS
EARN REAL MONEY
Prepare NOW for a well-pard position or
business of your own. Unlimited opportuni-
ties. Fascinating work. FREE BOOK tehj
how you can quickly qualify as

Motion Picture Cameraman and Projectionist.

Still Pholograph'.r and P_9to-F_u__r.

State which Interests you. Write to-day.
NEW YORK INSTITUIE OF PHOTOGRAPHY,

10 W. 33rd St. (Dept. 60). New York. N. Y.

MAKE $10,000 A year raising
Rex rahliits for

We pay ud
to SI 2. 00 each, for alt you raise. Send 23c for full inrni mat inn

and contract, everything explained. Send at once and
find out about this big proposition we have to offer you

THE EASTERN RABBITRY
Route I, Box 314 New Freedom, Pa.

SOHC REQUIREMENTS

TALKING°PICTURES
RADIO jnd tUCOUDS

SOHC WRITERS
Don't Fail To Read
"Song Requirements of Talking Pictures,

Radio and Records", an explanatory in-

structive book, SENT FREE on request.

Writers may submit song -poems for free

examination and advice. Past experience

unnecessary. We revise, compose and ar-

range music and secure Copyrights. Our
modern method guarantees approval.

Write Today. S. L. Newcomer Association

1674 Broadway, New York. N. Y.

Hair
OFFBE

I once looked like this. U gly hair

Un loved on *ace • unioved . . . discouraged.
Nothing helped. Depilatories,

waxes, liquids . . . even razors failed. Then I dis-

covered a simple, painless, inexpensive method. It

worked! Thousands have won beauty and love with
the secret. My FREE Book, "How to Overcome
Superfluous Hair," explains the method and proves
actual success. Mailed in plain envelope. Also trial

offer. No obligation. Write Mile. Annette Lanzette,
109 W. Austin Avenue, Dept. S3", Chicago.
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DEAFNESS IS MISERY
Many people with defective hearing
and Head Noises enjoy conversation, fM\
go to Theatre and Church because they //Ml
use Leonard Invisible Ear Drums which W ill

resemble Tiny Megaphones fitting —~-_^vU
in the Ear entirely out of sight. d^Sjm/I
No wires, batteries or head piece. ^ff^Sf

J
J

They are inexpensive. Write for //J
booklet and sworn statement of W
the inventor who was himself deaf.

A. O. LEONARD, Inc., Suite 984, 70 5th Ave., New York

(FAA and more paid for short stories

OU%3 ofLOVE 6?ROMANCE. Our
short and practical course of twelve les'

sons leads to success. Begin now.
For information write:—

AUTHORS' PUBLICITY BUREAU
334 Massachusetts Avenuo Boston, Mass.

a child star—playing bits in Shakespearean
drama when she was only five years old.

She was at one time Harold Lloyd's lead-

ing lady in his "Lonesome Luke" Com-
edies.

Bruce R. I'm sorry not to give you any
information about Bruce Line, the clever

youngster who played the King in "For-
bidden Adventure," with Mitzi Green and
Jackie Searle. Seems to have dropped out
of sight. If I get a line on him, I'll be
glad to let you know. You'll be pleased
to know your birthday falls on the same
day that Jack Oakie celebrates his. No-
vember 12.

Montrealaise. You have good taste in

your selection of favorites, along with a
million other fans who have discovered the

personality plus of Hardie Albright. He
was born in Charleroi, Penna., on D-ec. 16,

1905. He is 6 feet tall, weighs 160 pounds
and has brown hair and blue eyes. His
first screen appearance was in 1931 in

"Young Sinners" with Thomas Meighan
and Dorothy Jordan. Then came "Hush
Money" and "Skyline." He is now with
George Arliss in "A Successful Calamity."

Daniel F. James Cagney, who gives
such a swell impersonation of a "tuff mug,"
is 27 years old and married. Claudette
Colbert was born in Paris, France, but
doesn't give her birthdate. Miriam Hop-
kins was born in Savannah, Ga., on Oct.

18, 1902. She has silvery-gold hair, blue
eyes, weighs 100 pounds and is 5 feet tall.

Her husband is the well-known author,
Austin Parker, but they are separated.

Sylvia Sidney's next picture will be "Mer-
rily We Go to Hell."

Leslie Hozvard Fan. Won't you come
back to us, Leslie ? If this barrage of fan
mail puts me under, blame that young
Englishman and his winning personality.

He was born in London, England, in 1893.

His real name is Leslie Stainer ; he is

married and has two children. He played
with the late Jeanne Eagels on the stage
in "Her Cardboard Lover." His first

screen appearance was in "Outward
Bound" in 1930. His last film was "De-
votion" with Ann Harding.

Mrs. IV. The loyalty of Janet Gaynor's
film friends is beyond question. If my
mail box could register sound effects, there

would be great applause for the little

brown-eyed star. Janet hails from Phila-

delphia, Pa. She was born Oct. 6, 1907.

Expressive brown eyes, golden brown hair,

a little over 5 feet tall and weighs less than

100 pounds—that's Janet. She was mar-
ried to Lydell Peck on Sept. 11, 1929.

They have no children.

Pixie L. You li'l Pixie, you ! James
Dunn was born Nov. 2, 1905, in New York
City. His first picture was "Bad Girl"

with Sally Eilers, which put both players

in the big lights. Sally was born Dec. 11,

1908, in New York. Joan Blondell and
Chester Morris were born in N. Y. City

—

Joan on Aug. 30, 1909, and Chester on
Feb. 16, 1902. Mary Kornman is a mem-
ber of the Boy Friend Comedies, making
shorts for Hal Roach. Arline Judge ap-
peared in "Girl Crazy." Junior Durkin is

in "Hell's House" with Pat O'Brien.

Rochelle Hudson plays in "Are These Our
Children" and "Fanny Foley Herself."

Lupe Velez is making Manhattan sit up
and wonder where she's been all their lives,

in "Hot-Cha !" the Ziegfeld show.

Good Memory. Barbara Weeks has
been appearing in some of the outstanding

pictures and if the fans have a word to say,

she will be on her way to big things. She

SCREENLAND
was born July 4, 1913, in Boston, Mass.
She is 5 feet 5 inches tall, weighs 120
pounds and has brown hair and blue eyes.
Her first appearance in pictures was with
Eddie Cantor in "Whoopee." She plays
with Louise Dresser in "Stepping Sisters."
Look out for Barbara—she's someone to
wait for.

Busy Bee. Marie Dressier is now a
household word. She's grand. Marie was
born Nov. 9, 1871, in Colburg, Canada.
Her real name is Lelia Koerber. She is 5
feet 7 inches tall, weighs about 200 pounds
and has brown hair and blue-grey eyes.
They tell me that she and Jackie Cooper
are great pals.

Hodge-Podge. Is this a game for me to
cross-word puzzle out or is it a new brand
of fudge? Greta Nissen was married on
March 30, 1932, to the new screen find,

Weldon Heyburn. Greta was born in Oslo,
Norway. She is 5 feet ¥/2 inches tall,

weighs 122 pounds and has light blonde
hair, blue eyes, and an ivory-like skin that
makes her almost a perfect camera subject.
Her latest release is "The Silent Witness"
with Lionel Atwill and Weldon Heyburn.
Dorothy Lee's latest release is "Girl
Crazy" with Bert Wheeler and Robert
Woolsey.

Venus de Milo. Hands off, I suppose.
Conrad Nagel was born March 16, 1897,
in Keokuk, Iowa. He is 6 feet tall, weighs
160 pounds and has blond hair and blue
eyes. His wife is Ruth Helms and they
have a daughter, Margaret. While he was
winning success on the Broadway stage,
the war interrupted his activities. He
served as a seaman on the U. S. S. Seattle
and was later transferred to the staff of
the commanding admiral. His latest pic-
ture is "Hell Divers" with Wallace Beery
and Clark Gable. Conrad has been touring
in vaudeville.

S. IV. The men have become picture-
conscious this month from the looks of my
mail box. Wallace Beery is one of M-G-
M's star attractions. He was born in
Kansas City, Mo. ; is 6 feet 1 inch tall,

weighs 189 pounds and has brown hair and
hazel eyes. When he was 16 he ran away
with Ringling Brothers' Circus. In 1904
he was singing in a musical show in New
York City. In 1913 he joined the old
Essanay Film Company in Chicago as
author, scenarist, director and editorial su-
pervisor of a series of comedies. He
formed his own company which he took to

Japan to make pictures. His wife is Rita
Oilman. They have no children of their

own but have adopted three of a relative

of Airs. Beery's.

Mary G. So you think some of the
comics on the screen are under-paid for

over-acting and some are paid for not act-

ing at all. That's swell material for an
argument. Mary Pickford was born April

8, 1893, in Toronto, Canada. She married
Douglas Fairbanks on March 28, 1920.

Did you know that Mary made "Her First

Biscuits" for D. W. Griffith? Don't get
me wrong, it was a picture

!

John P. W. As Earle Fox is a free-

lance player, I haven't a permanent studio

address for him, but one of his last pictures

was made at the Fox Studios so you might
try writing him there. He played with
Edmund Lowe and Lois Moran in "The
Spider," a Fox production. He appeared
in "Thru Different Eyes," "Black Magic,"
and "New Year's Eve." Earle was born
in Oxford, Ohio, in 1888, and was edu-

cated at Ohio State University. He is 6

feet 1 inch tall and has light brown hair

and blue eyes.

Silver
Screen

for JULY presents

ROSES, LOVE AND
SHOTGUNS"

HAHPO MARX

Harpo Marx is one of the

great comedians of stage and

screen. In a ridiculous inter-

view Harpo reveals the fine

artistic player behind the be-

wigged irresistible comic.

When talking pictures

first arrived Charlie Chap-

lin refused to talk. Harpo
Marx for over ten years has

maintained his tremendous
reputation for clowning
and has never spoken.

Must comedy be silent and

if comedy, why not love?

Let Harpo Tell You!

Silver
Screen

JULY ISSUE
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Frederick J. H. One of the brightest

lads in pictures is Ralph Graves—he acts,

directs, and writes ; has had stage experi-

ence and has been in films about 15 years.

He was born Jan. 23, 1900, in Cleveland,

Ohio; is 6 feet 2 inches tall, weighs 175

pounds and has brown hair and blue eyes.

Yes—I think Ralph is married. The co-

starring team of Jack Holt and Ralph
Graves has become a famous one. They
appeared together in "A Dangerous Af-
fair" with Sally Blane. Ramon Novarro's
latest release was "Mata Hari" with Greta
Garbo. His next may be a football picture.

Ramon was born Feb. 2, 1900, in Durango,
Mexico. He has black hair, brown eyes,

is 5 feet 8 inches tall and weighs 155

pounds.

Frances T. F. If I had time and space

to answer all your questions about "who
married and divorced which," I'd have a
corner on the Hollywood matrimonial
market. Nils Asther's wife is Vivian Dun-
can. Alice Joyce's first husband was Tom
Moore; her present one is James Regan.
Charles Farrell is Virginia Valli's second
husband. As far as I know, Claire Wind-
sor has not remarried since her divorce

from Bert Lytell. Clive Brook's first and
only wife is Mildred Evelyn, a former
English actress. Gloria Swanson was mar-
ried in 1931 to her fourth husband, Michael
Farmer. Her former husbands were Wal-
lace Beery, Herbert Somborn and the

Marquis de la Falaise. A new little Far-
mer recently made her debut.

Merry Jerry. If I had the whimsical
humor of Will Rogers, I'd be up in the

air most of the time, too. He was born
November 4, 1879, in Ooagah, Indian Ter-
ritory. He was educated at Hassell School
at Neosho, Mo., and at the Kemper Mili-

tary Academy. He was married in 1908 to

Betty Blake. They have three children,

Will Jr., Mary, and Jim. Will, the oldest,

is 18. Mr. Rogers has been abroad seven
or eight times. His latest releases are

"Ambassador Bill," "Business and Plea-

sure," and his next will be "Down to

Earth."

Blonde Crazy. Are you trying to do a

Jimmy Cagney? Why not give the bru-
nettes a break? Marlene Dietrich's hus-
band is Rudolf Seiber, a German motion
picture director at Paramount's Joinville

studios in Europe. Glad you admire
Charlie Ruggles and Roland Young—you'll

have a chance to see them together in "One
Hour With You," the new Maurice Che-
valier picture.

Sweet Adeline. Oh, Kate Smith, are
you listening? Raul Roulien, who played
with Janet Gaynor and Charles Farrell in

"Delicious," has created a stir among the
film fans. Raul is well-known in Brazil,
Chile, Cuba, Europe, and Japan, where he
has presented many of his own plays and
musical comedies. He was born Oct. 8,

1905, in Rio de Janerio, Brazil. He has a
golden singing voice and a nice personality.

Jack-in-a-Box. Booh! I'm not afraid of
you, the Rover Boys, or Noah Beery. Irv-
ing Pichel, pronounced Pitch-ell, has given
some of the finest acting of the past year
in "The Right to Love" with Ruth Chat-
terton; "Murder by the Clock," "An
American Tragedy," "The Road to Reno,"
"The Cheat" with Tallulah Bankhead, and
"Two Kinds of Women" with Miriam Hop-
kins and Phillips Holmes. Irving was
born in Pittsburgh, Pa., is over 6 feet tall,

weighs 185 pounds, and has brown hair
and dark brown eyes. His wife, Violette
Wilson, was an actress before her mar-
riage. They have three boys, Wilson, aged
11, Julian, 9 and Marlowe, 3.

Jane C. K. The actor who was the

young physician in "The Sin of Madelon
Claudet" was Robert Young. He was
born Feb. 22, 1907, in Chicago, 111., is 6
feet tall, weighs 170 pounds and has brown
hair and eyes. He will appear in "The
Wet Parade," the picturization of Upton
Sinclair's novel. The cast includes Jimmy
Durante, Walter Huston, Dorothy Jordan,
Neil Hamilton, Wallace Ford, Myrna Loy,
Lewis Stone, John Miljan and Virginia
Bruce. What a parade that will be.

Phyllis V . You are not the only ad-

mirer of George Barbier, the jolly big man
of Paramount's laugh-getters. He entered

Crozier Theological Seminary to study for

the ministry but after appearing in a

pageant the school presented, decided to

entertain souls instead of save them, so he
started on his theatrical career. He has

been an actor for thirty-five years. His
screen appearances have been in "The Big
Pond" and "The Smiling Lieutenant," with
Maurice Chevalier; "The Sap from Syra-
cuse," and "No One Man" with Carole
Lombard.

L B. L. Lane Chandler, who played
with Clara Bow in "Red Hair" in 1928,

is playing in Westerns now. Lane is

among our good actors who has not yet

had "the breaks," but watch out for him,
he may Gable us yet. His most recent

film is "The Hurricane Horseman," with
Marie Quillan, sister of Eddie Quillan.

Esther M. W. To tell you all I know
would take too much space but I'm willing

to pass you some "take-it-or-leave-its" and
let you do the hand clapping. David Rol-
lins is 22 years old, Charles Rogers is

26, Nancy Carroll is 25, and Alice White
is 24. David Rollins was born in Kansas
City, Mo. He has brown hair, blue eyes,

is 5 feet 10% inches tall and weighs 135
pounds. Charles Rogers was born in

Olathe, Kans. He has black hair and eyes,

is 6 feet tall and weighs 175 pounds. Nancy
Carroll has blue eyes, auburn hair, weighs
118 pounds and is 5 feet 4 inches tall and
was born in New York City. Alice White
was born in Paterson, N. J. She has
blonde hair, brown eyes, is 5 feet 2 inches

tall and weighs 110 pounds.

Johnny Wise. You'd have to be to do all

you tell me you find time to do. Ronald
Colman's new release is "Arrowsmith"
with Helen Hayes, who made so many fan
friends in her first screen appearance, "The
Sin of Madelon Claudet." Ronald Col-
man was born Feb, 9, 1891, in Richmond,
Surrey, England. He has dark brown
hair, brown eyes, is 5 feet 11 inches tall

and weighs 175 pounds. When war broke
out in 1914 he was among England's
"First One Hundred Thousand" and was
disabled in the battle of Messines. Re-
ceiving a discharge for disability he went
on the London stage in 1916. He made
pictures in England and tried the stage
again before coming to America in 1920.

He landed with only $37 in his pocket ; af-

ter many hardships, he was down to his

last dollar when he was offered a stage en-
gagement. His first American film was
with Lillian Gish in "The White Sister."

Bing Bang. So you're the town's big
shot who goes about pasting wisecrax in

old hats—my hat's off to you. Warner
Baxter made pictures as far back as 1921.

"Old Arizona" was his first all-talking

picture. His most recent releases are "The
Squaw Man" and "The Cisco Kid." His
next will be "Widow's Mite" with Sally
Eilers. Warner was born March 29, 1891,
in Columbus, Ohio. He has dark brown
hair, brown eyes, is 5 feet 11 inches tall

and weighs 165 pounds. He was married
in 1917 to Winifred Bryson. They have no
children.

$$ Photoplay Ideas $$
For Silent and Talking Picture*

Accepted In any form for revision, criticism, copy-
right and submission to Hollywood studios, the only
market. Not a school—no course or books to self.
You may be lust as capable of writing acceptable
stories as thousands of successful writers. Original
plots and Ideas are what is wanted. Send for free
booklet giving full details. Estab. 1917.

UNIVERSAL SCENARIO COMPANY
514 Meyer Bldg., Weslern & Sierra Vista. Hollywood, California

WANT A STEADY JOB?
Work for "Uncle Sam"

$1260 to $3400 year
MEN—WOMEN 18 to 50. Common
Education usually sufficient. Short
hours. Vacation with full pay. Wrlle
immediately for free 32-page book,
with list of positions and full par-
ticulars telling how to get them.

FRANKLIN INSTITUTE
Dept. S-319 Rochester, N. Y.

Kill The Hair Root
My method is the way to prevent hair
from growing again. Use it privately, at
home. Booklet free. Write today enclosing
3 red stamps. We teach Beauty Culture.

D. J. MAHLER
37-AA Mahler Park Providence, R. I.
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MONEY FAR
L AT HOME _
YOU can earn good money in spare time at

home making display cards. No selling or
canvassing. We instruct you. furnish com-
plete outfit and supply you with work.
Write to-day for free booklet.
The MENHENITT COMPANY, Limited

232 Dominion Bldg., Toronto, Ont.
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Douglas W . It's interesting to note how
many young boys and girls love Marie
Dressier in pictures—and that pleases

Marie—she told me so. The youngsters
care little for the snappy necking stuff

;

they want something wholesome, something
big—well, like Wally Beery and Marie
Dressier ; and more films like "Skippy,"
"Huckleberry Finn" and "Tom Sawyer."
And between you and me, Douglas, the

grown-ups like those pictures as well as

the kids, but they're scared to admit it.

"The Champ" with Wallace Beery and
Jackie Cooper is worth seeing the second
and third time, if you ask me, but did you ?

Vera C. After hearing from Buddy
Rogers' father that he was born August
13, 1905—Buddy, not the father—you ask
me if this is correct—for goodness sake

!

Why not write to the boy himself and get

the awful truth from him, if you don't be-

lieve Rogers Senior?

Gladys of Ontario. You think my de-

partment helps to make Screenland the

best movie magazine published. I'm all

a-twitter with blushes and my beret is

sizes and sizes too small, all due to that

goodly praise. Now for the sisters and
brothers in pictures you ask about. Lo-
retta Young, Sally Blane and Polly Ann
Young are sisters

; Sally O'Neil and Molly
O'Day are both Noonan's ; from the well-

known house of Bennett we have Constance
and Joan; the Costello family has Dolores
and Helene

;
Nancy Carroll and her sister

Terry played together in "Personal Maid,"
and on your right we have the Moore
family, Owen, Tom and Matt.

Frieda O. I have never discussed the re-

ligion of the stars. To tell the truth I

am not curious about it myself so long as
they provide us with fine entertainment,
and we get our money's worth, don't we?
I do know that many of the players are
regular church attendants and are fine

citizens. Who can ask for anything more?

Jane S. As far as I know, Doris Daw-
son uses her own name in pictures. Her
mother was Emma A. Dyche and her father

is B. X. Dawson, non-professionals. I

haven't any recent picture releases of Doris'
to tell you about. She was born in Gold-
field, Nevada, on April 16, 1909. She has
red hair, blue eyes, is 5 feet 1 inch tall

and weighs 103 pounds. She appeared in

1928 in "The Little Shepherd of Kingdom
Come" with Richard Barthelmess and
Molly O'Day.

A. S. M. Will your question be an-
swered eventually? Why not nozv so here
goes ! Phillips Holmes won the Screen-
land Honor Page in the August issue of

1930 for his fine performance in "The
Devil's Holiday" with Nancy Carroll. It

was his first big role and since then Phil
has been going strong with every assign-
ment. Write to the Circulation Dept. for

that issue.

Phyllis A. L. L. You haven't cornered
all the admiration for Lew Ayres—hun-
dreds of other fans are that way about him,
too. He married Lola Lane in the fall of

1931. His most recent picture is "Heaven
on Earth" with Anita Louise. Nils As-
ther's last picture was "The Sea Bat," his

first talking feature. You'll be seeing him
again on the screen, though.

Violet D. Your request for full casts
of releases in 1923 goes too far back for me
to remember, especially as they were not
included in that year's best or even second
best. Ben Alexander, the talented youth
who is just 18 years old, played in "Are
These Our Children?" and in "All Quiet
on the Western Front." George O'Brien

is not married, but Olive Borden was mar-
ried on March 28, 1931, to Theodore
Spector.

Emily H. Many of the stars give their

ages but fully as many do not, so when a
birthdate is requested and I fail to give
it to you, please don't hold that against

me. Lilyan Tashman does not reveal her
age but she looks even younger than that.

She did not play in "Manhandled." It was
a silent film of 1924 with Gloria Swanson,
heading the cast. Lilyan's first films were
made in 1927, with a list too long to give
in this column. Gloria Swanson was born
March 29, 1898, in Chicago, 111. Her
fourth husband is Michael Farmer, whom
she recently presented with a daughter,
named Michele Gloria.

Question Mark. Leatrice Joy was mar-
ried on Oct. 22, 1931, to William Spencer
Hooks, Beverly Hills business man

;

Dorothy Mackaill to Neil A. Miller, croon-
er, on Nov. 3 ; Tom Moore, divorced from
Alice Joyce and Renee Adoree, was mar-
ried Oct. 27 to Eleanor Merry

; June Mc-
Cloy to Schuyler C. Schenck on Nov. 11;

Constance Bennett to Marquis de la Falaise

de la Coudray on Nov. 22, and Richard
Dix to Winifred Coe on Oct. 19.

Nathaniel T. Sometimes our radios are
kind to our ears but you'll find your favor-
ite, Screenland, is always kind to your
eyes. Mary McAllister was one of the
1927 Wampas Baby Stars; Sally Eilers

and Molly O'Day were among the 1928
models, and Sally O'Neil was of the 1926
group. The 1931 Baby Stars are Anita
Louise, Marian Marsh, Joan Marsh—not

related—Marion Schilling, Rochelle Hud-
son, Karen Morley, Sidney Fox, Joan
Blondell, Judith Wood, Frances Dee,
Frances Dade, Constance Cummings and
Barbara Weeks.

Alice K. I've found it's not so much
how much you say, it's how you say what
you say. Myrna Loy is on contract to

M-G-M but she was loaned to Fox for

"Skyline" with Thomas Meighan, Hardie

Ladies and gentlemen—Spankyf
That's the name of this new re-
cruit to Our Gang—and doesn't
he look capable of earning his

expressive soubriquet!

Albright and Maureen O' Sullivan. Myrna
is 25 years old. She has green eyes, titian-

colored hair and is 5 feet 6 inches tall.

Andre De Segurola was a grand opera
singer b. f. (before films). He played
with Marion Davies in "Her Cardboard
Lover."

Bothered Ben. Tom Mix is well on the
road to recovery at this writing, after his
recent very serious illness, and I know
you're happy, for he is your favorite.

Jackie Cooper, another high stepper in films,

though only 8 years old, is something to
run a mean temperature over. His "Skip-
py" started him up the ladder and there's
no stopping that kid now. Have you seen
his great performance in "The Champ"?

Edith O. Lupe Velez is not married to
Gary Cooper and is not engaged to John
Gilbert, John Miljan or Ivan Lebedeff.
Lupe was born July 18, 1910. She has
black hair, brown eyes, is 5 feet 5 inches
tall and weighs 115 pounds. She plays
with Lawrence Tibbett in "The Cuban
Love Song." She dances the rumba with
a Cuban orchestra and Lawrence sings The
Peanut Vender in the film as it has never
been sung before. Lupe is now in Zieg-
feld's ""Hot-Cha" on the stage.

Lucy H. Nils Asther fans will be glad
to hear the grand news that he is to ap-
pear in "Her Cardboard Lover." He
made the silent version of it with Marion
Davies in 1928. Nils is 31, 6 feet tall,

weighs 170 pounds and has dark brown
hair, and brown eyes. He is happily mar-
ried to Vivian Duncan and is the proud
father of little Evelyn Duncan Asther.

Burton L. W . Many screen players have
to employ secretaries to answer their fan
mail for they receive hundreds of letters

every week. The more popular the star,

the more fan mail. It's a regular man-
sized job just to open that much mail so
don't feel unkindly towards your favorite

if she has not written you a personal
letter—thank your lucky stars she sent you
a photograph. Anita Page was born
August 4, 1910 in Flushing, L. I., N. Y.
She is a natural blonde with golden hair,

blue eyes, is 5 feet 2 inches tall and weighs
118 pounds. She is not married or en-
gaged.

Janet J. If I knew why love grows cold

in the gloaming, or why producers don't

put our favorites all in one film, I'd go
on the air about it, not that it matters.

Dolores Del Rio was selected for "Evan-
geline" because her director thought she

would fill the part—however, if you want
a blonde Evangeline, I'll see what can be

done about it the next time it's filmed, if

ever.

Anne C. You are always welcome to my
department—write as often as you like.

John Loder was Ashleigh Preston in "Sun-
set Pass" with Jack Holt and Nora Lane.

John was born in England and was on the

London stage and in pictures before he
came to America. He is married.

Julia S. Dolores Costello Barrymore
was born Sept. 17, 1905, in Pittsburgh,

Pa. At the age of five she played in pic-

tures with her father, Maurice Costello,

who was a screen favorite in those days,

and with the late John Bunny, a popular

comedian. Dolores is 5 feet 4 inches tall,

weighs 115 pounds and has hair of a pale

golden color with reddish tints. Her eyes

are gray-blue with heavy dark lashes.

Her only picture since her baby was bom
was "Expensive Women." I doubt if she

will appear on the screen again. She is

perfectly happy to be Mrs. John Barry-
more.



le measure of

YOUR BEAUTY

is the COLOR

IN YOUR CHEEKS

Then, For You, The Beauty of Mystical,

Glowing Princess Pat Duo-Tone Rouge

By Patricia Gordon

A new thought ... to give color first place over

features ... as the "measure of your beauty?" Yet how
true it is. And how comforting. For while your features

may not be alterable, glorious color always is yours for

the taking . . . through rouge!

Ah, yes; but not the usual rouge. For, remember, this

new color that measures beauty must be radiant, glow-

ing. It must not appear to be rouge at all. It must

seem color comingfrom within the skin. It must have all

the fidelity of a natural blush, the same soft, thrilling

modulation; the same exquisite blending that leaves no

outline. It must be vivid, sparkling, daring, as much
so as you elect, but absolutely natural.

Can there Possibly be such Marvelous Rouge? Can
there be such rouge? You've never used one? All have been

at least somewhat obvious . . . many actually "painty,"

dull, flat, to be detected instantly. Yes, but these have

been simply the usual one tone rouges. But Princess Pat is

DUO-TONE. The only Duo-Tone rouge . . . and therefore

absolutely different from any other rouge you ever knew.

Duo-Tone, then. What is this magical secret? It means that

Princess Pat rouge (every shade) is composed of two distinct

tones, perfectly blended into one. There is a mysterious

undertone. It matches your skin tone . . . perfectly. There is

a fascinating overtone. It gives forth the wondrous, vibrant,

glowing color that seems not rouge at all but actually color

that is your very own

!

Duo-Tone Ends "One Shade" Choice. The Duo-Tone
secret makes an entirely new art of choosing rouge. Any
one of the eight Princess Pat shades will per-

fectly harmonize with your type, no matter what that

type is. Do you realize what this means . . . that you
may perfect!y follow the fashion of using the correct

rouge shade to harmonize with your costume. Or

Princess

you may look as you desire to feel. If for any reason you desire to

possess brilliant, sparkling beauty, use one of the more intense

Princess Pat shades. If you wish subtle, demure effects, choose

the quieter colors. It is so simple to choose. Beginning with

VIVID, Princess Pat shades are named as follows: Vivid,

New Vivid, Squaw, Theatre, English Tint, Gold, Medium,
Tan. The special, perfect shade for evening is NITE.

Measure Your Beauty by the Color in Your Cheeks. A
new thought . . . and true. That the glowing, vibrant color in

your cheeks shall set at naught features less than perfect . . .

enhance with utterly new beauty when features are perfect.

Then . . . with Princess Pat rouge ... be
beautiful today as you never were before.

get this Week End Set
-SPECIAL

The popular Week End Set for this coupon and 25a
(coin). Contains Princess Pat Rouge, Lip Rouge.
Powder and three creams in liberal attractive sizes.

Also new booklet of valuable beauty secrets.

Pat
ION DON CHICAGO

Princess Pat Lip Rouge a new sensation—nothing less. For it does what no
other lip rouge has ever done. Princess Pat Lip Rouge colors that inside moist
surface ol lips as well as outside. It is truly indelible. You'll love it!

PRINCESS PAT, Dept. A-2047, 2709 S. Wells St.. Chicago

Enclosed And 25c lor which send me the Princess Pat
Week-End Set.

Name

Street

City and State ; . .

.

IN CANADA, 93 CHURCH ST., TORONTO



FRESH! mot parched or toasted!
When you smoke Camels you enjoy

all the rare goodness of choice Turk-

ish and mild sun -ripened Domestic

tobaccos. For the tobaccos that go into

Camels are never parched or toasted.

The Reynolds method of scientifically

applying heat guarantees against that.

Protected against drying out by the

Camel Humidor Pack, a positive air-

R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO

seal, Camels come to you with their

natural moisture still present, insuring

a cool, mild, flavorful smoke wherever

you buy them.

If you haven't smoked Camels lately,

compare their fresh, mild delight with

the sting and burn of dusty, dry ciga-

rettes. Smoke Camels, then leave them

— if you can.

COMPANY, Winston-Salem, N. C.

Camels
Made B" EK l\SH — Kvpt FRESH

Don't remove the Camel

Humidor Puck — it is pro-

tection against perfume

unci powder odors, dust

and germs. Buy Camels

by the carton for home or

office. The Humidor
Pack keeps Camels fresh

© 1932, R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company
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FAT is a detriment to health

as well as beauty!

BUT HERE'S THE SAFE, EASY,
INEXPENSIVE WAY TO REDUCE
FAT, AT THE SAME TIME BUILD
GLORIOUS HEALTH PERFECTION
AND PHYSICAL ATTRACTIVENESS.

Surplus fat not only detracts from a woman's appearance but it's

dangerous to one's health as physicians constantly warn. Insurance
Statistics show where overweight actually shortens life and one can
readily see why:

Excess fat overloads and puts a dangerous strain on the heart, kid-

neys and liver and they wear out before their time. Overweight makes
you old before your time because it slows down all body processes

—

so better start to-day and get rid of unhealthy, beauty-robbing fat!

What KRUSCHEN Is-
Why It's So Successful

Just as important as it is to banish fat—so it is necessary to employ
the PROPER means—a SAFE, sensible method which won't injure

health and leave you haggard looking with skin wrinkled and flabby.

How capably a half teaspoonful of Kruschen Salts in hot water every
morning before breakfast fills this need!

Kruschen, used and prescribed by many physicians in their own
practice, is the HEALTHY way to reduce. It works most effectively

because it's a blend of 6 SEPARATE minerals which help every gland
and body organ to function properly—which assist to clear out poisons

and fat-forming wastes from the system—which enliven, invigorate and
tone up your entire body.

Before the first jar of Kruschen is empty you'll be overjoyed. Skin
becomes clear and blemish-free. Kruschen builds up strength INSIDE
and OUT. You enjoy greater activity of body and mind—feel young-
er and won't you be pleased at the loss of fat your scales show. Many
men and women hasten results by going lighter on potatoes, pastries

and fatty meats.

Depicting chic slenderness so essential in wearing 1932
styles. You, too, can achieve trim, slender lines—just be
faithful to your "little daily dose" of Kruschen.

Mrs. Carl Wilson of Manlon, Mich,
writes: "For 3 months I've been using
Kruschen and have lost 45 pounds—
taken 6 inches from hips and 6 inches
from bust."

Mrs. Helen Greene of Brooklyn,
N. Y. writes: "A physician advised my
mother to take Kruschen Salts for over-
weight—so I immediately started tak-

ing it myself. I weighed 192 and after

taking 3 jars, I now weigh 165 and
never felt better. It's a tonic as well as

reducer."
Mrs. Florence Loftus of Boston,

Mass. writes: "After taking Kruschen 4
months I reduced from 165 to 127 and
feel fine."

Mrs. Edith Speers of St. Louis, Mo.,
writes: "I'm taking my third jar of
Kruschen—my weight was 256—now
I'm 185. I eat anything I want, from
fat meat to candy. I feel fine. Kruschen
is the only thing ever did me any
good."

Mrs. Hazel Peel of Akron, Ohio
writes: Have been taking Kruschen 3
weeks and reduced my hip measure-
ment from 52 inches to 44 inches so
you can see how it's helping me."

Mrs. O. J. Kohrman, Mariners Har-
bor, S. I., N. Y. writes: "I reduced
from 234 to 162 lbs. in less than one
year by taking Kruschen and never felt

better than I do now."

A jar of Kruschen (lasts 4 weeks) costs but a trifle at all leading

druggists thruout the world. For REAL results and your HEALTH'S
sake—demand Kruschen Salts—accept nothing else!

Kruschen Salts
"It's the Little Daily Dose That Does it"
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PARTNERS IN LOVE AND ROMANCE
The screen's most popular sweet-

hearts in a tender story of youth

during THE FIRST YEAR of married

life. .Janet and Charlie have never

been more captivating than in this,

their happiest and sweetest romance.
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Big

Personality

Number !

Personality! It rules the raves—it rules Hollywood—it rules

everything! Without Personality
you can't be a screen star—or a
featured player in every-day life!

SCREENLAND, the Personality
Magazine of the movies, is ex-
ploring this exciting subject for
you. William E. Benton, famous
faceologist, begins in this issue his

absorbing researches. His Holly-
wood Personality Chart on Page
17 will fascinate you. And next
month you will want to read his

intimate analysis of one of the
greatest stars of the screen.

Confessions

of Hollywood's

Gayest Divorcee!

And speaking of Personality—

!

You must have it in abundance
to earn the title of the gayest
divorcee in the screen colony!
Who is she? Watch for the next
issue of SCREENLAND—her confes-
sions will be featured. Remem-
ber—September SCREENLAND, on

sale July 26th.
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POLITICS

AND NOW tAoie farutOUS

DRESSLER
(MA/
Just around the corner, at your
favorite movie theatre, the laugh
riot of the year! Instead of mop-
ing around the house worrying
about the Depression—see Marie
and Polly tackle the money
problem in the funniest picture

they've ever made. All the
world's been waiting for PROS-
PERITY. Here it is!

METRO - GOLDWYN - MAYER
SCREAMIE!

ivith

Anita Page
Wallace Ford

Directed by Leo McCarey
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ASK ME!

Jack Barrymorc Fan. The name of

Barrymore has been synonymous with
stage fame for more than a century. Wait
a minute! This was due to John's and
Lionel's clever great-greats. John is the

best known of his generation of the illus-

trious family—excuse me, Lionel and
Ethel, but truth must be served. John was
born in Philadelphia, Pa., on February 15,

1882. As a boy his ambition was to be
an artist. But the lure of the stage was
greater. He made his stage debut in Chi-
cago and his success was assured. The
most notable of his stage roles was "Ham-
let." His appearance on the screen in

"Arsene Lupin," with his brother Lionel,

created a demand to see the brothers to-

gether. It may become a habit, for you'll

see them again in "Grand Hotel." Another
late release of John's is "State's Attorney"
with Helen Twelvetrees.

5". R.—Movie Fan. If you'll read the
story of Greta Garbo in "Mata Hari" with
Ramon Novarro, told in pictures in the
March, 1932, issue of Screenland, you'll

get a better idea of the character she por-
trayed than I could tell you in this limited
space. Garbo was born September 18,

1906, in Stockholm, Sweden. She is 5 feet

6 inches tall, weighs 125 pounds and has
golden hair and blue eyes. Kathryn Craw-
ford is not related to Joan. Kathryn uses
her own name on the screen and Joan's

By

Miss Vee Dee
was given her by a popular vote of movie
fans from all points of the compass. Joan's
real name is Lucille LeSeuer.

Anne M. IV. What has become of Fred
Scott of "The Grand Parade" and "Swing
High" ? That's what we'd like to know,
too. He sang delightfully, had no end of

good looks and then left us flat—come on
back, Fred ; the folks are asking for you.

Margaret. I'd like to give you an ac-

count of all the bright youngsters now
playing on the screen but it would take
pages to do them justice. To begin with,

there's Spanky, the freshest member of

"Our Gang" ; Dickie Moore ; Robert Coo-
gan, doing good work in "The Miracle
Man." Two older boys, Tommy Conlon
and Raymond Borzage, are winning honors
in a recent release, "Young America."
Ben Alexander is 18 years old. Anita
Louise is about 16, and Jackie Cooper is

eight.

Kay of Neivark. You hope I'm not as

funny looking as I am funny in my col-

umn ! Olive Borden was married some
time ago, but is separated now, and re-

turned to the stage. Joan Crawford was
born in San Antonio, Texas, on March 23,

1908. Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., is not the

adopted son of Mary and Doug but Doug's
own son by a former wife, Beth Sully.

A Warner Baxter Fan. Here is a mes-
sage to Warner Baxter. "We want more
Baxter pictures—plenty more—we don't

care how we get 'em but we want 'em."

Now it's up to the Fox Company. "Daddy
Long Legs" with Janet Gaynor is still a

favorite with the Baxter fans. His latest

releases are "Amateur Daddy" with Mar-
ion Nixon and "Man About Town" with
Karen Morley, Lilian Bond, and Conway
Tearle. Mrs. Baxter was Winifred Bry-
son, formerly an actress, who gave up her

screen career to become the Missus.

M. G. You have the right idea about
awaiting your turn in this busy department

—learn to wait and amaze your friends.

Nils Asther has appeared in two new pic-

tures and if the fans have a word to say

about it, and why not, he will be heard

and seen in many other films. He played

with Robert Montgomery in "But the

Flesh Is Weak," just a small role; but in

"Letty Lynton" with Joan Crawford he

has a stronger part, though an unsympa-
(Conthuied on page 94)
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CENSORSHIP BEGINS AT HOME!
(First Prize Letter)

At present all the newspapers, movie
magazines and various other publications

carry complete reports on all the featured

films. All parents who can read are able

to judge the pictures under their proper
classifications, such as Gangster, Horror,
Love, Children, etc. There is no sane rea-

son for children under sixteen seeing films

not intended for them.
Why should producers be hobbled with

various forms of censorship when the
whole matter could safely rest with the
responsible parties—the parents ? Books
on all subjects are published and placed
within the reach of young people. Why
pick on the movies ?

Give Hollywood a break

!

Zerelda Morton,
901 Roache St.,

Indianapolis, Ind.

IS THIS TRUE?
(Second Prize Letter)

Why all this eternal bickering over vari-
ous shortcomings of the marvelous group
of movie stars and their pictures that we
have today ? Why can't you and I enter

As the weather grows hotter, so does the
nation-wide censorship debate! Some films

are banned, others are cut, and the air

grows thick with cries of "Protect the

young," "Abolish sex," and "Art for Art's
sake." And of course our legion of pen-
pushing fans are right in the melee! One
particularly sound piece of sense about
censorship wins first prize.

The super-critical fan is put on the spot

this month—and high time! Then there's

much discussion about movie titles, near-
stars, and other questions of the moment.

The rave-artists are out in full force,

too, with plenty of floral pieces for Joan
Crawford, now at the top of her career,

and Johnny Weissmuller, who's just begun.
"Grand Hotel" gets a generous hand, as

do the talkie "Miracle Man," "The Wet
Parade," and other recent hits.

Have your say, too—this is a grand free-

for-all! And there are prizes for the four
best letters—$20, $10, $5 and $5, respec-

tively. Write 150 words or less, and mail
to reach us by the 1 0th of each month.
Address Roses and Razzes, SCREENLAND,
45 W. 45 th St., New York.

a theatre, sit back, relax, and really enjoy
and appreciate the wonderful effort put
forth by stars, authors, directors, and their

staffs to provide this great form of enter-

tainment ?

Why do we have to go there to mark
how far Gable's ears "stick out," or how
large Garbo's feet are, or try to recognize

some of the scenes in "Tarzan, the Ape
Man" as "repeats" from "Trader Horn"?
And why must we come home and reflect

upon the picture we have seen and try to

pick out its defects ?

The answer is, because the movie fan is

an unappreciative creature ; and that's why
the job of being a star or a producer is

a thankless one

!

Mrs. R. E. Taylor,
229 Niagara Ave.,

Astoria, Oregon.

"A CHANCE TO DREAM"
(Third Prize Letter)

I'm not so very old, nor am I so very
young. Just old enough, just young
enough, to remember when Mary Pick-

ford was the rage, and thence on down to

Garbo and Crawford

!

All people dream, whether they're old

and moth-eaten, or whether they still wear
rose-colored glasses. Few people have the

chance to "live"—circumstances deprive

them of that right; but all have the chance

The Newest Hollywood Thrill! See Page 51
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to dream. And if some poor soul, whose
eyes are dead like a daub of paint before

the artist has endowed it with life, can slip

into a darkened theatre for a couple of

hours and gaze into Gable's eyes, long to

pat young Doug on the head, or look in

wonder at Lionel Barrymore, I call that

worthwhile

!

Long live the movies

!

Ruth E. Stivers,

245 East High Street,

Lexington, Kentucky.

HOW ABOUT IT, JOHNNY?
(Fourth Prize Letter)

We love to make heroes, and Johnny
Weissmuller seemes to be the next in line

for promotion. (Or is it demotion in

some cases?) At any rate, the superman
of "Tarzan" should make a gorgeous idol

for a time. An earnest young man sud-
denly caught in the toils of public acclaim

!

Place your bets, folks ! Will he stay

a "natural" ? The game is on, and the

chances look about even. Johnny scores a
great big success with his very first fea-

ture ; and this is going to affect him, un-
questionably. The question is, Hozvf
So get a grip on yourself, Johnny. We

believe you have the stuff in you to remain
vourself, even in Hollywood

!

Hilda S. Bailev.

310 Washington St.,

Hampton, Va.

CONTAGIOUS CRAWFORD!
I want to pay a tribute to that very fine

little actress, Joan Crawford—not only for

her recent acting triumphs, but also for her
amazing development from a somewhat
jittery jazz-singer to the magnetic person-
ality she is today.

I know of no other star who has attained
in a few years the enviable position which
Joan holds in the hearts of her fans. Un-
less I am very much mistaken, a few more
successes will put her at the very top of
her profession. Why not another picture
with Clark Gable? I can think of no other
couple who seem to bring out to such a de-
gree the greatest and best in each other.
Their love scenes are exquisite. Here's
success and love for Joan—a great artist

and trouper

!

Elizabeth Avery,
2606 Maryland Ave.,

Baltimore, Aid.

MORE MIRACULOUS
THAN EVER!

About that masterpiece, "The Miracle
Man!"
Here is a picture—powerful, sincere, dra-

matic—that defies all description. A mile-
stone, almost, marking the tremendous
strides taken by the new and greater
movies, since the comparatively recent ad-
vent of meritorious sound pictures.
When the silent version of this great

story of faith, miracles and regeneration
was unfolded, sometime ago, we thought

:

"Never will such another picture be filmed,
not in a thousand years!" And now we
are thrilling to the 1932 version—richer
and more convincing by far, even to those
who will always cherish a bright memory
of the earlier, silent version.

This epochal picture has destroyed all
old standards—and has given us a meta-
phoric mental yardstick by which to judge
the "master" pictures and "master" casts
of the future

!

T. Nelson, Jr.,

1030 Second Ave. So.,

Minneapolis, Minn.
(Continued on page 98)

Joan Blondell. featured
•player of Warner Bros., is
equally pleasing in a smart
bathing suit or in a softly
fashioned evening gown of

net and silver sequins.

ARE AS IMPORTANT AS COMPLEXIONS
No longer can we dare ignore our

figure. Dame Fashion has decreed
that feminine curves must show them-
selves—whether in sports togs or in the

clinging, revealing evening gown.

Fortunately, these modern clothes re-

quire the figure of normal womanhood.
To be chic, we must retain our health

and beauty while reducing.

A primary rule of health is proper
elimination. Otherwise, sallow skins,

wrinkles, pimples, premature aging, loss

of appetite and energy may result.

Faulty elimination is caused by lack of
two things in the diet: "Bulk" and
Vitamin B. You can obtain both of these

dietary necessities in a delicious cereal:

Kellogg's All-Bran. Its bulk is similar

to that of leafy vegetables. Two table-

spoonfuls daily will prevent and relieve

most types of improper elimination.

How much better it is to enjoy this

delicious "cereal way" than to risk tak-

ing pills and drugs—so often harmful
and habit-forming.

Another thing, All-Bran furnishes

iron to build blood, and help prevent
dietary anemia. Tests show that All-
Bran contains twice as much blood-
building iron as an equal amount by
weight of beef-liver.

Enjoy as a cereal, or use in making
fluffy bran muffins, breads, waffles,

etc. All-Bran is not fattening. Recom-
mended by dietitians. Look for the red-

and-green package at your grocer's.

Made by Kellogg in Battle Creek.

WRITE FOR FREE BOOKLET
" CHARM"

Packed with valuable beauty-hints,
and advice on charm and health.
With special menus for reducing
wisely. In addition, leading motion-
picture actresses are shown in "fashion
close-ups," wearing the costumes
that millions of critical eyes will see
on the screen. Free upon request.

KELLOGG COMPANY
Dept. G-8, Battle Creek, Michigan

Please send me a free copv of your book-
let, "CHARM."

Nam e

Address-
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Herbert Brenon
gives grand beach
parties at Peter Pan
Cottage. Try his

"California Stuffed

Lobster" recipe

HERBERT BRENON
had the director's eye
for intriguing back-
grounds when he

picked Malibu Beach for his all-

year-round home and the scene
of many of his parties.

Built at the edge of the beach,
on a stretch of white sand, and
the Pacific beyond that, Brenon's home, called Peter Pan
Cottage, has a setting for entertaining that is ever-
changing and always beautiful.

The director has become famous for his outdoor par-
ties. A long strip of close-cut grass and flower gardens
is set with umbrella-shaded tables for luncheons and teas.

A day spent out of doors—in the surf, along the beach,
and on the Brenon tennis courts—develops ravenous
appetities, which are dealt with by such menus as stuffed

lobster, sausage and fried pineapple, perhaps stuffed rib

chops with apples, and dainty sandwiches and salads.

A gay gang at Brenon's luncheon. That's
Robert Montgomery still ea ting. Others are
Mary Brian, Jimmy Gleason, BusterKeaton,
Lew Cody, Leo Carrillo, Lucile Gleason, and

Joan Marsh.

A colorful luncheon party at
Herbert Brenon' s Peter Pan
Cottage. Peek under the um-
brellas and discover the celeb-

rities for yourself!

Recipes for many of these

appetizing dishes have been
wheedled out of Herbert Bre-
non's cook and are printed

here.

CALIFORNIA STUFFED
LOBSTER

Boil lobster.

3 tbs. butter

3 tbs. flour

grated nutmeg, salt and
pepper to taste

1 tsp. lemon juice

1 egg
bread crumbs

Mince lobster meat as finely as possible, adding the

coral if there is any. Cream butter and flour in saucepan
and when mixed add one cup milk and cook to a thick

sauce. Add salt, pepper, lemon juice and nutmeg. Mix
well. While still hot, add lobster and spread on plate

to cool, having mixture about inch thick.

Clean shells and fill with mixture. Sprinkle top with

cheese and bread crumbs, mixed with small pieces of

butter. Serve with quartered lemon and parsley.

The California lobster, Brenon explains, is known as

spiny lobster. It does not have {Continued on page 93)
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Lucile Gleason playing hostess at her ranch picnic to Mrs. Neil Hamilton,
Neil Hamilton, Ruth Weston, Russell Gleason, Mrs. Ken Maynard, Lilian
Bond, Ken Maynard, and seated are Orville Knapp (Evalyn's brother)

,

and Don Cook.

NEXT to the view, which includes a magnificent
panorama of California mountains and long
stretches of valley, Lucile Webster Gleason's
cake brought forth more pleased exclamations

than anything else when the Gleasons gave their first

picnic party after acquiring their 25-acre ranch.
Less than a half hour's drive from Hollywood, James

Gleason found the old ranch while exploring country
roads one spring afternoon. He immediately saw it as

an ideal place for the pasturage of his seventeen polo
ponies.

Mrs. Gleason was equally enthusiastic. In the first

five minutes her eyes lighted on the ranch, she was
mentally hauling long picnic tables and benches from
the city to place under the wide spreading oak trees

surrounding the house, and planning picnic luncheons
and suppers and breakfasts.

Russell Gleason spied the miniature polo field on the
ranch and his recent interest in the game took new
incentive.

So they took the ranch. And almost immediately
began telephoning invitations for their first picnic party.

"When you have once had a ranch for entertaining
you will never be without one !" laughed Mrs. Gleason,
as she cut and served huge portions of the chocolate and
cocoanut cakes, about which more will be heard later.

Whether you are being sold a home in Beverly Hills,

or a ranch in San Fernando Valley, Mrs. Gleason has

And the Gleasons
rough it on their

twenty-five acre
ranch. Um-mm, that

chocolate cake Lucile

bakes!

discovered that the

tactics of Holly-
wood real estate

men are exactly the

same.

"I'll never for-

get the incident
when we were
house-hunting after

arriving in Hollywood," related Mrs. Gleason. "A sales-
man showed us the house we later bought and remarked,
evidently as the chief selling point: 'And this place is

only ten minutes from Henry's Restaurant.'
"After living in hotels and trains most of our lives,

we buy a home where we can have our own cook and
favorite recipes and they try to sell us the place because
it is only ten minutes from a restaurant

!"

When the Gleasons were going over the ranch, the
salesman pointed out this and that feature, coming to his
climax of "And this place is just

—

"

"Oh, we know," spoke up Russell, "it's just twenty
minutes from Henry's!"
The ranch is the beginning of a dream James Gleason

has had for years. It is based on his belief that South-
ern California possesses the ideal climate for breeding
a fine type of polo pony. It also furnishes an excellent

alibi, according to other members of the family.

When there is something (Continued on page 95)
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Hello, Leslie!

SCREENLAND

Just want to tell

you're

on our

Honor Page!

Howard proves it once more ! Hollywood
has called him back to do the romantic

roles he plays so charmingly on the stage.

And now, in "Reserved for Ladies," he
shows us that they did the wise thing

Leslie Howard and Elizabeth Allan in this British-made picture per-

sonify all that is clever and graceful in polite English comedy. Leslie

is back in Hollywood now—how about Elizabeth?
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And so are you,

Elizabeth,

for your

charming

performance

in

"Reserved

for ladies"

She has everything that is asked
of our light comediennes of the
American screen. Will Eliza-

beth Allan join the ranks of
Hollywood's glamorous ladies?

Just wait and see !

13

Here's a big hand across the sea for another picture charmer

—

Elizabeth Allan of England. If you saw her gay and gracious
performance opposite Leslie Howard we need say no more. Holly-
wood, you sent for Lilian Harvey—why not this new and equally

delightful English girl?

Watch for Leslie Howard
in "The Animal Kingdom"
—on the screen soon, for

RKO

He made them believe it ! Endowed with humor
and finesse of the most amusing sort, Leslie was
at first relegated to ordinary roles in American
pictures. Then he brought all his unique charm to

"The Animal Kingdom" on the New York stage

—

and now he's done it again in a picture. No won-
der Hollywood took him back—on his own terms

!
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An

Open Letter

to Cagney

DEAR JIMMY:
I'm going to give you h--l!

I know you, and I know that no matter
what the rest of the world may think you

aren't so very different from those parts you play

on the screen. You're supposed, you know, to be two
very different men. One, the rough, tough Cagney
people pay to see in pictures. The other, the charm-
ing, quiet, cultured chap who works out his char-

acterizations carefully and relies upon a very active

intelligence and technique to see him through. Well,

you're charming, all right, James Cagney; and you're
quiet—you speak slowly and softly; and you're cul-

tured—I mean, you read books and you study and
you even think. But underneath—under those layers

of civilized reactions and sense of humor and study,

you're still Cagney the Cave-Man, the Menace. You're
a fighter. You are even, I might as well come right

out with it, good and tough.
Now before you clench that fist and mutter "Why,

you little " through your teeth, listen a minute.
I like you. I liked you first for your excellent acting.

I liked you, second, when I met you be-

cause you are utterly unlike every other

actor. You didn't kid yourself. You were
in demand, but you still got a kick when
a big burly truck-driver snarled traffic on
Sixth Avenue for the sake of yelling, "Hi,

Jimmy!" Yes, you were pretty nice. I

remember your phoning your mother first

thing when you came into town—"Hello,

Mom," you said. And I remember partic-

ularly a conversation you and I had on the

subject of "Going Hollywood."
We were saying that so many actors

couldn't keep their heads out there. A
frown puckered your forehead— you
looked like a worried faun. "I hope that

doesn't happen to me," you said, as if it

had just occurred to you. "I hope I don't

change." And I said, "You won't."

Now what I want to know, Jimmy Cag-
ney, is this: Have you?
Now, now. Don't get excited. Stop

cursing out of the corner of your mouth.
I just asked you a simple question. And
the reason it came up is your own fault.

You've gone on strike. If you don't get

more money from your studio—$4,000 a

week, the story goes—you're getting out

of pictures.

Is this so? Now wait a minute. You're

James Cagney, famous for what? For

"The Public Enemy," and "Taxi," and
"The Crowd Roars," and "Winner Take
All." If James Cagney made those films,

then those films just as certainly made
James Cagney. The last-named feature is

now being released. Unless, you say, you
get the money you want it will be your last picture

for a long, long time. And you'll go your way mer-
rily cashing in on your Hollywood fame. For how
long, Jimmy? How many months will your picture

prestige carry you? And then what? Think it over.

Your fans are many, but their memories are short.

Meanwhile, Warner Brothers may give in. They
gave in to you before. And if they do, it'll be nice.

No matter what happens, you've given us some swell

shows. Nobody can take that away from you. But
I wish you'd sit down and talk tough to yourself.

Somebody should. You say you're satisfied with your

stories and direction—it's just the money.

Jimmy, is that nice? That sounds more like "Going
Hollywood" than anything else.

Now go ahead and hit me!
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Is Your Personality Like Your Film Favorite's?

Consult Our Personality Chart
by

CARVED in the enduring rock above the doorway

to the Delphic Temple in Greece are the words,

"Know Thyself." In ancient days people came from afar

to this great Grecian temple to learn of their personali-

ties and their probable fate or expression.

In this age of turmoil and change modern man is even

more eager to know of the potentialities of his person-

ality. Nowadays we have the spectacle of thousands of

people with the sheer character to make many thousands

of dollars a year from that strange, almost intangible

something dubbed by Elinor Glyn as "It," but in reality

an understandable sum total of physical and mental

qualities known as Personality.

It has been my good fortune to discuss "It," or Per-

sonality, with Elinor Glyn and hundreds who have "It"

in abundance and are cashing in on it in millions. The
strangest thing about it all was this: Those whom the

box office had proved to have "It" in abundance were

most eager to have me read their character and sum up
their strengths and weaknesses, so that they might still

better know themselves, be themselves, and last but not

least, be cast for the type of part they could play with

most convincing naturalness.

Harold and Mrs. Lloyd, and a hundred others, have

eagerly furthered my efforts to promote the study of

Personality among the motion picture people. None
other than that Dean of Directors, and casting director

extraordinary, David Wark Griffith, has encouraged me
on numerous occasions to make this study an amuse-

ment. He said that "95 per cent of the people want to

be amused, and only five per cent want to study in a

serious way." So I want to dedicate this Personality

Chart to David Wark Griffith, for I think it is this cast-

ing director par excellence who has perhaps discovered

more of the million-dollar personalities than anyone else

—who has done the most to teach character analysis in

the most pleasant way imaginable.

Merely attend the theatre and see any well-cast mod-
ern motion picture. For instance, "Tarzan the Ape
Man." It took a strong, well-developed body like Johnny
Weissmuller's to make you feel that Tarzan lived.

Maureen O' Sullivan, with her tip-tilted, almost snob-

bish, social nose and strong chin, was the society girl

with many trunks of clothes that brought a laugh at her

entrance, but through her courage at a crucial moment
won your heart. Well, in all pictures that are compel-
lingly natural in cast you will find yourself learning to

believe your eyes in character analysis.

This is a Personality Chart using forty-eight features

of real personalities, each feature the strong note of that

actor's or actress' face. Will Rogers is nosey—a nose for

news. Marie Dressier surely has a hospitable, full-lobed

ear. How she loves to cook for her friends! Last but not
least, the full-browed and strong-jawed Garbo with in-

telligence shown in full brow, and great determination
shown in her strong jaw. A combination ideal; a keen
brain beneath a full brow and a strong jaw to give the

strength to fight for success.

Your personality is worth as much to you as anyone's,

and by comparing yourself feature by feature with those

of the stars you can and will know more about your fund
of "It," or Personality. You can "know thyself," then
be yourself, for health, wealth, and happiness.

The world always has and always will award its big-

gest prizes to strength and beauty. Beauty and harmony
are shown by those types of features. Strength of char-

acter is indicated in strong rugged features.

May you have your share of both!

YOUR OWN PERSONALITY-HOW WELL DO YOU KNOW IT?

Know/edge is Power! Find out about your character and your

possibilities through these three modern branches of human analysis:

1. Faceology. Study of the features. Send your photograph—or, if you do not have

a small snapshot which can be sent in an ordinary-sized envelope, simply jot down the

numbers which correspond with your facial characteristics on the Personality Chart.

This will help to give a correct analysis of your personality.

2. Graphology. Send sample of your handwriting. A dozen words are sufficient.

3. Numerology. Send your full name—including given name—and your birth date.

Send these indexes of your character with your name and address and twenty-five

cents to:

William E. Benton, c/o SCREENLAND MAGAZINE, 45 West 45th St., New York, N. Y.

and you will receive a comparative analysis of yourself through the medium of these

three sciences that will entertain and—what is more important—help you.
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Ramon 1

' dienitv. :

Ramon Novarro's high crown. Pride, firmness,

dignity, sense of responsibility. Uncompromising
ideals. Alert, intense, ambitious, self-confident

Mona Maris' crown shows great appreciation of public
opinion. Loves grandeur, display, pomp, color, cere-

mony. Keenly sensitive to praise.

Ricardo Cortez' crown—firmness, pride, a feeling that

one is captain of one's soul. Such natures often misun-
derstood. Strong-willed.

Dolores Del Rio's sloping crown. Friendly, emotional

nature; dislikes routine. Alternates quickly from delight

to despair. Very romantic.

Janet Gaynor's high crown, spiritual, sensitive, inspired.

Religion important to such souls, without sttict ritual.

Often disillusioned.

"^>1
row shows jfcs*
th keen ob-

4
Eric Von Stroheim's crown—high, full. Self-confidence, dis-

likes interference. May go to great depths and heights.

Intense, self-centered.

Charles Chaplin's elfin ear. Shrewd, mischievous, erratic.

Musical. Very secretive. Active, changeful, impulsive. Imp-
ishly impractical. Incurably romantic.

June Clyde's musical, angular ear indicates great apprecia-

tion of technique in music or romance. Calm, cool—con-

trolled emotions.

Buster Keaton's ears and large back head. Friendliness,

fondness for children and pets; greatest happiness through

friends. Highly emotional nature.

Leila Hyams' wide-lobed ear and curly hair. Receptive,

eager, fond of music. Spontaneous, harmonious. Loving,

but demands understanding mate.

Warner Baxter's out-thrust, athletic ear, average back head.

Directness in relationships, individualism. Demands freedom
of action. Romantically possessive.

Norman Foster's hard ears. Musically talented, ambitious,

receptive. Harmonious, broad-minded. Seeks ideal romance.
Super-sensitive to commands.

Warren William's small back head and keen ears. Cool,
calculating mind ruling heart. More romantic than domestic—often indifferent.

Marie Dressler's full-lobed ear. Natural leaning toward
creature comforts. Warm-hearted, sympathetic, tolerant.

Tendency to mother everybody.

Irene Dunne's short neck shows a balanced nature; men-
tally and physically healthy, wholesome, matter of fact.

Solicitous, cheering.

Johnny Weissmuller's athletic neck. Powerful, dextrous,

magnetic, vital. Eager, acquisitive, romantic, domestic. En-
courages to health by example.

Anita Page's slender neck. High-strung, nervous; mind-
over-matter type. Wiry; changeable. Mental and physical

health are interdependent.

Wallace Beery's full neck. Bohemian, boisterous; is con-

vivial, assured. Generally acquires wealth. Loves comfort.
Worldly; extravagant tastes.

George O'Brien's jowl and shoulder altogether athletic.

Will to physical exertion exceeds mental. Such natures
concentrate on sports. Restless.

Constance Bennett's flat, wide jowl. Singleness of purpose.
Will stronger than body. Happiness depends on good
judgment. Inclined to obstinacy.

Gary Cooper's jowl is wide, strong, showing tenacity,

patriotism, found on frontiersmen. Pliable on non-essentials,

stubborn on essentials.

Vivienne Osborne's jowl indicates vivacity; sense of the

psychological moment to grasp opportunities. Found on
diplomats. Somewhat extravagant.

Fredric March's square jowl. Determination, persever-
ance, strong defensive feelings. Keen for natural law,

order, equity. Great tenacity.

Helen Twelvetrees' curving jowl. Desire for security

and protection. Mild and persuasive. Generally yield-

ing, but heroic in emergencies.jng, out neroic

Fairbanks, Jr.'s straight brow
accuracy, science, artistry. Endowed with
servation and constructive ability. Very dextrous.

Robert Montgomery's brows. Observation and reflection;

carelessness as a defense mechanism. Equal love of
fact and fiction. Sophisticated.

Joan Crawford's arched brows and full eyes. Loves life

in all phases; talkative, persuasive, enthusiastic Great
imagination.

Claudette Colbert's brows, credulous, gay, talented in

music and dancing; creative, possessing initiative in all

the dramatic arts. Varying moods.

Greta Garbo's exotic brows. Lives most keenly when
acting. Ordinary life boring. Idealistic, studious. Vary-
ing—elusive, then direct.

Clark Gable's brow, very active, observant, artistic, mechan-
ical, better understanding of things than of people. Love
of facts. Occasionally tragic.

Charles Bickford's nose. Emotional, abrupt, combative;
varies quickly from mad to glad. Best in outdoor action.
Sometimes pugnacious, but frank.

Ruth Chatterton's nose. Poetical, intuitive, inspired in the
arts. Does best through artistic cooperation. Often super-
sensitive; emotional.

Sylvia Sidney's nose. Social type, ambitious, creative, sen-
sitive; quick actions and judgments. Best in idealistic sur-
roundings. Snobbish tendencies.

Richard Barthelmess' nose. Practicality, constructiveness, love
of motion by all means of travel. Direct, serious minded.
Somewhat militant, but fair.

Marion Davies* nose. Capricious, optimistic, intuitive; ab-
sorbs knowledge, literally and figuratively a good mixer
with all people. Carefree spirit.

John Barrymore's nose. Keen mind, scientific, accurate; love
of specialized knowledge and effort. Capacity for technique.
Critically inclined.

Adolphe Menjou's nose. Sophisticated, calm, penetrating.
Suggests investigator, detective. Prefers brain over brawn.
Sarcastic tendencies.

V/ill Rogers' nose. Politic, acquisitive; zealous student by
observation; mechanical, reasoning, purposeful; suggests
pioneers and explorers. Newsily nosey.

Edward G. Robinson's lips. Affable, ardent, loquacious.
Keen salesman, actor. Anticipates people's wants. Great
sense of taste. Most sanguine.

Elissa Landi's lips. Appealing, affectionate, variable. Likes
merited praise. Found on most actresses. Loves free expres-
sion in arts.

George Arliss' lips. Reserved, super-sensitive; infinite pa-
tience in preparation for achievement. Prim, precise; aristo-
cratic but considerate.

Lewis Stone's stiff lip. Law, order, equity, fairness. Legal
type of mind. Handles others' affairs well. Often dogmatic,
but fair.

Maureen O'Sullivan's chin. Wilful, adventurous, crusading,
achieving; great courage. Often found on military and ath-
letic leaders. Independent.

John Boles' dimpled, square chin. Chivalry, love of friendly
conquest. Decisive, ingenuous, agreeable. Ability to lead.
Demands appreciation. Active.

Maurice Chevalier's "Hapsburg Lip," and chin. Love of
luxury, small patience with Puritanical repressions. Ideal
host, loves to please. Often temperamental.

Joan Bennett's sloping chin. Shows love of peace.
Such people are usually lovable, easily led but never
driven; somewhat dependent.

Jean Hersholt's double chin. Ideal caterer to public
taste. Such chins spell abundance. Bohemiantsm, artistry.

Good cook. Demands comforts.

Rose Hobart's long chin. Strongly individualistic;

bends but does not give in. Strong extremist, good
or bad. Puritan or rebel*
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HIT-

MAKER!

OF SLIGHT stature and slim

build, the boyish executive oi

the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
studios, Irving Thalberg, re-

minds one of this new "controlled

explosion" gasoline they use in air-

planes. Relentless force encompas-
sing smooth motion, guiltless of jars.

His is the guiding mind, the driv-

ing force which pervades the produc-

tion activity of that great organiza-

tion. Yet he never blows up, never

even raises his voice. Nor is he often

seen on the sets—unobtrusive power.
Nevertheless his influence appears in

every production.

Thalberg has the slender hands,

the deep eyes of the artist, and the

whiplash brain of the business genius,

combined with an unerring instinct

for drama.
He can sit at a preview, that

psychological clinic of the mass mind,

watch the audience, return to the

studio and reassemble the film, and
turn an imminent failure into a sure-

fire success.

He will often astound an author by
injecting new brilliant ideas into a

script with a magic touch, while con-

ferring on a story. His mind seems

to have an amazing capacity for

thinking about six things at once.

This man looks almost frail. His

nerves are always keyed to a

high tension, yet always un-

der control. He walks up
and down restlessly while

figuring out a problem ; toys

with a fountain pen, or draws
little figures while discussing

a contract with an actor. An
agreement is reached, Thal-

berg jots down a memoran-
dum on a pad and with a

laconic "Sign here !" the

matter is settled.

Yet he is human, too—he
finds plenty of time for help-

ing to straighten out personal

woes. And his home life

with Norma Shearer and the

baby is a greater romance to

him than any he has ever
filmed on the screen.

Young Irving went to pub-
lic school in Brooklyn and
learned shorthand and Span-
ish, which enabled him to get

Thank him for many hours of enjoyment in
screen theatres.' He is called the "Little Napoleon
of Culver City"—and he is Norma Shearer's hus-

band in private life. They're happy !

Meet the production genius

who gave you "Grand Hotel"

and other great films. A vivid

impression of Irving Thalberg

By

Alma Whitaker

a job in an export firm. His first

connection with films was an office

job with Universal in New York. He
was soon Carl Laemmle's secretary,
rising swiftly to general manager.
Then he went to Louis B. Mayer and
remained after the consolidation now
known as M.G.M.
His first laurels were won upon his

launching of such films as "Merry-
go-Round," "The Hunchback of
Notre Dame," and later "The Big
Parade," "Ben-Hur," and "The
Merry Widow," for all of which he
was the guiding genius.

Talkies to add to his string were
"Madame X," "The Trial of Mary
Dugan," "Trader Horn," "The Sin
of Madelon Claudet"—culminating
with his greatest achievement, "Grand
Hotel," which was Thalberg's concep-
tion from start to finish.

All this prodigious energy and ac-
complishment is achieved on a vege-
table diet for the stomach, symphony
music for the senses, newsreels for
brain nourishment. He loves to
travel, but begrudges the time away
from the studio—hence the newsreel
taste for vicarious journeyings.

He is usually to be seen in

a blue serge suit. Now men
with a penchant for blue are
invariably strong in the artis-

tic interests—there's an af-
finity between blue and
imaginative minds.
A human little touch is his

habit of bringing his young
son with him in the car when
he comes to work in the

mornings—the)' live by the

ocean in Santa Monica. And
he's as normal as the rest of

us in his naive delight in the

amateur movies he takes of

Norma and the baby at

home. If the truth were
told, he probably considers

these his real chefs-d'oeuvre.

He doesn't like to be called

"the Boy Wonder"—but we
can't help it, that's what
he is.

That's Irving Thalbers:

!
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How
They Love

tn

Nils Asther "came back" strong as
Joan Crawford's lover in "Letty Lyn-
ton." He combined just the right
amount of romance with deference
to the star—so now the others are
after him for their pictures, too.'

The leading screen lover, of course, is

Clark Gable—how the ladies fight
for his compelling support! Clark
tries to do the sporting thing and

give them all a chance in turn.

THERE is, of course, a "leading -

1

man" in every film that stars a
beauteous lady. He is an enor-
mously important person, mainly

because he must not only make love to the lady but it

must seem perfectly reasonable that the lady should seem
to be whole-heartedly responsive in at least some part of

the story.

Hence certain very definite qualities must be his. He
must have sex appeal. He must be reasonably manly
and good-looking. He must be able at least to seem
devastatingly interesting. He must be a first class

actor—yet not so good that he steals the lady star's best

scenes. He must be old enough to make the star appear
a little younger, yet young enough to stir romantic im-

Hollywood!
pulses, not alone in the heroine of the story but in the
breasts of feminine film fans.

In short, the dear chap must be the perfect second
fiddle, an incomparable foil for her charms, without ever
for a moment jeopardizing the supremacy of the starry

siren.

So you will realize that there is no surplus of supply
in this delicate field. The few really desirable leading
men are urgently coveted by competing women stars.

So far Clark Gable heads the list. Greta Garbo,
Norma Shearer, Joan Crawford, Marion Davies have a
great time angling for his services as a professional

lover in their pictures. Rivalry is keen. So far Joan
Crawford has secured^^ Gable most often, but

M.G.M. finds it nec-

essary to keep the

peace by doling him
out in turn, as impar-
tially as the rigors of

the arguments permit.

Once Clark Gable
becomes a star in his

own right, his coveted
charms as a leading
man would be apt to

fade—unless he could
be persuaded to sacri-

ficial considerations
as Ramon Novarro
was when he stepped
off his own starry
pedestal to play the

rather negligible role

of Garbo's lover in

"Mata Hari." No one
seems to realize just

how magnanimous Ramon was in the concessions he
made in that picture.

Robert Montgomery runs Clark Gable a close second
on the Metro lot, even if he has been conceded some
starring vehicles on his own. But Robert, you see, has
infinite tact. Tact is such a precious asset in this field.

Hence it was reasonably safe to co-star Robert with

Norma Shearer in "Private Lives"—clever enough to

let Norma seem a little more clever. It is the same with

Joan Crawford in "Letty Lynton." His name is second

to Joan's in the electric lights—just sufficiently less im-
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Those loving leading men—they often

win stars, but seldom stardom

By Colin Reynolds

portant to meet all requirements in proper fashion.
Ever since Wallace Ford managed to attract attention

as the condemned soldier in "Abraham Lincoln," his

stock has sailed upward. Three ladies have shown a
marked interest in his professional charms—Joan Craw-
ford, Jean Harlow, and Anita Page. He was only the

second lead in "Possessed," but he became the leading
man with Jean in "The Beast of the City" and with
Anita in "Prosperity." Here is an interesting case in

which the studio yearns for the rising eclat of a young
man, so that there will be someone besides Clark Gable
for their stars to wrangle over ! The only trouble is that

W allace is not quite tall enough to make slightly tall

heroines look delicately petite. Only the little girls can
be counted upon to put their o.k. on Wallace in roman-
tic roles.

Conrad Nagel can always be depended upon to be a

thoroughly gentlemanly leading man-—for which reason,

poor chap, stardom has passed him by. Conrad is the

right height, the right age, a good actor,

a competent lover—but he never exactly

carries audiences away to the point where
they forget the lady is the star of the

picture.

Nils Asther is staging a come-back. He,
too, appears in "Letty Lynton." Didn't

Joan rake in a fancy array of nice men for

that picture? The studio tells us that

Shearer has also tagged him and that other

studios have been dickering to borrow him.

Joel McCrea has almost reached Gable's

class as a screen lover. Ever since his

success with Constance Bennett in "The
Common Law," R.K.O. has been parceling

him out amongst (Continued on page 84)

Robert Montgomery runs
Cable a close second
among Metro lovers. He's
tactful enough to be a
clever actor, while letting
the lady star appear just a

bit more clever!

George Brent is head man
among the romancers on
the Warner lot. He made a
convincing sweetheart for
Ruth Chatterton in "The
Rich are always With Us."

There's something about Leslie
Howard's cultivated love-mak-
ing that provides a unique thrill.

Ann Harding had him in "De-
votion"—and she gets him again
for "The Animal Kingdom"!
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If you like Sylvia

Sidney, you'll like her

new home. Read all

about it here

By

Hale Horton

Here's Sylvia's modernistic study, where Sylvia—
actually—studies her lines. The desk is for fan letters.

Is yours there?

SYLVIA SIDNEY'S new Beverly Hills home is

causing as much comment as Connie Bennett's
child and very little more is known about it, hence
the attendant gossip proves varied and strange.

Some sleuths place the number of rooms at fifteen,

while others say twenty—thirty. Some brand it austere,
forbidding, uncomfortable, while others praise its in-

timacy, its perfect taste and mellow livableness. Some
cheer the swimming pool, others pan it. "And my dear,"
they whisper, "she lives in it all sole alone. Tsck!"
The facts are that Sylvia recently leased a spacious,

twelve-room house out in Beverly Hills, the spot all good
stars pick when they click. And since she furnished it

by herself the house seems to have absorbed much of
her personality. For example, it emanates a spirit of
"Well, here I am; shorn of all sham and superficialities;

warm, human, individual, artistic and comfortably inde-

pendent. If you like me just as I am, I'll be happy to

have you come over sometime. Otherwise, I'll try and
get along without you." So if you fancy Sylvia Sidney,

you'll like her house. And vice versa!

Sylvia lives with her mother, although at the moment
her mother happens to be visiting in New York ; as

Sylvia says : "Father needs her once in a while, don't
you think ?" And while she entertains lavishly, living on
a rather elegant scale, there's no reason in the world why
she shouldn't, for Sylvia deserves success and everything
that goes with it. She served a severe apprenticeship on
the stage, and after being in Hollywood barely a year has
blossomed into one of the country's most popular screen
actresses.

"But I'm a long way yet from becoming a star!" she'd
have you believe. Nevertheless her talent has brought
her everything dearest to a young woman's heart : suc-

cess, wealth, independence, adulation, a Beverly Hills

mansion equipped with an outdoor play-room and swim-
ming pool, servants, suitors, and things like that—while
but a comparatively few years ago during her obscure
childhood she was miserably unhappy. "A perfect rags-

to-riches-story \" I reflected as I drove on out to her
house. But Sylvia proved a big disappointment.

"You can't write that sort of thing!" she protested.

"I never dressed in rags. And never to my knowledge
have I missed a meal. No, not even one ! My father

always made a decent income from his dentistry work,
and while we didn't exactly run around in limousines

Sylvia Sidney and her new Beverly Hills home. Twelve rooms—and lots of expensive California scenery.
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Sylvia Sidney's "at home" to her Screenland
friends for the first time in her characteristic

new house. Come on over!

Sylvia's prize
possession—Sarah Bern-
hardt's dress-
ing-table. The
authenticity o f
the piece has
been established
by an intimate
letter, found in
a secret drawer,
which was
written by the
Divine Sarah.

Right, below—
Sylvia's bed-
room is French
and very, very
feminine.
"This is the
only room
where I gave
myself carte
blanche with
the frills, " says
Miss Sidney.

we had a comfortable apartment down in Greenwich
Village plus the ordinary necessities of life. Further-
more the family were delighted about my going on the
stage and helped me all they could. So except for my
school days, life's been happy enough. I don't suppose
I'll ever be perfectly happy," she added after a thought-
ful pause. "Perhaps my moodiness forbids, or maybe
it's just because I'm never quite satisfied—-but anyway
I'm reasonably contented with my existence and prob-
ably always shall be."

Indeed visible aspects seemed to indicate that she was
almost blissfully contented as she rested on a couch in

the living-room of this new house of hers ; a home which
she needs as vitally as she does the emotional outlet of
the screen, a home around which her very life revolves

;

for unless studio pressure is brought to bear she refuses
to appear in public. One reason being that she prefers
to stay home and "just mooch around" as she puts it;

another that she rather abhors being gossiped about,
perhaps reflecting cannily that little girls seen about in

public places get nothing but questionable squibs in the
gossip columns, while those who work hard and stay

home at nights are rewarded by long life stories. At
any rate Sylvia works hard and stays home, and during
her one short year in pictures has received more publicity

even than Garbo.
"I've always had a home of some sort," she explained.

"I'd be lost without one, without a place of my own in

which I can be utterly alone when I feel in the mood.
And when these moods are upon me I seldom grow
lonely, as I can spend hours just mooching around, or

reading, or amusing myself at the typewriter in the

study. And some evenings I'll turn on the radio in the

living-room, and light the fire, and lie down on the couch

and do nothing but dream for hours. I'm terrible," she

added. "I seldom get to bed before two in the morning."

Occasionally she enjoys being immersed in the light-

hearted laughter of friends ; and disliking the mob one

finds in cafes, she invariably uses her home for hurling

her lavish dinners. "When I go to public places," she

pointed out rather reluctantly, (Continued on page 82)
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When Lewis Stone came on the screen as

the District Attorney in "Letty Lynton"

the audience at the Capitol Theatre on

Broadway, New York, broke into ap-

plause. They didn't expect Stone—in a

comparatively secondary part — toward

the end of the picture. But were they

glad to see him ! And he carried the film

to a triumphant finish

A Sharp Silhouette of

Stone, the

Unstarred Star

By

Ralph

Wheeler

yAX UNGENTLEMANLY gentle-

/\ man. West Point in mufti. A
J \ caustic critic. Loves to tinker

with broken locks and leaky bath
fixtures. Silent as Garbo in strange com-
pany. A mellow raconteur among friends.

Steely blue eyes, compelling in magnetism.
A past master in the art of squelching up-
starts, table-hoppers and other social

pests. Wing collars and polka-dot
ties his sartorial weakness. Hates
poseurs.

Born in Worcester, Alass. Soldiered in Spanish-
American War. "Majored"' in World War. Still holds
commission in reserve corps. Crack rifleman and klunks
targets daily on his home range. One of Hollywood's
few seagoing yachtsmen. Enjoys the solitude of the
rolling blue. Shuns regattas and holiday anchorages.
Smokes cigarettes, not infrequently rolling his own of

brown paper and strong tobacco. Piles hot condiments
on meats. Usually tops off a meal with a thick slab of

creamy pie. Shudders at the thought of broccoli. Never
knows where he leaves his hat and gloves. Has no
make-up box.

Driven out of beach home bv oil well that eushed in

backyard. Poured royalties into valley home and
U. S. bonds. Used to hunt rabbits where Roose-
velt Hotel now stands on Hollywood boulevard.
Camped out where the Chinese Theatre now
stands. The old Jim Jeffries bar bis favorite

haunt in the days of the Belasco Theatre where
he was the rage. Drove one of the first four au-

tomobiles in Los Angeles. His antics caused first vehic-

ular ordinance to be passed, prohibiting speed over eight

miles an hour. Never got a speed ticket since and
never had a chauffeur. Imbued with the traditions and
zeal of precision of the army. Will put down a news-
paper and walk all the way across a room to straighten

an askew picture on the wall. Believes in discipline and
punctuality. But rebels at domineering tyranny. Always
with the under-dog. Won"t give or go to Hollywood
parties. But is genial host or guest at impromptu gath-

erings. Has little patience with bridge. Still knows his

cues in Kelly pool. Owns and rents some twenty-six

houses in and around Hollv- (Continued on page 83)
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Heartaches of

Million Dollar Stars

THERE are plenty of sob stories in

Hollywood of starving Shakespearian

actors, of decrepit old actresses, of

decent young stenographers and nice

high-school boys who have been thrown on the

human dump heap.

But there are also sob stories about the stars.

For instance

:

Ramon Novarro began to save his money
ten years ago. He was guilty of only one

extravagance, and that was a beautiful house

in the fashionable part of Los Angeles, a

house with a private theatre in it and all that.

Otherwise he lived as wisely, as circumspectly

as a New England banker until his savings

were perhaps a million dollars. Then, real-

ising that he was not a business man but an

actor, he hired a financial

expert to take charge of his

money and invest it for

him. And what happened?
Well, according to reports,

the investments went over

the dam

!

And so Novarro, though

he is still a star and receives

a good salary, lives simply

and sensibly in his big

Ramon Novarro has a sumptu-
ous house in Los Angeles and a
nice income—but they have
brought him little joy and

plenty of heartaches.

Dolores Del Rio is beautiful,
talented, andadored by legions.
But since coming to Hollywood
she has had her full share of

sorrows.

Lifted almost overnight from
obscurity to dazzling heights
of fame, Richard Cromwell
soon learned that his troubles

had only begun.

With all her
wealth and her
position,
would you
think that
Mary Pickford
could know
m is for tune?
Yet she does,
and most of it

is due to that
same wealth
and position.

house. He has his mental wounds and his

nightmare of economic anxiety like the rest

of us.

After "The Big Parade" millions of women
tried to see in their husbands and admirers
(whether dog-catchers or millionaires) some-
thing a little like John Gilbert. And this

adoration for Gilbert lasted many years, until

the talkies came.
Then they put him in the talkies and he

made many of them, looking as handsome as

ever, smiling as dazzlingly, in hussars' uni-

forms and African pith helmets and in tweed
plus-fours. But something has been wrong,
and his following has steadily fallen off.

Now he still has a salary of ten thousand
dollars a week from Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
But that will end soon, and perhaps he will

be out.

John Gilbert offered to play opposite Greta
Garbo in "Grand Hotel" for nothing, in a desperate

effort to recover his popularity. But he was refused.

John Barrymore took his place.

They have explained it by saying that Gilbert's voice

is unsuitable, that it is high-pitched and cannot even be
improved mechanically. But that cannot be the entire

explanation. Perhaps it is that with talking pictures,

everything goes much more slowly so that audiences can

study a man's face and acting with deliberation ; and the

nervous, thin, rapid Gilbert, so charming when photo-

graphs kaleidoscoped by quickly, is not so absorbing to

the eyes as Gable, for example, with his slow dimples and
heavy shoulders. Or perhaps it is that flashing, lively

men have gone temporarily out of style and that slow,

handsome brutes have come in. Anyway, Gilbert is

having his share of humiliation. Most men escape these

pangs of withdrawn adoration. Only fading female

beauties know how bad they are.
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Charlie Chaplin. Perhaps
the wealthiest of all picture
people, his name a house-
hold word throughout the
world, but—nobody knows

the trouble he's seen!

Conway Tearle was the
Gable of his day, but you
don't hear so much about
him now. And that's the

cruelest blow of all!

Then there is Greta Garbo, who gets from
the world an adoring attention that has perhaps

never been equaled. What has it done? It has

turned her into a recluse who, for four or five

weeks at a time, will not see even her closest

friends; who scuttles like a hunted thing when
people in the streets wheel to look at her ;. who
lives in a lonely house with a few servants.

How does time pass? Whom does she talk to?

She must be loneliness on fire.

Dolores Del Rio is a beautiful, gazelle-eyed

girl who is sad inside and so seemingly doomed
to permanent sadness. Four or five years ago,

Carewe discovered her in Mexico and made a

star of her. When Carewe and his wife were

divorced, Dolores was blamed.

Well, why blame Dolores? It

is a strange thing that every-

body became indignant at

Dolores, when actually there

was not the slightest evidence.

Afterward she and Carewe had
a mean legal wrangle, which

does not look as though they

were in love or ever had been.

Nevertheless, all the gossips

trained their howitzers on
Dolores.

Then she had another bitter

experience. She was divorced

from her young husband, Jaime
Del Rio, a well-bred Mexi-

Remember when John Gil-
bert's name was a synonym
for masculine charm? He's
still handsomely paid, but it

gives him small comfort now.

You've heard about the sorrows of the Holly-

wood unknowns. But how about the rich and

famous? Here are some of their sob stories

By

Brenda Ueland

and

Ned Williams

can. Afterward they were still friends, and
seemed to be more dependent upon each other

than ever, like , two orphaned children in a
hostile country. Then Jaime Del Rio went to

Europe, fell sick in Germany of pneumonia.
We remember so well Dolores' frantic tele-

phonings, her remorse, her loneliness. Jaime
Del Rio died there.

Then Dolores started working again. Soon
she became sick herself, and was ill for so long

that production was
stopped and her contract

cancelled.

A year and a half ago
Dolores Del Rio was one
of the biggest stars in the

business. She appears to

be coming back now, what
with "Bird of Paradise,"

and she is still a star. But
she is a sad, emotional,

{Continued on page 86)

Sally O'Neil
made a prom-
ising start—
but trouble
began, and
pretty Sally
was up against

it.
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The drama that is Garbo! Her far-famed aloofness, her soul-hermitage—does she mean it, or is she as great an actress off the screen as on? Read
Vicki Baum's fresh viewpoint on an old and absorbing question.

|ARBO'S far-famed aloofness, Garbo's storied

insouciance, Garbo's celebrated hermitage of
the soul

!

Are they genuine, springing from a unique
and hyper-sensitive personality that cannot withstand the
clamor of the mob but seeks always to withdraw into

its shell ?

Or is all this languor, all this secrecy, all this shunning
of the limelight, merely, in the parlance of the day, an
"act" designed to make the world gape in astonishment?
An old, old question, battleground of many pros and
ever so many cons; but now re-illuminated by a fresh
point of view on the part of an analyst whose grasp of
human character is surpassed by few.
"Garbo really means it," is Vicki Baum's verdict.

And, as the creator of dozens of intensely human char-
acters, author of one of the greatest stage and screen
hits of recent years in which the glamorous Scandinavian
was starred, and observer of Garbo at Hollywood, she
is in an unparalleled position to judge.

"Yes, Garbo means it—that is my impression, even

arbo
What the author of

"Grand Hotel"
thinks of the world's

most-discussed act-

ress. Here are Miss

Baum's impressions

of Garbo, given for

Screenland readers

By

Mortimer Franklin

though I did not meet this famous
actress personally during my first so-

journ in Hollywood." Miss Baum,
in fact, belongs to that select company
of persons from whom Garbo has

run away in full flight. "But I know
what a great artist she is ; I have

watched her work ; I have seen her

deeply satisfying portrayal of a char-

acter that I created. And anyone
with such depth of soul and such

emotional genuineness could not be so

completely lacking in sincerity.

"After all, how can one blame her?

When you have seen Hollywood, lived

in it and been a part of it, such an
attitude is not hard to understand.

The blinding spotlight that is continually turned upon the

famous people there, day in and day out, early and late,

is enough to make even the least sensitive person rebel.

"Garbo is not the only player of renown who has

shrunk from the uproar that surrounds all movie stars.

Look at Miss Dietrich. I knew Marlene well when she

was starring in German films. I remember with what
zest she used to take part in the gay social life of Berlin.

But when I met her again in Hollywood I found her

comparatively subdued, in spite of the reputation for

getting around that she still seems to have. When I

spoke to her about it she replied, 'It is altogether differ-

ent here, Vicki. When your every little word and ges-

ture is flashed around the world you don't feel much
like appearing in public when you don't have to. I'm

sick of it !'
"

A similar frame of mind was revealed to Miss Baum
by Ann Harding. "I asked her why she had chosen a

secluded house high up on a hill in which to live. 'It

isn't high enough,' was Miss Harding's reply. 'Not that

there is anything wrong with the people in Hollywood,
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Really Nleans It.

Says Vicki Baum

Dark-eyed, blonde
andsmiling, Vicki
Baum upsets tra-

dition by being a
most personable
young woman as
well as a gifted
writer. She's go-
ing to do more
stories for the
films—and since
seeing her '

'Grand
Hotel," you know
what good news

that is!

but one does crave a little privacy, and the only way
to have it here is to get away entirely by yourself.'

"

"My admiration for her is complete," said Miss Baum,
her darkly glowing eyes flashing with pleasure at the

memory of Garbo's portrayal of her Grusinskaya in

"Grand Hotel." "She is every inch an artist, pure and

unspoiled. To watch her face, tragic and vivacious by

turns, and her graceful flowing movements, was for me
a great experience.

"I feel as though I ought to be deeply thankful for

having experienced the same piece

of good fortune twice. When I

sat in the theatre and saw my
work first unfold on the New
York stage, done as I had
dreamed it, I said to myself,

'Here is the supreme thrill of hap-

piness at last.' Then, when I

witnessed the film opening, with

Garbo playing the role of the

great dancer after my own heart,

I felt that thrill for a second

time.

"No, I did not meet Miss
Garbo. One day, before 'Grand
Hotel' had gone into production,

as I was walking on the Metro
lot I saw a figure in the distance

which I recognized to be hers,

evidently bound for the 'Mata
Hari' set. As soon as she real-

ized that I was coming toward
her she scurried around the cor-

ner of one of the lot streets, and
was gone.

"On another occasion, while
'Grand Hotel' was being filmed,

I wandered onto the set, happily
innocent of the rule that is rig-

idly observed when Garbo pic-

tures are being filmed. Soon I

was gently taken aside by someone who whispered in my
ear that 'Miss Garbo does not permit any visitors on
the set.' So I withdrew. I found out later, however,
that Miss Garbo did not realize that I was the author
of the story."

"Grand Hotel," one learns with pleasure, is only the

first of a number of screen stories from Miss Baum's
typewriter which presently will be revealed to American
audiences. For she likes America quite as well as Amer-
ica likes her, and she intends to adopt American citizen-

ship, make her permanent residence here, and answer
the importunities of the Hollywood script departments

as well as she is able. When interviewed in New York
shortly after the opening of her first and star-spangled

photoplay, she already had two new screen stories on
the fire, one for Paramount and one for M-G-M. By
July 1 she will have departed for the Coast, there to fill

a contract.

About Miss Baum's appearance one thing seems de-

lightfully wrong. That is to say, she is altogether too

attractive to fulfill the traditional standards for writing

ladies of imagination and creative ability. Contemplat-
ing the straight nose, purposeful chin and direct gaze,

the head of bobbed blonde hair forming a striking con-

trast to the very dark, eloquent eyes, one sets her down
as handsome, with a mental note of gratitude at her
escape from mere prettiness. For the comparatively
brief time she has spent in this country her command
of English is truly remarkable. Very rarely does she
hesitate for the exact word; but (Continued on page 83)

One of the most important of recent Hollywood "huddles." Vicki Baum looks
over the script for the film version of "Grand Hotel," while director Edmund
Goulding keeps the original version handy for reference. Miss Baum expressed

herself as highly pleased with the resulting photoplay

.
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The Hollywood

Charm School
Class in charm, attention ! Look at and listen

to your screen teachers— they know all the

answers. Why shouldn't they ? They're the

outstandingly lovely girls in the world today

Garbo's eyelashes are

probably the longest

in the world but even
Garbo does not dis-

dain helping nature

along by adding a

few silky artificial

lashes for close-ups.

It takes Elizabeth Allan's

lissome figure to face the

camera in trimly tailored

Keep slim

!

lingerie.

The English pith helmet and the Chinese coolie

hat are worn by Maureen O'Sullivan and Una
Merkel—well, Hollywood girls dare try anything

!

If you're the least bit the

sweet-quaint type, try

wearing a sunbonnet.
Joan Marsh's is of pink

and white checks.

You'll be "different" on
the beach in a bib-topped

pajama suit and one of

these huge sun hats, says

Leila Hyams.
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Wear your initials as accessory
decorations. See Madge Evans'
on her sports hat and bag.

The Hollywood girls are wear-
ing "star" novelty jewelry.
Maureen O'Sullivan's are red,

white and blue.

Not just another evening wrap

—

Gloria Stuart's white kid jacquette

carries out the quaint charm of her
white Irish crochet gown.

It may make the censor-

minded call for their smoked
glasses but never mind, says

June Clyde—at the end of

the day relax in coolth and
comfort.
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Follow the filmy way to

loveliness! The movie
girls know better than any

others the short cuts to

charm. Trail along!

Jeanette MacDonald
stresses keen attention to

detail. Note Jeanette's
very smart hat matching
her silk sweater suit, and
her trim gloves, just the
right length. Jeanette is

just one of the many Hol-
lywood stars who have
earned for the film colony
its world-wide reputation

for chic and charm.

Mary Carlisle
shows how three

gay bandana
hankies can be
used to fashion a
beach suit, one
forming the
backless bodice,

two for the
shorts, and a

fourth for a pert

top-piece.

Coiffures for profiles ! Do
you give enough thought to

the side view of your hair-

do ? Study your profile, don't
just concentrate on the full-

face view you meet in your
mirror. Notice how Tala Bi-
rell, above, has very cleverly
softened the classic contour
of her head by coaxing little ringlets around the ear.
Joan Bennett has a babyish profile, therefore she prefers

a more sedate coiffure than most girls of her age.
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If you have a round face don't

feel that life has branded you
just a "nice, jolly girl." Con-

sider Joan Blondell. Joan's

face is round, all right, but she

has learned all the tricks of

pleasing the camera so that she

can be taken with the proper

degree of seriousness any time

she feels like it. Like Joan, if

your face is cherubic, you can

learn to pose so that you need

never have that Kewpie look

!

See how cleverly Joan uses

that bit of fluffy collar

!

You like Elissa Landi, don't you ?

You like her for her beauty, her

intelligence, and her fine acting.

But most of all you admire her

flawless grooming. Elissa looks

always as if she has just been
tubbed, finger-waved, manicured

!

How many of you girls could
wear this trim sailor suit with

the nonchalance of Madge
Evans ?

Beauty in the bath! This
particular beauty is Benita

Hume, the English actress

who appears with Leslie

Howard in "Reserved For
Ladies." Why not select

j

the same scent in your bath
salts, sachet, soap, and dust-

ing powder that you prefer
in your perfume? The
smartest Hollywood girls

believe in choosing one scent

and sticking to it. Pick the

perfume that best expresses

your own personality. (And
if you're smart you'll change
your personality often, just

as Garbo does in every new
picture

!

)
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Presen ting, across the
page, the latest Beaton
portrait series, exclusive
to SCREENLAND. Read
his sensational impres-
sions of Hollywood stars.
Right, the artist at work.

Left, with Tallulah.

F

Beaton Shoots

the 1932. Stars!

Look long at these portraits!

Because Cecil Beaton's next

appearance may be before

the camera instead of

behind it

^OR three years you've been
admiring Cecil Beaton's
beautiful, artistic and im-
aginative photographs of

the Hollywood stars in Screen-
land and Vanity Fair. (Screen-
land, by the way, is the only
movie magazine in which they
have ever appeared.) We liked

them, you liked them, and the stars

liked them, but Cecil insists that

this is positively his last photo-

graphic splurge. Look long at

these portraits ! There are seven
interesting Beaton camera studies,

beginning on the opposite page.

For, although we want more, you
want more, and the stars want
more, according to Cecil his next
appearance in Hollywood will be
in a directorial or acting capacity. He prefers directing.

You know, of course, that he takes these gorgeous
photographs with an ordinary small snap-shot camera.

You know also that he rates high in English and Amer-
ican Society — yes, large "S" please, printer! — and

Beaton's

Impressions

Garbo Incomparable

Tallulah Glamorous

Dietrich Child-like

Crawford Poised

Sylvia Sidney Saucy

Gwili Andre Flower-like

By

Evelyn

Ballarine

possesses a background as

interesting as his photogra-
phic studies. He's about
twenty-nine years old, hand-
some, and what a sense of

humor

!

Hollywood fascinates yet

bores Cecil Beaton. How-
ever, he would like to live

there for at least six months
out of the year, and spend
the remaining six months at

"Ashcombe," his country
home in England—and he'll probably do just that!

"Hollywood is a grand place to rest and be peaceful,"

says Mr. Beaton. "There's nothing else to do—no night

clubs or legitimate theatres to speak of, and most of the

parties are a great big bore. In {Continued on page 93)





















The Most Beautiful Still of the Month
Tom Mix and Tony in "The Rider of Death Valley." (Universal.)
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The Newest

Hollywood

Thrill

!

Here he is ! You've been ask-

ing for him ! Ever since you
saw "Tarzan" you have clam-

ored for more— and more—
about Johnny Weissmuller.

He tells his life story exclu-

sively to Screenland readers.

It begins here. You'll like it.

By

Ida Zjeitlin

GAWD, whadda physique
!"

Eyes glowing, cheeks scarlet, lips parted,

and aged about 17—she sat on the edge of

her seat in the movie theatre, unconscious of

the people about her, unconscious that she had spoken,

unconscious of everything but the magnificent young god
on the screen before her, striding through the jungle

on legs like two slender columns. Torn from her by
sheer intensity of feeling, by what she instinctively

recognized as a perfect work of God, her ecstatic

tribute was breathed forth upon the listening air—not

to mention several pairs of appreciative ears:

"Gawd, whadda physique
!"

But why single her out? Aren't they all?—saying

it, singing it, shouting it?—from the exultant poten-

tates of M.G.M. to the last little stenographer who
imagines she's just getting a kick out of a new movie
star, and doesn't realize that she's the eternal femi-

nine kneeling in worship at the feet of the eternal

male. All but the kids. They're crazy about the pic-

ture—and why shouldn't they be? It was made for

them. But Tarzan? They take their Tarzan for

granted. He's big and broad and strong? Of course

he is. He can leap from trees, and fight with lions and
gorillas and outswim a crocodile? Well, what are you
getting excited about? If he couldn't do that, he

wouldn't be Tarzan. That's what the kids might say,

if you could get them to say anything.

But not their mothers and sisters. Oh, no ! Having
outgrown their childhood simplicity, Tarzan is no longer

Tarzan to them, but a man with a flawless body, six feet

three inches of brawn and muscle moving with ease and
power and grace before their delighted eyes, broad-

shouldered, slender-hipped, an ideal of masculine
strength and beauty—a new hero, literally fallen from
the skies, with "Gawd, whadda physique

!"

Johnny Weissmuller—
a new camera portrait,

exclusive to Screen-
land, by Johnny's

' friend, Hal Phyfe.

More "Tarzan" thrills

!

Johnny will make three

new jungle films soon.

He brought a fresh brand

ol excitement to the screen

as "Tarzan the Ape Man,"

thrilling fans and sophisticates

alike. He's a virile, refreshing

personality, and his life story, which begins here,

is more fascinating than fiction. Hollywood calls

him "the big new thrill"—and so do you

!
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"Tarzan"—man of the jungle, brave, strong, unfettered, free. Created by Edgar Rice Burroughs, he has
been the hero of many novels. And now the 1932 movie audiences welcome him as something new,
spontaneous, natural. Here is Johnny Weissmuller as Tarzan, in an exclusive impression by the well-

known camera artist, Hal Phyfe.

Well, will you believe me, you who have seen him and
watched that superb body of his in play, if I tell you that
he was once a child whose "physique" caused his mother
days and nights of black anxiety, a nice little boy who
had a habit of keeling over and fainting for no good
reason that anyone could discover?
"Not that I ever was really sick," Johnny assures you

earnestly, hastily looking about for some wood to knock
(and not going on with his story, let me inform you,
until he's found it). "Just grew too fast, I guess. Tired
easily. I was always over a head taller than my kid
brother and only a year older."

Johnny doesn't waste words. He seems shy and boy-
ish—younger than his years—and my guess is that he'd
about as soon face the gorilla in his picture as an inter-

viewer.

Many movie stars say they hate interviews. Some
of them probably do. With others it's part of a lofty
pose. Johnny is capable neither of loftiness nor of

posing. He doesn't say he hates interviews. Why say
the obvious ? But you get the impression that his

"Strange Interlude" self is muttering somewhere inside

of him : "I've got to go through with this stuff because
the Publicity Department says so. O.K. Let's make a

clean job of it, for I hate a sloppy one. But for Pete's

sake, let's do it fast and get it over with
!"

So he turns his eyes upon you—grave as the eyes of

a child—and like a well-mannered boy tells you nicely

and politely what you want to know, however fervently

he may be wishing you elsewhere. What's more, he has

a terse and graphic way of describing events that have
interested him, so that he all but writes your story

for you.

He surprised his mother and father by being born in

Pennsylvania en route from Austria to Chicago, where
they were going to join his grand-parents. In Chicago,

the family—consisting of his parents, grand-parents, an

uncle, himself and, a year later, his brother—occupied a
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Six feet three inches of brawn and muscle moving with ease and power and

grace—an ideal of masculine strength and beauty—that's Weissmuller. But

read how he made himself over from a frail boy into the world's champion
swimmer and "Tarzan" of the movies!

"Something ought to be done to fellows like

comfortable two-story dwelling and owned a horse and
buggy, and one of the first things Johnny remembers is

being bawled out for playing with the horse.

"Should've bawled out the horse," Johnny explains

with an engaging grin. "I couldn't've hurt him."

His father' went into the brewery business and before

long was owner of a flourishing saloon.

"Mom never wanted us kids to go to the saloon—but

we'd sneak out, and Pop was always glad to see us. My
uncle was the mean one, though. 'I'll fix this kid!' he

says to himself one day, and he gets hold of me and
fills me full of beer. I don't know how much he poured
into me. I was seven years old, so maybe it only felt

like a lot. But, boy ! was I drunk ! I remember sliding

downstairs on my ear, yelling : 'Ra-ay ! Hoo-ray !

R-a-a-y ! Then he carries me home and dumps me in

my mother's lap.
" 'Here's your darling son,' he says, 'he'll never go

near the saloon again
!'

"Well, maybe it sounds like eyewash, but I tell you
I never touched beer from that day. I had a dread of

it. And my uncle gave it to me. You know," he went
on, the glint of amusement vanishing from his eyes,

"he's the kind of guy who'd shove you into the lake

to teach you to swim. It's all wrong. It's the worst
thing that could happen to you. Twenty percent'd

never go near water again. The fear's in 'em." He
frowned
that."

It was apparent that Johnny
could tolerate the sin of getting a

7-year-old drunk more easily than
a sin against his beloved sport.

After all, what does it matter so

much whether, in after years, one
drinks beer or gets along without
it? But to Johnny Weissmuller
—with whom swimming has been
less a career than a deep and abid-

ing passion—to make a boy dread
the water is to deprive him of a

priceless birthright.

Yet there was a time—strange

as it seems to him now—when
water to Johnny was just some-
thing to drink and. when obliged,

to wash in. He was Hans in those
days and his brother was Pete, by
one of those inexplicable whims
that govern nicknames, for he had
been christened Peter John and
his brother John Peter. He was
a long, skinny, angular little boy,
growing up contentedly in the

orderly Austrian household into

which he had been born, stowing
away the Viennese goodies with
which his worried mother plied

him, but remaining unchangeably
long, skinny and angular. His
bones were covered by skin and
muscle, but the flesh refused to

grow on them. Those were his

Before he ever began to dream of
being the world's champion swim-
mer—Johnny, left, and his brother

Peter, back home in Chicago.

fighting days, and those were also what he calls his

"praying" days.

"We used to go to a kind of private school," he told

me. "where they'd pay as much attention to the way you
behaved as to what you'd learn. And was I a saint

!

I was always thinking about pleasing God. I wouldn't
do this and I wouldn't do that with the other kids, be-

cause I was always asking myself, would God like it,

and most of the time I thought He wouldn't

!

"I was forever praying. Anybody used to swear at

me, I'd go to church and pray for him. I'd go to church
every morning before school and pray and do my stuff.

Then my head'd start going round and I knew I was
going to faint. I never could figure it out, but I knew
when I got that funny feeling in my head I was going
to faint and nothing'd stop me. I'd hold my hand up,

and at first they wouldn't bother with me. 'Put your
hand down, Johnny,' they'd say. So I'd put it down
and flop over. Pretty soon they knew what was going
to happen, so when they saw my hand, they'd tell me to

sit down. I used to think God might get sore at me,"
Johnny grinned, "for fainting in church. But there

wasn't a thing I could do about it.

"We had to quit that school on account of a fight.

I'd never fight. They told us we mustn't fight—God
hated it—so I didn't fight. But one morning during the

recess, some big kid got into an argument with my
brother and hit him. I don't know what got into me,

but I just went over and smacked
him one. I forgot all about pleas-

ing God. I was going to kill this

guy. He hit my brother. If he

hit me, I'd be satisfied to run away.
But he hit my brother.

"So I smacked him one and I

saw his nose was bleeding, and I

was tickled to death. He was a

big, heavy fellow, but I was thin

and fast. I'd hit him and back
away, hit him and back away. One
good wallop would've finished me,
but he couldn't reach me. I'd

smack him and back away, till

finally he had me backed down a

whole block. Then someone stop-

ped us. That was all right. He
had a bloody nose, and my hand
was all bruised and covered with
blood, but we shook on it.

"Then we got back into the

classroom, and when the teacher

spotted my hand, he wanted to

know what I was doing.
" 'Bumped my hand,' I told him.
" 'You're lying, Johnny,' he

says.

"Well, then, I thought that was
enough sinning for one day, and
I'd better tell the truth.

" 'Sorry,' I said, 'had a fight.'

"Then he got an eyeful of the

other fellow's bloody nose.

"'Oh, (Continued on page 88)
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Reviews

Melvyn Douglas is Garbo's leading man in "As You
Desire Me"—her farewell film?

As You Desire Me
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

Garbo's farewell film? Maybe; maybe not. But don't
miss it, for any reason, for it is a distinct departure for

Greta. And I don't mean only the platinum blonde wig.

Some, by the way, will call it silver. I don't see the
difference, myself. And I don't like it. But fortunately Garbo does
not wear this coiffure throughout the picture. She has never been
so charming as she is in the last .scenes of this new film. She is so
young and so very lovely. It's really a dual role

—

Zara, the
heroine, is first revealed to us as a tragic, weary woman, and
finally, a girl again, in love. And Garbo plays her always with
great artistry. The supporting cast is pure platinum. Eric von
Stroheim slashes his way through a brutal role. You'll enjoy
seeing Owen Moore again. Melvyn Douglas is a most convincing

lover. But it's Garbo, the Girl, who will fascinate you.

John Barrymore with Jill Esmond and Helen Twelve-
trees in "State's Attorney."

State's Attorney

Radio Pictures
Dear Mr. Barrymore: I want to tell you how much I like

your new picture. I—Oh, sorry! That's my fan letter.

This is my review. As a matter of fact, there is very
little difference, because I am a John Barrymore fan since

"Grand Hotel," so that any "criticism" of "State's Attorney" will

read pretty much like a rave for its star. If you, too, have gone
Barrymore, don't miss this film. It's all J.B.—quizzical smile,

whimsical eyebrows, marvelously modulated voice, and Charm

—

lavished upon a rather routine melodrama about one of those very
brilliant, very unmoral movie lawyers. I'm told by experts that the

legal procedure in this picture is dizzily peculiar to Hollywood. But
once you admit that, you can sit back and savor the suavities of this

great Hamlet-gone-Hollywood. Yes, I'd say see it. Helen Twelve-
trees is excellent, and Bill (Stage) Boyd and Jill Esmond ring true.

th e

<TSy

"Young America" is an entertaining family picture,
with young Tommy Conlon scoring.

Young America

Fox
I'd ballyhoo this one as a picture for children to see if I

thought this wouldn't keep them away. What I mean is,

it's a picture fit for the family to attend in a body, and
it's good entertainment, too. A wholesome story about

real boys who are always misunderstood by their elders, it is con-

cerned chiefly with the problems of an orphan, called "the worst
boy in town," who is hauled into juvenile court for "borrowing" an
automobile. He explains that the car was parked by a fire hydrant
and he didn't want the owner to get a ticket, so he moved it six

blocks away! Tommy Conlon makes this boy a believable

youngster—neither a Hollywood hoodlum nor a too-pat trouper,

but interestingly real. Ralph Bellamy is another actual person as

the kindly judge. Spencer Tracy and Doris Kenyon are good, too.

And you'll like Raymond Borzage, a new youngster. He can thank
his uncle, Director Borzage—and that's a good idea. Thanks,

Frank, for a refreshing show.

Six Best Pictures of the Month:

YOUNG AMERICA

STATE'S ATTORNEY

LETTY LYNTON

WINNER TAKE ALL

AS YOU DESIRE ME RESERVED FOR LADIES
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Best Pictures
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Screenlands Critic

Gives Original Slants

on This Month's Out-

standing Screenplays

"Letry Lynton" is a personal triumph for Joan Craw-
ford. Nils Asther is good.

Letty Lynton

Metro-G olduyn-Mayer
An unqualified triumph for Joan Crawford! This girl has
been a star for a long time, and she has given some fine

performances. But never before has she shaken you up
and worried your emotions and swept you off your critical

feet as she does here. Gone are most of those annoying mannerisms
and superficialities. She forgets to pose—and acts. And I have
no hesitancy in predicting that Joan Crawford will by this time
next year be the First Girl of the Films, i Sorry, Greta, but I

thought you were going home.) "Letty Lynton" is high-class
hokum, so exquisitely directed and beautifully acted that it achieves
superlative entertainment value. Letty loves and suffers and sins
and atones, with the aid of brisk dialogue and handsome back-
grounds and smart clothes. Nils Asther is devilish and dashing as
Larry's bold, bad weakness. Robert Montgomery is at his in-

gratiating best as the boy who reforms her. Lewis Stone, Louise
Closser Hale, and May Robson are perfect in their parts.

Ten Best Portrayals of the Month:

Ramon Novarro in "Huddle"
Nils Asther in "Letty Lynton"
Garbo in "As You Desire Me"

Joan Crawford in "Letty Lynton"
James Cagney in "Winner Take All"
Tommy Conlon in "Young America"
John Barrymore in "State's Attorney"
Leslie Howard in "Reserved for Ladies"
Elizabeth Allan in "Reserved for Ladies"

Wynne Gibson in "Strange Case of Clara Deane'

Leslie Howard stars in "Reserved for Ladies," with
charming Elizabeth Allan.

Reserved for Ladies

Paramount
^ee tn^s you'll admit that sheer charm is slowly

aKSgif winning its way on the screen. Here's a deft and delight-

ful English comedy—oh, it's light as thistle-down, and it

has practically no plot to speak of, but every minute of it

is good fun. It's the sort of thing they said the films could never
do—the stage was the spot for polite humor. But, thanks to the
smart dialogue and the charm of Leslie Howard and his admirable
cast, "Reserved for Ladies" is appealing entertainment for every-
body. At the Paramount in New York, where I saw it, Howard
won his audience completely, and a more assorted audience would
be hard to find. It's the romance of a nice head-waiter and a rich,

sweet little snob, with complications by a beautiful Countess and
a democratic king. Here's proof that England can make pictures

for American audiences—particularly if Leslie Howard is in them.

James Cagney is excellent as the prize fighter in
"Winner Take All."

Winner Take All

Warner
Character study by Cagney! I'm not promising you'll

"like" it. A stupid, punch-drunk pugilist with a bashed-in
nose and cauliflower ears is not an endearing personality.

But how Cagney plays him! If you want acting, here it

is. You know your James so well as an electrical wisecracker that

this role will come as a shock—until you realize you are meeting a

brand new character, just a dumb fighter. First you see this down-
and-outer on his way West to regain his health and keep out of

trouble. And then comes Love—almost. He challenges a local

champ to get money for the Girl; then he returns to ring triumphs
in New York, where one of those screen society gals takes him up.

That last fight where he is watching the clock so that he can catch

up with Miss Park Avenue before she sails for Europe, is the battle

of the movie century. Marion Nixon and Virginia Bruce assist.



IF
YOU believe in signs you will find it exceedingly

difficult to interview Ruth Chatterton during the
time she is working on a picture. It isn't easy even
to see her, although some several million fans are

agreed that she is easy enough to look at, any time and
any place.

Punctuating that vast and quiet space inside a Warner
sound stage upon which Miss Chatterton and company
are known to be working, are permanent painted signs

which face every entrance and which read

:

"Absolutely NO visitors allowed on this set. Only
those actually working on this production permitted on
this stage."

So, if you can read, interviewing Miss Chatterton dur-
ing working hours is obviously impossible. Perhaps the

next best thing—perhaps even a better thing—would be

to interview one of the few who are allowed on that set,

someone who works with the aloof Miss Chatterton

every day during all the weeks of production.

One thinks first of the director, William Dieterle. He
is a friendly, sensitive, smiling chap, as big as a door and
as busy as any two men you ever saw. Much too busy,

it becomes evident, to give time or thought to an inter-

view about Ruth Chatterton, even if he would consent

to it.

The other players, the actors and actresses who work
with the lady in question, offer possibilities. There is

George Brent, who has won the coveted role of leading

man to Miss Chatterton in her two most recent pic-

tures. There is Lois Wilson, Paul Cavanaugh, Barbara
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Here's the real low-

down on Ruth
Chatterton! What
do those initials

mean? Read the

story

As told to

John Carlisle

by George,

the "juicer"

microphone boom and the "gaf-

fer," the last named being the

"straw boss" of the electricians

assigned to the set, are all ab-

sorbed in their various and equally

important duties. The "gaffer"

is particularly busy. He is stand-

ing in the middle of the set, giv-

ing orders to unseen individuals

who are, you learn later, running
around on the cat walks high up
among the rafters of the stage,

changing the lights.

"Light 'em all!" he yells and
then as the set is flooded with

light from above he starts bark-

ing a series of running orders.

"Number two ! Pull it down !

Lower ! (Continued on page 92)

liyou want to know what Ruth Chatter-
ton is really like you'll have to consult
this story. It's not an interview. It's

the straight and honest truth. You'll
like it.

Ruth and George, right, give you a
thousand dollar smile. Expensive? Well,
a minute of the star's time on the Chat-
terton set is that valuable. Worth it,

though.

Leonard, or Ivan Simpson. If they would talk,

freely and confidentially, what a story they might
be able to tell

!

But each of them is working to make his or her
own role stand out as distinctive and important,
paying much attention to his own job and very
little to the star. If they talked it would probably
be about themselves, not about the impregnable
Miss Chatterton who basks in cultured ease be-
hind a battery of "keep away" signs.

The cameraman, who might be excellent as a
source for Chatterton copy, is kept in a state of
continuous agitation by Dieterle, who finds new
and amazing spots for the camera between each
"take." The script clerk, the set dresser, the two
assistant directors, the man who handles the
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Harold Lloyd s

New Beach House

Mildred Davis Lloyd and husband Harold
lolling on the sands in front of their lovely
new beach cottage. Harold has just com-
pleted his latest comedy, "Movie Crazy."

Here it is at Santa Monica, where
Marion Davies, Bebe Daniels, and
Mary and Doug have homes, and
where Jackie Cooper says he wants
to build one—when he can afford it

!

Here's the Lloyd
abode as it appears
from the front gate.

With all those sun
umbrellas and comfy
chairs about the
premises, it doesn't

seem as though any-
one would be either

hot or bothered while

at the Lloyds'.
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Here's just a part of the

living room—the bright

chintz sofas flanking the

fireplace might he called

"the spirit of summer at

the beach." The flowers

add a bright touch, too

—

and there's the grand
piano, just in case some
friends drop in for an

evening.

A view of the Lloyd front

porch overlooking the Pa-
cific. The Lloyd guests

come out of the surf and
eat ! Note the coffee table,

and in the background, the

cupboard containing some
of Harold's prized hand-

painted china.

Another view of the
porch which runs across

the entire front of the

house. Spacious ? Not
at all—it's just a little

cottage by the sea

!

There's plenty of nice

Pacific Coast sand for

the little Lloyds to make
pies, build castles and dig

for buried treasures.
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dl "Red-Headed Woman!"
Jean plays a torrid typist.

See Red with

Jean Harlow
At last we learn what a red-

headed mama can do!

Jean even vamps her papa-
in-law, Lewis Stone. And
Oh, that heated love scene
in a telephone booth—even
the wires get hot.' This
sequence will make the

screen smolder.

With her platinum coolness
gone, red-headed Jean lures
one man after another in
this Katherine Brush story,
scenarized by Anita Loos.
Look at Chester Morris!

RED-HEADED WOMAN" is here! And
Jean Harlow as a red-head has changed

^her whole personality. She has banished
"a lot of funny little inhibitions. For, be-

lieve it or not, being a "platinum blonde" with the
general implications that go with hard metal, had
begun to get on Jean's nerves. She wanted to

prove she could be a fiery actress, with seething
emotions and all that. But we, and the studios,

had saddled a platinum complex on the poor girl.

But now— ! The red wig is youthful, diaboli-

cally cute, insidious. Somehow, too, it makes Jean
look more petite. There's one scene which will

have to be handled subtly for all its wild abandon,
when Jean discovers that all the people who at-

tended her elaborate and slightly nouveau-richy
party and left early on the pretense of a committee
meeting, went over to tell the former wife all about

it with malice and derision. Jean is undressed for

bed at the time, but out she flies and hurls herself

with white-hot fury into the rival party. Don't

miss it whatever you do, it's a new unsuspected

Jean. One could feel Director Jack Conway's sigh

of triumphant satisfaction as she cut loose and
spake her little mind. That's what red hair can do

for a girl

!

We were afraid, at first, when we heard that

girls like Colleen Moore had been tested for the

role, that the character of the ambitious little small

town stenog who vamps her young married boss

into divorcing his wife, might be softened up and

prettied a bit. But instead Jean plans a thoroughly

selfish little hard-boiled fury. Anita Loos has done

her scenario job well. Oh, she's a most reprehen-

sible character, is Jean—but don't you believe there

is anything cold or platinum about her in tliis

picture.

Anita has introduced a

chauffeur love-affair that

wasn't in the original story,

but this chap is fully justified

when it comes to the gem of

a satirical ending. Oh, no, we
won't give that away—it's too

delicious a surprise finale and

is worth a priceless "last laugh"

when you see the picture.

Chester Morris is the se-

duced husband. How men
love playing seduced-husband

parts ! The original Bill of

the story was a bit weakish.

(Continued on page 92)
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Ringing the

Bellamy
That's just what Ralph

has done in Hollywood
—and now he's among the

best bets for male stardom

By

Garret Fox

RALPH BELLAMY was sitting on a desk in a
very comfortable fashion discussing: "Grand

^Hotel."
"I went to sleep twice during the picture. I

think I must be the only person in Hollywood who
doesn't consider the picture up to snuff. You see, Gru-
sinskaya in the book is old, tired—her face has been
lifted. The Baron, after his first night with her, dis-

covers this and his heart swells with sympathy. Yet
Garbo gives none of this."

Now, young Ralph is an actor through and through.
At the age of sixteen he ran away from home to join a
Shakespearian troupe. His family was very much
against his becoming an actor, but ever since he saw
"The Wizard of Oz," he suffered from a longing for
the stage.

He toured the middle-west for three years playing
every sort of part possible in a Shakespearian company.
At one time he was playing Othello and was also the

stage carpenter. Later, he had his own stock company
which played through the middle-west with one and two
night stands.

But in 1930 New York found him knocking at the

gates of Broadway. After small parts in "Town Boy,"
"Holiday," and "Coquette," along with a good many un-
comfortable moments, he secured an outstanding part in

"Roadside." This paved the way for Hollywood.
Joe Schenck signed a contract with him and imme-

diately brought him to Hollywood. Due to a slight mis-

understanding Ralph was not used and within a very
few months the contract was broken by mutual agree-

ment.

Bellamy, slightly confused and a little baffled by his

initiation to movieland, proceeded to start out on a free-

lance career. His first pictures were "The Secret

Six," "The Magnificent Lie," and "Surrender." The
last was a Fox production and met with so much success

that he was put under contract immediately by that com-
pany. His current picture, "The Woman in Room 13,"

with Elissa Landi, is winning him new laurels.

Ralph, himself, is a tall, well-built young man, ap-

proaching his early thirties. His hair is light brown,
while his eyes are blue and have a way of seeming to be

interested in everything going on. He doesn't suffer

Bellamy ran away from home at sixteen to join a
Shakespearian troupe, then toured in stock companies
for years. So it's no wonder he crashed the Hollywood
gates! Watch for him in "The Woman in Room 13."

from the handicap of being too good-looking, but radi-

ates an easy personality which is much more attractive.

He enjoys tennis and riding but since he has been on
the Fox lot they haven't given him much time to indulge

in these pleasures. Old books are precious to him and he

reads biographies and classics with a relish.

Bellamy has only been in Hollywood a little over a

year, but seems to be enjoying it immensely and making
a very favorable impression. He has ideas, too

!

For instance, he considers the stage was getting along

very nicely until it became ultra-sophisticated. Now he

believes the movies are suffering from the same com-

plaint.

"The average person is interested in the more simple

things, things that he himself understands—life that is

a part of him. I believe that, although people flock to

the theatres, they are not necessarily satisfied with the

pictures but rather more interested in what the indi-

vidual star is up to."

Ralph looks forward to many changes and develop-

ments in motion pictures within the next few years. The

production end of the game has already seen many such

changes, and he believes that the pictures themselves will

be vastly different—the camera will be a much more

efficient piece of mechanism (Continued on page 95)
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She has been a success and
a failure, a hard-luck kid

and a hit!

IN
THE City of Cinderellas—Holly-

wood—there are so many Horatio Al-
ger stories of rags to riches that they
have become common. No longer do

Hollywoodians gasp in amazement when an
unknown boy or girl is ballooned suddenly
from poverty to the tallest screen pinnacles.
It has happened hundreds of times in the
past ; it will continue to happen in the future.

Were I asked to point my finger at the
Cinderella-girl who has been the most fortu-
nate in Hollywood, I would set my aim upon
Marian Nixon. On the other hand, if I

were asked to designate the girl who has
been the most unfortunate, I would again
choose Marian Nixon.
You will demand: How can she be the

most fortunate and the most unfortunate;
sugar cannot be both sweet and sour? I an-
swer : Sugar came from the cane, and cane
from the seed, which was not sweet. And
Marian has shared in ill fortune of most dis-

heartening sort, and she has also tasted good
luck from an overflowing bowl. She has
been a success and a failure, and a failure

and a success.

Ten years ago she was poor, unmarried, ambitious,
and she was not happy because she wished to be wealthy,
married and successful. Today Marian is wealthy, mar-
ried and successful, but she still is not happy. There
remains just one thing that she wants. You wonder
what it can be. She has more money than she can
spend, an estate in Beverly Hills, a swimming pool, beau-
tiful clothes and furs and jewels, and a husband who is

devoted to her and to whom she is likewise attracted

;

what more can the girl desire?

Marian Nixon wants to take part in a motion picture

to which she can point proudly. She is unhappy be-
cause, in her entire career, she has not appeared in even
one picture that was outstanding.

That is why I say she is unfortunate. Any woman
who is not happy is unfortunate. I knew that even
before Marian told me.

"But surely these other good things that are yours

Why does Marian Nixon leave her luxurious home for hard work
in the studio as "Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm"? Director

Santell is okaying her costume here.

whJ Marian Nixon
more than atone for your single unsatisfied ambition,"

I said.

She shook her head. "At times I am so unhappy that

I would gladly exchange all of my wealth and luxuries

—everything except my Eddie (her husband, Edward
Hillman)—for a part in a great picture. What have I

accomplished, after all? When I began my career,

many years ago, I wanted more than money ; I wanted
to achieve a goal. I wanted to do big things. I have

not done them. There is not a single screen role to

which I can look back with pride. When I meet my
friends at parties, I hear them talk so proudly of their

big successes—the picture they will always remember.

I cannot join their talk because I have no such picture;

not even one."

Who are these friends who speak of their pictures

so proudly ? They are Marian's intimate chums : Janet

Gaynor, Sally Eilers, Mary Brian, Joan Crawford. No
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Marian can wear chinchilla-trimmed negligees in private life,

but she revels in getting up at six to play poor little girls. Read
the story for the explanation!

is Unhappy
wonder Marian is unhappy when they talk of their

careers. Janet has her "Seventh Heaven" and "Sunrise*'
and "Daddy Long Legs." Sally has her "Bad Girl"
and "Dance Team." Mary has "The Virginian" and
"It's Tough To Be Famous." Joan has "Dancing
Daughters" and "Possessed" and "Letty Lynton." But
Marian hasn't one picture to which she can return grate-
ful memories.
Very recently a friend asked Miss Nixon why she did

not succumb to the wishes of her husband, who wants
her to quit her career and go with him to Southern
France, where he will build a chateau for her. Marian
only answered that she is not yet ready to retire from
the screen. She smiled when she said it, but I was
amazed to see tears in her eyes. Not until that moment
did I realize how sincerely and how deeply Marian feels

the hurt of working so long and tirelessly for a goal
that she has failed to achieve ; mav never achieve.

She's the luckiest girl in

Hollywood—and the most

unfortunate

!

By

James M. Fidler

Marian has the soul of an artist, and the
wisdom of a clever business woman, but
insofar as her career is concerned, the wis-
dom can no more control the soul than the
mind can regulate the heart in love. Even
though her wisdom had gained her more
millions than Henry Ford, the soul would
still be unsatisfied, for commercialism can
never alter the purpose of a true artist—like

Marian. She will never be happy until she
has starred in at least one big motion picture

;

in fact

:

"When I have played in a picture I can
be proud of, I will retire -and have babies,"

she told me.
Big motion pictures have always remained

just around the corner from Marian. Eight
years ago she was under contract to the Fox

Film Company. On the eve of her selection for the
principal role in "Seventh Heaven"—the part that Janet
played—Marian's contract ended, and she left Fox to be-
come a Universal star at a much greater salary. She
lost "Seventh Heaven."

She remained with Universal throughout that com-
pany's most uninspiring period, when not one really good
picture was produced by that studio. Since then, she
has missed by fractional inches a number of big pic-

tures. Richard Barthelmess, who admires her as an
actress, has cast her opposite him three times, but on
each occasion the story selected by Dick was a poor one.

Had Marian been fortunate enough to appear with
Barthelmess in "Patent Leather Kid," "The Last Flight"

or any other one of the star's big pictures, she might be
happy today, rather than unhappy.
Even in marriage, Marian has had her unhappiness,

as well as her happiness. {Continued on page 91)
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The latest woman in Melvyn's movie life—
Greta Garbo. Here they are in a scene from
"As You Desire Me." Read Laura Benham's

interview with Douglas—it's different!

IT
HAS been said that behind every man's

success may be found a woman respon-
sible for his accomplishment.

In the case of Melvyn Douglas, the
latest screen hero to set feminine hearts palpi-

tating, it was not one woman, but many women, who
moulded his character and influenced his life. Xot only
women individually, but women collectively and in the
mass.

Looking at Melvyn today—talking to him—one is

conscious of his overwhelming virility, his intense mas-
culinity. Over six feet tall, blond, blue-eyed and lithe,

there is little about him to suggest the important part

that feminine influence has played in his interesting

career.

In fact, I don't think Mr. Douglas himself is aware
of it. Subconsciously—'without his sensing it—his per-
sonality and attitude toward life have been affected by
the female of the species.

To begin with, Melvyn was born in the South

—

Macon, Georgia, to be explicit. On the surface that

means simply in a small, rather sleepy little town where
life flows smoothly and placidly with scant interest in

the affairs of the world at large. But in reality, it means
more than that. It means that his life began in a land
dominated by women. Oh, not aggressively, to be sure.

But softly, insidiously, in the apparently ineffectual man-
ner that Southern women have always adopted to clothe

men
have been kind

to

Melvyn
Douglas

Why? This story tells you

By

Laura

Benham

their quest for the things

they desire.

Therefore, his early

boyhood was spent in

what might be termed a
"matriarchy." Of
course, his father was
living, a kindly, gentle

instructor of music in

one of the colleges of

the vicinity.

But Melvyn's first im-
pressions are of a household in which his mother was
unquestionably the most important person. The affairs

of the church sewing circle and weekly whist club were
of infinitely greater moment than the infrequent events
that occurred among his father's musical friends.

When Melvyn was about six years old, his father
accepted a position as music instructor at Ward-Belmont
Seminary, one of the South's most exclusive academies
of feminine learning, located in Nashville, Tennessee.
It was there that Melvyn's feminine associations were
extended.

"I started school at Ward-Belmont," he explained.

"Of course, I was just of kindergarten age and it didn't

make very much difference to me whether my classmates
were boys or girls. But after the first year, it began
to seem funny to me that I was the only boy in a school

of over five hundred girls.

"I'd pass other boys on the street and I'd ask my
mother why none of them came to Ward-Belmont, too.

Or why I couldn't go to the same school that some of

them attended. However, it didn't really matter to me
and I think before long I rather enjoyed being the only

boy among so many girls." {Continued on page 89)
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Burns and Allen, be-

ing clever on Robert
Burns program.

Ruth Etting, Chester-
field"s glamorous vocal

Garbo.

Myrt and Marg, the
Wrigley riot act.

'S chew funny!

Tony Wons, the Camel
Quarter Hour poetic

idol.

RADIO
ROYALTY

FROM the stage to radio, from radio

to the stage—so moves the amuse-
ment pendulum in America today.

More than twenty of the air's fore-

most performers today are doubling behind

the footlights. Most of them dash in and out of the

screen and recording studios at the same time. They are

the Xew Rich, the most prosperous of all the toilers of

the land

!

Those whom radio lifted from obscurity to stardom al-

most as quickly as you can say "by special permission of

the copyright owners" now find themselves on the vaude-
ville or movie theatre stage for the surprise of their lives.

Artists who flocked to radio to escape the rigors of the

road find the rigors increased. But they don't complain.

The work is too profitable.

The microphone parade today is a far cry and a long

train ticket from the comfortable studios where travel-

tired troupers sought relief from one-night stands and
assorted dressing rooms. And so we have radio joining

hands with the stasre in the dizziest dance to fame

By

Louis Reid

ever known to America's amusements.
It was only a little more than a year ago

that radio discovered Kate Smith as a
vaudeville balladeer. In that time her pop-
ularity has reached a state in which a

typical day embraces not only broadcasting but four
metropolitan theatre appearances, singing in the swankiest
of the night clubs, speaking as a luncheon guest of honor,
posing for photographs, meeting interviewers, and
acknowledging mail as mountainous as that peak over
which her songwriters' moon is forever coming.
Her feverish activity finds a counterpart in the life of

others who have achieved box-office names via the

studios. Morton Downey, Tony Wons and Jacques
Renard not so long ago closed in Baltimore a vaudeville

tour which took them to the leading cities of the Middle
West and during which they performed on the air six

times weekly. If you're craving statistics you may know
here and now that in the past year and a half Downey
has sung 4,100 songs on the air alone!

It was also Baltimore that {Continued on page 90)
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Critical

Huddle
Metro-Goldtvyn-Mayer

Ramon Novarro is surprisingly good as a football player. This
is an entirely different role for him and he scores a touchdown.
Novarro plays a poor Italian lad who receives a scholarship to
Yale. The film concerns itself with Ramon's change of environ-
ment, his education, making the football team, and winning Madge
Evans. Henry Armetta is excellent. Ramon does fine work.

The Trial of Vivienne Ware
Fox

This is a directorial feat! Hats off to William K. Howard for his

clever camera tricks, and for the action and suspense he sustains
in a rather mediocre story. Joan Bennett is lovely as the heroine
suspected of murdering her play-boy fiance. Allan Dinehart, from
the stage, is keen. ZaSu Pitts, as a sob-sister, and Skeets Galla-

gher, as a radio announcer, supply the laughs.

Two Seconds

First National

Depressing melodrama. This sordid tale of a riveter who murders
his dance-hall wife is not a very happy selection for Edward G.
Robinson. Awaiting a murderer's end in the chair, Eddie reviews
his life and misfortunes in "two seconds." Robinson over-acts.

Vivienne Osborne, as the dance-hall girl, does excellent work.
You'll like good-looking Preston Foster.

SCREENL AND

Comment

The Woman in Room 13

Fox
Murder, suicide, and blackmail are the ingredients mixed for this
film. Result—fair entertainment. But Elissa Landi makes up for
that. She looks lovely and her acting is excellent. Elissa divorces
Ralph Bellamy (in the picture, of course) and wrecks his political
career—at least Ralph thinks so. So Bellamy devotes his time
trying to wreck Elissa's marriage to handsome Neil Hamilton.

The Strange Love of Molly Louvain

First National

Swell comedy-drama. Lee Tracy plays a wisecracking reporter,
and Ann Dvorak a shady lady who gets involved in a gangster-
police fracas, but you won't take it too seriously—Tracy sees to
that with his fast patter. Ann Dvorak is excellent as Molly
Louvain, the "tinsel girl." The acting honors are shared by
Tracy and Ann. Richard Cromwell plays a nice boy nicely.

Trapeze

Harmonie

Introducing Anna Sten, whom you'll see in our American pictures

soon. She's pretty, and a good little actress. Reinhold Bernt
plays opposite her. The picture has a circus background, and is

reminiscent of "Variety," Emil Jannings' silent classic. There's
a jealous husband, a perilous trapeze trick, and lurking tragedy.
This is a German film but the dialogue is translated for you.
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on Curre

The Strange Case of Clara Deane

Paramount

Bring along at least three hankies—how you'll weep at this melo-
drama! Wynne Gibson suffers right into fame. She's great! Pat
O'Brien plays a villain—and what a meanie he is. The story is

one of those mother-love tragedies reminiscent of "Madame X"
and "The Sin of Madelon Claudet." But Wynne's fine acting is

her own brand—you'll like it

!

Amateur Daddy
Fox

If you like good old-fashioned romance—here's your dish.

Marian Nixon is the newest screen Cinderella. When Marian's
film father dies he extracts a promise from bachelor Baxter to take
care of his four youngsters. There's a nasty villain who wants
Marian's ranch because he knows there's oil on the premises. But
fear not, Warner Baxter is around. Baxter and Nixon are grand.

Behind the Mask
Columbia

A "horror" melodrama with Jack Holt as a heroic secret service
man. Holt gets his man and the girl, Constance Cummings. The
story is unbelievable but will hold your interest if you like 'em
gruesome. There's a villainous doctor who is the head of a dope
ring. You'll see a couple of cold-blooded murders—and Boris

Karloff menacing around. A good nerve tonic.

nt Films

Love Is a Racket

Warners

This exhibit has its moments of excitement, although the story is

confusing. Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., a trifle too bland, is the news-
paper columnist in love with a stage cutie played by Frances Dee.
A racketeer is murdered and Doug conceals the traces. But what
was Ann Dvorak doing in Doug's apartment, and why was she
wasted on such an absurd role? See what I mean by "confusing"?

The Tenderfoot

First National

Here's a new slant on the tenderfoot—this time it's a westerner
who's a tenderfoot on Broadway. It's Joe E. Brown's best comedy.
See it and hand yourself one big, long laugh. Joe comes to Broad-
way with twenty thousand dollars and a desire to produce a show.
Lew Cody takes the money and makes a producer out of Brown

—

and then the fun begins! Pretty Ginger Rogers is the heroine.

Sky Bride

Paramount
Thrilling stunt flying and corking comedy! Hooray—Richard
Arlen and Jack Oakie are teamed again! Arlen accidentally kills

his pal, Tom Douglas, in a plane crash, with the result that Dick
loses his nerve. It takes Oakie's best comedy, Virginia Bruce's
beauty, and Bobby Coogan's appeal to help him regain his self-

confidence. Arlen and Oakie are okay!
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You-all

Know her,

Suah

'Nough

!

"I'm glad you-all
like me, and heah's
hoping you come in
crowds to see me as
the blonde in 'Red-
Headed Woman,' no
foolin'!" says Una

Merkel.

Here's a close-up of "Li'l

Kentucky" Merkel, the

girl who put art in an

accent—yes, suh!

By

Peggy Hart

IT'S
all very well, but when studio

after studio hands a bright girl a con-
tract and then politely fails to take up
the first option a few months later, it

can be discouraging

!

But we have the interesting demonstra-
tion that "a snub's as good as a smile" in

the case of gallant Una Merkel. Una has
positively thriven on snubs.
Remember how they hailed her in Hol-

lywood when she was first snatched from
the stage cast of Frank Craven's "Salt
Water" in New York? "The outstanding-
film personality, one destined to go far in
her work. Miss Merkel will be a star
within a year," beamed Sol Lesser. "I am
convinced Miss Merkel is on her way to stardom,"
opined Joseph Schenck. That was when she played in
"Eyes of the World." But when the time came, some-
how the studio failed to take up her option.

It was David Wark Griffith who first cast a favorable
eye upon Una, when she doubled so successfully for
Lillian Gish—in a picture that was never released. How-
ever, Griffith did give her the part of Ann Rutledge in

"Abraham Lincoln," at the same time declaring her "the
greatest natural actress now engaged in pictures."

But, you see, Una was wise in her day. When I inter-

viewed her then, she dimpled modestly and remarked
that she only hoped she could live up to it. No one, she
said, could call her beautiful, and she hoped they would
give her comedy roles, where people were not thinking
of how one looked all the time. I decided then that she
was a sane young person, with her head very much
screwed on the right way 'round.

So when her contract with United Artists was not re-

newed—after all the public compliments—it didn't break
her heart.

Instead, she held up her gallant little head, stuck it

out, and was soon signed with Fox for six months.
After "Daddy Long Legs" with Janet Gaynor, and one
or two other parts, Fox likewise failed to take up her
option, while smothering her with compliments.

"Another snub!" thought Una. "Never surrender!"
But Metro was soon to recognize her talents, and

now, with three months to run on this contract, before

the option time comes up, Una is the smart-cracking

room-mate of Jean Harlow in "Red-Headed Woman, '

and having the time of her young life. For she adores

comedy and character roles.

It was her performance with Norma Shearer in "Pri-

vate Lives" that won her this last contract. Then she

appeared in "Huddle" and was loaned to Universal for

"The Impatient Maiden." (Continued on page 95)
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Bright Boy!

A stage, screen and radio

veteran at 22, Eric Linden
is just getting under way

By

Robert Baldwin

The stage plucked
him out of college—the films took
him away from the
stage—but is Eric

satisfied? No!

A ND Eric Linden is his real name, too ! He's the

/\ bright white hope at the R.K.O. studio, where

J \ they consider he has all the boyish charms of

Jimmy Dunn, with a few extra of his own
thrown in, and with a five-year edge on Jimmy in the

matter of age.

He's just twenty-two now, and oh, what a career that

youngster has already left behind him

!

His father was an actor on the Swedish stage and
Eric is the baby of four children. But his parents were
separated when Eric was three years old

—

"So mother worked for us and raised us. My mother
is the most beautiful person on earth," says Eric de-

voutly.

But it is evidently no handicap to have
a working mother. It makes nice boys
more eager to get out and help. Eric began
by being a star pupil at school—simply
swept through class after class, and got
through Columbia University in two years,
where he was the youngest student. No
dawdling over studies for Eric ; he was too

impatient to be out in

the world helping
mother.

It was at the Uni-
versity that the
Theatre Guild "dis-

covered" him. It's

quite thrilling to be
discovered by the
Guild. And it helps

Broadway to do a bit

of swift "discover-
ing" too, so before he

was twenty this clever

boy had won success

in such New York
stage plays as "One
Way Street," "Flight,"

"Buckaroo," and then

followed a precious

season with the Berk-

shire Players.

The luck of the boy !

Blest if a good com-
pany didn't take him to Paris, where he appeared in such

shows as "The Road to Rome" and "The Barker"

—

always as the juvenile lead.

"I loved Paris," confides Eric. "Had a marvelous
room for $11 a month. Decided I wanted to be a writer

and did a play in my spare time. It wasn't produced

!

But I'm still fond of it—it was all about a female rack-

eteer with a beautiful daughter, brought up knowing
nothing of her mother's nefarious activities. I wanted

to take a place I found at $300 a year on the Riviera

and live the life of a secluded playwright and all that."

But instead, this boy's whirlwind career called him

back to Broadway, and there his performances attracted

the Hollywood eye. (Continued on page 97)
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Summer

Lines

Some are good, some are

not. This beauty article

tells you about the "New
Wrinkles" you'll want to

adopt and those to avoid

Yes, you'll want to go leaping along into your Summer fun
as Rochelle Hudson and Phyllis Clare are doing here. But
you'll also want to follow Margery Wilson's advice as given
in this article to make your vacation a really profitable one.

By

Margery Wilson

YOU can just pat yourself on your sun-burned
back if you are able to keep up with all the new-

wrinkles this season. It is a summer of discoveries

and novelties.
What with machineless
permanent waves, blue and
green mascara, and hand-
painted shoes—well, it's

come to a point where if

anyone walks up to me
(or swims up to me) and
says "Here's a new
wrinkle," I feel like issu-

ing a warning that it had
better be good

!

What, you have discov-

ered a tiny, new wrinkle

around your eyes some-
where ? That would cause
your heart to skip a beat,

wouldn't it ? But why
have a pleasant summer
spoiled by such a dis-

covery ? Get rid of it ! It

is an uninvited summer
visitor that may remain
too long.

What can you expect of

your poor skin if you sit

around squinting in the

glare, holding the muscles

Joan Marsh uses a good cold cream to
ward off some of those "summer

wrinkles."

around your eyes in a thousand tiny folds while the sun
bakes them into that position ? And along with the squint
you invariably pull your cheek and mouth muscles into a

shape that resembles an irritated

badger. Result, a thickening of the
contour from your nose to the cor-

ner of your mouth and a coarsening
of your mouth line. Just a summer
complaint, to be sure, but it will re-

main for this and other winters if

you do not smooth it out before it

becomes permanent.
These little summer wrinkles are

no respecters of youth, either. They
appear on the freshest of seventeen-
year-old faces sometimes—faintly, of
course, but marking the spot where
they will return and return like a
criminal coming back to the scene of
his crime.

Just slip those smooth, tapering

fingers of yours into a rich, oily eye-

cream or muscle oil and start right

in to uproot them. Using the cush-

ions of your fingers as tiny hammers
you can "sculpture" your face into

normalcy and even improve on that.

Work in from the temple to the

nose under the eye and then back
across the lid. Every single tap helps

to smooth and revivify this delicate
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area. Use nice little dainty love-taps, beauty-loving taps.

The skin about the eyes is thin and requires gentler

treatment than any other part of the face. Be careful

of using liquid astringents around your eyes. The
strong ones may tend to shrivel this delicate skin. The
astringent should be in oil or cream.

Most of the special eye-creams are made of very fine

oils treated so as to penetrate the extremely small pores

in this thin, delicate skin. A regular nourishing cream

can help smooth and revive the skin itself, but cannot

usually penetrate to build up the underlying tissues.

While you are patting and stroking to get rid of the

new wrinkles you are also doing definite good to your

eyes. The stimulation brightens and strengthens them.

Leave on some of the cream while you put several drops

of refreshing eye-lotion in each eye. Now go on with

your wrinkle erasing.

The Hollywood stars have a way of using eye-drops

that doesn't muss their make-up in the least. Lots of

them have a small bottle on the set so they can use it

just before close-ups to give their eyes that lovely glisten-

ing, moist look that is so appealingly

feminine. With a finger of the left

hand they pull the lower lid down
trifle, just enough to form a little cup

;

into this they put several drops of

Jotion from a dropper. Then they roll

the eye round and up and down until

the soothing liquid has reached every

point. Carry a little bottle in your bag
to refresh your eyes when motoring

or any time you are tired.

Lovely eyes are very damaging to

the male heart. Take care of yours

!

Keep them bright and clear. Beauti-

ful, melting eyes are so appropriate

with the new pinks and blues for eve-

ning. Aren't you glad they're in style

again? We're all tired of the stare

of bold eyes.

After a day of sport, or shopping,

when you are fagged and yet you must
be lovely for some special reason, give

yourself the following treatment : Slide

into a hot tub (yes, even in summer). While the warm
water is relaxing you and "evening" your circulation, put
on your eye cream and pat it in as I explained at the
beginning. Put nourishing cream on the rest of your
face and neck. Use your eye drops. Now lie back in

the water and put cool pads saturated in witch-hazel
over your eyes. You can buy little bags of astringent
herbs for this purpose, too, if you prefer. Relax, for
as long as you can—five minutes, anyway. Then re-

move the pads from your eyes and sit up. You are
ready for some face-reviving secrets. Listening?
Here is a stunt that will add life and strength to

your eyes, as well as depth and brilliance. Directly be-

neath the inner end of the eyebrow there is a notch in

the forehead bone that houses a nerve. By placing the

thumbs over this nerve and gently massaging it, you can
stimulate and brighten your eyes almost instantly. This
helps to give your eyes "that light that lies in woman's
eyes and lies and lies and lies." Just a few brief seconds
is enough for this—and be very, very gentle. To make
your eyes appear larger and to (Continued on page 97

)

Write for Beauty!

You may have all the beauty
help you need from Margery Wil-

son, our charm editor, who is a

beauty herself. Make her depart-

ment your guide. If you wish a

personal answer, just write to her

and enclose a stamped, addressed

envelope. Address Miss Margery
Wilson, SCREENLAND, 45 West

45 th Street, New York City.

Adrienne Ames
takes effective
measures against
those last squints
of summer that
bring fall

wrinkles.
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Increasing fame! Now
Joan Blondell has a brand
of stockings named after
her. Have a look at a pair
of "Joan Blondell Nets" in

a perfect setting.

OOD News! Lilian Har-
vey, the foreign film girl

Screenland "discovered"
and told you about, is com-

ing over from Germany to act in

American films. We almost feel as

if it were our idea, inasmuch as we
were the first to feature her on this

side of the water, in a story which
appeared in our June issue. Lilian,

who gave such a delightful per-

formance in the German-made
"Congress Dances," is of Anglo-
German parentage. She has been

signed by Fox, and is expected in Hollywood in October.
Her name is already mentioned for the film version of

"Bitter Sweet," Noel Coward's operetta which Fox will

produce. Don't disappoint us, Lilian—we're for you!

Garbo's plans? At this writing she is supposed to be
on her way home to Sweden ; on the other hand, she also

is said to have signed another year's lease on her Holly-
wood house. Still another story insists that all of her
belongings have been removed from the Metro lot, the

inference being, of course, that she is through. The
question, as everyone knows, has been whether M-G-M
would double the $7,000-a-week salary on her recent

contract and pay her $14,000 on a new one, or allow her
to quit and make good the famous "go-home" threat.

The preponderance of opinion here, however, is that

the studio will come across with the $14,000—and fur-

thermore, that it has intended doing so from the very
start. If such is really the case, all the sound and fury
of uncertainty about the outcome of the matter will prove
to have been just one more smart publicity stunt.

Here's

Hollywood!
News — gossip — pictures-

players— all the talk of

Screen Town

Rumors about Mickey Mouse are still flying fast.
The latest is that Mickey threatens to go home to the
hole under the pantry floor because he was turned
down for the leading role in "A Church Mouse."

Will Rogers tried out a new Garbo gag in a recent
broadcast, but returns from the listeners indicated that
they didn't care much for it. The story Will was stuck
with was that Greta is not Swedish at all, but a former
Ziegfeld Follies lass whose real name is Una Hendrick-
son. Well—Will was only playing. Remarkable, though,
how staunchly the Garbo lady's admirers stick by her
when anybody tries to get sassy.

So Jack Gilbert: is going to try marriage once again!
It was one of the surprises of the season when Jack
announced, coincident with the beginning of work on
his own story, "Downstairs," that he was engaged to
Virginia Bruce, who plays opposite him in the picture.
The wedding will take place, he said, immediately after
he receives his final divorce decree from Ina Claire on
August 15.

Although Jack had been seen occasionally with Vir-
ginia, he likewise had been seen with various other girls,

and had given no indication that his affections had cen-
tered in any one direction. This, if nothing happens to
change his plans, will be his fourth marriage, all of them
with picture girls. His first wife was Olivia Burwell,
who never rose much above the extra ranks. His second
was Leatrice Joy; and then came the famous and ill-

fated match with Ina Claire in 1929. For Virginia, who
is about twenty-two, the contemplated marriage will be
her first venture.

When Paramount suddenly decided that they had to
have Herbert Marshall, the engaging English actor, for
the role opposite Marlene in "The Blonde Venus," Mar-
shall was playing on the Broadway stage in "There's
Always Juliet." But Paramount couldn't let a little

thing like that hold up production, so they "bought out"
the show for the remaining five weeks of its intended
run, and summoned Marshall to Hollywood post haste.

Flattering to Herbert, to say the least—but don't be at

all surprised if he proves himself fully worthy of it

!

Things are going nicely with Cary Grant, if anyone
should ask you ! Such things, for instance, as a nice

new Paramount contract. It all started when Cary made
his film debut in "This is the Night," and it continued
when he gave a fine account of himself in "Sinners in

the Sun" and "Merrily We Go to Hell." Now he has

a featured role in "West Pointer." Well, we told you
last month that he was a winner, didn't we?
Carv stems from the Broadwav stage, where he
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Here's how the Maniacal Marxes look to a Hollywood pen-and-ink artist, Hen Stowell. Groucho, the slightly cracked
wisecracker; Chico, the dialectician who thinks "Pennsylvania" means the trousers profession; Harpo the Silent,
who's human though you'd never guess it from his screen antics; and Zeppo, the "straight man," who's the sanest

of them all—which gives you an idea! They're funnier than ever in " Horsefeathers."

played in "Nikki," "Boom Boom," "Street Singer,

other productions.

and

Get set for more of "Tarzan!" Johnny Weiss-
muller, the big ape and elephant man, is getting
ready to spring some more of his jungle tricks

in a series of three more pictures, written es-

pecially for him by Edgar Rice Burroughs, the

"copyright owner." The girl who is to bear the

brunt of his jabs and shoves hasn't yet been chosen
at this writing, but she will probably be Maureen
O'Sullivan. Incidentally, "Variety" just recently

spotted this sign on a New York picture house:
"Tarzan the Ape Man with Johnny Weissmuller
and Nice Women."

Here's a thrill for John Wayne fans—and that means
quite a number of you. John is very busy these days
on a series of eight Westerns, which are being produced
by Leon Schlesinger. The pictures will be released

throughout the country by Warner Bros.

It seems almost unfair that an actress as charming as
Elissa Landi should also prove to be an authoress of no
mean ability. The publication by Doubleday-Doran of
Elissa's third novel, "House for Sale," has proved it.

The work received considerable attention from American
critics, who generally agreed that Elissa, while no tower-
ing genius of the pen, is possessed of an authentic liter-

ary talent which, if normally developed, may bring her
fame second only to her renown in the picture field.

"House for Sale" is the story of a typical English upper-
class family in the decade following the war. In her
handling of many diverse characters and the conflicting

relationships among them Miss Landi shows a really

admirable insight into human nature as well as an expert
knowledge of how to tell a story. All in all, it's a per-
formance that does credit to the intellectual side of
Hollywood.

Clark Gable and Wallace Beery in a talkie ver-
sion of "The Big Parade." That sounds like a
real picture! Clark, of course, will play the
John Gilbert role if the plans go through, and
Wally will be the roughneck doughboy played by
Karl Dane in the silent version.

using some of the comedians who made things hum in

the good old Sennett days. A new series called "Taxi
Boys" is planned, and Bert Green, humorist and author
of "Love Letters of an Interior Decorator," will work
on the stories and eags.

Any doubts as to whether Gloria Swanson
would continue to make pictures were dispelled

when the announcement came out that she would
star in a new story called "Perfect Understand-
ing." This doesn't mean, however, that Gloria

PftOROS
JUT 4 VT*r*l

Bie news for local pie-bakers ! Hal Roach announces
that he will bring back the slapstick comedy in earnest,

"I feelJust bully," says Eddie Cantor, the old toreador,
as he prepares for his role in "The Kid from Spain."
Eddie doesn't mind this bull-fighting business, but

insists on killing only kosher bulls!
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Whoops.' When Jackie Cooper blew
into New York on a visit, he made a
bee-line for a children's playground
to make whoopee with the rest of

the kids.

will return to Hollywood—not

just yet, at any rate. The pic-

ture will be made in Europe
and released in this country by
United Artists. Rowland V.

Lee, of Hollywood, will direct.

Part of the story will be filmed

in Southern France so little

Michele Farmer may enjoy
Mediterranean breezes.

Neither Bob Montgomery
nor Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.,

seems able to arrange a vaca-

tion which fits in with the

holiday plans of his wife.

Consequently, when both

these lads found themselves

once again with lone vaca-

tions in prospect, they de-

cided to get together, rent

a yacht, and go fishing. ,

Paramount finally per- 1

suaded George M. Cohan, I
famous producer, author m
and actor of the stage, to

J

lend his multifold talents *

to the screen. His first

picture will be a political

satire, "The Phantom Presi-

dent." George, you know, is

the man who made his coun-

try's flag famous on the

"Old-timer" Jackie Cooper has

been making a personal appear-
ance tour. With him on the trip

went his mother and (whether or

not by Jackie's request we don't

know) his teacher. He proved an
ingratiating little guy in person.

And crowds followed him where-
ever he went.

Maureen O'Sullivan has taken
a small house in Hollywood for

the first time during her two
years here. Maureen is enter-

taining an old-time girl friend,

and felt that an entire house
rather than an apartment was
necessary. She says it's the

first time she has really had
a home in Hollywood.

f ......

An intimate offstage view of Mr. and Mrs. Clark
Gable, accompanied by Norma Shearer. Clark

and Norma play the leading roles in the talkie

version of O'Neill's "Strange Interlude." See
Norma's cute new little-girl bob? And don't the

Gables look happy together—what about those
divorce rumors?

When Connie Bennett
was making "Two
Against the World" she

had the nice task of

picking two leading
men. (Incidentally, it

requires quite a girl to

need two leading men.)
At all events, the two
lucky gentlemen are
George Brent and Allen

Vincent.
Acme
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Sea-nymph! Pretty little
Adrienne Dore disports herself at
MalibuBeach, withMotherNature

as her willing playmate.

Here's Norma
ShearerasNina Leeds
in "Strange Inter-
lude.'' She plays the
role first as a young
girl and then as a
middle-aged
woman, marked by
years of suffering!
It's a great charac-
teriza tion ! (Righ t

.

)

Loretta Young had
just decided she needed
a much-earned vacation,

when she was called

upon to star in "Life
Begins." Strangely
enough, however, she

found that in nearly all

the scenes she was re-

quired to stay in bed.

This went on for three

weeks, and seemed the

next best thing in the

absence of a vacation.

Hal Phyfe

Colleen Moore comes back!
Grand news for the fans—

•

the charming Irish actress

has signed a contract with
Metro.

Eva Moore, who
plays the character lead in "The Old Dark House,"
was visited by her young daughter, Jill Esmond. Jill

is under contract to Fox while her mother works on
the Universal lot.

In this same picture the oldest actor in Hollywood
is to be seen. He is John Dudgeon, 102 years old.

He plays the part of an invalid, but he himself is

healthy, and still going strong. "Radio Patrol," on
the other hand, boasts the youngest actor in the per-

son of Lorraine Markley, 14 days.

We're chuckling a bit at the expense of Margaret
,
Livingston, who, you remember, used to brag that

she had reduced her 287-pound bridegroom, Paul
Whiteman, to 187—just banished 100 pounds neatly.

Margaret, on the other hand, used to be a prize slinky

vamp. And now—well, we wager she can't shop in

the Collegiate Department any more

!

Margaret and Paul blew into Hollywood looking
very jolly. Paul says even his hat-size has shrunk,
too! But the movie offers hovering on the horizon
should help fix that little matter!

Al Jolson pranced around these parts in a yachting
cap, until he was mistaken for a Catalina Island door-
man. Then he decided to become a landlubber again.

Clara Bow's ranch, usually referred to as Rex Bell's

ranch before the wedding, is 300,000 acres. So if

Clara's new venture into pictures doesn't pan out, she

won't exactly be homeless and penniless and all that.

However,we're predicting that Clara will stage a fancy
come-back in "Call Her Savage."

Little Colleen Moore's party transcended all others

for social distinction. She dared to give it on a Satur-

day afternoon after the matinee and before the evening
performance of her stage play, "The Church Mouse."
Hence she was a tired little hostess, but bravely beaming
as ever. She had opened up her house after her return

from the East with her new husband, Al Scott, and want-
ed to show them both off. Everyone famous in films

seemed to be there—and no one wanted to go home. So
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Colleen slipped off back to work and left Al to see it

through. Lots of people were still there when she got
back from the show at midnight. Colleen, you know,
won her Metro contract on the strength of her stage

work in "A Church Mouse."

Because of the Olympic Games to be held in

Los Angeles this year, many stars have decided to

spend their vacations at home—so many of them
have friends among the contesting athletes for

one thing. They won't be able to pry Will Rogers
loose from the City of the Angels during this

period, he vows. George O'Brien, Lew Ayres,

Charlie Farrell, Dick Arlen, Warner Baxter, Gary
Cooper, Richard Cortez, Ben Lyon all declare

there's no place like home this year.

Ruth Hall
wears her
new sun-tan
top, the 1932
beach cos-
t u

m

e for
browning
backs and
shoulders as
they should
be browned.

Claire Windsor, who re-

cently appeared in a stage

play here, is seen everywhere
with a handsome young Mr.
Reade. Claire wears dashing

French veils which drop be-

low her chin these days, and
is giving Lil Tashman some
sartorial competition.

Barbara Stanwyck had am-
ple opportunity to demon-
strate her prowess as a

fire-fighter during the filming

of "Mud Lark." There is

one scene in which a wheat
field is set on fire. The fire

got somewhat out of control,

and Barbara grabbed wet
sacks and helped put it out.

Next day she turned up at

the studio with her legs all

bandaged from the burns she

had received.

"Mud Lark," by the way,

Wide World

seems to be a jinx for Barbara Stan-
wyck's leading man, George Brent.
During the early stages of the picture,

a horse he was riding threw him, which
resulted in a few days in the hospital.

Then, in a fighting scene with Lyle
Talbot, Lyle pushed him over a barrel,

with disastrous results. And finally,

to cap the run of bad luck, he singed
all his eyelashes and brows off helping
to put out the fire with Barbara.

Ann Dvorak, up-and-coming young
lady now with Warners, has a novel
way of constantly changing her per-

sonality. Since starting her career

she has played in seven pictures and
each time with an entirely different

hairdress. She claims she has not
found a way to do her hair which com-

with Joe E.Brown pletely satisfies her—but secretly we
in "You Said a found she wishes to entice the public
Mouthful." Don't with a different appearance each time.

l\ot only that, but we round Ann
had another accomplishment. When
"The Strange Love of Molly Louvain"
was in the making Ann had to sit

down at a piano and
bang out a jazz number.
As there didn't seem to

be an appropriate piece

handy, young Miss
Dvorak proceeded to

dash off a very fitting

number entitled "Gold
Digger Baby"—and can

she sing it?

Engaged: Jack Gilbert has
announced his engage-
ment to pretty Virginia
Bruce, his leading lady in

"Downstairs."

.» Little Gloria Shea
\ % \ will soon be seen

get lost in that
k one, Gloria!
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Ethel Barrymore was surrounded by Barrymore males

when she stepped off the Chief at Pasadena, en route

jfor Hollywood to appear in talking pictures. For she

brought her two sons, Sam and John Colt, with her,

land was met at the station by John and Lionel, fond

brothers. The plan is that the entire family shall appear

!in one film.

When someone asked Ethel if she would be nervous

:

appearing on the screen, naughty brother John inter-

posed with, "Not on your life, she'll be found right up

iin front of us !"

Ethel, however, looks very delicate and frail, and

did not leave her drawing-room throughout the entire

trip.

So Joseph Schildkraut and Elsie Bartlett have made

up for the last time. Joe has now married Mary
Mackey, rich American society girl.

Elsie and Joe were separated and made up again so

many times that this marriage came
as a sharp surprise to the film

colony.

At this writing 'tis said Norma
Shearer will do Katherine Cornell's

role in "The Brownings of Wim-
pole Street" under the United

Artists banner. At the same time

Katherine herself is in town doing

the stage version and Norma is a

constant attendant in the audience.

Mitzi Green's a
real young lady
now, posing for
fashion pictures
and everything!
How do you like

her cool-looking
afternoon frock of
polka-dotted or-
gandie with apron
back? The white
shoes and socks
enhance the
warm -weather

-

relief idea.

Mitzi's Frocks
jrom Altman,

N. Y.

Diane Sinclair, handicapped by
being a Philadelphia society girl,

nevertheless makes the grade. She
is being borrowed by U. A. from
M-G-M to play a lead with Eddie

Cantor, right after bursting into

success with Lionel Barrymore in

"Washington Whirlpool." Sammy
Goldwyn is all aglow with his new
find.

Although Diane is American she
was born in the southern hemi-
sphere and so has many Latin
charms to augment the U. S. kind.

And she's dark— not another
blonde.

Like Ann Harding and Jean-
ette Macdonald Diane gained her
dramatic experience with the
Hedgerow players of Philadel-

phia.

Jackie Cooper says he is going
to get even with Garbo—intends

to hide his face next time she

comes around

!

Hoop, mo n !

Mitzi's jaunty
play costume
for the beach
has a sweater
topanda rakish-
looking sailor

hat.

She's a menace
at tennis, is
Mitzi—in fact,

she makes us
want to write
one of those cute
things about
"love games."

Harry Holloway was giving a tea for Marguerite
Churchill and Anita Louise. Vivienne Osborne, Estelle

Taylor, Thelma Todd, Lila Lee, Irene Purcell, Evalyn
Knapp, Franklin Pangborn and many others were in

attendance. Jan Rubini rendered some delightful num-
bers on his violin, and Thelma Todd and Estelle Taylor
did their best on the rhumba.

Speaking of teas—Hollywood has gone in for a good
many of late. What with Harry's and Colleen Moore's

and others, it is becoming the popular social event.

Mary Pickford accused Hollywood men of becoming
quite tea conscious—well, why not?

Gary Cooper, erstwhile Montana cowboy, has quite

a cosmopolitan air about him since his return from a six-
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Hollywood newlyweds—no wonder their heads are in the clouds! Weldon
Heyburn and Greta Nissen, popular players whose marriage you heard
about recently, are looking over the situation from their new seaside home.

Look again—yes, it's Clark.' The Gable has aged, hasn't he? But it's only
for picture purposes. This shot was taken as he left the set of "Strange
Interlude," in the latter sequences ofwhich Gableplays a middle-aged man.

month's trip abroad. He took in most of Europe and
parts of Africa. It is rumored that he brought back an

English valet with him, but he prefers Italian tailors to

the British. Hence many suits, ties, dressing gowns,

and what have you. ^^^^^^^
Hedda Hopper is Pansy Pcatc's mother in "Speak

Easily," the Saturday Evening Post story which Buster

Keaton is making. And the

naughty girl has a make-up as

near like Elsie Janis' late mama
as possible.

I )oug Fairbanks tells us there

is an Englishman living in the

island of Papeete whose entire

budget is 90 cents a week ! And
he smokes occasionally, too. Pic-

ture shows in Papeete, Doug
says, show pictures over three

years old. One newsreel he saw
depicted the inauguration of

President Hardinsr.

While Chester Morris is working on the "Red-
Headed Woman" set at M-G-M, his dad, William
Morris, and Buster Collier's dad, William, are both
working on the same lot with Lionel Barrymore. These
three veterans like to congregate in Chet's dressing room
and reminisce, so Chet is getting steeped in memoirs
these days.

Will Rogers wears a powdered
wig and knee breeches in one
scene of his next picture !

Jack Gilbert has announced he
intends to become a director.

Why not, since he has already
shown us he can be an author?

Miss Maria Sieber, the
Dietrich baby, made a formal call

on Miss Barbara Lyon, the Bebe
Daniels' youngest unmarried
daughter. Maria was allowed to

hold Barbara all by her very own
self, and was in ecstacy.

Dear little Ying Wong, Anna
May's sister, is radiant with tri-

umph. While Anna was away on
a vaudeville tour, Ying was chosen
by W. S. Van Dyke to go on that

long, chilly year's trip to the far-

thermost point in Alaska in the

Arctic Circle, to be the leading

lady in "Eskimo." And she did it

without the aid of any "pull" from
sister or anything. This picture

is to be an epic of the Far North,
and Van Dyke was not only pre-

paring for a year's supplies, plan-

ning portable igloos for the cast

to live in, studying maps, having
the boat overhauled and all the

rest of the manifold details of such

a trip, but he was trying to pick

a cast that could be depended upon
to smile in the face of bitter cold

and hardships and still remain on
speaking terms with one another.

Ying was the very first to be

selected—so that is testimony both

to her talents and her good temper.

Plenty of steam! John Boles, one of

the fastest tennis players in the film
colony, gets a real wallop into his

forehand drive.
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Incidentally, Van Dyke is going into this undertaking

with no illusions. He knows it's going to be uncom-
fortable—and he sighs for the lovely home, the garden

in full bloom, the servants, and all the other luxuries

of life he is leaving behind him.

marks to the effect that it should be easy to cast. You
see, the story is all about mechanical men—but it's a
thriller, so make no mistake on that score.

Anna May Wong returned

from a successful vaudeville tour

to hear she was first choice for

that great role of the wife in

Pearl Buck's Pulitzer Prize-win-

ning novel, "The Good Earth."

If that materializes it will be the

greatest role of the year, and
Anna will swim in envy.

Cecil DeMille is going religious

again. He has decided to make
"The Sign of the Cross" into a

picture, as well as re-vamping
"The Ten Commandments" for

talkie purposes. Remember, he
also made "The King of Kings"
and "The Godless Girl." And,
except for the last, they were all

great financial successes.

Now that Paramount has de-

cided to film "R.U.R.," the robot
play, there are some caustic re-

Champ swimmer and champ ac-
tress. Olive Hatch, world-famous
swimmer and 1932 Olympic mer-
maid, goes in for a swim with Joan
Blondell, who used to be aquatic

champion of Santa Monica.

Of course they have all kissed

and made up again now, but dur-
ing the three weeks in which Mar-
lene and Josef on the one hand, and
the Paramount studio on the other,

were issuing snooty ultimata
against each other, we must admit
that "The Blonde Venus" got some
swell publicity.

Are they going to shelve that

brain-child of Von Sternberg's,

both his and the studio versions,

in the cause of peace? They are
not. They wouldn't risk missing
the stampede to the theatres to see

that show, no matter how much
whose pride was involved now.
Xo, siree ! So they're going ahead
full blast, with Herbert Marshall
in the male lead.

When Tallulah Bankhead was
asked if she was engaged to Joel
McCrae, she said,

"How ridiculous ! I have only

met the man once."

Which is exactly what Con-
stance Bennett said when she first

returned from Paris and was
asked about Henri, Marquis de la

Falaise de la Coudraye. ere his

final split with Gloria. So there

vou are

!
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Th

about

osmetics
Something exciting in the cosmetic field!
The Outdoor Girl products, and very good,
too. They make two powders that Mary Lee

raves about. Read vr hat she says.

EVERYTHING you
need for your summer
vacation in one bag

!

This is Helena Ruben-
stein's contribution to your
summer convenience. In a
stunning silk moire bag she

has put generous sizes of

Pasteurized Bleaching Cream,
Skin-Toning Lotion, Sun and Windproof Cream, Sun-
proof Beauty Lotion, Sunproof Powder, Waterproof
Rouge, and Sunburn Oil—all for $6. Upon request any
one of these items can be changed for her deodorant.

And there you are, beautiful and safe no matter what
you do or where you go. Rubinstein's waterproof rouge
is also salt-water proof, and that's saying a lot. Special

directions tell you just how to use the protective aids for

best results. It's comforting

to know that even while you
are dashing to the train or

boat you can drop off some-
where and simply say, "I

want Helena Rubinstein's
Vacation Beauty Kit" and
your complexion shopping is

done.

Waterproof things are in

great vogue this summer.
But the new Eye-Teb water-

proof mascara is a real pro-

tection any time of the year.

Just the thing to wear to an
Ann Harding picture because

you can cry all you please

without smearing your eyes

or smarting them. And be-

ing impervious to tears means
that you can swim with Eye-
Teb mascara just as safely as T -

.
•, cc i- r • Just say, "Helena

you can wear it effectively in Beauty % t p/ease,»
the day or evening on dry shopping is

land. By the way, have you

)
r
y seen the new white rain-

coats ? And that makes us
think of umbrellas.

~T Did you know that freckles

/ OP are just tiny umbrellas that
-*—'vv' a sensitive skin opens up to

protect the pores from the
burning rays of the sun?

A make-up foundation will save the necessity of this
discoloration of the skin's pigment. Max Factor makes
a lovely one that is very popular at the studios. Did you
ever stop to think that Max Factor's things are subjected
to the "constant" test of professional daily usa^e?
Pretty good test, too.

Tying up with Miss Wilson's "new wrinkle" article
elsewhere in this number, I take great pleasure in an-

nouncing some new dis-
coveries in this department.
Jacquet's make - up cloths,
forty in a cellophane pack-
age for 50 cents, will delight
the woman who just doesn't
feel thoroughly clean when
she wipes her cold cream off
with tissues. You know how
it is—you don't like to use a
good towel each time—and
yet a make-up towel kept
around until there isn't a
clean spot on it is an unsight-
ly affair. So Jacquet's
thoughtful conceit of cutting
up the softest of soft terry
cloth into small handkerchief
squares solves this problem
beautifully. They are inex-
pensive enough to be thrown
away after use, but if you in-

sist they can be laundered
and (Continued on page 84)

Rubenstein's Vacation
and your complexion
taken care of.
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*1EVUETTES
Answering your
question: "What
pictures shall I see?"

Class A:
AS YOU DESIRE ME. Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer. Garbo's last film

—

maybe! She gives a glamorous perform-
ance in a varied role which takes her from
youth to a world-weary woman with
platinum blonde hair. Melvyn Douglas
and Erich Von Stroheim are interesting

support.*

GRAND HOTEL. Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer. The film sensation of the

vear with Garbo topping a knockout cast

which includes John Banymore, Joan
Crawford, Lionel Barrymore, Wallace
Beery, Lewis Stone and Jean Hersholt.

HUDDLE. Melro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
Ramon Novarro, as a Latin college

boy, scores in this rousing football film.

Henry Armetta offers first-rate comedy.
Madge Evans is the girl. This is a
"Must."*

LETTY LYNTON. Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer. Joan Crawford at her very,

very best in this melodrama about a
modern maiden who becomes involved
with a "baddie," Nils Asther. Robert
Montgomery" is better than usual; Nils

Asther is good, too.*

RESERVED FOR LADLES. British-

Paramount. A light and thoroughly charming pic-

ture with Leslie Howard giving a grand performance.
You'll like Elizabeth Allan and Benita Hume. Don't
miss this British picture.*

SCANDAL FOR SALE. Universal. An excit-

ing newspaper yarn exposing yellow journalism.

Pat O'Brien, as a reporter, steals the show. Charles
Bickford and Rose Hobart offer expert character-

izations.

SCARFACE. United Artists. The last and best

of all the gangster films. It's terrifying, thrilling!

Paul Muni is great; George Raft, Ann Dvorak, and
Karen Morley excellent.

STATE'S ATTORNEY. RKO. John Barrymore
plays a criminal lawyer brilliantly and Barry-

morishly. Helen Twelvetrees gives an admirable per-

formance as his "heart," and Jill Esmond is interest-

ing. Recommended.*

TARZAN THE APE MAN. Melro-Goldwyn-
\layer. You're sure to enjoy this jungle thriller.

Besides, you'll want to see Johnny Weissmuller do
some of his splendid swimming. Maureen O'Sullivan

is the charmer.

THE CONGRESS DANCES. UFA. Utterly
charming foreign picture, English version. You'll

be whistling the songs and talking about Lilian

Harvey, the heroine. By all means, see it.

THE MIRACLE MAN. Paramount. This one-
time silent classic retains most of its glamor in

talkies. It's well done and acted by Chester Morris,
Sylvia Sidney and John Wray.

THE MOUTHPIECE. Warner Brothers. Dust
off that pedestal—you'll rave about Warren

William, even though he does play a lawyer who
defends bad, bad crooks. It's a good picture. Sidney
Fox assists.

.JL, THE WET PARADE. Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. A^ melodrama covering both angles of the 18th
Amendment. Good work by Walter Huston, Lewis
Stone, Neil Hamilton, and Dorothy Jordan.

JL WINNER TAKE ALL. Warner Brothers. A^ knockout performance by Jimmy Cagney, who
plays a dumb prize-fighter. With Marian Nixon.
Don't pass this by.*

JL, YOUNG AMERICA. Fox. A film about so-
^ called "bad boys," and the juvenile courts.
You'll like the two youngsters. Tommy Conlon and
Raymond Borzage. Spencer Tracy, Ralph Bellamy,
Beryl Mercer, and Doris Kenyon are fine.*

Torchy's in trouble again! Ray Cooke is amusing as the movies' star office-hoy

.

This is a scene from his latest educational comedy, "Torchy's Two Toots." You'll
like it.

Class B:
AMATEUR DADDY. Fox. If you like nice old-

fashioned romance—here's your dish! Warner Baxter
is made guardian of Marian Nixon and three young-
sters. Baxter and Marian are grand together.*

BEHIND THE MASK. Columbia. If you like 'em
gruesome you'll go for this. Jack Holt is the secret
service man hero, Boris Karloff, the menace, and
Constance Cummings, the heroine.*

LOVE IS A RACKET. Warner Brothers. Column-
ists, racketeers, stage cuties—and there's even a
murder. But still it's only mildly entertaining.
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., plays the newspaper man,
Ann Dvorak opposite.*

SKY BRIDE. Paramount. Thrilling air stunts,

corking comedy, Richard Arlen, Jack Oakie, Virginia
Bruce, and Bobby Coogan. Of course, see it!*

SYMPHONY OF SIX MILLION. RKO. The
rise of a family from the Ghetto to fame, then their
voluntary return to the Ghetto for happiness. Ricardo
Cortez is excellent in the role of a surgeon. Irene
Dunne and Anna Appel are also good.

THE STRANGE CASE OF CLARA DEANE.
Paramount. A sure-fire tear jerker. Wynne Gibson's
splendid acting in this mother-love melodrama puts
her right up in the big-time class. Pat O'Brien is good
as a bad man.*

THE STRANGE LOVE OF MOLLY LOUVAIN.
First National. Swell comedy-drama. Lee Tracy is

corking as a newspaper reporter. Ann Dvorak is ex-

cellent as a "tinsel girl." See this one.*

THE TENDERFOOT. First National. Joe E.
Brown's best comedy. Brown comes out of the West
with twenty-thousand dollars and a desire to be a
theatrical producer. It's hilarious throughout. Ginger
Rogers and Lew Cody assist.*

THE TRIAL OF VTVTENNE WARE. Fox. The
splendid direction makes this murder-mystery picture
a treat. Joan Bennett makes a lovely heroine. ZaSu
Pitts and Skeets Gallagher for laughs.*

TRAPEZE. Harmonie. This will introduce Anna
Sten, whom you'll be seeing in American pictures
soon. It's an interesting film with a circus back-
ground. A German picture, but the dialogue is trans-
lated for you.*

THE WOMAN IN ROOM 13. Fox. Elissa Landi's
beauty and clever acting make this involved yarn of
murder, suicide and blackmail interesting. With
Ralph Bellamy and Neil Hamilton.*

TWO SECONDS. First National. Depressing
melodrama, with Edward G. Robinson playing a
riveter who murders his dance-hall wife. Vivienne
Osborne does excellent work. Sordid.*

Short Features:
ADMISSION FREE. Paramount. Betty Boop.

the cartoon cutie, in a penny arcade. A better-than-
average cartoon.

CHOO-CHOO. Hal Roach. "Our Gang" on a
train. The kids let loose a flock of animals in the bag-
gage car and do a lot •of other mischievous things.
Good for many hearty laughs.

HOLLYWOOD LIGHTS. Educational. The ad-
ventures of three Hollywood girls in search of a break.
They find it after several amusing adventures. Nice
work by Rita Flynn, Virginia Brooks, and Tut Mace.

HOLY MEN OF INDIA. Featuretles. A trip
through India. Scenes of natives gathering for religi-

ous celebrations. Ten minutes of fascinating stuff.

LET'S EAT. Universal. Oswald, the cartoon hero,
baits his hook for fish and ends up by catching a bear.
But deer, deer—in fact, a whole herd of them—steal
it from him. Fairly funny.

REMEMBER WHEN. Yilaphone. Very amusing
revival of 20-year-old news-reel flashes such as the
women's suffrage parade and the start of the tragic
voyage of the Lusitania. You'll enjoy it.

RULE 'EM AND WEEP. RKO-Pathe. This is

different. Wrong sound effects are introduced. When
a horse gallops you hear the sound of an airplane. A
stage coach sounds like a locomotive. It's amusing.

TORCHY'S TWO TOOTS. Educational. Torchy
in trouble as usual. He gets fired—for a few minutes

—

but does a good deed for his boss and all ends well. Ray
Cooke is the amusing Torchy.

* Rcviezved in this issue.

T^T These pictures have been selected

by Delight Evans as worthy of
Screenland's seal of approval.
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"I always meet people who pretend they're

my friends. Their whole basis for friend-

ship being that we went to the same school

or that we once met each other years ago,

probably quite casually, or for some equally

superficial reason. Friendship," she be-

lieves, "should be based on mutual respect

and affection, and there should be a sincere

quality to this affection. I get bored by
sham and pretence. And since I'm so busy
at the studio that I scarcely have time even
to see my real friends, you may be sure

that I have no intentions of allowing the

others to waste my few leisure hours. In
self-defence all my entertaining is done at

home, on invitation only."

Having neither false modesty nor false

pride Sylvia takes an intense interest in

the business of running her home, even to

personally supervising the marketing. She
loves to browse for meat, canned goods
and vegetables, much to the astonishment
of the neighborhood kids who worship her

from a distance as one does some unattain-

able but occasionally indulgent goddess.

Sylvia's scorn for superficialities and
sham motivated the simplicity which pre-

dominates throughout her house. At first

glance it does seem rather austere, and
there's no question but that it's more
sparsely furnished than the average Beverly
Hills mansion. She not only eliminated

useless nick-nacks, but with startling orig-

inality she dared drop all pretence of fur-

nishing her rooms with pieces even re-

motely dating each other, allowing shining

modernity to mingle with the mellow beauty
of age. That is, except the bedrooms.
"They're French," she said. "But I'm not
sure what period. I guess maybe they're a
modern French. Anyway I picked the fur-

niture out myself and I like it."

That, briefly, is the manner in which her
entire home was furnished. It seems to

have been tossed together with a sort of

cockeyed ingeniousness.. And on the whole,

the result is unusual, but after absorbing
the atmosphere of the place one discovers
that a certain mellowness warms its spa-
cious austerity, and that every stick of
furniture, every picture, was purchased for
some distinct purpose and lends to the
general air of comfort and livableness.

"My own bedroom is the only room
where I gave myself carte blanche with
the frills," she confided rather apologeti-
cally

; and she showed me through a suite
comprised of a large bedroom, an intimate
boudoir in which one finds Sarah Bern-
hardt's dressing table, and a subdued study
with a modernistic desk and typewriter.
Not to mention an exciting bath. The
entire suite is equipped with adequate
lounging facilities. "It's fun being sick
up here," she sighed. "There's room for
so many visitors ! Sufficient chairs and
couches and plenty of room to roam around
in. I almost wish I were sick right now!"
And from the look on her face it seemed
that nothing in the world would give her
so much sheer pleasure

!

Two sides of this bedroom suite are
flanked by a balcony from which Sylvia,
should the mood assail her, could dive down
into her swimming pool or pancake flat on
the roof of the building housing her play-
room.

Keeping up a Beverly Hills establish-
ment equipped with four servants, a swim-
ming pool, and two high-powered cars calls

for no little monthly expense, especially
when one goes in for lavish entertainment.
And when you add up Sylvia's penchant for
traveling and clothes you might think her
expenditures would strain even a movie
star's salary. Briefly, they do. She
doesn't save a red cent; and when this

writer showed surprise, she retorted

:

"How much do you think I make a week,
anyway ? Of course I try to save something
occasionally, but it never works out. Sav-
ing money is nice to talk about, although
—well, anyway, I put my money back into

circulation, and if more people did that
the country would be better off! I'll be
making money for a few years yet, and
when my earnings decrease, I can always
live on a smaller scale." And with that
she dismissed the subject.

In spite of Sylvia's highly emotional na-
ture, she takes her material success with
a cool, calm, almost stubborn, satisfaction.

On the other hand her mother gets pretty
excited about it all. When the first set

of servants wrecked a brand-new limou-
sine, running off with the household gro-
ceries and part of the furniture, Sylvia's

mother was the one to get all panicky,

while Sylvia herself remained calm and
unmoved, leisurely hiring new servants, or-

dering the limousine repaired, purchasing
new furniture and replenishing the larder.

A strange, talented young woman, this

Sylvia Sidney, whose personality is as

deeply imbedded in the furnishings of her

home as it is in her throaty laughter,

laughter which starts with an odd, devilish,

little grin, hovering for a moment in in-

decision, as though in doubt as to whether

it should develop into laughter or tears

—

and when it decides on laughter Sylvia be-

comes as irresistible as a May morning.

Then occasionally she'll go moody on you,

moody and uncertain and one thinks of a

sultry summer's night with heat-lightning

and the scent of strange flowers. This ele-

ment of uncertainty it is that precludes the

possibility of your ever being bored by Syl-

via or by the house that Sylvia leased!

Now that Jean Harlow has gone red-head, Paulette Goddard is main-
taining the platinum blonde standard. You'll see Paulette in Hal

Roach comedies.
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Garbo "Really Means It," says Vicki Baum

if she cannot find it at once she keeps on
trying, and will brook no substitutes. Only
once during the entire interview was she

forced to admit herself baffled
—"What is

this 'for keeps'?" she asked puzzledly, in

reply to a carelessly worded question.

Film stories, it appears, will remain only

a part of the busy Miss Baum's activities,

and her work in the novel form, in which
"Grand Hotel" originally appeared, con-

tinues unabated. In little more than a
year she has published two novels

—"Mar-
tin's Summer" and "And Life Goes On,"
and completed a third, built around Holly-

wood, which is on the verge of publication.

What is more, she expects to have still

another completed by the time she reaches

Hollywood—and to sandwich in occasional

short articles or stories between

!

"It is not at all difficult," she naively

told a slightly flabbergasted interviewer,

"though you have to keep at it incessantly

if you want to get anywhere. Here in

Xew York, especially, there are so many,
many demands on one's time." (As though
to punctuate her utterance, the phone rang
for the fourth time during the interview.)

"People are always wanting to crowd in

upon you—to steal little bits of your time
that are so precious.

"When working I sometimes dictate to

a stenographer ; but more often I use this

little typewriter—we are such old friends."

She indicated a diminutive German-made

Continued from page 29

portable machine, equipped with strange,

fascinating gadgets. "But I am quite at

home with your American machines, too,"

she added quickly, with evident eagerness
not to slight any product of her newly-
chosen land.

Back in Germany, in the pre-"Grand
Hotel" era, Miss Baum's days were no
less crowded than they are now. Not
content with being the editor of three

widely-circulated women's magazines (the

largest piquantly named "Uhu"), she also

wrote novels in her "spare time," to say
nothing of rearing her two young sons,

Wolfgang, now aged 15, and Peter, now
11. This fairly full program, however,
did not baffle the energetic lady one bit.

"It is all a matter of organizing your
day. In the morning the first task was to

get my boys off to the gymnasium—it is

what you call a 'prep school' here, I be-
lieve—on time. I made it a rule to be up
by 7 o'clock, saw that the boys were
scrubbed and dressed neatly, had breakfast
with them and my husband, and then
hustled them off to school. In the sum-
mer, before breakfast, we would all go in

for a swim off the beach near our house."
Then came the office, and work until

six in the evening. And when Vicki Baum
sa}'s "work" she wishes it understood that

she means just that. Editing three maga-
zines is, after all, no child's play; and
once she sat down at her desk and began
the day's routine nothing was allowed to

intervene until the day was over.

"I would reach home by 6 :30 to join
my family at dinner," she proceeded, "and
after dinner and an hour or so of relaxa-
tion I would put the boys to bed, reading
to them or telling them stories until they
fell asleep. That was a pleasure that I

could not deny myself, especially when
the boys were little.

"By eight o'clock I was ready to begin
my writing—and for the rest of the eve-
ning, unless there were extremely press-
ing social engagements, I devoted myself
to the part of my day's work that I loved
best. Really, it all worked out quite
smoothly—the most difficult problem I had
to solve was fitting in a session with my
hairdresser."

Kappclmcistcr Lert, Miss Baum's musi-
cal husband, remained for a long time
calmly unimpressed by her literary achieve-
ments. When she first started writing
novels he smiled indulgently as at a harm-
less whim, making no objection but evinc-
ing little interest. When her novels were
published he could not be bothered to read
them, even when they began to attract a
degree of notice. Finally, in desperation,
she dedicated a novel "to him—then he
simply had to read it

!

But now that his wife and her writings
are world-famous, with an income in pro-
portion, Herr Lert is ready to concede
that the little lady really has something
after all!

Stone, the Unstarred Star

wood. A keen trader. You've heard of

the chap who could have made a fortune
if he put his money in Los Angeles real

estate before the boom? Stone is that

fellow.

Never reads press clipping. A walking
library of information and statistics. An
omnivorous reader. Knows every book in

his tremendous library. Has a way of

folding his hands when he chats. WT

atch
it, next time you see him on the screen.

Can register more with an eyebrow than
most actors can with grimaces. Never
blows up in his lines. Needs no rehearsals.

Has a patient tolerance for upstart stars
and directors. A wealth of ready wit. No-
body can tell a story quite as he can. Was
one of the town's most versatile red-paint
artists in the good old days of Janhke's
Grill and the Bristol Cafe. Can't tolerate

embryonic geniuses who whine. No one
ever saw him needing a shave. Not even
a barber. Regards with utmost suspicion
flatterers and back-slappers. Don't ever
fidget with the radio dials when he's
around. Has a stable of horses and a
tanbark arena on his grounds. His daugh-
ter, Barbara, his pal on hikes and hunts.
Older daughter, Virginia, on New York
stage.

The Wallace Beerys among his most
frequent house guests. You should hear
him tell of his early adventures in the
frontier Indian country. And about the
time he borrowed the mounted policeman's
horse in Chicago. Without telling the
policeman about it. A devout lover of
good music arid good drama, his interest
in the theatre has never waned. Yet he
harbors no ambition to return to it. Can't
stand suspenders and girls who giggle to
put periods to their sentences. Likes to
climb under his automobile and get dirty.

Continued from page 2j>

Does his own gardening and runs a tractor
to cultivate his truck garden.
Always reads the items at the bottom of

the newspaper first. Has the barest of
dressing rooms. Indulges in few personal
vanities. But succumbs on sight of new

pajama tints. Has safety valve temper.
Which has spared the life and limb of
countless I-remember-you-when hounds in
public places. Never wears make-up on
the screen. And he's a dutiful husband

—

he's never late for dinner.

Mrs. Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., and Mrs. Le Seuer—or Joan Crawford
and her mother. Notice the striking resemblance. Joan is busy at

work on "Rain."
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How they love in Hollywood

the eager stars. Constance is said to pre-

fer Joel above all others—even unto post-

poning "The Truth About Hollywood"
until he was free to work with her.

Dolores Del Rio asked for him for "Bird

of Paradise." Which reminds me, Joel put

it all over the Hawaiian natives with his

surf-board riding at Waikiki. The studio

reports that this big, blue-eyed, fair-haired

young man is scheduled 'way ahead for

leading gentleman roles with exacting

charmers.
This new youthful Robert Young, who

made his first hit with Helen Hayes in

"Madelon Claudet," and then as the nice

boy in "The Wet Parade," was especially

requested by Margaret Perry for "After

All." She simply could not see anyone else

in the part.

George Brent is the ladies' pet at First

National. He has only been in Hollywood
six months, but already Ruth Chatterton,

Barbara Stanwyck, Joan Blondell, Loretta
Young, Kay Francis, Constance Bennett
and Joan Crawford have cast a favorable

eye upon him. George is an excellent foil

particularly for not-so-young stars, them-
selves in their early thirties. You can see

how unsatisfactory it could be if a lady

star of, say, 35, was handicapped with a

screen lover who looked a year or two
younger. I mean, it simply wouldn't do.

But the disadvantage from George's point

of view is that he may get stuck in the

Clive Brook class, and never rise to per-

sonal stardom. That's how good he is as

a screen lover.

Of course Leslie Howard was one of

the most satisfying leading men who ever
struck Hollywood—so gentlemanly, so re-

strained, so self-possessed, and not too

alarmingly young. How the girls envied

Ann Harding for capturing this chap ! But
Leslie turned his back upon Hollywood for

a spell—a bit fed up on the second-fiddle

job, perhaps. However, Ann has got him
back now—and she's going to have a

dickens of a job to keep him, for he's an
independent cuss and likely to get starred

on his own account. When he was in

Hollywood before, starry ladies from nu-

Continued from page 21

merous studios sent out ultimatums like

queens—they must have Leslie. But Les-

lie gracefully lifted his hat and went back
to the stage until such time as it suited

him to return. He is scheduled to play

opposite Ann Harding in the screen ver-

sion of his play, "The Animal Kingdom."
Melvyn Douglas stands high in the

estimation of Gloria Swanson, Claudette

Colbert, Lupe Velez, and, failing Leslie

Howard, Ann Harding. That's a pretty

good variety of girls to stand in with

!

Spencer Tracy can receive the o.k. of such
sufficient damsels as Joan Bennett, Ann
Dvorak, Sally Eilers and Doris Kenyon,
any time he wants it—in spite of the fact

that one wouldn't exactly call Spencer
handsome. However, he has shown a vast

aptitude for lending to, but never imperil-

Aruta Page is going to wear these
earrings when she goes to the 1932
Olympics. Note the Olympic in-

signia on the earrings.

ling, a lady star's best scenes in any pic-
ture he has played in.

Chester Morris and Neil Hamilton both
enjoy the approval of the glamorful ones.
Remember Neil in Norma Shearer's
"Strangers May Kiss," his first talkie?
Then there were two with Joan Crawford—by request. His latest is with Elissa
Landi in "The Woman in Room 13," and
he's with Constance Bennett, too, in "The
Truth About Hollywood." Chester Morris
is said to be Billie Dove's pet leading man—remember what fun they had in "Cock
o' the Air"? Now Jean Harlow treats
him scandalously in "Red-Headed Wo-
man."
Joan Bennett entirely approves of young

Donald Cook in "The Trial of Vivienne
Ware" and now he's about to blossom in
"After All." He has won consistent ap-
proval since he came to Hollywood from
the New York stage eighteen months ago,
but of course, when he appeared in pic-
tures with male stars such as Arliss in

"The Man Who Played God," and John
Barrymore in "The Mad Genius," his
status wasn't exactly leading-mannish. But
watch Donald, the girls are getting inter-
ested. One reason for this is that Donald
has worked at a wide variety of jobs in his
young life, including even selling mince-
meat, and subscriptions to magazines, so
he sort of knows life and lots of other
kinds of girls besides actresses. This helps
his love-making psychology no end. This
also goes for Neil Hamilton, by the way,
who formerly worked in toy and munition
factories, and things like that.

In the meantime, Clark Gable remains
the incomparable most coveted of them all.

Norma Shearer fought for him in "Strange
Interlude," which is likely to be the most
unusual and talked of picture of the year.

But, of course, after a while, when their
success is assured, these delightful second-
fiddle fellows are apt to strike for more
personal glory, and pull a Harry Bannis-
ter on the studio. That's when the real
test comes—for curiously enough only a
very few good leading men ever prove
successful stars.

The Truth about Cosmetics

put back into service. It is an undeniable
satisfaction to wipe your face with a cloth,

isn't it ?

Another grand convenience that you
won't be able to live without is the new
Bauer and Black "Cotton Picker," which
is a good-looking box in cool colors, with
a hole in the top just large enough to

allow you to pull the right amount of cot-

ton through to use for skin tonic, astring-

ent, or eye pads. It is positively surgical

in its guaranteed sanitation. No dust can
reach your supply of cotton, each bit is

fresh as you pull it out. Just the thing

for the medicine chest as well as the dress-

ing table.

Something else exciting in the cosmetic
field, and by the way, it is something for
which I have begged for years, is the new
Outdoor Girl powders—one for dry and
normal skins and another for oily skins.

We certainly owe the Outdoor Girl people
a debt of gratitude. All faces cannot use
the same sort of powder any more than
they can use the same creams or soaps.

And now that it is summer and your face

may be more oily and shiny than in winter
you will be glad to choose the powder
made for such a condition. Three cheers

Continued from page 80

for Outdoor Girl, the first to take this

practical step in powders.
If you have never tried Ambrosia, the

liquid cleanser, why not do it now ? It

always seemed to me that summer was just

the time for Ambrosia, for creams often

seem heavy in hot weather. Besides, Am-
brosia is more than just a cleanser. It

does splendid things to your skin to keep
it young and pliable.

If you are one of those people whose
nose begins to shine about the time peaches
are ripe and keeps on shining until frost,

you should trip right out and spend a
whole dollar for Elizabeth Arden's No-
shine. Apply several drops of Noshine on
your nose, powder over it and you are sure
of the appearance of your proboscis for

several hours, at least. Another prepara-
tion for this same purpose at the same
price is called "Pour avoir le nez mat"
which means literally "for to have the nose
dull-finished."

There is a lot of summer comfort packed
up in Princess Pat Ice Astringent. It

counteracts relaxed pores and keeps your
skin fresh-looking when it might other-

wise have that wilted look. Princess Pat
powder, one of the most expensive powders

to make, yet it costs you no more, is a
perfect complement to the Ice Astringent.
Princess Pat powder is enjoying a well-
earned and thoroughly deserved popularity.
Princess Pat rouges are made in such soft

alluring shades that they seem quite natural
when you meet them on your face. They
really are lovely. Get the Ice Astringent,
the rouge and powder, and you will be
glad that Princess Pat makes her things
to harmonize.
For your softly feminine chiffon summer

dresses, the quaint fragrance of Coty's
L'Oriett (carnation) is just the spicy, old-
fashioned garden perfume that you need.
Quite in the mood and certainly in the
mode of the moment.
And to add to your picturesque languid-

ness as you loll in a cool corner, just a
touch of Du Barry eye-shadow, Madame.
It is housed in a tiny metal container with
a slide top that is a real improvement, the
best ever. Carry it with you and use it

when needed. Now from this longer-than-
usual list of articles your summer groom-
ing and assurance of beauty should be sim-
plified beyond all worry and concern. Just
a little planning eliminates the bother.
That's why I try to do it for you!
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screen stars

keep the

charm of

SCREEN STARS know how im-

portant it is to keep youthful

charm. So they begin very early to

give their lovely complexions zeal-

ous and regular care.

Jean Harlow, delightful young
star, says: "I learned Hollywood's

secret and started using Lux Toilet

Soap my first day in the studio."

Lovelier than ever at 30, Viola

Dana says: "Nowadays no woman
need worry about growing old. I use

Lux Toilet Soap regularly to keep

my skin at its very best."

And the glamorous Nazimova, for

so long an idol of the stage and
screen, can well say: "Very few
actresses look their age. Like me,
they take care of their complexions

with Lux Toilet Soap. It is a marvel,

that soap. For years I've used it."

9 out of 10 Screen

Stars use it

Of the 694 important Hollywood
actresses, including all stars, 686 use

fragrant Lux Toilet Soap. It is the

official soap in all the big film studios.

So gentle— so white that no other

soap can rival it!

LUX Toilet Soap—iO*
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Heartaches of the Million Dollar Stars

gentle, easily-wounded girl whom gossips
will always try to tear to pieces.

Even Mary Pickford has her troubles.

All her life she has worked so hard to be
a serious, admirable, dignified person. She
has educated herself. For years she has
had French tutors ; she has studied hard
and seriously. The result is that she is as
cultivated and high-minded as an ambas-
sador's wife. But all this is colored by
brother Jack and sister Lottie Pickford.
Jack's marriages and divorces have fur-

nished newspaper copy. The Pickford
name, thanks to Mary's great fame, is

irresistible. This is terribly hard on Mary,
whose life is so commc il faut. It is not
only because it humiliates her, but because
Mary loves these two, and suffers like a
mother over their didoes.

About five years ago Conway Tearle
was, to the women in America, a Ronald
Colman or a Clive Brook. He was the
romantic older man—strong, silent, pipe-

smoking, his hair greying at the temples

;

a strong mouth and (as lady fiction writers
would put it ) eyes that were "whimsical."
A magazine editor once told me to in-

vestigate Conway Tearle and write about
him because his fascination for women was
reputed to be spooky, queer, superhuman.

Well, one day the studio asked Conway
Tearle to take a cut in salary. Now when
that happens there are two things one can
do. Take the cut, or refuse to take it. We
have heard stars argue about this intermin-
ably. Some argue that to take a cut
means the end

;
they stop putting money in

your pictures
;
they stop giving you pub-

licity ; in a subtle way you begin to slip in

the opinion of the studios, directors, and
yourself.

Conway Tearle refused to take the cut.

He guessed wrong. For an entire year
he was absolutely ignored by the studios.

He now works only occasionally. We hope
he makes a big comeback.
And Theda Bara ! In all the years that

Continued jro??i page 27

have elapsed since her success, she has been
absolutely bedevilled by a desire to get back
into the movies again. Day after day she
contacts the directors, writers, moving pic-
ture magnates, actors, in order to get into
a picture again. Her name still has great
value. The public is still interested in her.
She is still dark, voluptuous, and handsome.
Many directors would be glad to put her in
a picture. But this is what happens

:

At the beginning of her interviews
Theda is humble, acquiescent and reason-
able ; she is offered a part, perhaps a very
good part. Then they begin to discuss
salary and other matters.
At this point, immediately Theda Bara is

changed into the haughtiest of movie
queens. Because she is Theda Bara, her
salary must be enormous. The picture
must be focused on her. And when they
show her that this is impossible, she sails

out and the episode is closed. Only Theda,
the next day, begins again her searching
for stardom.
Sometime ago it was arranged for her

to play a two weeks' engagement with a
Minneapolis stock company. She was to
play the modern version of "Camille." She
accepted. She was delighted to do it.

Everything was arranged. She was to

leave Los Angeles for Minneapolis early
in November. The stock company sent her
a railroad ticket and a compartment. A
compartment ! Such telegraphings that

brought on ! Such commotion ! She must
have a drawing-room, so that she could
bring her personal maid.
But the stock company refused. The

manager had done all he could for her.

When he refused, Theda, as usual, became
the insulted empress and the whole deal
was off. The next day, we suppose, she
was meekly looking for work again.
And she does not realize that her acting

is a little old-fashioned. She played "Fata
Morgana" in a stock company in Oakland.
When she appeared on the stage, she pos-

Smackf Joan Marsh exhibits the proper position of the racquet hand
for a deadly backhand stroke. Notice the position of that thumb,

you tennis fans. Joan is worthy of notice, too.'

tured in the old solemn way that had once
made her so impressive as Cleopatra and as
Salome. But times have changed. If she
would only permit herself a little practice
in second-fiddle parts she would probably
be excellent.

Theda Bara is married to Charles Bra-
bin, an excellent director, and she is well
off and not in need of new shoes, like so
many^ of us. Nevertheless it is a "sob
story"—this passion of hers to act, and her
temperament that spoils everything at the
last minute. And the funny thing is that
this temperament is due to some memory
and is not her actual personality at all.

Actually, in all other ways, she is a wise,
endearing and beautiful woman.

Fifi D'Orsay is the girl who is too much
for Hollywood! She is French, born in
Montreal, and she got into the movies via
the "Greenwich Village Follies." She has
talent, vitality, liveliness, a wonderful, tire-
less bounce. When you visit her house her
antics are incessant and very funny. She
is on the table, the piano, the bookcases,
singing, mimicking, dancing—a continual
running clownishness. I have seen Greta
Garbo's beautiful slow eyes swivelling
around the room at Fifi, in amazement and
admiration. But—

•

Fifi's carryings on are so continual and
exaggerated that she is misunderstood. A
leading director was very much in love
with her, and she with him, in her way.
But her antics, according to report, broke
up the idyll. It is too bad. She has been
advised and scolded by friends. It seems
to do no good. A great potential movie
star, she is spending her time mostly mak-
ing personal appearances.

There is Sally O'Neil who, people used
to say endearingly, was so happy-go-lucky.
She spoiled things by it. Three or four
years ago she was 'way up. She was a
cute-looking, helter-skelter Irish kid. But
she was so irresponsible that she nearly
drove the directors crazy. For example, if

in a certain scene she was supposed to wear
a certain bracelet, she lost the bracelet.
When the director asked her where it was,
she would reply carelessly, "I don't know."
Finally the studio paid a woman fifty dol-
lars a week just to keep the right clothes
on Sally and see that she got to the sets.

During one picture the studio promised
to buy her anything she wanted if she
would only attend to business. When the
picture was finished she bought a new Lin-
coln and charged it to the studio.

"You promised to give me anything I

wanted," she explained in her happy-go-
lucky way, when the salesman telephoned
the studio to verify the charge. "Well, I

thought I'd get a Lincoln."

But her charming ways cost the studio
so much money and were so hard to work
with, that she was dropped. A funny girl.

We have seen her come into the studio

:

she comes along, mouth open, not looking
to the right or left, and shouting "How
are ya' ? How are ya' ?"

Latterly Sally, too, has been trying to

come back. Good luck.

Charles Farrell had a contract with
Warner Brothers and they gave him un-
appealing parts, putting him in pictures

with Rin-Tin-Tin, and so on. And then
Warner Brothers released him. After a
spell of no work, Fox finally took him on
at a salary of seventy-five dollars a week
and his wardrobe.

They made "Seventh Heaven." There
was. a raging furor of admiration for

Charles Farrell throughout the country: a

convincing, touching, engaging, debonair
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young actor. The public could not get

enough of him. But because his contract

read seventy-five dollars a week, that was
all he got. And it was a five-year contract.

It was only after a long time that this was
mended.

Richard Cromwell was a nice-looking,

hard-working young man who supported a

large fatherless family—a mother and

younger brothers and sisters—by making
life masks of stars. There was quite a

rage for them for a while. Then Stuart

Walker met him, and through Walker's in-

fluence he was given a test for "Tol'able

David." He won the part. At that, the

studio made a fanfare for him. He was a

find. He was given an imperial triumph

—

sent to New York with press agents, driven

up and down Broadway in a big, shinino

car with his name plastered all over it. He
was given a speech to deliver at the theatre

where his picture was showing. Thou-
sands of dollars were spent to establish

him as a star.

And after this hurrah-ing he went back

to Hollywood to go to work (as he

thought), acting for the moving pictures.

He moved his little family up from Long
Beach, where they had been getting along

well enough for years in a small, weather-

beaten cottage. He got them a house in

Hollywood.

What happened? For six months he had
no parts. Then they gave him a role in a

sea story with Jack Holt. But his career

wasn't very flourishing.

However, there is a happy ending to

Cromwell's story. Marie Dressier, who is

so kind-hearted and has a feeling of re-

sponsibility for so many people, gave him
a good part in "Emma." Now the public

likes him and wants to see him. Studios

tend to become more considerate when this

happens. And Cromwell is now in demand.

Charlie Chaplin is abroad somewhere

—

an interesting life, no doubt, paying calls

on famous men and potentates—but just

the same it is unproductive and forlorn. A
talented man must keep working or his

graph of importance and self-respect slides

down hill rapidly. Perhaps he will never
come back to America. Hollywood, which
loaded him with so much vexation and sad-

ness, has done this to him.

First there was the death of his child

there, a child of his marriage to Mildred
Harris. "Little Mouse," he called this

child. Some place in Hollywood there is

a small tombstone with the inscription on
it, "Little Mouse," and no more than that.

Then he married Lita Grey, who was
very young and with all the good impulses

of the young. But this marriage didn't

last. The divorce was as maudlin as such
things can be, full of recriminations.

Lita Grey Chaplin got eight hundred thou-

sand dollars. Chaplin loves his children

—

no one has more feeling about children

than he ; a man with less of it could never
have made his pictures.

He came back to Hollywood once to

make "City Lights," and his followers were
grateful for it ; and his new followers, the

high-brows, the "Chaplin-the-great-artist-

of-the-people" high-brows, applauded it.

But it was a silent film, and, strictly speak-
ing, out of date.

And the pathos of Chaplin's career is

that it does not end with the poetic sadness
of a Chaplin film. In "City Lights" he had
no longer his wan emaciation with eyes
like burnt holes in a blanket, which could
break your heart and make you die laugh-
ing at the same time. A thousand soirees

under crystal chandeliers, the English
tailors, valets, barbers, the sun baths on the

Riviera, and prosperous middle age, all

showed under his tattered and greasy suit.

His last picture?
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The Newest Hollywood Thrill

you did!' he says. 'Hold out your hand!"
"They used to smack us over the hand

with a ruler. It didn't hurt, and the kids
never paid much attention to it. But I

don't know. Maybe I thought my hand'd
had enough punishment for one day, and
maybe I was all excited over my first fight.

Anyway, I stuck my paw out and when I

saw the ruler coming down, I pulled it

back again. Well, the teacher got sore.

He made a grab and I started to run. Was
I a dumbbell!" Johnny paused to chuckle.
"I ran all around the room with him
chasing after me. When he caught me,
he was so sore that he whacked me across
the back with that thing. He didn't mean
any harm, but he got me in a bad spot,

and I went out like a match.
"My brother told my father, and he

burned up. He chased down to the school,

looking for this teacher. Lucky thing he
couldn't find him. Anyway, he took us
out of there and put us in another school.

That was when I changed from mamma's
little angel to a bad boy. No one there
to worry about whether you were good or
not. Only a lady teacher and she didn't

care much. I was twelve then, and I

Continued from page 53

learned fast. Anybody 'd swear at me, I'd

swear back at 'em. I'd fight anyone

—

I'd fight the champion of the school."

Johnny's eyes were looking backward, and
they seemed to be seeing pleasant things.

"Yes, we had a lot of fun. I don't think
we were spoiled, but we got pretty much
what we wanted. If Pop said no, we'd
ask Mom. She was a peach, my mother
—looks and everything—slender, red hair
—my mother's beautiful." Johnny's voice
softened.

"We laugh together now when we get
to talking over those days. We tell the
old man we're in shape from the lickings
he gave us. I remember one Sunday morn-
ing—my mother gave me a dollar to buy
something. But there was a new Doug
Fairbanks picture showing, and I was nuts
about Fairbanks.
"So I said to my brother : 'Listen, Pete.

I've got a dollar and I'm going to see
Doug Fairbanks. If you want to come
in on this with me, now's your chance.
Because we're going to take a licking when
we get home, and a good one. What do
you say ?'

"Pete said O.K., so we bought some

Madge Evans in a smart summer suit. The jacket is of "Skipper"
blue; the skirt is white flannel; and the high-necked blouse is set off
with a cowboy kerchief scarf. A blue and white hat tops the outfit.

candy and soda. We thought we might as
well spend the whole dollar and take what
was coming. We sat through the picture
three or four times, and it was night be-
fore we got home. First thing we saw
when we walked into the house was my
father sitting there with his head all
bandaged up. He went to the ball park
looking for us, and a ball caught him
smack on the head." Johnny had been
controlling his mirth with difficulty during
this recital, but now it got the better of
him and his shoulders shook.

"Boy, did we get it! We took real
punishment that time. Then Pop sent us
up to bed. 'Don't give them anything to
eat', he told my mother. So we didn't get
anything—until about an hour after he was
asleep."

It was in Lake Michigan that Johnny
first learned to swim. He was standing
at the water's edge one day, watching a
life guard out among the waves and won-
dering what kept him up.

"Must have a boat under him," he con-
cluded.

But when someone told him that it was
possible to move about in the water as
freely as on land under one's own power,
the knowledge came to him like a blinding
revelation. It excited him so that he
couldn't talk or think of anything else.

He dreamed of it by night and brooded
over it by day.

"I've got to learn to swim like that life

guard," he told himself fiercely.

His parents encouraged him. "Maybe
the exercise will put some flesh on his
bones," they thought.

He bought waterwings and taught him-
self. He curried favor with the life guards
by running their errands, by bringing them
bottles of pop and presenting them with
his father's best cigars. And in return,
they would give him pointers. He swam
with his gang, carefully observing the tech-
nique of all who were better swimmers
than himself. He'd pick out one fellow to
beat, and when he had trained himself to
the point where he could beat him, he'd
pick out another.

Little by little he outstripped them all,

and little by little his body began to fill

out. His mother would smile when she
looked at him and tell him to "go swim
some more."

Teaching himself in this way, he learned
enough to make the Y.M.C.A. swimming
team. He began winning wooden medals,
which he gave to the girls. The medals
didn't impress his mother. His swimming
didn't impress his mother, except as it con-
tributed to his health and strength. It was
just one of those things that kids did.

"Won a race today, Mom," he would
tell her when he came in for his supper.

"All right," she'd say. "Sit down and
eat." Or: "That's nice. What does it

make you. You're still Johnny Weissmul-
ler to me."
He was sixteen when, swimming in

Lake Michigan one day, he heard someone
call to him. Looking up, he beheld Bill

Bachrach, famous swimming coach of the

Illinois Athletic Club and an unapproach-
able god to Johnny.
"Come over to the Club tomorrow, kid,"

the god said carelessly. "I want to watch
you swim."

Incapable of speech, Johnny nodded
dumbly, and stood knee-deep in water, gaz-
ing spellbound after Bill Bachrach's radi-

ant figure until it vanished in the distance.

Next Month : Hozv Johnny became
champion swimmer of the world, and
"Tarzan the Ape Man."
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Women Have Been Kind to Melvyn Douglas
Continued jrom page 64

Thus was inspired the feeling that was
later to lead Melvyn to the heights of

motion picture stardom. The adulation

that was his during those first early school

days instilled in him the wish to do some-

thing that would allow him to retain his

position of individuality and prominence.

It was then that he began to evince an
interest in acting—though he didn't call it

that at the time.

But whenever he could get some of his

feminine playmates to do so, he would
plan childish shows in which he portrayed

both hero and villain, while the eager fe-

males clung about his neck shrieking for

him to rescue them from dire peril.

Melvyn's Southern—and feminine—edu-

cation, as well as his would-be histrionic

career were both interrupted precipitately

when the elder Douglas resigned his posi-

tion in Nashville and moved his family to

the great open spaces of Nebraska.
For the next few years Melvyn's life

adopted a more conventional trend. He
entered school in Lincoln, finally gradu-

ating from High School there and matricu-

lating in the State University.

However, his college career was not an
unqualified success for two reasons. First,

because he hated the drudgery of long

hours of study—hours which he felt might

be so much better employed in pleasure

and enjoyment of life. (The typical femi-

nine viewpoint, if we would but admit it
!

)

Second, because of his anxiety to go on

the stage. The ambition which had its

inception back in those days when he and
the girls of Ward-Belmont staged their

childish theatricals had crystallized during

the following years. Melvyn had deter-

mined to become an actor in earnest.

"My father refused to listen to my hopes

and plans," he told me. "There had never

been any actors in our family and, with

the accepted attitude of the late nineteenth

and early twentieth centuries, he felt that

it would be disgraceful to have his son go
on the stage.

"On the other hand, my mother encour-

aged my ambition—in secret, of course.

She would listen to me recite speeches

from Shakespeare's plays and tell me that

she knew she would be proud of me some
day. But she never let my father know
that she approved of what he considered

my mad dream !"

So, in still another way was Melvyn's
life influenced by a woman. Had it not
been for that early understanding and en-

couragement, he might never have had the

perseverance to continue his plans for a

theatrical career.

During Melvyn's second year in col-

lege, when he had just begun to get a

taste of real amateur theatricals, the war
broke out. Seeing in it an opportunity
to escape the restrictions of further college

life, he joined the army and was sent

to training camp.
Fortunately for his dramatic aspirations,

his military career was short lived. Be-
fore he had the opportunity to offer his

handsome countenance as cannon fodder,

peace was declared and young Mr. Doug-
las was at liberty to pursue his life in

civilian channels.

He rejoined his family, who had by this

time moved to Chicago, and began in

earnest his pursuit of the dramatic muse.
"In the army I had met William Owen,

who at that time was a well-known star
throughout the middle west. When I de-
cided to take the bull by the horns and
get myself a real job on the stage the first

thing I did was to look for Bill. He
coached me for almost a year, then organ-
ized a Shakespearian repertory company

in which I toured the middle west for the

rest of that season, playing the leads.

"My mother was delighted and as I con-
tinued to improve (or so it seemed from
the notices I received), she began to win
my father's approval for me.
"Next season I made another Shake-

spearian tour, this time with John Keller.

When that ended, I returned to Chicago
for a rest.

"While there I conceived the idea of
forming my own company, a sort of semi-
professional outdoor theatre. However,
that did not turn out so successfully. As
a result, I decided that acting rather than
managing was my forte and returned to

the boards.
"For the next few years I played in

stock in several small towns of that section

of the country, working awfully hard to
prepare myself for tackling Broadway
soon."

It was here again that a woman played
an important part in Melvyn's career.

Jessie Bonstelle, whose Detroit stock com-
pany has been the training school for many
of our best thespians, heard of Melvyn and
sent for him to join her troupe. He re-

mained there for two years, after which
period he crashed Broadway.

"William A. Brady, who always kept
an eye on Miss Bonstelle's company, noticed
me and offered me the role of Ace Wil-
fong in 'A Free Soul'," said Douglas.

"It was a swell part and gave me every
opportunity to show what I could do. It

differed from the same role in the motion
picture which starred Norma Shearer, and
in which Clark Gable played my old part.

In the stage version, Ace was a sympa-
thetic character and won the girl, as he had
done in the book.
"However, the play itself was not very

successful and closed after a short run."
But Melvyn's feet were firmly planted

on the ladder to the stars by that time.
All he needed was a few more boosts

—

which several lovely ladies were instru-
mental in supplying for him.
Laura Hope Crews had seen him in "A

Free Soul" and requested him for her lead
in "The Silver Cord." He followed that
with the portrayal of the debonair young
officer in "The Command to Love," at
Mary Nash's command.
Fay Bainter was the next to influence

his career, when she secured him for the
lead opposite her in "Jealousy." This was
the play which set the whole country talk-
ing because it utilized only two characters,
Miss Bainter and Melvyn Douglas.
"Re-Capture" was his next play and

during its run, David Belasco saw him and
offered him a contract for the lead in

"Tonight or Never."
"He signed me on one condition," Mel-

vyn explained. "Which condition was that
I be acceptable to Helen Gahagan, one of
his regular stars who had already been as-
signed the feminine lead.

"Mr. Belasco told me he wanted me for
the role but that I would first have to
meet Miss Gahagan and obtain her per-
mission before the final signing of my con-
tract.

"Those were anxious moments for me
as I sat in Belasco's office waiting for Miss
Gahagan to arrive. I had heard of her,
of course. She had played on Broadway
under the Belasco banner for several years
and was noted for her beauty as well as
for her ability. I was afraid she would be
aloof and critical.

"But when she came into the room, my
nervousness left me at once. I felt as
though we had known each other for many

(Continued on page 91)
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recently swelled vaudeville receipts in a
desire to glimpse the Boswell Sisters and
Alex Gray in an unusual billing. And
Baltimore, my brethren, was once known
as a poor show town. Yet, it bestows
heavy patronage upon the emirs of the
ether who bring their talents to the stage.

The harmony trio and the baritone, spon-
sored on the air by cigarette caliphs, al-

ternated appearances in the Maryland city

while commuting between broadcasts in

New York. And that ain't all, as the
mammy singer says. Baltimore was also
the scene of the stage debut of Vaughn de
Leath, pioneer warbler of radio blues.

Latest of the radio headliners to take to
the road are Colonel Stoopnagle and Budd,
dispensers of nonsense, who sprang from
the local renown of Buffalo to coast-to-
coast fame. Nothing daunts this pair in

their trapping of the grotesque. They
make the commonplace seem as spectacular
as they make the spectacular seem common-
place. They take a serious item in the
news, twist it about in such a fashion as
to show it up in all its fundamental ridicu-

lousness. They've clicked on the micro-
phones and no mistake. The result? The
talkies are soon to get them, too. Trust
the talkies

!

Then there's Arthur Tracy, known as
the Street Singer—an intriguing billing

even if it does reflect the imagination of a
studio press agent—whose sudden radio
stardom is duplicated in the glow of Broad-
way lights. To say nothing of the lights

in the hinterland.

There is Bing Crosby, of the ho-do-do-do
accents, making a clean sweep of every
branch of the amusement world in less than
a year since he came east to the magic
microphone. It pays to be able to sing
ho-do-do-do just as it paid Rudy Vallee

Radio Royalty
Continued from page 63

to sing heigh-ho everybody. Crosby seemed
almost a permanent fixture at New York's
Paramount, meanwhile crooning on the air

for various commercial programs. Came
eventually a tour of theatre dates which is

taking him all the way to Hollywood where
he is to decorate a talkie feature as he has
decorated numerous talking shorts over the
past year.

There is Crosby's chief radio rival, Russ
Columbo, of the la-da-da-da accents, who,
too, is combining broadcasting with stage
appearances. At present he is weaving
hot-chas from a dance band in the lower
reaches of Westchester County, permitting
patrons of a road house (there are some
left) a close inspection of him as he voices

Con Conrad's contribution to psychiatry,
"You Call It Madness, But I Call It Love."

Vallee has found the stage lucrative, so
lucrative that he intends, a spy informs us,

to refuse any and all night club enterprises
which may beckon him. Broadway revue
producers found him a drawing card and
Broadway critics found him a pleasingly
restrained, if awkward, performer.
There are Ben Bernie, most skillful of

the wisecracking jazzbos; and the comedy
team, called the Sisters of the Skillet, who
expose to ridicule the numerous household
advisers that clutter the morning micro-
phones, drawing imposing fees from both
the radio and the stage.

There are others able to confine their

doubling to short distance sprints from the
studio to the theatre. The list includes
Cliff Edwards, Jack Benny, Ben Alley, the
Landt trio and White, Burns and Allen.
Today, the team of Burns and Allen are

probably the foremost symbols of effortless

comedy on the radio. They get over by
the sheer simplicity and sincerity of their

personalities, the freshness and originality

Now here's an idea! Left, Maureen O'Sullivan's favorite summer
sports ensemble—anchor-trimmed sweater and white flannel trousers

for yachting. Right, if you prefer it, with a skirt.

of their patter. Their success has led to
a general scramble on the part of the
broadcasters and their commercial sponsors
for entertainers who are or have been con-
spicuous in the Broadway parade.
There was a time, my comrades, when

Broadway and its stars abandoned hope
upon entering the radio gates. Or if they
didn't, the listeners did. The latter cupped
their ears, attracted by the glamour of the
names, but they were quick to run, not
walk, to the nearest exit once the names
began to do their stuff.

Broadway just didn't click on the air.

And chiefly because it refused to regard
its work seriously. It looked upon radio
as a racket. It knew it had the talent.
All it wanted was a guest appearance or
two to prove it to the people in the parlors.
It would knock them off their chairs or
know the reason why.

It didn't take the Broadway stars long
to know the reason why. They came ill-

prepared. They came believing that what
was a wow at the Palace must necessarily
be a wow in Podunk Center.

They retreated to their old haunts,
meanwhile setting to work—the more am-
bitious of them—to master a technique
which had sent obscure figures with no
theatrical experience to the dazzling heights
of household gods. They seem to have
mastered the technique for the radio camps
are now filling up with Broadway top
shots.

Bend your ears in any direction and what
do they catch? They catch the voices of
Ed Wynn and Eddie Cantor and George
Jessel and Harry Richman and Eddie
Dowling and Florenz Ziegfeld, to say noth-
ing of the glamorous names that have been
associated with Dr. Ziegfeld's appeals to
the tireless business man. They catch, as
we've said before, the increasingly inevit-
able names of Burns and Allen, and Blos-
som Seeley and Jack Benny and Belle
Baker and a host of others.

It all comes down to a matter, so a
leading rajah of radio told me, of tempo.
They have been trained, these Broadway
stars in tempo—the timing of jokes, of
laughs, of songs and dances. The radio
glorifies tempo. Therefore, it is easy for
them to adapt themselves to it.

As the person of talent has ever an ad-
vantage over the one devoid of it, you can
see for yourself that the Broadway per-
former, once he's mastered the microphone,
is destined to reap the greater and more
permanent rewards in the new amusement
pastures.

First of the Broadway figures to click in

radio was Eddie Cantor, but not until he
set earnestly to work, studied the air ways,
prepared special material. Others copied
his example, went about the task of adapt-
ing themselves to the new art. So entered
Ed Wynn, at present the most popular
comedian on the loudspeakers.
Wynn stayed away from radio until he

was sure of himself. And while radio fails

to capture the high art of his pantomime,
it does convey some of the man's rare mad-
ness. He's up to all his old tricks of the

theatre, and he has added some new ones
appropriate to his present labors. Among
the latter is a refreshing kidding of his

commercial sponsorship. In short, he
makes ballyhoo palatable.

Similarly, radio has given listeners a new
Jessel, a new Richman, a new Dowling.
You'd scarcely recognize them as the same
entertainers who marched so cocksurely to

the microphone some months ago. They
have learned that comedy without effort,

that sincerity and simplicity pay on the air.

How they pay

!
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years and I was confident that she would

accept me for the role."

So acceptable was Melvyn to the lovely

Miss Gahagan that during the run of the

play, their stage love-making (and there

was plenty of it in "Tonight or Never")
began to take on a strangely realistic sin-

cerity. Before long, the secret was out

and no one was surprised to hear of their

marriage, which took place on Melvyn's
birthday, Easter Sunday, 1931.

While "Tonight or Never" was enjoying

its noteworthy success on Broadway,
Gloria Swanson came east and saw it, im-
mediately thereafter purchasing it for her

next screen vehicle. And at the same
time, she signed the attractive leading man
to portray his same role in the picture.

Thus was Melvyn launched on his film

career—with the hand of Miss Swanson
at the helm of his craft.

"I liked pictures from the start," he told

me. "But I did hate being separated from
Helen. We hadn't been married even a
year, you know, when I had to go to

Hollywood. And her companionship had
meant so much to me.
"During all the years that I had knocked

about the country, trouping, I hadn't had
much time for girls—individually, that is.

I knew a lot of the girls in the different

companies in which I had played, but
working in stock consumes so much time
that there aren't many hours left to spend
in recreation.

"For that reason, my marriage to Helen
brought to me the first real feminine com-
panionship I had known since I was a boy
at home with my mother.
"When I finished Swanson's 'Tonight or

Never,' Ann Harding wanted me for the

lead in 'Prestige.' That kept me in Holly-
wood even longer. Then, I came east to

Helen.

"We had just begun to get acquainted
again when Paramount signed me to play
opposite Claudette Colbert in 'The Wiser
Sex,' and that picture, fortunately, was
made in the New York studios."

Upon its completion, Melvyn was rushed
back to Hollywood to assume the lead op-
posite Lupe Velez in "The Broken Wing,"
after which one of the "plums of the year"
fell into his lap.

None other than Miss Greta Garbo se-

lected him for the lead in her latest—and
possibly last—picture, "As You Desire

Me." Now Garbo, as everyone knows,
can have almost any leading man she

wishes in her pictures. The fact that she
selected Melvyn from among all the likely

Lotharios of Hollywood, is just the final

proof of that young gentleman's attrac-

tiveness to women.
As soon as he completed the Garbo pic-

ture, Ann Harding summoned him again
to steer her through "Westward Passage,"
her present production. So, it would seem
that during his comparatively short screen
career, Melvyn has had more than his

share of parts opposite the most glamor-
ous stars of the cinema. Swanson, Hard-
ing, Colbert, Velez and even Garbo have
been the charmers to whom he has made
love before the cameras.

While in real life, Miss Gahagan, his

wife, rates second to none in matters of

glamour and charm. Above the average
height, statuesque, with pale white skin

and blue-black hair, Miss Gahagan might
serve as model for one of the beautiful

Amazons of old. She is attractive to all

men—but only one man is attractive to

her. Her husband, Melvyn Douglas.

Melvyn's ambition is to continue acting
until he has passed the age of popularity
with the public, then to turn his talents to

directing.

"Helen and I hope some day to have our
own theatre, something on the order of the
way Alfred Lunt and Lynne Fontanne
have the Theatre Guild. Of course, we
feel that that day is a long way off. We
both hope—and believe—that we have
many years of active acting before us.

"Interesting work—a lovely wife—a fu-

ture which beckons with unlimited possi-

bilities—what more could a man ask from
life?"

At the moment, I couldn't think of any-
thing more that Melvyn might need to

sweeten his existence. But of one thing
I am sure. That whenever he docs think
of something further that he wants, some
lovely lady will step forward and arrange
matters so that he attains his desire.

They always have

!

Why Marion Nixon is Unhappy
Continued from page 63

Hillman, a wealthy Chicago business man,
is her second husband. He is a distinct

opposite to her first—Joe Benjamin, a

prize fighter. That first marriage poured
a tremendous portion of hurt into her
life. It almost wrecked her career ; in

fact, it brought about the discontinuance
of her Universal contract. Had she not
divorced Benjamin, Marian might never
have had another opportunity to appear
before a camera. Even her divorce made
trouble for her, when Benjamin threat-

ened her life and she was forced to ask
legal protection against his caveman tac-

tics.

Hillman is trying to make all that up
for her, with devotion and gifts and
thoughtfulness. He has bestowed on her
the beautiful home in which they live, the
swimming pool she likes so much, the
town car in which she motors, and the
furs and jewels that adorn her. In count-
less ways, he has-more than atoned for
the sorrows caused by her first husband.

But even an adoring husband cannot
give Marian the one big motion picture
part that means so much to her happiness.

Only Dame Fortune can do that ; the same
Dame Fortune that threw "Seventh Heav-
en" to Janet, and "Bad Girl" to Sally, and
"Dancing Daughters" to Joan. And until

Dame Fortune delivers Marian such a
picture, she is destined to remain unhappy,
a huge void in her heart.

Now you understand why I declare
Miss Nixon is the most fortunate, and the
most unfortunate, girl in Hollywood. The
success, the multi-millionaire and devoted
husband, the luxuries and pleasures, are

not sufficient to make her forget the one
big factor that is so vital to her happiness.

I am positive that the wish for a big
part is greater in Marian's heart today
than her desire for babies, but I know for

a surety that she wants children. She
loves them, and she showers gifts and
adoration upon her tiny niece.

I think it would be nice if grandmother
Marian Nixon Hillman, fifty years from
today, could lift her chin and smile, and
unearth her old scrapbooks and say—oh,

ever so happily—to her grandchildren,
"Back in 1932, when I was the star

of . .
."!

STOP

CORN
Don't suffer needless torment. Apply
Blue-jay, the medicated corn plaster.

The instant the soft felt cushions
the aching spot, you get relief.

It doesn't take long, then, for

Blue-jay's mild medication to loosen
the corn for easy removal.
Always ask for genuine Blue-jay,

the safe treatment—made by a
noted surgical dressing house. Avoid
harsh "cures" and infection-invit-

ing paring. All druggists, six for 25c.

BLUE-JAY
CORN PLASTERS

BAUER & BLACK
FREE BOOKLET—"FOR BETTER FEET"-
A very helpful book; contains valuable suggestions
for foot sufferers. For a free copy mail this coupon
to Bauer & Black, 2500 S. Dearborn St., Chicago.
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Street-

City State

In Canada. Address 96 Spadina Ave., Toronto.

$-BELIEVE IN LUCK?-$
Many people that believe in LUCK
are carrying a Pair of GENUINE
BRAHMA RED LIVE HIGHLY MAG-
NETIC LODESTONE 5. We have re-
ceived a large number of wonder-
ful Testimonials from people who

.
believe that they have become

I LUCKY in Money, Games, Love,
Business, etc., and claimed much
benefit and profit from carrying a
Pair of these GENUINE BRAHMA
RED LIVE HIGHLY MAGNETIC
LODESTONES. They have much
laith in these marvelous Curios
and consider them to be a POWER-
FUL LUCK CHARM for the deemed

prevention of Bad Luck. Evil, etc., and believed attraction of
GOOD LUCK in Games, Money, Business, Love, Happiness,
Success, etc. We make no unnatural representations. Believe
in LUCK? Why don't YOU carry a Pair? Special only 51.97 for
the two, complete with FREE full Information. Pay Postman
$1.97 and 15c postage on delivery. SATISFACTION GUARAN-
TEED or MONEYRETURNED. You Can't Lose! OrderYours NOW!
Dept. T739 P. S. BUREAU, GEN. P. O. Box 72, BROOKLYN, N.Y.
NOTICE! We absolutely GUARANTEE these Genuine Brahma

Lodestones are ALIVE! Just what you want for they are the
REAL THING- POWERFULLY ATTRACTIVE. HIGHLY MAGNETIC!
Send order TODAY! Copyrighted- P. S. B.

$$ Photoplay Ideas $$
We Have Just Sold Seven Stories

for our clients to the Talking Picture Producers in Holly-

wood. You may be just as capable of writing acceptable

stories. Original piots and ideas are what is wanted. All major
studios in N. Y. closed leaving HOLLYWOOD only active

market. It is therefore to YOUR advantage to deal with a

recognized HOLLYWOOD agent. Established since 1917,

we are in daily PERSONAL CONTACT with STUDIOS and

know rrarket requirements. Not a school—no courses or

books to seli. Manuscripts mav be submitted in any form for

FREE reading and report. Send for FREE BOOK giving full

details.

UNIVERSAL SCENARIO COMPANY
530 Meyer Blds.Weslern & Siena Vista. Hollywood. Cal.fornia
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See Red with Jean Harlow

They let Chester be a real man's man, by
gosh ! Chester has one scene with Jean
in a telephone booth—the smallest set for

a love scene ever devised. Whoopee

!

They had to shoot it twenty-six times

—

after which the developing room sagacious-

ly remarked that every darned one of

them was extraordinarily convincing

!

We don't like to put ideas into people's

heads, but one just can't help wondering
how much of that sequence will remain
intact after it has been exposed to the

purifying gazes of the various censors.

Continued from page 60

Lewis Stone is Chester's smooth wise
old father, who does a little suave menac-
ing later on. Henry Stevenson, British

actor imported from New York for this,

his first talkie, plays the millionaire with
a taste for red-headed minxes—and is hav-
ing a most satisfying time of it. He, too,

rates a love scene with the new Jean.
Una Merkel as the beauty-parlor room-

mate of Jean, is having plenty of opportu-
nity to reveal all her talented comedy,
tough, cynical, but awed by her chum's
effrontery and outrageous success in get-

ting everything she goes after. Leila Hy-
ams as the gracious, poised, affronted but
undefeated wife is winning plenty of
eulogy, too.

At that fatal party, Jean wears a stag-
gering gown of silver, which weighs
pounds and pounds. She dare not sit down
in it, so they have erected a sort of iron-
ing board with a little shelf against which
she can rest standing up between scenes.
Rest? Jean looks utterly exhausted at the
end of that scene—but it's triumphant ex-
haustion !

O. K. R. C—R. C. O. K.

Flood it out! Silk it! Number three!

Catch the end of that nigger and flood it

out on the door ! Tie it there ! Bring a

baby here ! Spread it ! Better use an oil

!

Tie it off! Kill number four! That'll do!

Save 'em !"

The lights fade, leaving the set in a kind

of grey twilight. The men on the parallels

above who have received and executed

those strange orders are electricians known
more familiarly in Hollywood as "juicers."

Once the lights are set for a scene under

the guidance of the "gaffer" and with the

approval of the chief cameraman, a "juicer"

is free to watch the actual making of the

picture below him. He does all his work
between scenes. During the time the play-

ers are actually working the "juicer" sits,

aloft and aloof, forming those opinions

about people and pictures which he may
never have a chance to express.

Barbara Stanwyck once pointed unex-

pectedly to the "juicers' row" above her

set and said

:

"Those men up there—some of them
know more about making pictures than

some of those in front offices do. They
know what's what. If you can satisfy

them—you're a success."

But mostly these men suffer or applaud

in silence. A star or a director may, on
occasion, ask the opinion of a script clerk,

a hair dresser or a "stand-in" about a

scene, but there is no record of anyone ever

having suspected that a "juicer" might

have an opinion at all. In the rush and
bustle of production the quiet men above

the sets are apt to be forgotten entirely.

George is a "juicer." He's juiced for

two of Miss Chatterton's pictures and he

has ideas.

"From up here," says George, "every-

body is the same size. I mean the star

doesn't look any more important than any-

body else. Of course they get more light

and the best spot. They all have peculiari-

ties. Now Miss Chatterton down there has

a funny tilt to her nose. You know it?

Sure, everybody knows it."

"Yes?"
"Well," depreciatingly, "we could iron

it out. Yeah ! Put light enough on her

from the right direction and it would
straighten right out. Kill the shadows,
see? But she won't have it. No, sir. In

her first picture here they started to do that

until she saw the rushes. She wouldn't

have it. That tilt's her stock in trade like

—like Arliss' monocle or Bill Powell's

high collars or Barrymore's profile. We
had to quit ironing it out.

"She's wise. She's high and mighty on
the outside, maybe, but she's a trouper in

here. She works. None of the boys here

thinks she's ritzy. Look at her now. She's

talking to the still cameraman and the

Continued from page 57

property boy. Ed doesn't even take that

cigar out of his mouth, see. He ought to

do that, though. But he doesn't know any
better—and Chatterton won't let on. Not
her. She's smart. He's working hard for

The girl is Myrna Loy—the
frock is of black and white
printed chiffon, the hat is of
black straw. And this is how
Myrna appears in "Love Me

Tonight."

her, see, and she appreciates it.

"She chews gum. She chews a lot of
it. Maybe she doesn't chew it when she's
a grand dame on the outside but in here
she's herself. She chews and I'll bet she
enjoys it.

"You see that brown case down there,
on that low parallel? If you look close
you'll see there's just two initials on it.

On the top of it. It says 'R.C
"Them's royal initials on this set. Man,

ch man
! You know how the kings and

queens marked everything 'R.I.' or some-
thing? Well 'R.C' means just as much
around here. When she initials anything
'R.C' it stays initialed! She's sure of her-
self, all right. When she approves of any-
thing, a change in script, a new dress, a
set design or anything else she just writes
'O.K.R.C on it. I guess that carries
weight with the front office.

From the shadows of the stage roof
George watched the making of a short
scene, a scene in which Miss Chatterton,
seated at a cheap boarding-house table,

merely registered her lack of interest in a
story another woman boarder was telling.

Director Dieterle, his loose white gloves
looking like cotton mittens from that
height, waved his approval.
"Thanks," he called. "Now we make

ready for a closeup of the same scene."
"From up here," George confided, "we

can tell the minute a new player steps
into a scene whether they're a bet or not.

A real trooper looks the part from all di-

rections, even from above. But a young
player, or one who won't ever quite make
the grade, shows up from here like no-
body's business. They turn the good side

to the camera and let go in every other
direction. They put up a front as best

they can but the back and the side and the
top view ain't so impressive.

"But you just watch Chatterton. She's
an actress from all directions—including
up."

George's name really isn't George. And
all of these observations weren't made in

the course of any one hour on the Chatter-
ton set. Week after week, during produc-
tion, "George" has sat silently above Ruth
Chatterton, cataloguing her in his mind.
He has sat that way and thought like that

through an untold number of productions.

He is one of "those men up there" who
know a lot about motion pictures.

If you want a story about Chatterton
during the making of one of her pictures

you had better let "George" do it. He
takes those royal initials that means so
much on the Warner lot

—"O.K.R.C."

—

and turns them around.
He says it should read "R.C.O.K."

That's a "juicer's" opinion of Ruth Chat-
terton.
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Herbert Brenon s Beach Party
Continued ft

large claws like the eastern lobster and is

milder in flavor. It is found from Santa

Barbara, California, south, from October

to March.

SAUSAGE AND FRIED PINEAPPLE
Mould flat sausage cakes y inch thick.

Cook cakes until brown on both sides in

a heavy, uncovered skillet. Drain cakes

on absorbent paper and keep warm in oven.

Cook slices of pineapple quickly in the

sausage fat, drain, and arrange on large

platter with the sausage.

Linked sausage can be cooked and served

the same way.

STUFFED RIB CHOPS
WITH APPLES

6 rib pork chops \Vz inch thick

1 cup fine dry bread crumbs

J4 cup chopped celery

1 tbs. butter

1 tbs. minced onion
1 tbs. chopped parsley

tsp. salt
l
/$ tsp. savory seasoning
dash of pepper

Y% tsp. celery seed

3 tart red apples

In stuffing—cook celery, onion and
parsley in butter for a few minutes. Add
bread crumbs and seasonings and stir until

well mixed. Wipe chops with damp cloth.

Cut pocket in each chop from top. Sprinkle
chops with salt and pepper ; rub lightly

with flour. Sear meat in heavy, hot skillet,

turning fat edges down at first and then
browning both sides. Fill each chop with
stuffing, skewering edges together with
toothpicks. Lay stuffed chops on rack in

baking dish with cover. Place y> apple,

cored but not pared, on top of each chop.
Bake in moderate oven 45 minutes. Lift

chops and apples together from oven to
hot platter and remove toothpick skewers.
Garnish with parsley before serving.

om page 10

OPEN TOMATO SANDWICH
Place a thin slice of firm tomato on a

slice of white or whole wheat bread. If

desired, the sandwiches can be rounded,

slightly larger than the tomato slices.

Sprinkle with salt and place a small mound
of mayonnaise in the center. A stuffed

olive in the center adds to the attractive

appearance of this sandwich.

OPEN COTTAGE-CHEESE
SANDWICH

Spread cottage cheese around the outer

edge of raisin-nut bread, buttering before-

hand. Fill center with preserves or jelly.

A sprig of parsley stuck in center of each

sandwich is very effective.

Being an Irishman, Brenon approves of

the St. Patrick Sandwich, which is made
as follows

:

Cut thin slices of bread and spread with
creamed butter and seasoned split-pea pulp.

Cut thin slices of cheese the same size

as the bread. Stamp out a shamrock from
the center with a cooky cutter and place

the cheese on top of the bread and pea pulp.

Th green pulp shows through the cut in

the shape of a shamrock.

With a menu of heavy meat and fish

dishes, Herbert Brenon always prefers a
light salad. He is very fond of one com-
bining very thin slices of cucumber, chop-
ped endive and watercress, stirred lightly

with a small quantity of French dressing
and heaped on crisp lettuce leaves.

A dish of freshly popped corn is a tea

delight at Peter Pan Cottage. One little

secret changes it from simply a bowl of

popcorn to something to delight any
epicure.

"We always use a heavy skillet with a
top for corn popping," Brenon said. "This
is heated very hot and several tablespoons
of butter added. When it is melted, the

corn is put in. In this way the butter
completely saturates the corn during the
popping process. It is delicious."

Beaton Shoots the 1932 Stars
Continued from page 34

New York, London, or Paris, unless you're
on the go every minute you feel you're miss-
ing something.
"My impressions of the Hollywood

stars? Well, I'm one of the millions

who've never met Garbo, nevertheless I

think she and Tallulah Bankhead are the
only real personalities out there. The other
actors suffer terrifically in comparison.
Garbo, of course, stands alone—-there's no-
body like her. But Tallulah Bankhead is

an amazing personality, too. It's too bad
Hollywood hasn't discovered her really

great glamor.
"Dolores Del Rio is like a very expen-

sive doll with lovely skin and beautiful

eyes. Jackie Cooper? What can one say
about little Jackie? Let's talk about his

mother instead. Oh, I know, just say he's

a nice tot with a sweet disposition."

Beaton is an interesting pen-and-ink
artist, and has used his talents to record
his impressions of Hollywood notables.

These impressions, as you might expect on
the part of so unusual a personality, do not
always agree with the popular verdict. For
example, he was exhibiting a charming
sketch he had made of one of the screen's

most sophisticated yet popular actresses.

"Here's a drawing I made of that crea-

ture," was his comment on that one, as he
tossed it across the room. He's an original.

Then we fell to discussing the merits of

one of the high-ranking character actors who

is commonly said to have walked away with
the acting honors in one of the year's big-

gest pictures. "Oh, yes," Cecil drawled,
"I saw a pre-view of the picture, and I

think he gave a perfectly 'louse-worthy'
performance

!

"Marlene Dietrich is like a little girl

dressed up as a woman. It's a pity her
child-like quality doesn't get over on the
screen. As a person she is very seduc
tive, gay—and like a giggling girl. But if

they keep putting her in the same type of
role she's in danger of becoming a mo-
notonous movie vampire.

"I think Gwili Andre is almost perfec
tion. Her beauty is flawless. She's deli-

cate and flower-like. I don't know how
good an actress she is—I've never seen her
on the screen—but I feel quite sure she is

big-time material. Sylvia Sidney has an
amusing, saucy face, don't you think?

"You know, Joan Crawford has made
the most remarkable change of anyone out
there. In my three years of pilgrimages
to- Hollywood it has been very interesting

to see Joan become a poised, sophisticated

woman of the world."

If Mr. Beaton's acting ability is as great
as his photographic ability then prepare to

welcome another Leslie Howard ! It

sounds extravagant, but Beaton has a
grand British voice, biting wit, and is

ultra-sophisticated. Then why not?

What Has
She Done?

What has this clever girl done to make her hair so
lovely? How does she keep those exquisite soft tones

—those tiny dancing lights in her hair?

Her secret is Golden Glinc Shampoo. You'd never

think a single shampooing could make one's hair so
beautiful, so radiant—and do it so easily! You'll be
delighted with the soft loveliness—the "tiny-tint"— it

imparts. At your dealers', 25c, or send for free sample.

FREE
J. W. KOBl CO.," 617 Rainier Ave., Dept. H
Seattle, Wash. • • # • Please send a free sample.

Name
Address

City ,State_

Color of my hair:

CTADirC FORTALKIES
IUMEiiJ MAGAZINES

Accepted In any form for development, revision, copy-
right and submission to studios and publisher. Estab-
lished 1917. Location and exceptional facilities make our
SERVICE MOST ADVANTAGEOUS. Sale; dept. on
commission basts. FREE BOOKLET gives full partlcu-

UNIVERSAL SCENARIO COMPANY
434 Meyer Bldg., Western & Sierra Vista

Hollywood, California

ASTROLOGY
Tour Horoscope cast by astrologer of 30 years'

world-repute. Life's Prospects, Possibilities de-
scribed. Health, Marriage, Finance. Business
Guidance, Events. Changes, etc. Send 25c in stamps
and your Birthdate for expert delineation, the
accuracy of which will amaze you. Put a 5c stamp
on your letter and address to ELROY STUDIOS.
(Dept. 12), 37 Albemarle St., London. W.I. Eng-
land. Innumerable unsolicited testimonials received.

MAKE $10,000 A year raising
Rex rabbits for

We pay up
to $12.00 eacbfor all you raise. Send 25c for full information
and contract, everything explained. Send at once and
find out about this big proposition we have to offer you.

THE EASTERN RABBITRY
Route I, Box 314 New Freedom, Pa.
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MEN — WOMEN 18 to 50.

Common Education usually
sufficient. Short hours. Vaca-
tion with full pay. Write imme-
diately for free 32 page book,
with list of positions and full

particulars telling how to get
them.
FRANKLIN INSTITUTE

Dept. T3I8, Rochester. N. Y.

RARN MONEY
AT HOME

YOU can make $15 to $50 weekly in spare
or full time at home coloring photographs.
No experience needed. No canvassing. We
instruct you by our new simple Photo-Color
process and supply you with work. Write
for particulars and Free Book to-day.

The IRVING-VANCE COMPANY Ltd.
346 Hart Building, Toronto, Can.
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Ask Me!—by Miss Vee Dee

thetic one. Walter Byron was born June
11, 1902, in Leicester, England. He has
dark blue eyes, brown hair, is 6 feet tall

and weighs 163 pounds. His first Amer-
ican screen appearance was with Vilma
Banky in "The Awakening." Later pic-

tures were "The Yellow Ticket" with
Elissa Landi and Lionel Barrymore

;
"Shop

Angel" with Marion Shilling and Anthony
Bushell, and "Vanity Fair" with Myrna
Loy, Barbara Kent and Conway Tearle.

/. /. W. You'd like my job, would you?
I didn't win it through a "200-words-no-
less" contest but by sheer, and how sheer,

force of personality, no more, no less. Lois
Moran was born March 1, 1909; Madge
Evans, August 1, 1909 ; Marian Marsh in

1913; Marilyn Miller, September 1, 1900;
Loretta Young, January 6, 1912, and Jean
Harlow, March 3, 1911.

Varconi Fan. Of course I'm a good
sport—you lean on me—I'll not let you
down. Victor Varconi is an actor of wide
experience on both stage and screen, hav-
ing had many years of European stage

popularity. He was born March 31, 1896,

in Kisvard, Hungary. He is 5 feet 10
inches tall, weighs 180 pounds and has
brown hair and eyes. His last films were
"Men in Her Life" with Lois Moran and
Charles Bickford, and "West of Broad-
way" with John Gilbert.

John L. Who said the hard-ridin' boys
in Westerns have gone out of business ?

There's Tom Mix and Tony, Ken May-
nard, Hoot Gibson, Bob Custer, Bob
Steele, Tom Keene, and your favorite,

Tom Tyler. Tom was born August 8,

1903, in Port Henry, N. Y. Two of his

latest releases are "Galloping Thru" and
"Two-Fisted Justice," By the time you
read this, "The Man From New Mexico,"
Tom's new one, will be released.

Continued from page 6

Mildred IV. "Peter Pan" has not ap-
peared as a talkie. Betty Bronson was
Peter in the silent screen version. Play-
ing with her were Mary Brian and Esther
Ralston. Lily Damita, Roland Young,
Charlie Ruggles, Thelma Todd, and Cary
Grant are in "This is The Night," a
sparkling comedy—and does it sparkle?
Lily was born in Paris, France, on Sep-
tember 10, 1904.

Midgic. In writing to the stars, tell

them in your own original way how much
you like their work, but it isn't necessary
to enclose clippings from your home-town
papers. Make your letter short and to the
point, if you have any. Many times a
photograph is the result, unsolicited. Fred-
ric March has stepped high, wide, and
handsome since he appeared in "The Wild
Party" with Clara Bow. One of his late

releases was "Strangers in Love," from
the story, "The Black Robe." He played
twin brothers. Kay Francis was the girl,

and Stuart Erwin gets and gives some
swell laughs.

Dorccn R. If you find it difficult to re-

member the weights of your favorites,

what would you do in my place, with hun-
dreds of pounds to remember ? Joan
Crawford is 5 feet 4 inches tall and weighs
110 pounds; Thelma Todd, 5 feet 4 inches,

weight, 120 pounds; and Anita Page is 5

feet 2 inches tall and tips the scales at

118 pounds.

Enid P. Many of our old favorites who
appeared in the brilliant tungstens a few
years ago are now bravely waiting and
hoping for a come-back. Good luck, old
timers ! Charles Ray and May McAvoy
played in "The Fire Brigade" ; Elinor Fair
and Bill Boyd in "The Yankee Clipper,"

and Colleen Moore and Tully Marshall in

"Twinkle Toes."

Bubbles. Nancy Carroll's latest releases
are "Broken Lullaby" with Phillips Holmes
and Lionel Barrymore, and "Wayward"
with Richard Arlen. Nancy is 25 years
old, has red hair, blue eyes, is 5 feet 4
inches tall and weighs 119 pounds. She
was divorced from her first husband, Jack
Kirkland. Bolton Mallory is husband
number two. Colleen Moore is back in
Hollywood after a two year vacation. She
has the approval of her new husband, Al
Scott, to make a film come-back. Metro
has signed her to a long-term contract.

Lorainc T. Anita Page is a very busy
girl but she might find time to reply to a
cleverly written letter from you. Go
ahead. Anita is 21 years old and not
married.

_
I warn you, take a supply of

"hankies" when you see her in her latest
release, "Night Court," with Phillips
Holmes, Walter Huston and Noel Fran-
cis. Walter is the "old meanie" and Noel
helps to make life miserable for Anita.
Ramon Novarro's next picture is "Huddle."

Mary C. Barry Norton has been mak-
ing foreign versions of several of the popu-
lar American films; his last English
spoken picture was "Dishonored" with
Marlene Dietrich. Barry was born June
16, 1905, in Buenos Aires, Argentine. His
real name is Alfredo de Biraben.

Mrs. E. S. T. With all the world cry-
ing for musical pictures again, the pro-
ducers must hear the cry and produce.
But there is only one "Desert Song," one
"Love Parade" so it's up to some musical
wizard to come forth with something just
as good. Carlotta King, who played with
John Boles in "The Desert Song," was not
signed for another picture, but John has
gone on his way merrily from one film to
another: "Seed" with Lois Wilson, "Care-
less Lady" with Joan Bennett, and his next
is "Back Street" with Irene Dunne.

Ella May H. I can't guarantee that my
column will cure love affairs, runs-in-the-
stockings, that tired feeling or what-have-
you but if you get out of it as much as I

put into it, I'll be happy. Richard Arlen
is 32 years old; Nick Stuart is 26; Ralph
Bellamy is 28; Robert Young, who is one
of the newcomers who will bear watching,
is 25, and Charles (Buddy) Rogers is 26.
Buddy is one of the head-liners in the New
York Ziegfeld show, "Hot-Cha!"

Mrs. R. E. A. You say that everything
is looking up—but looking up what? The
late Lon Chaney, and Anita Page were in
"While the City Sleeps." Ramon No-
varro, Ralph Graves, and Anita Page ap-
peared in "The Flying Fleet" and John
Miljan played in "The Terror." Cary
Grant, the new femme rave, was the hand-
some chap who sang so delightfully in
"This is The Night" with Lily Damita,
Charlie Ruggles, and Roland Young. Cary
was born in Bristol, England. He has
black wavy hair, dark brown eyes, is 6
feet 1 inch tall and weighs 172 pounds.

^Mary R. N. John Boles started on his
picture career when he appeared with
Gloria Swanson as her leading man in

"Loves of Sunya." Among his other
early films were "Bride of the Night,"
"Shepherd of the Hills," "Bride of the
Colorado," "What Holds Men," "We
Americans" and "The Last Warning."

(Continued on page 96)

Lovely Gloria Shea, a new Warner acquisition for pictures. Gloria
is already known for her radio work—as Olive Shea.
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The Gleasons Ranch Picnic
Continued from page 1

1

Jimmy should take care of in town, he will

put it off and off, explaining that he will

have to be leaving for New York to make
"Madison Square Garden" soon and he

ought to enjoy the outdoor life of the

ranch as much as possible.

An added feature of the ranch life is

that it would cost $500 to install a tele-

phone at the ranch, so none has been in-

stalled, which means a form of release to

telephone-harried people.

Audrey Scott, famous horsewoman and
film performer, is Gleason's partner in the

ranch venture. They hope to make the

ranch a profitable undertaking by opening

their pasture lands and stables to owners
of horses who do not have the facilities

themselves.

The chocolate cake that won as many
converts as the ranch view is prepared by
Mrs. Gleason as follows

:

J4 cup shortening

2 squares chocolate

Yz cup milk

y2 teaspoon salt

2 teaspoons baking powder
2 eggs

54 cup sugar
\y2 cups flour

Cream shortening with sugar. Add
melted chocolate, beaten eggs, milk, and
flour sifted with baking powder and salt.

Bake in two layers in a moderate oven
for forty minutes.

For frosting and filling, melt 3 squares
of unsweetened chocolate in a double
boiler. Add cups of condensed milk.

Stir over boiling water five minutes until

it thickens. Add one tablespoon water.
Cool cake before spreading on icing. If a

bitter-sweet icing is desired, use four
squares of chocolate.

Mrs. Gleason suggests, as a variation in

the chocolate icing, adding three drops
of peppermint oil instead of the one table-

spoon of water.
For the cocoanut cream cake, Mrs. Glea-

son uses this old, time-tried recipe

:

2 cups sifted flour

2 teaspoons baking powder
% cup butter or other shortening

1 cup sugar
3 eggs, well beaten

6 tablespoons milk

Sift flour once, measure, add baking

powder, and sift together three times.

Cream butter thoroughly, add sugar grad-
ually, and cream together until light and
fluffy. Add eggs and beat well. Add
flour, alternating with milk, a small amount
at a time. Beat after each addition until

smooth. Bake in a greased tin in a mod-
erate oven about 25 or 30 minutes.

For the frosting, stir together J/ cup
condensed milk and 1 cup shredded or

moist cocoanut. Add gradually 2Y2 cups
confectioner's sugar and 2 teaspoons va-
nilla. Beat until smooth and creamy. Al-
low cake to cool before adding frosting.

Sprinkle heavily with cocoanut.
When two cakes of this type are used

for a picnic, the rest of the menu can be
reduced to an extremely simple one, Mrs.
Gleason explains. Chocolate and cocoanut
are both nourishing, and to balance the
lunch all that is required are extremely
thin butter sandwiches of wholewheat, Rus-
sian rye, and French bread, served with
finely cut-up vegetable salad, coffee and
lemonade.
Another dessert which has never failed

to be popular at picnic parties, Mrs. Glea-
son has found, uses day-old white bread
as its foundation.

Cut slices of bread % inches thick.

Trim off crusts and cut each slice into

strips Y\ inches wide by 2 inches long.

Spread strips on all sides with cream or
condensed milk and roll in dry shredded
cocoanut, broken fine. Place in pan and
brown carefully under low gas flame, or
toast on a fork over coals.

"These little cakes can be made over
a campfire individually as desired and are
perfectly delicious, either warm or cold."

You-all Know Her, Suah 'Nough!
Continued from page 68

Una met Jean Harlow for the first time
on the "Red-Headed Woman" set and
thinks she is so nice and sweet, and not
anything like the nasty, horrid parts she
has to play.

Una, herself, is a cute blonde, hailing

originally from Covington, Kentucky. She
still retains just enough of her southern
accent to be tantalizing. She is very natu-
ral and easy to get along with.

"I can't understand why people insist

upon considering us picture people as dif-

ferent. We have to live our lives just as
anyone else. Acting is a job like any other.

Una is very fortunate in that she is

can boast
Her own

among the Hollywoodians who
a happy and congenial home,
mother and father were married very
young and she has grown up with them
on a companionship basis. She and her
new husband, Ronald Burla, live with her
parents, and feel it their duty to look after
their every care and want.
Young Burla is the son of the former

Senator Burla of Montana. Although he
is an aeronautical engineer by profession,
he seems to find the yacht brokerage busi-

ness more fascinating for the time being.
However, he seems to have the Una
Merkel situation well in hand.

Ringing the Bellamy

than it is at present. He wants to be in on
all this progression and take an active part
in it.

Just at present he is trying to convince
Fox that the book "The Informer" would
make a corking picture if properly handled.
Also he sees the possibilities in a picture
dealing with the life of Clarence Darrow,
whom he knows personally.
Ralph married the delightful New York

stage actress, Catherine Willard, last July.

Continued from page 61

She is not in pictures herself but is just
now considering returning for a stage pro-
duction in New York next fall. As they
are finding life in Hollywood so interest-

ing Catherine might have some difficulty

in making up her mind—especially as it

would in all probability mean leaving her
fond husband to ward off the dangers of
Hollywood alone.

At all events Hollywood would miss
either of them should they decide to leave.
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GRAY HAIR
Gray, faded, streaked hair changed to your favorite color
in 15 minutes with my famous French preparation
KNOGRAY. One application. Ea9ily applied, no fuss
or muss. Will not fade, wash off or rub on pillow. Not
affected by permanent wave, curling, etc. Result? perfect
and undetectable. "Hair colored with KNOGRAY
will always retain its color." Free Booklet.
Madame Marguerite Turmel, 21 W. 30th St., Dept.
80-G. New York.

DEAFNESS IS MISERY
Many people with defective hearing
and Head Noises enjoy conversation,
go to Theatre and Church because thev
use Leonard Invisible tar Drums which
resemble Tiny Megaphones fitting

in the Ear entirely out of sight.

No wires, batteries or head piece.

They are inexpensive. Write for

booklet and sworn statement of §}fZUS4
the Inventor who was himself deaf.

LEONARD, Inc., Suite 984, 70 5th Ave., New York

SONGS PICTURES
Big Royalties

paid by Music Publishers and Talking Picture Producers.
Free booklet describes most complete song service ever
offered. Hit writers will revise, arrange, compose music to
your lyrics or lyrics to your niucic. secure U. S. copyright, broadcast vour
soueov-erth. radio Our il - del lr tii.ent submits to Music publi-hrs
aud Hollywood Picture Studios. WRITE TODAY for FREE BOOKLET.
UNIVERSAL SONG SERVICE, 604 Meyer Bid;.. Western Avenue and

Sierra Visla. Hollywood, California

YOU can earn good money in spare time at
home making display cards. No selling or
canvassing. We instruct you, furnish com-
plete outfit and supply you with work.
Write to-day for free booklet.
The MENHENITT COMPANY, Limited

252 Dominion Bldg., Toronto, Ont.

Now at last. Feminine Hygiene made easy with
"Dainties", the new powerful antiseptic in the
convenient form of cone shaped suppositories.
Come in neat, attractive, cellophane wrapped
box. Always ready for use; most convenient
when traveling. Their highly antiseptic and
germ killing action will give utmost protection
and a new feeling of security to modern women.
Safe, yet absolutely harmless to delicate mem-
branes. Very easy to use, no mixing of solu-
tions or apparatus required. Will leave no tell-

tale after odors. Try this new, simpler and
better way to personal hygiene. Send $1 for box
of 12 suppositories and take advantage of OUR
FREE TRIAL OFFER: Use 3 at our risk, then,
if you want to go back to antiquated methods,
return balance and your money will be re-
funded. Send cash, check or money order for

box of 12 "Dainties" or order 3 boxes for $2.50
and save 50 cents. Sole Distributors

MUCO PRODUCTS
489 Fifth Avenue New York, N. Y.
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Ask Me!

John was born October 27, 1899, in Green-
ville, Texas. He is 6 feet 1 inch tall,

weighs 180 pounds and has brown hair
and grey-blue eyes.

The Joy Girl. Of course you are wel-
come. Colleen Moore was born August
19, 1902, in Port Huron, Mich. She is

5 feet 3 inches tall and has reddish brown
hair and one blue and one brown eye. No,
there isn't even a fat or thin chance of

your Miss Vee Dee entering the picture

game; I'm too busy answering questions.

Clara Bow was born July 29, 1905. She
was married to Rex Bell on December 3,

1931. Clara makes her screen come-back
for Fox in "Call Her Savage," from Tif-
fany Thayer's novel.

Helen W . Dorothy Mackaill and Mary
Nolna are 5 feet 5 inches tall

; Josephine
Dunn is 5 feet 3 !/2 ; Billie Dove and Carole
Lombard are 5 feet 6 inches ; Dolores Cos-
tello Barrymore is 5 feet 4 inches

;
Betty

Compson is 5 feet 2 inches ; Gwen Lee, 5
feet 6J/2, and Jetta Goudal is 5 feet 7
inches.

Gene C. As far as I know, the femme
stars use lipstick in their make-up but
don't hold that against them. So do I

use lipstick ! Nancy Carroll was born in

New York City 25 years ago, has been
married twice, and is the mother of a
pretty daughter, Patricia. Your favorite,

Barbara Stanwyck, has the leading role in

"So Big." A fine cast of well-known play-
ers appears with her, among them Bette
Davis, Dickie Moore, Guy Kibbe, Hardie
Albright and the new leading man, George
Brent. Ruth Chatterton has Brent as her
leading man in her first Warner picture,

"The Rich Are Always With Us."

Edzvard A. You want to know every-
thing I know about Loretta Young and
more if I can give it. What-a-man-Ed-
ward ! Loretta is the youngest of three
sisters, all of whom have achieved recog-
nition on the screen. Her sisters Sally

Continued from page 94

Blane and Polly Ann Young are both in

pictures. Loretta was born January 6,

1912, in Salt Lake City, Utah. She has
light brown hair, blue eyes, is 5 feet 2>

l/z
inches tall and weighs 100 pounds. She
played with Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., in "I

Like Your Nerve," in "Taxi" with James
Cagney, in "The Hatchet Man" with Ed-
ward Robinson, in "Play Girl" with Nor-
man Foster. Watch for an exciting story
about Loretta in next month's Screen-
land.

Mrs. E. Y. I have rounded up several
stars who were born in the City of

Brotherly Love, Philadelphia. Among
them are Eleanor Boardman, Janet Gay-
nor, John and Lionel Barrymore, Eddie
Quillan and his sister Marie, George Ban-
croft, Edmund Burns, and Douglas Mac-
Lean. From San Francisco come Barbara
Leonard, Carmel Myers, Aileen Pringle
and George O'Brien.

Anna S. Away back in 1926, William
Haines played with Eleanor Boardman in
"Memory Lane," and in 1927, he appeared
with Claire Windsor in "A Little Jour-
ney." Billy's latest release was "Are You
Listening?" with Madge Evans. Anita
Page made her first screen appearance
with Billy in "Telling the World."

H. dc Hello. Honolulu wants informa-
tion about Paddy O'Flynn—where are you,
Paddy? Patsy Ruth Miller has been
making pictures for an independent com-
pany. Ricardo Cortez has been cast in

some of the best box-office bets since pic-

tures have begun to talk. His latest is

"Symphony of Six Million" with Irene
Dunne, Gregory Ratoff and Anna Appel.

Babe. L. I. City. You like my blurbs,

do you? Blurbing as it should be done is

my hobby. John Gilbert is an American,
born in Logan, Utah. His next offering
will be "Downstairs," from his own pen.

Ralph Morgan appears in "Disorderly
Conduct" with Spencer Tracy and Sally

Anita Page on the porch of her cottage at Manhattan Beach, Cali-
fornia. Anita lives at this beach cottage all year 'round. Anita has

just signed a nice new contract with Metro.

SCREENLAND

Eilers, and with Warner Oland in "Char-
lie Chan Carries On." Mr. Morgan was
born July 6, 1888, in New York City. He
was educated at Trinity School, N. Y.,
Riverview Military Academy and Colum-
bia University. He practiced law for a
year but turned to the stage and for the
past twenty-two years has played every-
thing from juveniles to character leads. In
1931 he was signed by Fox for the screen.
Mr. Morgan's latest picture is "Strange
Interlude," with Norma Shearer and Clark
Gable.

Paul L. A. By referring to Screen-
land, you will find many ineresting pic-
tures and comments about your favorite
players, for your scrap-book. A list of all
of Gary Cooper's pictures would take too
much space but here are his earliest ones:
his first important role was with Ronald
Colman and Vilma Banky in "The Win-
ning of Barbara Worth." Then followed
"It," "Children of Divorce," "Wings,"
"Arizona Bound," "Nevada " "Beau Sab-
reur," "Doomsday," "Half A Bride," "The
First Kiss," "The Shopworn Angel,"
"Wolf Song" and "Lilac Time." Ramon
Novarro's earlier releases were "The Pris-
oner of Zenda," "Scaramouche," "The
Midshipman," "Ben Hur," "The Student
Prince," "The Road to Romance" and
"Forbidden Hours."

S. M. Nczvbury. The author of "The
Younger Generation" is Fannie Hurst.
The film was produced in 1929 (a silent),
with Lina Basquette, Ricardo Cortez and
Jean Hersholt as the principals. The popu-
lar song, Paradise, was from Pola Negri's
picture, "A Woman Commands." John
Barrymore is the Baron and brother Lionel
is Otto Kringelcin, the bookkeeper in

"Grand Hotel."

Miss Elizabeth W. As far as I know,
Norma Shearer has no thought of retiring
from the screen. Her new picture is

"Strange Interlude" with Clark Gable.
Norma was born August 10, 1904, in
Montreal, Canada. She has light brown
hair, blue eyes, is 5 feet 3 inches tall and
weighs 118 pounds. She was married on
October 6, 1927, to Irving Thalberg. Their
son, Irving, Jr., was born August 24, 1930.
Norma's first screen appearance was in
1920, a small part in "The Stealers."
Since then she has made screen history
with some of the most popular films pro-
duced. She was never a Wampas Baby
Star.

Tom and Frank. Fay Wray is still

the wife of John Monk Saunders. Fay is

in the cast of "The Most Dangerous
Game," for RKO. Billie Dove was born
May 14, 1904. Her first screen role was
in "Polly of the Follies" with Constance
Talmadge in 1922. Lane Chandler was
born June 4, 1901. Buddy Rogers deserted
Hollywood for Broadway, where he can be
found in Ziegfeld's musical show, "Hot-
Cha !" and in his spare time he conducts a
dance orchestra at the Pennsylvania Hotel,
and while resting he croons for NBC.

Buck Jones Fan. You think we don't do
right by your favorite—you want a whole
page devoted to him. We'll try to remedy
that. Buck was christened Charles and
was born in Vincennes, Indiana, about 41

years ago. He is 5 feet 11% inches tall,

weighs 173 pounds and has brown hair

and grey eyes. He is married and has a

daughter of thirteen. His latest films are

"The Deadline," with Loretta Sayers, and
"The Range Feud" with John Wayne and
Susan Fleming.
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Bflgllt Boy

—

Continued from page 69

In the meantime, the ambitious lad was
also broadcasting over the radio, if you
please, as a singer.

"Did you have any time to fall in love?"

I wanted to know.

Eric grinned. "I'm afraid I did. There
always seems time for that. I had two
frightful ca^es. Actually left home for a
while on account of one of them. But now,

well, I guess I've lived so fast that I've

outgrown girls of my own age. I prefer

older, more experienced women now," he
confides, never realizing that this is just

the phase every bright boy of twenty or so

goes through.

Eric stands five feet nine inches high,

and weighs 140 pounds. He has wavy
brown hair and large intense brown eyes.

For all his "experience," his chin is still

youthful, his manner boyish and naive.

He's a rugged youngster, revels in all

kinds of out-door sports.

His Hollywood manager is W. B.

Hawks, Bessie Love's husband. Whether
it was Hawks or Eric's own charms, the

fact remains that Eric has been rushed

through six pictures since coming to Hol-
lywood six months ago.

"You know, I won my Hollywood con-

tract on the Lord's Prayer," says Eric. "I

was broadcasting on a Tuesday when they

sent for me for a test. They told me to

do something dramatic. So the most dra-

matic thing I could think of was the Lord's

Prayer. The test was sent to Hollywood
by air and I left for Hollywood myself oy

air at 3 a. m. Thursday, arriving on a

Sunday, and went to work on Monday."

Well, you've seen him with Cagney in

"The Crowd Roars" ; and "Love-Starved"

with Helen Twelvetrees ; and "Road House
Murder" with Dorothy Jordan. Next came
"New York Town" (they'll probably
change the title of this) with Joan Blon-
dell, in which he is the wide-eyed boy from
Indiana with $1100 who strikes the big

city, a wild love affair, and a "big lesson."

R.K.O. has Eric on a five-year contract,

with the usual option clauses. He's al-

ready getting a little restive about salary.

Because, as he explains, he just must put

his older brother through college, and give
him his chance. Another older brother is

an engineer, and his sister is married.

"I'm an uncle," beams Eric proudly.

"My sister has two boys, seven and nine
years old. I get no end of a kick out of

those kids. It was keen taking them to

the zoo, for instance."

Eric is a popular youngster around the

studio where they insist he's "so modest."
But I think Eric knows he's good—he's

just discreet and diplomatic enough to

avoid getting swell-headed about it. Be-
sides, one gets a lot farther along by being

a nice earnest modest chap that everyone
wants to hand a little boost to.

And don't forget Eric is a September
baby, born under the sign of Virgo—apt to

be practical, discriminative, critical, very
industrious—and highly intelligent. They
have plenty of poise—and poise is a valu-

able asset in Hollywood! These cool-

headed fellows have a distinct edge on the

temperamental, excitable ones.

Eric says he's going to be a playwright
yet. His head is teeming with ideas for

plays. He would like to be in the Noel
Coward class, writer, actor, producer. He
still feels that inspiration would flow in

the $300 a year retreat on the Riviera

!

Slimmer Lines

—

Continued from page 71

enhance their color use eye-shadow of a

shade becoming to you and your gown.
Apply the shadow heavily at the lashes,

blending it well up on the lid so there is

no distinguishing line. Make-up is seldom

noticed if it is artistically applied. Just a

touch is sufficient in the daytime. At
night, because the lights kill color, a little

more gives accent.

Now to return to our sculpturing proc-

ess : Use the middle and ring fingers of

both hands to flatten out the puffed and
summer-thickened muscles that run from
the nose to the corners of the mouth. Be-
ginning at the top press firmly (upward)
along this line, moving the fingers slightly

down each time. Don't drag the muscles
down. The object is to flatten them. Then
there is less danger of the wrinkle that

follows in the crevice of that muscle. Don't
fool yourself by calling it a "laugh-
wrinkle." There is nothing to laugh about
when there is a wrinkle appearing. While
it is entirely possible to remove deep-
seated ones, it is infinitely easier to keep
them away as you go along.

You can spend as much time as you can
spare working on that line and it will be
time wisely spent. Keep these muscles
well-exercised so they will not begin to
"break" too soon. This vigorous pressing
will bring the blood and firm the flesh.

Use scads of nourishing cream and plenty
of energy here. Now press firmly under
the cheek bone from nose to ear. Isn't
that an odd feeling. It's fun finding nerves
you didn't know you had. This gives your
face new life at once. Wipe off the cream.
Spank your face smartly with skin-tonic.
Take a cool shower and then you are as
good as new—body rested ready to be alert
and graceful; eyes refreshed ready to be

captivatingly expressive ; face glowing with
the stimulation of new life. If you don't

have a good time, it's your own fault

!

After using creams, never wipe your
fingers on a towel

;
wipe the excess cream

onto your elbows. The towel doesn't need
it—your elbows do. Do the same thing

with excess hand lotion, then you will

never need to give your elbows any special

treatments. Just because you can't see

them don't imagine that you can neglect

them and get away with it. A soft, smooth
elbow is a delightful addition to a woman's
charm—and so easy to have—economical,

too, for elbows are grateful for "leavings."

Well, do my eyes deceive me—what
about that frown line between your eyes?
Oh, have I offended you ? You haven't

one ? You mean you think you haven't

!

That's easily understood, for you never
see yourself frown. Most of us frown un-
consciously more than we realize. Watch
your face when you are trying to remem-
ber something. You'll frown a little

every time. The effort of concentrated

thinking makes us pucker our brows. I

can't imagine why, but we do. Then, of

course, the summer sun makes you frown
to shade your eyes. I wouldn't dream of

accusing you of frowning because of irrita-

bility or impatience, but you have seen
others do it, I'm sure.

In any event, send your little, sculptur-

ing, hammering fingers up to your forehead
to shape it into happy smoothness. Stroke
your forehead too—up and out—and let

your thoughts follow that pattern. Send
them up above discord and pettiness and
out to include others in interest and sym-
pathy. Then you will be giving yourself a
beauty treatment within as well as with-
out. The combination will make you

SILVER
SCREEN
Captures the Altitude Record

for Fan Magazines!

"Over Hollywood"
is a brilliant monthly survey of

all the studios. It tells in full

what is being done on each stage

and who is doing it.

"Over Beverly Hills"

is an actual airplane photograph

of the homes of the stars. (It is

in the July issue.)

"Over Malibu Beach"
is another of the famous Fairchild

air photos, and in one glance it

tells you more about Malibu than

many articles could describe.

Silver Screen has the highest

sale on the newsstands of any fan

magazine—another altitude record.

If you want to be "UP" in

news and gossip and see the

"stills" first—

GET
silver screen;

at your newsdealers.
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REDUCE WEIGHT DAILY
with new Tea treatment. Safe, sensible. No starva-
tion diet, no dope, no pills, no poisons, no mechanics.
An easy way to become physically attractive and slen-
der. Regular $1.50 2 weeks' treatment sent in
plain wrapper, on receipt of 50c for postage and pack-
ing. When results show, send 51 balance. If no
results, you owe nothing.

Oriental Herb Tea Co., Importers
Peoria, Illinois.
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Roses and Razzes
Continued from page 9
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f that super.hero left no room for criti-Oh yeah? Well, get a load of this! — cism _ Ideall smted tQ the t heWhat am I supposed t do, bust out ALL RIGHT—WHO'S a perfect performance. I saw this thrill-
CI?T

n
• ..,.,,„ ARGUING' in£ Picture three times, and could view it

I was never more serious m my life!
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_ again with as much enjoyment. Johnny
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Some people it seems are beginning to has made the nation Tarzan-conscious

!

Ya double-crossin skirt-Bam! think that Charhe Chaplin 1S a back num- Here -

S h h he>n continue , theMy sweet! ? ! ! ber. But is he? Then why did the police great he.man in one of fed^ar Rice
Mrs. Robert H. Qumn have to use tear gas to keep the crowds Burroughs' books, at the head of the same

140 First St. m order in Los Angeles when City cast that made "Tarzan" what it was.
Mechamcsville, N. Y. Lights had its first night? And why has Marion Phelan

152 Plaza Ave.,
Waterbury, Conn.

THOSE INSTRUCTIVE TALKIES
Most people attend the movies simply

to be entertained, but for me the pictures
serve also as a theatrical training school.
As a dramatic coach, I find it is very

helpful to be able to study the actual
facial expressions, poses, and vocal intona-
tions of the screen players, to say nothing
of the many ideas I get from the pictures
in regard to costumes and scenery.
A bit of superb acting in one of our

recent high school assemblies was wholly
inspired by the character portrayal of the
mother in "Broken Lullaby."
Filmland and its players have made all

this possible for girls and boys who are
financially unable to go to dramatic
schools.

May the movie world continue to present
these splendid opportunities

!

Emma Jane Williams,
287 High St..

Berlin, N. H.

THE MEN WHO COUNT
The fans usually go into ecstasies and

rhapsodies over the merits of their favorite
stars. However, I believe that some of
the praise should go to the real geniuses
of the screen—the directors.

Of course, I enjoy the stars. I appre-
ciate the charm of a Norma Shearer, the
power of an Edward G. Robinson, the va-
riety of a Ruth Chatterton, and the finesse

of a George Arliss. But the men at whose
shrine I worship are the Ernst Lubitsches.
the King Vidors, the W. S. Van Dykes.
It is their artistry, their brains, their vi-

sion, that are responsible for our screen
masterpieces.

To these directors I feel that I owe an
eternal debt of gratitude. I feel toward
them the admiration and esteem that I give
to a fine artist, sculptor, or writer. They
are the men who lift us out of ourselves
and satisfy our yearning for beauty and
joy.

fiow do you like Janet Gaynor's new grown-up coiffure? Janet wears Pearl Custer.
this sophisticated hair-dress for "The First Year," her first sophisti- 315 League St.,

cated film. With Charlie Farrell, of course! Philadelphia, Pa.



ummer
yet your

powder clings,

rouge stays on

and you look

always lovely

BY PATRICIA GORDON

Summer . . . with old ocean beckoning

down the white sands . . . limpid lakes

mirroring forth joy . . . slim young
bodies flashing into caressing waters.

Summer . . . calling you to a thousand

activities . . . whispering of romance in

night silence . . . thrilling you with the

joy of living every golden hour

intensely.

Ah, yes! But there must be no pale cheeks

after the swim ... no overflushed appear-

ance of exertion 'neath the sun's ardors . . .

no shiny nose. You must remain serenely,

coolly beautiful under all conditions to

fully enjoy summer . . .

"Summer-Proof" Make-up. Princess Pat beauty aids, if

used together, give a summer-proof make-up. You can

actually go in swimming and come out with color perfect

—

or dance through the evening secure in the knowledge that

one application of make-up is sufficient for lasting beauty.

For make-up that will last under trying conditions you first

apply Princess Pat Ice Astringent—just as you would ordi-

nary vanishing cream. Only, you see, Ice Astringent gives

the skin lasting coolness, contracts the pores and makes
the skin of fine, beautiful texture. After Ice Astringent, use
Princess Pat rouge for color which moisture will not affect.

Then use Princess Pat almond base powder
—the most clinging powder ever made

—

and one which gives beautiful, pearly

lustre. And, of course, Princess Pat won-
derful new lip rouge!

Now in the Brilliant Week End Set. This
is really a new, sparkling, wonder-value
"acquaintance" set—enough of each pre-

Princess Pat

paration for two weeks' use—to last throughout your
vacation. Also a perfectly wonderful beauty book of

summer make-up secrets and special summer care to keep
the skin lovely. In the Week End Set you will receive

generous tubes of Ice Astringent, Skin Cleanser (the mod-
ern cold cream), Skin Food Cream, almond
base Face Powder, Rouge and Lip Rouge.
The charge of 25c pays only for packaging
set in its unusual box, and for postage. Con-
sequently we desire to sell only one set to a
customer. And we respectfully urge your
promptness.

Be Your Most Beautiful "Summer Self". All

fragrant and beautiful—all charming—all

serenely perfect. That should be your real

"summer self." The Week End Set will bring

this loveliness unfailingly.

LONDON CHICAGO

get this Week End
Set-SPECIAL
The Popular Week End Set for this Coupon
and 25c (coin). Contains Princess Pat
Rouge, Lip Rouge, Powder and three Creams
in liberal attractive sizes. Also beautiful,

new booklet of valuable beauty secrets.

PRINCESS PAT, 2709 S. Wells Street. Chicago.

Dept. A-2048. Enclosed find 25c lor which send
me the Princess Pat Week End Set.

Name

Street

City and State

IN CANADA, 93 CHURCH STREET, TORONTO
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o NLY cpeimiiw ^MaiflMUme can cfim ijmi

Dark, long-appearing, luxuriant
,
sweeping lashes. What a differ

ence they do make! They transform eyes into brilliant, flashing,

bewitching pools of alluring loveliness—wonderfully expressive.

But such lashes seldom come by birthright. They must be ac-

quired. The NEW Maybellme gives the desired natural effect

instantly. With perfect ease too, and without smarting the eyes or

smearing. It's tear-proof. Moreover, its continued use tends to

stimulate lash growth, ever adding to the actual beauty of the eyes

as time goes on. Obtain a package of the NEW Maybellme.

Black or brown, 75c at any toilet goods counter. You'll see, after

trial, why millions always insist upon the genuine. Perfectly

harmless. Send ten cents and coupon for Trial Size.

NON-SMARTING • TEAR-PROOF

MAYBELLINE CO., 5900 Ridge Ave., Chicago, 111. 25-8

10c enclosed. Send me the Purse Size Maybelline for trial.

Black Q Brown

Name _

.

Address .

THE CUNEO PRESS, INC.. CHICAGO



Dietrich

Marlene Dietrich as "The Blonde Venn
Her Most Daring Role y * * See Story Inside

Why' ]oan Crawford "Gets" You! Hollywood Goes Olympic



Most Amazing Introductory Offer Ever Attempted:

WITOL'S LIQUEFYING TRANS-
PARENT CLEANSING CREAM.
This cream is all the' rage now,

having deep pore cleansing proper-
Lies. Helps keep skin soft, smooth
and youthful looking. Price SI.00.

WITOL'S COCOANUT OIL
SHAMPOO.

A wonderful hair and scalp
cleanser. Aids to remove ex-
cess oil and dandruff. Very
popular. Price, 76c.

WITOL'S BRILLIANTINE
gives hair that natural looking
lustre and brilliant, healthful
glow. Price, 75c.

WITOL'S
Clears an

WITOL'S SPECIAL
DOUBLE STRENGTH
ASTRINGENT.

Remarkably efficacious in

tightening the skin on the face
and neck, and reducing en-

rged pores, also very re-

freshing. Price SI.00.

gives skin that smooth, clear look and the complexion that youth
like spotless appearance. Delightfully perfumed. All shades.
Price: 91.00 large box.

RING" PARFUM
le de luxe perfu
ting odor. All

ce S3. 00.

WITOL'S HIGH
GLOSS NAIL

POLISH,
i rich rose color,

ispareht water-
of linuid. Very

lasting. Price, 35c.

$10.85 Worth of Toilet Preparations for 98c
Plus Postage

SEND NO MONEY
THIS VALUABLE COUPON

Brings You the Complete Set of

10 ARTICLES
AS ILLUSTRATED

Marvo Beauty Laboratories. Inc.
Dept. SU.

J700 Broadway, New York. N. Y.

Please send me the 10 regular lull size Witol's
Toilet Preparations, as illustrated and described
in (hie announcement. Upon arrival. 1 will pay
the postman, only 98c plus postage. My money
is to be refunded if 1 am not absolutely satisfied.

Name

Address ,

City. .State

Shade of Face Powder?

Ten thousand Screenland
Readers will surely receive

some bargain if they act

promptly. 10,000 sets of these

high grade Toilet Articles will

be sent out to the first 10.000

readers who send in the Cou-
pon. No more can be promised.

Every preparation shown above
is full size, much larger than
illustrated. They are not
samples or trial packages, but
standard large sizes, sold for the

past nine years at regular full

prices.

SATISFACTIONGUARANTEEDor
MONEY REFUNDED IFYOUARE
NOT ARSOLUTELY SATISFIED.

Over Sl.000,000 of Witol's Toilet

Preparations have been sold through-

out the United States and Europe.

You are taking no chances when you

are buying Witol's Products, for only

the best of ingredients are used. This

exceptionally low advertising offer is

made to get you acquainted with

Witol's products. Every Screenland

reader should take advantage of this

offer. Be one of the lucky 10,000.

Just Clip & Mail Coupon.

All 10 Witol Preparations

For a Limited Time Only

98C
Plus Postage

ONLY 10,000 SETS—NO MORE CAN BE PROMISED—ACT QUICKLY !

- Copyright, 1932, by Marvo Beauty Lab. Inc.,
'
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A TORCH SINGER'S THOtJSANO AND ONE NIGHTS

aiuuqcR
^Purchase Price

If she thrilled you in "Night Nurse" and "Illicit",

wait until you see Barbara Stanwyckjlame through
this torrid romance of a night club torch singer.

Beautiful! . . . Seductive! . . . She has everything

—

and uses it! . . . Lives violently—and loves passionately!

See the most vibrant star on the screen in the

scorching story ten million fans demanded for her

. . . Hear her sing for the first time! • . . It's a
double thrill you won't forget!

They fou^hr
for her
LOVE I

itk. Brent
The sensational new find of "The Rich Are Always With Us" and "So Big".

LYLE TALBOT — BARDIE ALBRIGHT
Based on the story by ARTHUR STRINGER

Directed by WILLIAM WELLMAN

Udz4, WARNER BROS ^M

The
Racketeer

^The
Park Avenue
PSay Boy

The
^Unknown"
rout the West

new season's
Thrills T
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ELINOR
GUTHRIE

Who, really, sets tlie styles these days,
the Park Avenue debutante or the
Hollywood screen star? By styles, of
course, we mean not merely Fashions,
but Ideas—in coiffures and complexions,
eyebrows and epigrams. Granted that
Garbo started the beret-broad-shoulders
vogue. That Jean Harlow was posi-

tively the first "Platinum Blonde." That
Joan Crawford caused wholesale heart-
ache when she dieted to achieve that
hipless silhouette. Hollywood, we be-
lieve, leads, and the feminine world fol-

lows. But does Hollywood always lead
in the right direction? We went to an
authority for our answer. To Miss
Elinor Guthrie, who knows her debs

—

she edited Entre Nous, the Harper's
Bazaar magazine for debutantes. Miss
Guthrie, having met the more interesting
Hollywood visitors on their visits east,

became curious about this thing called

Hollywood—so she went right out there
to check some rather revolutionary the-

ories. What she discovered—her star-

tling conclusions—she will pass along to

you. And—good news!—she has da-
vised a bit of magic to prove that the

Joan Crawfords and the Lilyan Tash-
mans of this world haven't a corner on
chic—no, nor New York's debs. And
that—but we'll be giving the show
away in a minute. See next month's
SCREENLAND for a real surprise.

FEATURES:
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ANew andAmazingDevelopment
inTalking Pictures!

For the first time you hear

the hidden, unspoken

thoughts of people!

IN EUGENE O'NEILL'S GREAT DRAMA

Something new in talking pictures! And of

course, it comes from the magic studios

of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, producers of
"Grand Hotel" and so many other important
screen entertainments! This Pulitzer prize win-
ning play by Eugene O'Neill has been called the

greatest romantic drama of our times. It ran a

year and a half on Broadway. On the talking

screen you will find it an unforgettable

apen ice. Directed by ROBERT Z. LEONARD.

Together again! They
thrilled the world in "Al
Free Soul." And now
Norma Shearer and Clark
Qable enact their most
powerful love drama!

Eugene O'Neill
America's greatest
playwright, reaches
the heighc of his
glory in this mas-
terpiece.

with

NDER KIRKLAND
'BERT YOUNG
-EEN O'SULLIVAN
NRY B. WALTHALL

RALPH MORGAN
MAY ROBSON
TAD ALEXANDER

• MARY ALDEN *

Douglas Shearer
Chief Sound En-
gineer of M-G-M,
whose amazing in-
vention makes this

picture "different."
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W^ntC 3.rid Ccisll Itl— Roses for Elissa Landi, aristocratic beauty of
' the Fox lot! One restrained admirer names her

<-1-8,-» 1 T t^rc tTri'n f "the quintessence of all loveliness." See her inOie DCS! letierS Will ! "Undesirable Lady," with Paul Lukas.

BRIGHTENING THE CORNER
(First Prize Letter)

I am a nurse, working among the patients

cared for by the City of New York.
Ninety-nine out of a hundred at this hos-

pital are over sixty years of age, and every
one is an ardent movie fan. The main
topic of conversation from one end of the

day to the next is what the stars are doing
and who is the best actor or actress in each
one's opinion. These poor, unwanted de-
pendents on the City's charity pore over
the movie magazines that are all too infre-

quently supplied by the social workers. It

is pitiful to watch how eagerly they seize

upon the latest news from the film capital.

May I add my thanks to Screenland for

bringing to these unfortunate people the
means of making their lives much easier to

bear and adding romance to otherwise dull

and tedious years of existence

!

Helen Docharty, R. N.,

Nurses' Home,
Neurological Hospital,
Welfare Island, N. Y.

TRADING TALENT FOR
TREMENDOUS TALKIES

(Second Prize Letter)

This idea of obtaining stars to fit roles

by studio borrowing and exchange is a
very sensible solution to an old problem.
Another step forward is the combining of

Well, he certainly started something! Who?
Why, the fan who wrote in to Roses and Razzes
suggesting that Clark Gable play the Valentino role
in "The Four Horsemen."
Some readers like the idea—and some don't.

"A wow," is one fan's joyous verdict. "No! Never!"
objects another. And so it goes. There's a repre-
sentative selection of the letters in this department.
What do you think?
Meanwhile the censorship discussion continues

unabated. And so do the indignant outcries against
that unhappy tribe, the critics. While here and
there a fan rises up to protest against the miscasting
of actors, and to tell Hollywood exactly what should
be done about it.

But life is not all a bed of razzes this month!
There are bouquets in abundance for lots of deserv-
ing boys and girls; while those two new threats to
the Gable supremacy, Weissmuller and Brent, con-
tinue to garner plenty of applause. Get into the
scrimmage—it's all in fun! And those prizes—$20,
$10, $5, and $5 respectively for the four best letters.

Keep your letters within 150 words, and mail to
reach us by the 10th of each month. Address Roses
and Razzes, SCREENLAND, 45 W. 45th St., New
York. You may fire when ready!

stars for super-productions. It's co-opera-
tion that gets results.

That producers have decided to co-oper-
ate for the good of pictures is proved by
Metro-Goldwyn's exchanging Gable for
Fredric March of Paramount. Each studio
now has the right man for the story to be
produced. Consequently, both these pic-
tures have a better chance for success than
in the old days of "You keep your stars
and we'll keep ours."

Casting is of paramount importance,

always. By borrowing, new combinations
of stars are possible. Now we are to see

Gable and Miriam Hopkins together.

Splendid

!

Congratulations to the producers for this

common-sense attitude. Pictures are bound
to gain from it.

Hal Field-Hargrave,
1064 E. 14th St.,

San Leandro, Calif.

OFF THE "SINGLE STANDARD!"
(Third Prize Letter)

Is there anything to be done about the
way in which the players are being
"typed?" I'd like to see them given an op-
portunity for a little versatility.

For instance, there's Will Rogers. Why
must he always play a rough and ready
American who's a good soul at' heart?
There's always romance on the side, and a
vamp ; and as usual, Will resists the vamp.
I'm weary, too, of the long procession of

ladies'-man pictures in which William
Powell has been appearing. And there are
Crawford's shady lady vehicles, and, for
a period, Norma Shearer's free-souled
women.
Maybe it's all right, and I'm all wrong,

but personally, I'm beginning to rebel
against the "standardization idea."

Kerrv Kavanaugh.
6220-37th Avenue N. W.,

Seattle, Wash
(Continued on page 94)
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owcrful

!

BACK
$TREET

with.

IRENE DUNNE
LEADING WOMAN OF

"CIMARRON"'
TV/'th

JOHN BOLES
LEADING MAN OF "SEED"

Directedby JOHN STAHL
WHO MADE "STRICTLY
D IS HONORABL E

" A N D
"SEED".;..

Written by

FANNIE HURST
IMMORTALIZED ON THE SCREEN

with a great supporting cast, including:

Zasu Pitts, June Clyde, George Meeker,

Doris Lloyd, William Bakewell, James
Donlan, Paul Weigal and Walter Catlett.

UNIVERSAL CITY, CALIFORNIA .
Carl jpaemmle 730 fifth avenue, new y o R k

President
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Lilian Bond, an
English gal, who is

partly responsible
for the afternoon
tea vogue in the

screen colony.

By

Emily

Kirk

An Old English

Custom

But it's new to Hollywood—your
favorite stars are going in for five

o'clock tea

WHILE sharing the enthusiasm of the people
who came to America from England to es-

tablish their homes, Lilian Bond thinks it re-

grettable that the settlers did not perpetuate
the old custom of afternoon tea in the new land. One
of the most gracious and restful features of the whole
day, thinks the English actress who continues to cling

to the tea hour since she has come to Hollywood to make
pictures.

When luncheon has been a very light meal, Lilian

enjoys a soft-boiled egg at teatime, served in the shell

in an egg cup.

"When I first came to the LTnited States and noticed

the large cups Americans used for their breakfast egg,

I thought goose eggs must be used over here exclu-

sively!" said Miss Bond. "Even though I have been
in this country for some time now I have not grown
accustomed to removing the eggs from their shells before

starting to eat."

Thin bread and butter sandwiches may be served with

the tea eggs. Better still, butter and roll thin slices of

white and whole wheat bread.

Cucumber sandwiches are very refreshing for a sum-
mer tea, and simple to make, Lilian says. Peel cucum-
bers and put on the ice until very crisp. Slice and chop
fine, adding a little vinegar, (Continued on page 93)
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$6000 REWARD
FOR SOLVING THIS MYSTERY!

YOU can be the

detective in this

astounding crime

thriller! . •

Tune in on this absorbing

drama, to be broadcast over

the nation-wide NBC RED

NETWORK in six thrilling

weekly episodes beginning

Friday, August 26th at 10:30

P. M. Eastern Daylight Sav-

ing time ... ALL BUT THE
FINAL CHAPTER will fee given

on the air.

WRITE YOUR OWN ENDING
and win one of the 100 cash prizes!

This is not o guessing contest. Your solution should be original. Prize

winning answers will not necessarily be anything like the ending which has

already been written for the motion picture by Bartlett Cormack, author

.

THE
PHANTOM OF

RKO-Radio Picture featuring

RiCARDO CORTEZ
KAREN MORLEY
ANITA LOUISE
ERIC LINDEN

fradio PICTURES

GET INTO THE DETEC-

TIVE GAME!... IT'S FUN!
Be.sure to obtain pamphlet containing

contest rules, prize list and complete list

of stations broadcasting this story from

your local theatre, or from any office

of the RKO Distributing Corporation.

HEAR IT ON THE AIR!

SEE IT ON THE SCREEN!

CONTEST JUDGES

O. O. Mclntyre, Albert. Payson Ter-

hune, Montague Glass, Peter B. Kyne,

James Quirk, Julia Peterkin
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Ask
Me!

Audrey C. Three cheers and a hoopla

!

Clara Bow is coming back. She has signed
with Fox Films to do "Call Her Savage."
Her leading man may be her husband, Rex
Bell, as Clara has given out the statement
that if she ever made another picture,

friend husband would get the part. The
famous red-head in a good story will pack
'em in at your favorite theatre, so watch
for the date, girls and boys, and give the
Bow baby a big hand. Clara was born
July 29, 1905, in Brooklyn, N. Y. She is

5 feet 3 l/2 inches tall, weighs 110 pounds,
and has agate-brown eyes and red hair.

She was married on Dec. 3, 19.31, to George
Beldam, known on the screen as Rex Bell.

Taifo N. of Japan. Sorry I haven't a
permanent address for Edwina Booth—she
is a free-lance player and it's hard to keep
up with her. She was making a serial

when I last heard of her. Edwina was born
Sept. 13, 1909, in Provo, Utah. She has
blue eyes and blonde hair. Your other
favorite blonde, Jean Harlow, was born
March 3, 1911. She is 5 feet 3 inches tall,

weighs 112 pounds and has deep blue eyes
and platinum blonde hair. By the time
you read this, Jean will be Mrs. Paul Bern.

Herman H. R. There isn't anyone I'd

rather say nice things about than Wynne
Gibson, who recently appeared in "The
Strange Case of Clara Deane." Can you
forget her work in "Ladies of the Big
House" with Sylvia Sidney? She was born
in New York City, has red hair, grey-green
eyes, is 5 feet 2 inches tall and weighs
103 pounds. Wynne has played in "The
Gang Buster," "City Streets," "The Road
to Reno" and "Two Kinds of Women."

L. S. With so many new faces appear-
ing in films and often not given any bill-

ing, it's difficult to know to whom you
refer in "Arsene Lupin." George Raft is

the new convincing menace who is causing
many a heartache among my gentle readers.
It's rumored that Paramount may star him
in "Blood and Sand," one of Valentino's
successes. Raft isn't married. Bramwell
Fletcher played with George Arliss in

"The Millionaire." Gary Cooper is back
from his long African-and-all-points-east-
and-west vacation and will be seen in "The
Devil and the Deep" with Tallulah Bank-
head.

Cinema Hound. Woof-woof! You may
bark your way into this department as
often as you like. Chant of the Jungle and
That Wonderful Something is Love were
the songs used in Joan Crawford's film,

"Untamed." In Gloria Swanson's picture,
"Tonight or Never," Melvyn Douglas and
Alison Skipworth contribute much to the
enjoyment of the film. Tell me Tonight
is the popular song from Gloria's picture.
The next Swan-song will be "Perfect Un-
derstanding," in which Gloria's husband,
Michael Farmer, will play opposite the star.

Dan S. Alice White has added to her
long list of screen friends by appearing in
the flesh and some stunning gowns in
vaudeville for several months—then back-
to the screen for Alice, so look out for her.

See Page 13 for

Hollywood Personality

Chart

She was born August 28, 1907, and was
christened Alva. She was originally a
brunette with brown hair and eyes but for

screen reasons she became a blonde. Mary
Nolan was born Dec. 18, 1905. Her real

name is Mary Imogene Robertson. She
is not making films right now.

Esther W. It's true that Neil Hamilton
is a clever amateur magician. Didn't you
read the magic series Neil wrote for us?
Neil uses his own name on the screen. He
was born Sept. 9, 1899, in Lynn, Mass. He
is 5 feet 11 inches tall, weighs 155 pounds
and has brown hair and eyes. His new
picture is "What Price Hollywood," with
Constance Bennett. His popularity as one
of the screen's featured players has placed

Neil in many of the best releases to date,

including "The Sin of Madelon Claudet,"

"Tarzan," "The Wet Parade." Warner
Baxter is 39 years old, has dark brown
hair and eyes, is married to Winifred Bry-
son, and is one of the most popular actors

in Hollywood.

A Good Friend. You wouldn't let me
down on that, would you ? John Gilbert's

name in real life is John Pringle, born
July 10, 1897, in Logan, Utah. His first

wife was a Miss Burwell, the second was

Clara

Comes Back
Clara has been off the
screen for over a year
but her legion of fan
friends haven't let her
down. Well, here she is

back again—wink, grin,
and all.' Clara's come-
back picture is "Call
Her Savage," for Fox.

Leatrice Joy, third was Ina Claire, and
now he is reported engaged to marry Vir-
ginia Bruce of the stage and screen. An
original and unusual fan letter often gets

into the hands of the star and is answered
personally, so go ahead and write

!

Albert T. You are looking for Jackie
Coogan and Philippe De Lacy in more pic-

tures, are you ? These screen youngsters
ZL'ill grow up. Philippe has not made a
picture since he started this heavy growing
process. Stories are not often available

for youngsters who have reached this stage
of their career but give the lads time and
they may be the stars of tomorrow. Both
Jackie Coogan and Philippe are in school.

Dickie Moore and Betty Jane Graham ap-
pear in "No Greater Love" with Alexander
Carr, Richard Bennett, and Beryl Mercer.
Dickie has been signed for "Our Gang"
comedies.

Patty C. John Barrvmore was born
Feb. 15, 1882, in Philadelphia, Pa. He is

5 feet 10 inches tall, weighs 150 pounds and
has grey eyes and brown hair. He has a
peculiar habit of lifting his left eyebrow,
which is characteristic of the Drews, his

mother's family, which he most resembles.

John's father was the famous Maurice Bar-
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rymore ; his mother was Georgianna Drew,
and his uncle, John Drew of stage fame.

His latest releases are "Grand Hotel" and
"State's Attorney." John, brother Lionel,

and sister Ethel will be seen on the screen

together in "Rasputin," for M-G-M.

Sam Welter. Where the Dickens have
you been all these years ? Robert Mont-
gomery keeps right on rollin' along into

one good picture after another. His latest

were "But The Flesh is Weak" and "Letty

Lynton." Robert is 28 years old, has brown
hair, blue eyes and is 6 feet tall. He was
married on April 14, 1928, to Elizabeth

Bryan-Allen. Fredric March is 34 years

old, married to Florence Eldridge, a former
stage actress, who appears in screen pro-

ductions occasionally. Fredric is 5 feet 11

inches tall, weight 165 pounds, and has

brown hair and eyes. He is in "Merrily

We Go to Hell" with Sylvia Sidney,

Adrianne Allen, and Skeets Gallagher.

Heavenly Tiv'ms. Can anyone on earth

rate that title and be on speak-easy terms
with the rest of the world? "New Morals
for Old," the picture you ask about, was
from the stage play, "After All." Mar-
garet Perry of the original stage produc-
tion heads the cast with Robert Young,
with good support from Lewis Stone,

Laura Hope Crewes, Myrna Loy, Jean
Hersholt, Kathryn Crawford and David
Newell. Margaret Perry was born in

Denver, Colo. She is 5 feet 2 inches tall,

weighs 110 pounds and has red hair and
green eyes.

Bettye H. This could be called a cinema
research department but we won't call our-
selves names—you can do that. Lupe
Velez's real name is Lupe Villalabos. Her
mother is Josephine Velez, a former opera
singer. Lupe was born July 18, 1910, in

San Luis Potosi, Mexico. Dolores (Lolita)

Del Rio uses the name of her first husband,
Del Rio, on the screen. She was married
to Cedric Gibbons on Aug. 7, 1930. Her
latest release is "Bird of Paradise" with
Joel McCrea. Conchita Montenegro was
born in San Sebastian, Spain. She is 5

feet 3 inches tall, weighs 118 pounds and
has dark brown hair and eyes. She speaks
French, Spanish, Italian, German, and
English, the latter with a decided accent.

Sunshine Sally. You may hang around
my door any time you like. Greta Garbo's
latest release is "As You Desire Me."
With her in it are Melvyn Douglas, Erich
Von Stroheim, Hedda Hopper and Owen
Moore. The man you love to hate is, of
course, Von Stroheim. Owen Moore has
made many new friends with his clever
handling of Tony. How did you like Greta
as a platinum blonde?

Red Head. It isn't a question of mind
over what's the matter, but where can one
see the best picture in town if they're all

the best ? Think that over and give me
your honest opinion if any. Helen Mack
who plays in "While Paris Sleeps" is on
contract with Fox Films. She was born
Nov. 13, 1913, in Rock Island, 111. She is

5 feet 4 inches tall, weighs 105 pounds and
has auburn hair and sparkling brown eyes.
She was on the stage as a child, playing
with Roland Young, William Hodge, and
in several of George M. Cohan's plays.

_

Dorothy
_
H. I haven't any new side-

lights to give you on Kent Douglas. He
hasn't made a picture since he deserted the
screen for his first love, the stage. He was
born Oct. 29, 1908, in Los Angeles, Cal.
He is 6 feet tall and has hazel eyes and
blonde hair. He is not married and his
real name is Robert Douglas Montgomery
—no relation of Robert, M-G-M's Mont-
gomery.

Ct*£Tre of the y*/e?/

Daring, sensational theme—closest to everyone's
heart today!

A dramatic thunderbolt challenging the nation, it

hurls a smashing answer to the burning question
of the hour!

Hearts aflame in a whirlpool of tremendous thrills

and the most spectacular dramatic scenes ever
filmed!

You must see it— you'll love it!

WALTER HUSTON
PAT O'BRIEN—CONSTANCE CUMMINGS

A FRANK CAPRA
Production

COLUMBIA
PICTURE

Ask your theatre when it will show "AMERICAN MADNESS"
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Norma Shearer^
we salute you for your

superb performance in

"Strange

Interlude"
Left, Norma
with Clark
Gable — t he
•lovers of
"Strange In-
terlude." The
play has been
so faithfully
reproduced in
celluloid that
even O'Neill,
the author,
m u s t b e

pleased!

At the right, Norma Shearer as a charm-
ing matron. Isn't she lovely? As we
look at Norma as she will look in her own
young-middle-age, we are more than
ever convinced that Irving Thalberg is a
lucky man, and that Irving, Jr., will al-

ways be proud of his mother. "Strange
Interlude" presents its characters first

in youth, then in the fall of their lives,

and finally in old age. It's an intensely
interesting screenplay.

IT'S
a "Strange Interlude" in

the lives of motion picture

audiences, this splendid screen-

ing of Eugene O'Neill's play.

We don't know how popular it may
be, but we do know that this Honor
Page, with our deepest bow, goes
to the star of the show, Norma
Shearer, for the most intelligent

performance given on the screen
this season.

Frankly, we are in a quandary as

to this Honor Page. At first we
were going to give it to Constance
Bennett for her best performance
in "What Price Hollywood?'' Then
we reconsidered and decided that

Lowell Sherman had earned it with
his best performance in the Bennett
picture. And then we saw "Strange
Interlude." And there was no
further question in our minds.
Norma Shearer—although she has
won this Page twice before—has
won it again through sheer ability.

She is the only girl in pictures who
could play Nina Leeds in girlhood,

in motherhood, in middle-age, in

old-age—and make you believe it.

Miss Shearer's portrayal is acting

of a very high order.

This dignified lady, under the art
and the make-up, is Norma Shearer.
Boys and girls, here's an actress!

Right, one of the final scenes of
"Strange Interlude" in which Nina,
now an old woman, at last under-
stands her son (Robert Young).



BROWS ^CROWNS

SCREENLAND'S

HOLLYWOOD
PERSONALITY CHART

Designed and Copyrighted

By William E. Benton

"Make it thy business to know thyself, which is

the most difficult lesson in the world."

— Cervantes"'Don Quixote"

Certainly, if we could all be as well chosen

for our parts in real life as the moving picture

stars are cast in their screen roles, life would be

far more successful and happy.

Find your personality through the real

stars of the motion picture world.

DIRECTIONS:
Find the type of nose most nearly resembling

yours, then push a pin through the star nearest it.

Next, find the lips closest in appearance to

yours, and insert pin through the star near it.

Do the same with the chins, jowls, necks and

back heads. On the ears, you may not find the

type of ears on your type of back head, in which

case punch pin through two stars—the one on

account of the ear shape and the other because

of the back head.

Push pin through star at each feature. Then

turn over page and see what the personality

chart says of you.

Read sections pointed out by arrows you have

punched.

CHINS JOWLS
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Ramon 1

. dionirv. :

Ramon Novarro's high crown. Pride, firmr

dignity, sense of responsibility. Uncompromisin_
ideals. Alert, intense, ambitious, self-confident

Mona Maris' crown shows great appreciation of public
opinion. Loves grandeur, display, pomp, color, cere-

mony. Keenly sensitive to praise.

Ricardo Cortez' crown—firmness, pride, a feeling that

one is captain of one's soul. Such natures often misun-
derstood. Strong-willed.

Dolores Del Rio's sloping crown. Friendly, emotional

nature; dislikes routine. Alternates quickly from delight

to despair. Very romantic.

Janet Gaynor's high crown, spiritual, sensitive, inspired.

Religion important to such souls, without strict ritual.

Often disillusioned.

row shows
th keen ob- ^

Eric Von Stroheim's crown—high, full. Self-confidence, dis-

likes interference. May go to great depths and heights.

Intense, self-centered.

Charles Chaplin's elfin ear. Shrewd, mischievous, erratic.

Musical. Very secretive. Active, changeful, impulsive. Imp-
ishly impractical. Incurably romantic.

June Clyde's musical, angular ear indicates great apprecia-

tion of technique in music or romance. Calm, cool—con-

trolled emotions.

Buster Keaton's ears and large back head.
^
Friendliness,

fondness for children and pets; greatest happiness through

friends. Highly emotional nature.

Leila Hyams' wide-lobed ear and curly hair. Receptive,

eager, fond of music. Spontaneous, harmonious. Loving,

but demands understanding mate.

Warner Baxter's out-thrust, athletic ear, average back head.

Directness in relationships, individualism. Demands freedom
of action. Romantically possessive.

Norman Foster's hard ears. Musically talented, ambitious,

receptive. Harmonious, broad-minded. Seeks ideal romance.
Super-sensitive to commands.

Warren William's small back head and keen ears. Cool,

calculating mind ruling heart. More romantic than domestic—often indifferent.

Marie Dressler's full-lobed ear. Natural leaning toward
creature comforts. Warm-hearted, sympathetic, tolerant.

Tendency to mother everybody.

Irene Dunne's short neck shows a balanced nature; men-
tally and physically healthy, wholesome, matter of fact.

Solicitous, cheering.

Johnny Weissmuller's athletic neck. Powerful, dextrous,

magnetic, vital. Eager, acquisitive, romantic, domestic. En-
courages to health by example.

Anita Page's slender neck. High-strung, nervous; mind-
ovcr-matter type. Wiry; changeable. Mental and physical

health are interdependent.

Wallace Beery's full neck. Bohemian, boisterous; is con-

vivial, assured. Generally acquires wealth. Loves comfort.

Worldly; extravagant tastes.

George O'Brien's jowl and shoulder altogether athletic.

Will to physical exertion exceeds mental. Such natures

concentrate on sports. Restless.

Constance Bennett's flat, wide jowl. Singleness of purpose.
Will stronger than body. Happiness depends on good
judgment. Inclined to obstinacy.

Gary Cooper's jowl is wide, strong, showing tenacity,

patriotism, found on frontiersmen. Pliable on non-essentials,

stubborn on essentials.

Vivienne Osborne's jowl indicates vivacity; sense of the
psychological moment to grasp opportunities. Found on
diplomats. Somewhat extravagant.

Fredric March's square jowl. Determination, persever-
ance, strong defensive feelings. Keen for natural law,

order, equity. Great tenacity.

Helen Twelvetrees' curving jowl. Desire for security

and protection. Mild and persuasive. Generally yield

ing, but heroic in emergencies.

ouglas Fairbanks, Jr.'s straight b
accuracy, science, artistry. Endowed with keen ob
servation and constructive ability. Very dextrous.

Robert Montgomery's brows. Observation and reflection;

carelessness as a defense mechanism. Equal love of
fact and fiction. Sophisticated.

Joan Crawford's arched brows and full eyes. Loves life

in all phases; talkative, persuasive, enthusiastic. Great
imagination.

Claudette Colbert's brows, credulous, gay, talented in

music and dancing; creative, possessing initiative in all

the dramatic arts. Varying moods.

£L Greta Garbo's exotic brows. Lives most keenly when
' acting. Ordinary life boring. Idealistic, studious. Vary-

ing—elusive, then direct.

Clark Gable's brow, very active, observant, artistic, mechan-
ical, better understanding of things than of people. Love
of facts. Occasionally tragic.

Charles Bick ford's nose. Emotional, abrupt, combative;
varies quickly from mad to glad. Best in outdoor action.
Sometimes pugnacious, but frank.

Ruth Chatterton's nose. Poetical, intuitive, inspired in the
arts. Does best through artistic cooperation. Often super-
sensitive ; emotional.

Sylvia Sidney's nose. Social type, ambitious, creative, sen-
sitive; quick actions and judgments. Best in idealistic sur-
roundings. Snobbish tendencies.

Richard Barthelmess' nose. Practicality, constructiveness, love
of motion by all means of travel. Direct, serious minded*
Somewhat militant, but fair.

Marion Davies' nose. Capricious, optimistic, intuitive; ab-
sorbs knowledge, literally and figuratively a good mixer
with all people. Carefree spirit.

John Barrymore's nose. Keen mind, scientific, accurate; love
of specialized knowledge and effort. Capacity for technique.
Critically inclined.

Adolphe Menjou's nose. Sophisticated, calm, penetrating.
Suggests investigator, detective. Prefers brain over brawn.
Sarcastic tendencies.

Will Rogers' nose. Politic, acquisitive; zealous student by
observation; mechanical, reasoning, purposeful; suggests
pioneers and explorers. Newsily nosey.

Edward G. Robinson's lips. Affable, ardent, loquacious.
Keen salesman, actor. Anticipates peoples wants. Great
sense of taste. Most sanguine.

Elissa Landi's lips. Appealing, affectionate, variable. Likes
merited praise. Found on most actresses. Loves free expres-
sion in arts.

George Arliss' lips. Reserved, super-sensitive; infinite pa-
tience in preparation for achievement. Prim, precise; aristo-
cratic but considerate.

Lewis Stone's stiff lip. Law, order, equity, fairness. Legal
type of mind. Handles others' affairs well. Often dogmatic,
but fair.

Maureen O'Sullivan's chin. Wilful, adventurous, crusading,
achieving; great courage. Often found on military and ath-
letic leaders. Independent.

John Boles' dimpled, square chin. Chivalry, love of friendly
conquest. Decisive, ingenuous, agreeable. Ability to lead.
Demands appreciation. Active.

Maurice Chevalier's "Hapsburg Lip," and chin. Love of
luxury, small patience with Puritanical repressions. Ideal
host, loves to please. Often temperamental.

Joan Bennett's sloping chin. Shows love of peace.
Such people are usually lovable, easily led but never
driven; somewhat dependent.

Jean Hersholt's double chin. Ideal caterer to public
taste. Such chins spell abundance. Bohemianism, artistry.

Good cook. Demands comforts.

Rose Hobart's long chin. Strongly individualistic;

bends but does not give in. Strong extremist, good
or bad. Puritan or rebel.
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WHAT
IS THIS
RAFT

MENACE?

GEORGE RAFT! You've made him
a star in record time—two pic-

" tures. You asked me to find out
about him for you. A pleasure!

He came to New York just at the right

time. Paramount cannily rushed him east

to play a week at the Paramount Theatre
on Broadway—the same street where "Scar-

face" was playing a few blocks down. Raft
played five shows a day—practically lived

in the theatre. So I called on him between
shows. Next time he is in town he is com-
ing to my office to call on me. I think I'll

charge admission.

First, I saw him in the stage show. In-

troduced and kidded by that grand clown,

Ken Murray, Raft was one of the three

stars on the bill, the other being Mary
Brian. Raft—white suit, sleek black hair, all lithe,

pantherish grace—sauntered on, strangely at ease on

that stage dedicated to adagio and "personal appear-

ances." He took part in the clowning yet stood curi-

ously apart from it. Then he decided to dance. The
audience leaned forward as one woman. There was
a hush as Rubinoff's boys swung into a slow hot

rhythm. Slinkily, with a certain good-humored inso-

lence, George Raft began to dance.

And what a dance! Remember Valentino's tango
in "The Four Horsemen"? Wait—I'm not comparing
them. Raft's dance was a 1932, hot Harlem rhumba.
It was modern—and as primitive as a jungle moon.
But in Raft's dance there was some of that same arro-

gant grace that Rudy used to have. And the audience,

to a woman, was won. Take back your terrible

wholesome heroes of the great outdoors, their expres-

sions said, and give us a Raft of George. I didn't ask

the men what they thought.
Later, I took the elevator to the dressing-rooms.

Ken Murray yelled "Hello!" Mary Brian smiled. And
then into a crowded room where, surrounded by cam-
eramen and reporters and pretty girls, George Raft
sat, sombre and unsmiling, doing his coin-flipping trick

from "Scarface"—only using a ring instead. It's a

habit with him.
Not since Valentino have I seen an actor's dressing

room like Raft's. Pretty women—one a blonde beauty
well-known to Broadway; a hovering secretary; solic-

itous friends. Chatter and color and, in the center of

it, an enigmatic man with sleek hair and quiet cour-
teous manner and an inexplicable rare smile. It re-

Read this impres-
sion of George
Raft. It gives you
a different picture
of the man you
liked in "Scar-
face" and "Danc-
ers in the Dark."

minded me of a Valentino tea—that dates me but what
do I care?—when a girl walked off with Rudy's shav-
ing-brush as a souvenir.

Raft is poised but unassuming. He seems a little

surprised to find himself important. As he flipped the
ring it rolled out of his hand. Down he went on his

knees to find it.

"How do you like this personal appearance?" I asked.
"It was a surprise to me," he answered. "They

asked me to hop a train for New York. 'But what
can I do?' I wondered. Then I thought, 'Well, I can
dance,' so I did that. Now I'm going back. I'll do a

picture called 'Night after Night.' "

"How about 'Blood and Sand'?" I asked.
He shook his head. "I don't know about that," he

said. "It would be hard—no one can ever follow
Rudy, and I'd hate to try."

"I liked your big scene in 'Scarface,' where you
slump to the floor," I said. I meant it.

"Give Paul Muni credit for that," he answered.
This Muni credit was no news to me, but Raft didn't

know I knew it. I liked George from then on.
I believe Raft will be the greatest male personality

draw in motion pictures if he is given the right stories—a male Garbo, and how George Raft will hate that.

But we'll like it!
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The kings and queens of screen-

land join real royalty in cheer-

ing the Olympics, staged this

year in the movie capital. All

the world has gone athletic,

with Hollywood in the lead!

OLYMPIC STADIUM. Mile
STADE OLVMPIQUEIZKra
OLWISCHES^ION 1.2 Km

ESTADIO OLk ".0 1.2 Km

Hollywood Goes

OLYMPIC!
By Gail Hall Wright

Wide World

Dolores DelRio
contributes to
the Olympics
spirit that has
swept Holly-
wood by keep-
ing in splendid
trim on Ma-
libu Beach.

Irene Dunne is shown
with a Southern Cali-
fornia road sign with di-
rections to the Olympic
Stadium in four lan-
guages. Wait a minute,

Irene—here we are!

Jim Thorpe, rated as the
greatest all-around foot-
ball player the world has
ever known, represented
the United States in the
Olympic Games at Stock-
holm in 1912. Now Jim
is in the movies, in
"Battling with Buffalo

Bill."

ID Johnny Weissmuller make the Olympics popular or did the Olympics
make a hero out of Johnny?
Whoever wins, we can't deny that symptoms of Olympic fever began

making headway in Hollywood directly the blaze of its three hundred syn-
thetic Christmas trees gave way to the glow of patriotic colors in the smart shop
windows

;
sports frocks suddenly flaunted national hues ;

evening gowns went Greek

;

slippers went sandal and Hollywood maidens discovered how becoming were the snappy
new shorts

!

The fever spread to the stage of a national epidemic when Johnny flashed across
the screen, swinging from tree to tree, swimming, diving, lion-fighting. Olympics-
Johnny ! Johnny-Olympics ! Then and there it became smart to be athletic. Stars

went into training for primitive roles. Competition became hot and heavy on the

tennis courts and in swimming pools. Everyone began brushing up on his games
of this and that so that the finer points of the Olympic events might be better ap-

preciated. By-ways and side-ways teemed with cycling maidens, pedaling blithely

along in tune to radioed handle-bars.

Radio, itself, added impetus to the general interest by trotting forth half a dozen
famous stars to tell the world about the glory that was Greece and the glamor that

is Hollywood.
Marlene Dietrich spoke to her "freunds" in Germany ; Claudette Colbert "par-

lait" to France ; Dolores Del Rio "hablia" to listening Spaniards ; Maureen O'Sul-
livan kidded Pat through the "Mike" ; Jill Esmond painted an alluring picture for

the English, and Will Rogers admonished the world to come and bring "its cus-

tomer" along.

The world straightway believed its ears—and incoming trains, boats and busses

have since been packed with those who would see the athletic and the movie stars
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at one seeing—all of which is

pretty soft for those talented ones

who can boast of being able to

satisfy their customers with one

look. Stars with Olympic record:;

are top-hole-ace-high-one hundred
percent out here now. Even the

prideful owners of lesser cham-
pionship medals have dusted them
off, polished them up and are dis-

playing them with gusto. Silver

cups have become objects of inter-

est rather than mantel adornments
or receptacles for stray cigarette

ashes. Production schedules have

been arranged so that screen play-

ers will have time out for the

games. Yes—Hollywood is taking

its Olympics seriously.

In many ways the Olympics of

two thousand years ago were sim-

ilar to the games of the tenth

Olympiad now being held in Cali-

fornia. The infant Olympics were

cradled in the sacred valley of the

Eleans, flooded by golden sunshine

tempered by cooling breezes from
the distant snow-capped mountains.

The olive, the orange, the date and
the fig tree offered sustenance and
shade, while the waters of the

Mediterranean, even as those of

our Pacific, entranced the dreamer,

the poet, the lover of beauty, all

the while luring the devotees of

water sports.

Worship of bodily perfection

prevails in California today no less

than it did years ago when the

Olympic heroes became national

idols and the games were regarded

Mary Pickford, right, is wearing one
of the "Olympic Aprons," which bear
the official insignia. Mary and Doug
are busy these days entertaining dis-

tinguished guests at Pickfair.

Norma Shearer is

official hostess to
the swimmers in
the 1932 Olympic
Games, held in Los
Angeles, C a 1 i -

fornia. Norma has
been an excellent
swimmer ever since
she was a child.
She keeps in form
for films by daily
bouts with the Pa-
cific right in front
of her new home at
Santa Monica

Beach.

You who think of Connie Bennett as a delicate orchid
will have to revise your views.' Connie, captured by the
Olympics craze, has developed into one of the best

tennis players in the screen colony.

as sacred. Even our standards of beauty are the same

:

the glow of health under sun tanned skins, grace, vigor,

radiant vitality and clear complexions. The ideals of

sportsmanship that inspire our athletes come as a heritage

from these early heroes. Even the spirit that pre-

vailed during the games themselves, when all the cities

of Greece laid down their swords and peace reigned, is

evident now when the interest of the world centers on
the Los Angeles' Olympics and the nations are tempo-
rarily united in this common bond.
The competitors of old were housed in special quarters

designed for them—as witness our Olympic village

!

And, even as today, venders were everywhere about,

blocking the view, trampling the toes, blasting the ears.

The Greeks, however, seemed to be a bit more esthetic

in their taste than are we, for the wares that found favor

with them included cosmetics, fruit and fine oils for the

hair. But then, of course, they knew nothing of ice

cream suckers, pop and the succulent hot dog.

As to the honors bestowed upon the conquering

heroes? Well, there are certain (Continued on page 90)
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The real Joan—in-

tense, ambitious.
Benton analyses this

girl and tells you
how she can trans-
form her own per-
sonality intp the
earthy Sadie Thomp-

son of "Rain."

From Riches to "Rain"!

How can the sensitive Crawford play

hard-boiled Sadie Thompson? You'll

want to read this intimate analysis of the

girl whose character and career spell

D-R-A-M-A

JOAN CRAWFORD has a million dollar personal-

ity, yet she is a natural-born rebel. Like all the

world's most interesting personalities, she is a rare

combination of mental, spiritual, and physical con-

tradictions.

One does not have to be a character analyst to see

beauty and character in her face. They speak from
every feature.

Joan Crawford's great starry eyes are easily her most
and attention-compelling feature. Theyoutstanding

would seem too doll-like to a portrait painter
;
they would

delight a cartoonist because they are easy to caricature,

but they are too compelling to be easily subdued in a

portrait without losing the likeness.

The things most compelling in the mental and physi-

cal make-up of real people are beauty and harmony of

feature, plus character or certain strong features that

command attention—a large nose, or out-thrust chin. So
a face full of soft curves, one running imperceptibly into

another, in the forehead, eyes, and nose, like our sub-

ject's, is beautiful and harmonious; but the strong wide
chin shows strength of character. Contradictory ! But
speaking a subtle language of beauty and strength that

helps to "get" you.

If your eyes resemble Joan Crawford's, they will mean
as large an ingredient in your personality as they do in

hers. They spell spontaneity, eagerness, talkativeness.

Walter Huston as Reverend Davidson, Joan Crawford
as Sadie Thompson in a scene from the United Artists
production of "Rain," directed by Lewis Milestone,

who made "The Front Page."
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BENTON DISCOVERS
JOAN'S REAL PER-

SONALITY!
Let him discover yours!

Read this fascinating analysis of

Crawford. Think it over. Then ask

yourself, "How well do I know my own
true character?" Turn to Hollywood
Personality Chart, Page 13, this issue.

YViliam E. Benton, famous faceologist,

is here to help you. Find out about your
character and your possibilities through
these three modern branches of human
analysis

:

1. Faceology. The study of the fea-

tures. Send your photograph, or if you
do not have a small snapshot which can

be sent in an ordinary-sized envelope,

simply jot down the numbers which cor-

respond with your facial characteristics

on the Personality Chart. This will help

to give a correct analysis of your per-

sonality.

2. Graphology. Send sample of your
handwriting. A dozen words are suf-

ficient.

3. Numerology. Send your full name

—

including given name—and your birth

date.

Send these indexes of your character

with 25c and stamped addressed enve-

lope to William E. Benton, Screenland
Magazine, 45 West 45th St., New York-

City, and you will receive a comparative
analysis of yourself that will entertain

and help you.

The sleazy white fur, the hat with a feather, the
many bracelets—can this be the same Joan who
gave us "Letty Lynton"? That's William Gargan,

from the Broadway stage, as the marine.

Sadie Thompson is one of the most colorful heroines of
all time. The late Jeanne Eagels created her in the
original stage production. Gloria Swanson played her
in the silent screen version. Now Joan Crawford gives
us a Sadie Thompson—some say the most vivid of all.

On the same face with a large full-lipped mouth their

owner will often be accused of talking too much ! What
they say in jest is often all too true, therefore the men-
tion of it may hurt.

Music, language, imitation of voices, come all too

easily to people with such eyes, causing an irrepressible

desire to imitate. As little girls the owners of such eyes
find themselves all too fascinated by the funny voices of

the strange people who come to call, and frequently

amuse and sometimes shock their elders by their spon-

taneous imitations.

The high-arched brows above these great eyes lend an
elfin sprightliness and expression of wonder, a childish

delight in color and change. All who share these tip-

tilted brows have a flare for the colorful and spectacular,

and even as tiny tots are much concerned that their rib-

bons, dress, and shoes harmonize in color tones.

Oh, but here is a contradiction in face and nature that

is as pronounced as the unexpected actions such opposite

emotions evoke. Joan's strong tomboy jaw and the de-

sire for physical action it suggests would cause her to go

from the sublime to the (Continued on page 80)
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He-Men
without Women

Joan Crawford had to go to Catalina
Island on location for "Rain." So
her husband, Young Doug, planned
his first Joan-less vacation since

his marriage.

Mrs. Laurence Olivier—Jill Esmond—was working hard on a picture.
Larry, therefore, joined the party.

( You liked Olivier with Ann Harding
in "Westward Passage.")

By

hen Maddox

ROUGHING it on Cecil DeMille's yacht!

This is the way Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., and
Robert Montgomery spent their summer vaca-

tion. Did you know they were pals ? They have
been ever since Bob was Joan's hero in "Untamed."
Leaving their wives behind them—or rather, as Bob
puts it, having been run away from by their better halves

—they chartered a boat and put to sea together.

Two screen heroes in search of real life thrills. And
what excitement they encountered

!

Laurence Olivier, the tall, handsome young English-

man whom RKO-Radio plans to present in romantic

roles this season, is the third member of this stellar trio.

They are the three musketeers of Hollywood, invariably

going places and doing things together.

"The Three Mad Romanoffs" was the descriptive title

which they awarded themselves when they started on
their cruise. Doug was about to start a Russian pic-

ture, and got his two buddies so enthused over the good
old days of the czar that they all acquired a royal Rus-
sian complex

!

Now the statement that they roughed it on DeMille's
yacht needs a little explaining. They sailed with a four-

Betty Montgom-
ery went to New
York to visit her
sis ter . That left

Bob free to be-
come the third of
"The Three Mad
Romanoffs.'

'

piece orchestra and no wives, you know. All of which,
insists Bob, might be misconstrued.

"It sounds positively Roman to hire C. B.'s yacht.

One immediately gets an idea of a huge ship, full of De
Mille interiors. Loads of luxury and beautiful girls in

every nook

!

"The truth is that the Seaward is a comfortable, classy

boat. But it's not elaborate nor so very large. We
found we could charter it for less than it would cost to

stay at some hotels.

"As for women ? It was a masculine vacation. A
husbands' holiday. Joan Crawford had been ordered to

Catalina on location for 'Rain,' and Mrs. Montgomery
had gone East to visit her sister, who was expecting a
baby." Jill Esmond, Larry Olivier 's pretty actress wife,

was also busy.

"The orchestra? Yes, we started out with one. But
let Doug explain that

!"
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Hollywood Husbands on Holiday! Read this exclu-

sive account of the unique vacation of Doug, Jr., Bob
Montgomery, and Laurence Olivier

When these venturesome movie males left Hollywood,

they wanted a complete change from the artificialities of

studio life. But such adventure—yes, even stark ter-

ror !—as they experienced was beyond anything they had
anticipated.

Fighting for their lives through breakers twelve feet

high, adrift in a tiny boat through the dark hours of a

moonless night in shark-infested waters, deep-sea diving

into a strange new world, answering the frequent calls

of all hands on deck—this was roughing it

!

"Bob and Larry used to go to the Russian Art Club
in Los Angeles with me," Doug relates, "so I could

absorb the proper atmosphere for 'Revolt'. We became
so enthused and sentimental over the romance of Rus-
sia's yesterdays that we read all the books we could dig

up on the subject. Even wrote fan letters to that grand
duke who recently turned author

!

"We love the sea, wanted to do something different

for our vacation, and hit upon the idea of hiring a yacht

which we could take wherever fancy led. In a moment
of absent-mindedness we had invited the four-piece Rus-
sian orchestra at the club to go along. Were we sur-

prised when they took us up and met us at the dock

!

"We didn't pay them. Just offered them a chance at

a free cruise. The first two days out they all got so

violently seasick that we had to land them ! That was
the end of our orchestra

!"

Larry had a last-minute call to work, so he missed the

first week of the fortnight jaunt. He flew down to

Ensenada, Mexico, to get aboard. What a reception he

received from his pals ! Only two such playful friends

as Doug and Bob could have concocted that sort of a
greeting ! But that comes later in this account.

Unlike the way in which Doug, Sr., travels—in much
style—these three young heroes did a lot of the actual

work involved in running the yacht. Sailing short-

handed with a crew of only five, they had to pull and
haul the sails whenever a storm hit them. And they ran
into plenty of unusual weather

!

Every day was crammed with interest. Eddie Knopf,
the writer, went along, but he had to return to the

"Roughing it" on Cecil DeMille's yacht!
Fairbanks, Montgomery , and Olivier char-
tered DeMille's boat for a complete change
from the artificialities of studio life. And
then they ran right into romance—ma-
terial for a dozen exciting movie scenarios.
Read in this story how Young Doug nar-
rowly escaped death, with no director to
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Three Hollywood actors trying "to get away from it

run into the most thrilling moments of their

lives! Don't miss this

studios before the rest. Boxing and swimming were the

regular sports of the trio. They wear berets, these boys,

but what a wallop they pack ! Each scored knockouts

when they connected with one of their pals in their spar-

ring. Hard as nails, they kept each other in constant

training.

The most terrible hours of Doug's life will always

emphasize the memory of this trip to him. He came so

near to drowning and being eaten by sharks that he gave

up all hope of ever getting back to civilization alive

!

"I know now exactly how it feels to face death," he

says, "and it's certainly no joke. Before Larry joined

us we sailed down the coast of Lower California. My
thrill of a lifetime came when we anchored the yacht

five miles off-shore and went in our little power launch

to try and get a wire through to Larry.

"The shallowness of the water made it necessary to

anchor away out. Bob, Eddie, and I started for land in

the launch, which was in reality a sturdy row-boat with

a motor attached. We headed for the so-called 'Bay of

the Five Wonderful Hills,' having learned that a channel

led the only way through the breakers to this bay. The
village of San Ouintin (pronounced Sancanteen) was
ten miles inland, up a river. The channel there was
marked by low wooden stakes that stuck about a foot

above the water level.

"Armed with gun and camera—the Hollywood influ-

ence !—we ran into breakers six feet high as we at-

tempted to find the right place to avoid them. There
was a long, flat peninsula on either side of the bay with

'

'

Th e Sea-
ward"—Cecil
D eM i 1 1 e'

s

yacht which
the three
boys hired for

their "Ro-
man holi-

day."

See Doug, Jr.'s smile? It wore off while he was living
through the most terrible hours he ever spent—all

on his "vacation"

!

Fairbanks the second tries walking under water! H
Joan had been on that trip would Doug have dared to

do this?
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That's Robert Montgomery to the left in this informal
picture! He didn't know it was being taken—and he

didn't care.

its group of low, rambling, uninviting" hills.

"It took all our strength to prevent our launch from
overturning, and we were run aground twice by the

force of the breakers before we found the channel.

Stingarees and sharks trailed us. I had to use an oar

to push the boat off the ground while Bob and Eddie
tried to keep the propeller from breaking clear off.

"We'd started from the yacht at 8 a. m. and it took us

two hours to get to San Quintin. It is a deserted min-

ing town with less than a dozen inhabitants. However,
there was a phone there and I put in a telegram call to

Larry.

"The natives were very surly and demanded our clear-

ance papers. The skipper had them, of course, so Bob
went back to the yacht and Eddie and I waited for Lar-

ry's reply. What a trip Bob had back

!

"It was a cloudy day and it started to drizzle. We
were each wearing just a shirt and pair of pants and
shoes and it got good and cold. Larry finally wired that

he could meet us in two days in Ensenada. Bob didn't

come back with the skipper and it grew so cloudy that

we couldn't see the yacht, even though it had masts sixty

feet high.

"By five in the afternoon no one had come ashore

from the yacht, we were hungry, wet, and worried at

the attitude of the unfriendly natives. Eddie kept han-

dling the gun as if to scare them, and I was more than

upset at what might have happened to Bob. Just when

Snapped without warning! This was one Hollywood
holiday with no studio still man around. These
pictures were never intended for publication, but leave

it to SCREENLAND to sneak up on 'em!

Larry Olivier boxing with Doug. Note the Fairbanks
hair-cut. It was all for a picture in which Doug, Jr.

played a Russian role.

I had decided we'd have to sleep under the wharf, the

skipper appeared. He presented the clearance papers

which explained our presence and then the real thrills

began as we started back for the yacht

!

"We had to find our way out to sea through the chan-

nel. It was pitch dark, no moon, and no signs of the

yacht. Our launch ran aground several times before we
got to the breakers. I was steering and, as you may
have heard, this particular coast-line is noted for its

profuse sea life.

"We ran into a school of porpoise ! They're about

ten feet long, the size of baby whales, and they swam
under and all 'round us. Once I had my elbow over the

side and some guardian angel warned me to move it.

Half a second later a shark made a grab at me

!

"No scene," Doug is sure, "that I've ever played in a

movie has ever been nearly so hair-raising as that night.

The rain was coming down in torrents, Eddie bailing

out the water as fast as he could. We banged at the

porpoises and sharks with our oars as we tried to keep
from going aground.

"Several hours of that and we got to the breakers,

bouncing like a cork. That's when I gave up all hope
of getting out of the fix alive. The first time I've ever

been absolutely scared to death ! Breakers at least a

dozen feet high washed over us. The sharks were trail-

ing beside us and the tide was so strong we couldn't

steer the boat. Lurching and swaying and bailing water

out constantly, we drifted parallel with the breakers for

some three miles.

"Then—thank God, we accidentally found the way
through the breakers. The entrance to the channel shifts

with the tide. But when we got past the breakers we
couldn't find the yacht ! What a sensation that was

!

"With our tiny motor using up precious gas, we buf-

feted around for what seemed two hours. Looking for a

yacht in that oh-so-dark Pacific ! Finally, we spotted its

lights and ran completely out of gas a hundred yard?

away. Maybe you think we weren't hauled aboard with

sighs of relief from everyone
!"

Xerve? You bet these screen heroes have plenty of

it. Imagine how frantic Joan and Doug, Sr., and Mary
would have been had they known. They say the best

way to prove a friend's stamina is to take him far away
from civilization and watch him face a crisis. Doug and

Bob proved to each other that memorable day that they

had he-man courage

!

When they'd recuperated, (Continued on page 88)
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YOU marry a man's virtues, but you have to live

with his vices
!"

Loretta Young insists that adage is truer

than ever today. And as movieland's prettiest

and most popular ex-wife, she ought to know

!

"Hollywood is a grand place," she contends. "To live,

and—if it must be told—to love! The joker is this.

One has to take care to do both intelligently."

Those who know Loretta most intimately say that

she is now going through that settling-down process

which hits "play girls" at a certain age. In a far less

spectacular way, Loretta is doing a Joan Crawford.
This Young beauty has always been externally genteel

and ladylike. Emotionally she has experienced much.
Currently she is out of love and hard to date. She

has moody weeks like these, occasionally, when she fan-

cies herself the lonesome Garbo type. Then, like the

cinematic Dietrich, she's falling in love again despite all

protestations that she never wanted to. Tust can't help

it!

Less than a month ago she met an attractive young
man—not an actor—and within a week became terribly

sentimental. As she was listening to his altar call, she

felt mental growing-up pains and remembered her un-
successful marriage to Grant Withers. She hesitated,

and wisely.

In another few days she'll probably be sighing over a
new would-be flame. Wondering and worrying what
she should do. When lie phones, she'll have her mother
and three sisters in a spasm of excitement. The folly of

sitting by the fireside on these summer nights will be

readily apparent to her !

"Being a divorcee puts a girl in a peculiar spot,"

Loretta tells me. "Not only here in the picture crowd.

In any social group. You've lost your youthful illusions.

You're awakened. It's a continual battle between your
emotions and your common sense.

"The outside pressure is terrific, too. Everyone—at

least in Hollywood—believes devoutly that you can't

wait until you capture a new husband. Engagement
rumors run wild. You are certainly man-crazy, and

—

should you deny it—you are branded subtle.

"When you go out on a date, the men think that since

you are a divorcee you are 'knowing.' It's a hectic exist-

ence!" Loretta admits. "But darned if I'm sorry I'm
leading it

!"

Nineteen, gorgeous-looking, impetuous but dignified,

this lovely semi-star is even more of a draw in person
than she is in celluloid. By unanimous consent our gay-
est "ex." A grand girl with a perfect sense of humor
and aplomb equal to a carload of Murad addicts. The
local idea of an A-l "date."

Life is one picture and one (suspected) engagement
after another for her. She was Lon Chaney's heroine
in "Laugh, Clown, Laugh" at fourteen, and has been
assiduously rushing from lead to lead ever since that

auspicious break. Not a publicity-made favorite, but an
actress of increasing ability with a following that grows
steadily.

Her social activities began at thirteen ! Always a
jump ahead of her fellow-femmes when it comes to boy
friends, she was the fairest blossom of them all at that

tender age. While other girls were making the transition

from grammar to high school, Loretta was sporting high-

heeled shoes, evening frocks, and an astonishingly grown-
up attitude. She's been gracing the Grove, the Roosevelt,

the biggest premieres, the most select parties for prac-

tically a half-dozen years.
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Gayest !Divorcee!

By

Clark

Benjamin

Currently Loretta Young is out
of love and hard to date! Some-
times she is lonely as Garbo.
Again, like the cinematic Die-
trich, she's "falling in love
again—can't help it!" Below,
the new home in Beverly that
Loretta built with her movie
earnings. She lives there with
her mother and three sisters.

Love and learn,

says Loretta

Young, the

girl who was

a bride at 17

and a divorcee

at 18!

Maybe you suppose a girl whose days have been filled

with work and whose evenings have been preoccupied
with admiring men would be blase, weary, shallow. An
overblown rose. A victim of prematurity.

Loretta is living proof that a movie studio is a swell

place to raise a lady ! Her mother raised her to be a

star, and knew what she was doing. The result is an
overwhelming success.

There hasn't been time for a fashionable finishing

school or college. Loretta has never attended public

school, either. Until she was (Continued on page 82)
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B Brent can't be branded as a "screen lover" no matter how well he
plays those love scenes. He's too real. Here he is in a studio
moment with Barbara Stanwyck. That's director Bill Wellman's

curly head.

The Real-Life Story of
George Brent

GEORGE BRENT has no pictures to illustrate a

story of his childhood in Ireland, except a very

pleasant mental one, filled with memories of hot

peat fires in big chimney places, gorgeous shad-

ows on smoky kitchen walls, and a pipe-smoking grand-

father who told him stories.

If you stick a pin in the very middle of the map of

Ireland you will be within shouting distance of the place

where George Brent was born—on a certain March 15.

A family of four welcomed the new son ; his father and
mother, John and Mary Brent, an older sister, and a
grandfather.

The Brent place was near Shannonbridge, an ancient

town at the junction of the Shannon and the Suck rivers,

but not near enough for the young Brents to attend the

town school. They went, instead, to a two-room country

schoolhouse, known as a "National School," less than
a mile from their home, where forty noisy children kept
two teachers busy trying to preserve a semblance of

order.

The Brent homestead was a substantial place with
many acres of grazing land, woodland, and fields, and a
great old stone house with fabulously thick walls and
perilously steep slate roofs. George liked to pretend that

the old house was a fort and that he had been left there

alone to defend it to his last breath against a host of

invading British. Perhaps his family, the grandfather
in particular, did not do all they might have done to dis-

suade the boy from his make-believe ambushing of an
ancient enemy ! The right to take pot shots at English-

men, real and imaginary, seems part of the heritage of
every Irish boy born south of the River Shannon.
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Rousing adven-

tures of an actor

whose screen ca-

reer can never be

as colorful as his

own experiences.

Chapter I.

As told to

Carlisle Jones

by

27

ft

When SCREENLAND asked George Brent for the usual "baby" and "school-
boy" pictures to go with his life story he looked puzzled. "I never had
any taken," he explained. "I was always too busy." Now that he's in

the movies he can't escape the camera.

But not all of the boy's tender years were spent in

such warlike operations. There was work to be done,

and George was soon expected to do his share. As a
little boy he was put to herding sheep, with the help of

the dozen sheep dogs kept for that purpose. He was
taught to ride almost as soon as he learned to walk and
peat digging and racking and potato planting occupied
other busy months.
For eight months of the year the boy discarded shoes

and stockings. He roamed the banks of the lazy Shannon
hunting for the best spots to catch pike and perch, and in

the spring of the year salmon during their annual "run"
to the spawning grounds. Sundays and evenings, those
almost endless summer evenings in Ireland, were reserved
for football and field hockey and foot-races and cross-

country endurance tests.

In winter there were rabbit hunts and neighborhood

social gatherings and long evenings in front of the fire

listening to the stories his grandfather told of the glory

which had been Ireland's in the long ago. He told him
of legendary Irish heroes and of lost Irish causes and of

living Irish hopes. And slowly, surely, he instilled into

the boy's mind a passionate love of country and a stub-

born will to independence which has never left him.

When George Brent was seven his father died, leaving

the mother, grandfather, and a little girl and a small boy

to carry on. Now more than ever, it was necessary that

the boy work. There were hogs to feed, cows to milk,

horses to care for, sheep to dip and shear. In the sum-

mer many weeks were spent in the bogs digging, "foot-

ing" and "stucking" peat for the next winter's use. The
Brent house was large and it (Continued on pope So)
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Meet Chee-ak, the "Clark Gable of

Eskimo-land"—his love-making
causes the icebergs to melt for miles

around

!

ITH "Igloo" bursting upon us in all the

majesty of its grim arctic drama, made on
a shoe-string expedition by young Ewing
Scott, and with W, S. Van Dyke setting

forth for the same ice-bound location, with a half-a-mil-

lion budget, to make "Eskimo'' for M-G-M, another

world's fastness is opened up for screen fans.

The Van Dyke expedition, leaving as it does with

every modern equipment and generous funds, for that

remote blizzardous place 500 miles within the Arctic

Circle, is under no illusions. Van Dyke expects a thou-

sand hazards and frustrations to beset his valiant com-
pany.

"It'll be cold, uncomfortable, often dangerous, and

By

Alma Whitaker

the company will probably come back fed up on each
other," says Van Dyke.
"You bet it will," grins young Ewing Scott, who

achieved "Igloo," now a Universal picture, on painfully
meagre funds, in the face of soul-searing hardships,
bitter physical pain, sullen natives, an influenza epidemic,
three appalling blizzards, a missionary-storekeeper right

out of fiction, and an assistant who wept and moaned,
cursed and whined, directly the little heroic expedition
was beyond civilization.

Ewing Scott is a Los Angeles boy who broke into

the picture game as a technician when a mere kid in

1920. But it was his good luck to work with the late

F. W. Murnau on three pictures, thus firing his desire

Chee-ak with Kyatuk,
his charming leading
lady. The Eskimo lasses,

says directorEwingSco 1 1,

are no Garbos or Die-
trichs, but they're un-

deniably real!
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The actual account of the filming of a grim drama

in the Far North

for the remote and unusual. Murnau himself was to

have made an arctic picture in 1928 called "Frozen
Justice." Ewing was sent ahead to prepare the way.
l>ut three of his companions, Capt. Jack Rohinson,
Charlie Clark and Virgil Holt were lost for four hideous
weeks.

"We hunted for them by plane twenty-four hours a

day," remembers Scott, "and when we finally rescued

them they had been without food or shelter on the ice

for 22 days. So the Fox studio recalled us -all, after

$45,000 had been spent, rather than risk more lives."

Which, however, did not prevent Ewing dreaming of

an arctic picture. He tried to sell the idea, but was
turned down by every producer. He had kept in touch
with Chee-ak, however—and saved his pennies.

Now Chee-ak is a full-blooded Eskimo hunter, young,
and Apollo-like in physique. He was educated in a mis-

sionary school at Kotzebue, Alaska, and spoke English.

cause you see, there was a little dictator, whose authority

was almost absolute in that bleak and barren settlement.

He was the missionary, who also kept a store. Directly

he discovered we were not a rich Hollywood subsidized

expedition—that, in fact, there was a pretty drastic finan-

cial stringency—his interest in us changed. It appeared
there would be no room for us at the warm mission."

But a dark angel was to rise upon the horizon to ward
off despair.

"He was the whitest man we found up there—and he

was a negro ! He had lived up in that God-forsaken
place for 24 years. He had had three Eskimo wives and
regiments of children. He found its a warm shack at a

nominal rent, and even loaned us an old stove left behind
by Amundsen several years before. Several times after

that, when we were in desperate straits, this fine black

man gave us cheer and encouragement," tells Ewing.
"Another one of my worst (Continued on page 88)

Where icywinds sweep
the frozen landscape,
and 60 below is hot
weather, Scott built
his igloo village amid
terrible hardship and

suffering.

Below, Chee-ak, the
Great Lover of the
Frigid North. It is

through his torridper-
sonality, some say,
that the Aurora Bore-
alis derives its warm

colors.'

A newsreel man had discovered him, and he was to have
been the hero of that frustrated "Frozen Justice."

So when Ewing Scott had $5000 saved up, he sallied

forth with one assistant and Chee-ak to materialize that

arctic dream of his. He had written a corking good
story. He had an unquenchable faith in the dramatic and
adventurous lure of such a picture. So February, 1931,

saw them leaving civilization behind.

Ewing has kept a remarkably intimate diary—a little

too recklessly frank for publication. It is the record
of a tremendous personal struggle against diabolical and
well-nigh insurmountable odds.

Arrived at Fairbanks, Alaska, Fate started its knavish
tricks. Airplanes were essential to cover the last 1200
miles. The only available ones were out-dated types and
the owner didn't want to hurry, anyway. Likewise
$3000 was his lowest estimate. Consider the hole that

would make in $5000 capital—before they'd even got

started

!

"I beseeched, haggled, dickered. Almost wavered in

my resolve, especially as my assistant lost his grit about

now and wept for home. But the Governor of Alaska
wanted some diphtheria anti-toxin taken to Point Bar-
row—the farthest north settlement. That decided me to

risk it—humanity on the side of my own desire. That
anti-toxin assured us some sort of a welcome. We ar-

rived alive in spite of the ancient planes, but not without

the lash of fear and mortal anxiety on the way.
"Our welcome was short-lived," sighs Ewing. "Be-
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He Was a Kid

Himself!
And he hasn't forgotten

it. That's why Norman
Taurog has achieved such

wonders in directing

child actors

By

Peter Long

A tough spot! Norman Taurog pauses in the
shooting of a picture to figure out a means cf
diverting a kid actor's mind from toy airplanes
to tragedy. But he'll find a way—he always

does! And his pictures show it.

JACKIE COOPER was mad. Good and mad. He
sought out uncle Norman Taurog on the set, and
drew him to one side. Jackie is a normal little hoy,

and he has his mads and his sulks like any other

little Skippy. In response to the director's sympathy,
the outraged Jackie confided

:

"I don't want to be President of the United States

when I grow up !"

The man who won the Motion Picture Academy
Award for directing the best picture of the year,

"Skippy," knows his kids. He became as indignant as

Jackie. Some well-meaning assistant had told Jackie

that if he didn't do his work right that day, he would
never grow up to be President.

"Don't you worry, Jackie," sympathized the director.

"You don't have to be President. Personally, I think

you're going to be the best baseball player in the world."

Jackie's eyes grew big with wonder. "Better 'n Babe
Ruth?" he asked. "Better'n Babe Ruth," Taurog as-

sured him loyally.

The rest of that day the little trouper worked like a

Getting carefree
little Bobby
Coogan to per-
form like this
isn't as easy as it

looks. It's a scene
from "Sooky."

mm

- - *
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Norman Taurog's Rules

for Directing Children

1. Study each child's nature

and disposition.

2. Achieve discipline through

kindness.

3. Win the child's confidence.

4. Appeal to his sense of fair

play.

5. Never show favoritism or

arouse jealousy.

6. Don't be indifferent to his

problems.

7. Never trick or frighten

children.

8. Don't overwork them.

9. Never break a promise to

them. Kids do not forget.

1 0. Don't over-emphasize the im-

portance of money.
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trojan to play his scenes perfectly. Cried real tears and
never dropped a line. Growing up to be a better baseball

player than Babe Ruth is something to work for. Nor-
man Taurog understands kid psychology.

Fortunate indeed is the man who never forgets that

he was once a boy. Mark Twain never did. Neither

have Booth Tarkington, Sir James M. Barrie, Percy
Crosby and Norman Taurog. Twain, Tarkington and
Barrie have made our childhood live again in books and
plays

;
Crosby in cartoons and Taurog in motion pictures.

Of late Taurog has forsaken kid pictures for the more
relaxing field of comedy. As a veteran of pictures he

knows the grave danger of being typed.

"Besides," explains Taurog, "I feel just as much at

home directing Wheeler and Woolsey as I do Jackie

Cooper. In temperament, kids are like comedians, and
comedians are like kids. Big things seldom bother them

;

little things upset them terribly.

"If there is a difference it goes something like this

:

Jackie Cooper doesn't want to be President of the United
States, but both Wheeler and Woolsey have always
wanted to be President

!"

This wisecracking should definitely prove that Taurog
is as much at home directing comedians as kids. But
—getting back to the ten cardinal rules for directing

children in pictures. After watching Taurog direct, plot,

connive, cajole, manipulate, humor, coax, threaten, prom-
ise, soft-soap and act a part with such clever youngsters
as Jackie Cooper, Mitzi Green, Jackie and Robert
Coogan, Jackie Searl and Junior Durkin, I have come
to the conclusion that making a real kid picture is the

toughest job a man ever faced.

Garbo, Gable, Chatterton, Crawford, Bankhead and
Barrymore have nothing on those six kids for individ-

uality and temperament. What the kids lack in tech-

nique and understanding they make up in naturalness of

emotions.

The director and I were sitting at ease on
the set watching Jackie Cooper, Bobbie
Coogan and Jackie Searl playing catch with

their pals, the prop men and electricians. It

was one of the frequent recess hours with
which this wise and understanding man in-

dulged his "children."

"Let's take your rule one," I said. "Okay,"

Even Jackie CdWper, the
most finished of the
diminutive stars, has
his moments when he'd
rather be smacking a
baseball around than
emoting before a cam-
era. But Uncle Norman
understands him—and
that's why "Skippy"
was such a greatpicture.

Recess! Jackie
Cooper (on op-
posite page) and
Jackie Searl
(left) need no
encouragemen t

to be themselves
when play time
is called on the

set.

The captivating
Coogans. Jackie's
grown up now,
but still a swell
actor. And you've
seen what Bobby

can do.'

agreed the director, "look at

each one of those three kids.

As different as day and night.

In many respects, they're just

as individual as the brilliant

grown-ups. I study each child's

nature and disposition thor-

oughly before I attempt to use

them in a picture. If those kids

didn't have 'something' they

wouldn't be so appealing and
successful. Lacking maturity,

children's emotions are elemen-
tal. They can't talk up—or

talk back2—to grown-ups who
are telling them what to do.

How then can one understand
kids unless one is sufficiently

interested and patient to pene-
trate the barrier of childish reti-

cence ? Boy, you'd be surprised

at what you find out, and what
they sometimes think of their

grown-up bosses."

I'll bet. All parents reading
this story might well ponder
over Taurog's words, because I

know of no one who has made
a more complete study of chil-

dren.

"Naturally," continued the di-

rector, "each youngster must be
handled in a widely different

way. For example : Jackie

Cooper IS Skippy. He's a nor-

mal boy. He likes to boss his

playmates if he can get away
with (Continued on page 81

I
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Not the Romantic Type:

Study of an actor. .Paul Muni is a young player of the old
school. He takes his art—but not himself—seriously . His
first film under his new Warner contract will be "I'm a

Fugitive."

I'VE
NEVER known a gangster—I don't want to

know one! I've never seen a killing—I don't

want to see one! I didn't want to make 'Scar-

face'—and now that I've made it, I am not sure

I like it!"

It was "Scarface" himself speaking—or rather, Paul

Muni, the soft-voiced young actor whose performance in

the title role of "the gang-picture to end all gang-pic-

tures" had electrified the entire nation and brought him
to the immediate attention of motion picture fans all

over the world.

Seated opposite him in one of Manhattan's smartest

restaurants—watching his kindly brown eyes break into

You saw him in "Scarface."

Now meet the realPaulMuni
—the most extraordinary
actor who ever signed a

Hollywood contract!

By

Laura Benham

tiny crinkles as he smiled—noting the generous
mobility of his wide, humorous mouth as he
ordered luncheon with the discrimination of an
epicure—it was difficult to realize that this, then,

was the man who had made the ruthless, relent-

less "Scarface" live and breathe.

For regardless of what he has done in the past

or what he may accomplish in the future, Paul
Muni will always be identified by his character-

ization in that picture. His years of struggle

for recognition on the stage, his two previous

—

and ineffective—efforts before the cameras all

count for naught beside the terrific power and
stark brutality of his portrayal of Tony Camonte.

No one is more aware of this than Muni
himself—and it disturbs him. It is in complete

conflict with his philosophy of what acting is

—

what it means to the actor.

For Paul Muni is different from the average

Hollywood actor in that he takes his acting

—

not himself—seriously.

"No matter what others may say—how they

may scoff at my views—to me, acting is still an

Art," Muni began, his eyes grave and serious.

"I am an actor because I love the work. It is

creative and enthralling. I want to continue

being an actor—but I do not want my future to

be Irmited, my potentialities stifled, by becom-

ing restricted to one type of part.

"That is why I didn't want to play 'Scarface'

—why at first I refused even to consider

doing it.

"Now that the picture is released, my worst

fears are justified. I have received numerous new pic-

ture offers—and most of them have been for other

gangster, racketeer roles
!"

"But Mr. Muni, many of Hollywood's foremost actors

have become famous and successful because of their

ability to identify themselves with certain types of char-

acters. And despite the fact that they always complain

of being cast in roles of one type, world-wide popularity

and financial reward usually manage to assuage their

grief," I murmured wearily. After all, I had heard

other actors voice somewhat similar views.

"Are you talking of other actors—or of other per-

sonalities ?" Mr. Muni countered. "There is a vast dif-
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G Actor

ference, you know. Too many
individuals are called great

actors—when in reality they

are great personalities.

"I think there should be

two definite classifications

—

actors and personalities. In

the former category we should

place Lionel Barrymore, Greta

Garbo and even John Barry-
more, when he chooses to

leave off being John Barry-
more and become the char-

acter he is supposed to por-

tray.

"In the latter class belong

persons like Buddy Rogers,
Clark Gable, and others whose
popularity seems to be the re-

sult of personal magnetism
rather than any ability to 'act'

in the real sense of the word.
"The word 'actor' is taken

far too lightly,'' Mr. Muni
continued, warming enthusias-

tically to his subject. "Real
acting consists of more than
looking handsome or having
sex-appeal as you call it. If

Above, Muni in "Seven Faces"-
seven! And every one is Muni.

of his films for Fox.

-count them,
This was one

Muni the man.
He is a sincere
artist and a very

real person.

As " Scarface"—
most ruthless
characterization
in movie annals.

Below, a scene from "Scar-
face" in which the gangster
and his sister face death.

the majority of persons who are
called actors are examples of

the true definition of the word,
then I don't want to be called

an actor
!''

This, from the man whom
Rufus LeMaire, acting director

of Warner Brothers Studio

—

and certainly a capable judge

—

had only a few days before
called the greatest actor in the
world today.

Indeed, Paul Muni has few
rivals in the theater or on the

screen as far as real characteri-

zation is concerned. And there
are few who can boast his in-

tensive training or thorough
background.
Muni was born in a small

village just outside of Vienna.
His father and mother were
struggling young thespians who
emigrated to America when
Paul was four years old.

"I was just so high," he held

his hand along' the top of a salt-

shaker to illustrate, a merry
smile (Continued on page 84)
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Gary's s

Toluca ("Chimp") Cooper, starring in an in-

terview, confesses her itch to be an actress

By Nlortimer Franklin

OW be a good 'ittle girlie,"' wheedled Gary
Cooper, climbing up on the mantelpiece after

his adopted infant, "and give a nice interview."'

Toluca, the baby girl chimpanzee which
Gary brought home from the African jungle, tossed a

couple of rare antique vases out of the window and
scuttled down to make faces at her interviewer.

"Well, how do you like America, Palooka?" I began.

"Toluca," said the chimp, eyeing me uncordially.

"America's all right—it's very homelike. All those bulls

and bears and jack
—

"

"Other animals," corrected Gary.
"—and other animals you have here remind me of

the dear old jungle. And say, I must compliment you
on your gorillas—they make the old folks at home look-

like a lot of college professors."

"Toluca has ambitions," said Gary proudly. "She
wants to be a child movie star, don't you, Tolu'?"

"I'd certainly love that," acknowledged the chimp,

gnawing my ear reflectively. "And after all, why not?
I see a lot of kids on the screen who haven't half as

much sex appeal as I've got."

"Well, how would you break in?" I inquired. "By
monkeying around the studios ?"

Tolu' gave an indignant screech and unravelled the

mainspring of my watch. "Don't you monkey me—I'm
a full-bred chimpanzee, descended from an aristocratic

old family of South African chimpanzees. Aren't T,

\

Meet Miss
Toluca from
Africa, with
her pal and
guardian,
Gary Cooper.

Daddy ? I bet I can crash into the movies if I really set

my mind to it," she went on. "Probably the first thing

to do would be to get a good screen name. I think
Robert Monkgomery would be nice—only I'm not that

kind of a chimp. Nope, I need a girl's name—and I got
an idea from that nice lady who's working with Daddy
in his new picture. I think I'll just call myself Toluca
Bankhead.

"Vehicles for my art?" The little Cooper girl thought
a moment. "Well, I think it would be nice if I could play
that kid part with Wallace Beery in 'The Chimp.' Of
course Jackie Cooper has already done a swell job of that

—but what's a little friendly rivalry among us Coopers?"
"But remember, baby," admonished the fond papa, "if

you do get into the movies you must promise not to chew
up the scenery."

"Dad gets awfully worried about me," Toluca said

confidentially. "Ever since the kidnaping scare started

he's had a bodyguard to be with me all the time. And
believe me, I've certainly rescued that guy from some
tight places ; once I get to biting and scratching in

earnest, nobody feels like annoying my bodyguard."
"Come on, little one," interrupted Gary, "it's time for

your four o'clock feeding, and I'll tell you a nice little

story while you eat your farina. Aren't you hungry?"
"Oh boy, eats !" cried Tolu', reaching for the dish

with her pudgy baby-fingers. "You bet I'm hungry.
And say, Daddy, that reminds m
to take me to the flea circus ?"

when are you going





The Lady known
as Lil in a new
coiffure and a
new hat. Her hat
is the last word
from Agnes her-
self.' It's of gos

-

samer white
tulle, fashioned
in bandeau ef-
fect; it leaves
the crown of the
head exposed,
but veils the
eyes with a wide
mesh black veil.

lb/
{

LIL S NEW CLOTHES
Presenting Miss Tashman in

first glimpses of the new Fall

fashions

Tashman goe
tea in an an
length gown
golden brown i

crepe. Intrk
drapery of
fabric lend
note of'smartn
while accesso
carry out the I

mony of the
semble. hilyt

hat, slippe
gloves and bag
the same toi

Lilyan personifies the spirit of Autumn
in her daytime frock of brown-and-white
checked crepe, with collar of white satin.
She wears a pert brown beret of stitched
felt, and enormous gauntlet gloves of
white doeskin. Her shoes, belt and bag
are of brown alligator skin. On the belt
is a gold buckle with her initials, L. T. L.,

engraved in square-cut design.

Lilyan likes this luscious flesh -

colored, demurely cut satin night-
robe. Real rose-point lace fashions
the tiny cap sleeves and is lavishly
applied around the hem and

through the bodice.

....»«» flit



Close-up of Lilyan's chic hat. But
let's talk about Lil's coiffure—it's

a throw-back to the Victorian hair-
dress. It's combed back of her
ears, with a fringe of curly bangs.

La Tashman's favorite new evening gown is of dull black crepe. (Re-
member, dull fabrics for fall gowns.') Its only ornament is a clip of
brilliants at the front of the V decolletage. The bodice is cut in a soft
fold across the shoulders, to give that broad look so to be desired.

ruphs of A/idJt

<in by Culver,
exclusively for
T.EEXLAND

V

Aren't these quaint lounging pajamas? The
blouse is of cream-colored lace, has a tiny
Peter Pan collar, and ties with a small black
bow. The trousers are of black transparent

velvet.

Schiaparelli designed this new black
wool coat. It is cut on svelte, diagonal

lines.



Ray Jones

SIDNEY FOX, Hollywood's brief moment of old-fashioned

charm, has been chosen to play the ingenue role in "Once

in a Lifetime," in which Hollywood takes a good, loud laugh

at itself.



Gent Komman

HAROLD LLOYD finds full play for his side-splitting

antics in "Movie Crazy,'' his first picture in over a year,

in which Harold plays a hopeful young studio gate-crasher,

with Constance Cummings as the girl.





STANDING on top of the world

!

Little Gloria Shea is just starting

her screen career, but here she is

right up on top already. Gloria sup-

plies some of the warmth in the

forthcoming "Three on a Match."



LESLIE HOWARD, Old John Bull's gift to the stage and

*• screen, comes back to American films in "Smilin Through,"

with Norma Shearer and Fredric March. His next will be

"The Animal Kingdom," with Ann Harding.



CONNIE BENNETT gives her best performance yet as a

struggling young actress who manufactures some breaks

for herself in "What Price Hollywood." It's the first of the

"movie cycle," with Lowell Sherman.



^he "Olympics" Spirit

An example of good form!
Virginia Bruce, pretty blonde
actress and fiancee ofJohn Gil-

bert, gets in shape for the big
international athletic contest
by practising discus throwing.

A tennis moment in the life of
Marion Davies! Marion, who
is an inveterate tennis player
as well as a leading Hollywood
hostess, is about to give us a

sample of her service.

He could show
'em a thing or
two! Joh n ny
Weissmuller , who
was Olympic
swimming champ
in 1924-1928, will
be on hand to
watch the aqua-
tic events with
the critical eye of

an expert.

Regis Toomey is

another athlete
turned movie
star. He used to

be a crack half-
mile runner on
the University of
Pittsburgh track
team, and com-
peted in the Na-
tional A. A. U.
meet in 1920.



Hollywood i

Look out below ! There'll
be a big splash in Just a
moment, when Johnny
Weissmuller tosses his
friend, Stubby Krueger,

into the pool.

Competition! Herman Brix is the holder

of a world's record in sprinting, but he'll

have to go some to show more zip than Joan
Marsh and Mary Carlisle.

Having his fling! Joel McCrae,
who looks like a perfect all-around
athlete, has won intercollegiate
honors as a javelin thrower, shot

putter and discus thrower.

Speaking of champs, Irene
Dunne holds an enviable rec-
ord as a golfer. Hollywood
has many enthusiasts of the
sport, but Irene is the only one
who ever achieved the miracle

of a hole in one!

So full of the Olympic fervor is John Boles that he decides to
combine two sports in one. Here's John doing a running high

jump over the net in the midst of a game of tennis.



The Original Platinum Blonde
greets you! Her hostess gown of
lovely white lace features interest-

ingly puffed sleeves that are caught
in elbow-length cuffs, and a cling-

ing body line ending in a graceful
train.

Jean Harlow at her desk answering some of that fan mail which
she received from her excellent performance in "Red-Headed
Woman." Note that Jean is her original platinum-blonde self

again.

Jean Harlow—Mrs. Paul Bern

—at Home

Jean Harlow Bern
and Bleak, her Great
Dane, below, in the
Bern living-room
waiting for hubby
and master, Paul
Bern, to come home

to dinner.

Charming—both the girl and the glimpse
of her living-room! Jean is wearing a coral

velvet negligee.



Photographs by C. S. Bull
exclusive to SCBEENLAND

See page 51

for story of

Jean's marriage

Here's an attractive
setting for Harlow's
pulse-raisingcharm

.

After you've taken
a good look at Jean
in her chiffon pa-
jamas, notice the
beautiful details of

Jean's boudoir.

Jean near the fire-place—
no study in contrasts! The
new matron in her hand-
some living-room awaits
the arrival of guests. Her
husband, Paul Bern, is

an associate producer at
Metro - Goldwyn - Mayer,
and Mrs. Bern will con-
tinue her screen career at

that studio.



The Most Beautiful Still of the Month
From "Bird of Paradise." (RKO)

Filmed in Hawaii



Mr. and Mrs. Paul Bern

Jean Gets Married!

Here's the real story of Jean
Harlow's romance

By James M. Fidler

IT
HAPPENED so suddenly, Hollywood had no opportunity to

approve or disapprove ; in fact, it happened so suddenly that even

Jean Harlow and Paul Bern were left slightly breathless.

One Sunday evening, Paul dined with Jean's family at her home,
as had been his custom for many Sundays. Without warning—unless

a crimson blush that inflamed his face, neck and ears may be termed
a warning—Paul said to Jean, "What do you say we get married?"'

She paused between spoons of soup to answer, "Sounds elegant to

me." Just like that, while mamma and papa sputtered soup, and then

beamed.
The next day Jean and Paul went to the county clerk's office and

applied for a license to wed. A few days later, they were married.

There was no long engagement; in fact, no engagement at all. Paul
didn't give her a ring until after they had applied for the license.

Except for a brief automobile trip to a nearby California resort,

there was no honeymoon. Within a few days after their wedding cere-

mony, which took place at her home with only the family and a few
friends present, both Jean and Paul were back at the studio and en-

gaged with their business duties.

I talked with Jean a few minutes after she returned from the license

bureau. She was a bit frightened, somewhat amazed, and tearfully

happy.

"I'm terribly in love, and oh, so lucky ; he is such a fine man," she
said. Of course, all people in love say such things, but it is a fact;

Paul Bern is a fine man. Pie is one of the most respected, most be-
loved men in Hollywood. Jean Harlow is lucky.

"We've known each other for three years," {Continued on page 92)

Paul Bern, M-G-M executive, non-
chalantly proposed to Jean Harlow
during dinner—and so they were
married. "It took a red-head to

capture him," says Jean, the

original "Platinum Blonde" who
'dyed' for "Red-Headed Woman."
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Keeping

Handsome

m

Hollywood
By

S. R. Mook

Get hot, fellows'
Richard Cromwell
and DavidManners
undergo a hair-
raising formula for
youthful flowing
locks: mix thor-
oughly and bake

for two hours!

HER hair may be a woman's crowning glory

but in Hollywood it is also a man's ! A head
of thick hair is more to be desired—almost—by
the male populace than great riches.

How could these great lovers of the screen go on and
on, like Tennyson's brook, playing juveniles until they

reach their dotage, if they were bald-headed? There
seems to be some psychological reaction at work in the

minds of the public that connects a receding hair line

with old age.

Herbert Howe tells of an incident in connection with

Richard Barthelmess and his hair. Dick went down to

a barber shop for a haircut. He came back with the

air of a man condemned. "Good God," quoth he, "the

barber says I'm losing my hair. What will I do ? I mean
to say, I can't make any money bald

!"

You see ? Butchers and bakers and candlestick makers
may sigh regretfully as they pluck the hairs from their

brushes, but in an actor's life it's a real tragedy. Let
one of the latter notice a loose hair on his shoulder and
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Not only the girls are beauty-conscious! The leading men must preserve

their pulchritude and appeal, too. Read how they do it in this amazing story

he goes scurrying to a scalp treatment place like a

rabbit before a pack of hounds.

These places used to abound in Hollywood like

igloos at the north pole. The competition was
keen and it was necessary to produce results

quickly. Gradually the trend of the big shots has

been to one place—Helen Clark's.

Helen is a wiry little woman with bright blue

eyes and a mop of hair that a Chow might envy.

She is only about five feet tall but she's got muscles

like a Samson—or so it seems when she starts to

work.
Her shop has about sixteen chairs like those in

barber shops, except that these are on rubber

wheels. They throw you into one of these chairs,

put some stuff on your head, let you down into a

reclining position, turn the light on while your
head bakes, thrust a magazine into your hands and
there you lie for an hour or two.
The first time I went up there, Helen thrust a

book of detective stories into my hand. "I don't

like murder stories," I protested.

"You'll like these," she retorted shamelessly.

"They're simply hair-raising."

The shop is usually crowded so it is necessary to

place two chairs back to back under the same light.

If the two occupants know each other, as usually

happens, the Friday Sewing Circle has nothing on
Helen's place when it comes to dishing the dirt.

Occasionally a couple of wits get together and
one memorable afternoon Johnny Hines, Eddie
Buzzell, Gene Markey—Joan Bennett's husband

—

and Joe E. Brown swapped wisecracks for a couple
Helen Clark administers her specially prepared sham-
poo to David Manners, one of her confirmed patrons.
According to Johnny Hines, she "makes hair where

the sun shone."

Getting "scalped." Frank Albertson and Johnny
Harrow seem to enjoy the scalp-scraping treatment—
but stick around a moment, and you'll hear some

blood-curdling yells for mercy!

of hours to the delight of the other customers.
I recall another afternoon when Eddie Buzzell, who

had been acting as announcer for a radio station,

breezed in.

"Ah," drawled Gene, "Eddie the broadcaster."

"Sure," said Eddie. "More broads have been cast

out of my apartment than any in Hollywood."
"Interesting—if true," Gene murmured and added, a

moment later, "Where you living now, Eddie?"
But to get down to this business of treatments.. Helen

has been studying scalps and their ailments for more
years than she'll tell you and has finally evolved her own
theories and treatments. You can adapt them to your
own needs.

"You see," she explained, "most of the trouble comes
from the pores getting clogged up. People see dandruff
in their hair and they only know it spells 'trouble'—but

they don't know why. Dandruff is caused by the clog-

ging up of the pores so the roots of the hairs cannot
throw off the impurities. These accumulations of im-
purities—or 'eliminations' as we call them—cake on top
of the scalp and eventually begin to peel. That's what
is known as dandruff.

"Each hair is encased in a little nerve like a coil. The
hair root is a sort of flower {Continued on page 91)
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"The Blonde Venus!" Little knowing what it would
cost her, Helen Faraday leaves her home to become the

star of a cheap cabaret.

The

Blonde Venus
Can a woman be in love with two men
at once? Marlene Dietrich, as "The
Blonde Venus," gives you a startling

new angle on an age-old problem

Fictioni%ed by

Mortimer Franklin

THE professorial old doctor hummed a tuneless
measure, put up his stethoscope, and regarded
his patient impassively.

"You work with radium, don't you?"
"Yes, sir, I'm a commercial chemist—that is, until I

lost my job about six months ago."
"And since then ?"

"Since then I've been carrying on experiments at

home on a process by which radium products can be
used without danger."
"Hmm. That would be great, if you could do it.

Dietrich as a loving young wife and devoted mother, with
no thought but for the happiness of her husband and
young son. Then a new thrill came into her life, threaten-

ing the very happiness she had prized so much.

Now, er—-I suppose you have an idea of what's wrong
with you ?"

"I suspected—it isn't—radium poisoning?"
Dr. Pierce looked up at the ceiling for a moment, say-

ing nothing". Then

:

"You've got one chance, Faraday. There's a German
specialist named Holzapfel who's had some success with
cases like yours. It's only a chance—but you'd better

take it. The whole thing, trip, treatment and all, could

be done for about fifteen hundred dollars."

Ned Faraday smiled bitterly as he rejoined his wife.

"Fifteen hundred dollars for a chance to keep on living

—and here I've been wondering how to pay the rent
!"

* # %

Neither the astute deliberations of a cabinet meeting
nor the shrewd give-and-take of a pair of lawyers in a

courtroom could have been any more crafty or elaborate

than the battle of wits that took place each evening when
Johnny Faraday, aetatis 5, received his bath.

"Johnny, do stop sliding back and forth that way."
"I can't help it. Mama, I'm a swimming cham-peen."
"Well, hold still a minute and let me get at your ears."

"Oh, Mama, I just changed. I'm a fish now. Hey,
what are you doin'? Fishes don't have their ears
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"The Blonde Venus"

is a Paramount picture from an original story

by S. K. Lauren and Jules Furthman, copy-

right by Paramount Publix Corporation.

Directed by Josef von Sternberg, with the

following cast:

Helen Faraday Marlene Dietrich

Ned Faraday Herbert Marshall

Nick Totvnsend Cary Grant

Johnny Faraday Dickie Moore

Dan O'Connor Robert Emmett O'Connor

Taxi Belle Hooper Rita La Roy

When Helen became "The Blonde Venus.'" How the same
girl, thrust by force of circumstances into the life of a
cabaret dancer, came to know a different life than she had
ever led before. Could she remain true to her ideals?

washed."
"Why not ?"

"Because they don't have ears."

"Well, this one has."

"No fish has ears. You ask Dad. Oh, Dad !" And
so, far into the evening. At last Johnny's young mother,

her lovely, symmetrical face made even more comely by
the flush of warmth attendant upon the struggle, heaved
the boy out of the tub and handed him over to her hus-

band.

"Ned, you give him his supper, will you? I've got to

"Helen, I wish you weren t going to do it."

"Don't be silly, darling. We need the money, and I

can earn it. I know you don't like the idea of my singing

in cabarets, but after all, that's what I was doing when
we first met."

"But in Berlin—you were a student—that's different
!"

"Well, it's a good thing I learned how to pay my way,
because I'm going to earn some money now. You've got

to go to that specialist, Ned—and you said yourself that

three hundred dollars would be enough for a start."

Ned sighed, and began the process of introducing

Johnny's supper into him, while Helen went off to dress.

Helen, sincere in her affection for Ned, her struggling
young husband (Herbert Marshall) , could not know

what temptations were to fall into her path.

To Helen, whose experience as an entertainer had been
confined to the rather sedate dancing and singing of a
German outdoor cabaret, her first night as a song-and-
dance girl at the not too respectable Magnolia Club was
full of surprises. The agent through whom she had ob-

tained the job, one Ben Smith, had in spite of himself

been impressed by the cool beauty of her face and the

graceful lines of her figure, particularly the legs. Dan
O'Connor, owner of the Magnolia Club, had caught his

enthusiasm after giving Helen a tryout, and was present-

ing her as "The Blonde Venus," a new feature of his

floor show.
"This place don't look so fancy, but I got a swell
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Bed-time for Johnny Faraday. Johnny (Dickie Moore),
beseeches his father, Ned, to tell him a story before he
goes to sleep. And Johnny has a way of getting

what he wants!

clientele," O'Connor informed her, "and if you make
good you won't have to depend on your salary for a liv-

ing. Get me?" Helen "got" him.

In the dressing room she encountered the prima donna
of the Magnolia Club, who breezily introduced herself

as Taxi Belle Hooper. Soon Taxi Belle was discoursing

to her on the generosity of the cabaret's richest patron,

Nick Townsend. "Look what Nick gave me the other

night," she boasted, exhibiting a bracelet generously

studded with diamonds.
"Who's Nick?" Helen asked curiously.

"Haven't you heard of Nick Townsend, the politician ?

He's got loads of jack—just about runs this end of town.

I did him a—a little favor, and this is how he came
through. I could hock it any day for four hundred."

When her cue came Helen went out on the floor

bravely, performed ber act with all the nonchalance she

could muster—and won the unqualified approval of

O'Connor's patrons. Not the least appreciative was the

open-handed Nick Townsend, who instructed O'Connor
to arrange an audience for him with "The Blonde Venus"
in her dressing-room. His object, naturally, was an
after-the-show "date"—and he succeeded in achieving it.

Conducted by Townsend to his apartment after the

show, Helen could not repress an exclamation of surprise

and admiration at the lavishness and beauty of the place.

"Do you live here? It's so beautiful
!"

"Sure. When I see something I like, I buy it." Helen
accepted a cocktail, and the two drank in silence. Then
he came to her and took her in his arms. She made an
instinctive gesture of defense, then submitted to his em-
brace. Townsend, however, released her.

"Say, I don't get you at all. What did you come here

for, anyway? You're not keen about me—I can see that.

And you're not the kind that does favors for diamond
bracelets."

ScREENLAND

The daring drama of "The Blonde
sensational picture,

"You think too well of me. I came here to ask for

money—three hundred dollars, to be exact."

"Did you expect to get all that just by asking for it?"

"No—but I've got to have it. My husband is very sick

—he must go abroad or he'll die." She started for the

door. "I'm afraid I'm very stupid as a gold-digger."

"Wait a minute." Townsend thrust three one-hundred
dollar bills into her hand. "You made a big hit in the

show tonight. Tell your husband O'Connor gave you
a contract at a hundred a week, with three weeks' pay in

advance. And—no, you needn't stay. Some things be-

come worthless when you pay for them."
After Ned Faraday had sailed for Europe, on money

whose source he happily never suspected, Nick continued

to see Helen frequently. He insisted on giving her a

check for the balance of the amount needed by Ned, and
enough besides to permit her to give up her cabaret job

Ned confides his troubles to Helen. An ambitiousyoung
scientist, he begins to realize that his dangerous ex-
periments have gradually undermined his health.

and continue to make a home for Johnny. During the

six months Ned remained in Germany, slowly regaining

his health, Nick asked nothing of Helen except the privi-

lege of friendship with her and Johnny, to whom he had
taken a deep liking.

This evening, while Helen was busy preparing dinner,

Johnny burst into the Faradays' little flat, clinging to

Nick's hand.

"Mummy, we just saw 'Peter Pan,' and there were
pirates in it, and a little boy who could fly, an' every-

thing
—

"

Helen, laughing happily, caught him to her.

"Johnny, we've just had a letter from father. He's
well and strong again. He's going to stay in Europe to

do some experiments for a couple of months, then he's

coming home."
"We ought to celebrate," said Nick, with a quiet smile.

"We will ! You're staying for dinner, Nick, and we'll

let Johnny sit up late."

After dinner Nick rose to go.

"Will we see you tomorrow, Nick?"
"No. You and Johnny don't need me any more now.

So—goodbye."
"Goodbye ?"

"Yes. I can't come here any longer, pretending to be

just a friend. I—I'm in love with yoti, Helen—I have

been for a long time. Oh, Helen, let's go away—to-
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Venus," Dietrich's newest and most

told in fiction form

gether. I'm mad about you."

"Leave Ned and Johnny ? Oh, no ! You're right,

Nick—it must be goodbye." He turned away, took his

hat. "I wish I'd never met you," he told her with sud-

den bitterness.

"Oh, Nick !" She turned to him quickly, full of sym-
pathy. Then he had her in his arms, kissing her as she

had never been kissed before. "Helen—darling—I can't

give you up entirely. Come with me, if only for a little

while. We'll leave Johnny at my house for a few Aveeks

—I'll get a nurse to take care of him."

"This is a terrible thing for me to do," she whispered,

close to him. "Worse than what I was planning to do
when I first met you—because then I didn't care for you
—and now—

"

* * *

The weeks that followed were intensely happy ones for

Helen and Nick. So happy that the inevitable end came
almost as a sudden shock.

In their rooms at a quiet little summer hotel Helen
packed her things, preparatory to returning home.
"When do you expect him back, Helen?"
"In two weeks—or maybe a month. There ought to

be a letter waiting for me at home."
Nick took her in his arms. "Helen, I can't bear losing

you. Stay with me. You can't throw away your happi-

ness out of a sense of duty to a man you don't love."

Helen's daring decision—where will it lead? Deter-
mined to earn money to provide Ned with the medi-
cal care he needs, she obtains a job as dancer in a

cabaret.

She broke away from his embrace. "No, no. That
isn't true. I do love Ned."
"Then what about me ? You can't deny that you love

me. Do you mean to say you can love two men at once?"

"Yes—that's quite possible, Nick. What's happened
to me is true of a great many women. They fall in love,

they get married, they're very happy with their husbands
—perhaps they have a child. And all the time there's a
side of their nature that's never awakened until they meet
someone like you. Then they are able to love both."

"I don't know what you're talking about," Nick said

harshly. "All I know is, if you go back to him, we're

through for good. Love two men at once ! Why stop

at two? Why not three, or six, or a dozen?"
"You're right, Nick," Helen replied coldly. "We ore

through. I'm going home to Ned."

57

A changed Helen—as"The Blonde Venus"in the Mag-
nolia Club, Dan O'Connor's cheap cabaret, her life

enters a new phase.

But no longer was there to be any home with Ned.
Helen went back to find him already at the apartment

—

he had changed his plans and come home earlier, to find

the place empty, and his cablegrams of a week before,

announcing his departure from Europe, unopened.
Helen, unable and unwilling to lie to him, told him the

entire story of what she had done in his absence, and

Ben Smith, theatrical agent, is impressed with Helen's
beauty of face and figure, and takes her at once to
the Magnolia Club, where he secures a job for her as

an entertainer.
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"/ did love him," pleads Helen, "hut 1 love you too, and still do."
She tries to explain her conduct to her husband, but he refuses

to understand.

where she had obtained the money for his cure. As
simply as possible, she tried to explain to her husband
that she had gone off with Nick not as a price which he
exacted for saving Ned's life, but because she had wanted
to—because she found it possible to harbor a place in

her affections for two men at once.

Ned listened to her contemptuously. All he could

realize was that his wife had lived with another man

—

and the fact that Helen and this other man had saved
his life was as nothing in the face of the injury he felt.

Finally, in a mounting rage, he turned Helen out, bid-

ding her bring Johnny to him and then leave them for

good.
* # #

A distraught and haggard but hauntingly beautiful

young woman and a little boy of five tried their best to

be comfortable in their day-coach seats as the train sped
toward Baltimore. Leave Ned? Yes—but never
Johnny. He was all Helen had in the world now, and
she was going to keep him.

From city to city she fled, soon learning that it was
unsafe to stay in one place for any length of time, for

Ned, claiming legal right to the boy's custody, had put

the police on her trail. At first, with her striking beauty
of face and form, she had small difficulty in earning a
living as a cabaret dancer in the towns in which she

stopped—until first one manager, then another, recog-

nized her as the fugitive woman whose picture had been
broadcast by the police; and she realized that it was no
longer safe to show herself in public.

Her meagre funds dwindled—hunger stared her in the

face. Her own hunger—and, much worse, Johnny's.

There came a night when she could no longer bear to look

at his pale, thin face, his wistful eyes. A steady, driz-

zling rain was falling outside. Helen went out and
strolled along the street. After a few blocks a rough-
looking man passed her. She stopped, looked at him,

smiled, and walked on. He turned and followed her.

She let him take her arm and walk to the corner with
her—where he suddenly seized her, dragged her to a

police box, and telephoned headquarters. Caught at

last!

At the station Helen found Charley Blaine, Nick
Townsend's sharp-eyed factotum, who had trailed her to

this town and was seeking information from
the police. Charley bailed her out and took
her back to her dingy hotel room. Beaten at

last, Helen, sobbing bitterly, gave him Johnny
to take back to his father, and accepted some
money which Nick had sent for her. Then
she disappeared again.

* * *

The placid, unhurried atmosphere of Ber-
lin, where Helen had gained her first experi-

ence as an entertainer, again proved kind to

her ambitions. Under the name of Maria
Hiller, keeping to herself and shunning all

communication with America, she rose rap-

idly from chorus girl to popular music hall

dancer, then finally to outstanding stardom on
the Berlin musical stage as "Die Blonde
Venus." Fame and riches now were hers, but

nothing of real happiness. Johnny was across

three thousand miles of ocean, faring she

knew not how.
Soon came offers to go on the New York

stage—impresario Biefeld of the New York
"Follies" was particularly importunate. At
first she refused; then the ever-present

thought of Johnny made her succumb.
New York's theatrical and social elite

turned out in full force to see the "Follies"

debut of "The Blonde Venus," sensational star from Ber-

lin. The newspapers abounded in descriptions and pho-
tographs of her—and some of these reached the inquisi-

tive eye of Master Johnny Faraday, now installed in the

home of his successful father with Anna Meyers, an
attractive young woman of indeterminate status, who
ostensibly was housekeeper and nurse to Johnny.

Tonight Ned left home to lay before a university board
of trustees his new discoveries in the field of radium

;

and after Anna had tucked Johnny safely into bed she

departed to pay a brief call on her mother nearby.

Johnny promptly hopped out of bed, dressed himself

sketchily, and ran down to the street clutching an adver-

tisement of the "Follies" opening torn from a newspaper.
A sympathetic taxi driver, half believing his incredible

Nick Townsend, wealthy politician and connoisseur of
beauty, sees Helen in her dressing-room. "When I see
something I like, I buy it,"he explains his philosophy.
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story that "The Blonde Venus" was
his mother, drove him to the theatre.

* * *

Helen, finishing her first dance

number of the evening, skipped off

the stage into the wings to thunder-

ous applause. About to return for

an encore, she turned at the sound of

voices and saw Johnny earnestly en-

gaged in an altercation with the door-

man and a couple of stage-hands.

"But she's my mother, I tell you,"

proclaimed Johnny. Then, as he es-

pied her, "Oh, mummy—I'm here!"

With a cry of joy Helen carried

him oft to her dressing room, ignor-

ing the audience's frantic appeals for

an encore. The two were soon

joined by Nick Townsend, who came
around backstage from the audience.

For all three, and especially for

Johnny, who had happy memories of

good times with his grown-up friend,

it was a glad reunion—until the door
was flung open, and Ned charged in.

"Anna called me up—I thought

you might have run away and come
here," he berated Johnny. Helen
begged him to allow her, at least for

a time, to have possession of the boy
who so obviously wanted and needed
her; but Ned was adamant. All he
would grant her was a few moments
alone with the boy to bid him fare-

well, during which Ned waited out-

side her dressing room.
As he paced up and down near the

door Nick Townsend approached
him.

"Say, Faraday, I wonder if you
know my friend Charley Blaine?
Charley's a great hand at finding out
things—he tells me you've got a
young and (Continued on page 92)

Reunited with Johnny/ Coming back to

New York in a smashing triumph on the
musical stage, Helen regains her boy—

and finds happiness at last!
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Reviews

Honors of the month go to "Strange Interlude," in

which Norma Shearer stars, with Clark Cable.

Strange Interlude
Metro-Goldwyn-Meyer

A big bouquet to Metro for daring to produce this

(sg^mtsni Eugene O'Neill drama—and producing it with integrity

^g^X and intelligence. I'm not one who breathes deeply when
the O'Neill name is whispered—but I do think it's about

time Hollywood discovered our First Playwright. M-G-M, the
old pioneers, have done it again. Their "Strange Interlude" is as

good as the play—in some departments, even better. Norma
Shearer really stars as Nina Leeds, the O'Neill heroine with her

"four men"—husband, lover, friend, son. Ralph Morgan is super-

lative as Charley. Clark Gable, Alexander Strickland, and Robert
Young are excellent. The "asides" you've heard so much about
are more effective than you'd think. Restrained, highly intelligent,

beautifully directed, the production is a credit to the screen, and
y-u should see it when it is "road-showed" to your town.

"Bring 'Em Back Alive," Frank Buck's adventure mo-
vie, is grand entertainment for everybody.

Bring 'Em Back Allve

RKO
This is your "Must" film of the month! Everyone must
see it—no reservations. It is the most exciting adventure
movie I can remember. Every scene was filmed in the
Malayan Jungle. It's the thrilling record of Frank Buck's

eight months' sojourn in the wilds collecting live animals. I don't
know which of the all-star cast you'll like best—I can't make up
my own mind. There's the lost baby elephant; the fierce black
leopard; the hungry tiger; the honey bear, and the python. Per-
haps that python gives the best performance. But they are all

good. Not a single "shot" was fired on this fascinating trip, ex-

cept by the movie camera. Mr. Buck 'himself talks throughout
the film, telling you details of his adventures. The battle

between the python and the tiger is breath-taking—a classic

fight. This is my favorite movie and I want you to see it.

th e

Jean Harlow gives a gay performance in "Red-Headed
Woman," with Chester Morris and Leila Hyams.

Red-Headed Woman
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

Let this red-headed woman make a fool out of you—oh,

those St. Louis Blues! It's a picture as gay in its way as
Rudy Vallee's favorite song. And it presents Jean Har-
low, for the first time, as an actress. She is a surprise! All

the platinum and other blondes will go red-head now. Not a family
picture, children, so try to keep your parents at home. The film

follows Katherine Brush's novel with satirical improvements by
Anita Loos, who, fed up with blondes, gives red-headed women
their due. Harlow plays the hot-cha stenographer with social am-
bitions. She wins Chester Morris away from his wife, pretty Leila

Hyams; but the town won't accept her on any terms. So she sets

out for the big city and bigger bank-rolls. See this for sheer
amusement. Jean plays a mean part so cleverly that you can't

help liking this wild red-headed woman.

Six Best Pictures of the Month:

STRANGE INTERLUDE BLESSED EVENT

RED-HEADED WOMAN

WHAT PRICE

HOLLYWOOD?

THE DOOMED
BATTALION

BRING 'EM BACK ALIVE
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1

Best Pictures

'

ff- SEAL- OF!

Screenlands Critic

Gives Original Slants

onThis Month's Out-
standing Screenplays

Lee Tracy plays a columnist in "Blessed Event," with
Mary Brian opposite. It's good fun.

Blessed Event
Warners

"O-kay, Hollywood!" You did a good job with this one.
The rapid-fire film is better than the Broadway play. It's

an always amusing and occasionally dramatic celluloid

presentation of the life of our modern Samuel Peeps—now
don't all shout "Walter Winchell" at once. Lee Tracy plays the
ace columnist and gives you an insight into the methods used by
the Manhattan keyhole artists to gather their daily gossip. There
is his hilarious feud with a crooner; his defiance of gangland's Big
Shot; and his punch line which leads to tragedy. "Blessed Event"
is a field day for Tracy, with Mary Brian doing nicely as the heroine.

Don't miss the crooning Dick Powell from radio; you'll see and
hear more of him, and it will be all right with you. He's a Buddy
Rogers with a sense of humor. This is the best of the cycle of news-
paper-columnist movies. Tracy is a great screen bet.

Constance Bennett's best picture is "What Price
Hollywood?" in which Lowell Sherman also scores.

What Price Hollywood

:

RKO
/^sSsjJv You'll enjoy every foot of this film. It presents a brand-
^EsMjfflj new Constance Bennett—sparkling, charming, no swank,

no broad-A—just very real and very appealing. Connie" completely wins you as the Brown Derby waitress with
movie ambitions, who kids a famous director into giving her a
chance. She makes good, gets married to a rich man, has a baby,
is divorced, becomes involved in a juicy scandal, is forced to retire

—

and then wins back her domestic happiness, with a new career just
around the corner. It might be the story of any one of a dozen
screen stars that Adela Rogers St. Johns has written. It's bril-

liantly directed and acted with fascinating "inside" glimpses of the
real Hollywood. Lowell Sherman, as the genially drunken director
whom his little "find" tries to save, gives the finest man's perform-

ance of the month.

Ten Best Portrayals of the Month:

Lee Tracy in "Blessed Event"
Guy Kibbee in "The Dark Horse"

Ralph Morgan in "Strange Interlude"

Norma Shearer in "Strange Interlude"

Warren William in "The Dark Horse"

Jean Harlow in "Red-Headed Woman"
Laurence Olivier in "Westward Passage"

Edmund Lowe in "Attorney for the Defense"

Lowell Sherman in "What Price Hollywood?"
Constance Bennett in "What Price Hollywood?"

"The Doomed Battalion" is that "different" picture
some of you have been looking for. See it.

The Doomed Battalion
Universal

A good many of you have written to me moaning that
there's nothing "new and different" on the screen. Just for

you here is a picture that is new, and refreshingly different.

It's as clean and impressive as the snows in the Tyrolean
Alps where the story is laid. Nothing like it has ever been seen on
the screen before. For pictorial beauty it is the film of the month,
and in drama, too, it is outstanding. An Austrian battalion in the
World War must hold their strategic position on a mountain-top
even though the Italians are about to blow up their stronghold. A
scout undertakes to skii to the village below where the enemy is

quartered to discover the exact time of the explosion—the battal-

ion's only hope. Here is drama—no Hollywood heroics, but real

suspense. The vigorous Luis Trenker, the lovely and capable Tala
Birell, and Victor Varconi are three of a splendid cast. See this.
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Lubitsch, the man who gave you
"The Love Parade" and "The
Smiling Lieutenant" caught by
the camera on his own set while
he is planning the next scene.
This is Lubitsch the worker, with

the inevitable cigar.'

Ernst Lubitsch doubts that he
would have been a successful di-
rector had he not been first a
musician. His opinion is that
music is the art upon which the
other arts most depend. See
the Lubitsch hands, at the right.

oX THE Lubitsch set the most arresting and least

important-looking person is a little man with a
dark, merrily wicked face, a lank strand of

black hair hanging over his right eye, a big

cigar rolling restlessly from one side of his mouth to the

other. He never gets in anyone's way and during the

taking of a scene wanders rapidly about back of the
cameras, beaming, talking to himself, glancing occa-

sionally at the action. Much of the time, he appears
to forget that he may sit down until someone shoves
under him a chair marked "Mr. Lubitsch."

His thick eyebrows beetle over lively, knowing black
eyes. His large nose hooks over a wide mouth which,
when he smiles, turns up at the corners until it is an
inverted arc of merriment. X"o amount of lotion will

keep his black hair from falling into his right eye for

more than a moment. His impeccably pressed clothes

rest on his stocky body with a niceness that is nearly

dapper. His swarthy skin shines, always as if freshly

scrubbed, like a russet apple.

His is the genuine and authentic "Lubitsch touch."
It is interesting that this phrase is applied almost solely

to Lubitsch's work. A scene may strike the critical ob-
server as "Chaplinesque," or as "reminiscent of Yidor."
But if it suggests the work of Paramount's fiery little

Portrait

of a .

Director
SCREENLAJVD believes its readers are inter-

ested not only in the stars, but in the men be-

hind the scenes—the giants who make the

movies. Here, then, is an intimate impression

of Paramount's ace director, Ernst Lubitsch

By

Margaret Rezd

Berliner, it is inevitably

noted as a "Lubitsch touch.
-
'

No accidental cliche, the
phrase aptly conveys the

delicacy with which he
gives sharp point to indi-

vidual scenes and which is

the piece de resistance of
his work.

Lubitsch doubts that he
would have been a success-

ful director had he not been
first a musician. His opin-

ion, his insistence, is that

music is the art upon which
the other arts most depend.

Particularly, he thinks, should the motion picture base
its form on the largos, the allegrettos, the diminuendoes
and crescendoes of musical ebb and flow and climax.

When he was five years old, he began experimenting
with the piano that stood, neatly decorated with crocheted
doilies and wax flowers, in the tidy sitting-room of
Herr Lubitsch's Berlin home. His parents, a little un-
easy lest this practical use of a hitherto decorative object

be childish fractiousness which should be disciplined,

nevertheless permitted little Ernst to play quietly at the

piano every day. When he began to pick out tunes he
had heard and make them intelligible, his family's vigi-

lance relaxed a bit, became amused indulgence which
failed, however, to develop into a decision to give him
lessons. "When, a few years later, he acquired a cello,

their amusement increased, although they listened to his

"pieces" with surprised pleasure.

His rebillion against all rules governing learning and
thinking began, he says, as early as eight or nine years.

He hated school, hated the enforced study of things he
cared nothing about, hated the pressure placed on his

mental processes and of which he was even then aware.

Stubbornly wanting to learn and think for himself, he
was no better a little boy than he should have been, a

bit difficult around the house (Continued on page 83)
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Johnny

swims into

Fame

!

Read how Weissmuller became

the world's champion swim-

mer and "Tarzan" of the films,

in this second part of his life

story

By

Ida Zeitlin

The grin is

the real
Johnny! At
the righ t, a
magnificen t

study of
"Tarzan" by
Hal Phyfe.

1
Hal Phyfe

Last month in SCREENLAND you read of Johnny Weissmuller' s be-
ginnings—his family background, his first urge to become a human
fish! Now read the most exciting part—his development into the
greatest swimmer the world has ever known, and his hit as "Tarzan."

THAT night—the night of the day when Bill

Bachrach had said, "Come to the Club tomor-
row," thus offering Johnny Weissmuller a
glimpse of heaven—that night Johnny couldn't

sleep. He thrashed around in his bed, pounding first

one side and then the other of his hot pillow, muttering
to himself: "Go to sleep, you chump! How're you
going to swim if you don't sleep?"

All to no purpose. Red-eyed, his heart thumping be-

tween dread and fear of what the day might hold for

him, he watched the dawn break, then leaped out of bed
and dressed. And anyone who was interested might
have seen a tall, slim, beautifully-built boy prowling for

hours around the walls of the Illinois Athletic Club—

a

boy in whose superb figure it would have been difficult

to recognize the wobbly little Hans of a few years back.

The morning having reached a respectable hour,

Johnny finally managed to push himself through the

door.

"Mr. Bachrach told me to come round," he croaked
to the attendant in a voice that seemed to come from
somewhere down around his ankles, while in his heart

of hearts he waited for someone to appear and throw
him out.

"Kid wants to see Bachrach," announced the attendant,

as if it were the most natural thing in the world instead

of a miracle. And treading on air, Johnny presently

found himself face to face with the deity, under whose
directions he went floating to a locker and back.

"All right, kid. What's your name? Johnny? Let's

see you swim a hundred yards, Johnny."
Johnny's eyes gloated over the pool

—
"Boy, what a

tank !"—while Johnny's body shot obediently into the

water. His heart was hammering, his blood was throb-

bing, his head was in a whirl. He started off at top

speed, in a frenzy to show this guy what he could do.

Ten yards, and he began to tire—twenty, and he was
short of breath—thirty, and each stroke was torture

—

forty yards, and he was done. It was a crushed and
dripping young figure that stood in the center of the

pool, waiting for the bolt to strike.

"How many yards did I tell you to swim?" came a

dry voice from above.

"A hundred,' whispered {Continued on page 78)
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Wide World

Jiving the fleet a treat \

Constance Cummings needs no double when she goes aquaplaning—-right out in deep water where the

battleships anchor, too! Connie is breezing along in pictures with the same dash—she is the feminine

lead in "American Madness," with Walter Huston and Pat O'Brien, for Columbia Pictures.
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Will Dick Powell, radio

product, be the new Buddy
Rogers of the screen? He's
an excellent candidate,
and you can judge for

yourself when you see him
in the screen version of

"Blessed Event," for
Warners.

Arthur Tracy, known as

"the Street Singer," always
wears his hat when he
broadcasts. And the hat?

It's green felt! You'll see

Tracy in the movies

—

Paramount signed him for

"The Big Broadcast."

HOT
Off the Ether!

Screenland presents the

latest news and chatter

about Radio favorites

SOFT music, Maestro Whiteman

!

Play the Wedding March from
"Lohengrin"' for the marriage of

the Radio to the Talkies. Bing
Crosby, Kate Smith, Guy Lombarclo and
his orchestra, Arthur Tracy, Burns and
Allen, the Boswell Sisters, Cab Calloway
and his jazz band, the Four Mills

Brothers and Donald Novis have all said

"I Do''—or rather, have all signed con-

tracts to appear in "The Big Broadcast,"

for Paramount.

More proof of the alliance of the

movies to the radio ! Warners have made
"The Crooner" with David Manners in

the leading role. They wanted Rudy
Vallee for the picture but contracts pre-

vented.

We Thought You'd Like to Know:

That Rudy Yallee likes to read Western
stories.

That Walter Winchell left school in

the sixth grade—and at thirteen was a
singing usher in a movie house in Harlem.
That Russ Columbo is one of twelve

children

!

That RubinofFs violin is worth $10,-

000 ! Mr. Rubinoff was born in Russia,

and his first job in America was selling

newspapers.
That the folks who portray the char-

acters of small-town "hicks" in "Friendly
Town," the rural skit, attract a large au-

dience at the studio when they broadcast.

When we were there, the girls were
dressed in evening gowns, the two colored

boys wore minstrel suits, and Laddie, the

Scotch youngster, was dressed in Kilties

!

That Ozzie Nelson, orchestra leader,

was a football star during his college days

at Rutgers. Later he was a football

coach.

That the home of Julia Sanderson and
Frank Crumit in Long Meadow, Massa-
chusetts, is called "Dunrovin." Catch
on? It means "done roving." For years

Sanderson and Crumit trouped all over
the country in their vaudeville act. Then
came the radio—it gave them an oppor-

tunity to "unlax," as Amos 'n' Andy
would say, and settle down in a nice

comfy home.
That Bing (Continued on page 93)

She never took singing les-

sons, and knows a song
after hearing it for the

second time. You'll hear
her grand voice in "The
Big Broadcast." "Little

Kate" refuses to diet—she

likes being—er—plump.

There's no end to Bing
Crosby's versatility—he's

a crooning success, he has

made good in the movies,

and now he wants to write
short stories! Incidentally,

his real name is Harry

—

Bing is a nickname.
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I
ARAMOUNT wanted Herbert Marshall for "The
Blonde Venus" opposite Marlene Dietrich. Her-
bert wanted to play in the picture but there was
his stage contract to be considered. Paramount

got what they wanted and Mr. Marshall got what he
wanted—production has already started on "The Blonde
Venus." You see, Marshall was playing in "There's Al-
ways Juliet" on Broadway and was under contract to

Gilbert Miller for the run of the play. Whereupon the

Paramount picture people asked Mr. Miller to figure out

what his normal profits would be for the next five weeks.
Then they made a grand gesture—they wrote Mr. Miller

a check for the amount, closed the show, and Herbert
Marshall left for Hollywood!
Want some facts about this actor? He was born in

London, May 23, 1890. When he was twenty-one he
made his debut on the English stage. He played on the

stage for several years—and then came the war ! Her-
bert was badly wounded but resumed his stage career

again in 1918. He came to New York in 1925 and
played in "These Charming People" on Broadway.
Since then he has been appearing on the London and
Broadway stage, and making pictures both here and

abroad. You'll be making him one of your first film

favorites. He's an aristocratic Menace

!

Hooray

!

Herbert

Marshall

Belongs to the

Movies

Now
Paramount just couldn't

wait, so they bought his

stage contract

By Evelyn Ballarine

Herbert Marshall and his wife, Edna Best. Re-
member, Edna is the girl who walked out on a
John Gilbert picture? The Marshalls are in

Hollywood now, together and happy.'
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on
I

Current Films

New Morals for Old

Metro-Goldtvyn-Mayer
A drama depicting the conflict between conventional parents and
modern children. Laura Hope Crevrs and Lewis Stone are the
old-fashioned parents opposing Margaret Perry and Robert
Young, who want to break the family ties and "live their own
lives." There's nothing very exhilarating about this film. Laura
Hope Crews gives a good account of herself.

Society Girl

Fox
Jimmy Dunn as a pugilist, in love with Peggy Shannon as a
society girl, with Spencer Tracy thrown in for excitement,
sounds like an A-l picture. But somehow it doesn't quite make
the grade owing to a thin story. Dunn is properly hard-boiled,
and Peggy is more than adequate. But it's Tracy, with his rough-
house, amusing performance, who cops the honors.

The Man From Yesterday

Paramount
This one is about the husband who was wounded in the war and
later was reported dead. The wife remarries and is very happy
until—you've guessed it—her husband comes back! Clive Brook
is splendid as "the man from yesterday." Claudette Colbert, as

the wife, does her best work. Charles Boyer plays the second
husband. Brook paves the way for a happy ending.

Bachelor's Folly

Wide World
Herbert Marshall and Edna Best co-star in this English-made
screen version of Edgar Wallace's play, "The Calendar." Marshall
is altogether charming as an irresponsible bachelor who loves the
wrong woman, Anne Grey. Edna Best, in a somewhat weaker
part than Marshall's, is nevertheless very effective. The story
rides along pleasantly. Herbert and Gordon Harker are grand.

Is My Face Red?

RKO-Radio
Another Broadway columnist yarn. This time Ricardo Cortez
plays the reporter who knows all, sees all, and hears all. He's the
bright boy who would do anything to scoop the town. His real

"heart" is Helen Twelvetrees, who plays an actress, but when a
deb comes along he promptly discards Helen. But Helen finally

wins out. Good picture, and fine work by Cortez.

Thunder Below

Paramount
The menace-ful Tallulah Bankhead again proves her ability as a
vivid and stirring emotional actress—but the jinx of so-so pictures

still pursues her. This time she's the girl in one of those tropical

triangle things. Tallulah's splendid acting makes the story

plausible, and Paul Lukas, Charles Bickford and Ralph Forbes
are equally able. When do we get a real Bankhead picture?
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wood!

Holding up the procession! Sally Blane
plays a grand supporting role—support-
ing these six eye-filling Warren Doane
Universal comedy girls. Better not
stroll away, Sally, or the sequel to this

picture will be a terrible flop!

AN AMAZING secret—Rudolf Valen-
tino's body rests in a borrowed crypt,

one of four that belong to the S. Balboni

family. Balboni is the husband of the late

June Mathis, in whose repository the Val-

entino remains were kept until her death,

when they were moved to the crypt of her

husband.

This startling information was revealed

for the first time when Balboni's attorneys

informed the cemetery officials that their

client desired his crypt cleared of Valen-
tino's body. Now a united effort is in

progress on the part of admirers of the be-

loved star to raise funds for the purchase of

a burial lot and a memorial to the departed

screen idol.

"\X7HILE on the Garbo subject:

You may have heard those

smart cracks about her large feet,

but do you know that Joan Craw-
ford wears the same size shoes

—

number six?

Here's the brand new Barrymore
baby in his first camera appear-
ance. John Blythe Barrymore
faces the lens like a veteran, steal-

ing the picture from his parents.

Intimate— authoritative

Gossip

!

What your film fa-

vorites are really

saying and doing

jFLISSA LANDI has a penchant for

cats. She also owns a large house and
vast estate. With so much room, Elissa

picks up stray cats and takes them home.
Now it happens that the Fox wardrobe and
property departments maintain a small

army of felines to combat the rat problem,

and recently it was discovered that the

studio cats were diminishing in number.
Investigation revealed that Miss Landi was
innocently removing them to her home,
whereupon an indignant studio manager
protested, and she had to return her pets.

Will Rogers, with a shy grin, remarked

:

"If she'd start with the right kind of cats,

she'd find it unnecessary to import them."

COLLEEN MOORE fans will welcome
her back to the screen in "Flesh," but

the Dutch bob and kiddie clothes will be

missing, for Colleen will appear as a digni-

fied society girl.

JOE E. BROWN had his tonsils

removed. Afterward, the cav-

ern-mouth comedian described the

operation to Jimmy Cagney.
"The doctor just stepped into

my mouth and lifted them out,"

Joe related.

JOAN MARSH and Jack Oakie, at a

certain Hollywood party, were told

about a wealthy playboy who owned a num-
ber of polo ponies.

"I could go for him," lisped Joan.

"Do you like men with horses?" she was
asked.

"No, but I like horses," she returned.

"Where can a guy learn to whinny?"
Jack interrupted.

AND there's Buster Keaton's favorite

t\ story. It seems that a fellow said to

a friend, "Here is a photograph of my wife

on a horse."

The friend looked at the picture care-

fully, before he replied, "I see the horse, but

where is your wife?"

The fellow grabbed the photo and glared

at it. "My gosh," he cried, "she's fallen

off again."

CONSTANCE BENNETT receives a

monthly average of twenty marriage

proposals among her fan letters. Many of

her would-be suitors enclose photographs

of themselves, a number of which bear en-

dearing autographs.

Some of her distant lovers profess

wealth ; others confess poverty. All are

certain they could make her happy.

All of them calmly disregard the fact

that Miss Bennett already has one per-

fectly good husband.
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The livest gossip de-

partment in any
screen magazine

/"'ALL it SQUALLY-WOOD, what with^ new babies arriving faster than they

can be recorded. John Blythe Barrymore,

Jr., weight six pounds and ten ounces, took

his place beside Dolores Costello on June
fourth. The day previous May McAvoy
gave birth to a tiny heir; her first. Mary
Astor, Carmel Myers and Florence Vidor

also had business visits from Dr. Stork.

Sue Carol's baby is expected late in

July, with both Sue and papa Nick Stuart

hoping the date will be the twenty-eighth,

their fourth wedding anniversary. Other

prospective mothers are Helen Twelvetrees,

June Collyer, and Mary Carewe. Rumors
also insist that Norma Shearer may soon

welcome her second baby.

TWTERIAN C. COOPER, direct-

ing "Kong," a picture with

a prehistoric background, ap-

proached a property department
employee with the query, "Have
you a mastodon?"
"Thought I had one once,"

props answered. "They was gonna
operate on me 'til they discovered

it was just a ear-ache!"

TX7EDDING bells and "Here Comes
* * the Bride" will harmonize for Claudia

Dell and Eddie Silton, her agent, during

Acme

No, not a "sister act!" It's charm-
Alice Joyce, erstwhile screen fav-
orite who is now Mrs. James B.
Regan, and Alice Moore, right,

her daughter by her first marriage.

Chip of the young block! Wasn't that

energetic young actor, Douglas Fair-
banks, proud of little Junior when this

picture was taken years ago! Little

Junior is quite a star himself now.

the month of August. If working arrange-

ments can be made, they will honeymoon
in Europe.

JOHNNY WEISSMULLER and his

wife, Bobby Arnst, agreed that on oc-

casions each would go out with other than

his or her legally wedded mate. The agree-

ment was made because Johnny's new role

of great film lover demands a certain

amount of "being seen about," and he

thought it would be unfair for him to go
while Bobby remained at home.
While Johnny was in New York, Mrs.

Johnny made it a point to go to the Cocoa-

nut Grove with a "boy friend." In order

to make certain that her husband knew of

the event, she wrote him a letter and had
it signed by everybody she knew who was
at the Grove on the particular night.

ON A warm California day, a

scene in which red-headed

Peggy Shannon fought for her

virtue against the advances of

Stanley Fields was being filmed.

Again and again the scene was
photographed, but on each occa-

sion something went wrong.
"You better get it this time,"

Peggy said to the director.

"How come?" he how-comed.

Wide World

Another stage veteran succumbs.
George M. Cohan vowed he'd
never heed the Hollywood call,

but—well, you know how it is

yourself! He'll appear soon in

•'The Phantom President."

"A couple more fights," Peggy
retorted, "and I'll give in!"

T^ORMA SHEARER is acting as off

hostess to the swimmers attending the

Olympic games in Los Angeles. Her choice

for the role recalls to mind the fact that
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several years ago, Miss Shearer tried out

for the Olympic swimming team at the

Hotel Shelton in New York City. It was
there that she was seen by a motion pic-

ture producer and given her first film job.

LIFE turned Bert Wheeler topsy-turvy

4 during the past few months. He is

separated from his wife, has parted com-
pany with Robert Woolsey, his acting part-

ner for years ; is reported to have lost most
of his fortune, and finally lost Dorothy Lee,

his screen opposite, who refused to appear
with him on a personal appearance tour.

OENEE ADOREE, after two years in an
Arizona sanitarium, where she made a

remarkable and courageous fight for her

life, has been pronounced cured of tubercu-

losis and is again in Hollywood. She will

soon return to the screen.

TT WOULD be unfair to men-
tion her name, but a certain very

popular feminine star attends pre-

views of her pictures armed with
stop watches. She times the

screen footage of her supporting
cast to convince herself that she

gets the lion's share!

THAT comical Polly Moran smile won't

be lost to the screen, after all. When
Polly went to a dentist and had her teeth

straightened, the studio claimed that the

repairs robbed her of much of her comedy.

So Polly had a set of hollow teeth made
that are exactly like her own real teeth

used to be. Now she slips them on when-
ever she steps in front of the camera and

presto, the Moran grin is back in all its

crooked glory.

IRENE DUNNE'S visit to New York
turned out to be a dud. She made com-

plete arrangements, purchased her ticket

and drawing room accommodations, packed,

and told her friends goodbye.

She sent her trunks away, checked

through to New York. At the station,

however, Irene was met by a studio mes-
senger, who informed her that she could

not go, because the starting date for "Thir-

teen Women" was being advanced, and she

would be needed for the picture.

tJERE is a new answer to the question,
A -" "What becomes of the motion picture

stars of yesteryear ?" They turn paid gos-

sipers.

Eileen Percy is a newspaper columnist,

a position she has held for months. And
now Julanne Johnston, best remembered for

her work opposite Douglas Fairbanks in

"The Thief of Bagdad," is broadcasting a

movie gossip feature over the radio.

T-JIS name cannot be divulged,

but not long ago Maureen
O'Sullivan was wooed by a man
generally disliked in Hollywood.
In his wooing days, he was re-

ferred to as "O'Sullivan's heel."

jLTOLLYWOOD bank closings or busi-
*

. ness failures always bring about many
amazing stories of screen star losses, most
of which are grossly exaggerated. But
some anecdotes connected with such finan-

cial disasters are true, and among them is

that which concerns Jean Harlow.
A week prior to the closing of the First

National Bank of Beverly Hills, Jean re-

ceived a check for sixty-five thousand dol-

lars for her personal appearance tour. She
deposited the entire sum. Two days be-

fore the bank failure, intuition caused her

to withdraw sixty thousand dollars, which
she placed in her safe deposit vault.

AN EXAMPLE of quick thinking con-

cerns Constance Bennett and the same
bank failure. The day before the institu-

tion closed, Connie deposited a Warner
Brothers check for thirty thousand dollars.

That evening she heard the bank would

New Yorkers experienced a treat

when Mary Brian and Ken Mur-
ray took a stroll through the the-

atre district during their recent

vaudeville engagement. And a

handsome pair, if you ask us!
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The trials of Richard Dix, playing
with Gwili Andre in "Roar of the
Dragon." Maybe it's a roar of

jealousy!

not re-open, so she pulled wires and had
payment on the check stopped.

JEAN HARLOW, by the way, may be
" a woman of the world to fans, but she's

still "baby" to mama and papa.

Jean blushed a brilliant crimson when
her mother called her "baby" in the pres-

ence of several writers and two important

M-G-M studio executives.

"T\0 YOU know that George
Brent's motion picture future

is menaced by eye trouble?

George has undergone several op-
erations, and he suffers terribly

from the glaring studio lights.

For relief, he sits between scenes

with his eyes closed.

OUSTER KEATON owns a huge St.

Bernard named Elmer, which he keeps

at the studio. Despite great quantities of

food that Buster feeds Elmer, the dog is

always hungry, consequently he haunts the

doors of the studio kitchens.

Not long ago, Elmer broke into Marion
Davies' bungalow kitchen and completely

demolished a luncheon prepared for the

star and her guests. Buster called upon
Miss Davies at once, full of apologies.

"Besides, every dog is entitled to one
bite," pleaded Buster.

"One bite?" cried Marion, "Your dog
ate an entire luncheon for six."

"Well, one bite for Joe E. Brown," com-
promised Buster. "Can I help it if my
St. Bernard's mouth is small?"

Q.RETA GARBO'S retirement, if such
it proves to be, may be Karen Mor-

ley's good fortune. Studio officials indicate

that she will be given an opportunity to

replace the exotic Garbo.

CARI MARITZA, who was born in

Tientsin, China, of an English father

and Viennese mother, intends to complete
her "worldliness." She is studying to be-

come a naturalized citizen of the United
States.

GENE FOWLER, the wit, playwright

and scenarist who left Hollywood in

a huff, declared before his departure that

"nothing is on the level in the film colony."

"Not long ago my kids captured two
skunks and brought them home," Fowler
went on. "I couldn't make them give up
their two pets. At last I paid a man to

come to my house during the night and
remove the animals, and to dig holes under
the boxes in which they had been impris-

oned. Next day I pointed at the holes

and told my youngsters the skunks had
dug their way to freedom.

"f couldn't even be on the level with my
own children."

CUPfD, the Archer, has reason to be

contented when he looks Hollywood
way. Many romances are budding beau-

tifully.

A charming young love affair is that be-

tween Rochelle Hudson and Hal Franklin,

son of the theatrical magnate.

Tom Brown, Universal's eighteen year
old star, is mooning about town with

Dorothy Dix. Terribly young, and terribly

serious.

Constance Cummings and Cecilia Parker
are matching wits and charms for the favor

of Carl Laemmle, Jr.

TN LIEU of an engagement ring, John
* Gilbert gave Virginia Bruce a gorgeous
diamond wrist watch.

The day preceding Virginia's engagement
announcement, she was just another lead-

ing lady, but the day following her happy
news, she was in such demand that inter-

view dates were being scheduled for her
two weeks in advance.

/^ADIZ, Ohio, where that screen scorcher,^ Clark Gable, was born, has issued post-

cards, bearing views of the town, and the

"Million Dollar
Legs." That's the
name of the Olym-
pic Games comedy
in which Susan
Fleming will be fea-

tured with Jack
Oakie. What do
you think of her

qualifications?
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SCREENLAND suggested that Hol-
lywood send for Elizabeth Allan,

charming English actress—and
that's what Hollywood did. But
Elizabeth has other plans; she
married W. J. O'Bryen, her good-

looking manager.

Over the top!

That's where
pretty Harriet
Hagman, new
blonde screen
girl, is all set

to go. She
played with Ri-
cardo Cortez in

"Is My Face
Red?"

printed words: Cadiz, birthplace of Clark

Gable.

T")0 YOU know that the so-

called wax discs on which
motion picture sound is recorded

are made of ordinary laundry
soap? A paramne and soap base

are the principal ingredients. This
should at least assure the world
of clean pictures.

DORIS KENYON and Onslow Steven-

son are that way. This is the first

love interest exhibited by Doris since the

death of her husband, Milton Sills.

Now that Edna Murphy and Mervyn
LeRoy have started divorce proceedings.

Mervyn admits he will wed Ginger Rogers

when his divorce becomes final.

Playing the romantic leads in Universal

Up in the air. Guy
Kibbee, genial char-

acter actor, takes his

youngster for a ride.

Hope the little Kibbee
doesn't slip off, with

only that smooth sur-

face to hold on to!

After the ball! Diane Sinclair

(right) takes the pill away from
Virginia Bruce in a field hockey
flurry. That Olympic rage again!

serials inspired the young hearts of Lucile

Brown and James Flavin, who announced

their engagement.

JOAN CRAWFORD and Douglas Fair-

banks, Jr., gave rumors of their sep-

aration a rude jolt upon the occasion of

their third annivarsary. Joan was on "Rain"

location on an island off the coast of

Southern California, and Doug, Jr. insisted

that his studio grant him a personal holiday

in order that he might airplane to the

island and spend the day with his wife.

Doug, Jr. presented Joan with a diamond
necklace featuring a pear-shaped pendant,

an emerald and moonstone bracelet, a stun-

ning handbag and an assortment of smaller

gifts. Joan gave him a platinum watch-

and-cigaret lighter, a gold identification

wristlet and several less costly presents.

THE final note in pessimism is William

Haines' declaration that "in 1935, people

will be looking back on the 1932 boom
times."

INSTEAD of following the examples of

scores of stars who moved to the beach

for the summer, Dolores del Rio moved the

beach to her Brentwood Heights home.

Truckloads of sand were hauled to her

estate, until now she has a private beach

more than one hundred feet long and sev-

enty feet wide, completely surrounding her

swimming pool. Umbrellas, chairs, robes,

a volley ball court, ping pong table and

other seaside equipment has been installed.

A RLINE JUDGE enjoyed a five-

dollar joke at the expense of

her husband, director Wesley
Ruggles. Wes constantly teased

Arline at openings because curious

fans would say, "There go Wesley
Ruggles, the director, and his

wife."

So at a recent opening, Arline

employed a young man to stand

near the ropes, and when she and
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Foiled! Joyce Coad, youngest en-
trant in the International Wom-
en's Foil Championships, fences
with that veteran swordsman,

Doug Fairbanks.

Wesley passed, this fellow said,

very loudly, "There goes Arline

Judge. Who's the guy with her?"

IN HOLLYWOOD they are called "dress-

ing room sleepers." They are the stars

who have Malibu homes for the summer,
but who have fitted their dressing rooms
with beds, so that when they work late at

the studio, they sleep there. Since most
dressing rooms have showers, heat and all

the comforts of home, there is little incon-

venience attached to the practice. Gary
Cooper, Jean Harlow, Bette Davis and
Wynne Gibson are among the "dressing

room sleepers."

ryPLOMACY is a plentiful talent about

the studios. Although Gary Cooper
named his chimpanzee "Tallulah," the press

department insists that the name is

"Toluca." Oh, well, they sound alike.

THOSE cut-out puzzles that you played

a few years ago (perhaps you called

them jig-saw puzzles) are popular in Hol-
lywood. The stars are putting together

puzzles that range from small, simple af-

fairs, to large pictures cut into thousands

of pieces.

Constance Bennett gave the first picture-

puzzle party, at which thirty-odd guests

were present. Instead of bridge, there were
tables on which were piled the pieces of

puzzles. Prizes were given the players who
completed their puzzles first, and a booby
prize went to the last table to finish.

Joan Crawford, Ruth Chatterton, Neil

Hamilton, Norma Shearer, Joan Bennett
and Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., are a few of

the stars who are jig-saw puzzle faddists.

Proving that it is not entirely a game of

the stars, Louis B. Mayer, Irving Thalberg
and Samuel Goldwyn are addicts to the

craze.

JIMMY DURANTE says the

reason more foreign stars don't

say "Ay tank ay go home" is that

many of them "don't tank."

Shri Meher Baba, Indian religious

mystic who has enjoyed a seven years'
silence, meets Tallulah Bankhead. Is

Tallulah making him talk?

Does pretty little

Arline Judge
deserve her fast-

mounting screen
success? Judge

for yourself!

Betty Furness, blue-eyed, blonde
and sixteen, signs on the dotted
line for an RKO contract. She's a
discovery of Hal Phyfe, the

camera artist.

THE first eight-cylinder Ford to arrive

in Hollywood was a gift to Will Rogers
from Henry and Edsel Ford.

pWEN the higher officials of the Para-
' mount studio were prohibited from

going on the sets where Marlene Dietrich

was filming "Blonde Venus."

The reason was that Marlene, in this

new picture, returns to undraped poses

such as brought her to fame in "Blue

Angel."

RITA LaRoy, playing a disguised Garbo
• in "Hollywood Speaks," imitates the

Swedish star's dress, mannerisms and

speech. One night she said to the director,

"Ay tank ay go home." He thought she

was joking and answered, "Okay." When
the time came for Rita's scenes, she had

gone home

!

AN ARTIST painted Clark
Gable's picture and attempted

to sell it to the star. When Clark
showed disinterest, the artist took
his masterpiece home and enlarged
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the ears to a ridiculous size. He
then disposed of the portrait to

Lew Cody.

APIECE of press agent copy from Para-

mount : "Narcolepsy, a queer disease

reputed to cause a feeling of drowsiness

after kissing one of the opposite sex, was
today branded as a figment of the imagina-

tion by Hollywood motion picture stars.

"Inquiries made at the Paramount stu-

dios reveals that if an ailment such as nar-

colepsy existed, Hollywood stars would
suffer from a perpetual epidemic of sleeping

sickness."

WELL?

WILLIAM POWELL and Carole

Lombard placed their house in the

hands of a real estate agent with orders

to rent it. The wide awake agent went
right out and signed tenants to a lease, but

neglected to inform the Powells of his

action.

The day before the new tenants planned

to move in, Bill and Carole were serenely

unconscious of the fact. They learned the

awful truth eighteen hours before the new
people's lease began, and they had to move
their belongings between dinner one night

and breakfast next morning.

LA.ST month Rochelle Hudson graduated
' with high honors from the world's

smallest high school ; she was its only

pupil. The school held class at the RKO
studio, where Rochelle has been a star

pupil for two years. At her graduation,

Miss Hudson received a diploma that is

recognized by all state colleges and educa-

tional institutions.

ELY CULBERTSON has been con-

tracted to star in a series of educa-

tional bridge pictures . . . Immediately
following his next picture, Richard Dix

How do you like Anita Page's
Pandora evening- bag? There's
room for powder and powder puff,

mad money, and a hankie. The
bag is covered with Irish lace, and

shows a slender gold chain.

will leave Hollywood on a belated honey-
moon trip to Europe . . . Boris Karloff's

publicity agent calls that Southwestern
state Karloff-omia . . . Ricardo Cortez is

said to be nursing a broken heart following

the recent marriage of Glen Helen Winnett,

Los Angeles society girl with whom Rick
was seen constantly for many months . . .

More than eighty applications for roles in

RKO's chain gang picture were accom-
panied by prison records . . . Clara Bow
and Rex Bell vehemently deny rumors of

a marital rift . . . Clark Gable was ordered

to give up polo after his second accident

on the field . . . That romance between
Mae Clark and Henry Freulich is icy.

JACK OAKIE says times are so
hard his studio is planning to

advertise Marlene Dietrich's mil-
lion dollar legs as half million

dollar legs.

IT IS reported that Charlie Chaplin has
two million dollars on deposit in a draw-

ing account at a Hollywood bank, but he
has not written a check in more than two
years.

Of course, Chaplin, if he really has that

amount in the drawing account, may have
an arrangement whereby he receives inter-

est. If not, he has lost more than $140,000,

which two million dollars would earn in a
savings account in two years.

JOAN BLONDELL threatened to quit

motion pictures if George Barnes, the

cameraman to whom she is engaged, was
not assigned to photograph "Central Park."

The point of her demand was simply that

the picture is being filmed in New York,
and Joan and George plan to be married
in New York's Little Church Around the

Corner some time in August.

TACK DEMPSEY and Ted Hayes were
»J near fisticuffs over Lina Basquette, when
Teddy took her to a Hollywood party and
Jack escorted her home.
Hayes vowed it was a spite move on

Dempsey's part, because they parted ene-

mies years ago. On the contrary, Dempsey
and Lina admit a fondness for each other

that may end at the altar.

T>OSCOE ATES doesn't stutter, actu-
V^- ally ; it is all a pose for stage and
screen. But when he stood in line to shake
the hand of President Hoover recently, he

How be ye,
Maureen? The
little O'Sullivan
goes rustic for a
day, sitting on
fences, chewing
hay wisps, and

everything.

Here's one of those heavy picture pow-wows, otherwise known as a story con-
ference! Director Wesley Ruggles is telling the cast of "Roar of the Dragon"
what will be expected of them when the cameras begin to grind. Find Richard

Dix, Gwili Andre, Arline Judge, Zasu Pitts—and who else?
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thought he would "put on his act." When
Roscoe's turn came, he thrust out his hand

and began "Goo-goo-good mmmm-mmmm

The act wasn't so successful, for before

Ates could finish his greeting and get his

laugh, he was pushed along and other men
were grasping Mr. Hoover's hand.

JACKIE COOPER'S personal appearance

tour netted him many new honors.

Among other things, he became an honor-

ary member of the New York Police De-
partment, an honorary first class boy scout

in the same city, an honorary member of

the Chicago Fire Department, and an idol

of the children at a Chicago Orphanage,

where he made a personal appearance.

ANN DVORAK is dissatisfied with her

Warner Brothers contract. She was
first under contract to Howard Hughes,

but that eccentric young millionaire sold

her to Warners. After several "hit" films,

Ann felt entitled to an increase in salary.

Someone asked her if she was supersti-

tious, and she replied : "Well, I know it is

bad luck to walk under a ladder, because I

did and next day the studio took up my
option."

But we are advising Ann, right now, not

to "do a Cagney."

MINNA GOMBELL and David Blank-

enhorn, who was Irene Rich's hus-

band, are expected to announce their

engagement soon . . . That Dorothy Bur-

gess-Clarence Brown engagement is now
past history . . . Howard Hughes has given

a diamond sparkler to Marian Lansing,

Eastern society girl . . . On physician's

orders, Lila Lee takes a rest between pic-

tures to prevent a recurrence of her recent

long illness . . . John Gilbert and Will
Rogers have rival cacti beds beside their

studio bungalows . . . Elissa Landi's hus-

band, John Lawrence, is leaving his law

T
j

Clark Gable, who loves horses and
plays a snappy game of polo, was
forbidden by Metro to indulge in

the risky sport. Is Clark about to

sneak in a chukker?

Mary Carlisle showing the latest

gadget to prevent shiny noses.
It's a sports "pancake" compact.
You can get them in all colors,

and to match your sports costume.

practice in England to visit his wife at her

new sixty thousand dollar Hollywood es-

tate . . . When Claudia Morgan and her

husband are divorced, there will likely be

wedding bells for Claudia and Charles But-

terworth . . . Douglas Churchill, wit and
scenarist, describes Hollywood "the psycho-
pathic hospital for art" . . . Estelle Taylor
refused to pose as auctioneer at the sale

of her household "for sentimental reasons."

DO YOU remember Robert Warwick?
If you do, you are at the age where

you're forgetting to put the correct number
of candles on your birthday cake, for War-
wick was a matinee idol nearly a score of
years ago. Bolt makes his first screen
appearance in many years in "Without
Shame," in which he plays Helen Twelve-
trees' father.

TT>OTH Ricardo Cortez and Irene Dunne
were stricken to bed with severe sun-

burns when the beach season opened.

Fortunately for their peace of mind,
they were told by a skin specialist that

sunburn, if not too severe, is healthy, for

the reason that it does away with dead
skin.

BY THE queerest of coincidences, on the

day that Verree Teasdale, M-G-M's
new star, simulated suicide for a scene in

"Skyscraper Souls" by jumping from a

window supposedly high above the street,

an old family friend actually ended his life

in Chicago by leaping from an upper floor

of a towering office building.

NEXT thing we know, Jack Oakie will

be a prize fighter. Jack is leaving

Hollywood soon on a theatre appearance

tour. His act will be a four-round boxing
exhibition.

When the idea was first conceived, it

was planned that Oakie should box home
town boys in cities where he will appear.

Somebody decided that it would be some-
thing awful if one of the home-towners
should lay Jack on the canvas, so it was
finally deemed wiser to employ a permanent
sparring partner. If there's any punching
to be done, Oakie will do it.

\ /TORE smiles from Cupid:
Gilda Gray trembles (ecstacy, not

her dance) when Harry Hervey visits.

(Continued on page 95)

A lunch time siesta for the "Love Me Tonight" cast and director. That's Maurice
Chevalier lying on his back with a derby over his eyes—what, no straw hat?

Director Rouben Mamoulian (with glasses) and Jeanette MacDonald seem
amused.
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Johnny Swims into Fame
Continued from page 63

Johnny, wishing he hadn't come.
"Can't you do what you're told? Get

out and rest. Then swim a hundred
yards."
While Johnny rested, he called himself

hard names
;
then, somewhat calmer, sized

up the situation. "Go slow," he told him-
self, and by sheer force of will subdued
the turmoil in his blood.

"Go slow, go slow, go slow," he kept

it up like a refrain as he dropped into the

water and forged surely and steadily ahead.

And having made his goal without any
difficulty this time, he was rewarded by a

curt : "O.K. Now have your fun and
come down again tomorrow. And keep
out of my sight till then."

Thus Johnny entered into training and
paradise. He had to forget everything he
knew.

"Hey, stop that!" Bachrach would yell

at him. "What d'you think this is—a con-

test for crabs ?"

At first Johnny thought it was silly, and
though he would laboriously back and pull,

back and pull, wiggling his feet according
to Bachrach's instructions, he was silently

thanking his stars that none of the gang
was around to see him making a jackass
of himself. But he soon got over that.

When he wasn't swimming himself, he
was sitting pop-eyed at the water's edge,

watching the champions of the day—Nor-
man Ross, Harry Hebner, James Handy

—

doing their stuff.

"And I figured," said Johnny, "that if

he was good enough to be the papa of all

those champs, he was good enough to go
ahead making a jackass out of me!"

Then came the day when Bachrach said

to him : "Do what I tell you and I'll make
a champ out of you."

After that Johnny knew no law but
Bachrach. His life revolved around the

pool. Everything else was a shadow. He
begrudged time out for school, for food,

for sleep. If Bachrach said "O.K.," John-
ny trembled. If he said, "You're not so
hot," the world turned black. Bachrach's
instructions were his sacred tablets. He
would repeat them, run to the back and
write them down, study them, brood over
them. Just as formerly he had watched
and imitated and tried to outswim the fel-

lows in Lake Michigan, so now he watched
and imitated the champions in the pool.

Tommy Tucker sang for his supper.

Johnny Weissmuller swam for his lunch.

"Beat your record and I'll buy your lunch,"

Bachrach would tell him. If he swam a

hundred yards in 55 seconds one day, he'd

have to do better the next or pay his own
check. He didn't pay it often. The rec-

ord at that time was 54 seconds. Johnny
made it, then bettered it.

Bachrach would try to rattle him.
"You'll never make your lunch today," he'd

jeer. "You're going to get hooked this

time!" Then he'd round up a willing audi-

ence and tell them to go the limit, so that

Johnny would be swimming not only
against time but against an uproarious gal-
lery, hooting, making bets, yelling insults,

working to get his goat. Sometimes they
succeeded, more often not, until finally

Bachrach was convinced that, razzed or
not, Johnny could make the pace.

"Hello, mom," he'd say when he got in

Guy Kibbee and his attractive young wife moved out of doors for tea
during a recent hot spell in Hollywood.

at night. "Bachrach likes me. I had fun
today."

"That's good," his mother would answer.
"Feel all right? Hungry?"
One day Bachrach presented him with a

silk swimming suit for winning a hundred-
yard sprint. "Hm," said Johnny to him-
self, "must be serious, or he wouldn't be
handing out silk swimming suits."

He was soon to find out just how serious
it was. While Johnny had been acquiring
technique, lowering the record time of 54
seconds for a hundred yards to 52, Bach-
rach had been keeping him under cover.
Now he was ready to spring him on the
National Championship Meet in Duluth.
And spring him he did with spectacular

effect. Johnny, entered for the fifty- and
hundred-yard dashes, arrived in Duluth a
stranger, a green kid to whom no one but
his coach paid the slightest attention. He
left, winner of both events, breaker of the
hundred-yard record, holder of the Na-
tional Championship title, possessor of the
National medal, the news sensation of
sports pages all over the country.
"Say it ain't true!" wailed the Honolulu

papers in dismay. "We don't believe it.

No one could have beaten Duke Kahana-
moku. They must have used rubber
watches."

"O.K., kid," Bachrach told him. "That's
fine." And Johnny was content.
Only in the Weissmuller home was there

a notable absence of enthusiasm. Pop
Weissmuller's attitude might have been
summed up in the words: "So what?"
"He saw my name in the papers," John-

ny explained, "but he didn't know what it

was all about. Pop figured if you did
something good, you got paid for it. I

wasn't making any money, so it couldn't
be anything, and the papers must be
crazy."

Nevertheless, he went on winning races
and breaking records. The 1924 Olympics
were in the offing and he meant to get to
them.

"I swam my fool head off," he said. "I
knew that every extra practice gives you
an extra pull. In case the other guy has an
extra spurt up his sleeve, you have it too.

I used to break the Olympic record every
day in practice. If you do it every day,
you're bound to win. It gets mechanical.
Some swimmers don't know what pace to

set. They get in good shape, but they
don't get the pace. That's the important
tiling.

"My folks wanted me to go to college,

but I couldn't see it. Schooling meant
nothing to me," said Johnny with engag-
ing frankness. "I was going to swim. I

was going to the Olympic games and win
the championship of the world. I had it

in the bag. All I had to do was go over
and take it." He frowned at the memory
of how unreasonable people had been.

"Having the record and all, any guy would
have done it. Been a boob not to. And I

could have talked Pop over all right—Pop
was O.K.—if it wasn't for a bunch of
uncles and cousins butting in and putting
ideas in his head."

It was Bill Bachrach who finally put the
uncles and cousins to rout. He went to see

Mr. Weissmuller. He didn't spout to him
about the glory of athletics nor his duty as
a citizen to let his son swim for his coun-
try. They were two solid business-men
who understood each other. He explained
exactly what Johnny's standing in the
world of sports was and just how the
prestige of an Olympic championship might
help him in later life. Mr. Weissmuller
capitulated.
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Rollo, Andy Devine's little terrier, is a gift from an admiring fan.

Andy is the lad who provided the laughs for you in "The Man From
Yesterday." Rollo thinks Andy's a good comedian, too.
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"All right, if you say so, Mr. Bachrach,"

he conceded at last. "I just don't want

this swimming business to make a bum out

of my boy."

"I promise you it won't," said Bachrach.

"And that," grinned Johnny, "fixed

everything up. I went with the team to

Paris and trained there for six weeks.

Then came the day of the races. I wasn't

worried about the swimming end. I knew
I could do it. Lord, I'd been doing it

every day for months. But you might get

a cramp. You might get a mouthful of

water. You might get caught in the ropes.

You might get a stomach-ache. Those are

the things you worry about—you can't beat

a man when you have a cramp in your

stomach."
He was entered for the 100-meter and

the quarter-mile races and he was also on

a relay team. As he stood waiting for the

gun to pop for his first event, he thought

his knees would cave in under him. Then
came the shot, and the second he struck

the water, his nervousness vanished as by
magic. Now he was safe—calm, strong,

and sure of himself in his natural element.

He set his pace and watched the field, and
there was never a moment when he had
any doubt of the outcome. He won his

race, and he won it hands down, and he

broke the Olympic record.

That was Johnny's big moment—the

climax of his life, the crown of the athlete's

career. Standing in the center of the pool,

the water dripping over him and all his

"insides shaking," he watched the Amer-
ican flag being run up for first place. And
as the band broke into the strains of the

Star-Spangled Banner and everyone stood

at attention, Johnny, his heart bursting

with pride and happiness, saluted the flag

which he had sent to the top.

He sent the American flag up twice that

day and helped to send it up a third time.

He broke two records and received the

official title of world's champion. Duke
got second, and Honolulu pulled no cracks

this time about rubber watches.

He had done what he had come over to

do. He could go back home without feel-

ing apologetic.

Back in America, he kept right on swim-
ming. He entered two championship races

every year, one indoor and one outdoor.

He was unconquerable. He accumulated
records and medals. His family—to the

last uncle and cousin—went around brag-
ging about him. His mother decided that

she'd better go down and watch this

prodigy of hers perform, since others
seemed willing to pay good money for the

privilege. So well did she enjoy the per-

formance that she watched him thereafter

as often as possible and he, big kid that

he was, would run to her seat to kiss her
before each event.

So it went on for four glorious years.

Life was one high holiday and Johnny ap-
preciated the fact. "I think I'm the lucki-

est fellow in the world," he told his mother.
He piled triumph on triumph and when he
swam in the Olympic games at Amster-
dam in 1928, he proved once more a fact

which needed no proving—that never had
the world known such a swimmer as

Johnny Weissmuller.
At home again after the 1928 meet. Bill

Bachrach sent for him. "I guess you know
what I'm going to tell you, kid," he said.

"You're through. You've got enough glory
out of swimming. Now get to work.
Glory's O.K. but there's no percentage in

it. Besides," he added, trying to look
severe, "remember what I promised your
father."

Johnny had seen it coming, and Bach-
rach's word was law to him now as it had
always been. Whatever pangs he may
have felt he kept to himself. He got a job
as contact man for B.V.D., helping them
first to design a swimming suit, then act-

ing as a sort of entering wedge to open

doors through which the salesmen might

slip in after him.

He was opening doors in Los Angeles

a couple of years later, and putting in his

spare time at the Hollywood Athletic Club

pool. As he was punching the bag one day

in the big gym adjoining the pool, the

wrestling instructor sauntered over and
eyed him thoughtfully.

"Say, Johnny," he suggested after a

while, "why don't you go over to Metro
and try out for 'Tarzan' ? Everybody's
doing it. They might do worse than take

you."
"Fine!" said Johnny. "I always had an

idea I'd like to go into the movies. Who
do I see?"
The other considered. "Tell you what

I'll do. I'll get Cyril Hume, the adaptor,

over here and see what he thinks."

Cy Hume looked Johnny over and
thought he was "swell." Then tests were
made— of Johnny running barefoot, of

Johnny jumping off trees, of Johnny vault-

ing over logs. They took his word for it

that he could swim ! The tests were run

off before the executives and Van Dyke,
the director, and they agreed with Hume
that Johnny was swell. Contracts were
signed and the picture started.

"I was glad, but I wouldn't let myself

get excited over it," said Johnny. "I didn't

know if I could do it or not. I just wanted
a chance to make that one picture and see

what happened. Either I'd be good, or

terrible. If I was good, O.K. If not. I

could always go back to B.V.D. They
were willing to let me try. They were
fine about it.

"It wasn't hard to do the picture. All

that running and jumping business was
right in my backyard—and when it came
to the love stuff, all I had to do was fol-

low the director. 'Look into her eyes,'

he'd say, and I'd look. Or, 'Smile,' he'd

say, or 'Give her a poke,' and I'd do it,

and the cameras'd grind. It was a cinch

—

I expect the next to be harder.

"Yes, they all seemed pleased with the

results. There was only one person who
wasn't—and that was my mother. She saw
the picture and almost passed out. I called

her on long distance and she started to

cry on the 'phone—thought her darling boy
was going to be killed by lions

!

"I don't know where I'll land, but I'm
not worrying about that now. I'm having
fun. I always got the breaks. I always
did the things I liked to do." His face

turned grave. "I think I'm one of the

luckiest guys in the world." And Johnny
knocked wood.
Many of us do the same thing—apologet-

ically, with a smile of tolerance for our
own superstitions. Johnny performs the

rite with a childlike earnestness which is

most appealing. He has the simplicity and
honesty of his simple, self-respecting an-

cestry. He's without a trace of pose or
pretentiousness. He knows he's the best

swimmer in the world—take it or leave it.

He has ample reason to know it—26 na-
tional records, 7 world's records, which re-

main unbroken. He doesn't know whether
he's an actor or not. Nobody does. In

"Tarzan" he simply did what he was told,

and it was easy. Because "Tarzan" was a

howling success doesn't mean to Johnny
that's he's a great actor. Whether he him-
self is going to be a howling success still

remains on the knees of the gods. He
can only hope so. He can only thank hi?

lucky stars that so far he's had the breaks.

He can only knock wood in an effort to

keep them.
Go to it, Johnny! We know just how

you feel. And what's more, the thousands

of fans you've made through a single pic-

ture are knocking wood for you too

!
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Why Joan Crawford "Gets" You
Continued from page 19

ridiculous in the twinkling of an eye. Im-
agine her, or this type of little girl, today
or yesteryear all decked out for Sunday
School in ribbons, lace and pretty shoes, all

harmonious and colorful. Imagine such a
little girl seeing some boys picking harvest
apples high in a gnarled old tree. How
quickly would the rebellious tomboy spirit

indicated by the strong jaw be evoked

—

then a climb in the tree, a spill, and many
a tear and scratch and a disheveled little

tomboy going home. Is she sorry? No,
she is hopping mad

!

In a grown woman such a strong jaw
beneath so short and curling an upper lip

denotes another startling contradiction. A
love of the great outdoors, sports and games
on land and water, but a hatred for rules
and regulations. Swimming, boating, hik-
ing, riding and all such free sports would
delight such natures most. Golf or tennis
could start out blithely, but the minute
over-solicitous friends begin to improve her
stance, suggest which club, do it according
to rules, regulations, etc., then you would
hear some frank, free criticism and out-
spoken rebellion against too much insistence
on form, technique or regulations. Such
natures do not care a hoot for formality,
but love color, dash, freedom.

In a world full of people with inhibitions,
fears, complexes, there are millions who
are subconscious rebels and dream of break-
ing all the rules, but they have been so
tamed by circumstances that they seldom
act the rebel much as they would love to.

As the face speaks a universal language,
they recognize in Joan Crawford some of
the impassioned love of freedom, liberty,

expression that led another Joan, the Maid
of Orleans, Joan of Arc, to don men's
clothing and lead the armies of France to
victory.

Repressed people are and always have
been thrilled by a beautiful rebel. So that
helps to stir interest in her. Don't think
that Joan Crawford rushes around Holly-
wood drawing attention to herself by her
wild acts of expression. No, she is the
little tomboy girl we spoke of—but she has
grown up, and the long road up to stardom
has not been a bed of thornless roses. She
has been misunderstood, misquoted enough
to learn through sheer will, to be sure she
is among friends before she releases her
tomboy nature. I am told that at parties
about Hollywood she often acts more like

an obscure little actress than the real shin-
ing star she is. She is still a humble strag-
gler at heart.

Being an extremist, she is either the life

of the party among those with whom she
can be herself, or at more formal parties
she simply has nothing to say and says
it very quietly. Yes, this is another con-
tradiction ; she might be likened to a racing
car that has no low gear so must be towed
around the cities, but on the track it wins
out.

When success comes to most people they
lose their sense of proportion, but when
they carry in their own personality such a
multiplicity of warring characteristics as
Joan Crawford, they simply can't take
themselves too seriously.

The soul that looks out from those some-
what feline eyes has seen a lot of life and
knows that one has to develop the mind
and heart, but one needs a career and home
and family too.

The career came first, then the happy
home, perhaps. When and if the family
arrives it will be a starry-eyed little boy
very hard to suppress. What, fortune tell-

ing? No, just a perfectly good common-
sense guess with the help of Mendel's law
of heredity. Besides, we mentioned Joan
Crawford's strong sense of imitation and
there are many blessed events impending
from Malibu Beach to Hollywood. Joan
might be impelled to motherhood through
imitation—it's being done !

Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., with his sharp
features, straight brows, frequent look of

boyish, wistful seriousness, is a wonderful
mate for our Joan, for they have many
things in common, but their main mental
and physical characteristics are directly

opposite. His eyes are deep-set and under
long level brows. His chin, while finely

modeled, is not so prominent. It is a most
unusual match and has to withstand an
environment that tries most matches to the

point of spontaneous combustion.

Fortunately, the honors are so even we
need fear no strain as in the case of Ann
Harding and Harry Bannister. With com-
parative peace and the nature to achieve,

Joan Crawford will go as far as Garbo
into the hearts of fans of the moving pic-

ture world, for the outstanding traits of

her character—that something she has to

give—is as elemental as strength and
beauty, and they are the real fundamentals

of all the arts.

These are not the ravings of a Crawford
fan—far from it, for those large eyes used
to seem too big for the soul that looked

out of them ; but how that soul has thrived

on experiences, a chance to do and dare

!

Those are not Bovine eyes. How well

I remember seeing a director and camera-
man work for hours with an Indian type
of girl with dark bovine eyes. At last the

camera man, a fiery temperamental Italian,

yelled at the poor girl struggling to emote
real tears

—"Who tella you you can act,

you cow-eyed beauty ? Somebody gotta
take you and broke your heart, and then
you can act!" Then the poor girl really

cried enough to fill the scene.

Joan Crawford was first a good imitator,

but she had heartaches and heart-breaks,
and so could act long ago without such
tactics. But the thing that comes across
to you and "gets" you in her acting is the
little rebel in her nature that will not be
suppressed, and that is best expressed in

the type of part that she made big in

"Grand Hotel."

Now as Sadie Thompson in "Rain," play-

ing the part of an outcast at war with all

society, she should come into her own. It

should be her masterpiece. Not that she

is limited to such parts, because so dual a

nature can play a great variety of parts

convincingly.

Could the divine Garbo fear anyone
usurping her throne while she vacations

in Sweden, I am sure Joan Crawford would
be that one. Not that she looks like Garbo
or acts like Garbo. No, the reason that

Joan Crawford makes you feel the play

is real is because, like Garbo, she knows
herself, is herself—and so makes you feel

that through full free expression you, too,

can succeed in making your dreams come
true.

Marion Davies effects a striking contrast with this blue fox fur worn
over her white crepe evening ensemble. The fur encircles the arm-
holes of the jacket, with the heads of the skins joining at the back.
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it. That's fine. Jack is a square-shooter,

honest and loyal, and if he can hold down
the head man's job, it speaks well for his

possibilities of becoming a real man when
he grows up.

"I have always appealed to Jack's sense

of honor and fair play, when we don't seem

to be getting anywhere. Once when I had

been held up on location, facing the loss of

another day and a few thousand dollars in

expense, I put it up to Jack. He and the

rest of the kids were getting restless and

I couldn't get certain difficult scenes be-

cause of inattention. I appealed to Jackie's

sense of loyalty to the company and to me.

I told him that if he would round up the

other kids and get down to serious work,

it would save my job. And I promised

him a dollar
!"

What in the world could a mere dollar

mean to a youngster like Jackie Cooper
who makes more money in one year than

the President's salary? I voiced my skep-

ticism to the director.

Taurog laughed. "Why, man," he said,

"a dollar in the pocket means more to

Jackie Cooper or any other kid than the

vague thousands he hears he has in the

bank. He understands a dollar. That will

buy a lot of ice cream and candy, you know.
Or, maybe a football or baseball.

"To get back to the location incident,"

continued the director, "Jack rounded up
the rest of the kids, including a score of

Mexicans we were using for atmosphere,

and we finished our final day's work in

record time. They paid strict attention

and did everything right because Jack had
put them on the spot, just as I put him on
the spot."

Here's the pay-off. When Taurog re-

turned to the studio he didn't have the op-
portunity to give Jack the dollar. Next
day when Taurog was sitting at an open
office window conferring with Louis Ligh-
ten, the supervisor, they noticed the little

man walking nonchalantly back and forth

in front of the window. He was whistling

and kicking his feet, boy-like. He was ob-
viously trying not to be embarrassed, but

he kept on strolling back and forth, whist-

ling. Taurog let him go for a while.

Finally, he had an assistant ask Jackie if

he was looking for someone, or wanted
something. Jackie hemmed and hawed and
twisted. "Well," he finally said, "Mr.
Taurog promised me a dollar if I got all

the kids to work hard and finish those

scenes, but if there's going to be a misun-
derstanding about it, it's okay with me.
I don't mind losing that dime I had to give

the kids. I'm working for the company."
Of course, Jackie got the dollar. But.

as Taurog put it, a grown-up would be
highly commended for the same attitude.

"He sure earned that dollar." confided the

director. "Rounding up all those other

kids was a tougher job than those Borax
wagon drivers used to have rounding up
the twenty mules."
Next in our confab came little Robert

Coogan. Will he repeat the success of his

"big brother" Jack?
"Bobbie is just a child now," said

Taurog. "He's an affectionate little boy
who must be handled solely by kindness.

He isn't old enough to reason out problems,
so I had to find out how to occasionally

overcome the inattentiveness of the child.

Bobbie acts only for the praise of his pals,

the stage-hands. If I can't get Bobbie to

play a scene right. I simply get one of the

stage-hands to tell him that he's not so

hot. Or, if worst comes to worst, I'll fire

his best pal, the prop man. Kids do not

like to be fooled. They resent it. So to

make the threat good, I actually fire the

prop man, send him home, and the next

day I let Bobbie persuade me to hire his

pal back again. Is he a good boy then!"

The more I talked to this director the

more I came to realize why he made
"Skippy" and "Sooky" and "Huckleberry
Finn" and other real kid pictures.

Jackie Searl came under our observation

next. Here is the kid "villain," the young-
ster who is always running to tell "ma"
or "pa" on the other kids. Why, I've

heard folks coming out of theaters talking

indignantly about that bratty kid.

"Jackie Searl is one of the nicest little

boys imaginable," the director assured me.
"And what an actor. He's as high-strung

as a race horse, and as sensitive as a great

artist. He can't stand criticism, but neither

can he stand the idea of others being made
goats for his mistakes. So, when I bawl
the other kids in a scene out for his mis-
take, he snaps out of it right away. He's
a sweet little fellow."

Jackie Coogan, Mitzi Green and Junior
Durkin are much more grown up, of course,

but Taurog thinks they're grand little

troupers. All three are exceptionally con-
scientious in their work and can sometimes
shame the grown-ups by being perfect

"studies" in their lines. Some parents

might readily take a few lessons from the

infinite patience this director takes in han-
dling his little charges. Picture what ex-
haustive consideration and genuine love of
youngsters is necessary to achieve such re-

sults as were evidenced in "Skippy,"
"Sooky," and Taurog's other kid pictures.

Win their confidence, discipline by kind-

ness, and appeal to their sense of fair play,

and you will get obedience and loyalty in

return. Those are a few of Taurog's rules

we might all give heed to.

"I never show favoritism in handling
Jackie Cooper, Bobbie Coogan, or Jackie
Searl," he says. "Although Jackie Cooper
is my nephew, he has to toe the mark with
me to get an even break. If I buy a base-

ball, or a toy auto, or an ice-cream cone
for one, the other two get the same. Thus,
their jealousy is never aroused. And one
must never hurt their feelings by a mature

indifference to their kid problems. I try

to listen attentively and help them work
things out.

"To break a promise to a youngster
is not only cruel, but a fatal error. They
never forget nor forgive deception of this

sort."

Picture theater-goers who wonder how
the directors get such remarkable results

from the screen children will be interested

in this enlightenment. The youngsters are

never over-worked. Every attention is paid

to their health. Taurog frequently calls a

recess hour during the working day when
he sees his charges getting tired. After
the relaxation of play they are back at it

fresher than ever before.

Nor are results ever obtained by tricking

or frightening the children. Taurog is con-
temptuous of such practices, which, it must
be confessed, were used by some heedless

picture-makers in the old silent days. Un-
til wiser heads prevailed a few promising
child careers were utterly ruined because
the youngsters came to shy at a camera as

a dog at a gun that had frightened it. To-
day, picture producers and directors must
be commended for their painstaking care
and treatment of the kid actors. They get

better care and attention than do most kids

at home.
Incidentally, the successful parents of

these successful children are not the pes-
tiferous kind that once infested Hollywood.
They have common-sense. Mrs. Cooper,
the Coogans, the Searls and others must
be complimented for the conduct of their

children.

Although Norman Taurog refuses to be
caught in a cycle of kid pictures, because
he happened to win the Motion Picture

Academy Award for "Skippy," he has a soft

spot in his heart for the kids who rode
along to fame with him. He would like

to direct Barrie's "Sentimental Tommy"
and Tarkington's "Seventeen" some time
in the future.

Driving home the other evening from the

studio I saw Norman Taurog playing base-
ball in a vacant lot in Beverly Hills with
Jackie Cooper and some of Jackie's small

pals.

I'll bet when Norman was a kid he was
Skippy, too!

Movie crazy! That old funnybone tickler, Harold Lloyd, goes nuttier
than ever in his new picture, which bears that name, and Constance

Cummings helps along the general foolery.
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Confessions of Hollywood's Gayest Divorcee

fourteen she went to a convent. Lessons

were dragons. Smart as a whip, she hated

the dull, obvious routines. When she signed

a picture contract, a private tutor was
engaged to substitute for the average

person's high school training. That suited

her lots better because the tutor empha-
sized those things pertaining to acting.

Many a girl's life has been blighted by
a foolish marriage. Elope in haste and
repent at leisure—that's been Loretta's

luck. She flew out of the state with Grant
Withers and stuck to her choice for a year.

Did disillusionment ruin her disposition?

Not a speck ! After the first ecstasies

wore off, she realized mother had known
best. That she had leaped into something
which wasn't what she'd been led to expect.

That, in other words, she'd scored a sad,

sad error.

"I'm an ornery soul who can't be told,"

Loretta explains. "Marriage taught me
what I couldn't have learned by mere ad-

vice. Although mine was a mistake, I'm

not sorry I was wrong. I'd do the same
thing again

!

"Living—if you're a normal, healthy per-

son—is fun. It should be. Now don't get

me wrong. I'm not advocating a follow-

every-impulse campaign. I'm simply say-

ing that, personally, I'm so inquisitive and
stubborn that I have to burn my fingers

to believe there is a fire.

"Of course, I was unhappy when I found
that my marriage was failing. I'd had
dreams about the perfect man. Well—

"

with a shrug
—

"naturally I was upset for

awhile.

"I have always tried to control my ex-

ternal reactions, however. Just once I lost

my temper. That was on the set several

years ago. Afterwards I was so ashamed
of being such a fool that I've never pub-
licly given way to my feelings since.

"The modern girl who earns her own
living has no right to indulge herself by
broadcasting her unhappiness. Men don't

go around crying over spilled milk. Women
who deserve respect as business equals of

men are not those who demand alimony or

"Tiny" Jones, little English
"bit" player, is David Manners'

favorite extra.

Continued from page 25

lament loudly. Today working women
know that they must pay for everything
they get.

"Don't be a whiner if you want to in-

terest men. I am firmly convinced that

above everything else men look for the
qualities of a good sport in the girl they
choose as a sweetheart. Feminine frills are
important to a girl, true. But no man
really wants a woman who isn't 'regular.'

"

Divorce, to many a tragedy, has been
beneficial to Loretta.

"Even an unsatisfactory experience is

worth-while to me," she says. "My ideas

of men were silly, immature. I had to

learn about them someway, and I'm not able

to weep over my break-up with Grant.
Sob sisters' stuff to the contrary

!

"The one thing Hollywood cannot under-
stand is that I'm in no rush to get married
again." (Nope, Loretta, not when we see

you falling in love again—and again!)

"I've just moved into a lovely new home
in Beverly. Mother, Polly Ann, Sally

—

my sisters—and I have one round of good
times. It's just like it was before I mar-
ried Grant. The house is full of young
people and everyone's merry. Only—I'm
acquiring a new sense of values

!

"It's shocking, yet true, that I don't have
as many dates as I did when I was thir-

teen!" (Only because you're getting aged
and particular, Loretta!)
"Then I thought I was a social flop if

I wasn't invited to a dance every Friday
and Saturday night. Until I was jolted by
my marriage experience, I wouldn't pay
any attention to a man who wasn't hand-
some and who wasn't an excellent dancer.

Those two things were my main require-

ments.
"I had t© love and learn. Now I'm still

attracted by a good-looking man. But I've

found that a dashing line, a startling phy-
sique, and a handsome face aren't half so
important as the really fundamental quali-

ties.

"Surface glitter no longer fools me. I

like men with ambition, with business abil-

ity—who have done praiseworthy work
and who are aiming still higher. Who
talk well because they have something to

talk about. Who read widely and under-
standing^.

"I used to accept dates just to be going
out. Well, I've been — ! And I've seen
what a waste of time some company is

!

Now I won't go out unless I especially

enjoy the person who asks me."
Do divorcees really have to put men in

their place oftener than unmarried girls?

Are they expected to be faster than the

un-cxcd?
"Yes," claims Loretta. "Men are sure

that we want love. They assume that we
are miserable, are eating our hearts out
because we no longer have husbands.
Bunk! They are much more apt to pre-

sume with a divorcee for this reason. But
—believe you me, the modern lady can
'tank I go home' and frequently does

!"

The constant procession of engagement
rumors which flurry around her do not
bother her. They are often so far-fetched

as to be absolutely ridiculous. The reports

that she and Grant are to re-marry are un-
authentic. He has been in vaudeville and
living in the East. Loretta never hears
from him. When they parted it was for-

ever.

"Most of my so-called engagements are
like the Ricardo Cortcz one," she declares.

"I went to a movie one evening with him

—

the only time I was ever out with him

Introducing Lyle Talbot, who
in turn is doing his best to in-
troduce some new masculine
appeal to the screen. His
first appearance was in "Love

is a Racket."

alone. We met at various parties once in

awhile. We'd played together in a picture

and naturally had become friends. What
a spicy yarn that was for the columnists

!

More inside dope that was news to me !"

Take all life offers you. Convert the

mistakes into helpful hints for behavior
when a similar situation arises again. This
is Loretta's philosophy. She was born with
the yen for exploring, investigating on her
own. Always she's wanted to be an in-

dividual who could look in any mirror and
say proudly: "You're a success. You are

independent. You stand on your own
feet

!"

No wonder she loves the movies. They
don't bring her heartbreaks. She wouldn't
consider any other kind of work for a min-
ute. Acting is her notion of joyous self-

expression. The studio offers that fantas-

tic, surprising, ever-new cycle of happen-
ings that she adores. She never plans

definitely. When under long-term contract

one can't.

Paris is as much a dream city to her as

it is to most people. She's never even had
time to go to New York ! Periodically, she
hopes to get away to thrill over the sights

of the Great White Way. Invariably the

casting office concludes she's to do a new
picture.

When she was four she did her first

acting, in a Fannie Ward picture. After
convent hours she studied classical danc-
ing and so impressed her youthful idol,

Mae Murray, that Mae tried to adopt her.

Loretta's mother was left a widow with
a son and three daughters to bring up,

Loretta being the youngest. The luxurious
colonial home which the star of the family
has built for them all is a far cry from the

boarding house which Loretta knew as a
child. It is a wish-come-true for the de-

voted mother who took in boarders and
worked ceaselessly for her little brood.
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except when he was mooning over the

piano or his cello or a book of romantic
legends.

It was when he was eight that he de-

cided to become an actor. He got the

songs being sung by Berlin comedians of

the day and, with the aid of his sister who
taught him words which he could not yet

read, learned an imposing repertoire by
heart, picking out the accompanying tunes

on piano or cello. Throughout public

school, his mind continued to focus on the

footlights. He was only slightly daunted
when, having been graduated too young to

go to college, he was put to work in his

father's clothing store for the interval.

An unaccomplished clerk, he scrambled
through the dull days as best he could and,

at night, attended a school of the drama.
Finally feeling sufficiently sure of himself,

he wilfully abandoned the clothing business

for which he was optimistically intended

by his family, and apprenticed himself to

Victor Arnold, at that time one of Ber-
lin's most famous comedians. Arnold,
recognizing the wealth of gayety and sharp
facility waiting to flower, took the lively

young novitiate to Max Reinhardt who
was then, as now, number one among Eu-
ropean impresarios of the stage.

Under Reinhardt, Lubitsch became a
popular featured comedian. Became, also,

a brilliant scholar of stagecraft, produc-
tion, and all the elements of theater tech-

nique which Reinhardt's players were
required to study and understand. In 1913,

he was offered and accepted his first movie
job. In his first two pictures, he was es-

tablished as a cinematic comedian par
excellence—but after his second picture he
became a problem for producers who could
unearth no further material to fit his pe-
culiar brand of comedy. Undismayed,
young Lubitsch wrote a story of his own,
took it to a producer and announced he
would be happy to direct it himself. The
producer snapped his fingers and gambled.

An advance fall fashion note
for evening! Bette Davis shows
a demure little evening wrap of
pale pink brocaded silk shot
with gold threads and quilted.

Portrait of a Director

Continued jrom page 62

The gamble brought blue skies to his

studio with the success of a long series of
two-reel comedies—written, directed, and
acted by Lubitsch.
Those were the days when a director

had no corps of assistants or cutters or
supervisors. He designed his own sets,

told the cameraman how to light his

scenes, cut his own film. And, in Lubitsch's
case, wrote his own story. His days were
a delirium of chaos and continual emer-
gencies. Gradually, out of their confusions,
he evolved a crude, experimental form as
he became increasingly familiar with the
mechanics of his new medium. Impatient
of the narrow horizons which at that time
fenced the motion picture, he was con-
stantly ferreting out new technical possi-
bilities.

His series of two-reelers, with Lubitsch
as writer-director-staf, became so popular
that he was promoted to features. His
facility continued to develop and eventually
he was asked to do a drama. At this, he
balked. A champion of the importance
of comedy, of its high status in the field of
intelligent craftsmanship, he harboured a
profound contempt for the third-rate
dramas then being employed by the movies.
He refused to abandon comedy until he
was offered "Carmen," with Pola Negri,
the sound dramatic ingredients of which
story tempted him to make his first experi-
ment in drama. His success with this pic-

ture, released in America as "Gypsy
Blood," encouraged him to continue on to

"Madame DuBarry," with Negri and Emil
Jannings, which America saw as "Passion."
Now internationally known—and def-

initely committed to directing rather than
acting—he directed Germany's greatest
stars until that inevitable hand reached
across the Atlantic and snatched him to

Hollywood. Brought over by Mary Pick-
ford to do her "Rosita," he thereafter went
to Warner Brothers, and thence to Para-
mount where, ever since, he has been an
integral part of the Paramount scene.

Although for the most part identified

with comedy, he is almost equally at ease
in such vital dramas as "The Patriot" or
"The Man I Killed," the latter released
inexplicably as "Broken Lullaby." One
says "almost equally at ease" because there

is a general reluctance to relinquish him
to drama even for one picture. That gay,
stiletto-pointed "Lubitsch touch" is impos-
sible of approximation by the most sanguine
imitators and is in insistent demand by the

wistful risibilities of more than one nation.

The particular method he created with
"The Love Parade," first musical movie
to show purely cinematic form, became
crystallized in the superb "Monte Carlo."

And ever since, out of all Hollywood, only
Lubitsch has been able consistently to

evolve a blithe, sophisticated nonsense that

is uniquely the talking screen's.

It is studio legend that the happy actor

is the Lubitsch actor. First making sure

he knows his players thoroughly, their

capacities and temperaments, Lubitsch him-
self demonstrates to them exactly what to

do—but always in their own individual

way. He demands no histrionic miracles

and never attempts to force a player into

an interpretation of which he is congenitally

incapable. He will shoot one scene eight-

een or twenty times until he gets exactly

the nuance he wants, but since it is a
nuance which the player knows he can
produce eventually, there is a minimum of

nervous tension.

He writes a good portion of every script

himself. He cuts every inch of his own
film and supervises the scoring. It is es-

Ruth Chatterton surveys her
new bangs. She wears this
white taffeta evening frock in
her new picture, "Children of

Pleasure."

pecially in the cutting that he devises the
musical form which he considers so neces-
sary to a smooth-flowing picture. He is

subject, on the set, to infrequent furies
which rocket and subside quickly, leaving
his paradoxically satanic and cherubic face
smiling as widely as before. Between
scenes, he usually sits at the little piano
which is always placed in some corner of
the stage and plays—Mozart or Gershwin,
as the fancy moves him—with a touch and
skill belying his lack of training. During
a scene, if he is not ambling about behind
the cameras, he is crouched beneath them,
watching the action with demoniac inten-
sity and unconsciously acting out every
inflection and gesture and expression.

His stocky body is hard as nails from
daily work-outs with a trainer and from
habitual riding and swimming. He ap-
pears incapable of sitting upright in a
chair—after five minutes or so of conver-
sation inevitably sliding around till his legs

hang over the arm, with innumerable con-
versational excitements which catapult him
to his feet to pace the floor as he talks.

He has a profound relish for good food,

fine liquors, lovely women, good music

—

a profound dislike for the vulgar, phoney,
cheap or stupid. He is the little god of

Hollywood's German colony—no unfor-
tunate compatriot has ever left his presence
without a substantial check and a pat on
the shoulder that has no slightest hint of

condescension in it. At intervals he is re-

ported engaged to Ona Munson. He loves

gayety, humor, and is depressed by those

parties dependent on excess cocktails for

their fun. He is restless but not neurotic,

excitable but not hysterical, mercurial, but

not moody. He is impatient of the shackles

placed on movies, of the assumption that

the public is mentally adolescent, but voices

few of the complaints common to most of

his contemporaries. This because he has,

probably more than any other director,

magnificent fun making movies

!
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Just a Great Actor
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Good news for lovers of screen pulchritude! Rochelle Hudson, pretty
ingenue of the RKO Studios, has a new contract. You'll see her next

with Richard Dix in "Liberty Road."

danced across his face . "Of course I don't

remember much about the next few years.

"But according to my parents—and they
should know—I travelled from small town
to small town, playing with a few other
theatrical children whose parents also were
members of the troupe, but mostly watch-
ing my mother and father rehearse their

lines—and watching, too, all their perform-
ances."

It was when he was eleven that Paul
made his first record. One night his par-

ents' company found itself minus a man
to play an aged, character role. Casting
about for someone, anyone, who might
serve for the occasion, Paul was con-
scripted.

Of course, many actors have made their

debuts when even younger than that—but
in juvenile roles. That was the first—and
only—time on record that anyone eleven

years old has made his initial stage en-

trance in the role of a decrepit gentleman
of eighty

!

Once he had tasted the thrill of appear-
ing before the footlights, Paul's fate was
sealed. From that time on, he had no
thought other than the stage.

He became a regular member of the

company and continued touring the "tank
towns" with his parents. Always in char-

acter parts.

"I wasn't the romantic type," he explains.

"Even as a young man of nineteen or

twenty, I never played heroes. I had
started out in character roles—I had
learned all sorts of makeup—so I was al-

ways cast in older parts."

In 1913 his father died and Muni and his

mother "carried on" alone. They re-

mained in various obscure stock companies
for several years, then came to New York
and joined the Yiddish Art Theatre.

That was a group of players operated on
a co-operative basis, somewhat like the

haughty Theatre Guild. Their headquar-
ters were in Greenwich Village and work-
ing with them was an education in itself.

It was while he was working there that

he met Bella Finkel, the lady who is now
his wife. She, too, is an actress, but makes
rather infrequent appearances on the stage

today. She is satisfied merely to be Mrs.
Paul Muni.

"How did you happen to meet your wife,

Mr. Muni ?" I inquired, ever on the alert

to hear about romance.

"Why, she was cast in a play opposite

me," he replied after a moment's thought.

"And was it a case of love at first

sight?"

Mr. Muni looked slightly outraged at

what I am sure he considered my rank im-
pertinence. Even so, he answered my
question with true courtesy.

"No, I don't think you could call it

that. In fact I don't think there is such
a thing as love at first sight.

"We may be attracted to someone as

soon as we see them. Later, if the attrac-

tion has lasted and deepened into a very
real affection, we are wont to say that it

was 'love at first sight.'

"While in reality, it was something that

changed and grew and developed into love.

There are many phases of love, you know.
That is why, if love is real, it will last.

It will survive the changes of both the in-

dividuals and the relationship. And why,
if it is not real, it will die.

"For as the individual changes, love must
change, too. It must grow as the char-

acter grows. It must keep pace with the

relationship between the two persons as

that develops, too.

"I was attracted to my wife the moment
I saw her, yes. But the love that I have
for her now is a thousand times deeper,

more profound, than the momentary attrac-

tion I knew then."

And Paul Muni says he is not romantic!

Nevertheless and despite his present-day

seriousness and calm thoughtfulness about

love, it was only six weeks after the day
they met that he and Mrs. Muni were mar-
ried.

In retrospect, he is philosophical about

that, too.

"We married when we did because all

things were propitious. Several times in

the past I had been attracted to girls. I

had even thought—fleetingly—of marriage
as a rather to be desired state. But some-
thing had always intervened.

"Either I had to go on the road with a

new show, or I didn't have enough money
at the time, or the girl I liked would go
away.

"When I met Bella, I was just starting

on a summer vacation. I had a couple of

months off, I had some money saved from
the past season of work, I wanted to get

married—and I was in love.

"It was love, you know, because it has

lasted for eleven years!"

After his marriage. Muni continued his

work with the Yiddish Art Theatre, later

leaving them and going into various stock

companies on the road. Finally, he secured

an engagement in Boston, the best break he

had received to date.

It was while he was appearing there that

he attracted the attention of Sam Harris,
one of Broadway's best-known producers,
who happened to be in town and witnessed
one of his performances. That gentleman
immediately offered Muni a contract and
the chance to play the lead in "We Amer-
icans" on Broadway the following season.

The rest is theatrical history.

Muni was a sensation in that play, re-

peating the next year with a hit-perform-
ance in "Four Walls."

Winfield Sheehan, who was then vice-

president of Fox Film Corporation, saw
him in that play and induced him to sign

a contract with Fox. The fact that he
made his screen debut at such a time, when
sound was in its initial stages of develop-
ment, is one of the few regrets of Muni's
life.

"My first picture, 'The Valiant,' was far

from satisfactory. However, I consoled
myself with the thought that its short-

comings were due largely to the fact that

I was not familiar with camera technique.

"But my next film, 'Seven Faces,' was
even worse. I found that a beautiful little

story had been sacrificed to the fine art

of ballyhoo. Because I knew how to make
up, the entire film was based around that

fact—the fact that I was to look like seven
different persons. Which was a fine angle

for advertising and publicity purposes.

"To me, make-up is important only in-

sofar as it can aid in the delineation of a

character. To boast about the fact that

one knows how to assume different make-
ups is to desecrate the art of acting.

"Acting must come from within. When
I am planning to portray a character, the

first thing I do is to try to understand the

thoughts and feelings of that character.

The actions will then take care of them-
selves.

(Continued on page 89)
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"I'm 38
ETHEL CLAYTON

'Beauty is

not a matter

of Birthdays"

Screen Stars declare—and
these pictures prove it

Which one of these lovely favor-

ites is near your age? Do you,

too, know that beauty is not at

all a matter of birthdays? "We
must keep youthful charm
right through the years," the

stage and screen stars say— "in

spite of birthdays!"

Looking at these recent photo-
graphs you want to know their

secret ! "To keep youthful charm
you must guard complexion
beauty very carefully," they de-

clare. "Youthful skin is abso-

lutely necessary."

How do these stars stay so rav-

ishingly young looking? How do
they guard complexion beauty?
"We use Lux Toilet Soap," they

say. "Regular care with this nice

white soap does wonders for

the skin!"

g out of io screen stars use it

Of the 694 important Hollywood
actresses, including all stars, 686

guard their complexions with Lux
Toilet Soap. It is the official soap

for dressing rooms in all the

great film studios.

Why don't you try this gentle,

fragrant white soap— start using

it today!

I'm 34"
BEVERLY BAYNE

"V.
I'm 40"

IRENE RICH

Lux Toilet Soap
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The Real-Life Story of George Brent

Continued from page 27

took great quantities of the dried peat to

last through even the mild Irish winters.
Bare-footed, bare-headed and stripped to

the waist, the boy cut, spread, "rickled" the
strange fuel until it was dry and ready to
haul by donkey cart to the walled enclosure
that circled the house and stables. There
it was piled in a great stack, as big as a
house—enough to last a full year.

Potato-digging and burying was another
task which occupied young George. Once
the tubers were out of the fields a long
shallow trench was dug and filled with the
bulky crop. Strips of sod, four inches
thick, were spread over this mound of

potatoes to protect them from the frost and
one of the boy's daily duties was uncover-
ing a temporary supply of potatoes for the
family's use. The sprouting remains of the
crop were uncovered in the spring, cut into

seedlings, and planted by hand.
A second family tragedy interrupted this

simple Irish country life and started Brent
on the high road to adventure which he has
followed ever since. His mother died.

That was in 1915. England was at war.
Ireland was filled with unrest and internal

troubles. It was decided to send George
and his older sister to America to live with

an aunt in New York. They sailed from
Liverpool on the S.S. Philadelphia, on the

day that two other steamers were torpedoed
off the English coast.

It is curious to note that though Brent
returned to Ireland later, he never went
back to the scenes of his early boyhood.
Left an orphan at eleven, George Brent
said his final farewells then to the peat
bogs and potato fields, the quiet pools of

the Shannon where the fish were, and to

the thick-walled house which had defied so
many imaginary Englishmen.
The Philadelphia had a stormy, danger-

ous passage. There was rough weather and
high seas and there was the constant fear

of submarine attack in certain zones. Brent
remembers the trip chiefly for the fact that

one night he was not allowed to undress
and that very night an electrically lighted

sign, reading "American Line," was hung
over the sides of the speeding vessel.

In New York young Brent was put into

school and made to stay there. At fourteen
he was five feet, ten inches tall, and was
frequently mistaken for twenty. He at-

tended the Dwight Preparatory School and
the High School of Commerce and later

the Rand School. Basketball became his

favorite sport. One day he was carried
from the floor unconscious after a partic-
ularly spectacular clash. The doctors said
it was concussion of the brain and decided
to operate. They removed the mastoid
bone to relieve the pressure and after sev-
eral days of uncertainty, announced that
the boy would live.

Brent came out of his long convalescence
as strong as ever and two inches taller.

The following June he left New York with
another boy, on foot and with fifty cents
in his pocket. They tramped through New
York state and into Connecticut where
Brent found work in a lumber camp, pass-
ing logs on the line to the saw mill. It

was heavy work for a boy just past four-
teen but no one knew he was that young
and no one could have guessed it from his
fine physique. He was paid five dollars a
day.

The following summer he found work at
fifty cents an hour helping to wreck Camp
Upton, where thousands of American troops
had been quartered the year before. The
third summer, when Brent was sixteen, he
worked on a fruit farm in upper New
York. It was a farm owned by Italians
and the experience is memorable to Brent
for two reasons. He earned enough money
to pay his way back to Ireland and he
learned to like spaghetti

!

Meanwhile the boy's New York school-
ing had taken some unusual turns. He
joined the Pearson Club where Frank
Harris was lecturing on any and all sub-
jects, so long as they were radical, and
young Brent absorbed these doctrines like
a sponge. An Irish grandfather had pre-
pared the soil for the seeds of radicalism
which Harris planted.
At the same time a young Irish priest,

fired with enthusiasm for prospective Irish
freedom, became Brent's closest friend. So
when the priest sailed on the Carmania for
England, late in 1920, George Brent sailed
too, his passage paid with the money he
had earned picking and packing apples the
summer before.

Arriving in London, Brent went to live
with a cousin, whose father, a brother of
John Brent, had been a major in the British
army, serving in India. The priest went
on to Ireland where he accepted an offer
to teach in the National University at
Dublin and from there he bombarded Brent
with letters urging the youth to come to
Dublin for school and political purposes.

After four months in London Brent went
to Dublin and entered the university there.
A few months later the same priest, who
was to figure spectacularly for a time in
Brent's life, took the boy to the Abbey
Theatre and introduced him to those re-
sponsible for that unique experiment in

Irish drama.
Brent became interested. He occasion-

ally played a part, a small part, and they
became less and less important as Brent
became apparently less dependable. Often
he was missing from performances entirely

and though these absences were never com-
mented on, it was obvious he could not be
trusted with an important role.

As a matter of fact his fellow-players
knew well enough why Brent was absent
on these occasions. The same young priest

who had persuaded Brent to come to Ire-

land and who had introduced him to the

Abbey Theatre management and had so
given him his first smell of grease paint,

had introduced the eighteen-year-old boy to

Michael Collins, revolutionary leader, and
Brent had undertaken one of the most dan-
gerous occupations in the world, that of

dispatch carrier between Collins and De

No, it's not one of those freak midsummer snowfalls. This is the set
for "Airmail," with property snow strewn all around. John Ford is

directing pretty Gloria Stuart, who plays in the picture with Pat
O'Brien.
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Yalera, famous leaders of the fighting Irish.

It was a reckless, fascinating life. Ireland

was enjoying a vindictive civil war. Eng-

land was pouring troops into the troubled

country, trying, vainly, to bring a sem-

blance of peace to the bloody island. Those

Britishers which the boy Brent had am-
bushed so often in play from behind the

thick walls of his birthplace, were now
inarching through Dublin. Brent wasn't

ambushing them, but he was doing his

share to make their stay both dangreous

and useless.

Even today the actor is wary of telling

too much of those experiences. The aver-

age life of a dispatch carrier at the time

was six weeks. The pay was good and
risks were great. When asked where and
when and what messages he carried Brent's

face becomes a steely mask.
"I'll never tell you," he says flatly. "Per-

haps I don't even remember. Naturally I

carried dispatches without always knowing
their contents."

For reasons entirely aside from his dis-

patch carrying Brent was dismissed from
the university. A free-for-all fist fight in

which a faculty member and his own good
friend, the young priest, received a couple

of black eyes, was the immediate cause of

the termination of Brent's collegiate career.

He stayed on in Dublin, however, spend-

ing all the time he could at the Abbey
Theatre, absorbing the atmosphere there

and gradually becoming absorbed by it. He
still carried dispatches from Dublin to Bel-

fast and sometimes to Glasgow, but each
succeeding trip became more dangerous
and led more certainly to his ultimate un-
doing at the hands of the British.

Then, on August 22, 1922, Michael Col-
lins was ambushed and killed. The eight-

een-year-old dispatch carrier knew that

the time had come when he must move and
move quickly if he wanted to save his lib-

erty and perhaps his life. It had been
great fun while it lasted, but neither an
English court-martial nor an Irish jail ap-
pealed to him. He fled to Belfast and then
to Glasgow with the English intelligence

service close on his heels.

For a time he hid in Glasgow. A too-
curious landlady aroused his fears again
and he left his quarters in the middle of the
night and made for England, hoping to
confound his pursuers by entering their

home territory. At Land's End he found
a tramp freighter ready to sail for Montreal
and he hired a leaky motor boat to take
him out to it. There was a breath-taking
moment when he leaped from the motor
boat to the rope ladder hanging over the
freighter's side and another when he faced
the captain after he had climbed aboard.
But the captain proved to be an acquaint-

ance and a sympathetic fellow with a liking

for any Irishman in distress, so Brent found
himself on the way to America a second
time.

He was broke and faced wTith the neces-
sity of earning a living. As the pokey old
freighter plowed westward Brent tried to
map out his own future. He could, with
the help of relatives, find work of one kind
or another, he was sure. He might go into

a bank, or study law, or try newspaper
work as his older sister was already doing.
But none of these things really appealed

to him. The smell of grease paint was in

his nostrils, the memories of happy days
and nights in the Abbey Theatre were al-

ready crowding out the more thrilling

recollections of his experiences as a dis-

patch carrier.

When he landed in Montreal his mind
was made up. He took the first train for
New York. He knew what he wanted.
George Brent had decided to become an

actor. Next month, read of his experiences,
on stage and screen.

WHY does a\ \ woman use

perfume? You ^^may have

one opinion; your friends another. Here,

we believe, is the real reason, for many

charming women endorse it. They say:

"Certainly a nice perfume attracts nice

men. The creatures are observant. You

can't blame them for preferring the

girls who are most exquisite. The clever

woman lifts herself from the mass

by the right accents in grooming, as

well as dress. That's why she is clever!"

Every smart woman can find among

Coty's score of lovely Perfumes a few

definitely her kind. Ingenue floral fra-

grances; sparging odeurs refreshing as

sea-breezes; or sophisticated and alluring

as Paris. And

—

because so many modern

women prefer Coty, the prices are

modest: $2.20to$^7. 50; purse size: $1.10.

Here's "UAimant"—golden glamor in crystal—by Coty. Generous

octagonal flacon, $5.50; Buy it anywhere in America, or in Coty's

own atelier—where the Rue de la Paix meets the Place Vendome!
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The Story of "Igloo"

Continued from page 29The 97-lb.

By CHARLES ATLAS
'THHEY used to think there wasn't

much hope for me. I weighed only
97 pounds. I was a sickly scare-crow.
Then I discovered Dynamic Tension.
It gave me the body that twice won the
title, "The World's Most Perfectly
Developed Man." Now I make you this
amazing offer: At my own risk I'll give
you PROOF in just 7 days that my
same method can make you over into a
NEW MAN of giant power and energy!
No "ifs"—"ands"—or "maybes." Just tell me

where you want handsome, steel-like muscles.
Are you fat and flabby? Or skinny and gawky?
Are you short-winded, pepless ? Do you hold
back and let others walk off with the prettiest
girls, the best jobs? Give me just 7 Days! I can
PROVE that Dynamic Tension—without any
pills, or unnatural dieting or apparatus that may
strain your heart and other vital organs—can
make you a healthy, confident, powerful HE-
MAN! In just a few minutes a day!

Free Book!
Mail coupon NOW for my illustrated book,

"Everlasting Health and Strength." Tells all
about Dynamic Tension. Shows actual photos.
It's a valuable book! And it's FREE. Send for
your copy today. Address me personally: Charles
Atlas, Dept. 65-Y, 133 East 23rd Street, New
York City.

CHARLES ATLAS. Dept. 65-Y
133 East 23rd Street. New York City

I want the proof that your system of DYNAMIC TEN-
SION will make a New Man of me—qive me a healthy,
husky body and big muscle development. Send me your
free book, "Everlasting Health and Strength."

Name
(Please print or write plainly)
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aggravations was that the whales and
walrus and seals seemed to have an un-
canny instinct for keeping out of sight all

the week and showing up in gorgeous
photographic array on the Sabbath. But
that missionary absolutely forbade the na-
tives to work on Sunday. He made them
all go to church, and us, too—hinted that

would be an inevitable lack of co-operation
if we failed. We went."
Finding a beauteous arctic maiden to

play opposite Chee-ak was another con-
founding experience. It seems that femin-
inity in Eskimo-land is not Garboesque!
"They look at you with absolutely ex-

pressionless faces," says Ewing. "How
we worked on them, just to get the glim-
mer of an intelligent smile. It was Chee-
ak's charms which finally won one girl

into a near-smile. So I changed the story
to give her things to look wooden about.
I was always changing the story

!

"There were those awful blizzards

!

Three times we built an igloo village out
of ice blocks, and three times it was swept
away by a snow blizzard. I got sort of
dogged about it after a while, even if I was
burning up with the 'flu, with my tem-
perature around 105."

One day the whales elected to run on a
week-day. Such a chance dare not be
missed, so he sallied forth with Chee-ak
and some other Eskimo and got some gor-
geous sequences—but came back twenty
pounds lighter.

There was a terrible day on which the

ice began to melt ahead of the scheduled
season. Would the igloo ice-village melt
and be demolished for the fourth time?
And some of those crashing, breaking, as-

tounding ice scenes must be secured.

"I was getting on a bit better with the

natives by then," relates Ewing Scott. "I

think they had begun to understand me, to

half-wav sense what I wanted, even to like

me a little. So enough of them went out
with me with the sleighs—and we secured
those precious sequences."

You bet they did ! When you see "Igloo,"
you will get some vague idea of what Scott
was up against : great mountains of ice
tossing angrily in the ocean, moving re-
lentlessly, melting ominously—and at times
sending them all into the bitterly cold
water, with the temperature 40° below
zero.

At Scott's darkest, bitterest moment, the
mail came in—and it was to make Ewing,
who had borne so much with grim, dogged
perseverance, nearly break down and weep,
so great was his reaction. For good old
dad, back in Los Angeles, had slapped a
mortgage on the old home and sent him
some more money. Ewing's emotions were
almost more than he could endure, and he
dropped to his knees in an agony of thanks-
giving, such as God's good man could never
have engendered.

"So I was able to get an old captain with
an unprofitable boat and set forth in search
of walrus and bears. He charged us $300,
gave us good food, warm beds, comfort,
for the first time in seven months !"

When Scott finally sailed for home and
Hollywood, having endured all things, it

was in an ecstacy of triumph.

Er, well, yes ! But Hollywood was coy
and reluctant. After all he had suffered
and survived, no one seemed interested in

"Igloo." Marketing it seemed even more
agonizing than making it. But Edward
Small believed in it, financed the promotion,
and finally Carl Laemmle came, saw—and
bought. It is a Universal picture now.

And Uncle Carl was later to hear the
critics go into rhapsodies over it at pre-
views, to know that young Ewing Scott
had now taken his place with Murnau,
Schoedsack, and Cooper, as the maker of
amazing pictures in remote places.

He-Men wit
Continued
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they sailed back to Ensenada to pick up
Larry, who flew from Hollywood. Arriv-

ing first, Doug and Bob arranged with the

mayor and chief of police to give their

mutual pal a thrill, too.

Being British-bred, Larry still talks with
a strong English accent, which his two
friends love to kid. When he arrived at

the airport, he was met by the police, ar-

rested and thrown into jail. For being an
Englishman ! Poor Larry was terribly

distraught. After allowing him an op-

portunity to argue with the impassive

Mexicans who "no speak English," they
gallantly rushed to his "rescue" !

With the third "Mad Romanoff" aboard,

they directed the Scaivard north to Santa
Barbara, where they went in for aqua-
planing in a big way. Incidentally, they
took some pretty spills ! Sailing around
the far side of Catalina Island, they were
hit by a gale that swept huge waves over
the whole yacht and sent water pouring
through the portholes.

"At 3 a. m. we were awakened by the

strangest crash," Doug remembers. "We
tore up on deck, wild-eyed. Two hundred
yards ahead a myriad of lights shone. In
a minute they all went out and it was pitch

black all around us. We were startled out
of our wits. It couldn't be land and if it

had been a boat the lights would have

lout Women
rom page 23

stayed on.

"What do you suppose it was ? A battle-

ship holding secret practice ! We'd cruised
right into the midst of things.

"Off Avalon we tried deep-sea diving,

and boy, that was a novelty ! If you've
never worn one of those fancy helmets and
gone down forty feet below the surface of
the water, you have a real adventure com-
ing your way. We wore only our trunks
and when Bob was down there all by him-
self and saw a shark swimming fifteen feet

away, he rather wishec he'd worn the whole
outfit."

Bob has one of those small movie
cameras and took a lot of amusing pictures
with which to entertain the three wives
these evenings. Doug took the snapshots
you see accompanying this article, and they
prove that as a photographer—he's a swell
hero

!

Already Bob, Doug, and Larry are talk-

ing of a similar cruise for next summer.
Bob is all for trying Alaskan waters, and
from the enthusiastic way "The Three Mad
Romanoffs" recount this vacation jaunt I

wouldn't be at all surprised if they started
for the North Pole in 1933! All they
lacked this time was a stowaway, and—er,

if they don't see me first I may be able

*to tell you how a screen hero acts wheu
face to face with a polar bear

!
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Just a Great Actor

Continued from page 84

"Therefore, make-up has nothing to do

with the inner workings of a character. It

helps the public to visualize the character-

—

that is all. To the actor, it is nothing to

influence him one way or the other."

Mr. Muni feels that this tendency to

capitalize any fact or angle that lends itself

to publicity, is one of the great failings of

the motion picture industry.

"Instead of concentrating on good stories

with real actors to portray them, companies
produce haphazard, inferior pictures to try

to save money. Then, realizing that they

have on their hands a probable 'flop,' they

expend huge sums on exploitation and ad-

vertising to try to lure the public.

"The same money would be better—and
more profitably spent on improving the

product itself. Then, the public would not
|

have to be urged to see it
!"

After what was to him a disastrous mo-
|

tion picture advent, Muni returned to the

New York stage, winning new laurels for
;

himself in "The One Man." It was soon

after that play closed that he received the ;

offer to make "Scarface."

Howard Hawks, who had been signed by
|

Howard Hughes to direct the picture, was
casting about for a leading man. Sud-
denly he remembered Paul Muni, whom he

had known while both of them were work-
ing on the Fox lot.

When he talked to Muni over long-dis-

tance telephone from Hollywood, that gen-

tleman was entirely uninterested in Hawks'
proposition. The best that Hawks could

get from him was a promise.

Thought, and a lengthy discussion with

his wife, caused Muni to agree to take a

test for "Scarface."

Immediately he viewed the test on the

West Coast, Hawks called Muni again and
asked him to take a second test. This an-

noyed Muni, who didn't want the role es-

pecially, anyway. His answer was to step

into his car and drive away alone.

When he returned, after several days'

tour through upper New York state and
Connecticut, he found that his wife had
completed all the arrangements for his sec-

ond test. As a result of which, he was
soon aboard a train speeding west

!

"Scarface" more than lived up to expec-
tations. However, before it was nationally

released, Muni had returned to Broadway
and was appearing in "Counsellor-at-Law,"
the Elmer Rice play which was one of the

hits of the 1931-32 season.

Then, "Scarface" swept the country

—

and Muni found himself in demand.
Virtually every company in Hollywood

offered him a contract, but Muni was loath

to leave the stage again. Finally, though,
Warner Brothers offered him a part which
really interested him, the lead in "I Am a
Fugitive," the Georgia chain-gang story.

"My wife and I decided that I might as
well make other pictures, as long as I can
do the sort of parts in which I believe.

"For that is the important thing to me.
Not fame—not popularity—not money. Of
course, I like to make money—everyone
does. But whether I make lots of money
or little, I can always get along and live.

"If I can afford the things I desire, that
will be fine. But if I can't, I won't be un-
happy over it.

"After all, Bella and I have something
that is above all price. We can be happy
together whether rich or poor. Why
should I worry over money?"
And this was from the gentleman who

says he isn't the romantic type

!

thin and undeveloped? Do ugly, sat
ging lines rob you of your feminin
charm? It is SO easy to have
the full, firm bust that fashion
demands. Just the simple ap-
plication of my wonderful Nancy
Lee Miracle Cream and complete
instructions will work wonders.

\ Develop
i Your Figure * "J

This New, Easy Way

ADD
1 to 3
Inches

new illustrated book tells all about this new, easy
>n> to dev«!oD the bust—how flat, thin or sagging
breasts may be made full, firm and shapely. This V
valuable book is yours absolutely FREE. Sne- #
cial Offer NOW: Sen.l nnlv SI. no fr,i I. U;GE t
CONTAINER OF MIRACLE CREAM \ND '
INSTRUCTIONS and I will include mv Free *
Book. This offer is limited and may be .
withdrawn at any time, so mail coupon *
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NANCY LEE, Dept. SC-9 S Name

NANCY LEE. Dept. SC-9
816 Broadway,
New York. N. Y.

I enclose only $1.00. Send
me large container of Mira-
cle Cream with instruc-

tions and Free Book—in plain
wrapper.

Broadway, New York, N. Y. Address
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hfflflonly knew
How often would you have avoided dis-

aster—found happiness

—

"If you had
only known" . Every day doubtful situ-

ations confrout you—decisions to be
made. N1LES gives expert advice about
your Business, Matrimony, Changes,
Travel, Love Affairs, Enemies. Friends.
PERSONAL INTIMATE QUESTIONS

ANSWERED. Send 50c for NUes "Deastro" Astrology and Dream
Book containing Free Question Blanks. Money Back guarantee.

NILES

—

World's foremost Psychic.
144 West 72nd St.. Dept. 913, New York N. Y.

Your questions answered FREE

movie STORIES
£9 Hollywood Wants New Ideas/

Tour Original story, plot or idea accepted in any form for
-submission to Hollywood studios. As exclusive scenario
agents for TEX PRODUCERS—WE GUARANTEE a
studio reading of your manuscript, after our Story Editors
accept it and report to you. A Service to sell your ideas

—

not a school. Free booklet giving full details. Write today!
HOLLYWOOD SCENARIO AGENCY

Dept. 379 6665 Romaine St. Hollywood, Calif.

STUDIO SWEETHEARTS!
Who's the blond screen star who said "I have a sweetheart in every
part' '? See the Feature in October Screenland which discusses one
of Hollywood's most fascinating problems, the studio romance.
Sometimes stars fall in love while playing in the same picture—but
does it last? Watch for the story.

Are you embarrassed by a large,
flabby bust? Do you want to reduce

the size, lift the sag and restore the firm,
shapely contour of youth? Just send your name and

1*11 show you how to reduce your bust measure, quickly
easily.

~\ON'T let large, flabby breasts

I ) spoil your figure! Don't allow that

matronly fullness about the chest

to make you look old and settled. It is

so easy to regain the slim, trim form of

youth. My new "PRESCRIPTION- 3
G"

treatment banishes fat, remoulds the
form. Simple, harmless—requires but a
few minutes a day at home. Not "just
another fat-reducer", but a special treat-

ment designed expressly for the bust, to

remove extra fullness and restore shapely
contours.

Let Me Tell You How, Free

!

Mail the coupon or write and I will send you complete information in con-

fidence, without the slight-
rM cost or obligation. M"^
Don't miss this wonderful nnR .„ l/ c-m t n Pnt cp q
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New York, N.Y.
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Hollywood Goes Olympic
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My ClearWhite Skin
Captured Him!"

MEN who instantly shy away from girls
with dull, dark skin are irresistibly drawn

to smooth, white beauty. A hint for you! For
this new discovery, Golden Peacock Bleach
Cream, whitens the most roughened, muddy
complexion one shade a night—or your money
back! Quickly banishes freckles, blackheads,
pimples, blotches

—

safely. Golden Peacock acts
so fast—you use so little—it's more economical
than all other bleaches that work. Try a jar to-
day. At all drug stores and toilet goods counters.

Flat-Chested?
Alluring Curves Now Easy to Get!

-nEAUTIFUL, well-rounded
bosom, arms, neck always

attract—are always admired.
You, too, can acquire alluring

curves this easy, scientific way
of form development. Merely
try the amazing "Charme
Cream" together with the unique
"Miss Broadway Developer"
and note the startling Improve-
ment.

Send only 81.00 (new low In-
troductory price) and the com-
plete "Miss Broadway System
of Form Development," in-
cluding the Cream and Devel-
oper, will be sent by return mail.
Limited offer. Write today.

ALICE VALENTINE, INC.
40 East 22nd St., Dept. 3-12, N. Y. C.

LOVE CHARM
Perfume brings pe- P E K F U «F1 EE
culiar and subtle ™ "m " W »

psychological reactions on the human emo-
tions. The enchantresses of old—Cleopatra—
Du Barry—understood this magic power. Stars
of screenland are inspired by realistic odeurs.
Certainly a man's idea of a woman's charm
may easily be changed with the proper per-
fume. That Love Charm is such we ask you
to prove to yourself. Send 10c for sample vial.

LOVE CHARM CO.
Dept. 87-J, 585 Kingsland, St. Louis, Mo.

DEAFNESS IS MISERY
Many people with defective hearing
and Head Noises enjoy conversation,

go to Theatre and Church because they

use Leonard Invisible Ear Drums which
resemble Tiny Megaphones fitting

in the Ear entirely out of sight.

No wires, batteries or head piece.

They are inexpensive. Write for

booklet and sworn statement of f)fHJS4
the inventor who was himself deaf.

A. O. LEONARD, Inc., Suite 984, 70 5th Ave., New York

There's Real Money
* In Commercial Photography

Advertising, business, industry, needs pho-
tographers. Fine pay, pleasant work. Learn
quickly at low cost at home, or in our com-
pletely equipped, modern studios. Earn
while learning. Particulars free. Write today.

Still Photography (Commercial, News. Portrait) and
Photo-Finishing.

Motion Picture Photography and Projection.

NEW YORK INSTITUTE OF PHOTOGRAPHY
10 West 33 Street, Dept. 60, New York

CTADIFC FORTALKIES
OXURlLd MAGAZINES
Accepted In any form for development, revision, copy-
right and submission to studios and publishers. Estab-
lished 1017. Location and exceptional facilities make our
SERVICE MOST ADVANTAGEOUS. Sales dept. on
commission basis. FREE BOOKLET gives full particu-
lars.

UNIVERSAL SCENARIO COMPANY
434 Meyer Bldg., Western & Sierra Vista

Hollywood, California

points of similarity ! Winners of yore
were formed into triumphal processions,

wreaths of sacred laurel placed upon their

brows and palm branches in their hands.
The winners in our events are more often
to be found in a procession bound for the
nearest studio where a movie contract is

placed in their hands. Special openings
were made in the city's walls for those
Greek heroes. We present them with the
keys to the city in much the same spirit

of devotion.

Sculptors made statues of them, they
were dined and wined and orators lauded
their victories. We make stills of ours,

they are dined, near-beered, and spoken to

by long-winded eulogists (commonly called

after-dinner speakers). Greek heroes, ever
after, were exempt from taxation. Ours
just begin paying special assessments.

They became and remained national idols,

and when we scan the records of the movie
stars who have arrived via the athletic

route, we cannot deny that such a com-
parison holds true.

Hollywood counts among its "Olympi-
ans" Johnny Weissmuller, who holds every
world's swimming record from the fifty

yard dash to the one-half mile. He has
won thirty-nine national championships and
has broken seventy-five world speed rec-
ords. He was the American hero of the
1924-1928 Olympics and is the possessor of
fifty medals. He is now, as we intimated
before, sweeping the country in "Tarzan."
Then there is big Jim Thorpe, every

boy's ideal of what a hero should be. He
is rated as the greatest all-around football

player the world has ever known. He
represented the United States in the Olym-
pic games at Stockholm in 1912 and gave
the finest demonstration of athletic prowess
that has ever been witnessed in the history
of the games. He won the pentathlon and
8412 points out of a possible 10,000 in the
decathlon. Later, due to a technicality,

he was deprived of his Olympic standing,

but his glory will never dim. Jim makes
his screen debut, for Universal, in "Bat-
tling with Buffalo Bill." He has also taken
an important part in "Hold 'Em Jail," an
RKO production.

Charlie Paddock, veteran runner in four
Olympics, will live forever in the hearts of
all sports-minded Americans. Kids and
their Dads fairly eat up the shorts he makes
as part of Christy Walsh's Ail-American
sports series. Paddock makes these pic-

tures for the good of the Olympics and
the youth of America. He will not sacri-

fice his amateur standing by accepting
compensation. So here's to Charlie. Long
may he sprint

!

Paul Lukas competed in the Olympics at

Stockholm in 1912 as a wrestler. Repre-
senting Hungary, of course. Paul does not
use the technique of a caveman when he is

making love but such an athletic record
leads us to believe that we don't really

know our Paul.

Tom Tyler, Universal's choice for the

ideal Buffalo Bill, covered himself with
glory as a weight lifter in recent Olympics.
Besides, he is a marvelous horseman.

Harvey Perry, light-weight fighting

champion of the world, captured diving

honors at the Amsterdam Olympics.
Warners consider him an asset, not only as

a trainer but as an actor. He trained

James Cagney for "Winner Take All" and
then played opposite in fighting scenes.

Then how about Jean Hersholt? Can
you picture him as Denmark's champion
bicycle rider? He won that title at the

age of twenty. Today, he is head of the

Danish Olympic Games commission, ap-
pointed by the King of Denmark.
Weldon Heyburn took part in the

Olympic preliminaries in 1920, but was
incapacitated by a broken ankle which he
was unfortunate enough to acquire in the
last stages of the tryouts. Fox recognized
his ability in other lines, however, and
consoled him with a contract.

Besides possessing Olympic heroes, Hol-
lywood abounds with champions in almost
every field of sports. Russ Saunders, All-
American football star from the University
of Southern California, is now a director
at Warners. Johnny Mack Brown is an-
other Ail-American football player whose
record is known to followers of the acting
art as well. Irene Dunne has the coveted
certificate to prove that she is one of those
rare individuals skillful enough with golf
clubs to make a hole in one. George
O'Brien has an athletic record few can
equal. As a boxer he won the light heavy-
weight championship of the Pacific fleet.

He's a sure winner at handball, a crack
marksman, expert swimmer, and can ride
plain or fancy. He also offers stiff com-
petition in roping.

Joel McCrea received intercollegiate hon-
ors as a discuss thrower. He also has
medals to show for his shot putting and
javelin throwing. And he was captain of
his football team in college.

Kay Francis isn't at all ashamed of
having broken the record for the one-hun-
dred-yard dash when she was but fifteen.

She ran it in twelve seconds, which still

remains a record for anyone of that age.
Of course Babe Ruth, Bobby Jones and

Bill Tilden have told the public a lot that
it wanted to know about baseball, golf and
tennis by means of features and shorts.
And the four horsemen of Notre Dame,
Elmer Layden, Jim Crowley, Don Miller
and Harry Stuhldreher, were prevailed up-
on by Universal to give us all a football
treat in "The Spirit of Notre Dame."
No one needs be told of the golfing abil-

ity of Douglas Fairbanks but we wonder
if his public realizes how good he had to
be to qualify in the British Amateur golf
tournament. That was quite some achieve-
ment as you must realize if you know your
British golfers. As a rule Doug does not
go in for competitive sports.

Regis Toomey was a sprinter on the
University of Pittsburgh team ; as a colle-

giate 880 runner he competed in the Na-
tional A. A. U. meet at Pasadena in 1920.

Wallace Beery has the only transport
pilot's license in the film colony and Ben
Lyon and Clarence Brown the only army
licenses.

Tom Mix, of course, got his start through
his prowess as an athlete. He began by
joining the Miller Brothers 101 Ranch
where he won the title of champion cow-
boy at the Frontier day's celebration at

Cheyenne, Wyoming, and followed that by
winning the national steer-throwing cham-
pionship. After that he was made.
Ken Maynard has a dozen silver buckles

and medals won for trick riding and roping
when he was a circus headliner. He once
held the world championship for trick

riding, awarded during the Chicago fair.

Tom Brown was given an engraved
watch for saving a woman from drowning
at Peekskill, New York, when he was nine

years old. He is now a senior member of

the Red Cross Life Saving Service, after

passing severe tests in 1930.

And climaxing them all, Will Rogers

—

polo player of international repute, rope-

thrower, and gum-chewer

!
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Keeping Handsome in Hollywood
Continued from page 33

pot at the bottom of the coil and the hair

grows through that. People say their hair

comes out by the root—but it doesn't. That
little, almost imperceptible ball at the

bottom of a hair is not the root. It is the

accumulated elimination. Now, when the

follicles clog up the scalp cannot function

normally and, as a result, the nerves

atrophy. My job is to get the follicles

open and stimulate those nerves.

"To do that, we use a mixture composed
largely of nerve stimulants (any doctor can

recommend them) and scalp purgatives.

This is rubbed on the scalp and we put

you under a powerful lamp with healing

and curative properties.

"The object of baking you under a light,"

Helen went on, "is that heat has a ten-

dency to expand the follicles. It makes
your scalp relax and start throwing off

the impurities. These stimulants and pur-

gatives we have rubbed in, penetrate and
get to work on the nerves and minute
blood vessels which nourish the aureolar

tissues. When you lie there quietly you're

relaxed—the same as when you sleep.

"If you have to give yourself these

treatments and no light is available, hot

towels wrapped around the head will

answer, provided they are kept up long

enough. They're not quite as good as the

lights because when the latter are used,

the air can get to the scalp at the same
time.

"After your scalp is sufficiently relaxed

and stimulated, we remove as much of

the old eliminations and impurities of the

scalp as possible. That is the most bene-
ficial part of the treatment."

You'd think so if you could listen to

some of these strong he-men of the screen

yowling for mercy. Helen removes the
eliminations with short, quick strokes of

a comb. The combs she uses look like any
others but when you feel them you know
they've been specially sharpened for use as
instruments of torture.

I took Richard Cromwell up there once.

Helen started scraping, a beatific smile on
her face. Dick started squirming. A
startled sound like a bleat escaped him.
It was followed shortly by a low moan.
Helen scraped on. A succession of stac-

cato yelps rent the air. "If you'll let me
go," Dick begged, "I'll promise to come

Haircuts delivered to order.
Jimmy Dunn prepared for his
new prize-fighter role by taking

a trimming!

in every day for a month." A truce was
called.

Nor is Dick the only one who finds it

tough going at the start. I've heard Regis
Toomey, Joel McCrea, Donald Dillaway,
John Darrow, Reginald Denny and even
the silent Gary Cooper and the sophisti-

cated Ivan Lebedeff scream for mercy like

babes with pins sticking them in the wrong
places.

Once Helen was scraping Gavin Gordon
while I baked in a nearby chair. Gavin
addressed me: "Will you come over for
dinner on

—
" Helen dug a little deeper

and the date Gavin set was lost in a scream
even a hungry writer couldn't interpret.

The torture over, the hair is washed

:

first with a soap comprised largely of the
same stimulants of which the magoo is

made (although any strong soap will do).
That's rinsed out and two washings with
a pure castile follow and then the last

—

a soap whose chief ingredients are seda-
tives.

_
The hair is dried and one of the as-

sistants gets a whack at it with another
comb. Some of the girls employ a motion
similar to Helen's and others have their
own ideas of how a head should be treated.
Regardless of who works on you, when
one of those girls scrapes, she scrapes.
About the time you're ready to pass out
and are afraid you won't, they quit.

A tonic is rubbed into the scalp that
brings you bolt upright in your chair. It
feels exactly like a strong astringent on a
freshly shaved face. When the stinging
subsides, a comb and brush are thrust into
your hand and you totter weakly to a
glass in an effort to pull yourself together.
But the treatment gets results. A pho-

tograph of Johnny Hines hangs on a wall,
autographed "To Helen Clark—She makes
hair where the sun shone."

Reginald Denny, May McAvoy, Louise
Dresser, Emma Dunn, Joel McCrea, Pur-
nell Pratt and numerous others have given
her photographs bearing testimonials.
Frank Albertson generally comes in with

his wife and mother and they make up a
quiet little party in one corner.
On one occasion I took Billy Bakewell

and Russell Gleason up there. For once
Billy's puns were stilled. A few nights
later he called me up in the wee sma'
hours. "Dick," he demanded in a worried
voice, "are you sure that place was all

right? I've just got in and I notice a
lot of funny looking little white things in
my hair."

You see, that magoo on your head under
a strong light starts the scalp eliminating
and throwing off the accumulations of who
knows how many years. The scalp starts
peeling, which is exactly what it should
do. But Billy is always worrying.
Cy Bartlett (Alice White's big moment)

and the Marquis de la Falaise ( Constance
Bennett's) frequently change ideas while
baking.

El Brendel is apt to drop in for a treat-
ment and forget his Swedish accent.

Eddie Cantor, Joe E. Brown and Don-
ald Dillaway can be heard several times
a week up there, demanding of each other.
"Have you heard the one about— ?" and
Walter Byron has become so relaxed he
forgets—sometimes—to worry over whether
he was or wasn't engaged to Dorothy
Mackaill before she married Neil Miller.
The rank of importance of her custom-

ers means little to Helen. She has a repu-
tation to live up to: "She makes hair
where the sun shone," and. apparently, as
long as she does, her clients don't hold
the manner in which she does it aarainst
her!

it' s easy*

noheat7nocosmetics
P)0 it yourself at any time.

No heat, no cosmetics.
Just insert lashes between the

Kurlash bows and press. At
once your lashes are curled.
And look—your eyes appear
so much brighter, larger, more
alluring! Note the increased
personality and charm! That's

why Hollywood stars 'use

Kurlash. Even short lashes
appear long. Toilet counters
everywhere, $1.00.

Grow Long Dark Lashes with

KURLENE
This amazing European dis-

covery is being bought by
thousands of women every
day. No wonder! Letters from
delighted users tell of marvel-

ous growth of long dark silky

lashes where only pale stubby
lashes grewbefore. Have such
glorious sweeping lashes your-
self. Frame your eyes in long

luring lashes—your own natu-

ral lashes that thrill and excite.

Start using Kurlene today.
Toilet counters everywhere.
Sanitary tubes, 50c

;
for econ-

omy buy the dressing-table
Handy jar. jar, $1.00.

Lathpac—Compact (brush and stick mascara).
Shadette— Intensifies eyes' natural color.

('LIQUID FORM mascara, perfumed, water-

Sanitary tube.

Lashtint
proof, pliable.

") CAKE FORM in attractive metal compact-
V sponge moistener, tiny brush and mirror.

Twcczette—Automatic painless tweezer. All $1 ea.

Write now for free booklet, "Fascinating Eyes and
How to Have Them." Beauty secrets told in pictures.

THE KURLASH COmPflnH
ROCHESTER - N.Y.

THE KURLASH COMPANY OF CANADA
14-75 QUEEN STREET WEST. TORONTO

SONG WRITERS
.Don't Fail To Read

"
TALKING PICTURES "Son* Requirement* of Tdkiof Picture*.

™ iuoio 1.1 ivECorvosI Radio and Recordi",an explanatory in-

™ rtrnctire book, SENT FREE on request.

Writer! may tobmit ionf-poema for free

examination and adrica. Part experience

unnecessary. We revise, compose and ar-

range masic and secure Copyrights. Our

modern method guarantees approval.

Write Today. S. L Newcomer Assoojhon

1674 Broadway, New Task. N. T.



SCREENLAND

remnine HYSicrtE
NA UU At Last Feminine Hygiene made easyv with "DAINTIES" the new powerful
antiseptic in the convenient form of cone shaped
suppositories. Come in neat attractive cello-

phane wrapped box. Always ready for use. Most
convenient when traveling.

THEIR HIGHLY ANTISEPTIC AND GERM
KILLING ACTION WILL GIVE UTMOST
PROTECTION AND A NEW FEELING
OF SECIRITT TO MODERN WOMEN.

Safe yet absolutely harmless to delicate membrane
Very easy to use, no mixing of solutions

or apparatus required. Will leave no tell-

tale after odor. Try this new simpler
and better way to personal hygiene.

SEND $1. FOR BOX 12 SUPPOSITORIES
TAKE ADVANTAGE OP Ol'R FREE TRIAL OFFER.
USE 3 AT OUR RISK. THEN IF YOU WANT TO
GO BACK TO ANTIQUATED METHODS RETURN
BALANCE AND YOUR MONEY WILL BE REFUND-
ED. SEND CASH. CHECK OR MONEY ORDER.
FOR BOX 12 'DAINTIES" OR ORDER 3 BOXES
FOR $2.30 AND SAVE 50c. SOLE DISTRIBUTORS

MUCO PRODUCTS ^™y %c£

RARN MONEY^ AT HOME
YOU can make $15 to $50 weekly in spare
or full time at home coloring photographs.
No experience needed. No canvassing. We
instruct you by our new simple Photo-Color
process and supply you with work. Write
for particulars and Free Book to-day.

The IRVING-VANCE COMPANY Ltd
346 Hart Building, Toronto, Can.

PERSONAL STAT! ONE
200 note sheets and 100 envelopes, each
neatly printed with your name and address
or monogram postpaid for $1.00. Correct
style, lush quality. Try a box. Money re-

funded if not pleased. An Ideal Christmas
Gift. Order early.

SOCIAL STATIONERS, Suite M, WILMINGTON DEL.

«fe £ BEAUTIFUL CHRISTMAS CAEU ASSORT

-

M I MENT. Folders, Parchment. Cravons. Lib-

gP_ 9 eral Commission to UNEMPLOYED ANDii ASSOCIATIONS. Money Back Guarantee.

De LUXE GREETING CARD CO., Dept. HB. WILMINGTON

Mercolized Wax
is Skin Youngl§§[ol:

It peels off acred skin in fine particles until all defects
such as pimples, liver spots, tan and freckles dis-

appear. Skin is then soft, clear, velvety and face
looks years younger. Mercolized Wax brings out
your hidden beauty. To remove wrinkles quickly
dissolve one ounce Powdered Saxolite in one-half
pint witch hazel and use daily. At all drug stores.

WANT A STEADY JOB?
Work for "Uncle Sam"

$1260 to $3400 year

MEN—WOMEN 18 to 50. Common
Education usually sufficient. Short
hours. Write inimediaely for free
32-page book, with list of positions
and full particulars telling how to get

them.

FRANKLIN INSTITUTE
Dept. W-319 Rochester, N. Y.

Ho Joke To Be Deaf
—EveryDeafPersonKnowsThat
George P. Way made himself bear, after being
deaf for 2f> years, with Artificial Ear Drums--his

jown invention. He wore tbem
1 day and night. They stopped
? head noises and ringing ears.

J
? They are invisible and per-*
fectty comfortable. NooneBeesit
them. Write for his true story, Wjig

"Howl Got Deaf and Made \g
Myself Hear". Also bookie
od Deafness. Address Artificial Ear Drum

GEORGE P. WAY, INC.
Hofmann Building Detroit. Michigan

FADED
GRAY HAIR
Women, men. girls with faded, gray, streaked hair, shamnoo
and color your hair at the same time with my new French
discovery— "SHAMPO - KOLOR". No fuss or muss.
Takes only a few minutes to merely shampoo into your hair
any natural shade with "SHAMPO - KOLOR". No
"dyed" look, but a lovely natural, most lasting color; un-
affected by washing, or permanent waving. Free Booklet.

Monsieur L. P. Valligny, Dept. 20, 23 W. 30th St.,
New York City.

Jean Gets Married

Continued from page 51

she told me. "We first met when I visited

the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer studios for a

part in a picture Mr. Bern was supervis-

ing. He stared at me, but he didn't give

me the part, because he said I was not
suited to it.

"The next evening, he telephoned me.
He secured my number from Leatrice Joy,
a mutual friend. He was most gentleman-
ly, and when he asked my mother if she
would grant her permission for him to

take me out, I adored him.

Two-fisted Tracy.' Spencer's
powerfuljaw and hard-boiled
manner make him a con-
tender for honors as the films'

toughest hombre.

"We have been warm friends ever since.

For three years we have attended pre-
mieres and social affairs together. We
never spoke of love. We were simply
satisfied, each with the other. I know now
that I was in love with him all the time.

And because our marriage is the culmi-
nation of three years of friendship and re-

spect and companionship, I know that I

will be in love with him always.

"It took a red-head to capture Mr.
Bern," Jean went on, laughingly. "When
I changed to a red-head for a few weeks,
he asked me to marry him. Perhaps there
is a moral there for blondes !"

_
Jean will continue with her career. In

time, she says, there will be babies, for
she wants them; but not yet. Not until
she has plenty of leisure time to devote
to them. Her career will go ahead un-
interrupted; in fact, Jean is more likely
to remain on the screen now than she was
a few months ago, when she left Holly-
wood to make her personal appearance
tour. She took no one into her confidence
then, but she admits now that when she
left Hollywood, she had no intention of
returning. She was disappointed in her
work, she was unhappy because of her con-
tract with Howard Hughes, she was tired
of small parts. But as she smashed theater
record after theater record on her tour,
she took a new interest in her career, with
the result that she was happy to return to
Hollywood for "Red-Headed Woman."
A few words about the man Miss Har-

low will marry will be of interest to
Jean's devoted fans. Paul Bern is an
executive with Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, and
that he is a capable man is testified by
"Letty Lynton," "Strange Interlude," and
other pictures that were produced under
his guiding hand.
Bern is older than Jean—he is 42—but

he is youthful in mental outlook. He is

one of the most popular men in Holly-
wood, kind, tolerant and understanding,
and has devoted much of his life to the
troubles of others.

He is one of eighteen children, and was
born in Wandsbeck, Germany. He came
to America at the age of nine. Poor, un-
able to speak English, and awed by the
strange customs of this country, Bern en-
dured great hardships in his toilsome
struggle to success. He is swarthy of

skin, and his eyes are brown and soft. He
is a striking opposite in coloring to the
very blonde Miss Harlow.
When I left Jean's house, I paused for

a moment on the veranda gazed down
a very long, very steep flight of steps that

led to the street below, where my car was
parked. Jean looked at those steps also,

then turned her eyes toward me and smiled.

"Another reason I'm happy to be mar-
ried," she confided, "is that Paul and I

will move into a new home. I'm tired

of climbing those damned stairs."

Now turn to the rotogravure pictures in

this issue of the Berns' new home.

The Blonde Venus

Continued from page 59

good-looking and very friendly house-

keeper."
"What are you getting at?" Ned flared.

"Hadn't you better let Helen have the

boy, old man ? Judging from what I know,
the law would hardly uphold you as a fit

guardian for him—and think of the awful

publicity for a rising young scientist if the

case should happen to come into the courts."

Ned blustered awhile—then gave in.

Without a goodbye either to Helen or to

Johnny, he stalked out of the theatre.

Nick returned to Helen and told her of

her husband's sudden change of mind.
"Thank you, Nick, thank you," was all she

could say, tears dimming the lustre of her

eyes.

"And by the way, you're going to marry
me, you know," he replied.

"Oh, then you've changed your ideas?"

"No—but you're not in love with two
men now !"

"Not now—but possibly—some time
—

"

Nick was holding her close once more.

"I'll take a chance!"
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An Old English Custom
Continued from page 8

salt and pepper. Spread between very
thin slices of buttered bread.

The best tea, according to Lilian, is

had when the tea pot is scalded first, and
then leaving the tea in the pot, one tea-

spoon for each cup and a spoonful for the

pot, not more than three minutes.
Marmalade is always on the English

tea table, to be spread on thin slices of

toast or biscuits. And watercress in little

dishes serves to garnish sandwiches, for

those who wish.
Miss Bond likes tomatoes for tea, lunch,

or breakfast. For tea she often takes
medium or small-sized tomatoes, cuts them
in quarters and serves a section or two on
each plate, with bread and butter sand-
wiches. Is it any wonder English girls

have gorgeous complexions?
Even on camping and fishing trips, Lilian

Bond insists on observing the tea hour, a
ceremony which is, in this instance, re-

duced to the utmost simplicity. The tea
making is intrusted to one person, while
the balance of the menu calls Tor indi-

vidual consideration—bread, butter, and
sandwich fillings being placed on the
camping table, with each person "concoct-
ing" according to his preference.

Although Lilian has neither the time
nor the inclination for a great deal of ex-
perimental work involving stove and cook
book, she has learned from her mother,

who is an excellent cook, two recipes for

muffins, of which English people are so
fond.

Enclish Muffins
1 quart flour

Vi teaspoon sugar
2 teaspoons baking powder
VA pints milk.

Sift together flour, sugar, salt, and bak-
ing powder. Add milk, mixing into a
smooth batter. Have griddle heated evenly,

grease it and lay on muffin rings. Half
fill them and when risen well up to top of

rings turn over carefully with cake turner.

They should not be too brown, just buff

color. When cooked, pull each open in

half, toast delicately, butter well and serve
on folded napkin.

Blueberry Muffins
1 pint flour

% teaspoon salt

2 tablespoons melted butter

% cup sugar
2 small teaspoons baking powder
1 egg
1 cup milk
1 cup berries.

Mix as for plain muffins. Add berries

last, dusting them with a little flour. Bake
in muffin pans in hot oven.

Hot Off the Ether

Continued from page 65

Crosby usually wears his hat while broad-
casting—except when women are present.

He also closes his eyes, and keeps one hand
in his pocket.

That Rudy Vallee always holds his saxo-
phone and Buddy Rogers always clasps a
trumpet—when broadcasting.

$ " • sji $

Inside Sound Stuff:

Recently when you listened to Colum-
bia's "Crime Club" presentation, one of the

"scenes" was laid in a prison court-yard,

and all through the performance the

shuffling of prisoners' feet across the court

could be heard. Want to know how the

sound effects were produced? This new

device was constructed by the "Crime
Club's" sound effects experts. Forty or
fifty wooden pegs were suspended from a

wooden frame by loosely arranged wires.

These pegs, of different lengths, when
raised and lowered at regular intervals on
a sand box, produced the sound of march-
ing feet.

Columbia also introduced a lapel micro-
phone—it's no larger than a twenty-five
cent piece. Ted Husing was the first to

try it out. You'll probably see it used in a
movie one of these days by an embattled
hero broadcasting an alarm on the sly.

Another new invention is a voice beauti-

fier. Now you, and you, and Leo the Lion,

will be able to talk with a broad A

!

Can you answer these Beauty Questions?

Continued from page 67

sideration. Don't be deceived by
seeing your favorite star at the beach

with a thick make-up on. Realize

that she is wearing the overload for

protection from the sun. If you
should see this same person in town
the make-up would be much less

obvious.

5. Do you "paw" your face?
Is the beauty of your countenance

screened by your hands ? I hope you
are not one of those persons who tug

at their chins, continually prop up
their heads on their hands, pull their

noses ! No nice hand is lovelier to

watch than the glow and play of

thought on a human face. Keep your
hands off yours

!

6. Are your pores fine and healthy?
"The skin you love to touch" al-

ways has fine pores. A healthy pore

is able to expand and contract, thus
giving the skin a firmness and elas-

ticity that makes for that desirable

silky texture. Thorough cleansing,

cold water, ice and patting keep the
pores exercised and healthy.

7. Does your hair arrangement flat-

ter the shape of your face?
It should. Let the width at the

temples show regardless of anything
else. Study your face and try to

imagine how a sculpture would ar-
range your hair to bring about
harmony of line and a clear coun-
tenance.

8. Is your chin lifted courageously?
I hope so ! It keeps your throat-

line young. And when your head is

up you actually have more courage.
It looks "thoroughbred" and this is

the look the new mode strives for.

TAKE
OFF

Regain your youthfulfigure

by the "THEATRICAL
PROFE SSIOX"Method

Hundreds of famous actors and actresses have
been using STA-THIN capsules for years. It re-
duces your figure to the proper, normal proportions,
takes ugly excess fat off the arms, legs, bust and
hips—returns the natural lines of the figure. No
starving diet or dangerous exercise required.
STA-THIN is the modern scientific medical prepa-
ration recommended by eminent doctors. Renew
energy and vitality while slenderizing with

STA-THIN O.B.C.T. Capsules
Lose s, io or so pounds. You can reduce as slowlv

or as quickly as you choose, depending on how much
weight you wish to take off.

Lose Fat in a Single Week
Give STA-THIN a 7-day trial. Watch the re-

sults. You actually see excess weight flee! No
weakening, no flabbiness, no lines or wrinkles.
Weight melts off evenly and smoothly. STA-THIN
contains absolutely nothing that can harm you.
Results guaranteed. Send Ji.oo for week's supply,
or, if you prefer, enclose no money and pay the
postman when he delivers package. Try STA-
THIN for a week on our money-back guarantee.

GRAY'S DRUG STORES (Sole Agents),
1486 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
Enclosed Is SI. 00 for a week's supply of Pta-Thln

O.B.C.T. Capsules. You guarantee results or will
refund money.
Name
Address

City State

Let Me Tell You
About your business, travel, changes, matrimony,
love affairs, friends, enemies,
lucky days and many other
interesting and important af-

fairs of your life as indicated
by astrology. Send 15 cents
(stamps) for Partial Horoscope.
All work scientific, special,

individual and guaranteed
satisfactory. FOR MANY
YEARS PRIVATE ASTRO-
LOGICAL ADVISER TO
THE ARISTOCRACY of,
BIRTH and INTELLECT.
Write name, address and date
of birth plainly. The political
situation in India does not
interfere with mails- or remittances or with the
execution of clients' orders. Address: Pundit
Tabore, (Dept. 465), Upper Forjett St., Bombay
VII, British India. Postage to India is 5 cents.

$$ Photoplay Ideas $$
We Have Just Sold Seven Stories

for our clients to the Talking Picture Producers in Holly-

wood. You may be just as capable of writing acceptable
stories. Original plots and ideas are what Is wanted . All major
studios in N. Y. closed leaving HOLLYWOOD only active

market. It is therefore to YOUR advantage to deal with 3
recognized HOLLYWOOD agent. Established since 1917,
we are in daily PERSONAL CONTACT with STUDIOS and
know rrarket requirements. Not a school—no courses or

books to sell. Manuscripts mav be submitted in anv form for

FREE reading and report. Send for FREE BOOK giving full

details.

UNIVERSAL SCENARIO COMPANY
530 Meyer Bid;.. Western & Siena Vista. Hollywood. California

The next issue of

SCREENLAND
Will be on sale Aug. 2 7th
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What could be more luxurious

than to be surrounded by

SATINMESH!
Satinmesh is a marvelous new liquid, pink and
soft, so enticingly scented you would almost
think it was perfume—which dips down into
the pores and draws out every bit of dirt, then
cools and closes them leaving a fresh and exhil-
arating sensation. Finally, you discover that
you have a silky powder-base which makes your
powder smooth and clinging.

Alma Woodward who created this new New
York beauty sensation has decided to let other
girls help her spread the news. Once you try
it and let your friends try it, you will be deluged
with questions, "Where can I buy this?" So
why not make money with Alma Woodward?

Sit right down now and send this advertise-
ment to:

Alma Woodward
Graybar Building New York City

and she will send you a large trial bottle Free
with complete instructions and prices on
Satinmesh.

Physical culture training put me in

the movies. I have been featured in

over 100 pictures, now I'll help you
|

with my low-priced course. Women!
I'll give you perfect health, an al-

luring, graceful figure. Men! I'll
|

pack your body with muscles and
strength. I'll enter you in my contest for Free Trip to
Hollywood and Guaranteed Movie Contract. If over 16,
Write Today for Free Illustrated Book— one for
women, one for men. Tells how to acquire a beautiful

figure, or giant muscles. Qualify for Free Trip and Guar-
anteed Movie Contract. Write today, Joe Bonomo,
2 5 Bonomo Bldg., Hollywood, Calif,

YOU can earn good money in spare rime at
home making display cards. No selling or
canvassing. We instruct you, furnish com-
plete outfit and supply you with work.
Write to-day for free booklet.
The MENHENITT COMPANY, Limited

252 Dominion Bldg., Toronto, Ont,

COWLD YOUR STORY BE FILMED?
Sell your story in Hollywood. If you're getting

rejection slips from publishers, send your stories
to me. Plot quality and visual adaptability are
two screen requirements. No special technique is

involved. For 12 years, producers have looked to
me for screen material. The majority of screen
stories are purchased here in Hollywood. Knowing
what producers buy, I can help you sell. Write
for full information.ADELINE M. ALVOBD

Dept. S-2. 215 Baine Studio Bldg.
Hollywood, Calif.

WONDER PEEL PASTE
"ONE DAY HOMIC TRKA TMKNT '

FREOKLKS. WRINKI.KS, I'l M I'l.KS, BLACK HEADS.
KNI.AUllF.li l'ORKS. PITS. SCAKS. PI'FFS, ACNE.
N<. | allure. No n-.ln.-ss nftrrwards. I'KH'E $.'..(m.

My imvorUd Turtlr Oil builds,
Jirms the bust . . . 93.00 & $6.00.

91 3809 West 7th St. Los Angeles, Calif./

Write today (or FREE reliable

Information about

MOLES
WARTS and other BLEMISHES

Scientific, simple method, used
by physicians and clinics in Paris,

Vienna and Hollywood, the

I

world's beauty centers. Now first available to the
public. Quick. Safe. Inexpensive. Rid yourself of these

ugly growths forever without leaving scars or sores.
MOLEX (Hollywood) COMPANY

326 Western Pacific Bldg. Dept. C Los Angeles, California

HOWWELLDO YOUKNOWYOUR
OWN PERSONALITY?

William E. Benton, SCREENLAND'S
faceology expert, can help you to read
your own character and discover your
possibilities. Read his brilliant analysis
of Joan Crawford on Page 18 of this issue
—then consult the Personality Chart on
Page 13. You will find it instructive as
well as entertaining.

Roses & Razzes

Continued from page 6

IN SHORT, HE LIKES HER!
(Fourth Prize Letter)

To me, Elissa Landi is the quintessence
of all loveliness. She has the charm of

Garbo, the tragic yet tender melancholy of

Dietrich, the passion of Swanson, the divine

figure of Joan Crawford, and the sweetness
of Janet Gaynor. She is more than an
actress. She is, first of all, a woman who
thinks and breathes and loves, not as a
stage-struck clothes mannikin, but as a
woman whose soul is in her work. Then
why, oh why, must producers remain blind

to her charms ? Give her a role—a great

role in an epoch-making picture ! Imagine
her in a story of Elizabethan days—say
as the Iragic, lovable, erring Mary Queen
of Scots

!

James R. Aylward,
203 So. Glenwood Ave.,

Springfield, 111.

HUZZAS FOR "TARZAN"
One of the most sought-after things in

this world is variety—something different

—something new. All laurels to Director
Van Dyke and especially to Johnny Weiss-
muller, both of whom have achieved this

aim in "Tarzan" by combining genuine ath-

letic skill and exceptional acting with an
excellent production.

The usual sport novelties presented at

playhouses generally become tiresome and
lose their interest as they are unreeled,

but when combined with some entertaining

and absorbing story they do not fail to im-
press young and old alike.

Since most films strive both to entertain

and instruct, Mr. Weissmuller is a valua-
ble addition to the movie world. Not only
for acting ability, but also for his excellent

and enviable physique, which must convince
people of the physical benefit to be derived
from out-door activities far more than any
health poster could possibly do.

John A. Vaughan,
176 Washington Ave.,

Belleville, N. J.

WE'VE FOOLED YOU!
I have resisted the temptation until now

to write to you. This letter concerns the
critics that review the pictures.

Why is it that they always compare a
picture of an actor to something he has
done before ? Gaynor's pictures are always
compared to "Seventh Heaven," and Cheva-
lier's are measured by "The Love Parade."
Now that there are a number of old, worn-
out machine guns from abandoned gangster
pictures, I think it would be a good idea to

line up the critics and mow them down so
we wouldn't have this constant harping on
the past.

If you print this letter, which I'm sure
you won't because you've critics on your 1

own staff, just sign it, "A Square Deal."
"A Square Deal,"

521 Second St.,

Cresson, Pa.

IT MAKES HIM WANT TO
FIGHT

In the July issue of Screenland I saw
something which made me wonder as to
the intelligence of its creator, besides arous-
ing my long dormant fighting instinct. It

was in the Roses and Razzes Department,
and it read : "Gable in the role Valentino
portrayed in 'The Four Horsemen.' " In
spite of yourselves, you will have to admit
that Valentino was in a class by himself.

Ah, one point in my favor ! His features
were strong and clean cut, and they de-
noted good breeding besides personality. He
had a magnetic "something" about him that
was irresistible. There was a hint of the
ethereal in his make-up. He had a beauti-

ful body, wore unusual clothes exception-
ally well, and could dance like nobody's
business.

My imagination is not expansive enough
to visualize Gable in any of Valentino's
roles—and as for the tango—well, that's

another point for me

!

Dutill Tupper,
40 Henderson Road,

Normandy, Mo.

It's Ken Maynard, pards! He does some fancy riding and shooting and
some plain he-man loving in "Hell-Fire Austin." The girl is Ivy

Merton, and her Uncle Joe is Lafe McKee.
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Here's Hollywood
Continued from page 77

Randolph Scott and Martha Sleeper are

seen together too often for it to be mere
friendship.

Anita Page and Dr. Cyril Wright are

romancing. She met him when her mother

was in a hospital last year.

Another hospital romance is that of

Evalyn Knapp and Donald Cook. When
she was ill, he visited her; when he

had an accident and was in the hospital,

she visited him. From this exchange of

visits sprang love.

STILL speaking of hospitals, Dorothy
Sebastian was laid up following a minor

operation, but that didn't keep her from
celebrating husband Bill Boyd's birthday.

She invited Bill and his friends to the hos-

pital.

MAY ROBSON celebrated her fiftieth

anniversary as an actress in July . . .

Colleen Moore's contract stipulates two six-

weeks vacations annually, which she will

spend with husband Albert Scott, New
York broker . . . Dorothy Jordan admits

her much publicized romance with Don
Dillaway was a typographical error . . .

Untrue rumors of trouble between Charles

Farrell and Virginia Valli started when he

was seen alone at a hot springs resort . . .

Both Joseph Dowling and Tyrone Power,
original title roleists of the two productions

of "The Miracle Man," are dead . . .

Estelle Taylor, idle since her neck was
broken in an automobile accident, has been

given medical permission to return to work
. . . Hardie Albright, by official agreement
among Hollywood's young men, brews the

best beer in town . . . Jean Harlow made
the first payment on a new fifty thousand

dollar home . . . Dickie Moore almost went
on strike because he had to spend a full day
having his ears washed for scenes in

"Blonde Venus" . . . Garbo, reports state,

is of such nervous temperament that per-

spiration can be wrung from her clothes at

the finish of a dramatic scene . . .

MAUREEN O'SULLIVAN went
through the production of "Tarzan"

without a murmur, acting beside lions, ele-

phants, tigers and apes. But when a tiny

spider dropped on her shoulder in the studio,

she promptly screamed and fainted

!

GEORGE M. COHAN (pronounce his

surname with two syllables, please) is

in Hollywood for "The Phantom Presi-

dent." Cohan is the foremost exponent of

musical comedy on the American stage.

This is his first visit to California since

he appeared on the Los Angeles stage when
he was a boy. His amazement at the city's

growth, and his wonder at the beauty of the

studios, were surpassed only by his regret

that the hotel in which he had made his

home many years ago has been razed.

Cohan likes to walk, and he found the

California weather ideal for a four mile

journey to and from his hotel and Para-
mount studio almost daily.

Sari Maritza has caught the Hollywood pajama fever, although the
little English girl is a comparative newcomer in the screen colony.

"Now
I can
stand
the
Public
Gaze!
Can
You?"

but blondes

are no exception
How lacking in daintiness is

auporfliious hair on arms,
^ underarms or legs. And

how inexcusable when it

can be so easily and
quickly removed with
Delatone—takes only 2
to 3 minutes. Delatone
leaves the skin soft and
smooth. No razor risk.

Bristly stubble is delayed
remarkably. Does not en-
courage heavier regrowth.
Delatone is mildl y fragrant . .

.

More economical. Millions of
women use and recommend

DElA /VTONE
The White Cream Hair-remover

Big economy tubes 50c and SI. Delatone Powder SI iars
only. At drug and department stores, or sent prepaid upon
receipt of price. Nul Deodorant—Cream or Powder—35c.
Generous trial tubes of Delatone Cream Depilatory and
Nul Cream 1 >eodorant sent prepaid for 10c (coin'or stamps).
Write Mildred Hadlcy.The Delatone Company (Eat. 1908).
Dept. 149. 233 E. Ontario St., Chicago, 111.

Reduce
Your Bust

This New Easy Way!
Is your bust large? Reduce

that bulging, matronly chest-line
to the slender, girlish lines of
youth. Take 3 or more inches off
your bust measure. Flabby, sag-
ging fat disappears swiftly. Bust
is left small, firm, arched and
lovely. No sag. No wrinkles.

Just get big container of my
famous FORMULA-X and instruc-
tions. Apply treatment at home
and watch your breasts grow slim
and young-looking. Nothing else
to do. Nothing else to buy.
Merely use FORMT'LA-X and in-
structions daily—that's all! This
wonderful new discovery quickly
removes the soft, flabby fat. firms
and moulds the bust to trim
shapeliness. Guaranteed harmless-
TIVE!
Complete Directions for reducing the bust with

FORMl'LA-X. So simple and easy to use.
Send now. You'll be amazed at the wonderful re-
sults!

Rush Coupon for Big Saving
As a special introductory offer to you, I will send

you my big, regular $."i.00 Size FORMULA-X
gether with instructions for only $1.95. Save
over $3.00 by sending coupon at once. Offer is

limited. Act NOW!

AMAZING
OFFERJ
how!
-but SO EFFEC-

Betty Drew (Dept. SC-9)
799 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

Please send me your regular
with complete directions,
full payment.

$3.00 size FOmrt'LA-X
I enclose only 51.95 in

SONGS PICTURES
Big Royalties

paid by Music Publishers and Talking Picture Producers.
Free booklet describes most complete song service ever
offered. Hit writers will revise, arrange, compose music to
your lyrics or lyrics to your music, secure U. S. copyriiht. broadcast your
sone over the rrulio. Our cales department submits to Music publiaMn
and Hollywood i'icture Studio. WHITE TODAY lor FREE BOOKLET.

UNIVERSAL SONG SERVICE, 604 Meyer Blag.. Western Arenue and

Sierra Vista, Hollywood, Califorrua
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Talkie and Movie
log for

new short story Ideas, plots, etc. Perhaps you
can write one that we can shape and sell for you.
One writer (V.M.) received 53,000. New York best
Market. Write now for free booklet, without obliga-
tion, HOW TO WRITE FOR THE TALKIES by suc-
cessful playwright—{Author of FLIGHT, Etc.)—and
Famous Director. Write freely, fully and with all

confidence!

Daniel O'Malley Co., Inc., Dept. J -14, 1776 Broadway, N. Y.

^Announcement of

GOLD MEDAL
WINNER

WHY GIRLS SAY
"YES" IN HOLLY-

WOOD
The intimate experiences

of ambitious actresses

who, striving for careers

in Hollywood, have to de-

cide problems—age-old

—

inevitable—final.

Read the Hctcha

SEPTEMBER

Silver

Screen
all

DEALERS CENTS

Read about—
HERBERT MARSHALL
The Broadway stage star play-

ing opposite Marlene Dietrich

Lilyan Tashman Takes Up
NUMEROLOGY!

WIN THE BEAUTIFUL
PORTRAIT OF JOAN

CRAWFORD

AXOTHER Hollywood visitor is Ethel

Barrymore, who is more familiar with

the film city. Miss Barrymore is the stage

opposite of Cohan—she is the principal ex-

ponent of footlight drama.

The occasion of her trip to the West is

that picture, "Rasputin," in which she will

co-star with her better-known-to-movie-fans

brothers, Lionel and John (or should it be

John and Lionel?)

Studio officials have sought for years to

coerce Miss Barrymore into talking pic-

tures, but until the very wise Louis B.

Mayer suggested to her that he would make
a brilliant picture with the three Barry-

mores, she refused to listen to screen offers.

There is a possibility that the second gen-

eration of the family—Ethel Barrymore
Colt, John Drew Colt and Samuel Colt

—

may also appear in the picture. That would
make six of them, and perhaps, to fall upon
a wicked pun, you could not bear more
Barrymores.

A FEW weeks ago a newspaper photo-

graph of Baby Peggy Montgomery,
now grown to young womanhood, was
followed by nearly two thousand letters

from fans who wanted to know why she

did not return to the screen.

Those two thousand writers, and prob-

ably many more thousand picture-goers,

will be delighted to learn that Peggy re-

turns to the screen in a series of newspaper
two-reelers, "Jerry of the Journal."

Hp HE reason Kay Francis was
""" a day late leaving for her va-

cation was that she refused to de-

part without a permanent wave,
and she allows only one operator

to attend her hair. It happens
that this particular girl was away
on a one-day vacation, so Kay
postponed her departure twenty-
four hours.

CEVENTEEN years ago, "Tiny" San-
^ ford swung open the then new gates

of Universal Studios. Among the sight-

seers who paid a quarter to enter was
Ralph Bellamy. Recently they met again

at the same studio, Bellamy as an actor

in "Airmail," and Sanford as a ditto in

"The Finishing Touch."

/^AN you guess why Karen Morley^ suddenly switched to low-heeled shoes ?

You can't, so here is the secret : Karen
was wooed by a tall aviator, but her inter-

ests abruptly switched to a young business

man, not so tall. In fact, when Karen
wore her high-heeled shoes, she could peek

right over her smaller escort's head with-

out much effort. He didn't like that, so

Karen stocked her wardrobe with a quan-

tity of low-heeled shoes!

f"\\
TE of Jean Harlow's hobbies, now
that she is wealthy, is evening gowns,

and thereby hangs a story. Not long ago,

after Jean had been disinherited by her

wealthy grandfather, and before she sky-

rocketed into important money as an ac-

tress, she owned but one evening gown,

and everywhere that Jean went, that gown
was sure to go. That she was painfully

conscious of her limited wardrobe was in-

dicated by the fact that she often joked

about it, although it was not difficult to

understand that her jokes had a Pagliacci

tone.

You should see her wardrobe now ! The
platinum-red head is making up for lost

time with a vengeance.

"DOBBY ARNST, who is Mrs. Johnny
*-* Weismuller, made theater appearances
in the W'est while he was public appearing
in the East.

While Hollywood discusses the rumors
that they may separate, it is almost pathetic

to witness the adoration Bobby has for her
strapping big husband. She says that if

his sudden movie success affects his head,

he will get over it. Meanwhile, she will

stand by and wait for him, and she knows
he will come back to her.

In New York, Johnny revealed that he
and his wife had agreed they would go out
with other people. The experiment has-
been attempted before, never very success-

fully.

"fXflNNIE LIGHTNER, the oh-so-
* * slapstick comedienne, may not be

that funny to her husband, George Holtrey.

Winnie filed suit for divorce.

T£ENNETH McKENNA, be-
'. fore he left for a vacation,

started a rabbit farm; that is, he
purchased two rabbits, and ex-
pects to have a rabbit farm by
the time he returns!

TF CHARLIE CHAPLIN persists in

making a comedy only once every two
years or so, his former wife, Lita Grey
Chaplin, will see to it that the family name
is properly preserved.

Mrs. Chaplin has signed a contract by
which she and her two sons, Charles Spen-
cer Chaplin, Jr., age seven, and Sidney Earl
Chaplin, six, will appear in a group of pic-

tures. And what will Charles Sr. do about
it?

TACK DEMPSEY and Lina Basquette
are appearing in an act touring a West-

ern circuit of theaters . . . Richard Barthel-

mess has departed for a vacation in Scan-
dinavian countries . . . Constance Bennett
and Marquis de la Falaise (in Hollywood
they're Connie and the Marq) will go to

Europe next fall . . . the Spencer Tracys
are expecting a stork visit in August . . .

Clara Kimball Young was severely injured

in an automobile accident but is recovering

. . . Joan Bennett and Elissa Landi had ad-

joining hospital rooms for several days,

Joan with throat and Elissa with eye

troubles . . . Charles Buddy Rogers spent

two days in Hollywood on personal busi-

ness, then returned to New York . . .

Maurice Chevalier is vacationing in France.

rPHINGS that don't sound right:

George M. Cohan, who writes

all that swellelegant music, can-

not play a piano.

Dick Arlen, who starred in sev-

eral Westerns, had to be tied on
the horse for his first picture of

that type.

T^OLKS who expected Robert Young to

* nurse a broken heart over Virginia

B race's engagement are disappointed; Bob's

gone Gertrude Michael crazy . . . Joan
Crawford was ordered by her physician to
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Jill Esmond, of the charming British voice, will next be seen in "Thir-
teenWomen." Miss Esmond is married to that fascinating Englishman,

Laurence Olivier.

strike mustard and condiments from her diet,

Test she ruin the lining of her stomach . . .

Lola Lane was rushed to the hospital for a

sudden appendix removal ... If you won-
dered about Charles Ray, he is making a

stage tour in "House Beautiful" . . . Owen
Moore and Katherine Perry have been hav-
ing domestic trouble, but at this writing all

is smooth . . . Mae Clarke, after the long
illness, will be able to resume work about
September first . . . Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.

has a collection of turtles and snakes in

specially built quarters at his home . . .

Clark Gable purchased a house in Beverly
Hills . . . Roscoe Arbuckle will star in a
two-reel comedy for Warner Brothers in

an attempted come-back . . . Dorothy Lee is

personal appearing with Tom Waring . . .

Thieves took two wire-haired terriers, val-

ued at $450, from Helen Twelvetrees' Hol-
lywood kennels . . . Ann Harding, vacation-
ing in Northern California, was dealt out
two speed tickets by as many motorcops in

as many days . . . John Gilbert suffers from
spasmodic appendicitis attacks and may
have it taken out.

MEW England Sylvia Sidney
and Southern Miriam Hopkins

lunched together and enjoyed the
same food. But when they or-
dered, Sylvia said, "To-mah-to
salad and pump-kin pie," while
Miriam asked for "To-m-a-to salad
and pun'kin pie."

COME pictures to anticipate, and why:
^ "The Big Broadcast," because it will

feature, in addition to Bing Crosby, the fol-

lowing important radio stars : Kate Smith,

the Boswell Sisters, Donald Novis, Burns
and Allen, the Mills Brothers, Cab Callo-

way's orchestra and Arthur Tracey.
"Rasputin," because it will bring together

for the first time in motion picture history

Broadway's historical Royal Family, the

three Barrymores, Ethel, John and Lionel

—

count 'em, three.

"All-American," because the cast will

include a score of famous football stars,

among them Frank Carideo, "Moon" Mul-
lins, and J. J. O'Brien of Notre Dame

:

Ernie Pinckert of Southern California

;

"Red" Cagle of West Point ; Ernie Nevers
of Stanford ; Lee Hanley of Northwestern

;

Fred Sington of Alabama ; and F. Lenihan
of Yale.

"Smilin' Through," because the charm-
ing Norma Shearer will be wooed by three

—count 'em—leading men, in the persons

of Leslie Howard, Fredric March and
Ralph Forbes.

"^J"OT to be overlooked among new Hol-
^ lywood arrivals is Mae West, most fam-

ous for her "Diamond Lil" on the New
York stage. If you are curious to see Mae,
whose plays "about life" have caused New
York police considerable worry, you will

see her soon in a picture titled "Night
After Night," with George Raft.

MILLIONS CALL IT

apriceless sectet - and its FUEE/
Imagine a discovery that transforms dull, lifeless hair

into lovely, radiant hair such as only a few lucky girls

are born with! Yet so subtle is this new loveliness that
it seems only to accent the natural sheen of your hair!

Magic? - Yes, the magic of just one Golden Glint
shampooing! For Golden Glint is far more than a
cleansing, film-removing shampoo ! It imparts just the
least touch ofa tint—ever so little—but how exquisitely

it accents the natural beauty of your hair! No other
shampoo—anywhere like it! 25c ac your dealers', or
send for free sample.

FREE
J. W. KOBI CO.,
Seattle, Wash. •

Name
Address.

City

617 Rainier Ave., Dept. J

Please send a free sample.

.State-

Color of my hair:

Say Good-bye to a

MUDDY SKIN . .

Have a clear youthful
complexion by using

KREMOLA
The SAFE Bleach Cream

BANISHES facial blemishes such aa pimples, blotches,
acne, eczema, mothpatches, etc., during the process of
bleaching. Economical, too . . . one box (price 31.25)
lasta about four months. Satisfaction guaranteed when
used faithfully 60 days. At your druggist or order from
the Dr. C. H. Berry Co.. Dept. S9. 2975 S. Michigan Ave..
Chicago, 111. Write for Free Beauty Booklet,

Famous Parisian Treatment
will give you a

BEAUTIFUL FORM
in 3 to 5 weeks

Fashion demands
a round, shapely-

figure. Why be
flat chested ?

Why have ugly,

sagging lines? It

is easy to develop
and beautify
your form and
you can do it in

three short weeks
with the world
famous PARI-
SIAN treatment.
Make yourself
more attractive

by developing
your feminine
beauty. Send for

FREE booklet.

EXUBER BUST DEVELOPER
For developing the bust

EXUBER BUST RAFFERMER
For strengthening the bust

Both treatments are applied externally and have almost im-
mediate effect. Absolutely safe. They have been used al! over
the world for over 21 years by famous stage and screen artists.

FREE OFFER
Return this coupon and vou will receive, under plain cover,
full details of the EXUBER METHODS. Reader? of "Screen-
land" need only enclose a 5c stamp, crossing out the method
for which details are not required. DeYeloper—Raffermer.
Mail today to Mme. Helene Duroy, Div. Ul3, me de Mir-
omesnil 11, Paris VUL Please give address in block letters

and use 5 cts. postage. Enclose 5 cts. stamp for answer.
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1LJ0RNED toad races, with each entrant

sponsored by a movie notable, is the

current craze at Malibu Beach. The open-

ing derby of the season was won by Script,

owned by Betty Williams, a scenario writer.

John Boles' entry, Desert Song, ran second,

and Hold It, owned by Richard Wallace,

director, took third place.

1SJOW Lilyan Tashman has re-

decorated the interior of her
Beverly Hills home, and the color

scheme is pink and white. One
can't help chuckling to think of

Edmund "What Price Glory"
Lowe peeking from beneath pink

sheets and muttering, "Sez You!"

INCIDENTALLY, you fans who en-

joyed seeing La Tashman on the stage,

when she made her recent personal appear-

ance tour, can consider yourself fortunate

you saw her the first time, for she has

vowed she'll make no more tours, because

the one just finished almost brought about

a nervous breakdown.

DERHAPS you read about Marie Dress-
* ler's hurry and bustle about moving into

her new home. As a matter of honest fact,

Marie went to Santa Barbara, and the mov-
ing was attended to by her faithful negro

couple, Mayme and Jerry Cox.

Mayme and Jerry have been with Miss

Joan as the cutie of the
kerosene-lamp days. How do
you like this modest muslin

gown?

Good nightie! This is how the
modern girl looks in her 1932

night dress.

Dressier for nineteen years, and Marie
wouldn't exchange them for all the servants

in the world. Nineteen years ago, when
she discovered them broke and jobless, she

gave them temporary positions. They were
so grateful and capable that Miss Dressier

kept them, and now she is helpless without
their aid.

AT LAST you may know why
Lew Ayres and Lola Lane do

not have a baby. Lola wants one,

but Lew is unwilling. He says she
is too young, and he also thinks

they should wait until they have
been married a few years. When
they have weathered the first few
and difficult years and their mar-
riage appears to be a lasting suc-

cess, they will consider babies,

Lew declares.

\\T HEN Barbara Bebe Daniels (Ben's
* » and Bebe's) posed for her first pub-

licity pictures, which comprised a photo-

graph of Barbara Bebe and a young lion

cub drinking milk from bottles, a delay was
experienced because the lion refused to

drink the milk until it was properly heated.

What's that about temperament?

JOAN BLONDELL—purpley locks. She
dyed her hair blonde several months

ago, and recently decided to let it return

to its natural shade of brown. Something

went wrong and Joan emerged with purple

hair. Miss Blondell had to have all her
hair cut off, and her recent pictures were
done with wigs.

THINGS that may never happen:
That John Gilbert-Virginia Bruce

wedding.

That Lilyan Tashman-Edmund Lowe
divorce.

That Garbo retirement.

Popularity for Janet Gaynor as a sophis-

ticate.

MOVIE stars come from here and
there. And the studios • have been

looking "here" for it—that is, seeking home
talent.

RKO staged a studio beauty contest.

Lucy Hopkins, a secretary in the sound de-

partment, won the contest and an acting

contract.

• Dorothy Wilson, a stenographer in the

script department of the same studio, mes-
sengered a script to a director, who recog-

nized her screen possibilities and gave her

an acting job.

Sandy Roth, an assistant director, was
given an acting job in "Liberty Road."

But on the contrary, RKO reached

across the continent to Miss Bennett's

School for Girls, at Millbrook, New York,
to sign to a contract Miss Betty Furness,

graduate of the '32 class.

The nightie ofyesterday. Joan
shows how a young girl looked
in her accordion-pleated gown

and boudoir cap.



for YOU ... .

NEW, SOFT,

GLAMOROUS

BEAUTY

IN MAKE-UP

BY PATRICIA GORDON

How Lovely, How Exquisite!

Do they say that of you? Does
the whispered word echo back to

you that your cheeks are silken,

smooth, of the tone of translu-

cent pearls? For you is there

glorious assurance of color that

dares be youthfully sparkling

because it is softly natural? Are your lips an entice-

ment of red worked in the magic of precious softness?

And your eyes ... do they hold mysterious shadows,

the allure of promise and sophistication?

Ali this is for you! And so easily. Not skill, but choice

of modern, harmonized make-up . . . Princess Pat
make-up, brings this new, soft, glamorous beauty.

• First, THE ROUGE
Princess Pat rouge is veritable mystery . . . fascinating,

magical. It is glowing, luminous. It seems not to lie

opaquely upon the surface; but, instead, creates the

wondrous illusion of color "coming from within the

skin." This inimitable beauty is created by the famous
Duo-Tone blend, an exclusive Princess Pat secret.

• Second, THE LIP ROUGE
Again the perfect illusion of natural color. Giving 'Tips

of enticement" . . . Hps retaining all their soft, velvety

texture; but aglow with ra\ashing

color having absolutely no hint of

artificiality. For in Princess Pat Up
rouge, there is the famous secret

of the "Inner Tint"— a blessed

freedom from all heavy substance base. Too, there

is such indelibility that one application lasts until

you desire to remove it!

• Third, THE POWDER
Powder of the almond base ... of soft, silken texture

... of clinging, velvety smoothness that seems to caress

the skin ... to impart its aristocratic loveliness without

a revealing trace. As to powders, usual powders, you
have thought only of shades. With Princess Pat powder,
there also is tone. In all shades of Princess Pat there is

supreme purity of tone—no hidden chalkiness. No
cold tones of starchy base . . . instead, translucent,

pearly beauty that almond base alone makes possible.

Glamorous Make-Up ... For You! You have but to

choose Princess Pat beauty aids. You will find them
. . . different, exquisite, lovely . . . harmonized.

A MAKE-UP KIT FOR ONLY 10c
This famous introductory Kit contains

rouge and lip rouge to last tico weeks to

a month; also a purse size, metal box of
Princess Pal face powder and book of new
copyrighted beauty secrets. The 20c is

simply for postage and packing. An extra-

ordinary offer; made to acquaint you with
three delightful Princess Pat beauty aids.

PRINCESS PAT
LONDON CHICAGO

PRINCESS PAT. Dept. A-2049,2709 S. Wells St.. Chicago.
Send your famous Minute Make-up Kit containing rouge,

lip rouge and lace powder. I enclose 10c In lull payment.

City and State.

IN Canada, 93 church street, Toronto



FRE
Never purehed or toasted

Camels burn slow and cool be-

cause they're fresh. Made fresh

and kept fresh in the Camel

Humidor Pack, they bring you

the full fragrance and aroma of

choice Turkish and mild sun-

ripened Domestic tobaccos in

prime condition. Switch to Camels

for just one day, then leave them

— if you can.

R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO COMPANY
Winston-Salem, N. C.

©1932
R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company

AMELS
Made FRESH — Kept FRESH

Don 't remove the Camel Humidor Pack

— it is protection against perfume and

powder odors, dust and germs. Buy

Camels by the carton for home or office.

The Humidor Pack keeps Camels fresh

TnE CUNEO PRESS. INC.. CHICAGO





MOONGLO ALMOND
SKIN LOTION

Freshens, smoothetis and
beautifies texture of skin
and face. Price $1.00

MOONGLO
"COCO" SHAMPOO
Will make your hair re-

sponsive to good treat-

ment and gain in beauty
and richness. Price $1.00

11 ARTICLES YOU NEED FOR BEAUTY!
ALL 11

ARTICLES
ONLY 97 PLUS

POSTAGE

SEND NO MONEY delivery

JUST MAIL THIS COUPON
MOONGLO PRODUCTS CO., Dept. SC
303 Fourth Avenue, New York, N. Y.

Please rush the Moonglo Beauty Package
containing 11 full store size cosmetics. I en-
close no money but will pay postman only
97c, plus postage.

Name

Address

City

Complexion _ _.

Every Item Much Larger

Than Illustrated

The famous MOONGLO name stands for
guaranteed full value, real, genuine products.
It always pays to use the best, and that is

what you will find in the Cosmetic Combina-
tion advertised here. Add these ELEVEN
essential items to your toilet group.

The finest quality. Full size containers. Ample
quantity. If you were to buy these separately
at retail prices, you would probably have to
pay $10.95 for them.

As an introduction we will mail this complete
beauty outfit to the first 2500 Screenland
Readers who ask for it for only 97c plus
postage. We cannot guarantee any more sets.

THESE WOULD COST AT LEAST $10.95
IF BOUGHT SEPARATELY

AT MARKED RETAIL PRICES

Be one of the lucky 2500. You will be proud
of possessing these aids to beauty. Let nothing
stop you from sending your order today. Time
is the essence of all things, and you might
lose the chance to get this wonderful combi-
nation at the bargain price, unless you act

at once.

DON'T WAIT. We may never again be able
to repeat this offer. Each toilet article is well
worth more than the 97 cents you will pay
for ALL OF THEM.
Send no money—just fill in coupon and mail
NOW. If you do not want to cut the coupon
just send a letter or postcard. But do it now.

Moonglo Products Co., Dept. SC, 303 Fourth Ave., New York
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KNOW YOUR
HOLLYWOOD!

^/7HEN the talk turns to movie mat-

ters—as it's sure to do sooner or

later—and someone asks, "Is it true

that Garbo's new contract calls for

$15,000 a week?" or "When will Clara

Bow make her come-back film?" you'll

want to be the first to answer—and to

add the latest gossip hot from Holly-

wood! You'll find it in SCREENLAND
this month—and every month. Watch
our gossip pages for your screen news.

Read our feature stories, every one

with a fresh, novel slant. Look at our

pictures of stars—all posed especially

and originally. SCREENLAND brings

Hollywood home to you.

May we present Mr. James M. Fidler,

our Hollywood reporter? He's young
and handsome enough to be a screen

juvenile, but he prefers writing. Hol-

lywood knows him and likes him—and

how he knows his Hollywood and his

stars! You'll enjoy his stories in

SCREENLAND —you can depend upon Fid-

ler for the genuine inside stuff.

He has Hollywood's private

phone numbers!
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Roses and Razzes
What Price "Movie Morons" Now?

What do you sav, Hollywood—can you live up to your audience?
SCREENLAND is proud of the letters from our readers this month. No

longer need the movies apologize for the mentality of their audience. For,
liberally sprinkled among that audience, there are dyed-in-the-wool fan9
who are also intelligent and cultivated readers of the classics of literature,
and who take enough interest both in their movies and in their literature
to offer cogent suggestions for widening the appeal of one through the me-
dium of the other.
When such modern masterpieces as "An American Tragedy,*' "Arrow-

smith," and "Strange Interlude" came to the screen we received many
shouts of applause from our readers. Now one fan suggests going back to
Thackeray with "Vanity Fair." Another calls loudly for Dickens, Hugo,
Bronte.

Will Hollywood give us a literary festival on the screen? Movie fans—at
least those who have been writing to SCREENLAND—seem ready for it!

We have with us this month another choice sprinkling of bouquets for
deserving actors. But there are bumps as well as boosts—roses as well as
razzes. Join in the discussion, whether you come to bury or to praise—but
write constructively. Keep your letters within 150 words, and mail to
reach us by the 10th of each month. Address Roses and Razzes, SCREEN-
LAND, 45 W. 45th St., New York. And don't forget about^those prizes

—

$20, $10, $5 and $5 respectively for the four best letters.

understand a word she said. All those
different modulations of the voice, so dis-

tracting and confusing, helped make a
weak story even weaker

!

How about passing a law limiting each
picture to one accent?

Katharine W. Herbert,
4 Bayard Street,

Larchmont, N. Y.

An actor to the mar-
row! Here's Paul
"Scarface" Muni
with his wife, Bella.

Muni, who disclaims
any romantic ap-
peal, has won the
widespread popular-
ity which our mail
indicates is his,
solely on his merits
as an actor. Watch
for him in "I'm A

Fugitive."

JOCULAR JABS A LA
OETTINGER!

(Third Prize Letter—$5)

Ramon Novarro: Sir Galahad with his

halo cocked over one eye.

Clark Gable: Markham's "Man With
a Hoe" in evening clothes.

Constance Bennett : Little girl in big
sister's best dress trying to look just too
bored with it all.

Marlene Dietrich : Mechanical doll giv-
ing the illusion of beauty, which someone
forgot to wind up.

Lew Ayres : Rodin's "The Thinker"
walking in his sleep.

Ronald Colman : Swift and darkly dan-
gerous water, three inches deep. Baffling

reserve, concealing—nothing

!

Richard Barthelmess : The perennial
college boy. Everlasting youth, too whim-
sical for words.

Irene M. Woodruff,
26 Monument Square,

Charlestown, Mass

Screenland'S Readers Speak!

ATTENTION, MR. PRODUCERS!
(First Prize Letter—$20)

There seems to be a great demand for
talkie versions of such classics as "Les
Miserables," "The Three Musketeers," and
so on. This idea is all right, but why not
a little experimentation and pioneering?
First there is Charlotte Bronte's "Wuther-
ing Heights." This hauntingly beautiful
romance against a background of stark
moor country would be a grand vehicle
for Garbo and Gable. In place of "Oliver
Twist" I would vote for "Barnaby Rudge,"
Dickens' tale of the Gordon riots. Then
there is Hugo's "Toilers of the Sea," a
much better thing to my mind than either

"Les Miserables" or "Notre Dame."
All in favor say "Aye." Then go to

your nearest movie cathedral and see and
hear Mickey Mouse or Krazy Kat in

"Strangers May Kiss—But Who Cares?"
Frank Tully,

20 New Street,

Danbury, Conn.

OH, THOSE ACCENTS!
(Second Prize Letter—$10)

Well, the flesh may be weak, but the

accents are the things that are driving me
to distraction ! I don't mind a few ac-

cents here and there, but in Robert Mont-
gomery's picture, "But the Flesh is Weak."
there were three different accents ! That's

too many for one picture. First there was
Montgomery's "American" accent ; then

there was the English accent; and on top

of all that the heroine spoke in an accent

which she claimed was Viennese. I have
no doubt it was Viennese, but I couldn't

PAGE MR. THACKERAY!
(Fourth Prize Letter—$5)

Miss Sidney Fox as Becky Sharp in

"Vanity Fair !" There is a combination
to make frazzled movie addicts sit up

!

"Vanity Fair" has everything but boot-

leggers and machine guns. It does not
need those. Sex, war, love, insanity, so-

cial scramble, gambling and gold digging
(to mention a few) should be enough for
anybody.
And if the role of Rebecca does not

fasten little Sidney Fox firmly to the

Milky Way of Hollywood stars, I shall

do something desperate like—well, swearing
off the movies

!

Give an excellent little actress a break
in a part that should bring her the Motion
Picture Academy award. Make another
"Grand Hotel" of "Vanity Fair," with
Miss Sidney Fox.

A. J. Paar,
6843 Clyde Avenue,

Chicago, 111.

(Continued on page 13)
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IRENE DUNNE
LEADING WOMAN OF

"CIMARRON"
TV/'th.

JOHN BOLES
LEADING MAN OF "SEED"

Directedby JOHN STAHL

Fannie Hurst's

POWERFUL HUMAN

STORY IMMORTALIZED

ON THE SCREEN

Waiting—always waiting

—in the shadows of the

back streets • • • longing

for the man she loves . . •

asking nothing, receiv-

ing nothing—yet content

to sacrifice all for him.

WHY?
UNIVERSAL CITY. CALIFORNIA Carl Laemmie 730 fifth a v e "N u E . new vork

President
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zAsk Me! Try to keep up with
Jean! Will she be a red-
head in "Ritz Bar" or a
platinum-top in "Red
Dust," a story of Soviet
Russia with John Gilbert?
Probably the latter—any-
way, we're watching!

You're asking about Jean

Harlow, Janet Gaynor,

many other favorites this

month— and Miss Vee
Dee is answering you

Ivan M. Hot-cha Har-
low is this month's rave
winner. Everybody is talk-

ing about Platinum Blonde
Jean's tremendous hit in

"Red - Headed Woman."
Her real name is Harlean
Carpenter. She was born in

Kansas City on March 3,

1911. Jean is five feet three

inches tall, weighs 112
pounds, and her eyes are a

grayish-greenish blue—yes
they are, too ! Jean recently

married Paul Bern, Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer executive.

You'll probably see La Har-
low next in "Red Dust,"
with John Gilbert. And
that's not all—Anita Loos
is writing a story especially

for this Original Platinum
Blonde called, "Ritz Bar"

—

and besides that, Jean is

scheduled to do "Lulu
Belle," the sensational stage

play in which Lenore Ulrich
starred on Broadway.

Gaynor Fan. Janet has
been hitting the high spots

with the fans to rank high
in these columns again. In
"The First Year" you'll see

a new Janet with new bob,

new grown-up manner, and
everything, but, after all, the

same smile. Janet was born
Oct. 6, 1907, in Philadel-

phia, Pa. A trifle over 5

feet, she weighs 100 pounds
and has golden brown hair

and brown eyes. At the be-
ginning of her screen career

she played extra roles for

six months and was then cast for the lead

in a two-reel comedy. This was the begin-
ning of her success which led to the never-
to-be-forgotten role of Diane in "Seventh
Heaven" with Charles Farrell. She has
played in "The Return of Peter Grimm,"
"Pigs," "The Johnstown Flood," "Two Girls

Wanted," "Christina," "Street Angel,"
"Sunrise," "Four Devils," "Lucky Star,"
"Man Who Came Back," "Merely Mary
Ann," "High Society Blues," "Delicious,"
and "Daddy Long Legs." Janet was mar-
ried on Sept. 11, 1929, to Lydell Peck.
(And still married!)

Mr. J. P. S. I believe George Arliss, as
the pianist in "Man Who Played God,"
played Beethoven's Moonlight Sonata. "A
Successful Calamity" is the latest Arliss
opus. Mary Astor is the screen wife and
Fvalyn Knapp plays the daughter of Mr.
Arliss.

Roberta K. In "The Guardsman" Lynn
Fontanne played a Chopin nocturne, I think.

If you love Chopin as Lynn did, just what
nocturne was it? You want to know if

Fredric March actually played the organ in

"Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde"? Roberta, you
do ask the most embarrassing questions

!

Your favorite, Fredric March, is to appear
with Norma Shearer in "Smilin' Thru."
Freddie's wife, Florence Eldridge, is in the

cast of "Thirteen Women" with Irene

Dunne and Myrna Loy, along with ten

other femme players.

Cuban Boy. Your letters are charming.
Line up, Cuban Boy, for the class in weights
and measures of your favorite stars. Ruth
Chatterton is 5 feet 2 l/2 inches tall and
weighs 110 pounds; her eyes are blue and
hair is brown. Norma Shearer has brown
hair, blue eyes, weighs 118 pounds and is

5 feet 3 inches tall. Charlotte Greenwood,

the big cut-up, is 5 feet 9y2 inches tall,

weighs 140 pounds and has blonde hair and
blue eyes. Marie Dressier, whose name is

a household word, is 5 feet 7 inches tall,

weighs around 200 pounds, and has brown
hair and green eyes.

Helen C. Little Dorothy Jordan is

neither Russian nor Scandinavian, but a real

American, born in Clarksville, Tenn., on
August 9, 1910. She is 5 feet 2 inches tall,

weighs 100 pounds and has brown hair and
blue eyes. She made her professional debut
in musical comedy and entered pictures in

January, 1929. Her next release is "The
Cabin in the Cotton" with Richard Barthel-

mess. Loretta Young and Sally Eilers are

not sisters. Loretta has two sisters in pic-

tures, Sally Blane and Polly Ann Young.

Clarence W. You want to be a Western
{Continued on page 92)
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He has bedroom eyes-
and a nose for news .

.

Predicts babies like the weather
bureau predicts the weather ...

Sells scandal by the square inch—and
cleans up in the shock market ...

Here it is! The scandalous comedy

of a scandal columnist who rose

FROM A KEYHOLE TO A

NATIONAL INSTITUTION

WARNER BROS.
set another new style in

picture production by bring-

ing you the sensational
New York stage success

BLESSED
EVENT //

^th LEE TRACY . . . MARY BRIAN
DICK POWELL

Directed by ROY DEL RUTH

The private life of the
man who abolished pri-

vacy. . .The lowdown on
the Gossip King whose
name bounced from
Broadway 'round the
world!. . .Take the Los
AngelesTimes 'word for
it
—

"it's the best screen
entertainment seen in

many a day" . . . By all

means watch for your
theatre's announce-
ment of this great hit.

The famous Longacre
Theatre where New York
crowded to pay S3. 30 a
seat to see "Blessed Event"

Sees all — knows all

—

and tells everything

!
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Baked stuffed po-
tatoes a la Eilers!
Sally likes plain food
and when she cooks
it's always some
good wholesome

dish.

Sally Eilers

likes to go into

the kitchen
and stir things

up!

When the

Cook s Away

By

Emily Kirk

YOU know Sally Eilers, the actress—now meet
Sally Eilers, the cook ! Sally Eilers Gibson isn't

exactly a domestic person but she does have a

cooking specialty, and that specialty is—stuffed

peppers ! When Sally gets a stuffed pepper yen, Hooter
(that's another specialty—Sally's special name for hus-

band Hoot Gibson) and all the boys on the ranch are

in for a treat.

Sally admits that she can't cook anything fussy or

elaborate. And besides, she likes plain food. She gets

all the other kind of food she wants when she dines out.

Another of her culinary delights is baked stuffed

potatoes. And here's Sally's recipe

:

BAKED STUFFED POTATOES

Try This!

SALLY'S STUFFED PEPPERS

2 tbs. ham fat 1 l/z cups steamed rice

1 small chopped onion l/z cup bread crumbs
l/z tsp. salt Yz CUP finely chopped ham
Dash of pepper Milk

Melt the fat in a frying pan and add the onion,

salt, and pepper and heat together for several minutes.

Add the rice, bread crumbs and ham and moisten
with milk until the mixture is of the right consistency.

Use to fill peppers. Place in a shallow pan, with a

small amount of water, to bake until the peppers are
soft enough to pierce with a fork. > Serve hot.

6 potatoes

1 egg
2 tbs. butter

Sprinkle with paprika

Prepare the potatoes by scrubbing them thoroughly.

V-2 cup bread crumbs
Vi cup scalded milk

V% tbs. salt

Then place them in a shallow pan and set them in the

oven. Allow them to bake until it is possible to pierce

them through the center with a fork. After the potatoes

are thoroughly baked the contents are removed and
treated as mashed potatoes. Season well and add an egg
and some bread crumbs. Mix thoroughly and stuff back
into the shells. Set in oven for a few minutes.
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REDUCE
The Ventilated Perfolastic Girdle Is Guaranteed

To Reduce Your Hips At Least 3 Inches In 70 Days

IF
you dread the time when you will wear the new Fall Frocks,

because of fat, bulky hips— START NOW to reduce! In 10
days you can actually take inches off your hips. No!
money-back guarantee Reduce your waist and hips 3 inche

in 10 days or your money refunded.

Reclaim your lost figure— have the fashionable slim

and tapering hips... and be comfortable, too... for unlike

rubber girdles, the PERFOLASTIC gives with every move

This Famous Perfolastic Reducing Girdle -: iN ove
boon to you, for now you can be your slimmer

strenuous exercise, diet or drugs! The girdle wo
while you walk, work, or sit— gently rer

move you make.

The Perfolastic will not chafe, itcl or irrite:

a special inner surface of satinized clo h protect

soft and smooth, it prevents any frictio

absorbs perspiration. This "inner sur ace"' k:

perfectly cool and fresh, every moment ou wee
And one of the reasons the girdle re

it can be worn next to the skin.

Don't wait any longer—act today. You can pre

self quickly and definitely in 10 days whether
efficient girdle will reduce you. You do not r

penny—try it for 10 days—then send it bacK if you are

completely astonished at the wonderful results—and yos,

will be immediately refunded, including the postage.

The coupon brings you FREE BOOKLET and sample of the

Ventilated PERFOLASTIC RUBBER.

JENI> FOR lO DAY FREE T

V° A\et ot S"
t g«

dXe
, to

PERFOLASTIC, INC.

Dept. 7310, 41 East 42nd Street, New Yi

Without obligation on my part please send me FREE BOO^
describing and illustrating the new Perfolastic Reducing Girdle,

also sample of Perfolastic and particulars of your 10-day FREE
Trial offer.

State

I
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Screenland

Walter Huston,
you win ! For your

fine portrayal in

"American Mad-
ness

Honor Page

Sincerity! It shines

through Huston's

best screen per-

formance

Looks as if Walter is pushing
away our laurel wreaths! And he
would—he's that modest

.

There's no more splendid actor
on stage or screen. And in
"American Madness" he gives
the truest characterization of

his celluloid career.

w, a scene from Columbia's "American Madness"—one of the six

films of the month. Huston plays a hard-working banker with
hnson as his devoted, though somewhat neglected, wife. This

si . by the way, marks Miss Johnson's return to the screen
'ong absence; and audiences who appreciate charm, quiet
^>umor, and naturalness will welcome her back.

V

j«*t!n, the man. He is

. Lhe most popular actors
Broadway or Hollywood Blvd.

Dick Arlen's pal; a proud father—his son John is a successful
scenario writer; and a friend to

the whole film colony.

PAUL MUNI calls him one of America's great
actors. And praise from Muni is praise indeed.
We suggest that Mr. Muni, as a Huston fan, hurry
right out to see "American Madness," for in it

Walter Huston gives his grandest performance. Frankly,
while we have always liked Huston's work, we have
missed the fine ring of sincerity in many of his char-
acterizations. In fact, we argued the point with Paul
Muni. Of course Muni won—he knows more about
acting than we do ! And we give in gracefully and admit
that—while in the past Huston's portrayals may have
been over-theatrical at times—in this new picture he
makesup for everything. He has created a character

—

a brilliant business man, honest, upstanding, who sticks

to his ideals through a hard fight. Hail Huston!
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Roses & Razzes

{Continued from page 6)

SEE PAGE 16

Producers, your long, weary, world-wide
search for a second Valentino has ended

—

you have found him ! He is George Raft.

Please give Raft some more good pic-

tures—he deserves them. You who have

seen "Scarface" have witnessed one of the

best dramatic performances of the year

:

the death scene of George Raft. No
clumsy gestures—just a poignant look, and
presto ! half the thrill of "Scarface" had
been put over. Let's have more inter-

views about Raft—he's worth it

!

Lillie Higgins,

2834-61st Avenue,
Oakland, Calif.

ELECTIONEERING FOR JOAN
Why all this excitement because Greta

Garbo doesn't broadcast her future plans?
Garbo is undoubtedly a great actress. But'

if Garbo goes, she goes—and it is up to

us to elevate someone else to the position

she leaves vacant.

In my opinion, Joan Crawford wouldn't
need much elevating to fill that niche ad-

mirably. She can emote at least as well

as Garbo ; and to me she is much more
human and alive, reminding one of a

smoldering fire that bursts into flame occa-

sionally. Crawford can fill the place left

by Garbo to overflowing with her own in-

dividual personality, and not by imitating

the Swedish star.

When bigger and better stars are seen,

Crawford will lead them

!

Hermina Boehr,
R. F. D. 6.

Milford, Mich.

SOMETHING NEW— A
"TARZAN" RAZZ!

I can't help but wonder how many others

were disappointed by the latest film version
of "Tarzan of the Apes." It was beauti-

fully done, but my Tarzan has always been
a super-man. I like to imagine him as
having a body like a Greek statue or de-
veloped muscularly like the best of our
modern muscle enthusiasts at least.

My den is decorated with pictures of
men who have developed their bodies into

an acme of strength and grace, and I have
striven with some success to emulate them.
Imagine then my disappointment in finding

that with hundreds of men with perfect
physiques to pick from, the powers that be
had given this steller role to a youngster
whose physique barely equals my own

!

Fred J. Gamble,
Toppenish, Wash.

SOME PERFECTLY GRAND
IDEAS

- Hollywood has hundreds of beautiful
girls, but only one Sylvia Sidney. A girl

who never depends upon close-ups—an
actress who isn't afraid to act ! I'll match
Sylvia Sidney any day against the finest

German and Russian screen artists.

And by the way—Roscoe Ates stutters

on the screen, and hundreds of little boys
try to imitate him. Ah, yes, the screen
is a terrible influence on the kids. So keep
your wife at home and she won't be think-
ing about Clark Gable!

Rexford Grant,

Box 7,

Duncan, Okla.
{Continued on page 85)
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FLATTERS THE AMERICAN GIRL

In the new styles, Paris pays tribute

to the healthy figure of the average
American girl. These new fashions

accent the youthful, feminine curves.

To some of us, this means reducing.

But when dieting, care must be taken
not to harm beauty.

When the reducing diet lacks the

proper "bulk," faulty elimination de-

velops. Eyes often lose their sparkle.

Skins become sallow and lifeless, and
other complexion troubles may appear.

Laboratory experiments show that

Kellogg's All-Bran furnishes the

required "bulk"— and also supplies

Vitamin B to help tone the system.
This "bulk" is similar to that of leafy

vegetables. All-Bran is also rich in

blood-building iron.

The simple, workmanlike clothes of active sports

. . . the intricate, fitted lines o) evening . . .

Dorothy Mackaill, lovely, blonde screen star, has
the figure to wear them both.

Enjoy Kellogg's All-Bran as a tasty

cereal with milk—or cook into fluffy

bran muffins, breads, omelets, etc. Two
tablespoonfuls daily are usually suffi-

cient. How much better than unpleas-

ant pills and drugs.

Kellogg's All-Bran is not fattening.

It helps satisfy hunger, without add-
ing many calories to the diet. Recom-
mended by dietitians. Get the red-and-

green package at your grocer's. Made
by Kellogg in Battle Creek.

WRITE FOR FREE BOOKLET
"CHARM"

Packed with valuable beauty-hints,

and advice on charm and health.

With special menus for reducing
wisely. In addition, leading motion-
picture actresses are shown in "fash-

ion close-ups," wearing the costumes
that millions of critical eyes will see
on the screen. Free upon request.

KELLOGG COMPANY
Dept. G-10, Battle Creek, Michigan
Please send me a free copv of vour

booklet, "CHARM."
Name

Address-
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Watch your step,

Ann Dvorak!

THIS editorial is dedi-

cated to all sulky
Hollywood girls, and
to Ann Dvorak in

particular.

Ann, you're a smart
young thing—pretty, spir-

ited, promising. You made
a personal hit in "Scarface."
You've become increasingly

popular in several pictures.

Hollywood considers you
one of the best bets among
the younger screen players.

But, Ann Dvorak, you have
not yet "arrived." And I

think you should get wise

to yourself—while there's

still time.

Two years or so ago you
were just one of the hun-
dreds of Hollywood strug-

glers. Glad to get a job as a

dancer in "The Hollywood
Revue." Gladder to be made
assistant on the Metro lot

to dancing Director Sammy
Lee. Coached Joan Craw-
ford and other Metro stars

for their movie dances.

Worked hard. Made good.

But all the time thinking

—

weren't you?— "Wish I

could get my chance at act-

ing!" Then Karen Morley
helped you get a test, and
"Scarface" was the result.

Life suddenly opened up to

you. People pointed you out.

When Warners grabbed you
for their pictures, no less a

personage than Ruth Chat-
terton got down on her
hands and knees to peek
into the set where "that new
Dvorak girl" was working.
Fans pronounced your name
a dozen different ways, but
they pronounced it, which

was what counted. More
power to you, we all said.

Romance, too. You eloped
with Leslie Fenton. Your
real friends said, "It's

grand. She'll make him
happy. He'll make her a
great actress." The future
looked as rosy as an extra's

cheeks after a bawling-out
by a third assistant director.

And then—something hap-
pened to you. In a Barry-
more it's temperament; in a

little, new actress it's

—

something else. You came
to New York with your
husband, and why not? A
honeymoon. But it began
to look more like a business
trip what with newspaper
interviews quoting you com-
plaining about your salary

and Hollywood producers
being slave drivers and all.

A honeymoon—with the
bride saying, "Why, a baby
in one of my pictures earned
more than I did"; and the
groom, "There are other
companies besides Warner
Brothers." It was a rude
shock, Miss Dvorak. Doing
a Cagney? Anyway, it was
"see my lawyer," and you
went to Europe, shaking off

the sordid dust of that com-
mercial Hollywood.
And now let me tell you

something! Success must be
earned. Joan Crawford
worked eight years in Hol-
lywood to win the fame she

has today— eight pretty
hard years, too, with Joan
striving and slaving to make
good. She had her flurries

of discontent, I know—but
she was wise enough, or
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Warning to Hollywood Girls!

Ann Dvorak and her hus-
band, Leslie Fenton

.

Theirs was a real screen
romance—they acted to-
gether in "The Strange
Love of Molly Louvain,"
fell in love, and eloped.
Now they have left Holly-
wood flat for foreign
parts. Ann signed up to
play in a British film,
with Fenton opposite.
Will they stay in Eng-
land, or will they come
home to Hollywood? It's

our guess they will be
back.

humble enough, not to let them sweep her off her path.

She was afraid to do "Rain"—but she did; and Sadie

Thompson is her greatest performance. And Craw-
ford is still humble, and a little scared—even today.

That's why we love her. Barrymore and Arliss,

Barthelmess and Garbo, Shearer and Helen Hayes

—

years of hard work built their solid success, and
nothing can take it away from them. James Cagney,
the rebel, who won screen fame so swiftly, is still, at

this writing, "resting."

You, Ann Dvorak, are not yet important enough
to get away with it. And when you are important
enough, you won't want to. The motion picture in-

dustry is bigger than you are. It can get along with-
out you, but you can't, excuse me, get along without
it. Because no other profession in the world can give

you so much. Granted that your salary of something
like $2 50 a week isn't much for Hollywood, it was
more than you'd ever made before—and it would be

only the beginning for a bright girl like you. If you
are really good you have a long career ahead of you

—

it's not necessary to make big money fast. Give your-
self a chance!
And don't forget how Paul Muni came to the studio

at six o'clock some mornings to help you with your
work in "Scarface." Muni, who has been an actor

since he was a kid; who knows what it means to

work hard over a period of years; who is only just

now coming into the fame he so richly deserves. You
can learn a lot from him.
You may wonder why, since I feel this way about

you, I take the trouble and the space to spank you.
It's because I think you have real stuff. That's why
I say to you, Ann Dvorak, "Be a trouper!"
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I'M NO GIGOLO!"
George

IN
"THE VIRGINIAN," the title rolist says to

Trampas, "When you call me that, SMILE!" He
delivers this ultimatum directly after Trampas hurls

an insulting term that begins with son and doesn't

end with shine.

Likewise, George Raft boils when the term gigolo is

applied to him. That's his fighting word. Of course,

Raft will fight at the drop of a hat, even during his most
peaceful moods, and if there is no hat to drop, that is all

right, too—George will fight regardless. But he is par-

ticularly pugnacious when he hears himself called gigolo.

"I am not a gigolo ! I never was one ! I will punch

By

James M. Fidler

the nose of any man who says I am or was—try me !"

Thus, in no uncertain terms, does Raft deliver him-
self. Furthermore, he declares that the American public

confuses the definition of the word. A gigolo, in this

country, has come to include practically all men who earn

their livelihood in professions that depend strictly upon
feminine trade. The original and true meaning was
descriptive of a class of males who were supported by
women ; in other words, kept men. This meaning was
gradually broadened to include young men who married
wealthy old dowagers.

"One writer stated that I glorify the gigolo," muttered
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Here's the frankest story

ever written about a motion

picture actor

Raft. He spat savagely, as if to clear his mouth of a

bad taste. "Can you glorify a sewer rat? I know only

disgust for such men; why would I exalt them?
"To be frank, I recently rejected one of the finest

motion picture stories I ever read because my role would
have been that of a gigolo. Had not such an unfortu-

nate publicity blast made it appear I was once one of the

breed, I might have taken the role and perhaps won re-

nown. But I don't want to be known as a gigolo, and
I am positive that the picture, combined with the pub-
licity that has been broadcast, would confirm me in the

public mind as a first-class kept man !"

17

That Raft look! Here it is levelled on pretty Gertrude
Messinger while George holds her make-up box for her.
This picture answers the question, "Why do movie

actresses like to work on the Paramount lot?"

The term gigolo was first applied to Raft when it was
learned that several years ago he worked as a taxi-dancer

in a public restaurant-dance palace. It was his duty,

as one of several gentlemen employed by the manage-
ment, to dance with unaccompanied feminine patrons
who felt the urge of Terpsichore. For this duty, some-
times pleasant but more often irksome, he received a
ticket for each dance. At the end of an afternoon or
evening, the management paid him for his tickets ; the

more tickets, of course, the more money. The majority
of ladies who danced were middle-aged and homely ; the

sort of women who must' pay. Few were good dancers
;

most were clumsy
;
many were fat. When Raft went

home each night, he soaked his numbed, trampled feet in

hot water, after which he rubbed them with olive oil.

"But I was no gigolo," he insists. "I earned an honest
living. As a taxi-dancer, I made seventy-five dollars or

more every week. As a clerk in a store, I might have earned
twenty-five. Whatever else I may be, I am not dumb

;

I'll take seventy-five in preference to twenty-five any
day, provided it is honestly earned."

Raft learned patience when (Continued on page 89)

George Raft's new home is in the heart
of Beverly Hills—and here's George in

front of it.
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Mrs. Franklin

D. Roosevelt

Talks
about the

MOVIES!

Franklin Delano
Roosevelt, Governor
of New York State

and Democratic
Nominee for Presi-

dent, is a movie fan

even as you and I!

His favorite film stars?

Mickey Mouse and

Krazy Kat

!

" /^V NE motion picture makes the whole world kin

!

§ % "That is what 1 sometimes think when over-

% 9 hearing my own children conversing with
young people from far distant parts of the

country for the first time. To hear them chattering away
among themselves you would think they had known
each other always, when perhaps they have just met.

The pictures they have seen in common have served to

introduce them, and given even the shyest child among
them something to talk about.

"This is one of the strong points in favor of the

cinema, I think—its power to bring children together

—

and adults—and nations.

"It is one of the great unifying forces, along with the

radio and with aircraft, that is bringing the countries of
the world close together. It belongs to the timeless,

spaceless era, the new world, that is dawning. And yet

its basis—the pictures—is as old as the race. Communi-
cations were written in pictures before there was an
alphabet."

The speaker was a tall, gracious woman with quanti-

ties of sunny brown hair which she wore caught into a

wide barrette of filigreed gold at the back of the neck,

and piled high on the crown of her head. She was a

type who would command attention in any gathering,

not alone because of her height and dignity of bearing,

but for her charm of manner, and the warmness of her

smile. Such a smile, it was, as could only well up from
depths of kindliness and human understanding.

You would guess at once, on looking at her, that she

was a woman who would deeply care if a child were
unhappy or felt left out. Or if an adult were ill at ease.

Or a nation felt misunderstood.

Just now, Mrs. Franklin D. Roosevelt, for she it was
who was speaking, was seated before a pile of partially

answered letters, a picture of cool and collected efficiency

in a simple dress of lavender flowered silk. Her sleeves

reached trimly to her wrists, so as not to interfere with

action, and the heels of her black tie pumps were com-
fortably low. We were at the offices of the Women's
Division of the Democratic Committee for the State of

New York. Activities in connection with Governor
Roosevelt's coming campaign for the Presidency of the

United States were under way. Telephones jingled.
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The first interview ever given on the subject of mo-

tion pictures by the late President Theodore Roose-

velt's favorite niece, who may be our next First Lady!

By

Betty Shannon

Says Mrs. Roosevelt:

"Motion pictures are a relaxa-

tion for persons who need for

a while to have their minds

taken off their work and filled

with something entirely new
and refreshing. Pictures carry

people through hours of seem-

ing crisis when anxious waiting

would avail them nothing.

They even make glum men
laugh, which is often no little

achievement !"

Typewriters clicked. And pleasant- faced women office

workers slipped noiselessly in and out on important-
looking missions.

Mrs. Roosevelt had consented to talk to me about

motion pictures, though she modestly felt that she knew
very little about them for a person in whose home pic-

tures are shown on the average of one night a week,
sometimes more often. The Executive Mansion of the

Governor of New York at Albany has its own talking

picture projection machine, where Governor Roosevelt

sees pictures as often as he wishes.

She just never could keep the stars straight, she said,

except Mickey Mouse, who is a great favorite with her

husband, and Krazy Kat ! And she was hopeless about
the titles of pictures and who played in what. She was
the same way about the theatre. Her friend, Mrs. Henry

J. Morgenthau, Jr., daughter-in-law of the late ambas-
sador to Turkey, with whom she often went to the thea-

tre, was quite in despair about her

!

"I am just that way," said Mrs. Roosevelt. So many
of us understand what she means.

"I have always been so busy that my opinions about

Wide World Studio

A tall, gracious woman with sunny brown hair and
dignity of bearing; with charm of manner and warmth
of smile: Mrs. Franklin D. Roosevelt, who gave
SCREENLAND this exclusive interview—the first time
she has talked about the movies for publication.

the motion pictures are mostly off-hand," she added, al-

most apologetically. "They are based on discussions
and conversations with many persons, and on just what
I have seen and heard as I have gone here and there."

When 3^011 stop to realize what "here and there"

means to this favorite niece of the late President Theo-
dore Roosevelt, and what types of mind it is with which
she has discussed the movies—you know that the subject

is safe in her hands. She has gathered her data from the
most varied circles. She has always moved in the most
distinguished society, but has been interested in the

humblest. Statesmen of world renown, financiers,

farmers' wives, school children, social leaders and for-

eign dignitaries enter into her life in never-ending
stream, and with equal welcome.
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Here is the favorite informal photograph of Governor
and Mrs. Roosevelt, taken at the Executive Mansion in
Albany, N. Y. And who is this funny little fellow
sneaking in at the right, below? He's Mickey Mouse,
the Governor's favorite movie star, who is right at

home because he knows he is always welcome!

There are many reasons why it is important for the

Governor of a State to have a projection machine where
he may see pictures privately. Sometimes it is for politi-

cal reasons. Sometimes it is to help settle a dispute as

to whether a picture should be passed by a censor board.

And always it makes possible a pleasant and easy means
for a busy man to find diversion himself and to entertain

his friends without going away from home.
Governor Roosevelt never goes out in the evening, un-

less to some supremely important function. His daily

schedule is very heavy. But he usually manages to see

pictures once a week at least. Often there are guests with
him. When the Roosevelt children are home for the holi-

days or for some special celebration such as their father's

birthday, which is a great occasion in the Roosevelt home,
there is usually a film celebration.

"I am a school teacher, you know," she said, smiling.

''I leave Albany every Sunday night during the school

term to spend three days a week teaching girls American
History and Economics. So frequently I am not at Al-
bany at all, when pictures are being projected."

Governor Roosevelt is especially fond of news-reels, I

learned from his wife, and of cartoon comics. Master
Mickey Mouse is very much at home in the hall on the top

floor of the Executive Mansion where the picture show-
ings are held, and where the screen is viewed from the

depth of spacious chairs and comfortable lounges.

In fact, Mickey Mouse could truthfully say that Gov-
ernor Roosevelt and he are pals, I suppose. He is called

in on many a night when the New York Legislature is in

Bachrach

session to help his friend the Governor while the time

away when he has to sit up for telephone reports and im-

portant communications. Mickey and Krazy Kat are

both very popular with His Excellency, as they are with

the Roosevelt children. Though it cannot be said that he
has been able to make heavy inroads upon the affections

of the mistress of the Mansion. Perhaps it is because so

excellent a housewife just cannot like mice in any guise !

George Arliss is a much admired visitor to the guber-

natorial screen at Albany. The yearning voice of Al Jol-

son has "mammied" down the wide Colonial staircase into

the front hall more than once.

The spectacular drama of prison life at Sing Sing, "The
Big House," had a showing before the Governor. "Young
America," with Spencer Tracy, Doris Kenyon, and
Tommy Conlon, has also been shown at Albany at the

Executive Mansion. As has "Cheaters at Play," with
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'fans' right in my own household, you see,"

concluded Mrs. Roosevelt, after telling me
these many things. "And I think I under-

stand a little what it is that motion pictures

do to so inspire the fervent attachment of the

people.

"They amuse and entertain, of course.

They are a tonic and relaxation for persons

burdened with a sense of care and responsi-

bility, who need for a while to have their

minds taken off their work and filled with

Wide World

Three of the younger members of Gov-
ernor and Mrs. Roosevelt's happy family.
From left to right, the Governor's
daughter, Mrs. Curtis Dall; Mrs. James
Roosevelt, and Franklin D. Roosevelt, Jr.,

one of the Governor's four sons.

Thomas Meighan, Charlotte Greenwood,
William Bakewell and Barbara Weeks.
And countless others.

The pictures shown at the Roosevelt

establishment arrive in various ways, Mrs.
Roosevelt told me. Usually some one of

the Governor's under secretaries is as-

signed the task of booking them and keep-
ing an eye out for significant subjects

which she thinks the Governor will like.

Frequently, engagements for screenings

are made over the telephone at the request

of motion picture companies which have
something special that they want the Gov-
ernor to see.

Not infrequently the Governor's Man-
sion has to take just what it can get.

Governor Roosevelt is usually not able to

set his picture nights long in advance. But he is as a

rule content with what he can obtain. As long as he gets

his news-reel and a cartoon subject or two, he is pretty

well satisfied with any good feature picture he has not

seen, even if it is a little old. But the children, when
they are home, are much more exacting. The feature

picture had better be good—or they will walk out on the

show and go down and raid the Executive larder

!

"Although I could not, myself, be called a 'movie fan',

to use the popular expression, I have quite a number of

Wide World

Governor and Mrs. Roosevelt with the Governor's mother, Mrs.
James Roosevelt, three of the Roosevelt sons, Mr. and Mrs. Curtis Dall,
and the Dall children, at the Roosevelt country home, "Hyde Park."

something entirely new and refreshing. Pictures carry

people through hours of seeming crisis when anxious
waiting would avail them nothing. They divert thought
from self, and restore a sense of proportion. They even
make glum men laugh, which is often no little achieve-

ment !"

It is natural that Eleanor Roosevelt should think of

the pleasant, helpful ways in which motion pictures have
added their share of benefits to humankind. She has al-

ways loved to see people happy. (Continued on page 86)

After Governor
Roosevelt was
nominated as
the Democratic
National Can-
didate, he took
an airplane for
Chicago to ad-
dress the con-
vention— re-
member? Here
he is with Mrs.
Roosevelt and
two of his sons,
iust before the

hop.

Wide World
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"Tiger, Tiger, burning bright," sang
the poet—and well might his subject
have been Marlene Dietrich! Benton
tells you why. Read his intimate

analysis.

By
William E. Benton
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Tawny hair, slanting eyes, smooth, feline grace—she's the Blonde Tigress!

Get this new and revealing angle on Marlene from Character Analyst

Benton and compare it with your own qualities

YOU have noticed that all unusual personalities

resemble or suggest some bird or animal—yes,

sometimes there are even those who suggest cer-

tain fish. For instance, Yon Hindenburg has been
compared to a great bulldog

;
certainly he has been a dog

of war for Germany. Friedrich Nietzsche, the great

German philosopher, wrote of "the superman" and lik-

ened him to a great blond beast.

The Royal Bengal Tiger has been worshipped even
more than it was feared all through India for countless

centuries. The whole "cat" tribe, even tabby, the house
cat, was worshipped and had temples built to her glory

all along the Nile. The Egyptians saw something mar-
velous in her "nine lives" or tenacity to this life, coupled

with her fecundity and wonderful care of her young.
The heroes and heroines of the motion picture world

can but expect to be likened to the creatures they suggest,

if that has been the fate of the world's best-known per-

sonalities down the corridors of time.

Marlene Dietrich may not believe in the transmigra-

tion of souls or that she was ever a Royal Bengal Tigress.

But I can see much of the likeness to that royal animal in

her face today. Her mass of tawny gold hair, and green-

ish blue eyes tipped up at the outer corners, are most
feline in appearance. There is something in her smooth
controlled movements suggestive of quiet, cool efficiency.

LET BENTON SHOW YOU YOUR
TRUE PERSONALITY!

All human beings are alike, yet each is distinc-

tive—unique. Your features, if properly analyzed,
can furnish the key to your real character and
possibilities. William E. Benton, SGREENLAND'S
faceologist, can perform this vital service for you
through these three modern branches of human
analysis:

1. FACEOLOGY. The study of the features.
Send your photograph—a small snapshot which
can be sent in an ordinary-sized envelope.

2. GRAPHOLOGY. Send sample of your
handwriting. A dozen words are sufficient.

3. NUMEROLOGY. Send your full name

—

including given name—and your birth date.
Send these indexes of your character with 2 5c

and stamped self-addressed envelope to William E.
Benton, ScREENLAND Magazine, 45 West 45th
St., New York City, and you will receive a com-
parative analysis of yourself that will entertain
as well as help you.

You have never seen her in a position that she did not
seem as graceful as a tigress, be it in repose or quick
but quiet action.

Think of all the people you know with the almond-
shaped eyes of Dietrich—do you know of any who are
dull and stupid with such eyes? You do not. The
chances are that, those who come to mind with such eyes
are clever, alert, controlled, and can do a great deal with
the least apparent effort.

You might do worse than take a look into the mirror
at the windows of your own soul. If your eyes are as
widespread as Marlene Dietrich's—that is, so wide be-
tween the eyes that there would be room for an eye and
a third, put yourself down for a most unusual person,
for the great majority of the world's population have
just the space of the width of an eye between the eyes or
a fraction less. She is literally and figuratively broad-
minded, but very level-headed and balanced about it.

"Cats," you know, have a marvelous sense of taste,
touch and balance. No matter (Continued on page 79)

Notice the width
between Die-
trich's tip- tilted
eyes; the wide-
winged nose;
the easy, cat-
like grace of
posture. These
things, to the
trained observ-
er, suggest an
affinity with the
royalcreature of
thejungle. Does
your face show
any of these at-

tributes?

Marlene Dietrich in a tender scene with Dickie
Moore in "The Blonde Venus." Here the most at-
tractive feline characteristics are brought out in
the lovely star's acting—the graceful posture, the
cuddling, purring movement, the love of things

domestic.
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Charlie
Scoop! Screenland gives you the first in-

timate story about the Chaplin children,

who will soon be seen on the screen

By Ida Zeitlin

The one and only Charlie Chap-
lin. What does he think of his
sons going into pictures? Does
he know that Charlie, Jr., does
a perfect imitation of his dad?

IF
I were stood against a wall and ordered to name

in the flash of an eye, or perish, the screen's most
enchanting figure—the sweetest and rarest, the most
brilliant and beautiful, the pearl without price and

the glory of Hollywood, past, present and (for my part)

to come—I should answer, with a fleeting regret, per-

haps, that I hadn't been allowed to name two, but still

without hesitation
—

"Charlie Chaplin
!"

I now rise to proclaim that the father's charm has de-

scended upon the children. Which isn't quite fair, since

their mother is equally involved. Not knowing the lady,

I can only compliment her on the beauty, the breeding

and the intelligence of her sons. And while I'm handing
out compliments, I should like to bestow an accolade

on their grandmother who has brought them up and is

certainly entitled to a solid slice of credit in the finished

product.

The two subjects of this story—Sydney Earl Chaplin, nicknamed
Tommy, and Charles Chaplin, Jr. Read every word of this interview!

It is the most enchanting we have ever given you.

I am no child-fan. Children embarrass me, I don't
know what to say to them, and I'd much rather leave

them than take them. But I defy the surliest misan-
thrope to spend an hour with Charlie Chaplin's boys
and come away without a smile in his eyes and a sense
of warmth around what was once his heart.

I should like to share with the readers of Screenland
the delight of my experience in meeting the Chaplin
children. And I think I can best do that by taking you
with me and trying to show them to you as I saw them
that hot day in New York, just after their return from
France whence they had been brought to be launched
on their screen careers.

I ring the bell of the hotel room, and wait. The door
is suddenly flung wide to reveal two small figures, armed
with boxing gloves, and clad in brief summer suits

—

one yellow, one blue. Two pairs of friendly dark eyes
are raised to mine, and the slightly taller of the figures—
the one whose front teeth are missing—does the honors.
"I'm Charlie—he's Tommy—please come in."

Their grandmother, Mrs. Grey, emerges from the bed-
room, where she's been packing. Tiny and dark, with
short curling hair, a gentle manner and a deliciously soft

voice, she looks much too young to be anyone's grand-
mother.

I ask her how Tommy came to be Tommy, since his

real name is Sydney Earl. "Oh," she replies, with a

shrug which must be a heritage from her Spanish mother,
"only because he's such a tomboy."
The children listen with grave attention for a moment,

then go about their business. Neither shy nor forward,
and utterly unselfconscious, they seem to take everything
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Chaplin's Kids!
for granted. If, through all your short life, people have

crowded about you and asked you questions and taken

your picture and inquired about your daddy, it becomes
as much a matter of course as eating and sleeping

;

though even then you might conceivably balk in the end,

as Charlie did, and cry to your grandmother: "I'm tired

of them taking pictures of me, Nana. Haven't they

taken enough?"
At first glance, the boys seem to me so much alike that

I feel I might have difficulty in telling them apart, except

for the difference in height and those front teeth ! The
same lustrous brown eyes—not quite the same, either,

for Charlie's have an attractive Oriental tilt—the same
silky brown hair, the same delicate chins and sensitive

mouths and delectable baby contours—even though they

are six and seven ; the same clarity of enunciation, the

same admirable choice of words, the same excellent man-
ners. But this surface similarity fades on very brief

acquaintance, to reveal two distinct and distinctive per-

sonalities.

A tall grizzled Irishman enters. "That man's a de-

tective." Charlie looks up from his stereoscope to volun-

teer the information. "He's watching me, in case

anything happens to me." Then he buries his nose in

the stereoscope again.

The detective and a newspaper man had taken them

to the Zoo that morning to have their pictures taken.

They had been given peanuts and popcorn to feed to the

animals. Charlie hadn't been sure at first that he wanted
to stick his hand right under the wet mouth of a deer,

but Tommy had leaped at the chance. It was Charlie,

though, who, having conquered his timidity, quivered
with happiness as the deer licked his outstretched paw.
"See! He likes me now!" he cried rapturously. "He's
nice, isn't he? He's a nice little animool, isn't he? When
I come next time, he'll know me." His voice broke with
excitement.

He's telling his grandmother about it now, his eyes

kindling. "I feeded a little calf right in his mouth, Nana.
I feeded him this way. He liked me." That's obviously

the all-important thing to Charlie.

"The man brought me a bird," Tommy contributes,

Lita Grey Chaplin, the
young mother of Charlie
Chaplin's two sons. She has
been touring in vaudeville,
but will soon be in Holly-
wood making "The Little

Teacher."

Below, the Chaplin kids
making a news talkie on
their return from Europe.
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Read about the

two little boys

who will carry

on the Chaplin

name in pictures

Will Charlie
Chaplin, Jr., and
Tommy some
day be as famous

as their father?

Above, the Chaplin kids when
they were babies, with their
pretty Spanish mother. The ro-
mance of Charlie and Lita went
on the rocks about this time.

"but his tail fell off. He took

our picture with popcorn and
then we ate some.'' He eyes

his grandmother speculative-

ly, not quite sure how this

piece of news will be re-

ceived. "But not peanuts,

Nana," he added virtuously.

"I told him to not give us

any peanuts."

Tommy is lively and ven-

turesome, where Charlie is re-

flective and reserved. With
Tommy, to have an idea is

to act on it, but Charlie will

think twice before he moves.
Tommy is restless, turbulent,

independent—Charlie is sen-

sitive, high-strung, and craves

affection. Nothing is safe

with Tommy—his toys have
a habit of breaking apart in

his hands. Charlie's clothes

are always folded neatly at

night and his small shoes placed carefully side by side.

Tommy would sleep sweetly, says his grandmother,
through an explosion, but there aren't many nights when
she isn't awakened by an apprehensive little voice from
Charlie's bed: "Are you there, Nana?" And only on
being reassured, does Charlie fall asleep again. Charlie
has his father's troubled temperament—Tommy, like his

mother, is equable; and if signs mean anything, life is

going to be considerably harder on Charlie than on his

The latest portrait of Lita Grey
Chaplin, who returns to the
screen in "The Little Teacher,"
the Fox picture in which she
will play with her sons. (Left.)

little brother Tommy.
Tommy's grown tired of

rolling two perfectly good
apples around the floor, and
comes to sit cross-legged in

front of me.
"Now you have to speak a

little about me," he suggests.

"I like trains."

Charlie joins us. "And I

like boats. Big boats to cross

the ocean with."

These children know how
to make things easy for the

interviewer.

"I like big buildings,"

Tommy says helpfully. "I

like the Empire State build-

ing." And he looks at his

brother to indicate that it's

his turn now.
"I have been to the Zoo,"

Charlie chimes in obediently-

"I saw a monkey and a little

calf." Oh, that "calf" that has found her way deep into

Charlie's heart ! "I put my hand right in his mouth. It

was the mama calf. It feeled good."

Tommy decides it's time to branch off.

"We used to live in Bronxville—years and years and

years ago—before we lived in France."

"We had a chauffeur." Charlie's eyes turned dreamy.

"His name was Albert—the chauffeur's name."

"We had a cook too." {Continued on page 78)
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Here, against a background of

Hollywood, is Elinor Guthrie,
SCREENLAND'S new Beauty Edi-

tor, who will help girls east,

west, north and south to find their

true "types" and to make loveli-

ness out of their good looks!

Fairchild Aerial
Surveys Photo

Of what value is a resemblance? Can it be helpful to

you to imitate the loveliness of another woman? The
ambition of most of us, of course, is to achieve individu-
ality of personality, dress, and make-up, but it is danger-
ous ground until you know the road perfectly because
the result may be only freakishness. Therefore is it not
wise first to study and copy the skill of clever women of

your own type before you can hope to develop the per-

fection of your particular individuality? In November
SCREENLAND you will see the wonders that one girl,

eager to learn, has worked with a slight resemblance to

—but we can't tell you that magic name until next
month! Watch for it.

Another Hollywood Conquest!
By Elinor Guthrie

EDITOR'S NOTE:
Magic word, Beauty! Packed with lure and promise for

all girls, everywhere—and particularly girls who, at the

movies, see themselves in the speaking shadows of Joan
Crawford, or Connie Bennett, or Claudette Colbert. "See"
themselves—until they get home and glance into a mirror,

and find that, despite a resemblance, something has coma
between them and the personality they dreamed of achieving.

Here is where Elinor Guthrie steps into the picture

—

SCREENLAND'S picture. Born in New Orleans, educated
in a French school in Switzerland, and in Virginia, editor

of a magazine for American debutantes, an enthusiast of

Hollywood and the screen scene, Miss Guthrie makes her bow,

as our new Beauty Editor—with a new and exciting idea.

Let her tell you about it!

WHERE have I been all my life ? I have be-

lieved for years, in my smug Eastern way,
that really smart trends in fashions, man-
ners and make-up, all had to originate in

either Paris or New York. I used to think that a Park
Avenue debutante was the final say in "chic," good looks

and luxuriousness just because her clothes were designed

by the leading Parisian or New York modistes, and her

parties were staged with the finest music, flowers and
catering which the town could provide. Her name ap-

peared in the society columns of every paper at least

three times each day. There she was, surrounded by an
admiring throng of relations and new friends. And I

thought this was fame—success—in fact, everything that

a girl's heart could desire

!

Well, I'm sorry, I take it all back—Pve gone com-

pletely Hollywood ! This is what happened : One night

last winter I went to a party given by some friends here

in New York in honor of a "big movie star." It's be-

come terribly smart for the society crowd to rush the

leading lights of the stage and screen. I was fright-

fully excited at the prospect of meeting and actually

talking to a real screen personality. It gives you a
strange and wonderful sensation to see someone in the

flesh whom you have gazed at for riours in the movies.

The great lady had brought with her two or three other

moving picture people and gradually, the whole topic

of conversation at this typical New York party became

—

Hollywood

!

Suddenly a great urge took possession of me to go
out there and see for myself all those wonders—find out
all about the pictures and the stars and how they created

the magic which they do. I fortunately managed to have
quite a long chat with the gorgeous guest of honor and
before the evening was over, she had invited me to visit

her ! Was I excited? I jumped at it, and within a week,
was on my way to Hollywood.
To begin to tell you of the worlds that opened up to

me during my three months' stay in that amazing place

would require a thousand pages, so I shall just touch

the high-spots this time, and perhaps later on, I shall

gradually be able to describe some of the fascinating

things which I unearthed out there.

I met everyone, (and like an idiot, couldn't help fall-

ing in love five or six times

—

(Continued on page 90)
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The Rudolph Valentino Memo-
rial, one of the most beautiful
monuments in California, is

the daily shrine of many wor-
shippers of the star's memory.

The"Garbo Bob." What girl or
woman hasn't heard of it? If

Garbo's acting were not suf-
ficient to immortalize her, this

coiffure will do it.

By

Gregory

Williams

Immortals"

of JToWywood
YEARS into the tomorrow, when Mary Pickford

and Rudolph Valentino are but memories in the

hearts and minds of motion picture fans, their

fame will live on, for proud home towns and
staunch fans have found countless ways to perpetuate

the names of their favorites.

Future generations will stare at street signs and won-
der why boulevards were given their names, (just as you
now wonder), but probably few of them will understand

that Pickford Avenue in Hollywood commemorates the

world's love for Mary Pickford, and that other stars

have been similarly honored in Hollywood and elsewhere,

some of them in far corners of the world.

Dix Street, less than two blocks from the business cen-

ter of Hollywood, bears silent testimony to the success

of Richard Dix. In Claremore, Oklahoma, birthplace

of Will Rogers and Rochelle Hudson, Rogers Boulevard

is intersected by Hudson Drive, and both were named
for the screen stars. Ramon Novarro has a street named
for him in the town of his birth—Durango, Mexico. In

Great Neck, Long Island, there is a Genevieve Avenue,
which was named for Genevieve Tobin. It is crossed by
Vivian Boulevard, named for Miss Tobin's sister. The
two actresses were so honored when they were prominent
on the New York stage.

In Paris, France, a prominent thoroughfare bears the

last name of Lily Damita. Brook Avenue, named for

Clive Brook, penetrates one of London's thriving sub-

urbs. Other streets in foreign countries have been
named after Emil Jannings, (Jannings Drive in Berlin,

Germany) ; Ernest and David Torrence, (Torrence Ave-
nue in Edinburgh, Scotland) ; Maureen O 'Sullivan,

(Maureen Place in Cork, Ireland) ; and Barry Norton,
(Norton Street in Buenos Aires, Argentine).

Two screen notables have had airplane landing fields

named for them. In California, the Beery Airport is a
prominent commercial field. The Auto Club of Southern
California has stationed hundreds of highway direction

signs within a radius of one hundred miles of Beery
Field. Rogers Airport, situated in middle Kansas and
used by transcontinental fliers and mail planes, honors
the name of Charles "Buddy" Rogers, who was born in

the state.

An entire community in Los Angeles, known as Rol-

and Square, will probably stand for centuries as a mark
of honor to Ruth Roland. While the property was orig-

inally owned by the former serial star, and was subdi-

vided by her own organized company, the name was
officially agreed upon by city officials of Los Angeles.

Gary Cooper goes Miss Roland one better—he has a

town named in his honor. When the village of Sunny-
side, Montana, decided to perpetuate the name of its

home-town boy by re-naming itself Gary, the cowboy
star journeyed by airplane in order to be present on the

day the new name was officially dedicated, and it was
Cooper who nailed the new title board to the side of the

depot. Gary's ranch is situated close to the newly named
township.

While many stars have been honored by song writers

who named popular tunes for them, it remained for

Claudette Colbert to be glorified with a waltz composition

that is likely to live into musical annals. "Claudette"

was composed by Vincent de Rubertis, a member of the

Los Angeles Philharmonic Orchestra, and was played
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The Marion Davies Hospital, built for the benefit of war veterans'

children by Miss Davies, and now the sanctuary of thousands of
ailing youngsters annually, will stand for countless generations

as a glorious monument to her.

How the stars of yesterday and

today are having their memories

perpetuated by worshipping
fans

How long in the
future will Jean
Harlow—above— be remem-
bered for the
term, "Plat-
inum Blonde,"
first applied to

her hair?

Do the burghers
of Hollywood
like Richard
Dix? Here's the
answer—Rich
has been com-
memorated by
the City Fathers
with a street
named Dix.

for the first time over the radio by Claire Mellinino, con-
cert pianist. It is now included in the repertoire of some
of the world's best orchestras. Sue Carol has "Sweet
Sue" named for her ; Betty Compson was honored with
a song titled "Betty," and Mary Brian, Mary Pickford,
and other stars have been similarly flattered.

The Dispcnsaire Maurice Chevalier, located in Paris,

France, was organized and is supported in a large part

by the French screen star, who donates the proceeds of
his every first night stage performance to the hospital

furd. The clinic is devoted to the care of all members
of all branches of the theatrical profession in Europe.
Another hospital and clinic, the Marion Davies Foun-

dation, is located in Sawtelle, California, a suburb of
Los Angeles. It is a magnificent collection of buildings

of mercy, to which a new sur- {Continued on page 91)

The thrill that comes but once! When the town of Sunny

-

side, Montana, changed its name to Gary in honor of Gary-
Cooper, the rangy film star was invited down to signalize the

change with his own hands.
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The

Story

of

"Sad

Face
J 9

Zasu

Pitts

Tearfully funny,

tragically comic,

Zasu Pitts became

a female "Merton

of the Movies" en-

dowed with true

acting talent!

By

S. R. Mook

EIGHTEEN years ago
come Michaelmas or
maybe it was St. Pat-
rick's day or even St.

Valentine's and it might have
been sixteen years or seventeen
—neither the accused nor this

biographer having much of a
head for figures—Zasu Pitts

dashed into the grocery store
in Santa Cruz, California,

seized a box of currants with
fluttering hands and started
out with them, murmuring
something to the astonished
grocer that sounded like
"Charge it."

She'd been living there (in
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Screenland gives you the first really intimate life story of an amazing

actress who is better loved than many stars

Santa Cruz, that is, not the grocery) for a number of

years, had looked over the crop of local boys who'd made
good—and also those who hadn't—decided there was
nothing to any of them, had talked things over with her

mother and come to the conclusion the next best thing to

matrimony was a starring career in the movies. Maybe
they had even decided tbe career was preferable to matri-

mony but the latter was closer to home and seemed easier

of accomplishment so if there had been any likely pros-

pects she might have been content with second best for

her life's work.
Fortunately the boll weevil had hit the Stalwart Youth

crop in California that year and it was the realization of

it that gave Zasu the frustrated look she still wears.

A day was set for her descent on the film capital and
Zasu was all packed and rarin' to go when she suddenly
realized she hadn't put up any currant jelly for the win-
ter. She looked at the clock and was sure she wouldn't
have time to do it before the train left. Her hands
started fluttering—first towards the clock, which she

thought she might set back a little, and then towards the

door that opened into the street that led to the grocery.

The door was closer so the currants won.
She got them on the stove but didn't have time to finish

her cooking so she left her mother weeping and the ber-

ries stewing while she took the train to Los Angeles.
Established in a tiny apartment in downtown Los An-

geles, she started looking for the work that never came.
Directors took one look at her and asked her to please

go home to mother. But that wasn't Zasu's plan. She
wrote cheerful letters home and moistened the envelopes
with tears. On days when she was too blue and discour-

aged to look for work, she amused herself by riding the
escalators in the large department stores. When that

palled she took to the fast elevators in the tall buildings

—eleven floors up and the same number down.
Then someone at Universal saw her and thought the

tragic look in her eyes was funny. They thought they
recognized in her a female "Merton of the Movies" and
gave her a test. They were right. Zasu thought she was
being dramatic and the executives thought she had Chap-
lin, Lloyd and Keaton backed off the map.
That test was probably the most unusual hundred feet

of film ever run through a camera. They gave her a
shawl and a rag doll and told her to hop to it and strut

her stuff. Zasu was tired from the strain and seized a
rocking chair that happened to be on the set. She sat

rocking and crooning to her baby. Rudy Vallee and
Bing Crosby hadn't been discovered then so 1 suppose
you could call Zasu the original crooner.

Everything was very happy and peaceful when her
supposed-to-be husband bounded in with the startling

news that marriage irked him. As an afterthought he
added that he was leaving her flat. Zasu took the news
sitting but its import brought her to her feet.

There were no microphones in those days so she didn't

have to worry about blowing out a fuse. She emoted
long and lustily. In fact, you might say she emoted
at the top of her lungs—and the salt air of Santa Cruz
had developed them to an ex- (Continued on page 80)

Robbed ofearly fame at the threshold
of a promising career, Zasu smiled
tremulously, waved her hands per-
plexedly, and went forth to hew out a
bigger and better name for herself.

And she made good.

As with Duse, Zasu Pitts' most ex-
pressive acting medium is her hands.
A world ofpathos is inherent in those
fluttering fingers.' Left, in a scene
from "Roar of the Dragon" with

Gwili Andre and Richard Dix.
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Screenland

Screamies

A cock-eyed view

of Movieland, as

seen by our caustic

cartoonists
Drawing by Fred Neher

"No, we won't shut up—we came

here to enjoy ourselves!"

Drawing by Victor De Pau-i
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"I

to

hear he's going to Hollywood
see if he can bring Mickey

back alive."

IMPOSSIBLE INTERVIEWS
(With apologies to Vanity Fair)

Frankenstein's monster versus

Jimmy Cagney
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The assistant

cameraman who
draws seventy-

five dollars a

week and some-

times picks up
a little extra!
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George Brent Crashes Through!

George Brent and Ruth Chatterton. Each is the other's favorite
actor—which is a most fortunate coincidence, for by the time

you read this they'll probably be married.

WHEN George Brent reached New York nine

years ago, his mind was made up. The
stage was to become his stamping ground

;

the theatrical world was to be his oyster.

He was nineteen. He was broke.

For two years he had lived in an atmosphere of sus-

pense and excitement as dispatch runner for the Irish

revolutionists. For two years he had dabbled in theat-

ricals, with the famous Abbey players in Dublin. He had
just negotiated a successful, if hair-raising escape from
Ireland, via Scotland, England and Montreal, and the

stage seemed to him to be the only profession which
offered any continuation of the excitement he had come
to feel necessary for his peace of mind.

It was absurdly simple. He asked for a chance to
play in stock and he got it.

"I was big," he explains, "and had a slight brogue.
I got a place almost immediately."

When Ireland became too hot to
hold George Brent, he found
new excitement in trying to
"crash" the New York stage.
Read how the movies discovered
him—at his own suggestion!

He sought the career of an

actor— and found it one

big obstacle race. Part II

of his life story tells what
he did about it

By

Carlisle Jones

It began to look almost too easy. One
played a while in stock companies and then
one was called to New York and given lead-

ing roles on Broadway!
He played one season in the Bronx and

another in Brooklyn. He even saved a little

money. Then he let it be known he was
available for roles in New York productions.

He made the rounds of the agents and book-
ing offices. He waited as patiently as his

Irish nature and his hectic youthful training

would permit.

When his money was gone he signed again

with a stock company and went on the road.

He repeated this procedure again and again,

holding out for a New York role each time

until his funds were exhausted and then
accepting the first offer to play in stock that

came along.

So it happened that Brent, in 1924, was sent out in

one of the numerous road companies which were taking

that modern day box-office miracle, "Abie's Irish Rose,"
to the "hinterlanders." Brent played Abie. He played

Abie for a year and ten months throughout the middle
west. He played it in theatres, halls, churches and barns.

He played it in big cities and in small towns. He can
name the principal theatre and hotel in every town of

any size in Oklahoma, Kansas, Nebraska, Iowa, Mis-
souri or Colorado.

It is these audiences and hundreds more like them
in all parts of the country, where Brent has played in

stock, which the young actor hopes will remember him
when they see him playing roles in talking pictures. He
believes that if they like him and his work on the screen

his future will take care of itself.

A year and ten months of steady work let Brent

return to New York late in {Continued on page 82)



f^HAT Makes

Hollywood Exciting?

I

We're telling you, right here on these pages!

First, last, and always, there's—LOVE!

Different kinds of love! Lilyan Tashman and Doug-
las Fairbanks, Jr., show you the passionate product
in "Son of Russia"—right. "Downstairs," John Gil-

bert and Virginia Bruce, sweet tender love. Below,
tropical love, posed by Douglas Fairbanks and Maria
Alba, from "Mr. Robinson Crusoe." Below that,

Gary Cooper and Tallulah Bankhead, loving roman-
tically in "The Devil and the Deep."

Ah, Love!



A Certain

Beautiful

Brunette
Name, Claudette

Colbert. Studio ad-

dress, Paramount.
Home address, try and
get it. Telephone num-
ber, over Norman Fos-

ter's dead body. But
notwithstanding all

these drawbacks,
Claudette is just about
the loveliest of the dark-

eyed ladies who vie

with the blondes and
the titians in making
Hollywood the most ex-

citing place in the

world. See Claudette's

brand-new bangs ? New
excitement

!

Eugene Robert Ricbee



lnvood is exciting because it fools its critics. Just as you are thinking that it

"thing new and different to offer you, along comes a screenplay with Aline
Gjhon in the cast. And you sit up and take an interest again. Miss Mac-

ke like most interesting Broadway personalities, has sold her soul to the movies,
:'re glad of it. She has given splendid performances in the past in "Five Star
and "The Mouthpiece," and she will give more in "One-Way Passage" and

"Once in a Lifetime."

This

Fine Actress

Elmer Fryer



Clarence Sinclair Bull

And she is enough for most people. We don't need to tell you why Marie

one of Hollywood's major excitements. She has won, at sixty, the fame ai

the fortune she so richly deserves. Dukes and diplomats and internation

social leaders visit Marie when they come to Hollywood. Studio prop bo

adore her—and so does Marion Davies. And you, and you. See her next

"Prosperity," with Polly Moran.

Marie Dressier

That's All



Colleen

Moore's

Come-Back

It takes Hollywood to stage a come-back like Colleen
Moore's! The little girl who made a million a year in

silent flaming-youth pictures featuring her Dutch bob
and pert smile was licked by the talkies. So she went on
a long stage tour, studied, worked. When she came back
to Hollywood she was ready. Look at her now! A new
person, smart, poised, modern. Metro has signed her, and
her first "come-back" film will probably be "Flesh," with
Wallace Beery. Real-life drama and heartache; struggles

and success? Hollywood has 'em!



Fascinating

Newcomers
Herbert Marshall, noted English actor from the stage,
adds his ability to Paramount pictures. You'll see him

in "The Blonde Venus," with Dietrich. Maria Alba is the oh, so tropical
heroine of "Mr. Robinson
Crusoe," the picture filmed in
the South Seas by Douglas Fair-

banks, the first.

i i

Vivian Gaye came to Hollywood
from England as Sari Maritza's
manager. Vivian is so pretty and
charming she has been signed
for films, herself. Watch for her.



Lovely Sheila Terry is a Warner dis-

covery. She is playing small parts in

"Son of Russia" and "Two against the
World"—but just wait!

The latest chapter in that exciting
serial, "Hollywood Success
Stories," features Dorothy Wil-
son, below. One day, as script
girl at the RKO-Radio Studio, she
typed the script for "Fraternity
House." Next day she was selected
to play the lead opposite Richard
Cromwell! Looking at her, we

don't wonder.

Y

Here's real excitement! Half the leading ladies in Hollywood Otto Dyar
would give at least three cherished close-ups to play opposite
Cary Grant. Cary grins—like this—and gives good performances
in "The Devil and the Deep" and "The Blonde Venus." So far
he is completely unattached, just another reason for fresh excite-

ment in Screen Town!

Hollywood is a never-ending pageant

of new charm, new talent, new thrills!



Girls! Girls!

Hollywood specializes in
girl s—gay, gorgeous,
grand ; lovely, luscious, lan-
guorous. Adrienne Ames,
above, is Hollywood's prize
patrician. She is a rich
man's wife who likes to

work! Her next film is

with Edmund Lowe and
Victor McLaglen, titled—
probably tentatively

—"Guilty as Hell."

Grace! Only her name is Claire—Claire Dodd. She may be no
Duse, but how she adorns Paramount pictures! Claire came to
Hollywood from the Follies, like Billie Dove and Marion Davies

and so many other screen beauties.

The hot-cha charmer at the right is, of course, Joan Blondell,
one of your film favorites. Her new picture, "Central Park,"
with Charles Farrell playing opposite, will probably be filmed

right on the spot, in little old New York.



Girls!

Here's real excitement for you!
Claudette Colbert poses for the
camera in a bathing suit for the

very first time. Her Paramount
contract says she is not to be
asked to pose for what Holly-

wood calls "leg pictures." But
in the balmy air of Hollywood
La Colbert forgot all about that

clause to give us this gorgeous
picture. Thanks, Claudette.

There are a good many Hollywoodians
who persist in the opinion that Anita
Page is the most beautiful blonde in
town. We are not taking sides or any-
thing but we must admit that we
can't, at this moment, think of a
prettier blonde than Anita. She has a
real acting rdle in "Skyscraper Souls."

The answer to the question, "Why does Hollywood have to

send to Europe for talent?" Sari Maritza has that certain lure

that only little imports seem to give us. Wait until Paramount
gives Sari a girl-sized part and watch her fulfill the promise of

her "still" pictures—of this grand study, for example. Mar-
itza is the youngest member of the "foreign menace" club.
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Sometimes it's safe; often it's better to duck when you see that sign, "Stars at Work!" But whether all's quiet on the western
front, or one of your celluloid favorites is battling with her director, you can count on sufficient excitement when you visit a
Hollywood studio. What? No, we can't get you a pass. We are not Will Hays. But the pictures on these two pages are almost
as good as a personally-conducted tour of the leading studios. Study the big "spread"—it is one of the best studio pictures

you'll ever see.



The large picture shows Connie Bennett and her leading man, Neil Hamilton, taking final orders from Director Archie Mayo
before the shooting begins on the court-room scene for "Two Against the World," for Warners. See Connie's pleased grin?
She likes this picture. Then look at the others; upper left, Barthelmess making a scene for "The Cabin in the Cotton." Next, a
Manhattan speakeasy set for "They Call It Sin." Then Billie Dove and Marion Davies in "Blondie of the Follies." Finally, a

stunning view of a lavish set for "Son of Russia."
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Originals

!

Positively no copies

here— distinctive

personalities, dis-

tinctive designs in

dress

Long black suede
gloves—good

!

Claudette Col-
bert wears a

bracelet with
brilliants, too.
Note that our
Cover Girl this
month, Connie
Bennett, wears
gloves like these.

Dash!

Daring!
Fur the smart woman.' Kay Fran-
cis made Hollywood gasp when she
emerged with this excitingly new
fur cape-wrap of red fox, with the
skins arranged in a round effect

across the shoulders.

Barbara Weeks,
right, favors
brown for fall.

The only splash
of color in her
ensemble is her
novel and gay
plaid taffeta
scarf. And
that's an idea!

A late 1932 ver-
sion of the sailor
hat is intro-
duced by Lilyan
Tashman. Just
one of the things
she picked up in

Paris.

Verree Teasdale— very smart
turban. The
chapeau is of
black velvet,
with black net
nose veil. Wear
your corsage of
gardeniason the
front of your
frock, if you
want to be a
fashion step
ahead of the

other gals!

Bette Davis' au-
tumn street cos-
tume is of navy
blue silk with per-
pendicular tucking
on both skirt and
jacket. The blue
of the dress is con-
trasted with a
high-waisted
blouse of white,
and a red belt. An
extremely original
touch is the narrow
band ofermine col-
laring the jacket,
and trimming the

cuffs.

i'



For the young sophisticate, Loretta Young suggests this very
formal black chiffon and tulle frock. The heavily frilled and
puffed sleevelets give that broad-shouldered effect. See the
gracefully flaring semi-train. Loretta is growing up on ua!

Get your eve-
ning wrap to
match your
gown. Leila
Hyams' cape-
wrap is of pale
green velvet.
Leila's wrap is

made like Kay
Francis' fur
wrap. And
there are those
gardenias again,
this time on the

shoulder.

If you haven't a
checked street
suit you'll be
out of the
fashion parade.
Patricia Ellis' suit

is of black-and-
white zephyr
wool. With it she
wears a white
sweater, black
hat, and a Mack
patent leather

belt.

Adrian de-
signed this
small black
toque for Karen
Morley, left.
Hats still seem
to be tipping
toward the
right, says
Adrian, the
noted Metro

designer.

Marian Nixon's
hat is one of the
loveliest we've
seen. She wears
it with her Sun-
day night sup-
per frocks. It's

ofblack lace and
net and tilts
pertly over the

right eye.



Scotty Melbourne

The Most Beautiful Still of the Month
Nancy Carroll and Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., in "Son of Russia."
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^creaming
Beauty

Meet Hollywood's official

"yip artist"

By

Brian Herbert

S9> W)

Her voice is as high-powered as
her smile! Alice Doll made her
screaming debut in a panic se-
quence in "The Mad Genius"—
and she certainly was a panic!
Now she uncorks her high "C"
for Hollywood's best actresses.

E
yours

.

E-EE-EE-EE-YOW-OW-OW-OW-OOOOH !"

Did you ever hear Constance Bennett scream
like that in a picture ? Or Ruth Chatterton ? Or
Kay Francis? Or any other favorite star of

"And I was pretty"Of course I have," you will say.

frightened, too."

Well, you heard nothing of the kind

!

Connie Bennett never has screamed in a picture. Nor
has Ruth Chatterton. Nor Kay Francis. Nor a lot

of these other high-strung ladies.

Yes, here we are, breaking another illusion like an old

meanie. Connie Bennett cannot scream, nor can the

other ladies just mentioned. Not a good scream in any
of 'em.

Consequently, pretty little Alice Doll has a job.

When Constance Bennett comes face to face with the

murderer in her next picture, "Two Against the World,"
she goes through all of the frenzied, hysterical motions

of screaming. Believe it or not, she didn't utter a sound.

Not a peep.

"When I scream," she explains, "all that comes out is

something like an 'ee-ee-eek'." To prove it, she gave a
demonstration. Then: "You see? And if I really do
scream as loudly as possible I can't talk again for hours."

"Don't scream," advised Director Archie Mayo. "It

would be much too expensive. We'll send for Alice

Doll. She'll scream for you—and how !"

Months ago, during the filming of John Barrymore's
"The Mad Genius," Director Michael Curtiz shot a

theatre panic sequence. A feature of which, of course,

was screams, shouts, yells and wails.

That was when Alice Doll's amazing talent was dis-

covered Up to then she had been hiding her shrieks

under a bushel—a bushel without sound effects

!

After the young player had been put before the

"mike" and had screamed long and loud and in varied

degrees of agony she was put down on the studio casting

office records as an "A-l Official Screamer For Scream-
ing Sequences."

Simply because a star's voice is too valuable a thing

to risk in the middle of an expensive production. The
human throat is a delicate contraption and in some people

can be easily damaged by straining.

So it came about that Alice Doll, whose throat seems
to stand up well under the strain of repeated and unholy

screams, has screeched for the Best People of Holly-

wood. She varies her cries to fit the personalities and
the voices of the lovely ladies she screams for.

Ruth Chatterton is not often confronted with the

necessity of screaming in her roles. In "The Rich Are
Always With Us" not a peep was called for, but in her

latest, "The Crash," Alice Doll was summoned to raise

her voice to the skies for La Chatterton.

Barbara Stanwyck is the champion screamer among
the ladies of the screen and therefore has never used

Miss Doll's vocal pipes. In "The Purchase Price" you
will hear Barbara scream long, loud and repeatedly. It's

dandy. Before the sequence was photographed Director

William Wellman murmured words to the effect that he

didn't think she should risk her voice; that maybe Miss
Doll should be sent for.

"I'll do my own screaming," Miss Stanwyck said. And
that was that.

Loretta Young screams her own screams in pictures,

too, a high, immature scream which promises in time

to reach really admirable proportions. Joan Blondell

owns a scream which will posi- (Continued on page 94)
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Here's the great he-man of the movies at a Hollywood
first night. No, no—not Jimmie Durante! Clark Gable,

with Mrs. Cable. Jimmy's the runner-upper.

By Ben IS/laddox

MEET Clark Gable today!

This he-man with dimples ; this gangster who
went heroic by feminine demand ; this most de-

sired of all current screen lovers—where does

he go from here ?

His powerful performance in "Strange Interlude" has

clinched his right to stardom. Unofficially M-G-M's big-

gest male draw for the past six months, he is on his own
for the first time in the just completed "China Seas."

What is Hollywood doing to him? How has this

amazing whirl from obscurity to the foremost position in

the talkies affected him? Can he possibly live up to all

the grand breaks he has had so far? And, to be personal,

is it true that fame is splitting up his second marriage?
Some other stellar men about town have been saying,

"Poor Clark ! We feel sorry for him. No one could

keep a level head with all the publicity and adulation that

have been showered on him !"

Logical, but after you meet and talk to Clark Gable
you're ready to answer, "Sour grapes

!"

Hollywood has affected him, certainly ! What's more,
he's man enough to admit it. But the change is a sensi-

ble, admirable one

!

Every actress yearns to play opposite Gable. Every
honest male star recognizes the potent appeal Clark ex-

erts in pictures. And you and I know that he is one of

the best topics in any social gathering. The Gable craze

can be likened only to the Valentino boom of yester-year.

I wanted to know what he, himself, thinks of all the

excitement he has stirred up. Learn his own conception
of how popularity has altered him. There's nothing
quite so authentic as letting a man speak for himself.

The first thing he said was t'he most unusual statement
I've ever heard from the lips of a star. I've interviewed
most of them, and Gable is the very first who ever an-
nounced, "I haven't done anything big yet

!"

This from the fellow who has teamed with Garbo,
Shearer, Crawford, Davies—and won equal honors with
these long acclaimed ladies !

"I have never carried a pic- (Continued on page 81)

Gable,

Today

!

Has he

Changed?

Is he

Happy?

What's

New?

Above, the house
in Cadiz, Ohio,
where Gable was
born. Right, his
new Beverly Hills

home.
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Joan, at twenty-one, has been a bride, a mother, a
divorcee, the apex of a famous triangle—and now a

bride again. Who can match her career to date?

ON HOLLYWOOD'S marry-go-round Joan Ben-
nett has pulled the. golden ring!

True, on the spirited chargers that so gaily

pirouette to a mad jazz rhythm, vaguely remi-

niscent of Mendelssohn, one only goes round-and-round
—grasping at new rings, hopeful that the next will be

better than the last, throwing the past aside for "just one
more chance."

Joan Bennett Fox Markey, at twenty-one, has been

SCREENLAND

Joan

Grabs the

Bennett

Spotlight!
Sister Connie has our cover—

here's where Joan stars

By Helen Harrison

the central figure of at least two famous triangles—but

in her quiet, wide-eyed manner the little blonde sophis-

ticate has plucked Hollywood's (and points East) most
eligible bachelor with all the ease she has consistently

exercised since, at sixteen, she left the confines of a

French convent to marry John Martin Fox, then matricu-

lating at an English college.

That was five years ago—enough time for an up-
standing Bennett to annex a wee daughter—Adrienne,

blonde elf—named for her grandmama, to divorce her

husband, time indeed to declare she was "through with

romance," and then to figure prominently in the John
Considine-Carmen Pantages triangle. There are those

who have felt Carmen, as Mrs. Considine, came off the

victor in that hot-cold-luke-warm-hot-again romance

—

but I share the opinion of most that Joan had ceased to

care, or else there might have been a different ending to

that story. Considine, you will recall, was the one to

first sign Joan to her contract, when she was immediately
cast opposite Ronald Colman in "Bulldog Drummond."
She had had other plans then, had actually studied in-

terior decorating and endeavored to persuade her mother
to go into business with her. Since then exterior decorat-

ing has been Joan's line—and what grand curves and
divine color schemes she has accomplished.

At all events, last autumn Joan found herself whole-
hearted and single—long-distanced daily by a famous
political play-boy and a first-water critic, and short-

stopped nightly by several of California's most regal

Romeos

!

Back in 1929, when Joan was seriously considering

the movies as a means of earning her sarouks and sables,

a nebulous triangle was forming across the continent.

Ina Claire, blonde, beautiful, and bewitching had done
just that to Gene Markey, gifted magazine writer and
coming premier scenarist. For many years Ina and
Gene had been a familiar pair at the Algonquin, and
week-ends at Ina's beautiful Portchester menage were
unfailingly graced by the certain charm of Markey.
Here, on the broad lawns of Westchester, Ina would
sit, a script in hand, her lovely dogs grouped at her feet

—Gene figuratively so—the centre of admiring friends,

and it seemed to those who knew them best that life

would go on so forever—that Ina Claire (nee Fagan),
the sensation of the 1912 Follies, the scintillating star

of innumerable Broadway successes, would soon be Ina
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Markey, and Gene's bachelor days would be at an end.

And then another famous star, the recent husband of

Leatrice Joy, the adored of Garbo, twisted that papier-

mache triangle into a cocked hat

!

It was in the summer of that same '29 that prosperity,

the Claire-Markey combine and Wall Street all took a
nose dive. Ina had been signed by Pathe for two pic-

tures and was sent to the Coast to begin "The Awful
Truth." Gene followed soon after, stopping off at

Chicago for some trousseau miscellany. It was there he
received a preview of "The Awful Truth"—the horrible,

irrefutable reality of his shattered romance—Ina Claire

had married John Gilbert

!

There are those who believe Gene had dallied too long,

but I do know it was thought by those "in the know"
that Ina's previous marriage and more recent divorce
had violated Gene's religious

scruples. It may have been
that time was needed to recon-

cile Gene's Catholicism to Ina's

situation—and that Ina was
irked. Yet there may have
been other reasons—for Joan,

Mrs. Markey that is, is also a
divorcee

!

Gene was deeply shocked
and sincerely hurt when Ina
Claire married John Gilbert,

but he's a swell person—sport-

ing, regular. He became a
friend of the Gilberts, was en-

tertained by them and enter-

tained them. And then the

Gilbert romance ended in a
draw. But where was Gene?
Writing in Hollywood. And
where was Ina? Appearing
in Paramount pictures. And
where, indeed, was Joan?
Working for Fox.

It was at the home of the

Marquis de la Falaise de la

Coudraye that Joan and Gene
met, the home of that other

glamorous Bennett—Con-

The mother of the Bennett girls, the
former Adrienne Morrison, photographed
with her volatile young daughter on a

recent visit to Hollywood.

Some of the Bennetts at play. Joan's mother (now
Mrs. Eric Pinker); Joan herself; Gene Markey, her
husband; and Sister Connie. Don' t the Markeys make

an impressive couple?

stance. And that, children, is how that started.

One cannot help wondering if Joan's blonde beauty
was not, at first, reminiscent of Gene's former love.

Both are blondes, both are women who dress exquisitely,

are abundantly intelligent, the natural companions of

men of fastidious discernment. Ina, with her wise,

twisted smile, delicately cynical
; Joan with her disarm-

ing pout, her almost naive glance, seem very different

types of women—yet they are both inherent sophisticates.

Joan is a 1932 edition of a still young Ina.

As for Joan—Markey, she felt, was at last a man to

trust and to believe in. Her loss of faith in men was
real when her first marriage
proved disastrous. Still an
adolescent, in spite of her

participation in adult life, Joan
was as malleable as are most
young girls of sixteen, and the

unhappy turn of events to her
romance plumbed unsounded
depths in the soul of this im-
pressionable girl. Her ro-

mance with Considine was
probably a rebound from her
divorcement. She was find-

ing men again. Finding life

and its eternal riddle intrigu-

ing. When she was apparently
jealous, inconsiderate, and
sometimes even conspicuously
dramatic, her conduct must be
condoned as that of severe

readjustment. To me it

seems that neither John Fox
nor Considine were really men
in Joan's life. They stand,

rather, as ideals of a romantic

girl's first love and as the re-

birth of romance. Markey
seems surely the first real

(Continued on page S4^

a
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Screenlands Critic Really Sees the Pictures!

The
First Year

Fox

I'd recommend this as the family film of the month, but
that might keep you away. And I'm interested in pushing

,
you in to see it, because it's a different Gaynor-Farrell film.

In fact, it isn't a Gaynor-Farrell film at all. It's a Farrell-

Gaynor, this time. There's a difference. Charlie Farrell has turned
actor on us. He need no longer depend upon his ingratiating smile

and boyish appeal. In "The First Year" he gives a splendid, up-
standing performance of a young husband, probably the best thing

he has done. Devotees of the team will like their latest. So will

others, for this time it's clever, not cloying. It follows the trials of

a "nice young married couple" through their first year, past hi-

larious complications to a refreshing finish. There are legitimate

laughs by Leila Bennett, Maude Eburne, and Robert McWade;
authentic charm by Janet and Charlie, and—good!—Dudley Digges.

Reviews
of the

BEST
PICTURES

- SEAL- OF;

THIS MONTH:
Congorilla

Lady and Gent
The First Year

American Madness

Million Dollar Legs

Washington Masquerade

Million

Dollar
Legs

Paramount

The laugh picture for your list! It's wild, it's crazy, it's

goofy. It's just utter nonsense. But it's funny. Don't ask
35*3*^ me what it's all about because I don't know—there's no
^ rhyme or reason to it, but there's something better—there's

satire, slapstick, and the funniest gags concocted since Chaplin
turned genius on us. The picture begins in the mythical kingdom
of Klopstockia and ends in Hollywood, at the Olympics, in one
broad jump. As the President of Klopstockia, W. C. Fields gets the
lion's share of laughs. Jack Oakie, as the Fuller brush man from
America who must devise some way to make $8,000,000 for the
crazy country before he can marry the President's daughter,
pretty Susan Fleming, is grand as only Oakie can be. Lyda Roberti
plays Mata Macree, "the famous spy no man can resist,"—yes,

it's all as silly as that—in highly amusing and pictorial manner.

Lady
and
Gent

Paramount

The most human picture of the month! I don't care how
critical you think you are, there are certain scenes in this

film that will get you. Take a dumb prizefighter, a night-
club lady who loves him, have him lose the fight, have her

stick by him, have them both overcome by a little orphan, and
what have you? Hokum? Maybe. But the very best hokum.
And when George Bancroft plays the ex-champ, and that clever

Wynne Gibson plays the girl, and when they both squeeze every
drop of sentiment from every scene, then you give in, and join me
in enjoying "Lady and Gent." It's much too slow, and some of
the dialogue is too smart-cracky, and often Bancroft has you
worried that he is "going up in his lines," as we say on Broadway;
but you'll like most of it. Miss Gibson is the real star of the piece.

You Can Count on these Criticisms
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Reviews without Prejudice, Fear or Favor!

If I like a picture, I'll say so. If I don't like it, I'll

tell you why I don't. I'll rave if the picture or per-

formance rates it, but I am not afraid to speak my
mind. You'll find corsages on these two pages, but
you'll smell cauliflowers, too. I can promise you un-
biased and absolutely authentic reviews because I go

to see the pictures I talk about. Every review is real,

not written from a synopsis or studio hearsay or pub-
licity material. I make no claim to review pictures be-

fore they are finally edited because I believe you are

interested chiefly in what is going to be set before you
on your local screens. I'm still a movie fan, myself!

American
Madness

Cohimbia

If a good old word hadn't been so overworked, I'd use it

right here. "American Madness" comes pretty close to
being a genuine—here I go!

—

epic. It has not only the
required "epic" number of extras, it has power, sweep,

and imagination. And it strikes home to the heart of every one of
us. Instead of a "Grand Hotel," here's a bank that is cross-

sectioned and exposed. Why, there's drama here; and heartbreak;
and romance, too. Walter Huston plays the president who builded
his business on faith; who believes in character before commercial-
ism—and who has the courage of his convictions even when a run
threatens to destroy his beloved bank. I can't begin to tell you how
much authentic excitement director Frank Capra has found in his

theme. The "run" is one of the real celluloid thrills of the month.

D. E.

The
Washington
Masquerade

M-G-M

The most timely picture on the screens today! Metro has
made this melodramatic smash for our Presidential year

—

smart showmanship. You'll see Washington putting on its

most spectacular shows, and Lionel Barrymore giving a
great performance against the background of national politics. He
plays a United States Senator whose high ambitions crash under
the pressure of intrigue and the wiles of a glamorous woman.
Karen Morley plays the gal, and becomes in one graceful leap the
screen's most intelligent siren. Here's a temptress with brains,

something quite, quite new in movie circles. Barrymore plays
magnificently one of his finest roles. "The Washington Masquer-
ade" is not only smooth and excellent entertainment. It's a tonic
for tired Americans. See it and wake up!

Congorilla

Fox

Your adventure movie! By all means, see this. It's the
first sound picture from the Dark Continent. And it is

FUN. Mr. and Mrs. Martin Johnson have apparently cast
off their dignity as pioneer screen explorers and just set out

to have a good time, and to give us one. They succeed! Here is

natural, imposed beauty—the loveliest "scenic" shots ever made
in Africa. Here is genuine comedy—two pygmies trying to light a
cigar with safety matches—serious, mysterious to them : a howl to
you. Here is excitement—a charging rhino. Here are actual sound
effects. Here are the originals of those "Tarzan" gorillas. And
here, most of all, is the real thing—you know it, you feel it. The
Johnsons never descend to tricks. If they can't get a legitimate
thrill, they have a laugh instead. Round up all the children in your
neighborhood and give them a good time at "Congorilla." And
don't forget to see it yourself!

Let Them Guide You to the Good Films
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HOT off the

ETHER
ScREENLAND'S gOSSip about

popular Radio personalities

By Evelyn Ballarine

Her Songs Satisfy

HAIL the "Queen of the Radio"—she's Ruth
Etting ! She's charming, she's hlonde, she's

slim—and oh, yes, she sings ! Grab your hat

and gloves and let's dash over to the Colum-
bia Broadcasting Studios and see La Etting "in the

flesh" as she serves "Music That Satisfies."

Tonight she's wearing a blue print crepe dress—very

simple, but very smart ; a red hat and a red bag are the

only bright splashes of color in her otherwise subdued
ensemble.

Ruth dislikes rehearsals—she'd much rather go on the

air "cold." Ruth looks sad and wistful herself when
she sings songs like that. Immediately after Miss Etting

is off the air there are a series of telephone calls from
her Broadway friends who never fail to listen in.

Remember Ole Olsen and Chic Johnson when they
were in the movies? Well, now you can hear them
clowningover the air every week. The boys "dress up"
in character even though television is still "around

the corner."

O.K., W. W.!

And now over to the National Broadcasting Station

to see and hear Mrs. Winchell's little boy, Walter.
Okay ! Walter Winchell ! Go ahead and give us an
earful. Every Thursday night is Winchell gossip night.

Instead of sitting around the fire and swapping gossip,

as of old, it's smart to gather 'round the radio and let

Winchell spill some of his swellegant stuff about the

great and the near great.

Walter is prematurely gray. He used to be a vaude-
ville actor. And he doesn't care who knows that he
was kicked out of school in the sixth grade

!

* * *

Have you been listening to those two clowns, Ole
Olsen and Chic Johnson? They're on the air every

Thursday night with Rudy Vallee. And "durned" if

they aren't making a comedian out of Rudy. They're
positively contagious

!

* * *

Let's have a look at "Colonel Lemuel Q. Stoopnagle

and Budd," "The Gloom Chasers" of the air. The plump
lad with the rosy cheeks is the "Colonel," and the rather

serious chap standing next to him is "Budd." Budd
usually acts as stooge for (Continued on page 94)

Here's Walter Winchell, the one and only "W. W.," ace
Broadway columnist, and the inspiration for all those
pictures we've been seeing latelyabout thenewspaper

column writers.

Ruth Etting,
" Queen of the
Air," is as lovely
as her voice.
And, Mr. Ripley,
Ruth never took
a singing lesson
in her life.' You
see, hear, and
like Ruth in
screen shorts.
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Thank Him
for the Talkies!

Pen portrait of H. M. Warner, whose
company gave a voice to the films

By Lynde Denig

Al Jolson in "The
Jazz Singer," the
first talkie. Pre-
sented by Warners
as a pioneering
move, it has made
movie history
which continues to

be written to this
day.

THE Warners came out of Russia when The
Little White Father ruled right smartly with a
Cossack whip and Siberia was a finishing school
for dissenters.

There was plenty of gold in Russia at that time, but it

was difficult to chip nuggets from the frozen assets.

Warner, Sr., understood that conditions were brighter in

America, a land of milk and money. He decided that

the Warner clan would thrive on the milk and money,
also a bit of the cream from the top of the bottle. Un-
fortunately, he did not live to see how thoroughly the

cream agreed with his offspring.

Kindly Providence guided the Warner patriarch to

Baltimore where the gentlefolk, in common with those
of other cities, wore out their shoes on stone pavements.
Shoes, as he knew from his own experience, for he was
on his way to becoming the father of a family of twelve,

were a basic necessity. He would serve the needs of

the public, as well as those of his immediate dependents,
by way of a shoe-repairing shop. Provided no one else

wanted the leather, he could rely upon home con-
sumption.

If only the far-sighted Baltimorean could have a peep
into the closets of his sons, Harry, Jack, and Albert,

today ! They have the shoes, so to speak, with never a
patch nor a rundown heel to mar them. But the Warner
boys have worn out a lot of pairs on their climb from
the cobbler's shop to the crest of the motion picture

mountain. One of them, the stout-hearted and much-
beloved Sam, who marked the path in the earlier days,

Close-up of a big man behind some of your favorite
motion pictures : Harry M. Warner. His company has
given you such stars as George Arliss, Richard Bar-
thelmess, James Cagney, Joan Blondell, Douglas

Fairbanks, Jr.

died before the summit had been reached.

Harry M. Warner, who shouldered the responsibili-

ties laid down by Sam, in addition to those he already
carried, is the electrifying energy behind the names of

Warner, Vitaphone, First National, wherever you may
see them : sparkling in lights on the marquees of thea-

tres, flashing from screens, catching your eye from bill-

boards as you spin along concrete highways. He is

president of so many corporations and a director in so

many more that there is no need to name them.
Harry has held the money-bag when it was light as a

balloon and when it was heavy with coin. In the tran-

sitory life of the motion picture, it has filled and emptied
with the rapidity of an hour-glass. But heavy or light.

Harry has stepped briskly along, living in the present

and the future and tingling with the joy of the struggle.

Seated in his New York office, a sort of conning tower
from which he surveys and directs a wide variety of

interests, there is a touch of the Wall Street broker

about his alert personality that expresses a new type in

the amusement and commercial world : an international

showman, a sort of three-in-one combination : showman-
realtor-banker.

Harry knows the show business from the Broadwav-
Hollywood angle: but that is (Confinned on page °0)
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It was Betty Compson,
one of the prettiest
blondes ever seen on the
screen, who said : "I have
a sweetheart in every
part!" Here's Betty with
Hugh Trevor, when these
two were believing their

own love scenes.

By

James

Marion

Studio Sweethearts
THERE are three distinct classes of romance in

Hollywood. First, there is the old-fashioned,

hand-in-hand love that leads eventually to the

altar. Then there is the "secret love" that seems
to go nowhere in particular—but to the divorce courts

in general. And there is the third, that keeps Holly-

wood and the gossips on tiptoe, and makes for all the

silly rumors that continually exude from the film city.

This last but decidedly not least type of romance is

hectic but seldom permanent. Hollywood has a special

name for stars in this group: Studio Sweethearts.
To Betty Compson must go credit for the discovery

and exploitation of this new and handy idea. Betty's

disclosure of studio romances has given Hollywood's
famous sons and daughters a new method of whiling

away otherwise weary hours during production of pic-

tures, to say nothing of the publicity accrued. It all

began with Miss Compson 's remark to a very stunned
and astonished writer

:

"I don't know what I would do without my studio

romances. I have never made a picture that I did not
fall in love with some man in the cast. None of these

harmless affairs ever lasted beyond the length of the

production, but I think all concerned enjoyed them thor-

oughly. Nothing really serious—just like the sailors:

/ have a sweetheart in every part!"

With that explanation, Betty answered all the gossip

about herself and Hugh Trevor, Grant Withers, and
other leading men. In addition, she supplied the rest

of the boys and girls with either an idea or an excuse.

Since then ? Well, let us see

!

Take Joan Blondell and George Barnes, the Goldwyn
cameraman. They met during the production of "The
Greeks Had a Word For Them." Joan, always con-

sidered cute and talented, but never beautiful, was sud-
denly transformed into a gorgeous woman on the screen,

and George, the cameraman, was the reason. Another
studio romance, whispered Hollywood. True, Joan and
George seldom went out in public, but they constantly

lunched together. One day a newspaper reporter saw
them and immediately published a "reported engage-
ment." That was unfortunate for the reason that Barnes
was in the process of getting a final divorce decree, so

Joan denied a pending marriage. She and George were
not seen together so much after that, but—you want
to know a secret ? They are to be married soon ! Joan
admits it openly, and as soon as her George is free to

wed, she'll be Mrs. Barnes.

But here's one that will show you how trivial some
of them really are—and how soon they stop and start

again ! Take the case of Lupe Velez and Lawrence Tib-

bett. That romance developed out of a playful attempt
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Some Hollywood stars have "a sweetheart in every part!" Others live

happily ever after. Read about both kinds

on the part of the vivacious Mexican to

show the rest of the cast in "The Cuban"
that she could turn the heart of the fa-

mous singer. It had been said that he

was afraid of women—that he wanted no

more of women after his divorce. Lupe
was sure that she was able to make him
fall and fall hard

!

She tried, at first, to break down his

natural reserve by saying things that

would either make him laugh or embar-
rass him. He went her one better on

every occasion by coming back with a

A studio romance
that came true:
John Gilbert and his
Virginia, who met
during the filming of
Jack's picture,

"Downstairs."

Connie Bennett
and Joel
McCrea, when
Connie thought
Joel was a pretty
nice boy. But
now she's La
Marquise (Mar-
quise de la Fa-
laise.) (Left.)

Loretta Young and Grant
Withers fell in love while
making love in "Too
Young to Marry." But it

didn't last. {Below.)

fast retort that would leave

Lupe sagging on her heels.

With the net result: She fell

for him instead! Every day
they were seen to rush up to

each other with a good-morn-
ing kiss. Luncheon ? Always

!

Lupe even followed him into

the men's barber shop and held

one hand while he had the other

one manicured. "Lupe and
Larry have it bad," said the best

of the insiders. But hardly had
the studio romance reached the

point where everyone in town
was talking about them and
conjecturing as to when they
would become secretly mar-
ried

—

when Lupe zvent off to

New York on the same train

with John Gilbert! That's how
permanent they are—now they

are and now they aren't. Maybe
it is all done with mirrors.

If you will recall, Lupe and
Gary Cooper started their ro-

mance during the making of a

picture called "The Wolf

Song" in which they played
together ! At the start they
were just Studio Sweet-
hearts. No one expected that

romance to survive the length

of the production, but it did,

and more. That is where
this type of romance has

Hollywood fooled ! So many
of them flash on and off dur-
ing a picture schedule, Holly-
wood expects all will end
with the final camera crank.

Connie Bennett and Joel

McCrea, according to a once hot

rumor, were to take the long
plunge down to the altar. Gos-
sip actually had this couple
married. Joel was seen lying

on the sands in front of Con-
nie's beach place at Malibu with
none other than the famous
blonde lady herself. They were
seen dancing, dining, first-night-

ing, and what have you. Oh,
it was a hectic romance all right.

And what happened?
Connie ups and marries the

Marquis! We can't say at the

moment whether or not this

started out as a studio romance.
Surely they were both working
at the same studio, and were
together a great portion of the

time while this was possible.

But we are inclined to believe

that they were really in love

long before they worked at the

same studio—in fact, we are in-

clined to put a bit of credence

in what (Continued on page S4)
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What's the Matter

with Farrell?

He's all right, says Hardie Albright

!

it once because I believed (and still do) that one can't
sell lunch wagons one day and the next be an actor.

There are certain lessons to learn and they must be
learned well. When the Graduation Day comes, how-
ever, I say give the worthy pupil his diploma.

John Gilbert realized the tragedy of having his voice
recorded in a higher pitch than his public demanded.
There was another excellent silent picture star, the hero
of this tale, who reasoned that a voice can be trained and
developed. It meant long hours of voice culture, exer-
cises, scales, development of muscles never before used.
It 'meant two years of untiring concentration, lung and
abdominal control, diction—that fly in so many ointments
—whole plays had to be learned verbatim. The least of
all, it required some five thousand dollars ! These haz-
ards were all surmounted by the finest display of driving

force I have ever seen. My money always goes on the

horse with the urge to win even though his opponent
has the better blood line. The desire must be there. To

1

Hardie Albright, the author of the story on
this page, is also one of the most ingrati-
ating among the younger male actors of

the present-day screen.

"^HEY bow out here in Hollywood to five magic
words. Assistant Directors, juice men, even ex-

ecutives like to hear them thundered in their ears.

Castinsr Directors are not interested unless the

Hocus Pocus is pronounced over the head of an appli-

cant. They are indeed words of Black Magic. The
words mean nothing and never make sense—but that is

probably why Hollywood adores them

!

Suppose you are introduced to a casting director and
your representative says, "A great star in silent pictures,"

or "A well-known society debutante,'' or "Played many
seasons in stock." In answer to any one of these state-

ments you would receive a cold swaying of the head in

a longitudinal direction and it would be rude as only a

Hollywood-trained head can be. Why not, then, be in

the fashion, ask your representative to put his nose high

in the air, and in a very superior manner announce
"From the New York stage"? Those, dear friends, are

the five magic words

!

Almost every outstanding star, every featured player

in pictures today, has that label, and how many actually

have the right to it?

Have you ever stood on a busy corner and looked up
into the sky until you had a crowd doing precisely the

same thing? Then perhaps you feel some of the cynical

enjoyment that a small group experience at this moment
having once said, "He was good in silents but he has no
stage experience," about a certain young actor. I said

Mr. Albright votes Charlie Farrell a diploma for his
fine acting in "After Tomorrow," the film in which he
played opposite Marian Nixon, and in which he

acquitted himself with high honors.

work as long and as steadily as this silent star did shows
a burning desire to be a good talking picture actor.

Romanticism was a quality that the silent screen por-

trayed admirably. Who among us can forget the sooth-

ing forgetfulness of a masterpiece such as "Seventh
Heaven." The talking screen can ill afford to part with

this elusive emotion.

It was my very great pleasure to witness a perform-
ance filled with qualities I have seen experienced stage

actors labor for years to attain. You were conscious of

a pleasing, varied voice, not a studied one. There was
an impromptu quality that comes only from an inspira-

tional moment. The conception of the characterization

was erudite and filled with mannerism that rounded the

portrait into a living, breathing (Continued on page 94)
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"What's the Matter with Gaynor?

s

By Garret Fox

Want your Janet to

"go modern"?

O JANET GAYNOR wants to be a

sophisticate ! Wants to graduate

from frills and curls—from demure
manners and gentle, soft speech. Jn

"The First Year" she plays a modern bride,

with Problems.
How do you like it, fans? Do you think

she is making a mistake? Frankly, we do.

Janet in "Seventh Heaven," in "Sunnyside
Up," in "Daddy Long Legs," stood alone, in

a class by herself—untouched even remotely

by any competitor. Janet as a knowing
young modern would be just one among
many. The screen abounds in young ladies

who can portray cultivated charm, sophisti-

cation, and savoir faire, and, through long

experience, can do it better than Janet can
hope to for a long, long time.

"Winnie" Sheehan, head man on the Fox
lot, seems to feel that way about it, too. At
any rate, we hear that he intends putting the

little Gaynor back into the roles that made
her famous—the "Seventh Heaven" type of

roles of her palmy days. If you ask us (all

right, then ask us now
!
) it's a wise decision.

Janet Gaynor is a clever and competent ac-

tress in any type of role—but if Janet wants
to keep her very roomy niche in the fans'

hearts, she will give them the kind of pic-

tures in which they learned to admire her,

and in which she has no peer. Mr. Shee-
han's choice for Janet's return to the simple
life is "Tess of the Storm Country"—and
that, as you know, is doing the thing up
brown.

So good luck, Janet—let's see you make
Tess the kind of girl she was meant to be.

And in the future won't you try to remember
that good old proverb : "Render unto Caesar
the things that are Caesar's, and to

Gaynor the things that are Gay-
nor's !" And—remember what hap-
pened to Mary Pickford !

One of the few great "love
teams"of the screen . Janet
Gaynor ,sweetanddemure,
and Charlie Farrell, hand-
some and manly, made
movie history in many a
picture of the sweetness-
and-light school. From
"Seven th Heaven"on,th eir

films have been popular
smashes. Will they go on

together?

Janet and Charlie in that memorable romance,
"Seventh Heaven," which brought them both

film fame.

Is "The First Year" the last
of the Gaynor-Farrell ro-
mances? Charlie has been
"borrowed" from Fox by War-
ners for "Central Park" oppo-
site Joan Blondell. Janet will
star alone in "Tess of the
Storm Country." Will you
fans beg to see Janet and

Charlie reunited?
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"Ho, hum, another day! Well, life is just one
thing after another for us members of a big

acting family. Guess I'll start off by giving

'em one of those stern matinee-idol looks

—

have to live up to the family traditions. Yes,

sir, I've certainly got responsibilities!"

He's a brand-new Barrymore—
and here's what he thinks about

"There's that cameraman again—I suppose he
wants me to do a few poses. Well, may as well
take it big—I've got my public to think of. I'll

let him have a little of the old John Barrymore
profile. Wish he had a movie camera instead of a

still—I feel like wiggling my toes."

Fresh Heir!
Presenting John Blythe Barrymore,

newest member of the "Bib Parade."

Look well at this youngster, for as his

Aunt Ethel said, "That's all there is,

there isn't any more."

Text by

Mortimer

Franklin

ctHuh, that's funny! Been
eating my fingers all day,
and I've got just as many
as I started with. Dad
seems terribly interested

in my hair— says he
thinks I swiped that wig
he wore in "Svengali."
Well, why shouldn't a
iie-man like me have a
thick head of hair?"
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"Tee, hee, hee—ouch! How
would they like it if I

tickled them like that?

Don't care so much for this

babyish business—wait till

I grow up to be six months
old, I'll make 'em treat me

like a regular guy."

"What, no bottle yet? Guess

I'll have to turn on a little

of the family temperament.
Ee-ee-yow! Uncle Lionel

thinks he can do some pretty

snappy ranting around, but
just wait till he gets a load

of one of my big emotional

scenes!"

"Doesn't Mom keep a

tight hold on me,
though! What does

she think I'll do-
jump my contract

and go to Europe?
Say, I wonder why
they don't hurry
along that bottle. I

understand an actor

is expected to keep
away from the bot-

tle—but not me!
When I want some-

thing I want it!"

0- •

"Mother and Dad are a couple

of good skates—they certainly

seem to get a kick out of me.

Guess I'll give 'em a nice smile

—may as well humor the dear

folks. Say, if I'm as wonderful
as all that I wonder why the

stork didn't keep me, instead of

giving me away to them like

they say he did."

"Humph, they didn't give me a

tumble. Guess I'll have to re-

hearse that a little more, then

I'll panic 'em—a Barrymore
never gives up. Well, I've done

a pretty good day's work, guess

I'll knock off now. Feeling a

bit tired, anyway—tomorrow
I'll—z-z-z-z . .

."
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And Now For

The Ghost Walks

with Nancy Carroll
Listen to some real Irish folk-tales of the spooky season

By Ruth Tildesley

HOW would you like to go to a Hallowe'en party
held in a haunted castle in Ireland ?

That's the spot Nancy Carroll chooses for

her ideal party whenever the Fates permit.

"I'd like to give it in Castle Ree," she bubbled, "My
mother used to live near the old ruins of that castle

and she's told me so much about the spooks that were
supposed to walk there. Maybe Castle Ree would be
too dilapidated for hospitality, but anyway we'd have a

haunted castle.

"In Ireland, you know, nobody dare go out the night

the ghosts walk—they all stay home and cover up their

heads—but we'd take plenty of holy water with us and
be careful what we said about spooks, and perhaps the

bad spirits would go out and do their haunting some-
where else and only the fairies would come.
"We'd all believe in fairies that night. My father

truly believes in them. Do you know, when he was here

visiting me I was terrified for fear people would laugh

at him and break his heart ? I gave a party for him one
night and he was telling us about fairies and how close

he came to seeing them, and someone asked why it was
that no one sees fairies here.

" 'God love ye,' says he, 'Fairies live in Ireland. They
can't cross water. Ireland is an island and that's where
they're bound to stay.'

"One night when he was a little boy, my father was
sitting on the doorsteps with his parents and all the other

children." Nancy's voice sank to a thrillingly low note,

proper to all ghost stories. "Through the dusk they

began to hear the music of a band.
" 'That'll be the Killarney band !' says his mother,

pleased, and began to keep time with her knitting needles.

"The music came closer and closer and they watched
for the band to come marching down the road. But
no band came. When the music was very close and not

a soul in sight, my father's mother got up and ran in-

doors and all the other children followed her. They
were all afraid to wait for the Little People.

"But my father was a brave boy and his father was a

brave man, so they stayed there together on the door-

step, with their hands and their feet and their hearts

turning to ice the while. When the music was right

opposite them there in the road, my grandfather bowed
his head in his hands, but my father stared straight

at the place where the trumpets were blowing, and the

fifes shrilling, and the drums going rub-a-dub-dub—and
not even the dust stirring under the Little People's feet

!

"I'm sending my mother and father back to Ireland

now—their first visit in thirty {Continued on page 89)

Nancy tells ghost
stories! And when
it comes to witch-
ery, she knows her

pun' kins!
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HALLOWE'EN.

Mr. Mouse, that gay

Hollywood social

light, goes to Pickfair

for advice on Hallow-

e'en parties

Exclusive pliotooraphs of Miss
Pickford by K.O. Rahmn

"I've had mouse-
warmings," Mickey
explains to Mary, "so
now I think I'll throw
a Hallowe'en party!"

Mary and Mickey
BECAUSE Mickey Mouse is Mary Pickford's

favorite movie actor, he went out to Pickfair with
me to consult her about a Hallowe'en party.

"But I've never had a Hallowe'en party !" pro-
tested Mary.
"My little-girl memories of the night are all mixed

up with Guy Fawkes' Day, which is celebrated in Canada
on November 5th. You know the old song :

" 'Remember, remember, the Fifth of November

!

Gunpowder, treason and plot.

I see no reason

Why gunpowder treason

Should ever be forgot.

Up the ladder, down the hall.

Half a crown will save us all
!'

to come to their

Little racketeers.

"//you use these place cards, and the decorations I've

just described," says Mary Pickford, "I'm sure every-
one will have a very mice time!"

"The two days were so close together and we did

the same things for both. We children used to run
wildly about the neighborhood, crying : 'Shell out! Shell

out!' and the grown-ups would have
doors and give us apples and sweets,

that's what we were

!

"Then we would reward them by making horrible

noises or putting tick-tacks on their windows. Only I

never had the courage to do the actual dirty deeds.

I played 'jigger' for the bobbies—I think you would call

it look-out for the cops here.

"At home we celebrated with taffy pullings. Poor
Mother used to spend days afterwards getting the sticky

stuff out of my long curls! I remember what fun it

was to try the taffy in cold water to see if it was ready,

and how grimy it got from small dirty hands, but how
delicious

!

"Then we used to bob for apples and try to bite fruit

hung in doorways. We did something else in which our

small noses came out covered (Continued on page 86)
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Reliable Reviews

Skyscraper Souls

Metro-Goldivyn-Mayer
A "Grand Hotel" idea, a not so grand result. The entire film takes
place in a skyscraper office building which houses a bank, swim-
ming pool, penthouse apartment, and big business men on the
make for stenographers and models. Warren William plays
cleverly the role of the ruthless owner of the skyscraper. Maureen
O'Sullivan is a stenographer temporarily lured by his wealth.

Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm
Fox

One of the great sob stories of modern times comes to the talking
screen—and if you like it, here it is, done to the hilt! Marian
Nixon plays the role of Rebecca competently, though her smartly-
cut features do not make for the ideal poor-orphan type. Ralph
Bellamy, when he escapes from the general air of saccharinity,

is excellent as the benevolent young doctor.

Roar of the Dragon

RKO-Radio
Chinese bandits, plenty of shooting, a nasty villain, a mysterious
heroine, and heroic Richard Dix. The youngsters may go for this

because of the action, but for the more sophisticated tastes it is

not recommended. Richard Dix is as good as the story allows;

Gwili Andre—she'll remind you of Dietrich—in her picture
debut, looks promising but gets few opportunities to act.

Igloo

Universal
Let lovely scenes of the frozen north soothe you if you are fed up
with the usual film fare. "Igloo" has moments of marvelous
pictorial beauty, and it is an authentic account of Eskimo life.

Polar bears and walrus, a baby seal and a real, live Eskimo beauty
will entertain you. Don't expect much excitement, unless you

are susceptible to the charnru of Chee-ak, that Gableskimo.

Miss Pinkerton

First National
A faithful screen version of Mary Roberts Rinehart's mystery
novel, but somehow not as exciting as we expected. There's a
murder, of course, with everyone suspected, even Joan Blondell,
who plays a nurse with Sherlock Holmes tendencies. George
Brent is the handsomest screen detective you've ever seen. Joan's

good, but we wish she'd be her wise-cracking self again.

The Purchase Price

Warners
You'd have to have plenty of imagination to enjoy this unbeliev-
able yarn. Barbara Stanwyck, as a "torch singer," marries a
farmer, George Brent, in order to escape the attentions of a New
York racketeer. Brent—the polished, debonair lover—is hope-
lessly miscast in an uncouth role. Even Barbara Stanwyck's

good acting doesn't help.
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nt Filmsof Cur re

Make Me A Star

Varamount
Stuart Erwin in a role that fits him like a glove. And he plays it

big. It's "Merton of the Movies" brought up to date. Stu is

swell as the movie-struck country boy who crashes the studio

gates, thanks to Joan Blondell. Why Joan was borrowed from
Warners for this film will always remain a mystery. It's a Holly-

wood crime to squander her talents in a small-time role.

Jewel Robbery

Warners
A light, sophisticated, naughty comedy about a bored Countess
and a gay crook who steals her jewels. The most amusing scenes

are those in which Kay Francis, the countess, helps the suave
Powell to dodge the police. The dialogue is smart and so are Miss
Francis' clothes. The plot is slightly reminiscent of "Raffles."

Powell and Francis, together again, are grand.

Unashamed
Metro-Goldivyn-Mayer

Based on a recent front-page murder, it is the good acting of the
cast that makes this entertainment. Particularly Helen Twelve-
trees' portrayal of a wealthy girl infatuated with a gambler,
Monroe Owsley, who is later shot by her brother, Robert Young.
Interesting court-room scenes with Young on trial for his life and

Helen refusing to come to his defense. Yes, all ends well.

Madame Racketeer

Varamount
Alison Skipworth, in keeping with her character in the picture,

a lady crook, steals this picture. As the "Countess of Auburn"
Miss Skipworth is priceless. The story is amusing throughout.
The "Countess" returns to her family who think she is a mission-

ary, after serving a long term in prison—and then the fun begins.

George Raft is good in a supporting part.

Aren't We All?

British Paramount
Despite poor sound treatment, this picturization of the well-

known Lonsdale comedy proves gay and sparkling entertainment.
The acting is adroit, and Lonsdale's lines scintillate—when you
can hear them. Gertrude Lawrence plays with charm and spirit

—but Hugh Wakefield, as the gay old rounder, gives a delightful

performance which is the "most beautiful steal of the month."

Stranger in Town
Warners

A rural comedy-drama with Chic Sale as head-man. Chic is the
small-town big-shot who owns the grocery store and runs the
post-office. All is serene until a chain store grocery opens across

the street. Romance rears its head when David Manners, man-
ager of the chain store, and Ann Dvorak, Chic's grand-daughter,

fall in love. Mild stuff.
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Here's

Hollywood

A CURRENT Hollywood story concerns

a famous actress, her about-to-be-

divorced husband and her husband-next-

in-line—it would be cruel to tell names,

but no harm in guessing. The trio was

about to start to a Hollywood party, but

the wife (or fiancee, if you prefer) began

fussing about which car to use.

"Can't you stop her fussing?" begged

the husband-next-in-line.

The about-to-be-divorced-husband per-

mitted himself a sly smile. "That's your

job now," he murmured.

Live—New-
Colorful

"Chatter"

SINCE Jean Harlow signed her

real name to her marriage
license—Harlene Carpenter Mc-
Grew—Hollywood has coined a

nickname for the gal. She's

Dangerous Jean McGrew!

LUPE VELEZ' new automobile has the
J longest wheelbase of any car in Holly-

wood . . . Estelle Taylor, unable to sleep

at the beach because the wild waves

pounded, surrendered her Malibu home in

midsummer . . . Rex Lease and Eleanor

Hunt, married and divorced, are romanc-
ing again . . . Georges Barnes presented

Joan Blondell with a brooch set with four

diamonds and as many rubies . . . Mona
Rico and James N. Crofton, millionaire

sportsman, were secretly wed in Miami,
Florida . . . Colleen Moore, Sally Eilers

and Hoot Gibson may usually be found at

Marian Nixon's barbecue dinners . . .

Here is gratitude : Gloria Stuart, who won
entry into the movies through her efforts

on the Pasadena Community Playhouse
stage, recently gave her services free of

charge to that theater.

Here is the hot Holly-

wood news of the
moment! Exclusive
picture of Claudette

Colbert going wicked
in the Cecil De Mille

film, "The Sign of the

Cross," as the wife of

Nero! Well, it's only

a short step from that

costume to a De Mille

bathtub

Screen News
From our

Special spy!

GARY COOPER was approached by a

girl and boy selling automobile

polish, and they put up a pitiful hunger

tale. Gary gave them a dollar, then de-

cided to see what they'd do. He saw them
enter a restaurant, and through a window
he watched them devour a meal as though

they had not eaten for days. Cooper was
so touched by the scene, he called a waiter

and sent them a five-dollar bill.

Claudette Colbert as Poppaea
in "The Sign of the Cross."
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What are they saying? What are they doing?

Screenland gives you the genuine "inside" gossip

DEAR LILYAN TASHMAN : That
trick you staged in the Brown Derby

was clever. Don't think we failed to see

you enter the restaurant, clad in fashion's

latest. Unfortunately, you were behind a

group of Iowa tourists ; few could see your

new clothes.

We wondered what you would do about

that, and you didn't keep us in suspense

long. You know, you could have ordered

a telephone brought to your booth, where
you might have talked without being seen

or heard. Instead, you walked the length

of the Brown Derby and used the instru-

ment at the front end. You dialed a num-
ber, then turned and faced your audience.

Believe us, nobody missed seeing you.

But did you know there was a large

speck of soot on your nose? Of course

you didn't, for you only staged the show

;

how could you know God would write in

a funny line ?

r>RUCE CABOT fell into the nicest job

in Hollywood. In order to have op-

portunities to study his make-up on the

screen, Bruce volunteered to play opposite

RKO newcomers in test scenes. A short

time after that, the studio placed a dozen
girls under stock contracts, and part of

their tests included romantic sequences

with Cabot.

T^ILS ASTHER is perturbed
because his daughter, just

learning to talk, concentrates on
the word "no." Nils had so

hoped she might grow up to be a
movie star.

A FUNNY STORY is told about Her-
man Mankiewicz, the writer. When

B. P. Schulberg was head man at Para-

mount, Mankiewicz went to his office about

once a week and resigned. Schulberg al-

ways laughed—and that was that ; Her-
man returned to work.

Schulberg left Paramount and Emanuel
Cohen took over his duties. One day
Mankiewicz burst into Cohen's office and
shouted, "I resign."

"But Cohen doesn't know how to laugh,"

the writer told friends who later asked
him how he lost his job.

"LJTOW well do you know your screen
* * and stage favorites ! How many of

the following "trade lines" can you place

in the mouths of stars who uttered them

:

"I got a million of them !"

"Yes, Mr. —."

"Is Everybody Happy?"
"Ay tank ay go home."
"Colossal."

"You ain't heard nothing yet."

"Mammy !"

If you know your stars, those quotations
should make you think of: Jimmy Du-
rante, Cecil B. DeMille, Ted Lewis, Garbo,
John Gilbert, Eddie Cantor, Al Jolson.

r\OUGLAS FAIRBANKS and Mary
Pickford had retired one night, when

Doug suddenly shouted from his room,
"How much money do you carry in your
pocketbook, Mary?"

"I don't know," she said. "A few dol-

lars, I guess."

Doug immediately made her promise to

place twenty-five or thirty dollars in her

purse. "Don't spend it," he warned.
"Keep it there. During these hazardous
times, hold-ups are common, and highway-
men have been known to kill or injure

victims who have no money. If they find

a few dollars in your pocketbook, they'll

likely be pleased and will do you no bodily

harm !"

Recognize her? It's your tiny pal of
yesterday, "Baby Peggy," back on
the screen as Peggy Montgomery,
and all grown up at the age of

thirteen!

"A Farewell to Arms"—though it doesn't look much like it! Gary Cooper and
Helen Hayes are together in this torrid romance of the war, filmed from Ernest
Hemingway's novel. Gary will be seen as a dashing captain, and Helen as a

pretty war nurse.
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Southern drawl to complete her disguise.

Not even other members of her party

recognized Ann, although before the eve-

ning drew to a close Miss Landi pierced

the disguise. As for director Mamoulian,

he almost insisted that she should visit his

studio for a movie test.

Other highlights of the opening were

:

Clark Gable took an extra, a chum of his

poorer days ; it's nice that Clark has not

forgotten old pals. Norma Shearer was
lovely when she appeared on the stage in

coral and pink, with puff sleeves that

seemed quaintly old-fashioned ; but she

hasn't a stage voice, and could hardly be
heard back of the fifth row. Several

thousand fans waited until past two o'clock

to witness the departure of the stars.

Ralph Morgan, a screen newcomer, re-

ceived the most applause when the cast

was introduced. Clark, Ralph, and
Norma refused to make speeches, but the

audience insisted, so Miss Shearer did her

best (see above). Only two ermine wraps
were in evidence. Hollywood gals are

perking up

!

The kid who isn't

from Spain—but
she doesn't give a

bad imitation! It's

Dorothy Layton,
new little charmer
in Hal Roach's
company, and for-

merly of the stage.

AN ASSISTANT supervisor,"

offers "Slim" Summerville,

"is a mouse learning to be a rat."

LOTS of film come-backs for old friends
J of former stars. In addition to the

return of Billie Burke in "Bill of Divorce-

ment," and George M. Cohan in "The
Phantom President," you may greet for-

mer favorites as follows

:

Olive Borden in "The Marriage Racket."

Thomas Meighan in "Madison Square
Garden." Aileen Pringle in "Age of Con-
sent."

"n^HAT crooked studio cashier

who was sent to jail for seven

years for embezzlement has got

the seven year hitch," chuckled
Stuart Erwin, and ducked in time

to evade a ripe tomato.

' I 'HE depression has struck Hollywood,
making it necessary to cut down on

everything, including first nights. The
only one since "Grand Hotel" was "Strange

Interlude."

The highlight of the evening was the

attendance of Ann Harding in disguise!

In a party of four, who were Alexander
Kirkland (who accompanied Ann), Elissa

Landi and Rouben Mamoulian, the di-

rector. Miss Harding wore a red wig
and was not recognized throughout the

evening, even though she was introduced

to numerous friends by the name of Mary
Archer, "of the Virginia Archers," Kirk-
land added. Miss Harding assumed a

Roll an eye at the "Bowery Roll," introduced by Robert Emmett O'Connor in

"The Blonde Venus." Rita La Roy, also in the picture, puts a finishing touch to

Bob's curl.

"This is the 'take'!" cries director John Ford, crouching in front ofthetwo cameras
shooting night scenes for "Airmail." Down below the platform are some of those

interesting functionaries known as "props," "grips" and "gaffers."
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TT WAS a dull day, and Marian
Nixon wasn't feeling too full

of pep. Director Al Santell was
striving to make her cry for

scenes in "Rebecca of Sunny-
brook Farm." But Marian could
summon no tears.

"What would you do?" asked
Santell, suddenly inspired, "if you
begged your husband for a new
fur coat and he said no?"
Marian smiled. "I'd order it

anyway!"

TLJOW rich is Charlie Chaplin, com-
* * monly believed the wealthiest screen

star? Estimates extend from five million

to twenty million dollars. One story has
it that Chaplin keeps two million cash in

a drawing account at one Hollywood bank.

But when the Los Angeles tax assessor

estimated the value of Charlie's taxable-

securities at $7,668,578, the comedian did

a literal nip-up and entered a counter-plea

in which he contended its actual value is

only $1,657,316. Either way you look at

it, it's still a lot of ough-day

!

Tsk! tsk! Is it "getting" them? This is how Pat O'Brien, Constance Cummings
and Walter Huston, all playing in "American Madness," carry on while relaxing

between scenes.

Breasting the
breeze. Here's
an informal and
unusually
attractive shot
or little Rochelle
Hudson out for

a stroll.

Ralph Bellamy and Slim Summerville, featured players in "Airmail," perform
their stuff in the shadow of a huge tri-motored mail plane as the cameras begin
to grind. "See that the mail gets there," says Slim—"I'll take care of the female."

ARE you one of the frantic fans? That
is the name given them by Joan

Crawford. Thousands of them saw Joan
off for Europe on the Bremen, and in the
rush of admirers, the star's expensive new
gown was mutilated beyond use.

James Cagney registered at a New-
York hotel under his wife's maiden name.
Despite this, he was recognized and
mobbed by fans. Jimmy lost all the but-

tons and had the pockets ripped from a
chamois sports jacket.

np HE season's most cutting re-

mark is that of the lemon-
tongued critic who wished to

know "if the players had doubles
for their thinking scenes in

'Strange Interlude'!"

*~pHE tough guys are getting all the

breaks this movie season. A glance

down the list of popular masculine stars

reveals the names of Clark Gable, James
Cagney, Edward G. Robinson, Wallace
Beery, Lionel Barrymore, Chester Morris.

Paul Muni. Ralph Bellamy, Spencer Tracy
and George Bancroft among the leaders.

What with the batterings of these

hombrcs. Hollywood's lovely damsels are

black and blue, and it's a dull day when no

feminine star is handed a knockout wallop

on the chin.

IT IS pleasant to witness the return of

John Gilbert to his old. jaunty self.

Three years ago a series of harsh blows

robbed him of his confidence, and he was
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Bon voyage! Richard Barthelmess
takes his family on a trip to Northern
Europe—including the Scandinavian!

They'll be back in September.

Greeting a popular American couple
in England. Left to right, Jill Es-
mond, Doug. Fairbanks, Jr., Heather
Thatcher, Laurence Olivier, Joan

Crawford, and Noel Coward.

transformed into a dazed cynic, uncivil and

ungrateful. His disappointing talkie debut,

his terrific crash of finances in Wall Street,

and the loss of his health proved near

disastrous.

Following those troubles, Gilbert turned

hermit. He shunned public appearances,

and even secluded himself at the studio.

If his love for Virginia Bruce has lifted

Jack from the depths, the lady deserves a

national vote of thanks.

THAT Panama Canal trip taken by

Alice Joyce and Blanche Sweet proved

to be an adventure. Before they bought

their tickets in New York, a friend, em-

ployed by a steamship company, advised

them to purchase second class accommo-
dations. "I can fix things with the ship's

purser," he said, "so you'll get first class

staterooms the minute the ship leaves

harbor. You'll save a lot of money."

So Blanche and Alice bought tourist

tickets and got aboard. That day their

friend lost his job with the steamship

company, and the two ladies had to make
the entire trip second class.

A SAMPLE of Groucho Marx's
sense of humor! When Joe

E. Brown was in the hospital,

following removal of his tonsils,

Groucho sent him a gift box con-
taining salt crackers, popcorn
balls and peanut brittle.

JACK OAKIE attended a Los Angeles
theater where vaudeville had recently

been revived. He sat quietly through a

dull opening act, but as the second group
of performers labored through a monoto-
nous routine, Oakie's patience ended and
he turned to his companion.

"It's true," he said mournfully, "motion
pictures have robbed the stage."

DECAUSE she wore a bathing suit in

*-* "What Price Hollywood," Constance

Bennett has become the innocent center of

heated discussions. One faction claims

that the picture, which reveals Connie in

a charming, lovable characterization, will

do much to win her new friends. The
other faction contends that Miss Bennett's

figure is nothing to go into raptures about,

and that the bathing suit sequence in

"What Price Hollywood" will do more
harm than other scenes can repair.

The puzzling question is : Why did the

producers insist on a bathing suit? She
could have worn lounging or beach pa-

jamas without affecting the meaning of

that particular sequence.

JF YOU are quick-tempered, take
a leaf from Irene Dunne's

book—a book titled "Not One
Word." It teaches temper con-
trol. Irene carries it with her
constantly, because she has a
quick temper. When she is an-
gered, instead of speaking she
opens her book and reads a few
lines.

"TSJEW PATCHES for Old Romances."
^ should be a thriving business in

Hollywood. Recently repaired troubles in-

clude :

Greta Nissen and Weldon Heyburn re-

port their quarrel settled.

Keystme

Dorothy Hale ( right) , new screen beauty.
And will you look at that coat—it's the
same model that Jessica Barthelmess

and Joan Crawford fell for!

When Billie Dove was "glorified!"

Now she plays a Follies girl in

"Blondie of the Follies," with Marion
Davies.
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Serenity is the password in the Clark

Gable household.

Sally Eilers and Hoot Gibson report

that their temporary return to wedded
bliss proved successful and is again per-

manent.

The John Considines (Carmen Pan-
tages) have quit singing solos and are

dueting once more.

AT THE insistence of the publicity staff,

Richard Dix posed for some hot love

photographs with Gwili Andre, his leading

lady. It was the first time in his career

that Dix agreed to such still pictures.

A few days after they had been dis-

tributed to the various publications, Dix

sent a studio publicity man around to make
sure the captions used by the editors would
not be offensive to the new Mrs. Richard
Dix.

ANN HARDING has a prob-
lem. As long as her name

remains on the side of her air-

plane in letters so many inches

tall, she will be permitted a big
income tax reduction chargeable
to advertising. However, when
she makes long journeys, she can
have no privacy because the name
on the fuselage announces her
arrival at various airports.

Wash day! Hasn't Sally Eilers an at-

tractive "line," even off the screen?
She got them last Christmas from

Panty Claus!

*TpHE death of Florenz Ziegfeld, world's
-* famous theatrical producer, was a shock

to Hollywood, where he had many
friends . . . Appearing opposite each other

in "Farewell to Arms" are Helen Hayes,
who is five feet tall, and Gary Cooper,

who towers six feet, three inches. They're

called Mutt and Jeff . . . Sharon Lynn re-

turns to the screen in "The Big Broad-
cast" . . . Lina Basquette suffered pain-

ful but not serious injuries when she fell

from the stage into the orchestra pit of

an Oakland theatre . . . Eddie Cantor,

autographing books, said "I'd better do
this before they see my next picture" . . .

One of Maureen O'Sullivan's ex-suitors

asked for a date and was told, "I'm only

going with Jimmy Dunn now" . . . Bing
Crosby received more than 600 original

songs from amateur writers in seven

months, but all were returned unopened
. . . Ann Harding spends $450 monthly
for protection ; she has a night watchman,
day watchman, night gateman and a guard
for the Harding child.

What grace, what beauty! In "Horse-
feathers," which the Marx Brothers
are broadcasting over a nation-wide
nutwork. Groucho is a football tosser.

Loretta Young comes to'New York to
begin a personal appearance tour.

Look what she's reading—"The
Sweet Cheat!" And so Young!

JOAN BENNETT doesn't mind admit-
*-* ting that she owes her present success

to poverty. A few years ago, following

her divorce, Joan was moneyless and job-

less. She was too proud to throw herself

back on her parents, so when she was
offered a New York stage job, she ac-

cepted with alacrity. In so doing, Joan
relinquished her lifelong ambition to be-

come an interior decorator.

LARA BOW has long wanted
to direct pictures. She re-

cently told friends that following
her screen come-back, she will

megaphone several Westerns star-

ring Rex Bell, her husband.

T7WERY studio has its official grccters—
players who welcome visitors and

pose for photographs beside them, and who
attend dinners and make speeches.

Most visitors to M-G-M are photo-

graphed with Anita Page or Marion
Davies, while Conrad Nagel makes the

studio speeches. Grccters at other film

plants include Minna Gombell at Fox,

Loretta Young at First National, Sidney

Fox at Universal, and Fredric March and

Wynne Gibson at Paramount.

Grccters are selected with an eye to

their trustworthiness. We shudder to

think what might happen to distinguished

studio guests if some Hollywood prank-

sters were on the welcoming committees.
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*TpHE return of Janet Gaynor to sim-

* plicity in her screen vehicles is not

unpremeditated. Janet was fully convinced

she would never do sweet girls on the

screen again, but when she learned that

Marian Nixon and Joan Bennett were to

be starred in pictures originally planned

for herself, she got cold feet.

Then she saw herself in "The First

Year," and she decided she was not as

pleased with the Janet Gaynor of that

picture as she had previously imagined she

would be. So she went to the studio heads

and told them she had made a mistake.

They forgave her and now the charming,

unsophisticated Miss Gaynor of old will

return to us.

Red-headed Peggy Shannon wears
this cool costume in a not-so-cool role

in "The painted Woman," in which
Spencer Tracy and William Boyd
also are featured. How do you like

the new-model "shredded wheat"
gown?

Here's a new telephone gadget which
enables Adrienne Ames to talk all she
wants to without getting "telephone

arm."

A CERTAIN motion picture executive's

offices are ornamented with auto-

graphed pictures of various stars. If the

stars are under contract to his studio, their

photographs hang on the walls of this

executive's private office, but if they are

not under contract, or are about to be

discharged, their pictures may be found

in the outer reception room.

Bette Davis and Warren William, fresh from Hollywood, arrived in New York
for a brief visit before starting out on a personal appearance tour.

JAMES GLEASON was star-

ring in a comedy, a burlesque
of Tom Mix. One day the two
met at the studio, both clad in

chaps and spurs.

"Well, Jim," drawled Mix,
"stealing my thunder, hey?"

"Na-a-w," retorted Gleason,
"just borrowing it to go with my
lightning."

TTOLLYWOOD mixes its people oddly.
A A few months ago Constance Ben-

nett leased the Beverly home of Adela
Rogers St. Johns. The writer visited the

star for the purpose of a linen inventory,

and was allowed to cool her heels for

a half hour while La Bennett completed her

morning toilette. Miss St. Johns was of-

fended, and a brisk enmity sprang up be-

tween them, resulting in a harsh magazine
criticism by the authoress.

Now who should be writing Miss Ben-
nett's screen stories but the same Adela

Rogers St. Johns. Connie's two recent

pictures, "What Price Hollywood" and

"Free, White and 21," came from Adela's

pen, and the two ex-enemies are now
bosom friends.

TF RICHARD DIX'S married life

* doesn't endure, it will not be because

his parents set him a bad example. Dick's

mother and father recently celebrated their

golden wedding anniversary. The entire

Dix clan congregated in Hollywood to

commemorate the happy occasion.

Meet "Diamond Lil!" Mae West,
who created this lurid role on the New

York stage, is in movies now.
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A GROUP of men lounged about a Bev-

erly Hills garage recently, discussing

the ingenuity of modern motorcars and en-

gines. One of the men, a tall, good-looking

fellow, seemed to be well versed on his

subject, and carried on an interesting talk

about advanced camshafts for speed, double

carburetion and forced gasoline feed. Pres-

ently this fellow dived under the hood of

an automobile and illustrated his talk by

pointing out various motor parts. When
he emerged, his face and hands bore

smudges of oil and grease. The marks

were still there when he finally said good-

bye and left in a Ford coupe.

The group stood looking after him.

"That guy Clark Gable is a swell egg,"

one of them said, and all nodded agree-

ment.

SIMILARITY of names causes

considerable confusion in Hol-

lywood. There are two William

Boyds, two Robert Montgomerys,
two Edmund Lowes and two
Hugh Herberts.

"They're getting on each other's

bills," said Walter Hiers.

77
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Myrna Loy, looking more exotic than
ever, as she appears as one of

"Thirteen Women."

WHEN "Footlites" (the play, not the

picture) opened in Los Angeles, Hol-

lywood turned out to witness the local stage

debuts of Dorothy Lee and Claudia Dell.

Unfortunately, and despite the clever ef-

forts of Misses Lee and Dell, the play was
pretty awful.

The next day Robert Montgomery told

a friend about it. "The opening chorus

came on and sang a college song in which

the words Rah, Rah, Rah occurred several

times," Bob said. "They should have sung

Razv, Raw, Raw."

SEVERAL guests, enjoying a buffet din-

ner at the home of Marie Dressier, were
startled by a terrific crash. The cook had

dropped a tray of dishes. A would-be

witty member of the party peered through

the door and asked Marie, "Did you drop

some dishes?"

"No," Miss Dressier answered, "just

dropped the setting out of my ring."

CAROL LEE STUART, seven

pounds, four ounces of baby
girl, was born to Sue Carol at

two-thirty on the morning of

July 18th.

Before Sue became a mother,

friends jokingly asked papa Nick

Stuart, "Will it be a boy or a

girl?"

"What else could it be?" Nick
demanded.

A CERTAIN exclusive Hollywood golf

club that once lifted its nose at the

motion picture industry and denied actors

the right to become members, has fallen

from its high horse. Recently a number

of prominent stars have received invita-

tions to purchase memberships. So many
on the old club roster lost their fortunes

in the market crash, it was found necessary

to seek new members—and more money.

Needless to say, the stars got together and

rejected the club's second-hand invitation.

'T^HINGS that may never hap-

pen:
That threatened Constance Ben-

nett retirement.

That Clark Gable divorce.

A movie come-back for Alice

White.
A wolf at Charlie Chaplin's

door.

(Continued on page 96)

Here's a new idea in tee carriers,

introduced by Dot Layton, that is sure

to be appreciated by every golfer.

A barrow of fun! Mary Mason and Phyllis Fraser are taken for a ride by Julie

Haydon. Julie must have forgotten something—she tried to dump her load and
go back for it!
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Charlie Chaplin's Kids

Continued from page 26

"The chauffeur served and drived,"
Charlie persists. "And his name was Al-
bert—he was the chauffeur." For some
reason Albert has made a lasting im-
pression on Charlie.

"In France," says Tommy, "we lived

at the Pension Etoile. That's a French
name." He pauses courteously, to make
sure I have it. "It isn't so nice as Amer-
ica. There aren't very many lights. There
are almost not any lights in France."

Charlie has been eyeing me thought-
fully. "Parlez vous Francais?" he asks
suddenly.

I admit to a slight knowledge of the
language—which I discover instantly was
a great mistake. For they break into

a rapid patter of French that's completely
beyond me. They talk with astonishing
ease—considering that they were abroad
only nine months—and, to my inexperi-
enced ear, with a perfect accent.

Tommy has caught my comment to that
effect and, cocking an impish eye at me
he clambers over the back of his grand-
mother's chair, he proclaims in what is

intended to be a deep bass : "Je p-r-r-r-

ononce mes r-r-r-s beaucoup." (I pro-
nounce my r's very distinctly.)

Meantime Charlie has burst into song.

"Au clair de la lune," he carols.

"Mon ami Pierrot," growls Tommy.
And so they go through the charming

French nursery rhyme, Charlie singing

in a high, sweet, serious voice—Tommy
tumbling and laughing and clowning, to

amuse himself primarily, and if his audi-

ence is also amused, so much the better.

He picks up a long stick—the stick on
which his broken bird had once flown

—

and hands it to his brother.

"Do a Charlie Chaplin!" he commands.
Charlie hangs back bashfully for a mo-

ment, but is finally persuaded. With an
adorably shy half-smile on his face, he
starts toward us from the back of the

room, his hands turned slightly outward,
twirling the stick between his small fingers,

and aping so perfectly that world-re-

nowned trot that for one hysterical mo-

ment I almost expect to see the stubby
feet swallowed up before my eyes in a
pair of familiar, flat-footed shoes.

"Shall I do the monkey now? Shall
I do the Chinaman?" Tommy clamors.
"Le singe! Le singe!" (The monkey!

The monkey!) Charlie claps his hands.
He hasn't yet learned that no actor should
willingly relinquish the center of the stage
to another actor.

But if Charlie is good, Tommy is un-
canny. He hunches his shoulders slightly

and his mouth takes on the protruding,
bony structure of an ape's, as he starts

pattering around what must be a cage, one
hand plucking rapidly at his side, the
other circling incessantly about his mouth.
He stops and laughs and is a little boy

again. Then, with his fingers, he draws
the corners of his eyes upward. Next sec-

ond, all the life has died out of them.
They're gray—old—tired. His mouth
sags. His face is drawn. He shuffles

slowly down the room—an age-weary,
haunted Oriental. It's a little master-
piece. It must be seen 'to be believed.

It's evident that Tommy has created an
impression. But his wise Nana takes a
look at Charlie and smiles. "Tommy
can't walk like his daddy at all, though,"
she says.

"No," Tommy concedes amiably. He
thinks it over for a moment. "Because
I'm a little pigeon-toed," he decides.

Charlie's tired now. He climbs into

Conchita's ample lap—Conchita is the

Spanish nurse the children had in Bronx-
ville "years and years and years ago."

She begins rocking him and singing a gay
Spanish tune.

Tommy, sparring the empty air, stands

listening for a second and his eyes begin

to sparkle. One arm rises in a graceful

curve over his head, the other hand is

poised seductively against his hip, and a

senorita in boxing gloves pirouettes about
the room to Conchita's melody. But make
no mistake. Tommy isn't showing off.

His response to that music was as spon-

taneous and lovely as a flower's response

to the sun.

The children talk readily of their father.
It doesn't seem strange to them that they
see little of him, and almost as little of
their mother, who has been touring in
vaudeville for several years. They ac-
cept the fact, as children do, and are still

too young to ask questions that can't be
easily answered. They carry their father's
photograph about with them

;
they know

he's a great movie actor, and they've seen
"City Lights."

"I liked the part where he ran all

around the boxing man," Charlie crows.
"And I liked the part where he had a

bell tied around his neck, and every time
the man did punch him, the bell used to
ring."

The New York newspapers featured
the story that Mr. Reilly, Director of
Safety for Fox, who had been sent by
the film company to watch the Chaplin
children, was guarding them against pos-
sible kidnapping by their father—a story
which distressed Mrs. Grey painfully. "It's

ridiculous and untrue," she protested, al-

most in tears. "There's no sense in such
things. Please tell people that, won't you?
Mr. Chaplin sees the children. They're
very proud and very fond of their father.

We're all proud of him."

And I couldn't help thinking of that
earlier moment, when she had said to me
with such fervor that there was no doubt-
ing her sincerity : "In the old days

—

when we lived with him—I loved and
adored the ground he walked on."

How their father feels about this screen
venture is, I suppose, nobody's business.

The only report to have reached my eager
ears from any reliable source is that he
commented somewhat cryptically: "They
don't have to do it."

On my way out Tommy escorts me to
the telephone to call up the editor. I get
the office and wait for her to come on
the line, and I note a glint of wickedness
in his eye as he raises his angelic face

to mine, and I see his hand stealing out
toward the receiver hook.

"If you jiggle it," I warn, "I'll have
to get my number all over again."
He ponders that for a second. "But

you could get it again, couldn't you?" he
asks anxiously.

"Yes, I could," I admit, "but it would
mean a little more trouble."

A hurt look steals into his eyes. "A
little more trouble doesn't matter. If you
couldn't get it again," he assures me earn-
estly, "I wouldn't do it. But anyone can
take a little more trouble." And so guilty

does he make me feel that I all but beg
him to please jiggle the hook.

In September they're to start work on
a picture for Fox, in which their mother
will play the lead—a film version of the

play, "The Little Teacher." What waits
for them on the screen it would be fool-

ish to try to predict—the children of that

other little boy who walked the London
streets, ragged and half-starved, looking

for something to do so he could eat—and
of the dark-eyed girl he found years later,

playing in front of her door—the girl

whom he made an angel in "The Kid," and
then his wife. But if the director suc-

ceeds in capturing one-tenth of the natu-

ral charm which is theirs and which
turned me all but maudlin, then the Fox
Company will find themselves with a sen-

sation on their hands.

Watch for them, anyway. They're well

worth watching for—Tommy, the gay one,

and Charlie, the wistful one.

.1C lie

The Chaplin boys, Charlie and Tommy, arrive in Los Angeles with their

grandmother, Mrs. Lillian Grey, to begin work on their three-year Fox
contract. Unlike their famous parent, they haven't the least objection

to talking?
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Dietrich—The Lady and the Tigress

Continued from page 23

Girls demand Gregory La Cava—or so it seems/ Surrounding the fortunate
director are: (top row) Geraine Greer, Betty Grable, Pat Farr, Louise Pierce
and Mary Mason; (second row) Alice West, Phyllis Fraser, Jerry Hitchcock

and Louise Moore; (at bottom) Linda Parker and Marion Weldon.

how they are mauled or manhandled they

always land on their feet. If you, too, have
this width between the eyes and a head
as wide at the temples as Marlene Diet-

rich's, you too will have this sense of bal-

ance, rhythm and harmony.
Did you ever note in the pictures and

busts of great musicians this tendency to

breadth to the head? Had Dietrich chosen
music, especially musical composition as a

career, she might have had equal or greater

fame and fortune than she has won as an
actress.

Now I suppose you wonder what con-
nection there can be between the cat tribe

and music. Well, cats may not be far

enough evolved to sing, but they are the

world's best and most earnest midnight
serenaders ! Charles Darwin, the father of

the theory of Evolution, could show us most
interesting things about the aeon-long ef-

forts creatures make to do the thing that

they eventually master. Dogs bark, lions

roar, for all the world to hear and know
their feelings. Cats and tigers use their

vocal ability to show their personal feelings

toward one another.

Some people, like dogs, make a great
show of their loves, hates, fears ; their

barking shows their momentary feelings.

The whole cat family can wait quietly, pa-
tiently, until the proper moment ; then,

achieving the object of their stalk, one may
hear nothing more than a most contented
purr. Rub a cat's fur the right way and
you can hear her try to sing a song of

happiness ; do the reverse and she has
quite efficient ways of showing her dis-

pleasure. They say dogs worship men,
but cats do not

;
certainly the Royal Ben-

gal Tiger seems to reserve all feelings of

love for the mate.

Marlene Dietrich is a harmonious though
somewhat inscrutable personality who
would have made an ideal Priestess in the

Temples of the Cat Goddess of the Nile.

In this mechanistic, bombastic age of

noise, confusion, haste, one with her feline

personality awakens a response in the

breast of millions because of the subcon-
scious feelings of harmony, softness, and a

perfect adaptation to place and time.

To best understand personalities some-
times it is best to compare them with their

direct opposites. Let us consider persons
with the round eye and bland stare of a
gazelle or deer—they are often guileless,

staring in open-eyed wonder at a world
full of things they cannot master or under-
stand.

Try this interesting experiment : open
your eyes as wide as you can, if you are
all alone

; go before the mirror and let

your mouth drop open, too ; then, while
holding this admittedly stupid expression,

try to think, plan, decide, and you'll find

the minute you are doing so your expres-
sion has slipped or changed to a more cun-
ning or cat-like one.

Perhaps you think I am a cat lover or
a Dietrich "fan," but I am neither. As a
character analyst I find this study of ani-

mal traits and physical comparison to

people is extremely useful. It's fun for

anyone interested in personality and it's

unconscious or conscious betrayal in words
and actions.

Dogs have evolved from the ancient wolf
ancestor into man's best friend and pro-
tector. Methinks tabby, though, was in

the house and by the hearth long before her
shaggy enemy was allowed past the kitchen

door. For she has the most cunning and
ingratiating personality.

How did the cat ingratiate herself into

the hearts of men ? By a thousand grace-
ful feminine wiles. Watch a cat who has
decided to adopt your hearth and home.
Graceful posing, pretty purring, and an
uncanny capacity to appear and disappear
at the most opportune times

!

Marlene Dietrich suggests the beautiful
blonde Royal Tigress, not the ruthless

hater of mankind. Don't forget the man-
stalking tiger is the outcast like the rogue
elephant.

Marlene Dietrich has a splendid, some-
what pointed chin, so she has the courage
to fight for what she believes to be right

for herself and loved ones. If you have a
chin like this, you too have the courage
to pioneer.

The live, tawny hair tells a story of a
somewhat happy-go-lucky independent in-

ner nature. There is an institute, in fact,

there are many of them in Germany, where
if you sent one hair of your head they
would put it under a most powerful micro-
scope and tell your racial type, about your
health, probable occupation, and a world
of interesting and most intimate things
about your personality.

Your nose tells more about you than any
feature, however, and shows the most con-
stant impressions or desires of your nature.

If yours is wide-winged and somewhat

retrousse, like our subject's, you too will

be one of strong but controlled emotions.
Some of the world's greatest coquettes have
such noses.

If you have ever watched a pussy cat

rub up against someone whose favorable
attention she wanted you were amazed at

tabby's ability to gain favor tactfully.

There are a great many things to be
learned from every feature of every crea-

ture. You never saw graceful swimming
water fowl without webbed feet.

Human Engineering is a most fascinating

study and if Marlene Dietrich's parents had
taken her to a character analyst as a little

child the potential, musical and dramatic
traits of great promise would have revealed

themselves most surely.

Marlene Dietrich is only one of the

earth's millions of interesting personalities.

You may be her opposite in everything,

yet achieve a life as interesting through
knowing and being yourself just as she has.

You may have an inferiority complex or

the reverse, but in either case it should be
understood and harnessed for your success

and happiness here and now. You could

do far worse than get the truth about

yourself if only on suspicion that you too

have the potentialities of a great person-

ality.
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The Story of "Sad Face" Zasu Pitts

Continued from page 31

New blonde—new scenery! Dolores Rey, pretty stage actress, has gradu-
ated from the recent Ziegfeld stage show, "Hot-Cha," to the movies. Her

first picture will be, "By Whose Hand?"

traordinary degree. The "husband's" head
began to ache and he didn't like scenes
anyhow. He threw her aside with one
grand gesture and leaped for the door. The
force of the impact when he slammed it

after him threatened for a moment to col-

lapse the set but the carpenters had builded
better than they knew.
Mrs. Leslie Carter as "Zaza" was never

more abandoned in her grief than Zasu as
she hurled herself against the door and
shrieked with what was left of her vocal
powers, "Remember the chee-ild!" But
the "husband" was safe on the outside and
too weak to remember anything or to take
any steps about it if he had.
Zasu collected herself, reluctantly re-

linquished the rag baby which she felt had
been a mascot, and turned an expectant face
towards the discriminating group that had
gathered to watch her test. Her surprise,
when they offered her $35 a week to play
in comedies with Flora Finch, can be im-
agined. Hunger knows no pride, however,
so she took the job.

In a few weeks they told her she wasn't
funny enough and gave her the air. She
cried all the way home on the street car
and her tears continued on through the day
and all through the night. The next morn-
ing the man who had fired her called her
up and told her it was just a joke—they
wanted to see how she'd take it.

She returned to work, somewhat subdued
but grateful. A few weeks later she left

again—this time of her own accord—and
proceeded to the Mack Sennett studio.

"What chance," she asked, addressing the
gateman, "do you think I'd have as a bath-
ing beauty?"
He looked her up and down, down and

up, stroked his chin and shook his head
regretfully. "Not a chance," he announced.
"Thank you," said Zasu.
That settled and off her mind, she pro-

ceeded to the Chaplin Studio, and Charles
Spencer Chaplin put her under contract.
For six months she remained in her dress-
ing room from early morn till eve but was
never called on a set. Edna Purviance's
dressing room adjoined Zasu's but the lead-
ing lady never vouchsafed her a "good
morning." Zasu had nothing to do but
think.

At the end of six months she concluded
that sitting in a dressing room was never
going to get her before the public—or even
before producers—so she left Mr. Chaplin
flat and started out again on the road she
hoped would lead to electric lights that
spelled "Zasu Pitts" in large letters above
theatres.

Griffith signed her for "The Greatest
Thing in Life" and then decided she was
too much like the Gish girls. After many
weeks of rehearsals she was told the master
had unbounded confidence in her future but
no further use for her at the moment. She
was through—out

!

Then an independent company saw her
;

thought she looked funny and gave her a
chance. After that, Marshall Neilan signed
her for a part in "The Little Princess"
starring Mary Pickford. That was the
turning point for Zasu.

She was called a "type" and used for all

sorts of parts where awkwardness was re-

quired. She played with Florence Vidor
in several pictures and furnished an excel-
lent foil for Miss Vidor's patrician loveli-

ness. Then Brentwood Pictures got hold
of her and featured her for two years in
small-town comedies. The pictures were
cheaply made but they suited her peculiar
type. She exercised a potent heart appeal

on the public and her fame grew. Also her
following.

An independent company was organized
and she signed a starring contract with
them at a salary of $1,000 a week. Then
she went home on a visit.

She walked down the street to the house
where she had spent her childhood. It

was a white frame affair with bay windows
and the yard was overgrown with weeds.
"You'd never guess from the way it looks
now," she ventured, "that I had one of the

prettiest gardens in town. Raising flowers

was my hobby and I had them set out in

neat little beds. People used to tease me
and tell me my garden looked like a ceme-
tery.

She turned away from the house and con-

tinued her stroll. Presently she encoun-
tered the editor of one of the papers.

"When they told me the big salary you
were to get," he greeted her, "I didn't

believe it. But when I saw the contract I

certainly gave you a spread in the paper."

"You certainly did," Zasu agreed. Of all

the praise heaped on her since then it is

doubtful if any lies closer to her heart than
that one item in her home-town paper.

She went back to the hotel at peace with
the world. One of her childhood dreams,
at least, had come true : she was occupying
the best room in the best hotel in town.

Returning to Hollywood she waited for

the company to start work on her first

starring picture—an opus that was not to

present small-town life for small-town
theatres but one that would present her as

an ingenue with ruffled dresses and all the

accompanying fripperies. She received her
thousand a week for a few weeks and then
her backers dissolved and disappeared.

Improvident by nature, she hadn't laid up
a cent. She had bought an expensive car,

laid in a wardrobe suitable for the parts

she had believed she was to play and bought
powder and perfume sufficient for the stu-

dent body of a seventeenth century board-
ing school for girls.

When her bubble burst she was left to
regard her recent acquisitions with a con-
templative eye and wonder "what to do?"
Almost a year later she reluctantly came to
the conclusion that the people at Universal
had been right: she must be funny. This
point settled, she curled her hair, donned
a portion of her million dollar wardrobe
and sallied forth to look for a job. Any
kind of acting job she could get.

_
Somewhere along the road she had mar-

ried Tom Gallery. They finally persuaded
some San Francisco business men to back
them and made a picture called "Peter-
Jane." It took them two weeks to shoot
and cut it. Following the completion of
the home-grown vegetable, she worked in

"For the Defense" and "Is Matrimony A
Failure?"
Then she retired to await the coming of

her baby. It turned out to be a girl whom
she promptly named Ann and she has a
fit if she sees it spelled with an "e" on the
end. Sometime later she completed her
family by adopting "Sonny"—a waif whom
the late Barbara LaMarr had previously
adopted and who threatened to be left

homeless a second time when the latter

passed on.

After the birth of her baby girl, Von
Stroheim cast Zasu as the lame and tragic
Princess Cecelia in "The Wedding March."
It was a triumphal procession for Zasu.
She scored a tremendous hit in the part
and Von Stroheim to this day contends she
is one of the greatest potential tragediennes
on the screen.

In typical movie fashion the producers ig-

nored her in the new field and insisted upon
her playing comedy parts. She was soon
disporting herself opposite Wallace Beery
in "Casey at the Bat" and "The Big
Sneeze." Asked how she could be content

to return to comedies after the success she
had achieved in drama, Zasu eyed her in-

terrogator wistfully. "Nobody dropped me
on my head when I was little," she ex-

( Continued on page 88)
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What about Clark Gable Now?
81

ture alone," he went on to explain as we
talked at the studio. "In 'China Seas' it's

entirely up to me to deliver the goods. I've

always been featured with a prominent
woman star before. I don't know whether
I'm really popular or not." (Oh, Clark!)
"Every hit in which I've acted has had a

big feminine star of undoubted drawing
power.

"You ask how I feel now that I've

reached the climax of my career ? Good
Lord, don't say I have ! To me stardom is

the real beginning. The chance at last to

show what I can do!"

Though he no longer claims that he is

a balloon, liable to be popped back to the

ranks of the unemployed any moment, he
finds success still too new to be accepted

casually.

Half a dozen times Clark has been abso-

lutely stranded. With no money and no
one to wire for help. He got himself out

of the jams as best he could. Don't believe

those occasions are forgotten.

Divorce ?

Nine out of ten great stars let Hollywood
spoil their home life. Clark Gable won't.

So here's one marriage I think we can de-

pend upon.

This is his second marital attempt, you'll

recall. His first wife was Josephine Dillon,

a graduate of Stanford University, class of

1908. An instructor of voice, she did much
to train and encourage Clark when he was
struggling for a foothold on the stage. To-
day she lives modestly in Hollywood,
teaching other aspiring actors. She and
her now famous husband never meet.

In his early thirties, Clark is married to

a cultured, charming woman who has the

knack of completely satisfying him in every

way. Like the first Mrs. Gable, she is

older than he. Her two grown children by

Continued from page 53

a previous marriage attend private schools

in the East and spend their vacations in

California.

"Mrs. Gable and I are thrilled with our
new home," he told me with an enthusiasm
that belied the trouble-making gossips. "We
have always lived in apartments, but I've

wanted a house all along. When we came
West we stored our furniture in New York.
Mrs. Gable went East and had it shipped

out. We've had to shop for more to fill

the house. And has that been fun
!"

The new place in which they just got
settled last month is in Beverly Hills. They
are renting. The report that they had
bought a lot in Benedict Canyon near the

Harold Lloyd estate and would build there

is wrong.
Suppose you hadn't had a home since you

were sixteen and had been on the move the

following seventeen years. Then you'd
understand what this place means to Clark.

He has tenanted all sorts of boarding-

houses and apartments ever since he left

Cadiz, Ohio, as a youth.

Margaret Livingston's Colonial House,
in which the Gables had an apartment last

Winter, was luxurious. But it wasn't the

same as a home of their own. Besides,

Clark loves to putter around a yard. He
hopes the neighbors won't raise their lorg-

nettes when he waters the lawn or digs in

the garden on his free days.

I asked him what he intended to do with
his movie money.

"Travel !" he immediately replied. "I've

covered a good deal of the United States

while working at different kinds of jobs._ I

want to be able to go anywhere the spirit

wills, and in comfort. Right now I'm sav-

ing as much as I can to guarantee a steady

income in the future. We aren't going in

for the traditionally lavish Beverly man-

ner 1 After I get enough salted away to
take care of rainy days, we'll start to see
the world in style."

His salary is said to be $1,500 a week
with bonuses on each film. It obviously
isn't nearly so large as his popularity war-
rants—in comparison with the other stars.

It will be gradually upped, though.
Today's Gable is not the man who

worked as a glorified extra in several
plays which starred Lionel Barrymore on
the Los Angeles stage.

"The movies have taught me many
things," he says. "I had never had a really
nice home, for instance. The idea didn't

appeal to me. I didn't particularly care to
settle down in one place. Mine was a case
of ignorance being bliss ! Now I want a
home, permanence. I have learned to ap-
preciate the comforts which money buys.

"In another way I'm happier, too. I have
the time to get outdoors and take up
sports." Husky ever since he worked as
a lumberjack, Clark was so busy keeping
the wolf from walking in his door that
he never had a chance to play tennis and
golf. The direct, determined method in

which he quickly became proficient in these
two games is a tip-off to his character.

The average star would be instructed
with all the quietness of a Hollywood first

night. But Clark didn't go to a high-toned
club where his advent would be a signal
for a crowd to rally 'round. He found
that the one-armed janitor of his apart-
ment house had once been a fine tennis
player. And he and the janitor went daily
to the public courts in a Beverly park!
He decided that he ought to be adept at

golf. The other afternoon a friend of
mine chanced to see him patiently taking
a lesson at an inconspicuous little course
near the Bevelry High School. No flour-

ishes for him

!

"If I can't do it well, I won't do it!"

This is one of his pet remarks. He has
enough Dutch stubbornness in him to mean
it. You read that the studio wouldn't
allow him to play polo because it was too
dangerous? The real truth is that Clark
tried it and it was apparent that he wasn't
cut out to shine in that sport. He refused
to be mediocre, so he quit.

His grace on a horse was acquired for
his first talkie. Clark was so anxious to

get started in pictures that he gladly ac-

cepted the role of a hard-riding cowboy
in "The Painted Desert"—when he'd never
ridden a horse in his life ! By the time
production began he was cantering about
with the aplomb of one to the saddle born.

How do you think he learned to ride?

By going to a stylish academy? Not Clark
Gable ! He hired an old veteran of the

range to teach him.

At M-G-M they tell me that Gable is

not in the least conceited. Stellar sky-

rockets are quite apt to acquire superiority

complexes. Probably Clark keeps his feet

on the ground because he worked so long

and so hard before his big break came.

He wasn't just a pretty boy, inexperienced

and callow. He played in third-rate stock

companies and on Broadway, was an extra

in silent films.

When he was an unknown actor he

covered the walls of his bedroom with

photographs of his favorite stars. He
idolized them. Now he is at the top of

the theatrical ladder himself. If imitation

is the sincerest form of flattery, it looks

like he's bound to stay up. Every rival

studio has unearthed a second Gable. Hol-

(Confinucd on page SS)

Richard Dix's mother and father recently celebrated their fiftieth wedding
anniversary. And they live in Hollywood, too. The lady at right is Rich's

sister, Mrs. John Compton.
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George Brent Crashes Through
Continued from page 34

1925, with a comfortable bank balance.
He wasted but little time and money
hunting for a New York role. When
none was forthcoming he organized a stock
company of his own and went on a scout-
ing expedition to find a likely location
for it.

He found what he thought was a prom-
ising field for a permanent stock com-
pany in Pawtucket, Rhode Island, and he
signed a lease for a theatre there which
bound him to pay a high rental for

twenty-eight weeks. He brought his new
stock company down from New York and
opened the house.

The ensuing six months Brent puts down
as the blackest days of his stage career.

Week by week the New York bank bal-

ance dwindled. Time and insolvency ran
a merry race for twenty-eight weeks. It

was a draw. Brent paid off his company
for the final week, made his last payment
for rent and closed the books. He was
twenty-two years old and broke again

!

An unhappy venture into matrimony
added to the complications of this failure.

It lasted only a month and ended in sep-

aration and divorce. Brent himself never
mentions it. His friends understand that

he married a member of this first unsuc-
cessful stock company, a woman older

than himself.

Once again Brent went on the road in

stock and again he saved his money and,

when he had a little ahead, he organized
another stock company of his own. The
Pawtucket experience had taught him
something about finances and he became
a prudent producer. There were no other
sheriffs in the offing.

Florida and New England were the new
fields for his operations. Meanwhile, in

1928, he got his first New York chance
in a play called "The 'K' Guy." It failed

miserably and Brent went back to stock

and the road.

He turned up in Denver with the world-
famous Elitch's Gardens' stock company
in the summer of 1929 and was leading

man there for seventeen roles. The as-

signment brought his total number of parts

played close to the three hundred mark.
Some of these had been at the rate of

three new roles a week.

Denyer liked the tall, black-haired,

hazel-eyed, Irish leading man and made
no bones about it. The Elitch Gardens
have graduated many famous players in

their day and that engagement was actu-

ally the turning point in Brent's career.

Fortune didn't exactly fall on his neck
right then and there but things did look
up a bit after the Denver engagement.
The first sign that his long apprentice-

ship in stock might bring results after the
Denver appearance, came when he was
offered a role in the Broadway produc-
tion of "Those We Love," by John Golden.
It was a short-lived success, however, but
his own work won him a place opposite
Alice Brady in "Love, Honor and Be-
tray." Clark Gable was in the same cast.

So, too, was Robert Williams, whose
promising career in pictures was cut short
by death a few months ago.

Under the management of Al Woods,
who had produced "Love, Honor and Be-
tray," Brent made the first of three dis-

heartening treks to Hollywood in search
of his future. He was told he was to play
the lead in the screen version of "The
Man Who Came Back," but he found
Charles Farrell already playing the role

when he arrived in Hollywood, and after

numerous "tests" he was finally assigned

to a smaller role in "Under Suspicion,"
with Lois Moran.
He began writing frantic letters to Al

Woods, urging the producer to call him
back to New York for a chance to play in

"A Farewell to Arms." He was eventually
called back but too late for a part in that
production and instead he played a role

in another which closed when Woods
went into bankruptcy.

Brent went back to Hollywood. There
were several false starts. Eric Von Stro-
heim wanted him for a leading part in

"Blind Husbands." Brent was enthusi-
astic. But the picture was never made
and Brent played other inconsequential

parts in almost forgotten productions. He
was tested, he says now, for every good
part that studio had in mind. But he
never quite landed it. Meanwhile his

friend and friendly rival, Clark Gable, had
turned out to be a sensation. Only a few
months before, in Hollywood, Brent and
Gable had compared notes as to who was
the more discouraged. Gable had won.

Just between us Britishers!
Herbert Marshall, popular
English actor from the stage,
and Adrianne Allen, also a
daughter of John Bull, must
have a lot in common to talk

about.

But now it was Brent who was dis-
couraged. To add to his unhappiness he
developed eye trouble and had to go east
again for medical consultation and an oper-
ation on his eyes. His sister, the wife
of Victor Watson, then the editor of The
Nciv York American and a well-known
writer in her own name, took Brent to
her home in the Adirondacks and nursed
him back to health.

Once recovered it was necessary for
him to start planning his career all over
again. He made the rounds of the book-
ing offices in New York. The road was
impossible. Stock companies were return-

ing to New York with discouraging re-

ports about business. New York produc-
tions were opening and closing with
disheartening promptness. ' Brent had
never had a New York success and he
knew Hollywood well enough to know
that nothing would raise his stock there

so much as a smash hit on Broadway.

But there were no smash hits available
and so Brent left his name and prospective
Hollywood address with all producers and
started back for Hollywood.
"But I can fly back in two days, if any-

thing comes up," he told them.
But nothing came up. In Hollywood an

agent told Brent that he had arranged for
the actor to make a test at Warner
Brothers studios on a certain day.

"I'll be damned if I will," yelled Brent.
"Tell them to—tell them I'll be there!"
So Brent made another test. He made

it earnestly and he made use of all the
things he had learned in the months since
he made the first of innumerable screen
tests for one company and another. Then
he went home to see if there wasn't some
mail from New York.

In due time a little group of executives,
directors and players gathered in a War-
ner Brothers projection room to see the
results of several tests made the preceding
day. They were looking for promising
talent in general and for a new leading
man to play opposite Ruth Chatterton in
"The Rich Are Always With Us," in
particular.

Brent had never known any good to
come out of a screen test. To this day
he thinks they are unfair, foolish, and per-
haps unnecessarily cruel. So he received
a real shock when the agent called him
by telephone and broke the news that
Warner Brothers would consider signing
him for a part opposite Ruth Chatterton
and perhaps to a long term contract.
What Brent didn't know was that Ruth

Chatterton, who had looked at screen tests
of various players for two days running,
bad stood up in the projection room after
Brent had said his little say on the screen
and had demanded: "Where has this man
been all his life?"

The rest is Hollywood history in the
making. In rapid succession Brent was
given leading roles opposite Ruth Chat-
terton, Barbara Stanwyck, Joan Blondell
and again with Chatterton. There are
plans for him to be featured in leading
roles in his own right in the near future.
He rented himself a bachelor bungalow

on Toluca Lake and moved in with two
wire-haired terriers and "Joe," a handy
man about the house. It was there he re-
ceived the first cloudburst of superlatives
which welcomed his appearance with Miss
Chatterton in "The Rich Are Always With
Us," and which proclaimed him generally
as one of the screen "finds" of the decade.
It was his first real taste of fame. He
was twenty-eight—and for practical pur-
poses, still broke.
George Brent is convinced that whether

he succeeds or fails—and it doesn't seem
to be in the cards just now that he can
fail—rests with the people of Denver and
Pawtucket, Weeping Water, Oklahoma,
and Topeka, Kansas, more than it does
with the people of New York, even though
he admits that a New York stage hit would
have speeded up his screen career con-
siderably. He wants to hear from the

outlying precincts. He is convinced that

as they go for motion picture personali-

ties, so goes the nation.

Nine years' experience and some three

hundred roles are behind George Brent's

present success. And further back, are
eighteen years of adventurous living and
an Irish ancestry that is rich in tradition

and proud in spirit. And that, Miss Chat-
terton, is where George Brent has been

all your life ! And from now on his life

is in your hands—another studio romance
that turned into the real thing.
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Photograph above by Lansing Brown, 1932

Ethel Clayton is lovelierthan ever

ACTUALLY growing more attrac-

tive every year! Look at these

pictures—they tell you plainly that

it is possible to keep youthful charm,

to grow lovelier, through the years.

If you know the secret.

Ethel Clayton does and she says:

"I am 38 years old and don't mind
admitting it one bit. No woman
need fear added years any more— if

she knows how to take care of her

appearance.

"Women on the screen, of course,

must keep their youthful charm,
and a young-looking skin is abso-

lutely necessary. For years now I

have used Lux Toilet Soap and I

think my complexion is younger

looking than it was years ago."

This is Ethel Clayton's secret of

complexion beauty—such a sure and

simple way to guard and keep youth-

ful charm!

It is Hollywood's favorite beauty

insurance. No matter what your age,

you will want to make it yours

!

9 out of 10 Screen Stars use it

Of the 694 important Hollywood ac-

tresses, including all stars, actually

686 use fragrant Lux Toilet Soap

regularly. It is such a favorite with

them that it has been made the

official soap in all the big studios.

Lux Toilet Soap is so gentle—so

beautifully white—that no other

soap can rival it.

Broadway's favorite

complexion care

Not only in Hollywood, but on

Broadway, too, the stars protect the

beauty of their complexions with

Lux Toilet Soap.

So enthusiastic are they about this

luxurious soap, it is found in the

dressing rooms of the Broadway
theaters, and in theaters all over

the country.

And so when the fascinating stars

go on the road, they can still use Lux

Toilet Soap regularly. Surelyyou will

want to try this gentle beauty care!

Lux Toilet Soap
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Joel used to say when questioned on his

romance with Connie: / think that Miss
Bennett is really much in love with the
Marquis. I don't believe she has a real,

serious thought for me. That will show
you just how small these studio romances
really are most of the time. Joel and
Connie were involved in a studio romance
while Connie and the Marquis were al-

ready in love!
Mention of Studio Sweethearts cannot

fail to conjure up the names of Janet
Gaynor and Charlie Farrell ! We have
often alluded to the fact that theirs was
nothing but a casual studio romance, but
the world chose to believe differently. It

has since turned out that they were actu-

ally in love with other people at the very
top of their private studio romance. Janet
and Charlie were together during the

making of several pictures. Hollywood
liked the team off the screen just as well

as the fans liked them on! Thus it is

an easy matter to understand how their

casual romance developed into a hectic bit

of headline material. Those who still

protest their views to the effect that these

two are in love are just the type of peo-

ple who don't believe in signs—after all,

they are married, and not to each other

!

And how about Frances Dee and Josef

Von Sternberg?
There is a cute little scramble to un-

tangle ! As you will no doubt remember,
Von Sternberg, the director, is the gentle-

man presumed to be so violently smitten

by Marlene Dietrich. This is attested to

by the fact that she was named in Josef's

former wife's suit for alienation of affec-

Studio Sweethearts

{Continued from page 61)

tions. They were seen at every event of
any importance for weeks on end. Then
came the filing of the six hundred thou-
sand dollar suit. It was probably thought
best for Marlene and her director to give
up their tete-a-tetes, at least for the time
being. So, a studio romance developed
between—Frances Dee and her director

!

Just a momentary flutter of the heart,

nothing more. Von Sternberg began tak-
ing Frances all of the places he had for-
merly taken the beautiful German star.

They were together constantly on the set

and off during the production of "An
American Tragedy." There was quite a
good deal of talk to the effect that she
was cutting out Marlene entirely—but now
that the picture is finished and released
the romance, if any, came to an end.
You remember the hectic love that de-

veloped between Loretta Young and Grant
Withers during the filming of "Too Young
to Marry." The kids eloped despite the
strenuous opposition of Loretta's mother,
and all went well for a while. Then it

began to look as if Mother knew best.

The Young-Withers romance went on the
rocks, with Loretta getting a divorce.

But a studio romance that looks as if it

might last is the alliance of Jack Gilbert
and the pretty blonde Virginia Bruce. She
was assigned the role of leading lady in

Jack's picture, "Downstairs," adapted from
the star's own story, and Jack proceeded
to fall in love with her. She is an en-
tirely different type from the former Mrs.
John Gilberts and half of Hollywood is

betting that she will make the tempera-
mental Jack happy.

Then there's the studio romance of
Norma Shearer and Irving Thalberg.
Their romance started at Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer studio, and continued until they
had reached the altar. This marriage is

one of the points of interest in Holly-
wood—because it is a happy one. The
colony is apt to be caught "pointing with
pride" to this romance at any moment. It
all started on that certain Christmas Eve
when Norma finished working at eleven
o'clock and was climbing the long stairs
to her dressing-room with the thought that
perhaps everyone else in the world was
enjoying a sane night-before-Christmas.
When she reached her dressing-room she
looked out the window and saw her boss,
Irving Thalberg, still working at his desk
across the way. Hardly had she taken
notice of this comforting fact when the
telephone rang. It was Mr. Thalberg, who
called to wish Miss Shearer a very merry
Christmas. From then on it was con-
sidered a studio romance until the time
came for the actual wedding.
And so Norma and Irving fooled the

town and went the Studio Sweethearts a
little better by becoming man and wife.
However, this is one of the exceptions
that prove the rule. Most of our very
best Studio Romantics are just out for the
ride—merely a method of passing a few
hours together. The main reason you and
I hear anything about them at all, is the
fact that the "whispering chorus" works
day and_ night spreading the news. Every
season is rush season among the studio
romance gossipers ! And it's not advisable
to place bets on these romances.

Joan Grabs The Bennett Spotlight

person to find worthy love in Joan's heart.

When their engagement was first an-

nounced, one of Gene's closest friends

wrote him in sincere opposition. It is

characteristic of Gene that he was deeply

hurt. He could not understand—cannot be-

lieve—this first wife shall not always be
his.

Joan, who has never concerned herself

much with matters religious, although

brought up in convents, has embraced the

belief of her husband, and to climax the

domestic scene the three-and-a-half-year-

old Adrienne is an adored and adoring
third in this newest triangle!

Let no one be deceived. Gene as a hus-

band, talented, well-bred, fits admirably
into the Bennett picture : that of Richard
Bennett, the father, and his second wife

;

of Adrienne Morrison, the mother, now
Mrs. Eric Pinker; of Constance and her
Marquis ; of Barbara, the brunette Ben-
nett, and her radio-famed husband, Morton
Downey. But Joan, the darling of the

gods, and the certain despair of all men,
will, in the future, be a somebody to reckon
with. At twenty-one, on the very threshold

of life, she has already crowded two normal
lifetimes. Will she be satisfied to bask in

her continued screen success, in matrimony,
motherhood and abundant money? It is

certain, as a Bennett, the limelight will be
hers, probably the Bennett spotlight. One
hopes that Gene will share its glamor. One
can but speculate. Joan is very young,
beautiful, self-willed. What, after you have
seen the new Joan, a deeper, more womanly
Joan in "Salomy Jane," do you think?

(Continued from page 55)

Joan Bennett, whose favorite colors are blue and white, expresses her
personality by having her new Malibu Beach home decorated throughout
in those hues. Here's Joan in her living room-—and, oh yes, she's dressed

in blue and white!
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Roses & Razzes

{Continued from page 13)

MUNI WINS!
This is anent your four candidates for

the Honor Page in your July issue.

Greta Garbo gave a brilliant perform-

ance in "Grand Hotel," but her integrity

and artistry never waver, and I for one

would not slight her past performances by
singling her out for this one.

Ann Dvorak was a revelation in "Scar-

face," but she has still a long distance to

travel between mere histrionics and bril-

liant portrayal.

George Raft established a complete de-

parture in the portrayal of a gangster

bodyguard and I admired his finesse

throughout, but I also admire Lilyan Tash-
man's finesse in delivering a wise crack,

Adrianne Allan's finesse as the "other

woman" and Andy Devine's finesse as a

burley weakfish, so why discriminate?

Ah, but Paul Muni ! What a power

—

what an actor—what a sex menace! To
him belongs your banner of recognition

and to him alone. Paul Muni wins

!

Betty Belous,

44 Vernon Street,

New Haven, Conn.

A BRITISH BOOST FOR BRENT!
What are the producers thinking about?

In a day when we are deluged with sophis-

ticated pictures they forget Evelyn Brent,

a fine actress and one of the first to break

away from the tradition of namby-pamby
heroines.

Miss Brent is beautiful even when she

scowls, and for this reason she has been

typed. Again and again I have watched
her compress her handsome features into

an expression of gloom, to emerge at the

end of the picture to tell some unfortunate

person exactly what she thinks of them.
I am a fan of hers and could see these

outbursts forever; and I ask you, Mr.
Producer, who else could have maintained
popularity in such roles ?

Give Evelyn a little fun ! Let her tease

somebody for a change! Why, even Greta
Garbo was chased round a table in "Susan
Lennox !"

Muriel Henderson,
Brighton,

Sussex, Eng.

FOR A GAME TROUPER
There have been many interesting

"come-backs" but none so interesting as
that of Lila Lee. Here is drama—renun-
ciation, suffering, tragic sorrow. And in

spite of all, she is still game, still fighting.

Over two years ago she renounced her
career at the height of her fame for the
slim chance of regaining her health. How
many of us would have had the courage
to give up everything Lila Lee had at that
time?

It has been a long, hard struggle and
now she is back fighting still harder for a
place in the movies. She is making the
gamest, the pluckiest, the greatest and
hardest "come-back" ever made in the
movies.
Come on, fans, let's do our part and

make her "come-back" the most successful
ever

!

Lillian Telander,
Mora, Minn.

YOURETHE GIRL YOU USED TO BE!

It was years since she had looked so young and

lovely. Something—somehow—had been robbing his

wife of the vibrant brightness he had always admired.

.... Perhaps it's because gray hair comes gradu-

ally that you fail to realize how it jades your looks

—

sweeps you remorselessly into Heartbreak Age.

You must cherish your beauty] Re-color your

hair undetectab/y with Notox—an entirely new way

that leaves your hair wonderfully soft and lustrous . . .

Notox does not crust the hair with a surface plate of

dye. It enters right inside the hair shaft—colors the

hair where nature does. . . . Notox shades duplicate

Nature's own. And remember, Notoxed hair can be

washed, waved or sunned just like natural hair.

Better hairdressers always apply Inecto Rapid

Notox. Resent a substitute—no like product exists.

Buy Notox at smart shops everywhere.

• • Send jor jree booklet "HEARTBREAK AGE"—
and name of nearest beauty shop featuring A otox. W rite

Inecto, Inc., Dept. 5, 33 West 46th Street, New York

tJnu&CXfd NOTOX
C-o&vz) Italy LvuidL ivli&re, ucuLtA'e c$o
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Mrs. Roosevelt Talks about the Movies
Continued from page 21

m ifoiDt

by the simple magic of the

NEW, improved

non-smarting,
tear-proof

Maybelline
It's in your eyes right now— that

wonderful, bewitching beauty sought

by every woman and admired by
every man. But it's a captive there;

a dormant power that can be brought

into play only by the magic of May-
belline. Release it—by fringing your

eyes with naturally dark, long-appear-

ing, luxuriant lashes. Just a simple,

easy application of Maybelline and
the marvelous transformation takes

place. Your eyes instantly become a

thousandfold more interesting—your

whole self, more charming

!

But, be sure you get genuine May-
belline, for this preparation is non-

smarting, tear-proof and very easy to

use. And perfectly harmless ! Its con-

tinued use actually tends to stimulate

lash growth. Black or Brown, 75c at

any toilet goods counter.

EYELASH BEAUTIFIER
For 10c and coupon below we

will send special Purse
Size for trial

LLP MAYBELLINE CO., 26-10
5900 Ridge Avenue. Chicago

10c enclosed. Send me Purse Size of the
new Maybelline. Black Brown

Name-

Street.

LX^H.-^ -.- State.

Ever since she was a young New York
society girl, before her gay wedding at

which her uncle, Theodore Roosevelt, then
President, gave her away, she has been de-
voted to humanitarian work. Shortly after

her debut, she began doing social settle-

ment work. She was one of the first

"Junior Leaguers" to enter the welfare
field. And her interest in philanthropy has
never lagged. All during her married life

she has kept it up, and has trained her
children to observe the same point of view.

The Christmas Tree Party held by the
Governor's Family for the Children of an
Albany orphanage is a celebrated annual
event. Governor Roosevelt trims the tree.

But this is only one of the many activities

of this sort undertaken by this gracious
family.

Mrs. Roosevelt contrives by some amaz-
ing economy of time and energy to do the
work it would ordinarily require three or
four women to do. She not only manages
her large household in the State Capitol
while at the same time directing her New
York menage which is always open, but
she also heads a company formed by herself

for the purpose of manufacturing replicas

of early American furniture made by the
country folk living near the estate belong-
ing to Governor Roosevelt's mother, Mrs.
James Roosevelt, "Hyde Park." This truly

beautiful furniture—the mahogany Colonial

desk before which Mrs. Roosevelt was
seated was a sample of it—is sold and dis-

tributed in New York City through the

Val-Kill Shop. And she teaches, as I have
mentioned before, three days a week. Mrs.
Roosevelt is vice-president of the famed
Todhunter's School, where she adores her
classes and is adored, in turn, by them.

I asked Mrs. Roosevelt, if she used mo-
tion pictures with her teaching.

"I presume most of the large private

schools are equipped with motion picture

projection machines, though I am not in-

formed on the subject," she replied. "We,
at the Todhunter's School, do not have
projection equipment. Our membership is

limited to only 100 pupils. But we do fre-

quently ask our pupils to see special pictures

at the theatres that we think will broaden
their outlook and be of educational advan-
tage. Or we take them to see the pictures

ourselves.

"There are countless splendid film pro-

ductions of literary masterpieces and his-

torical subjects. This type of picture is

being used to advantage in many schools.

At Groton. where mv younger sons are

now studying, the Yale 'Chronicles of

America' Series is shown as a visual sup-
plement to American History courses. Such
pictures as these are truly beneficial.

"But I think it is generally conceded by
serious educators that scientific films for
the classroom have not really advanced far
enough to be yet taken as important."
Mrs. Roosevelt said that she and Gov-

ernor Roosevelt were both very greatly in-
terested in rural schools and rural educa-
tion, and seeing life made more interesting
to people living on back country roads who
were shut in during the winter.
She said that they feel that the motion

picture would be of inestimable value if for
no other reason than the contact with the
world and with important personalities that
they bring to isolated people. They wish
that every crossroads school could be
equipped with projection facilities so that
country children might be inspired to
achievement by seeing what the world be-
yond their own country road is like.

A tall, graceful young woman with curl-
ing blonde hair and a charming smile, en-
tered the office breezily to pick something
up. "This is my daughter," Mrs. Roose-
velt said, introducing the winsome caller,
Mrs. Curtis Dall.

I saw this daughter again a few days
later in the same office occupying her
mother's chair and busily assisting at the
details of a new magazine called "Babies"
which her illustrious mother, with not
enough other things to keep her busy, has
agreed to edit. She said the first motion
pictures she remembered seeing were at
children's parties, when she was a little

girl. Mrs. Dall is the only daughter of
the Franklin Delano family, and now has
two children of her own. The other four
Roosevelt children are boys.
A trusted secretary was waiting to take

the answers to the correspondence which
had accumulated while the Governor's wife
had been away to speak at Chatauqua,
where she had been the guest of the wife
of the great inventor of the motion picture,
Mrs. Thomas A. Edison. So we said fare-
well.

"Motion pictures have a great work to
do in the world," said Mrs. Roosevelt
thoughtfully as we shook hands, "that of
clearing away the differences between
people and bringing to light their similar-
ities, their oneness. Because of their great
possibilities for good, we must guard
against their equal possibilities in the op-
posite direction. Their opportunity is al-

most without limit to build up the fine,

constructive things in our common life on
earth."

Mary and Mickey
Continued from page 67

with flour, but I can't seem to remember
what it was."
Mickey, superb in yellow gloves and

rose-colored boots, sat making notes while

his hostess admired him.
"I'd like to dress up like Mickey," she

confided, "It wouldn't be much trouble,

except for the nose, and I might get a

piece of cork, paint it black and put it on
with stickum. Dear Mickey, he has no
chin to speak of. He can't be a very

strong character, can he? I'm afraid my
chin makes doubling for him out of the

question."

Her eyes were very big and brown, her

curls very soft and gold. In her dainty

blue skirt and sweater, with quaint puffed

sleeves, she might have been a modern
Alice contemplating one of the creatures
from a new Wonderland.
"But you want to hear about a Hal-

lowe'en party. When Gwynne was thir-

teen, Douglas and I let her give one at

Pickfair all by herself. We went out, so
that the children should feel no restraint.

I think that when a child has a party, no
one should ever say 'Don't

!'

"I helped Gwynne decorate and we had
pumpkins and witches, black cats and
sheaves of corn everywhere. Gwynne
fixed up a most gruesome-looking ghost

in the room where they were to tell ghost
stories, and when they'd told all the blood-

curdling tales they knew, Gwynne sent
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them up to the attic, one at a time, and
halfway, someone grabbed them! They
loved it.

"But Gwynne is sixteen now and much
too old for Hallowe'en.
"They will grow up, won't they? I had

a letter from Baby Peggy the other day.

Have you seen her? You have? How
strange she should have grown so tall

!

She was the tiniest baby. Her father

brought her to the studio hanging on his

wrist—yes, really, on a little silken leash

that could lift her right off the ground.

We all fell in love with her.

"You'd laugh at her letter. She spoke of

'making a come-back.' A come-back at

fourteen ! She said she had been a good
actress 'as a child.' A dear little letter.

"Yes, Mickey, I will tell you about that

party! If I have one for my picture

friends, we won't wear costumes. Picture

people are bored with dressing up. Holly-
wood has given several masquerades or

costume parties, but they are all failures.

"The non-professional gets a great kick

out of pretending for one night to be some-
one else. He loses all his inhibitions and
plays like a child, or flirts to his heart's

content. But to picture people, costumes
mean work, no less.

"I might make a note on my invitations

that clothes had better be taffy-proof, be-

cause everyone who comes will have to

pull taffy. Perhaps we'd better provide

teeth-protectors, too, since they are all to

bob for apples.

"Of course we'll play 'Murder.' Charlie

Chaplin is a star at that game. You know
his funny little face? He pouts his lips

out and tries so hard to look innocent, but

he's nearly always the murderer and we
convict him. For some reason, I'm always
the judge. I don't want to be the judge,

but that's how it turns out. Douglas is

usually prosecuting attorney.

"The last time we played, a young girl

had been shockingly murdered in a belfry.

Charlie was organist of the church. The
only clues were a hair ribbon and a small

trinket ; but somehow the keys to the organ
led us to Charlie. These keys were found
in a very suspicious spot, and though
Charlie fought hard he was convicted.

"Oh, yes, indeed, Mickey, I'm going to

decorate for the party ! That"s half the

fun of it. I would have big pumpkins
with lights inside at the gates of Pickfair,

and a broomstick at the door—that's to

keep the witches out, you know, and all

guests must step over it. But some of

the witches will be inside, lurking in dark
corners. And we'll have a skeleton. And
black cats for luck. And a ghost, if I

have to impersonate it myself!"
Mickey Mouse and Mary went into con-

ference then about menus and place cards

and how to word invitations, and I left

them in the flowering wonderland of Pick-
fair.

But let me tell you a secret. If Mary
could give a Hallowe'en party without pub-
licity, I know what she'd do.

She'd invite all the children in the

Juvenile Hall who are under the super-

vision of the Juvenile Court, and make the

party a day-long affair, with bathing in

the pool and games on the lawns as addi-

tional attractions.

Those small prisoners touch the little

star's heart.

"I remember," she told me, "I sent dolls

and vanity cases to them one Christmas

—

dolls for the younger ones and the cases

for the older girls. Some of those older

girls are mothers at fifteen! And do you
know, nearly all the girls asked the matron
if she thought I'd mind if they took the

dolk instead of the vanities. Poor little

souls, starved for the things that belong

to childhood!
"I went to work when I was five. I

missed some things, too."

Flip the

Pages!

And
your

favorite

Screen

Star

comes

to life !

!

Just think of it—real character studies that live as you flip

the pages—animated pictures of famous stars just as you see

them on the screen. A short biographical sketch included in

each book. Size 21^x3.
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Screenland, Dept. S-10, 45 West 45th Street, New York, N. Y.

Gentlemen:

Please send me the following Moviebooks. I enclose coin or stamps. |$_

Marion Davies
Marie Dressier

Q Norma Shearer

Joan Crawford
Greta Garbo
Jean Harlow

Clark Gable
Wallace Beery

John Barrymore
Robert Montgomery
Lionel Barn-more
Ramon Novarro

Name

Address

City State..
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Guided By Doctor's

Advice - HappyWoman

LOSES
27 Pounds

ofFAT

Mrs. Helen Greene

It's Important to health and
beauty to banish fat and it's

j ust as vital to employ the proper
means—a safe, sane method
which won't injure health and
leave you haggard looking.

How capably a half teaspoon-
ful of Kruschen Salts in hot water
every morning fills this need!

Kruschen is the SAFE,
HEALTHY way to reduce—it

builds up splendid health all

while it helps restore your weight
to NORMAL

Notice how complexion clears, eyes
grow brighter and mind keener—you'll
be delighted when your scales show how
quickly excess Fat is disappearing. Many
folks hasten results by cutting down on
fatty meats, pastries and potatoes.

Mrs. Helen Greene of Brooklyn, N. Y.
writes; "A physician advised my mother
to take Kruschen Salts for overweight so

I started taking it myself. I weighed 192
and after taking 3 bottles I reduced to

165 and never felt so well. It's a tonic as
well as reducer".

A bottle that lasts 4 weeks costs bul
85 cents at any drugstore—for REAL
results and your health's sake—refuse

Imitations—accept nothing but Kruschen.

Kruschen Salts
"HI The Little Daily Dose That Does It"

Write for a copy of How to Lose Fat without Injuring

Health." Dept. J., E. Griffiths Hughes Inc., Rochester, N. Y.

CTmsIMHiisFREE
Jj^Hzk^with eachVHOIOorKSM Hfe, SNAPSHOT

ENLARGEMENT

foronly 98^
Simply send us your PHOTO.
SNAPSHOT, or TINTYPE,
with your name and address
and in about one week you
will receive a BEAUTIFUL
ENLARGEMENTcompletely

framed in an ARTISTIC
0x6 Frame asillustrated.

Conrl Un Mnnfiul Just pay postman 98cp!ofl postage, or eend SIOCIIU nil IrlUney. aDj we pay postage. Originals returned. Take
advantage of this amazing offer and send Fboto today. DO IT NOW.
Alton Art Studios, Dept. 2, 5707 Lake St., Chicago, ll|.

Complexion
Many have cleared their complexions of

surface pimples, blackheads, whiteheads/
red spots, enlarged pores, oily skin, etc.

Wouldn't you love to have a complexion
soft, rosy, clear, and velvety? My method
is so different. No cosmetics, creams, lo-
tions, salves, soaps, ointments, plasters, bandages
masks, vapor sprays, manage, rollers or other imi.le-

ments. No die , j.o filling. Not riinn to tjvkt-- C:mnot injure the most delicuto

skin. Send for •„,, Free B.-Urt. "Tti<- rVwnpl^ion heaiH ii'nl." * U-t facts today.

ERNA SAFFAN,'646 N. Michigan Blvd., Suite 2572, Chicago

CTADirC FORTALKIES
O IUKlLa MAGAZINES
Accepted In any form for development, revision, copy-
right and submission to studios and publishers. Estab-
lished 1917. Location and exceptional facilities make our
SERVICE MOST ADVANTAGEOUS. Sales dept. on
commission basis. FREE BOOKLET gives full particu-

lars.

UNIVERSAL SCENARIO COMPANY
434 Meyer Bid?., Western & Sierra Vista

Hollywood, California

The Story of "Sad Face" Zasu Pitts
Continued from page 80

plained. "I've got to live and I want to

make money. Once I laid off for two years
trying to be an ingenue and there were no
takers. If they won't pay me money to

cry, I'll take their money to clown."
The talkies came in and it was found

her quavering voice matched her fluttering

hands and mournful eyes. There is prob-
ably no one person in the industry who has
been as widely imitated at The Pitts.

Her stock went soaring and her salary

kept pace with it. She was getting $1750
a week and working constantly. Produc-
tions were frequently held up until she
could finish one picture to go into another.

She felt her big chance had come when
Universal cast her for the mother in "All
Quiet On the Western Front"—a tragic,

futile figure, too gentle to wrestle with the

world, too innocent to fight with life. She
gave a superb portrayal.

The night the picture was previewed,
after the showing of the regular feature in

a neighborhood theatre, her doom was
sealed. The regular feature happened to

be one of Zasu's comedies. The audience

laughed until they were weak. When they
saw her come on in "All Quiet" they

thought her appearance indicated "comedy
relief" in the otherwise grim drama and
they started laughing again without waiting
to learn the context of the action. The
Universal officials, thoroughly alarmed at

the reception given her and fearful lest the

unexpected laughter ruin their masterpiece,

did not wait to show the picture in another
theatre. They got out the scissors and
clipped Miss Pitts from the entire film

—

lock, stock and barrel—and re-shot her
scenes with another actress in the part.

Zasu has been a comedienne ever since.

Then she and her husband reached the

parting of the ways. They separated and
lived apart for a year without taking steps

towards a divorce. Both of them secretly

hoped something would happen—some mir-

acle that would throw them together again
—but it didn't.

Zasu was seen almost constantly with
Charles Kaley and Bob Norman. Charlie
had been brought out from Chicago to play
"Lord Byron of Broadway." The director
had wanted another actor for the part, had
lost interest in the film when he couldn't

get what he wanted. The picture had
flopped. Charlie, as well as Zasu, had
troubles.

Misery loves company so he and Zasu
got together and swapped woes. Bob was
taken along so, in case both of them talked
at once, there'd still be someone to listen

!

Night after night they sat at a small table

in George Olsen's night club—in, but not
of, the crowd. For once Zasu's status as
a comedienne stood her in good stead: she
didn't have to worry if she got wrinkles or
if the late hours showed in her face.

People would laugh at her no matter how
she looked. The worse she looked the
harder they'd laugh.
Her wide, mournful eyes belie the iron

will that lies behind them. She has made
a home for the two children and keeps it up.
Once she referred to the children : "They're
well raised and mannered," she said simply
and, to my everlasting shame, I smiled.
The idea of Zasu in the role of a con-
scientious parent was too much. "I mean
it," she said mildy—and I was stilled.

She's as irresponsible off the screen as
on. If she promises to be at a party in

Hollywood at eight, the chances are that
hour will find her dining on the terrace
somewhere in Santa Barbara. She usually
wears coat suits and her hair is blowing in

all directions at once. I've never seen her
in an evening dress.

Irresponsible or methodic, serge or sa-
tins, laughing or crying, hot or cold I can't
think of anyone I'd rather be with. There's
no one quite like her. She's—she's—well,
she's Zasu

!

What about Clark Gable Now?
Continued from page 81

lywood has concluded that even brunettes

and men—as well as blondes—prefer his

type! About his imitators, Clark gallant-

ly maintains a discreet silence.

Will he last? I think so. He isn't tem-
peramental and high-strung like John Gil-

bert. Not sheikish like Valentino. Not
complex like Phil Holmes. He has a

depth and virility which the juveniles lack.

What if he plays "nice" roles? His hit

was made as a dangerous he-man. When
he has portrayed straight leads he hasn't

been as effective. Much has been written

about his appeal being purely elemental.

If he goes Beverly Hills, will he lose that

necessary vigor?

They don't expect to do a lot of enter-

taining in their new home. Clark already

feels the strain which Hollywood puts on
its celebrities. He loves to go away be-

tween pictures. The Gables are fond of

Hotel Del Monte and of the desert. Which
reveals Clark's varying dress moods. He
likes to dress up and yet he also enjoys

turtle-necked sweaters and old pants ! He
never goes to Malibu.

Did the mustache he grew for "Strange

Interlude" please you? To grow—or not

to grow one again—that's what he and

the missus debate these evenings

!

Soon he will be loaned to Paramount
to co-star with Miriam Hopkins in a fiery

number entitled "No Bed of Her Own."
Imagine Clark and Miriam, who packs an

elemental wallop herself, in a torch story
like this

!

"They won't rubber-stamp me if I can
help it," he declares. "I have played a
vvide variety of parts so far, and I antici-

pate continued versatility. While they're

guessing, they're interested. That's the
way I figure.

"I'm in such a peculiar business," he
concluded our talk, "that I can't put my
finger on anything definite. It's based on
public opinion, studio breaks, and down-
right hard work. I've noticed that the

fellow who is given responsibility usually

works more seriously than ever. Star-

dom? I'm satisfied that it's a real job that

will keep me out of mischief. Please hope
with me that the fans and the breaks will

be kind!"
This man comes from the class of people

who assume that they have to struggle and
fight for what they get. He doesn't think

the prizes of the world are handed out on
a silver platter. Hard knocks have pre-

pared him to stand the gaff of movie fame.

"Hollywood no longer awes me," he says.

"If worse came to worse I could go back
to slinging hash!"
He deserves his pre-eminent place on the

screen because he's earned it by years of

apprenticeship. And because there's no one

else exactly like him. To the women he's

brought a new brand of love. To us men
a masculine and intelligent movie hero

whom we can respect.
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The Ghost Walks with Nancy Carroll
Continued jrom page 66

years—and they're so excited, God love

'em ! I've never been there, but from all

they've told me, it must be heaven. Sup-
pose they're disappointed ! Suppose the

place is filled with black strangers!" She
brushed the thought away.

''Anything can happen in Ireland, and
that's why I'd like to have my party there.

Do you know, my grandfather once played

cards with the devil?

"It was this way. He was a man who
loved his game of cards, my grandfather.

One night, there was nobody at home who
would play with him, and he was very
cross ; he sat there, shuffling the bits of

pasteboard and grumbling.
"'Sure and I'd play with the devil, if

he'd only come along !' he says.

"And with that, comes a knock on the

door.
"Grandfather jumps and his heart skit-

ters about, but he goes to the door, bold

as brass. 'Who's there?' says he, down
deep in his throat.

" 'The Story Teller !' comes the answer.
"In Ireland, at that time—and maybe

today, for all I know—men who called

themselves Story Tellers used to go from
place to place weaving tales for their sup-
per or a night's lodging or a bit of silver.

"Grandfather lets him in, and a chill

breath comes with him. He has a scarf

about his neck, and though the room is

warm and the fire is blazing, he refuses

to take it off.

"After he's told his story, he suggests
a game of cards. They play and the Story
Teller keeps winning. Grandfather steals

little glances at him, as he sits there, study-
ing his cards, and he sees that the man's
ears are pointed, like little horns. Grand-
father begins to shake and tremble so that

a card goes fluttering to the floor, and
when he bends to pick it up he sees that

the stranger's feet aren't feet at all, but

cloven hoofs!

IRENE DUNNE in "SYMPHONY OF SIX MILLION"
RKO Picture... Max Factor's Make-Up Used Exclusively

"Grandfather's hair is standing straight
up on end by this time, and he stumbles
to the door, stammering something about
more wood for the fire. But he doesn't
get more wood. He gets a bottle of holy
water and runs back quickly and throws it

on the Story Teller, and the dreadful crea-
ture vanishes in a whoosh of smoke!"

Nancy's own red-gold curls stood up a
bit, too, and her bright blue eyes were
twice their usual size.

"I'm horrifying myself!" she chuckled.
"Everybody who comes to my party must
enjoy being horrified, because that's the
fun of Hallowe'en.

"I'll never forget my first Hallowe'en.
We lived in New York, but in summer
we'd go to New Jersey beaches, and this

year we'd had such a marvelous time at
the beach that mother took us down again
for Hallowe'en.
"We were dressed in sheets and every-

where you looked it seemed as if there
were ghosts. Finally Father made us all

sit around in a ring, and he turned out the
lights.

"He began to tell a story about a man
who had been murdered in that very house
and how his spirit always came back on
the nights that shades go walking to try
to gather up bits of his former body.

" 'He's here in the room now,' says
Father, in a terrible whisper. 'These are
his teeth !' And we passed the teeth from
hand to hand—they were really kernels of
corn, but they felt like teeth and every-
body shrieked.

" And this is his hair
—

' That was corn
silk, the dry pieces that feel so dead.

" And these are his eyes
—

' And what
do you think that was? GRAPES! All
clammy from being in the ice-box. I won't
forget the feel of them if I live to be a
hundred

!

"That's the sort of entertainment my
guests will get at the haunted castle party

!"

"I'm no Gigolo,"
Continued fi

he was a taxi-dancer. He learned to grit

his teeth and maintain an expressionless

face while hefty females promenaded on
his toes. He acquired the taciturnity that

marks his work in the motion picture

"Scarface." If you have not seen that

screen drama, by all means do, for it will

introduce you to Raft as mere words can
not.

Many of the women he danced with
were married. They were middle-aged
wives who thought themselves wicked
when they sneaked away for an afternoon
of dancing. No doubt their husbands were
trotting younger females elsewhere. But
as many more of the women were not mar-
ried, and from many of these Raft received
insinuating invitations to become a gigolo.

Some promised fine homes, servants, all

the money he could spend ; in short, the
same promises that wealthy old men some-
times proffer pretty young girls. In both
cases, the older ideas are similar.

Some young girls accept old men's in-

vitations ; others do not. Some taxi-
dancers yield to the promises of old women

;

Raft did not. As far as fat old dowagers
were concerned, he retained his youthful
innocence. Young ladies? Well, er—let

us return to our subject. The idea!
Raft refused all such vicious propositions

because he possesses an inborn respect for
himself. In all fairness to him, it is un-
just to term him a gigolo today. In his
own words, spoken somewhat bitterly, "I
have been given the ill repute without the

says George Raft
om page 17

reward that might have been mine had I

done something to deserve the name." It

is not right to call a man a thief until
the proof is irrefutable. Raft would as
soon be described a thief as a gigolo

!

"I could never be a gigolo, even if my
personal dislike for the vocation permitted,"
he says. "During the few hours I spent
daily in my guise of taxi-dancer, I was
sickened by the innuendoes of absurd old
women, who were as silly as spinsters
playing postoffice, and no more serious than
a gin marriage. The one or two times
during my life when I was tempted to
chance a gigolo career, the thought of
dwelling constantly in the company of an
old hen with chickenish ideas restrained
me.

"But sex really has little to do with my
antipathy. Sex has its importance in life,

and forever will have. My own tastes do
not include women in the roaring forties,
but I can conceive that other men's animi
may differ from my own. My principal
object :on to gigolos is that they abuse
masculinity. Man was placed on earth to
work and provide for woman. When he
shirks his duty and leans on woman for
support, he misuses his purpose and his
self-respect goes into the discard. I like
my self-respect.

"Call me rough-neck! Call me taxi-
dancer! Call me ham actor, if you wish.

"But listen, friend: Don't call me a
gigolo!"

HOLLYWOOD'S

MAGIC
MAKE-UP
HOLLYWOOD — Blonde, brunette,

brownette, redhead... each is a study in eoler

harmony. This, Max Factor, Hollywood's
genius of make-up, proved, and revolution-

ized make-up in motion pictures with his dis-

covery of cosmetic color harmony. Now, 96
r
o

of Hollywood's stars use Max Factor's.

Face powder, for -example, is created by
a secret color harmony principle. Each shade

is a color harmony tone, composed of scien-

tifically balanced chromatic colors. It imparts

that satin-smooth make-up you've so admired
on the screen, giving the skin a live, youth-

ful beauty. ..yet remaining invisible. A face

powder that never appears spotty, off-color,

or powdery; and never "shines." So perfect

in texture, even the motion picture camera
does not reveal it.

Even under brightest sunlight or artificial

light you may be sure of this satin-smooth

effect... for screen stars have proved its

beauty magic under blazing motion picture

lights. And it clings for hours, for the famous
beauties of motion pictures will not trust a

powder that fluffs away.

Now you may enjoy the luxury of Max
Factor's face powder, originally created for

the screen stars, at the nominal price of one
dollar the box.

Max Factor's rouge, lipstick and eye-
shadow, based on the same revolutionary
color harmony principle . . are fifty cents

each. At all drug and department stores.

MaxiFactor's Society Make-Up
J@psmetics ofthe Stars**H O L LYWOO D

Purse -Size Box of Powder . • . FREE
MAX FACTOR, Max Factor's Make-Up* Ww* Hoboed *

(Zllfc^lL

Without obligation, send my
complexion analysts and make-

up color harmony chart; also

48-pg. illustrarcd book, "The

Nc-W Art of Society Make-Up."

I enclose 10c for postage and

handling. Include Purse-Sue

Box of Powder, in my color

harmony shade.
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, ^i-A^' Reduce
Your Bust

ThisNew EasyWay

!

Is your bust large? Reduce
that bulging, matronly chest-line
to the slender, girlish lines of

youth. Take 3 or more Inches off

your bust measure. Flabby, sag-
ging fat disappears swiftly. Bust
is left small, firm, arched and
lovely. No sag. No wrinkles.

Formula-X Treatment Banishes Flabby Fat

Just get big container of my
famous FORMULA-X and instruc-

tions. Apply treatment at home
and watch your breasts grow slim

and young-looking. Nothing else

to do. Nothing else to buy.

Merely use FORMFLA-X and in-
structions daily—that's all! This wonderful new di

covery quickly removes the soft, flabby fat, firms and
moulds the bust to trim shapeliness. Guaranteed
harmless—but SO EFFECTIVE! You'll be amazed
at the wonderful results I

Rush Coupon for Big Saving
As a special introductory offer to you, I will send

you my big, regular $5.00 Size FORML'LA-X to-
gether with instructions for only $1.95. Save
over $3.00 by sending coupon at once. Offer Is

limited. Act NOW!

AMAZING
OFFER./
now/

Betty Drew, Dept. SC-IO
799 Broadway, New York, N. Y. g
Please send me your regular $5.00 size FORMULA-X •
with complete directions. I enclose only $1.95 In •
full payment.

Name *
I

Address J

Town State

Sett PLAYING
,N,T,« CARDS

Earn money taking or-
ders among your friends
and others for our beauti-
ful new line of Playing Cards,
including tk0 new Initial Card.
Unique, smart styles; popular
low prices! Liberal commission.

Any Initial.
Prxees lower
than ever. Many
special bargains.

fit Send to manufacturer for free
sample outfit. You can start
earning money at once. Thou-
sands doing it now. No experi-

ence required. Send name and address for
full Information and sample outfit— fr««.

FREE Samples

GeBeralCudCe.I201W.JackionBlTd.Dept. 26 Chicago, III.

DEAFNESS IS MISERY
Many people with defective hearing
and Head Noises enjoy conversation,

go to Theatre and Church because they

use Leonard Invisible Ear Drums which
resemble Tiny Megaphones fitting

in the Ear entirely out of sight.

No wires, batteries or head piece.

They are inexpensive. Write for

booklet and sworn statement of QpjjM
the inventor who was himself deaf.

A. O. LEONARD, Inc., Suite 984, 70 5th Ave., New York

WONDER PEEL PASTE
"ONE DAY HOME TREATMENT"

FRECKLES. WRINKLES. PIMPLES, BLACKHEADS.
ENLARGED PORES, PITS. SCARS, PUFFS. ACNE.

No redness afterwards. Price 55.00.
My imported Turtle Oil builds,
firms the bust . . . $3.00 & $5.00

3S09 West 7th St. Los Angeles. Calif.

Take advantage of

Special Subscription Offer:

10 Months $1.25 oily

Another Hollywood Conquest
Continued from page 27

if you could see some of the Hollywood
heroes "in person" you wouldn't blame
me!), went to all the parties, watched the
fascinating girls on the set, in their dress-
ing-rooms, and at home. My hostess broke
down and like the grand girl that she is,

let me in on a lot of real low-down as to
how so-and-so makes her eyes look like

that, how so-and-so got her famous figure,

how so-and-so makes her eyes look like

every man on earth raves about, and—oh,

I'm literally popping with it all!

I became so obsessed with all these in-

triguing things that I made the decision
then and there to "go into the business"

—

to learn everything there was about cos-
metics, make-up, hair, body grace, (which
included, of course, taking off here and
adding on there), the right sort of clothes

to wear for certain effects and so on. I

could hardly wait for the day when I

would get home, armed with all these
things—and goodness knows, they are the
closest things in the world to a girl's heart
—and really "do my stuff."- But, although
I knew this knowledge was a source of
tremendous power to me personally, I

didn't fully realize how thirsty other girls

were for it, until I returned to my old
familiar, every-day life. My friends who
knew what I had been doing began calling

me up and descending upon me in droves.
They would sit, pumping me for hours
until I was actually hoarse trying to an-
swer all the eager questions.

In the light of my newly acquired wis-
dom, I was simply amazed. They all be-
gan to take turns at my dressing-table and
they would try to get certain effects, but
the way they went about it ! Suddenly a
great light dawned: These girls knew
practically nothing about how best to

bring out their good features and subdue
their bad ones. They were all rather at-

tractive and smart in a perfectly uniform
way, but they had certain regulation rules

for make-up and that was that. In ad-
dition, the worst set-back of all for them
was that they each and every one firmly
believed that beauty was "God-given" and
that if fate had not been kind to you on

the day you were born, there was nothing
on earth that you could do about it!

Well, you can imagine what meat this

was to me—fresh from Hollywood where
beauty and glamor are created every day,
where the art of developing personalities

for the screen is just part of the day's
work. After years of "grooming" hun-
dreds and literally thousands of girls in

order to bring out every ounce of beauty
and personality that is in them, it would
be well-nigh impossible to find a girl who
could come through that mill unlovely

!

For Hollywood has taught me this one
all-important lesson : that good looks,

charm and glamor are absolutely within
the grasp of every intelligent and clever
girl. The rudiments of beauty with which
she is born are only the foundation upon
which her skill builds the final creation of
her personality. Hollywood is rather cruel

to unattractive girls because it is impatient
—it knows that unattractiveness these days
is only due to ignorance, laziness, or negli-

gence. Now, in most cases which I have
encountered, the cause is ignorance, for
there are very few women in the world
whose vanity isn't sufficient to lash them
into action provided they know which steps

to take.

I am so fired with ambition to make
every girl J meet as completely perfect as

she individually can be that it takes all

my self-control to prevent me from actual-

ly speaking to strange girls on the street,

or the subways, beseeching, "Oh, my dear,

please don't use that shade of lip-stick or
powder" or "Why, oh why, don't you use
more softening creams on that fine and
perishable skin?" And so on, ad infinitum.

So, I shall pour it out to you, (in small
doses, I promise), and I am going to

prove to you that it is a modern sin not
to be utterly ravishing

!

You are going to see some of the won-
ders that Hollywood knows so well un-
folded in these pages and before long, the

screen stars will have to look to their

laurels, for we'll all be devastating ! I'll

be right here next month—please watch
for me.

Thank him for the Talkies

Continued from -page 59

not enough for an industry that recognizes
no boundaries. He is something of an
expert on real estate values, knows the

foreign market and can play ball with a
banker on his home grounds. He started

counting pennies when he and his brothers

sold newspapers on the streets of Balti-

more, getting an early training in highly
competitive salesmanship that helped him in

the years to come.
From the selling of papers, Harry grad-

uated to the sales force of a wholesale
meat company, whereas Sam hitched onto
the payroll of the Erie railroad as a loco-

motive fireman. It was Sam who started

the family on the royal path to power after

he had viewed "The Great Train Rob-
bery," then being exhibited through the

middle west as a tent show. He called

a council of the Warners ; surmised that

something new and profitable was about

to develop, and suggested that they all

chuck their jobs and step out with a

motion picture show.
The first Warner theatre (in reality

just a hall furnished with chairs rented

from an undertaker) was in Newcastle,

Pa. "The Great Train Robbery" w-as the

first Warner all-star attraction. Sister

Rose joined the troupe as pianist; Brother
Jack, a mere youngster, as soloist

;

Brother Albert, as general utility man, and
Brother Harry, as general manager in

charge of finances. Brother Sam took a

print of "The Great Train Robbery" on
tour.

For a time, nickels and dimes bulged the

pockets of Treasurer Harry. But pres-

ently, the citizens of Newcastle ceased to

thrill to the terrors of "The Great Train
Robbery," and he faced the necessity of

offering something new, which presented
more of a problem than he had foreseen.

The General Film Company, the most
powerful trust that the motion picture

business has known, refused to feed the

irregular little independents. The Warner
boys might go back to selling papers, for

all the Film Company cared; but Harry
had tasted the rich blood of the movies
and was just beginning to fight.

After a set-back in the first round, he
returned with Ambassador Gerard's "My
Four Years in Germany," which placed

him and his brothers among the favored
few who made money out of the World
War. Profits on the Gerard film took
the hard-working boys to the tinseled
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temptations of Hollywood and built them
a studio with a dressing-room for one

star—none other than the redoubtable

Rin-Tin-Tin

!

Although it happens every now and
again in theatrical circles, it still is excep-

tional enough to be news when a dog
supports a family, and such a large family.

During a critical period, Rin-Tin-Tin
barked bank-notes into Harry's pockets,

asking in return the best that the butcher

had to offer, following the custom of other

stars of the screen. And he got it.

It was characteristic of Harry, then, as

it is today, that he regarded money some-
what as an engineer regards electricity.

It is power, and useless until it is turned

on to keep the wheels moving.
The income from "My Four Years in

Germany" and from Rin-Tin-Tin went
right back into circulation, buying the best

that the current market had to offer in

actors and stories : the "Mammy" singer,

Al Jolson, and the patrician, John Barry-
more, along with such noted and expensive
fiction as "Alain Street," "Brass," and
"Beau Brummel." He bought plays from
David Belasco, which, in that period, was
the costly and the artistic thing to do.

Also, he went arty with Ernst Lubitsch in

the sophisticated "Marriage Circle" and
"Lady Windermere's Fan." Also, he went
broke, or nearly so, in one of the minor
depressions which visited the motion pic-

ture business.
Harry approached a new set of bankers

;

sold them on the idea of pictures in gen-
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eral, and the Warner brand in particular,

and plunged yet deeper into the Holly-
wood maelstrom.
Somewhere in the hurly-burly of the

high-pressure studios, the still, small voice

of the talkie was requesting a hearing

—

only it was neither still nor small. On
the other hand, it was harshly metallic and
unsympathetic.
Harry Warner, along with the top ex-

ecutives of other producing companies,

listened to the voice as presented by an
engineer of the telephone company and
considered the price excessive for an imper-

fect novelty. But he did not turn it down,
not definitely, that is, as did other execu-
tives whose bids had been invited.

He summoned his brothers : Sam, Jack,

and Albert. They agreed that it might
be a swell invention and was worth a

trial if purchasable at a low figure. After
a few weeks of maneuverings, Harry's
terms were accepted and the wide-awake
Warner brothers closed one of the most
important deals in the entire history of

motion pictures. Under the fluttering

flag of Vitaphone, they were the first to

give the screen a voice.

In business, Harry Warner is a smart
trader. He has to be. He thinks hard
and fast and expects alertness from those
around him. Anything he undertakes, he
likes to do in a big way. He is an active

supporter of cooperative plans which ben-
efit his thousands of employees and is a
generous contributor to charities. And,
always, "He's a first-class fighting man !"

WAKE UP YOUR SKIN

"Immortals" of Hollywood—Continued from page 29

gical laboratory comparable with the

world's finest institutions of its kind is

being added. The entire group of buildings

were erected almost entirely through the

efforts of Marion Davies. She first in-

tended that only the children of war veter-

ans would be treated there, but now the

clinic cares for more than six thousand
cases annually, all of them children whose
parents or guardians cannot afford proper
medical attention. Miss Davies insure: the

support of the Foundation by personal con-
tributions, donations solicited from friends,

and mammoth annual charity balls and
shows.
There is a steamer plying the Ohio and

Mississippi rivers named the Irene Dunne.
It was built many years ago by the star's

father, Joseph J. Dunne, but was re-named
after Irene following her success in the

New York stage play, "Show Boat."

Two famous feminine hair-cuts bear the

names of prominent stars and promise to

exist for many years to come. They are

the Glorious Bob and the Garbo Bob,
named respectively for Gloria Swanson and
Greta Garbo. Other bobs have borne stars'

names, but their particular styles did not

endure. Today, few barbers do not com-
prehend the Glorious and Garbo bobs.

Jean Harlow's platinum blonde appela-

tion promises to live into future genera-
tions, or even into future centuries, since

the term has been universally accepted to

describe a certain shade of blonde hair.

So, whether you happen to like it or not,

you must admit that Platinum Jean started

something

!

A great many stars have had flowers
named for them. Among the most out-
standing examples are the Frances Dee
Orchid, which is pure white; the Barbara
Stanwyck Dahlia, which won high honors
in the Los Angeles Flower Exhibit this

year; and the Katharine MacDonald Rose,
still popular, although named more than
ten years ago for the former star. Clara
Bow was also honored by having a blood-
red rose named after her.

A great number of stars have had clothes

and hats named for them, but the majority
of these instances were for the purpose of

commercial gain made possible through use
of the stars' names. One instance that has
outlived the years is the Madge Evans
Hat for Children, created when Madge was
a child stage and screen star, and still

popular. Mitzi Green, Clara Bow, Norma
Shearer, Joan Crawford, Jackie Cooper,
Alice White, Lilyan Tashman and Dorothy
Mackaill are other players who have had
articles of clothing named for them.

Colleen Moore, Joan Crawford, Betty
Compson, Anita Page and Renee Adoree
are among the stars whose names adorn
bottles of perfumes concocted to their par-
ticular tastes, and now sold generally. A
toy wooden repeating gun bears the signa-
ture of Buck Jones, the cowboy star. The
Mary Pickford Doll is a favorite with
little girls. The Tom Mix cowboy outfits

have delighted the hearts of thousands of

small boys. An annual race at the Havana,
Cuba, track is the Ricardo Cortez Handi-
cap, while Marian Nixon, Constance Ben-
nett, Richard Arlen and Janet Gaynor are
a few of the stars after whom race horses
have been named.

Perhaps the most enduring", the most
fitting tribute to the memory of a great
motion picture star is the Valentino Me-
morial Society, which was organized after

Rudolf Valentino's death. It is a wealthy,
world-wide club with hundreds of thou-
sands of members, who have caused to be
erected, in this country and in Europe, a

number of statues dedicated to the memory
of the beloved Latin star. As a general
rule, these statues are situated in public

places. One stands in DeLongpre Park,
a small recreational haven near the center

of Hollywood, and to this one go scores

of mourners, many of whom kneel and
pray before the marble image of one they
once adored.

Denied places in the Hall of Fame in

Washington, it is only fitting and proper
that the screen stars, who have done so

much to ease the pains and ills of the

world, should be honored elsewhere.
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thin. sagging tissues and /

mould them to firm, fascinat-
ing curves. Simply apply
my marvellous Creamo treat-
ment in the privacy of your own •-.

room. Send for my free offer and
watch your breasts grow full, round
and beautiful. It's easy, safe and SURE.

Just Send Me Your Name
and address and I will mail
yon my wonderful Creamo
treatment, FREE ! Merely
enelose lOe for forwarding
charges—that is all. See
how easily and quickly you
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ing of feminine charms.
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Ask Me
{Continued from page 8)

cowboy star in the movies, ride the plains
and wild horses, and watch the dawn peep
over the sage brush, do you? Sorry, but
my personal influence with the producers
would never land anyone in the movies or
even the sage brush—much as I'd like to
assist you. Gary Cooper is 31 years old and
not married. Lew Ayres is 22 and married
to Lola Lane. Warner Baxter is 41 and has
been married to Winifred Bryson since
January, 1917. Clive Brook is 41 and is

married to Faith Evelyn, formerly an actress
on the London stage. Richard Dix is 38
and was married to Winifred Coe on Oct
19, 1931. John Boles is 31 and has been
married for a long time to Marcelite Dobbs.

Hilda G. You saw some one who re-
sembled Robert Montgomery in "Hell
Divers" for he was not in the cast. Stars
do not appear as extras or play "bit" parts
after they have attained stardom. Greta
Garbo's latest release is "As You Desire
Me." Clark Gable's new picture is "Strange
Interlude" with Norma Shearer. There's
a grand Gable story in this issue.

/. S. P. I'd feel like the lost-and-found
column in the Daily Stoopnagle Star if I
failed to settle a dispute or two. Carmelita
Geraghty was Mary Pickford's sister in
"My Best Girl." Constance Bennett, Ed-
mund Lowe, and Zasu Pitts were in "This
Thing Called Love." "What Men Want"
was released in 1930 with Pauline Starke,
Barbara Kent, Ben Lyon, and Robert Ellis
in the cast. Buck Jones is about 41 years
old; Ken Maynard is 37.

Jim. Bramwell Fletcher was the young
son of the Petrie family in "Daughter of
the Dragon" and Frances Dade was his

sweetheart. Gary Cooper and Tallulah
Bankhead are starred in "The Devil and
the Deep." Your favorite, James Cagney's
latest release is "Winner Take All."

Bunny S. Your favorite villain Ralf
Harolde, has several competitors in the
"meanie" market : Paul Muni, George Raft,
and Boris Karloff, to name three. Your pet
rave, Ralf, answers to the family name of
Wift'er. He was born May 17, 1899, in

Pittsburgh, Pa., is 5 feet 10 inches tall,

weighs 148 pounds, and has dark brown hair
and eyes. He has been married five years
to a non-professional. Ralf spent 12 years
on the stage before he made his hit in pic-

tures. His latest releases are "Winner Take
All" with James Cagney, "The Secret Wit-
ness" with Una Merkel and William Collier

Jr., and "The Tip Off" with Eddie Quillan,
Robert Armstrong, and Ginger Rogers.

Phyllis A. L. When in doubt about ages,
weights and measures of your favorites, con-
sult my department—I'll also throw in the
color of hair and eyes, without extra charge.
Lewis Frederick Ayer (Lew Ayres to the
screen audience) was born Dec. 28, 1909, in

Minneapolis, Minn. He has blue eyes, dark
brown hair, weighs 155 pounds and is 5 feet

11 inches tall. His first screen appearance
was with Greta Garbo in "The Kiss." His
recent picture was "Night World" with Mae
Clarke. Nils Asther's eyes are brown. His
new film is "Washington Masquerade."

Helen L. Still the cry goes up for pic-

tures with Leslie Howard. But just wait,

gentle readers, you'll have a chance to ap-
plaud when he appears in "The Animal
Kingdom," his recent stage success, and in

"Smilin' Thru." Sari Maritza, the comely
lass from Germany, makes her American
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bow with Gene Raymond and Marguerite
Churchill in "Forgotten Commandments."

Just Betty. Another new friend is given

a hearty welcome—hope you'll like us as

we know we'll like you. Melvyn Douglas
was born April 5, 1901, in Macon, Ga. He
is 6 feet tall, weighs 182 pounds, and has

blonde hair and blue eyes. His wife is Helen
Gahagan, famous Broadway actress. His
first screen appearance was with Gloria

Swanson in "Tonight or Never." Ronald
Colman was born Feb. 9, 1891, in Richmond,
Surrey, England. He has brown hair,

brown eyes, weighs 175 pounds, and is 5 feet

11 inches tall and has been married, but is

separated from his wife. His last picture

was "Arrowsmith" with Helen Hayes, and
if his producer will ever decide the title of

his next release, we'll have our "what-it-

takes" for the first showing.

Virginia Ruth. You want to hear some-
thing nice about Greta Garbo? Tish, tish

!

I only know nice things about her. She has
the longest eye-lashes I have ever seen.

Her work in "As You Desire Me" was the

best of her screen career, many believe.

Clara Bow will make good in her new pic-

ture or I'll eat my words and that's saying

a mouthful. After an absence of months
from the screen, Clara will make a grand
come-back in "They Call Her Savage."
Wallace Ford was born in England, is 5

feet, 10^4 inches tall, weighs 154 pounds,
and has brown hair and eyes. He was ed-

ucated on the stage. Never went to school

a day in his life. His first picture was
"Possessed" with Joan Crawford.

L. and F. From the number of inquiries

I have about Barry Norton, something
should be done about his absence from the

screen. His small part in "Dishonored" was
handled very skillfully and the world at

large hoped to see him again in something
bigger and better. He was born in Buenos
Aires, South America, on June 16, 1905.

His real name is Alfredo de Biraben. Typi-
cally Latin in appearance, he has dark
brown hair and eyes, is 5 feet \\ l/2 inches

tall, and weighs 168 pounds. He has a
charming personality. Not married.

Nova Scotia Fan. "Blondie of the Fol-
lies" is the title of Marion Davies next pic-

ture, if the producers don't change their

minds. In the cast are Robert Montgomery,
Billie Dove, Zasu Pitts, James Gleason,

Jimmy Durante and Clyde Cook. I'm not

in touch with fan clubs—sorry I can't tell

you about one in connection with Robert
Montgomery. His latest release was "Letty
Lynton" with Joan Crawford.

No Name. Without your signature, it's

difficult to address you, but "Hello" and
how have you been ? Sometimes a picture

is taken off the shelf, dusted and revamped
for future use but I don't know just how or
when "Step-daughters of War" will be put
to work. Ruth Chatterton will make three
pictures a year for a period of two years for

Warner Bros. Her first two are, "The Rich
Are Always With Us" and "The Crash,"
both with the new leading man, George
Brent, who will probably be Mr. Ruth
Chatterton by the time you read this.

Just Me. You'll be my slave for life and
how I've wanted a slave, if I will use my
influence with the editor to print a full page
picture of Peggy Shannon in Screenland?
Her next picture is "After the Rain" with
Spencer Tracv. Peggv was born Jan. 10,

1909, in Pine Bluff, Ark. She is 5 feet AV2
inches tall, weighs 112 pounds, and has red
hair and green eyes. Her real name is

Winona Sammon. She is married to Alan
Davis, the actor. Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.'s

latest releases are "It's Tough to be Fa-
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mous" with Mary Brian and "Love is a
Racket" with Ann Dvorak and Frances Dee.
"Revolt" is Doug's next.

M. L. M. Constance Bennett, our Octo-
ber Cover Girl, was born October 22, 1905,

in New York City. She has blonde hair,

blue eyes, is 5 feet 4 inches tall, and weighs
about 99 pounds. She was educated in pri-

vate schools in New York and in Paris.

Connie played with Joan Crawford and
Sally O'Neil in "Sally, Irene and Mary" in

1926 for M-G-M. Madge Evans was born
August 1, 1909, is 5 feet 4 inches tall, weighs
116 pounds, and has blonde hair and blue

eyes. Her latest picture is "Huddle" with
Ramon Novarro, and the next may be "The
New Yorker" with Al Jolson, Roland
Young, and probably Harry Langdon.

June P. Joan Crawford has been doing
some lively stepping from one grand picture

to another since she appeared in her first

release, "Sally, Irene and Mary." She was
Sally. Joan's next will be "Rain," in which
she has one of the most coveted roles of

the year, Sadie Thompson. A new leading

man, William Gargan from Broadway, who
had been playing in "The Animal Kingdom"
was picked to play opposite Sadie. Don't
lose a good night's rest over him, girls, he's

married. In the supporting cast of "Rain"
is another new-comer to the screen, Kendall
Lee, who plays the wife of Matt Moore

;

and other well-known players are Walter
Huston, Guy Kibbee, Beulah Bondi, and
Walter Catlett.

H. IV. and H. High Wide and Hand-
some—are you? Junior Durkin is Junior
to us and so why not to you? He is about
17 years old and a real boy. Jackie Coogan
has not announced any future picture plans.

Mitzi Green has been doing personal appear-
ances. She will be ten years old her next
birthday, on October 22. Her next picture

will be "Little Orphan Annie," for Radio.
Joan Crawford is 24. Charlotte Henry was
born March 3, 1914, in Brooklyn, N. Y.

Price. Anita Louise (Fremault) was
born Jan. 9, 1917, in New York City. She
has blonde hair and blue-grey eyes, is a
gifted pianist, plays tennis, fences, rides,

and speaks several languages, including
French, German and Spanish. Not married.
Anita, your friends want to see you again
so jump into a good part and we'll do the

rest.

Miss H. C. S. Your "dream man,"
Buddy Rogers, hasn't made a picture since

"This Reckless Age." He was on the New
York stage in a Ziegfeld show, "Hot-Cha!"
and is now doing radio work. But to re-

fresh your memory about Buddy—he was
born Aug. 13, 1905, in Olathe, Kansas. He
has black hair, brown eyes, is 6 feet tall and
weighs 165 pounds. Not married. He has
a younger brother and two sisters and his

parents are living. Tom Tyler's latest re-

lease is "Man from New Mexico" with
Caryl Lincoln. Frances Dee is not married.

Roy IV. Tom Keene was born on a farm
in New York but doesn't tell us when. He
is 6 feet tall, weighs 175 pounds and has
brown hair and blue eyes. His hobbies are
horseback riding, swimming, and tennis.

He won success on the stage as George Dur-
yea and made several pictures using that

name, among them, "The Godless Girl,"

"Tide of Empire," playing opposite Renee
Adoree; played with Sophie Tucker in

"Honky Tonk"
;

appeared with the late

Lon Chaney in "Thunder" and was the

brother in ""Tol'able David." His RKO
Westerns, made under the name of Tom
Keene, are "The Saddle Buster." "Freigh-
ters of Destiny," and "Sundown Trail," with
more to follow.

TONIGHT
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Freckles, Blackheads,
Blotches. Vanish too!

Oh what a difference a lovely white skin makes!
You can have it. No matter how dark your skin
now, no matter how many other creams have
failed, this famous Golden Peacock Bleach
Cream will lighten it one shade a night ... or
your money back! Gentlest, daintiest of ail

bleaches that work. Perfected by 30 great
specialists \ . . absolutely guaranteed. More
economical, because it acts so fast . . . you use
so little. Try Golden Peacock Bleach Cream to-
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GET YOUR EXACT SHADE
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nomical, as it lasts a year. Has been used
by the stars of ths stage and screen for
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If your dealer cannot supply you, send
your order direct. Price One Dollar.

SHEP SALES CORP.
Eighty East Eleventh St., New York

YOU can earn good money in spare time at
home making display^cards. No selling or
canvassing. We instruct you, furnish com-
plete outfit and supply you with work.
Write to-day for free booklet.
The MENHENITTCOMPANY Limited

252 Dominion Bldg., Toronto, Ont.ii
No Joke To Be Deaf

—EveryDeafPersonKnowsThat
George P. Way made bimself bear, after being
deaf for 25 yean, with Artificial Ear Drama—big
own invention. Be wore tbem
day and night. They stopped
bead noises and rinsing; ears. 1

Tbey are invisible and per-

J

fectlycomfortable. NocnoBeol
them. Write for his true story.

V

"How I Got Deaf and Made 1

Myself Hear". Also booklet
on Deafness. Address Artificial Ear Drum

GEORGE P. WAY, IXC.
755 Hofaiann BuildinK Delruii. UichiKM

movie STORltSbs!
Hollywood Wants New Ideas f

Producers are looking to the unknown writer for Original

story plots and ideas, suitable for "Talkie" production.

As exclusive scenario agents for TEN HOLLYWOOD
PRODUCERS we GUARANTEE a reading of your manu-
script by a Studio Executive. Director, or Producer. Our
Stnrv Editors will read and report free to you. FREE
BOOKLET and FULL DETAILS—WRITE

HOLLYWOOD SCENARIO AGENCY
Dept. 710 1040 N. Las Palmas Hollywood. Calif.
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Are you writing to

SILVER
SCREEN'S
Popular Department

"You're

Tellm

Me?"
FIRST PRIZE

"When I do not like the picture I

watch the audience," says L. Mann of

Berks Street, Philadelphia, Pa. "I

saw a little boy put his arm through

his mother's and snuggle up close

when the 'worst boy in town' in 'Young

America' stood before the judge."

SECOND PRIZE

"Chop, chop here. Chop, chop there.

Here chop. There chop. Everywhere
chop, chop. Just a best seller being

heartlessly maimed for the screen."

E. A. Warren of Mt. Hope, Washing-
ton, laments the passage through the

meat chopper of Mrs. Barnes' "West-

ward Passage." Should have tilled it

"Westward Sausage."

THIRD PRIZE

"The efforts of the film advertising

departments to be sensational," says

Kay Beckwith of Seattle, Wash., "are

ridiculous. If Cinderella's romance
ever comes to the screen it will prob-

ably be billed as

—

'She Loitered With
a Prince—The Searing, Soul-Search-

ing Story of a Kitchen Maid!' " How
about :

—
"Sin-Sin-Cinderella ! ''

Clever?

"You re telling me?"

Silver -j r\

Screen IvJ^

"The largest newsstand sale of any screen magazine"

Hot off the Ether
Continued from page 58

Stoopnagle. The guests in the studio dur-
ing "The Gloom Chasers" broadcast have
a grand time. But they have to keep
supressing their laughter, so that you-all

can hear the gags. The boys are good.

And now for drama ! Over to the
"Crime Club" and see what "dirty deed"
is being done, or who killed Cock Robin?
This time we sit in the Control Room.
Murray Lieberman, the handsome testi-

monial letter reader of that urogram, ex-
plains how the sound effects are made
effective. (Just a moment before we go
into our disillusioning act. Now is just

as good a time as any to make a radio or
talkie discovery. We nominate Mr. Lieber-
man ! He's tall, dark, handsome, and has
a swell voice.)

Ready to be disillusioned? Well, the
action supposedly took place at a tea in

the English mansion of "Sir something or
other." Only two of the principals were
speaking into the microphone but many
voices could be heard in the background.
That trick was done with a phonograph
record. Also the clatter of dishes could

be heard. That bit of atmosphere came
from the sound technician's table. He had
several cups, saucers and spoons which
he would click together every once in a
while. And here's the pay-off—the climax
was a crash through a door to trap the
murderer. The realistic din heard was
simply a few small, ordinary peach bas-
kets—yes, the kind that hold about a
quart of peaches—being stepped upon by
those sound technicians

!

But on the other hand, those are real
canaries you hear singing on the Cheerio
Program. It isn't any mechanical miracle,
so the sound-men can't take the bows for
this. You hear ten canaries who sing
under the direction of their mistress, Miss
Elizabeth Freeman. Miss Freeman teaches
the birds to follow melodies by playing
them on phonograph records (the melo-
dies—not the birds!) countless times. It

takes three years of hard training to teach
the canaries—the birds are taught when
they are very young. Even then some
birds«never learn to do it.

And the moral is, if any: You never
can tell

!

Screaming Beauty
Continued from -page 51

tively terrify you. Did you hear it in

"Miss Pinkerton"? You're going to hear
it some more. It makes the hair rise on
the heads of the studio electricians, and
Joan loves to frighten electricians.

Kay Francis plays more stately parts

and her emotions are seldom expressed by
screaming. She can do it with the best of

them, but it ruins her voice for days, which
makes her shrieks too costly for any kind

of use.

And so you see how a little girl made
good in Hollywood by means of a great
big scream. Perhaps you, too, can scream.
Try it out at the dinner table some night
and see what happens. If your family col-

lapses beneath the table, dragging table

cloth and dishes with them, if the neigh-
bors rush in, if the police arrive—then you
have a future. Hollywood is waiting for

you. You may get your picture in Screen-
land Magazine!

What's the Matter with Farrell?

Continued from page 62

human. It was a genuine, sincere per-

formance. One moment we felt tragedy

;

the next, laughed at some comedy line.

The line drawn between the actor and
the character was so delicately applied

that it was impossible to tell which was
the character and which the individual.

You must take my word for it that the

actor has very little in common with the

personification. It was a case of pure art.

I suggest, very humbly, that we present
Charles Farrell with his graduation
diploma for his fine work in "After To-
morrow" and never again retard his

progress, because he worked long hours
at home-work when the rest of us simply
went to classes, took notes, and let it go
at that.

More Reviews
Continued from page 69

White Zombie

United Artists

This, meant to be a super-super shocker,

doesn't shock. According to Haiti tradition,

a "Zombie" is a living corpse from which
the soul has departed. Madge Bellamy is

made a "Zombie" by Bela Lugosi, ex-

Dracula. But you won't be able to take it

very seriously.

Kriss

First Division

Excellent scenery here—the picture was
filmed on the beautiful island of Bali, with

a cast of native Balinese. It isn't a travel

|

film, but a somewhat too melodramatic love

story. The heroine of the film is charming,
and the hero is a husky lad with a Tarzan
physique. You'll get those Bali blues when

you see this gorgeous Paradise.

Radio Patrol

Universal

Glorifying the American policeman. You'll

see heroic cops killed ; gangster fights ; you'll

hear sirens scream and machine guns bark!

It's exciting in spots, but you've seen stories

similar to this. Lila Lee makes her come-
back here. She's lovelier than ever, but her

role is very slight. Acting honors are divided

between Russell Hopton and Robert
Armstrong.
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Mystery Ranch
Fox

Here's a typical Western thriller, for those

who crave it. There's nothing particularly

new or startling about it; but George
O'Brien makes a properly dare-devilish hero,

and Cecilia Parker is appealing as the girl.

O'Brien in the process of foiling the villain,

shows some excellent horsemanship. The
picture throughout is photographed with

exceptional beauty.

The Man Called Back
Tiffany

A nicely acted and well directed drama.
Conrad Nagel comes through with a fine

performance as a doctor who was all washed
up but who comes back strong, with the aid

of charming Doris Kenyon. But it's John
Halliday's picture. As a philandering hus-

band, he's immense. The high-lights of the

picture are the stirring court-room scenes.

Keystone

AndnowthePhilippinelslands,
which have long been enthusi-
astic about the talkies, have
produced their own audible
picture, "Moro Pirate," with a
complete native cast. Here's

the attractive leading lady.

SHORT FEATURES:
The Idol of Seville

Educational
A miniature version of "Carmen," and
recommended to all music lovers. The sing-

ers are very capable, and make this Opera-
logue excellent screen entertainment. Renec

Denny makes a memorable Carmen.

The City of Contrasts
Irving Browning

You've seen many travelogues of New York
City, but see this one, too. It's different.

The photography is excellent, and it is in-

terestingly directed. Norman Brokenshire,
of Radio fame, delivers entertaining chatter

throughout the film.

Campus Murder Mystery
Vitaphone

Who murdered the dean of the college?

Find out for yourself. This is one of the
better S. S. Van Dine Murder Mystery
series. With John Hamilton and Harriet

Hilliard.

Rudy Vallee Melodies
Paramount

In which pert Betty Boop, the cartoon cutie,

flirts with Rudy Vallee. Betty invites Rudy
to a party and Vallee sings four songs. Very

entertaining.

A lovely young skin

At 75 . .

.

not a Wrinkle
Afruly astounding discovery
now makes it possible for wo-
mervto retain or restore youthful

contour of the face, and a clear, healthy, radi-
ant complexion. Re|uvene Skin Treatment is the
discovery of a famous woman chemist, now 75
whose own remarkable results are the envy of
all women. Marvelous for removing unbecoming
blemishes, eruptions, blackheads, acne oily

skins, pimples, wrinkles, flabby flesh, double
chins. Stimulates circulation, cleans out impuri-
ties and toxic poisons, and leaves skin delight-
fully healthy. Easy to use; positively cannot
harm you; no skin peeling, massaging, dieting,

or apparatus to fuss with. Send for free bro-

chure which tells amazing history of Reiuvene
and how to keep a youthful-looking face.

REJUVENE • 300 Chronicle Bldg., S. F„ C«l.

\Money Back Guarantee im

DR. WALTER'S
latest REDUCING BRASSIERE

gives you that trim, youthful fig-

ure that the new styles demand. 2
to 3 inch reduction almost immedi-
ately. Send bust measure. *o OC
Price only «p*.*»»
HIP, WAIST and ABDOMINAL
REDUCER for men and women;
takes care of that ugly roll above
corset. Send waist and abdominal
measures. Laced at back, tfo C(\
Price only ^a.JV
RELIEVE swelling am
varicose veins and re-
d.ir.. your limba with Dr. WAL-
TER'S famous rubbei
Wo the Bki

nkle and calf

9-inch. .$5.00 pair
14-inch.. $8.75 pairM Itt 11-inch. S3.75 pair9A.au
(not covcri„, (00tj

All garments are made of pure gum rubbei

—

fieah tutored.

Write for literature. Send check or money
ordci—no cash.

Dr. Jeanne S. C. Waller, 389 Fifth A?e.. N. Y.

WOMAN'S
E C R E T

LADIES
can now de end on our new
S. P. Relief Compound.

Use It when nature faild you. Success-
fully relieves some of the most stubborn
delays, o.ten In 48 hours. Guaranteed
syfe, harmless, no inconvenience or inter-
ference with work. Highly recommended
and used by thousands of women because
they are of superior quality and will assure
the most satisfaction generally. Use only
d and you never should be without It. We

don't know of anything better. All orders shipped
rushed the same day received. In plain wrapper. Mall
$2.00 Box; 2 for $3.00. Double Strength. $3.00; 2 for
$5.00. Valuable Free Hvfriene Booklet. Write today.
SNYDER PRODUCTS CO., Dept. 21-A, 227 W. North Ave., Chicago

S. P ompour

ALfCr WHITE-POPULAR ST**

She is too clever to let drab, dull hair

spoil her attractiveness. Her hair is always

soft, lustrous, radiant with tiny dancing lights

—the subject of much admiration—and not a

little envy. She wouldn't think of using ordi-

nary soaps. She uses Golden Glint Shampoo.

*Note: Do not confuse this with other shampoos that

merely cleanse. Golden Glint in addition tocleansinz,

gives your hair a fashionable "tiny-tint"—a wee little

hit—not much— hardly perceptible. But how it does

bring out the true beauty ofyour own individual shade

of hair! 25c at your dealers'—or a FREE sample

willshow you the difference. Sendfor it now/

FREE
J. W. KODI CO.. 617 Rainier Ave., Dept. K
Seattle, Wash. • * • • Please send a free sample.

Name
Address

City .State-

Color of mv hair-

Physical culture training put me in

the movies. I have been featured in

over 100 pictures, now I'll help you
with my low-priced course. Women!
I'll give you perfect health, an al-

luring, graceful figure. Men! I'll
I

pack your body with muscles and i

strength. I'll enter you in my contest for Free Trip to

Hollywood and Guaranteed Movie Contract. If over 16,

Write Today for Free Illustrated Book— one for

women, one for men. Tells how to acquire a beautiful

figure, or giant muscles. Qualify for Free Trip and Guar-
anteed Movie Contract. Write today, Joe Bonomo,
250-A Bonomo Bldg., Hollywood, Calif.

Are you embarrassed by a large,

flabby bust? Do you want to reduce
the size, lift the sag and restore the firm,

shapely contour of youth? Just send your name and
I'll show you how to reduce your bust measure, quickly

and easily.

TNON'T let large, flabby breasts

9 ) spoil your figure! Don't allow that

matronly fullness about the chest

to make you look old and settled. It is

so easy to regain the slim, trim form of

youth. My new TRESCRIPTION-36"

treatment banishes fat, remoulds the
form. Simple, harmless—requires but a

few minutes a day at home. Not "just

another fat-reducer", but a special treat-

ment designed expressly for the bust, to

remove extra fullness and restore shapely

contours.

Let Me Tell You How, Free

!

Mail the coupon or write and I will send you complete information in con-

fidence, without the slight-

est cost or oblioation."^
Don't miss this wonderful D0R , S k ENT. Dept. SC-IO JFREE opportunity. Send ™ K

name and address today. 80 East I Ith St.. New York. N. Y. a

Please send me FREE INFORMATION in

confidence about your new, easy way to reduce
the bust.

DORIS KENT New York, N.Y. Town
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GET THAT

CORN
with B!ue-jay . . . Write a limerick and

WIN $100
Get Blue-Jay at any drug
store, six for 25c. Put it

on corn. Adhesive strip

holds medication where
it belongs. Pain stops im-

mediately. Corn should

lift out, core and all ...

.

Write a limerick about Blue-jay and
mail with Blue-jay box top (or pencil

tracing) to Bauer & Black, 2528 S.

Dearborn, Chicago. $100 first prize, ten

$5 prizes, for best limericks received by
November 15, 1932. Duplicate prizes to

tying contestants.

WRITE A LIMERICK LIKE THIS
Until I got rid of my corn
I wished that I 'd never been born,

I groaned and I cried.

Then—Blue-jay I tried.

And now oil my agony's gornl

(Edithe Neubert, Harvey, 111.)

BLUE-JAY
CORN PLASTERS
BAUER & BLACK )

SEN STORIES

6 STORIES SOLD IN 1 DAY!
and Mo : produ> urgently'necd-•\TEVER before hare Talk

-L' cd short Storion nnd plots! One oi the leading independc...
dios ordered .S7-Y -Tories in ONE day from this Company. They pnv

—

nnd pay bp; fur pimple plots with merit. Victoria Morton of New
York received $3000 for her efforts.

Perhaps thia is your chan
No

for quick.

i not quite come up to producer's stand-
ards. The plot ia what count*! Why not
tiend in your story for Free Examination
and advice. It costs nothing. Perhaps we ;

ran revise and edit it and bring a quick
sale. Your copv of "How to Write for the
Talkies" is ready to be Bent to you now
absolutely free. Don't hesitate—write to-
day. It may meun financial independence.

Daniel O 'Malley Co., Inc., Dept. W-14
1776 Broadway, New York m REE
EARN MONEY

AT HOME
YOU can make $15 to $50 weekly in spare
or full time at home coloring photographs.
No experience needed. No canvassing. We
instruct you by our new simple Photo-Color
process and supply you with work. Write
for particulars and Free Book to-day.

The IRVING-VANCE COMPANY Ltd.
346 Hart Building, Toronto, Can.

REDUCING Tea
Quick. Safe. Strengthening. Praised by thousands.

Makes fat melt away without dope, drugs, chemicals,
strenuous exercise or diet. Proof and guaranteed offer sent
free. 10c brings generous sample. Send $1 for 30-day
supply, also sent C.O.D. plus few cents postage.

VITON CO., Dept. 14, 54 W. 21st St., New York

Here's Hollywood

(Continued from page 77)

Dancing masters! Jimmy Durante and Buster Keaton try their hands at directing
the chorus of "Speak Easily," the comedy in which they will clown together.

Won't Garbo be jealous, now, eh, Jimmy?

TS THERE a motif behind the Fox Com-
pany's consistent firing of actresses ru-

mored engaged to George O'Brien? Per-
haps studio heads recognize his attractive-

ness as a bachelor.

Whatever the truth may be, it is a fact

that four girls who were once under con-

tract to the company, and were reported

engaged to O'Brien, were released from
their contracts. In the order of their ro-

mances and dismissals, they are Olive Bor-

den, Marguerite Churchill, Conchita Mon-
tenegro and Cecelia Parker.

HPHAT Maurice Chevalier di-

vorce surprised Hollywood,
because up to the very minute it

was announced, nobody dreamed
of serious marital trouble in the

French star's household.

After the newspapers carried

the announcement, a well-known
Hollywood columnist was seen
running about town, frothing at

the mouth. "My reputation is

ruined," he was moaning. "They're
the only couple in pictures I

haven't rumored about to sepa-

rate."

LOWELL SHERMAN'S first public ap-

J pearances since his divorce have been

in the company of Geneva Mitchell, ex-Fol-

lies girl . . . Andy Devine, Universal com-
edian, is separated from his wife but she

refuses a divorce; she is Catholic . . .

Carl Laemmle, Jr., and Cecelia Parker have

turned off the heat . . . Maybe there's a

laugh in the changed name of the defunct

Bank of Hollywood building; its new title

is The Equitable Building . . . Gloria Shea

accidentally thrust her hand through a win-

dow pane and several stitches were neces-

sary . . . Edmund Lowe owns a cherry

tree ranch in California . . . Clark and
Mrs. Gable are among the most con-

stant patrons of the various night clubs

around Hollywood . . . Bing Crosby's mid-
dle name is Lillis, but don't dare use it.

. . . William Powell gave Carole Lombard
a pair of Dachshunds on their first wedding
anniversary . . . Robert Woolsey and Bert
Wheeler have buried the hatchet and will

do a new comedy together . . . Katherine
Hepburn, Broadway actress, recently cap-
tured by the movies, will give Lilyan Tash-
man competition for "best dressed actress"

honors.

QECIL B. DeMILLE chose^ Elissa Landi for a role in

"The Sign of the Cross" because,
he says, "there is the depth of

ages in her eyes, today in her
body, and tomorrow in her spirit."

Sort of a chip off the old rock
of the ages?

"PLISSA LANDI endangered the sight

of her left eye when she idly swung
a rose stem and a thorn penetrated the

iris . . . Hoot Gibson gave Sally Eilers a

gorgeous diamond brooch on the second

anniversary of their marriage . . . Dorothy
Wilson and Eric Linden are Hollywood's
newest lovers, although he paid no atten-

tion to her when she was a studio secre-

tary . . . Irene Dunne and husband E. H.
Griffin spent her summer vacation in

Honolulu . . . Arline Judge's baby should

arrive in December . . . Constance Bennett

lost the first legal step in her agent's

suit to collect $16,000 commissions the

agent alleges she owes . . . Gwili Andre
is studying to lower the tone of her voice

and Americanize her broad English, fol-

lowing previews of her first R-K-O pic-

tures, in which she was difficult to under-

stand . . . Richard Dix bought a camera
and snapped three dozen pictures of his

family, but forgot to adjust the lens; the

negatives turned out black . . . Jimmie
Dunn kiddingly answered telephone calls
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in the Fox publicity department, and de-

manded of calling editors why they wasted

so much time; pandemonium reigned until

the joke was explained to the editors.

AND now we have the Tarzan swim-
ming suit for kiddies! They're cut

in imitation of Johnny Weissmuller's

scanty costume in the picture, and are fea-

tured by a New York department store.

A "Tarzan yell," we understand, is thrown

in with each suit.

TS ANN HARDING a terribly
~- lonesome and unhappy woman,
as an aftermath of her divorce?

Current gossip in Hollywood
indicates that Ann's broken mel-

ody of love has left her bitter.

Whether or not this is true, it is a

fact that she has become a social

and business recluse second only

to Garbo. She has no telephone

in her home, and she often leaves

Hollywood, unaccompanied, on
cross-country automobile tours.

HARPO MARX read in Walter Win-
chell's column, that New York City

makes $500,000 a year on its garbage.

"Huh; shoe string movie producers make
more than that," Harpo harpooned.

THE rumor floating around Hollywood
to the effect that Howard Hughes is

engaged to Mary L. ("Timmie") Lansing,

pretty New York society deb, is regarded

skeptically by "Cholly" Knickerbocker,

gossip columnist of the haute monde. Writ-

ing in the New York American, "Cholly"

observes, "Certainly no formal announce-

ment of the betrothal has been made here

in New York by 'Timmie's' parents, the

Cleveland C. Lansings, of 3 E. 94th St.,

and 'Brookhill,' Salisbury, Conn., and until

Mr. and Mrs. Lansing broadcast the news
I, for one, decline to believe 'Timmie' is

engaged to anyone."

TOMMY LEE and Virginia Cherrill.

romancers a few years past, are at it

again . . . O. O. Mclntyre, the columnist,

refused an offer to make a radio broadcast

at $6,000 a night . . . George M. Cohan
wrote a song titled "We Need a Man" and

it was played at the Democratic conven-

tion . . . Lillian Rich, former star, has

divorced her radio announcer-husband,

Lionel Nicholson . . . That first movie

serial, "The Perils of Pauline," is to be

re-made . . . Russell Hopton's fad is pho-

tography and he has snapped pictures of

scores of stars . . . Estelle Taylor invoked

the aid of the sheriff's office to collect

salary due for an independent picture in

which she starred . . . Ann Dvorak didn't

want to play in "Cynara," so without tell-

ing the studio, she accompanied her hus-

band, Leslie Fenton, on a sea trip . . .

OF COURSE, everybody knew that

Ruth Chatterton and Ralph Forbes

would be divorced, after which she would

wed George Brent. But most people ex-

pected Ruth would file suit in Paris. In-

stead, Ralph sued in Reno. Nevada.

Brent and Ruth selected the month of

August for their marriage. August ap-

pears to be quite the nuptial month this

year, for other couples who chose the

same calendar period for weddings are

Joan Blondell and George Barnes, and Vir-

ginia Bruce and John Gilbert.

Are you flat chested? Is your bust
thin and undeveloped ? Do ugly, sag-
ging lines rob you of your feminine
charm? It is SO easy to have
the full, firm bust that fashion
demands. .Tust the simple ap-
plication of my wonderful Nancy
Lee Miracle Cream and complete
instructions will work wonders.

Develop
Your Bust
This New, Easy Way

oupon.

My new illustrated book tells all about this new. easy ^ N
p
CIL"; Dept

'
SC ' 10

way to develop the bust—how flat, thin or sagging / v^t 1 v
breasts may be made full, firm and shapely. This f
valuable book is yours absolutely FREE Spe- / I enclose only $1.00. Send me
rnv-TJntr OF MIRTcr r

1m [x,
LiV-\?V container of Miracle Cream

Ci«™TTmwT ,„
M

i- mi -
i 5EAM t-

AND >' with instructions and Free BookINSTRUCTIONS and I will include mv Free S in nlain wranner
Book. This offer is limited and may be S P ""DP"-
withdrawn at any time, so mail coupon >
with $1.00 AT ONCE. f Nuns

NANCY LEE, Dept. SC-10 /
f Address^*JL A 816 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

Subscribe to Screenland R
f
ad the Personality

Magazine of the Movies

Keep Up With Hollywood:
Get the Newest Screen Gossip . . .

the Smartest Stars' Pictures . . . the

Most Original Movie Features Every

Month by Subscribing to Screenland . . .

MAKE SURE OF HAVING SCREENLAND
SEND IN YOUR SUBSCRIPTION NOW—
Special Subscription

Offer 10 MONTHS $1.25 v
»£.

Rates: 10 months in U. S. $1.25

20 months in V. S. $225
Canada SI. 70
Canada $3.03

Foreign $2.00
Foreign $3.50

Screenland Magazine, Inc.

45 West 45th Street, N. Y. C.

SC 10

Enclosed herewith is $ for which you will please enter my subscription

to Screenland Magazine for months effective with the next issue.

Send to

Street Address

City State

This offer srood until October 15th only.
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THERE are four kitchens on the Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer studio grounds. One

is the general commissary kitchen, that

supplies food for the big studio restaurant.

Another is the kitchen situated back of the

executives' quarters; there food is prepared

for studio chiefs.

The other two are attached to the bun-

galows of Marion Davies and John Gil-

bert, and are used daily by private chefs

who prepare meals for those two lumi-

naries.

THE naked archer with the bow and

arrow is running rampant in Holly-

wood. New hearts pierced by his arrows

include

:

Buster Collier and Marie Prevost, re-

suming an old love.

George E. Stone and Betty Gillette.

Dorothy Lee has finally concentrated on

Marshall Duffield, and when Dot concen-

trates, they give in.

Randolph Scott and Martha Sleeper's

love thermometer has jumped to about 200

degrees.

TO BALANCE Dan Cupid's activities,

"Dat 01' Davil Divorce" has stuck

his nose into several family affairs

:

Ralph Forbes and Ruth Chatterton are

no longer one.

Rumors of trouble in the Owen Moore-
Katherine Perry household gain strength.

Edna Murphy received her divorce from

Director Mervyn LeRoy.
William Powell and Carole Lombard are

reported to be on the verge of a split

—

but they have denied it.

Ralph Graves and his wife are now the

once-were-weds.

EVERY noon, when he is making a

picture, Will Rogers lunches at the

same table in the Fox studio cafe, and

about him gathers a small group of friends.

Rogers never fails to read his daily syn-

dicated wire, which he dispatches from the

studio shortly after noon. If the group

laughs, Will acts as pleased as a bashful

boy, blushing under his tan and rubbing

his mouth and chin shyly.

TJOLLYWOOD'S only "No-
man" has fallen victim to his

own immovable opinion. Warner
Baxter employed Ed Marcel to

tell the truth about his work on
the set, and Warner stressed the

fact that if Marcel became a "Yes
man," his job was ended. Re-
cently Warner decided that his

man Friday's salary was too
large, so he asked Ed to take

a cut. "No!" replied the em-
ployee, and now Baxter is minus
a "No-man."

XTOTHING is quite so complete as a
-l"^ Barrymore squelch, no matter by
which Barrymore. Ethel was enjoying a
motion picture program the other day,

and a newsreel of Alfred E. Smith was
shown. In his brief talk. Smith used the

word "first," but pronounced it "foist."

"What grammar!" a smart-alec behind
Miss Barrymore scoffed. "Foist! That
guy would have no more chance to be
President than me."
Her Royal Stage Highness turned and

regarded the speaker in the aloof Barry-
more manner. "Than I, is correct," she

murmured.

TV/TANY humane stories are told about

Roscoe Arbuckle. Among them is

a tale of his generosity years ago, when
he was a Mack Sennett star. Friday was

Acme

Garbo, en route to Europe, not
only consented to pose, but ad-
mitted she will return to Holly-

wood at $600,000 a year!

"extra day" at the Sennett studio, and
every extra who hadn't worked during the

week was given a job. If there were no
scenes to be photographed, the extras were
run up and down a street, while blank

cameras trained on them.

The man who signed the pay checks was
Arbuckle, but because he didn't care to

have his generosity publicized, the extras

were presumably paid by the studio.

"LTAS it ever occurred to you
* that never, in the history of

modern stage or screen, has a star

given birth to twins?

T> ARBARA STANWYCK sings for the

first time in "The Purchase Price"

. . . Perhaps wedding bells will ring for

Ina Claire and George Cukor, the director

. . . Gloria Stuart is taking flying lessons

from Florence Lowe Barnes, famed avia-

trix . . . Astrologists told Barbara Weeks
she should become a great actress because

Venus was in the same spot on her birth-

day as on Garbo's . . . Lionel Barrymore
greets Karen Morley with "Hello, actress"

. . . Clara Bow reduced twenty pounds in

thirty days . . . Hundreds of girls wrote
to Jean Harlow to ask if she thought they
might find husbands if they changed their

hair to red . . . Tala Birell forgot to take
her passports when she went to Mexico;
because she was foreign she was detained
several hours by the immigration officers

when she attempted to return . . . Mary
Astor, husband and baby returned to Hol-
lywood, where Alary plans soon to resume
her screen work.

C" OME pictures you should see, and why:
^ "Tess of the Storm Country," be-

cause it returns Janet Gaynor to unsoph-
isticated roles, in which she excels.

"No Bed of Her Own," because it will

present two of the screen's most interest-

ing somebodies, possessed by Miriam Hop-
kins and Clark Gable.

"The Sign of the Cross," because it

marks the return of the old Cecil B. De-
Mille—extravaganza, Roman bath, spectacle

and all.

"Walking Down Broadway," because
Eric von Stroheim directed it, which should
be sufficient recommendation.

GARY COOPER told this story in the

cafe

:

"I have a friend who constantly moans
about his inability to get a job, but in-

stead of looking for one, he plays or sleeps

all day long. He is like the darkey who
reported, 'Ah done went fishin', boss, an'

when I gits back, de wolf at mah do' is

sleek an' fat. De onlies' way ah can
figger, is dat Oppo'tunity come to knock
at mah do' and de wolf et 'im

!'

"

O -K-O studios asked one hundred critics

throughout the country to name the

thirteen most glamorous women of screen

history. The thirteen who received the

most votes were

:

Greta Garbo, Mary Pickford, Theda
Bara, Constance Bennett, Gloria Swanson.
Marion Davies, Barbara La Marr, Ann
Harding, Joan Crawford, Marlene Diet-

rich, Clara Bow, Dolores Del Rio and
Marie Dressier.

The critics did not adhere to the strict

definition of the word glamorous, of course.

It is difficult to discern why Janet Gaynor
and Norma Shearer were not named, as

long as the voters were permitted to

broaden the meaning of glamor. Others
who might have been given more votes are

Alia Nazimova, Pola Negri and Betty

Compson. Today they are not so prom-
inent, but once they occupied the same
pedestals on which the Garbos and Craw-
fords are now poised.

TWO interesting women appear in a

film titled "Bill of Divorcement."

Billie Burke, screen actress some years

ago and the widow of Flo Ziegfeld, is one.

The other is Katherine Hepburn, who
comes of a socially prominent New York
family, and is said to be worth sixteen

million dollars in her own name.

Miss Burke, at the height of her career,

was one of the most beautiful women ever

known to the stage or screen. She is still

lovely. Miss Hepburn is a graduate of

Bryn Mawr College. Bored with social

duties, she decided to pursue a useful ca-

reer, and chose motion pictures.
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ROUGE SHADES

this new

fascinating way

forget all about "matching

your skin" and select shades

to match your costume

BY PATRICIA GORDON

Catch the Spirit, the joyous freedom,

of this beautiful new fashion . . . rouge

to harmonize with your every costume.

The charm of it . . . the individuality . . .

and the difference that must exist when
all rouge shades match your skin—
match automatically, without your
giving a thought to it. Well you know
that usual rouge does not have this

characteristic. Instead you have mem-
ories of dire disappointment, times

when you felt "horrid" because off color

make-up spoiled the glory of your gown.

Now what has happened? . . . how
can you vary the old idea . . . and select

rouge shades to match costume, not
troubling to match your skin? Just

this: Princess Pat rouge does not blot out

the skin. The natural color is caused by
the blood showing through the skin

—

because the skin is transparent and has
scarcely any color of its own. Princess

Pat rouge is sympathetic to skin tones.

Thus whatever color your skin shows

—

and everyone has some color—is re-

tained when you use Princess Pat
rouge. To this natural color. Princess

Pat adds. Thus the beautiful tints im-
parted by Princess Pat rouge seem to

come from within the skin.

Princess Pat Lip Rouge a new sensation—nothing
Less. It does what no other lip rouge has ever done;
colors that inside moist surface of lips as well as out-
side. It is truly indelible, permanent. You'll love it!

WHY Different Colors of Costume Demand

Different Shades of Rouge

You have learned how all shades of

Princess Pat match every skin, why the

effect is invariably natural and beautiful.

But there is another requirement. Every
costume you wear has a certain enter

value.You recognize this when you match
dress, hose, shoes, hats so that the en-

semble is harmonious. It is even more
vitally important to recognize it when
you select rouge shades.

The great mistake with rouge has been
this: you had just one shade—say medium.
To secure more, or less, color you used
more, orless, rouge. But the shade remained
the same. You couldn't use other shades
for only one would match your skin. So
your rouge that might have looked well

with delicate pastel dresses, was less than
ineffectual with brilliant red costumes

—

and so on through the range of color com-
binations of costume and complexion.

Marvelous New Beauty If You Follow

These Hints For Choosing Rouge

For gowns of all red shades, select

Princess Pat Vivid, or Princess Pat
Squaw. Even the palest blonde—one who

has thought she simply could not wear
bright red—is beautiful in flaming colors

through use of Vivid or Squaw to set the

right color note in the cheeks. For gowns
of purple, violet, blue, use Squaw, Theatre

or Medium. When you wear yellow,

orange, green, your cheeks are wonderful

with Princess Pat English Tint. WitJ
soft pastel costumes, achieve the com-
plexion note of cool, delicious serenity with

Princess Pat Medium or Theatre. For tan

effect, use Princess Pat Tan. For evening

wear, use Princess Pat Nite. This indeed

is a marvelous shade, since it responds as

gloriously to artificial light as the most
perfect daytime rouge does to sunlight.

A MAKE-UP KIT

FOR ONLY 10c
This famous introductory Kit contains rouge

and lip rouge to last two weeks to a month; also

a purse size, metal box of Princess Pat face pow-
der and book of new copyrighted beauty secrets.

The 10c is simply for postage and packing. An
extraordinary offer; made to acquaint you with

three delightful Princess Pat beauty aids.

PRINCESS PAT
LONDON CHICAGO

1

PRINCESS PAT, Dept. 204-A. 2709 S. Wells St.. Chicago.

Send your famous Minute Make-up Kit containing rouge,

lip rouge and face powder. I enclose 10c in full payment.

City and State

IS CANADA, 93 CHVRCH STREET, TORONTO
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We thank you for your patronage

"It's toasted"
Your Protection—against irritation—against cough

TUNE IN ON LUCKY STRIKE— 6o modern minutes with the world's

finest dance orchestras, andfamous Lucky Strike features, every Tuesday, Thursday

and Saturday evening over N. B. C. networks.

STRIKE
CIGARETTE

Copr., 1931,

The American

Tobacco Co.
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